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Foreword
It is an honor to serve as the chairperson of this very timely and critically important bridge conference. This is the first Accelerated
Bridge Construction conference that is being sponsored by Florida International University’s Accelerated Bridge Construction
University Transportation Center (ABC-UTC). Established in October of 2013 with a grant from the U.S. Department of
Transportation, the ABC-UTC is a Tier One University Transportation Center, which focuses on Accelerated Bridge Construction.
ABC-UTC is a consortium led by Florida International University, with Iowa State University and the University of Nevada-Reno as
partner universities. We encourage you to visit our web site (www.abc-utc.fiu.edu) to learn more about our activities and the
resources that are available to facilitate the implementation of ABC.
I have had the privilege of co-chairing several Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) bridge conferences focused on Accelerated
Bridge Construction, the last two of which were held in 2008 in Baltimore, Maryland and 2010 in Orlando, Florida. The 2014
National ABC conference is co-sponsored by 26 state DOTs and other non-profit organizations representing the bridge industry.
More than 160 technical presentations will be made during the conference. Registration has exceeded 700 participants, making this
conference one of the most significant bridge events in recent years. Please take a moment to visit the exhibit halls, as we are
delighted that more than 52 companies will be showcasing their ABC-related services and products. We are also very grateful for
our travel scholarship sponsors, who enabled us to support the attendance of many state bridge engineers and bridge owners at this
well-timed conference.
For the first time, this year’s conference includes awards for the best ABC projects and most influential contributors to ABC. The
winners will be announced during the Thursday morning session. I congratulate all nominees and especially thank the awards
committee for doing a superb job with the difficult task of identifying the winners from many excellent entries.
The presentations and workshops organized for this conference are outstanding and unparalleled. The presentations and workshops
will provide the attendees with an opportunity to learn the latest technologies in several highly important ABC topics.
I want to thank those who helped to make this conference possible. I am particularly grateful to the U.S. DOT for facilitating the
promotion of ABC through the establishment of the ABC-UTC at Florida International University. The Federal Highway
Administration has been a close partner and assisted significantly with the conference. Their contributions are greatly
acknowledged. I also highly appreciate all the help we received from AASHTO T-4.
We plan to hold this conference on an annual basis, and we will provide more information as it becomes available. I hope that you
learn from and enjoy the 2014 National ABC Conference and look forward to seeing you at future conferences.

Atorod Azizinamini, Ph.D., P.E.
Conference Chairperson
Professor and Chair
Director, Accelerated Bridge Construction – University Transportation Center (ABC-UTC)
Civil and Environmental Engineering Department
Florida International University, Miami, Florida
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Pre-Conference Workshops
A series of workshops were held one day before the conference on Wednesday, December 3, 2014.

W-01: Lightweight Concrete – A Tool for Accelerated Bridge Construction Part I
Wednesday, December 3, 2014 - 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
This workshop introduced owners, designers and contractors to the potential advantages of lightweight concrete (LWC)
for accelerated bridge construction including durability, and gave designers examples of projects where lightweight
concrete has been or could have been used, and to give information useful in the practical implementation of
lightweight concrete for ABC projects.
Speaker: Reid W. Castrodale, President, Castrodale Engineering Consultants, Concord, NC

W-02: Today’s Precast, Prestressed Concrete Bridge Design
Wednesday, December 3, 2014 - 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
This series of talks focused on key elements of concrete bridge design. Some are covered in the AASHTO LRFD Bridge
Design Specifications, while many concepts and practices for precast prestressed concrete are addressed through
industry publications.
Speakers: William Nickas, PE, Managing Director, Transportation Systems for Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute
(PCI), Chicago, IL; Roy Eriksson, PE, Eriksson Technologies, Tampa, FL; Bijan Khaleghi, PE, State Bridge Design Engineer for
Washington State; Glenn Myers, PE, Atkins, Fort Lauderdale, FL; Maher Tadros, PE, e.Construct and Professor Emeritus
University of Nebraska, Omaha, NE; Henry Russell, PE; Henry G. Russell Inc., Glenview, IL

W-03: Rapid Replacement of Bridges Using the SHRP2 ABC Toolkit
Wednesday, December 3, 2014 - 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
The ABC Toolkit was developed under SHRP2 R04 and published in 2012 for prefabricated elements and modular
systems and then extended to cover lateral slide concepts. The ABC Toolkit presents standardized design and erection
concepts for ABC, sample design calculations and design specifications. The workshop will introduce engineers, owners
and contractors to the contents of the SHRP2 ABC Toolkit and their application to the rapid replacement of workhorse
bridges.
Speakers: Bala Sivakumar, Vice President, HNTB Corp. New York, NY; Ken Price, Vice President, HNTB Corp., Chicago, IL

W-04: GeoTechTools – Geotechnical Solutions for Accelerated Bridge Construction
Wednesday, December 3, 2014 - 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Introduced GeoTechTools as a means of identifying methods for improving bridge performance using geotechnical
solutions in various applications, locating current guidelines for design and material specifications, and recognizing
improvements in design and materials to advance the application of geotechnologies to bridges.
Speakers: Vernon R. Schaefer, Professor, Iowa State University, Ames, IA; Ryan R. Berg, Ryan R. Berg & Associates,
Woodbury, MN
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W-05: Lightweight Concrete – A Tool for Accelerated Bridge Construction Part II
Wednesday, December 3, 2014 - 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
This workshop introduced owners, designers and contractors to the potential advantages of lightweight concrete (LWC)
for accelerated bridge construction by discussing factors to be considered in structural design using the material,
research on structural aspects of the material, proposed revisions to the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications
based on research, and reports from designers of two major projects that have used lightweight concrete; and
introduced the concept of internal curing that can be useful to improve durability of concrete used in ABC projects.
Speakers: Reid W. Castrodale, President, Castrodale Engineering Consultants, Concord, NC.; Gary G. Greene, Assistant
Professor, Trine University, Angola, IN.; Andy Foden, Supervising Structural Engineer, Parsons Brinckerhoff, Princeton,
NJ.; Christopher Vanek, Structural Engineer, Parsons Brinckerhoff, Tampa, FL.

W-06: Guidelines for Design of Efficient Steel Bridges using AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design
Specifications
Wednesday, December 3, 2014 - 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Presented up-to-date information for the design of steel bridges using the latest design requirements and incorporating
consideration for efficient, economical fabrication and construction.
Speakers: Michael A. Grubb, P.E., M.A. Grubb & Associates, Wexford, PA; Karl H. Frank, Ph.D., Hirschfeld Industries,
Austin, TX; Michael Barker, Ph.D., U. of Wyoming, Laramie, WY; Chris Garrell, P.E., National Steel Bridge Alliance,
Philadelphia, PA

W-07: GRS-IBS – Geosynthetic Reinforced Soil Integrated Bridge System – for Accelerated
Bridge Construction
Wednesday, December 3, 2014 - 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
The workshop provided the fundamentals on the Geosynthetic Reinforced Soil Integrated Bridge System (GRS-IBS) from
concept to practice with an overview on the design, construction, and performance of this rapid, cost-effective solution
for new and replacement single-span bridges.
Speakers: Daniel Alzamora, Sr. Geotechnical Engineer, FHWA, Lakewood, CO; Jennifer Nicks, Research Geotechnical
Engineer, FHWA, McLean, VA

W-08: Design Management (DM) Guide for Design-Build and Construction Manager /
General Contractor Projects
Wednesday, December 3, 2014 - 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
The NCHRP 15-46 study, entitled, Design Management (DM) Guide for Design-Build and Construction Manager / General
Contractor Projects, resulted in set of practices that are useful today, for the creation and execution of an effective and
efficient design management process for fast-track transportation construction projects, specifically those developed
using alternative delivery such as Design Build (DB) and Construction Manager /General Contractor (CMGC) delivery
methods. This workshop presented the recommendation made by the project and provided the attendees with set of
best practices with respect to DM.
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Speakers: Debra R. Brisk, Hennepin County, Minneapolis, MN; Edward Minchin, Assoc. Prof., University of Florida,
Gainesville, FL; Giovanni C. Migliaccio, Assoc. Prof., University of Washington, Seattle, WA

W-09: Slide-in Bridges: Overview for Owners, Designers, and Contractors
Wednesday, December 3, 2014 - 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
This workshop introduced owner agencies, designers, and construction contractors to the variety of issues to be
considered when selecting, planning, designing, and constructing a slide-in bridge project. After providing a thorough
overview of key topics, the presenters will tie them together via a discussion of several illustrative case studies.
Speakers: Brent Phares, Director, Bridge Engineering Center, Iowa State University, Ames, IA; Justin Dahlberg, Bridge
Research Specialist, Bridge Engineering Center, Iowa State University
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Conference Program

Thursday General Session
James L. Knight Center

James L. Knight Center

Moderator: Mal Kerley, NXL Construction Services, Inc.

Moderator: Mal Kerley, NXL Construction Services, Inc.

9:20

Moving Innovation into Practice

9:40

History of ABC

Carmen Swanwick, Chair of T-4 Committee, AASHTO

Mary Lou Ralls-Newman, Ralls Newman, LLC

10: 00 – 10:30 Break

National Perspective on FHWA EDC1 & EDC2

Service Life Related Issues for ABC

12:10

Ed Power, HDR
Carlos Duart, CDR Maguire
Carmen Swanwick, Chair of T-4 Committee, AASHTO

11:50

9:00

ABC Awards and Recognition of Travel Scholarship Contributors

Steel Industry Perspective on Effective Implementation of ABC

11:30

Anthony Foxx, U.S. Secretary of Transportation (Invited)

Concrete Industry Perspective on Effective Implementation of
ABC

11:10

8:30

Keynote Address

Contractor Perspective on Effective Implementation of ABC

10:50

8:00

Atorod Azizinamini, Director, ABC-UTC
Mark Rosenberg, President, Florida International University
Brian Blanchard, Assistant Secretary of Transportation, FDOT
Kevin C. Womack, Associate Administrator, Research, Development and
Technology, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Research and Technology, U.S.
Department of Transportation

10:30

Welcome

Available ABC Resources through University Transportation
Center

Eric Wells, Granite Construction

William Nickas, Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute

Bill McEleney, NSBA

Ben Beerman, FHWA

Bruce Johnson, Oregon Department of Transportation

Atorod Azizinamini, Director, ABC-UTC

12: 20 – 1:30 Lunch
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Thursday Breakout Sessions – Early Afternoon
Room: James L. Knight Center
Session #1 – Case Studies
Moderators:
 Bruce Johnson, Oregon DOT
 Brent Phares, Iowa State University

1:30 – 1:50

Folded Steel Plate Girder System
Applications in Accelerated Bridge
Construction - Part I
Matthew Macey, CDR Bridge Systems LLC
Carlos Duart, CDR Bridge Systems LLC

1:50 – 2:10

Application of Folded Plate Technology Part II: Case of Boone County Nebraska
Fouad Jaber, Nebraska Dept. of Roads
Mark Traynowicz, Nebraska Dept. of Roads

2:10 – 2:30

Accelerated Bridge Construction:
Implementation of GRS-IBS for 27th Street
Bridge over Broad Branch Stream,
Washington, DC
Zahra Dorriz, DC Department of Transportation
Michael Jelen, AECOM, Arlington, VA
Sean Rousseau, AECOM, Arlington, VA
Elliott Mandel, AECOM, Arlington, VA

2:30 – 2:50

Don’t Judge A Bridge By Its Length
William Castle, W.J. Castle, P.E. &
Associates, P.C.

2:50 – 3:10

Angus L. Macdonald Suspension Bridge:
Erection Sequence and Major Erection
Equipment
Dusan Radojevic, Buckland & Taylor
Keith Kirkwood, Buckland & Taylor
Jon Eppell, Halifax Harbour Bridges
Peter Buckland, Buckland & Taylor

Room: Orchid
Session #2 – State Experience
Moderators:

Session #3 – Bridge Deck
Moderators:

Room: Hibiscus A

Room: Hibiscus B

Session #4 – Railroad

Session #5 – Guide, Specification,
Tools

Moderators:

Moderators:

 Elmer Marx, Alaska DOT

 David Benton, Arizona DOT

 Kent Barnes, Montana DOT

 ,

 Xia Jin, Florida International
University

 Jawad Gull, Florida International
University

 Bahareh Inanloo, Florida
International University

 Stan-lee Kaderbek, Collins
Engineers, Inc.

Prefabricated Bridge Construction
Practice in Florida
Robert Robertson, Florida Dept. of Transp.
Thomas Andres, Florida Dept. of Transp.
Jeffrey Ger, FHWA, Florida Division
Dennis Fernandez, Florida Dept. of Transp.

Accelerated Bridge Construction in
Utah - Owner Perspective
Randy Park, Utah Dept. of Transp.
Carmen Swanwick, Utah Dept. of Transp.

Emergency Replacement of Bridges
Geetha Chandar, Texas Dept. of Transp.
John Holt, Texas Dept. of Transp.
Jamie Farris, Texas Dept. of Transp.
Mark Steves, Texas Dept. of Transp.

VDOT I-95 Accelerated Bridge
Construction Project
Scott Fisher, Virginia Dept. of Transp.
Jorge Suarez, Michael Baker International
Malcolm Kerley, NXL

UDOT Experience Utilizing Slide-In
Bridge Construction
Richard Hansen, Parsons
Rebecca Nix, Utah Dept. of Transp.

3:10 – 3:30

Interstate Accelerated Bridge Replacement
The Michigan Department of
in Utah: Minimizing User Impacts by
Transportation and the Implementation
Optimizing Construction Sequence and
of Accelerated Bridge Construction
Methods
Jim Higbee, Utah Dept. of Transp.
Jason Klophaus, Klophaus and Associates
Carmen Swanwick, Utah Dept. of Transp.

Room: Jasmine

Bradley Wagner, Michigan Dept. of Transp.
Kyle Kopper, Michigan Depart. Of Transp.

Design and Construction of
Prefabricated Steel Deck Ramps during
Estimation of Road User Costs in
the Alexander Hamilton Bridge
Support of ABC Decisions
Making the Most of Traditional
Reconstruction Project, Bronx, New
Mohammed Hadi, Florida International University
Techniques
Albert Gan, Florida International University
York
Mansoor Ahsan, Bridgefarmer & Associates, Inc.
Wallied Orabi, Florida International University
Ali Mostafavi, Florida International University

Bhadresh Patel, SJH Engineering, P.C.
S Jayakumaran, SJH Engineering, P.C.
Gary Dinmore, Halmar International, LLC

Deck Replacement with Full Depth
Precast Post-Tensioned Panels:
Challenges, Solutions, Prefabrication
and Construction Performance
Jim scoles, Morrison-Maierle, Inc.
Hugh Boyle, H. Boyle Engineering, Inc.
Keely Matson, Morrison-Maierle Inc.

Overnight Deck Replacement of the I190 Grand Island Bridge
Mark Horschel, Bergmann Associates
Mark Kaczinski, BGFMA

Precast Prestresseed Full Depth Deck
Panels for Bridge Decks over New and
Existing Prestressed Concrete Girder
Bridges
Terry Mackie, Tennessee Dept. of Transp.

Bayou Lafourche Bridge – A CostEffective Full Depth Precast Deck
Solution

Inlet Centre Station Tunnel JackingEvergreen Line Rapid Transit Project,
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
Samson Chan, SNC Lavalin Inc.

Practical Accelerated Bridge
Construction for Railroad Bridge
Project Delivery
Duncan Paterson, HDR Inc.
Jon Winer, HDR Inc.

Accelerated Bridge Construction for
Busy Commuter Rail Service
Matthew Paradis, HNTB Corp
Patrick Kitto, Caltrain/SAMTRANS

Atorod Azizinamini, Department of CEE, Florida
International University

3:30 – 4:00 Break
xiv

Jerry DiMaggio, Applied Research
Associates Inc.

ABC, FHWA SHRP2 R04:
Implementation across the USA
Finn Hubbard, Fish & Associates Inc.

Slide-In Bridge Construction Guide
Michael Arens, Michael Baker International

Rapid Replacement of Railroad Bridges Development of Economical Short-Span
Steel Bridge Standards
Using Heavy Lift Technology

Darren Conboy, Jacobs Engineering Group
Eddie He, AccelBridge
Ernest Dobbs, Jr., Jacobs Engineering Group
Justin Peltier, Huval & Associates
Carl Gaudry, Louisiana Dept. of Transp. and Dev. James Szczupaj, Jacobs Engineering Group
Paul Vaught III, Louisiana DOTD

Innovative ABC System Using Steel
and Concrete in Sandwich Form

Geotechnical and Foundation
Opportunities for ABC

Karl Barth, West Virginia University
Gregory Michaelson, West Virginia University
Michael Barker, University of Wyoming
Daniel Snyder, Steel Market Development Inst.

Bridge Street ABC Railroad Bridge
Accelerated Bridge Construction – The
Replacement Project, Hartford Vermont Minnesota DOT Experience
Adam Stockin, Parsons Brinckerhoff
G. Keith Donington, Parsons Brinckerhoff

Paul Rowekamp, Minnesota Dept. of Transp.

Thursday Breakout Sessions – Late Afternoon
Room: James L. Knight Center

Room: Orchid

Room: Jasmine

Session #6: Case Studies

Session #7: Moving Technique &
Construction

Session #8: Planning-ContractOutreach

Moderators:

Moderators:

 Joshua Laipply, Colorado DOT

 Albert Nako, Oregon DOT

 Rebecca Nix, Utah DOT

 Michael LaViolette, HDR, Inc

4:00 – 4:20
4:20 – 4:40

Rural SW Montana County Utilizes ABC
The Michigan Department of
Techniques to Replace WPA Era Bridge
Transportation’s Use of Bridge Lateral
with a 90-Foot Modular Steel Structure and
Slides Part I
Precast Abutments in Four Days

4:40 – 5:00

The Michigan Department of
Transportation’s Use of Bridge Lateral
AASHTO Bulb-Tee Multi-Girder Bridge
Supported on GRS-IBS Foundation System Slides Part II

James Carpita, Beaverhead County

Ahmad Faqiri, Pennoni Associates Inc.

Hugh Boyle, H. Boyle Engineering
Justin Wiatrek, Texas Dept. of Transp.
David Griffin, Texas Sterling Construction

Bruce Campbell, Parsons Corp.

Kyle Kopper, Michigan Dept. of Transp.
Bradley Wagner, Michigan Dept. of Transp.
Corey Rogers, Michigan Dept. of Transp.

5:00 – 5:20

Accelerated Bridge Concepts for the Sprain
P-954 Flyover Tied Arch Bridge
Parkway Bridges over Route 119 for
Natalie McCombs, HNTB
NYSDOT
David Weiss, WSP USA Corp.

5:20 – 5:40

New Jersey Route 10 over the Passaic
River Superstructure Replacement using
Accelerated Bridge Construction Systems
Gerard Kroner, Hatch Mott MacDonald
Jeff Smith, Hatch Mott MacDonald

 Ahmad Abu-Hawash, Iowa DOT
 Jerry DiMaggio, Applied Research
Associates, Inc.

Design and Construction Challenges in
Converting a Construct-in-Place Bridge Managing Emerging Exposures in
to a Bridge Moved into Place using a
Accelerated Bridge Design and
Lateral Slide
Construction

U.S. Route 202 over Passaic River Complete Bridge Replacement in 7 Days
Using Accelerated Bridge Construction
Techniques
Mark Sheptock, AmerCom Corporation
Atly Botas, AmerCom Corporation

Moderators:

Marwan Nader, T.Y. Lin International

Slide-In-Replacement of the Skagit
River Collasped Span
Christopher Vanek, Parsons Brinckerhoff
Victor Ryzhikov, Parsons Brinckerhoff
Charles Rudie, Parsons Brinckerhoff
John Poulson, Parsons Brinckerhoff

Robert Hughes, Ames & Gough

Using the Design Build Process to
Achieve a State of Good Repair on
“Typical” Bridges
Deborah Chase, Greenman Pedersen, Inc.

Room: Hibiscus A

Room: Hibiscus B

Session #9: Seismic

Session #10: Guide, Specification,
Tools

Moderators:
 Saiid Saiidi, University of Nevada
Reno
 Fabian Cevallos, Florida
International University

Justin Vander Werff, Dordt College
Robert Peggar, Iowa State University
Ron Bromenschenkel, Caltrans

Implementing Caltrans Accelerated
Bridge Construction
Tom Ostrom, CalTrans
Dorie Mellon, CalTrans
Ron Bromenschenkel, CalTrans

State-of-the-Art Report on Seismic
Design of Precast Concrete Bridges

Thomas Zink, Gannett Fleming, Inc.
Agnieszka Lapinski, Gannett Fleming, Inc.

Bijan Khaleghi, Washington State Dept. of
Transp.

Yihui Peter Wu, CDR Maguire Inc.
Carlos Duart, CDR Maguire Inc.

VTrans Programmatic Approach to
Planning and Public Outreach for
Accelerated Bridge Projects
Kristin Higgins, Vermont Agency of Transp.
Wayne Symonds, Vermont Agency of Transp.

5:40 – 7:30 Dinner

xv

 Richard Marchione, New York DOT
 ,

Seismic Performance of Precast Girderto-Cap Beam Connections Designed for Modular Panel Bridges Used Adjacent
ABC
To Existing Bridge For Temporary
Sri Sritharan, Iowa State University
Detour During Bridge Replacement

An ABC Screening Process for Toll
Roads in New Jersey

CDR Maguire Engineering Practice on
ABC Project Design and Construction

Moderators:

Quasi-Static Experimental Testing of
Emulative and Low-Damage Seismic
Technologies for Accelerated Bridge
Construction in Seismic Areas
Mustafa Mashal, University of Canterbury
Alessandro Palermo, University of Canterbury

Circular Concrete Filled Tube Bridge
Pier Connections for Accelerated
Bridge Construction in Seismic Zones
Max Stephens, University of Washington
Dawn Lehman, University of Washington
Charles Roeder, University of Washington

Andrew Boorman, Mabey Inc.

Nondestructive Testing to Determine
Existing Bridge Foundation Conditions
Paul Fisk, NDT Corporation

3D Design and Fabrication for
Prefabricated Bridge Substructures
Changsu Shim, Chung-Ang University
Sungjun Park, Chung-Ang University
Sung-Woong Ji, Chung-Ang University

Tolerances for Prefabricated Bridge
Elements
Michael Culmo, CME Associates, Inc.

Recent Advancements in Accelerated
Bridge Construction Applications in
California
Paul Chung, CalTrans
Jian Qiao Fang, CalTrans

Thursday Breakout Sessions – Evening
Room: James L. Knight Center

Room: Orchid

Session #11: Case Studies

Session #12: Moving Technique &
Construction

Moderators:
 Barry Benton, Delaware DOT
 Ali Mostafavidarani, Florida
International University

Moderators:
 Nancy Daubenberger, Minnesota
DOT
 David Garber, Florida International
University

7:30 – 7:50

Innovative Crossroads: ABC Bridge Project
The Bridges of Rocky Ford: A
Features Roundabouts (Pecos Street
Comparison of Two Lateral Bridge Slide
Bridge Replacement)
Methods
Tamara Hunter-Maurer, Colorado Dept. of Transp.

7:50 – 8:10

Challenges of Designing a Two-span
Continuous Precast Concrete Accelerated
Bridge Reconstruction

Tom Melton, Wilson & Company, Inc.
David Paris, Kiewit Infrastructure

Ryan Adams, Greenman-Pedersen, Inc.
Scott Deeck, New Jersey Dept. of Transp.

8:10 – 8:30

Small Work Windows and Tight Schedule
Equals ABC
Paul Berthiaume, Greenman-Pedersen, Inc.

Jeffrey Dobmeier, Jacobs Engineering

Huey P. Long Bridge Innovative Truss
Erection Method
Hans Hutton, HNTB

Fast Rail Installation System - TTSP
Smart Lifter
Jung-hyun Kim, KOBEC
Kwang-Soo You, KOBEC
Changsu Shim, Chung-Ang University
Shigehide Noda, NODA CRANE

8:30 – 8:50

60 Hours: New Hampshire's First Interstate Cost Effective Slide-In Bridge
Use of Accelerated Bridge Construction
Construction in Maine
Tom Kendrick, McFarland Johnson, Inc.
Ron Kleiner, Jr., New Hampshire DOT

Tom Kendrick, McFarland Johnson, Inc.
Kim Suhr, Wyman & Simpson, Inc.

Room: Jasmine

Room: Hibiscus A

Room: Hibiscus B

Session #13: Research

Session #14: Planning-ContractOutreach

Session #15: Guide, Specification,
Tools

Moderators:

Moderators:

 ,

 Mark Traynowicz, Nebraska DOR

 Seung Jae Lee, Florida International
University

 Kingsley Lau, Florida International
University

Structural Analysis Integration as an
Aid to Segmental Bridge Deck
Replacement
Charles Goodspeed III, University of New
Hampshire
Carter Terry, Summit Engineering Inc.

Hybrid Fiber Reinforced Concrete
Composites for Accelerated Bridge
Column Construction
Will Nguyen, CEE, UC Berkeley
William Trono, CEE, UC Berkeley
Claudia Ostertag, CEE, UC Berkeley

Earthquake Shake Table Testing of a
Self-centering ABC Bridge
Islam Mantawy, University of Nevada Reno
Travis Thonstad, University of Washington
David Sanders, University of Nevada Reno
John Stanton, University of Washington
Marc Eberhard, University of Washington

Dimensional Stability of Prebagged
Cementitious Grouts for Prefabricated
Bridge Element and System
Connections
Igor De la Varga, SES-TFHRC
Benjamin Graybeal, FHWA-TFHRC

xvi

How to Build the Perfect ABC Team
Amalia Deslis, Somers-Jaramillo & Associates

Accelerated Bridge Construction – A
Design-Build Perspective
Eddie He, Parsons
Steve Haines, Parsons

Every Day Counts! Slide-In Bridge
Construction Outreach and Training
Travis Boone, URS Corporation
Joshua Laipply, Colorado Dept. of Transp.

Completing the ABC Package: Public
Outreach Tactics
Amalia Deslis, Somers-Jaramillo & Associates

Moderators:
 Ed Power, HDR
 ,

GeoTechTools - Geotechnical Solutions
for Accelerated Bridge Construction
Vernon Schaefer, Iowa State University
Ryan Berg, Ryan R. Berg & Associates

Prefabricated Precast Structures Speed
Accelerated Bridge Construction
Scott Aston, Contech Engineered Solutions
Anthony Rotondo, Jr., FHWA

Utah and Arizona ABC / PBES – Get the
“Nuts And Bolts” Right, or the Plan
Won't Come Together as Planned
Predrag Milosavljevic, Stanley Consultants, Inc.
Eric Huskey, Stanley Consultants, Inc.

Transition from 2D Drawings to 3D
Models in Automated Concrete
Detailing
Alexander Mabrich, Bentley Systems

Friday Breakout Sessions – Early Morning
Room: James L. Knight Center

Room: Orchid

Session #16: Case Studies

Session #17: Repair

Moderators:
 Paul Liles, Georgia DOT
 Hesham Ali, Florida International
University

8:00 – 8:20

Montour Run Bridge No. 6 Replacement Thanksgiving Weekend 2012
Mark Pavlick, HDR, Inc.

8:20 – 8:40

Merging Hybrid Composite Beams and
GRS-IBS Technology for a Cost Effective
Accelerated Bridge Construction Solution
John Hillman, HCB
Mike Izzo, Whitney Bailey Cox & Magnani, LLC

 Wayne Seger, Tennessee DOT

 ,

 ,

Rehabilitation of Historic Wells Street
Moveable Bridge, Chicago, Illinois –
Part I
Dipal Vimawala, AECOM

Wells Street Bascule Bridge Fast Track
Construction Engineering – Part II
Stan-lee Kaderbek, Collins Engineers, Inc.
Jason Schneider, Collins Engineers, Inc.
Anastasia Kotsakis, Collins Engineers, Inc.
Kevin Becker, Walsh Construction Company

8:40 – 9:00

Aaron Stover, Michael Baker International

9:00 – 9:20
9:20 – 9:40

New York’s I-84 Bridge Slide: Design
Challenges and Lessons Learned

9:40 – 10:00

Accelerated Bridge Construction
Accelerated Bridge Construction
Methods Employed in the Rehabilitation
Techniques, Considerations, and Lessons of the Pulaski Skyway
Learned for Rapid Replacement of Bascule Andrew Foden, Parsons Brinckerhoff
Bridge Spans
Christopher Gentz, Parsons Brinckerhoff

Bala Sivakumar, HNTB Corp
Steven Lin, HNTB Corp
Cristina Brosio, HNTB Corp

Timothy Davis, PCL Civil Constructors, Inc.

Moderators:

 Tom Ostrom, Caltrans

ABC Solutions for the Colorado River
Pathway Bridges
Jared Olsen, Horrocks Engineers
Larry Reasch, Horrocks Engineers
Matt Horrocks, Horrocks Engineers
Dave Dillman, Horrocks Engineers

Session #18: Service Life

Moderators:

ABC Techniques in Rural Montana – 3
Replacement Bridges on the Lewis & Clark
Accelerated Repair of the Eggner’s
Highway
Ferry Bridge
Jim Scoles, Morrison-Maierle, Inc.
Andy Cullison, Morrison-Maierle, Inc.
Keely Matson, Morrison-Maierle, Inc.
Kent Barnes, Montana Dept. of Transp.

Room: Jasmine

Well Road Bridge Replacement Using
Self-Propelled Modular Transporters
Rachel Mertz, Modjeski and Masters, Inc.
Mark Bucci, Louisiana Dept. of Transp. and Dev.

Implementation of Accelerated
Construction Methods for the
Rehabilitation of New York Avenue
Bridge Over Railroad Tracks
Inmar Badwan, T.Y. Lin International
Amir Arab, T.Y. Lin International
Ali Shakeri, DDOT IPMA
Bijan Naderi, Fort Myer Construction Corporation

Nat Kasbekar, New Jersey Dept. of Transp.
Scott Thorn, New Jersey Dept. of Transp.

Using GFRP Rebar as a Cost Effective
Solution to Extend the Service Life of
New and Replacement Bridge Decks: A
Case Study of the I-635 Bridge Deck
Replacement for the KDOT
Ryan Koch, Aslan FRP
Jon Karst, GBA

Galvanized Steel for Bridge Longevity
Kevin Irving, AZZ Galvanizing Services

Standardized Steel Orthotropic Decks
for Improved Manufacturability,
Accelerated Construction and 100
Years’ Service Life
Soguata Roy, Lehigh University
Soham Mukherjee, Lehigh University

Corrosion Protection Plan
Requirements in APD: Toward a BestPractice Approach
Peter Elza, Parsons Corporation

Room: Hibiscus A

Room: Hibiscus B

Session #19:Seismic

Session #20: Guide, Specification,
Tools

Moderators:
 Ralph DeStefano, Pennsylvania DOT
 Ramin Taghinezhad, Florida
International University
A Precast Concrete Bridge Bent System
for ABC in High Seismic Regions
Olafur Haraldsson, Univeristy of Washington
John Stanton, Univeristy of Washington
Marc Eberhard, Univeristy of Washington
Bijan Khaleghi, Washington State DOT
Lee Marsh, BergerABAM Engineers

Damage-free Earthquake-resistant
Deconstructible Columns for ABC
Sebastian Varela, Univ. of Nevada, Reno
M. Saiid Saiidi, Dept. of CEE, Univ. of Nevada,
Reno

An ABC Bridge Bent that Self-centers
After an Earthquake
Travis Thonstad, University of Washington
Olafur Haraldsson, University of Washington
John Stanton, University of Washington
Marc Eberhard, University of Washington

Extending Application of SDCL in
Seismic Areas
Ramin Taghinezhad, Dept. of CEE, FIU
Alireza Mohammadi, Dept. of CEE, FIU
Atorod Azizinamini, Dept. of CEE, FIU
Reza Farimani, Thornton Tomasetti

Performance of Post-Tensioned CurvedStrand Connections in Transverse
An Earthquake-Resistant Column Base
Joints of Precast Deck
Pipe Pin Connection for ABC
Zane Wells, Utah State University
Paul Barr, Utah State University
Patrick James, Utah State University
Marv Halling, Utah State University

Development of Service Life Design
Guide for ABC Projects
Morgan Dickinson, Professional Service
Industries, Inc. (PSI)
Huy Pham, Dept. of CEE, FIU
Atorod Azizinamini, Dept. of CEE, FIU

10:00 – 10:30 Break

xvii

Ali Mehrsoroush, Dept. of CEE, UNR
M. Saiid Saiidi, Dept. of CEE, UNR

Moderators:
 ,
 Calvin Reed, Kansas DOT

SHRP2 – Contribution to ABC
Matthew DeMarco, FHWA
Patricia Bush, AASHTO

ABC Design and Construction Guide
Mike Culmo, CME Associates, Inc.

NCHRP ABC Research Products
Waseem Dekelbab,
National Cooperative Highway Research
Program, Transportation Research Board

Developing Next Generation of ABC
Decision-making Tools
Ben Tang, Oregon Department of Transportation

Data Base as a Tool for Selecting Best
ABC Alternative
Mohamadreza Shafieifar, Dept. of CEE, FIU
Jawad Gull, Dept. of CEE, FIU
Atorod Azizinamini, Dept. of CEE, FIU

Seismic Performance of Grouted Splice
The Genetic Makeup of Accelerated
Precast Column Joints with Shifted
Bridge Technology
Plastic Hinge Mechanisms
Mark Joosten, Acrow Corporation of America
Haider Al-Jelawy, Dept. of CECE, UCF
Zachary B. Haber, Professional Service Industries Eugene Sobecki, Acrow Corporation of America
Kevin R. Mackie, Dept. of CECE, UCF

Friday Breakout Sessions – Late Morning
Room: James L. Knight Center

Room: Orchid

Room: Jasmine

Room: Hibiscus A

Room: Hibiscus B

Session #21: Case Studies

Session #22: Research

Session #23: State Experience

Session #24: New ABC Systems

Session #25: Tappan Zee Bridge

Moderators:

Moderators:

 Wayne Symonds, Vermont Agency of
Transportation

 Maury Tayarani, Massachusetts
DOT

 ,

 Paul Chung, Caltrans

10:30 – 10:50

Milton Madison Bridge Replacement - Part
1
Murray Johnson, Buckland & Taylor
Tom Bolte, Burgess & Niple Inc.

10:50 – 11:10 11:10 – 11:30 11:30 – 11:50 11:50 – 12:10

Milton Madison Bridge Replacement: Part 2
Murray Johnson, Buckland & Taylor
Tom Bolte, Burgess & Niple Inc.

Accelerated Bridge Construction of Martin
Luther King Jr. Memorial Bridge – City of
Bluefield, WV
Faheem Ahmad, E. L. Robinson Engineering Co.
Ahmed Mongi, West Virginia Division of Highways

Accelerated Bridge Construction for the
Replacement of the Bridge on Route 10
over the Manhan River in Easthampton,
Massachusetts
Paul White, Lafarge

Examining Accelerated Bridge
Construction Techniques in the Clayton
Street Bridge Replacement
Aboud Alzaim, The Louis Berger Group, Inc.
Malek Al-Khatib, The Louis Berger Group, Inc.
Daniel Deng, The Louis Berger Group, Inc.

Moderators:
 Carl Puzey, Illinois DOT
 Alireza Mohammadi, Florida
International University

Strengthening Transverse Connections
of Prefabricated Concrete Hollow Core
Slab Beam Bridges using Transverse
Pennsylvania’s Rapid Bridge
Post-tensioned Bars
Replacement P3 Project
Yanling Leng, New Mexico State University
Jinquan Zhang, RIOH, Ministry of Trans China
Ruinian Jiang, New Mexico State University
Sonya Copper, New Mexico State University
Haifang He, RIOH, Ministry of Trans, China

Strength and Fatigue Resistance of
Clustered Shear Studs
Jason Provines, PSI, Inc.
Justin Ocel, Federal Highway Administration

Field-Cast Connections for
Prefabricated Bridge Elements
Jiqiu Yuan, PSI, Inc., Turner-Fairbank HRC
Benjamin Graybeal, FHWA, Turner-Fairbank
HRC
Zachary Haber, PSI, Inc., Turner-Fairbank HRC

Pile-to-Pile Cap Connections for
Accelerated Bridge Construction
Justin Dahlberg, Bridge Engg. Center - ISU
James Nelson, Iowa Dept. of Transp.
Ahmad Abu-Hawash, Iowa Dept. of Transp.
Brent Phares, Bridge Engg. Center - ISU

Laboratory Investigation of ABC
Connection Details using Grouted
Couplers
Travis Hosteng, Bridge Engg. Center - ISU
Brent Phares, Bridge Engg. Center - ISU
Ahmad Abu-Hawash, Iowa Dept. of Transp.
Dean Bierwagen, Iowa Dept. of Transp.

Donald Herbert, PennDOT

Pennsylvania’s ABC Projects
Ralph DeStefano, PennDOT

Re-Decking of I-84 Bridges over UPRR
and Northside Blvd. in Nampa, Idaho
Kenneth Clausen, Idaho Transportation Dept.

Accelerated Bridge Construction in
Washington State
Bijan Khaleghi, Washington State Dept. of
Transp.

I-40 Inner Loop Bridges in Downtown
Nashville Accelerated Bridge
Construction Project utilizing CM/GC
Project Delivery
Lia Obaid, Tennessee Dept. of Transp.
Terry Mackie, Tennessee Dept. of Transp.
Ted Kniazewycz, Gresham, Smith and Partners

12:10 – 1:10 Lunch

xviii

Moderators:
 William Oliva, Wisconsin DOT
 Inmar Badwan, T.Y. Lin International

Hydro-Brace Steel Pile Repair System
William Castle, W.J. Castle, P.E. &
Associates, P.C.

Development of a Press-Brake-Formed
Modular Steel Tub Girder for
Accelerated Bridge Construction

Moderators:
 Danielle Kleinhans, Concrete
Reinforcing Steel Institute
 ,

Precast Pile Tub Foundations Design
for Tappan Zee Bridge (Part 1)
Michael Martello, HDR Inc.

Precast Pile Tub Foundations Details

Karl Barth, West Virginia University
for Tappan Zee Bridge (Part 2)
Gregory Michaelson, West Virginia University
Michael Martello, HDR Inc.
Lindsay Kelly, West Virginia University
Michael Barker, University of Wyoming
Daniel Snyder, Steel Market Development Institute

Long-Term Performance of Current and
Proposed Longitudinal Joints between
Double-Tee Bridge Girders
Nadim Wehbe, South Dakota State University
Michael Konrad, South Dakota State University

Precast Pier Cap Design for Tappan
Zee Bridge (Part 1)
Michael Lamont, HDR Inc.

The Design of Prefabricated SPS Bridge
Precast Pier Cap Details for Tappan Zee
Decks for US Bridges
Bridge (Part 2)
Angelo Ferro, Intelligent Eng. (Canada) Ltd.
Alain-Philippe Beauger, Intelligent Eng. (Can) Ltd.
Zachary McNeil, Intelligent Eng. (Canada) Ltd.

Dorland J. Henderson Memorial
Bridge/Manahawkin Bay Bridge
Rehabilitation with Fast Curing MMA
Polymer Materials
Michael Stenko, Transpo Industries Inc.

Jimin Huang, HDR Inc.

Precast Concrete Deck Panels for
Tappan Zee Bridge
Michael LaViolette, HDR Inc.

Friday Breakout Sessions – Afternoon
Room: James L. Knight Center
Session #26: Case Studies
Moderators:
 Pat Hickox, HDR Inc.
 Justin Wiatrek, Texas DOT

1:10 – 1:30

New Jersey Route 36 Highlands Bridge
Replacement: True Accelerated Bridge
Construction
Suhail Albhaisi, Jacobs Engineering
Satsih Patel, Jacobs Engineering

1:30 - 1:50

Meeting the Goals of ABC with Buried
Bridges
Matthew Richie, Simpson Gumpertz & Heger
Jesse Beaver, Simpson Gumpertz & Heger

Room: Orchid

Room: Jasmine

Session #27: State Experience

Session #28: Moving Techniques
and Construction

Moderators:
 Stephen Maher, Transportation
Research Board
 Ali Shakeri, District DOT
Precast, Pretensioned, Rectangular
Bent Caps
Christopher Miller, Texas Dept. of Transp.
John Holt, Texas Dept. of Transp.
Victoria McCammon, Texas Dept. of Transp.

Korean National Modular Bridge
Research Project
Chan-Hee Park, POSCO
Gwang-il Cho, POSCO
Pil-Goo Lee, POSCO

Moderators:
 Mary Lou Ralls, Ralls Newman
 Mark Bucci, Louisiana DOT and
Development
Quick Railing Installation system
SMART LIFTER
Shigehide Noda, NODA CRANE
Nobuyuki Noda, NODA CRANE

Replacement of the BNSF Approach
Spans over the Mississippi River
David Rogowski, Genesis Structures Inc.
Josh Crain, Genesis Structures Inc.

1:50 - 2:10

Accelerated Construction of a
Construction Techniques - ABC LateralPrefabricated Structural Deck for a Runway Precast Bent Caps and Full Depth Deck
Slide Method
Safety Area Extension over Boston Harbor Panels for US90 over Little River and
Vincent Siefert, Siefert Associates, LLC
Hurricane Creek
Darren Conboy, Jacobs Engineering Group
Stephen Berkeley, Jacobs Engineering Group
Steven Halloran, Jacobs Engineering Group

2:10 – 2:30

Sabula Accelerated Bridge Construction
Case Study: US 52 Over Mississippi River
Overflow
James Nelson, Iowa DOT

2:30 – 2:50

A Signature Bridge on the Fast Track
Theodore (Tad) Molas, Parsons Brinckerhoff
Adrian Moon, Parsons Brinckerhoff

2:50 – 3:10

King Road Grade Separation Bridge
Jacking
Jeffrey Long, Hatch Mott MacDonald
Jeb Pittsinger, Hatch Mott MacDonald

Steven Nolan, Florida Dept. of Transp.

Kevin O'Neill, Siefert Associates, LLC
Chuck Neth, Siefert Associates, LLC

Bridge Designer/Heavy Lift
Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) Coordination for Accelerated Bridge
Gaining Momentum
Construction Projects
Jugesh Kapur, Burns & McDonnell

VTrans Fast 4 on VT Route 73 - Using
Accelerated Bridge Construction and
Road Closures to Expedite Project
Delivery in Rural Communities
Jennifer Fitch, Vermont Agency of Transportation
Scott Burbank, Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, Inc.
Greg Goodrich, Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, Inc.

Eastbound Nalley Valley Interchange
Marketing Substructures for Precast
Bridge Elements
Patrick Gallagher, Washington State DOT

Steve Haines, Parsons
Matt Boben, Mammoet USA

Room: Hibiscus A

Room: Hibiscus B

Session #29: New ABC Systems

Session #30: Light Weight and
High Performance Concrete

Moderators:
 Nick Altobelli, Mississippi DOT
 Boyd Wheeler, HDR, Inc.
A New Type of Precast Bridge Deck
Connection
Dong-Ho Shin, Daewoo Inst. of Const. Tech.
Se-Jin Park, Daewoo Inst. of Const. Tech.
Hyun-Chul Oh, Daewoo Inst. of Const. Tech.
In-Kyu Kim, Daewoo Inst. of Const. Tech.
Young-Jin Kim, Daewoo Inst. of Const. Tech.

Precast GFRP-bar Reinforced Bridge
System for Accelerated Bridge
Construction

Jacking of Railroad Bridges/
Underpasses without Stopping Trains
Riccardo Castracani, Petrucco USA LLC

xix

 Alireza Valikhani, Florida
International University
Hodder Avenue Underpass – Innovative
Modular Construction with Ultra High
Performance Concrete – Part 1
Eileen Li, Hatch Mott MacDonald
Liang Guo, Hatch Mott MacDonald
Biljana Rajlic, Hatch Mott MacDonald
Philip Murray, Hatch Mott MacDonald

Hodder Avenue Underpass – Innovative
Modular Construction with Ultra High

Zhibin Lin, North Dakota State University
Performance Concrete – Part 2
Mostafa Fakharifar, Missouri Univ. of Sci. & Tech.
Kyle Nachuk, Lafarge
Fujian Tang, Missouri Univ. of Sci. & Tech.
Genda Chen, Missouri Univ. of Sci. & Tech.

Innovative Precast Concrete AdjacentBox-Beam System Implemented in St.
Clair Bridge
Chuanbing Sun, eConstruct.USA
Amgad Girgis, eConstruct.USA
Maher Tadros, eConstruct.USA
Kyle Kopper, Michigan Dept. of Transp.
Talia Belill, DLZ

NU Precast Deck Second Generation
Fouad Jaber, Nebraska Department of Roads

Accelerated Bridge Construction for the
Skagit River Truss Bridge Collapse and Temporary Shelters Allow Bridge
Constructions Twelve Months a Year
Rebuilt
Bijan Khaleghi, Washington State Dept. of
Transp.

Moderators:
 Carmen Swanwick, Utah DOT

Gregory Jones, Shelter Structures, Inc.

A New Steel Solution for Short Span
ABC Bridge Replacements in
Massachusetts
Thomas Zink, Gannett Fleming, Inc.
Agnieszka Lapinski, Gannett Fleming, Inc.

Recent ABC Projects using Lightweight
Concrete
Reid Castrodale, Expanded Shale Clay
and Slate Institute

Durability of Lightweight Concrete for
ABC
Reid Castrodale, Expanded Shale Clay
and Slate Institute

Internal Curing with Lightweight
Aggregate for ABC Projects
Reid Castrodale, Expanded Shale Clay
and Slate Institute

Illinois’ First Precast Deck Panel Bridge
with UHPC Joints
David Liu, TranSystems
Jayme Schiff, Bureau of Bridges and Structures,
Illinois Department of Transportation
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MOVING INNOVATION INTO PRACTICE
Carmen Swanwick, S.E., Utah Department of Transportation, (801) 633-6216, cswanwick@utah.gov
ABSTRACT
Moving innovation into practice takes commitment, patience, passion and motivation. The paper will
discuss the processes and procedures utilized to establish an Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC)
Program through committing to a strong program direction, implementing technologies, developing a
strategy and tools, employing technologies into practice, establishing public outreach activities,
documenting lessons learned and performing evaluations.
MOVING INNOVATION INTO PRACTICE
With any new innovation or technology, it is important to understand the benefits and challenges, commit
to a direction and strategize a plan toward implementation. The Utah Department of Transportation
(Department) established an ABC Program through committing to a strong program direction,
implementing technologies, developing a strategy and tools, employing technologies into practice,
establishing public outreach activities, documenting lessons learned and performing evaluations.
Program Direction
The Department specifically targeted ABC technologies as an innovative way to optimize mobility and
pursue a path toward zero fatalities. Within the ABC Program, goals were established to define the
vision. The ABC goals are to relentlessly pursue reducing traffic congestion during construction, add
value to the Department and the public, improve worker safety and safety to the traveling public and
improve quality.
The Department evaluated the ABC components as defined by Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
and selected specific ABC components within each area to move into implementation. The ABC
components and technologies moved to implementation include:






Foundation and wall elements: geosynthetic reinforced soil (GRS) and integrated bridge system
(IBS)
Rapid Embankment Construction: geofoam
Prefabricated Bridge Elements and Systems: prefabricated superstructure and substructure
elements; prefabricated superstructure and substructure systems
Structural Placement Methods: self-propelled modular transporters (SPMTs); longitudinal
launching; horizontal sliding; heavy lifting equipment
Fast Track Contracting: innovative contracting; best value; construction manager/general
contractor (CMGC); design-build, price plus time bidding

Significant advantages are achieved with the ABC Program and they are:







Reduces on-site construction time
Minimizes traffic disruption – months to days
Reduces environmental impacts
Improves work zone and worker safety
Provides positive cost benefit ratios when user costs are considered
Improves product quality
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Implementation
Implementation started in research. Research studies and past projects were reviewed to help define the
next steps. Internal and external marketing followed as obtaining support from Department senior
leadership was very important in progressing the ABC Program. Scanning tours were performed. The
Department wanted to see what other states were doing successfully with ABC. Efforts were made to
educate and communicate with the industry. Participation included Department staff, consultant
designers, contractors and fabricators. National communication was also occurring with FHWA,
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) subcommittees and
industry partners as sharing of information was of high importance.
With the background work completed, the Department conducted a pilot project and then identified a
series of projects in which to use the ABC components as previously determined. Showcases and
workshops were held to highlight the ABC technologies and to develop common details for ABC
applications. Continuous training occurred with the industry during implementation which also consisted
of obtaining feedback and lessons learned on projects to continuously improve processes and
procedures.
Strategy and Tools
The goal was to mainstream ABC with a widespread understanding, cooperation, and broad approval of
the ABC Program. To support common practice, typical details were developed with supporting policies,
procedures, manuals, and specifications. With the development of the ABC documents, training and
technical support were provided to the industry to gain consistency within projects and eliminate known
obstacles or deficiencies.
Practice
Practice consisted of completing projects. The Department has over 150 projects that utilized ABC
components in some form.
Public Outreach
Everyone should understand the reason for implementing a new technology especially the public. Major
public outreach activities were activated for projects with constant and continuous industry
communication. Most projects developed marketing and messaging plans as well as prepared visual
animations to describe the project to the public. Public outreach efforts are a key component to gaining
public trust and political capital.
Lessons Learned
The Department continually performs program reviews along with technical project reviews. Program
deficiencies and successes are documented and corrective measures are initiated to address
deficiencies. Ultimately, the Department reviews decisions and measures initial assumptions against
reality.
Evaluation
The Department tracks progress and lessons learned to continuously improve. As for public
acknowledgement, the public supports the ABC approach to projects as they understand the value while
the Department gains political capital by meeting the needs of the public.
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HISTORY OF ABC IMPLEMENTATION IN U.S.
Mary Lou Ralls, P.E., Ralls Newman LLC, (512)422-9080, ralls-newman@sbcglobal.net
ABSTRACT
Accelerated bridge construction implementation in the U.S. has been significantly advanced due to the
leadership of state DOTs in partnership with the Transportation Research Board, the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, the Federal Highway Administration, and
academic and industry partners. This paper provides a history of those collaborative efforts.
INTRODUCTION
The advancement of accelerated bridge construction (ABC) implementation in the U.S. has itself
accelerated in recent years. The current speed of this advancement is due to the leadership of the state
DOTs in collaboration with the Transportation Research Board (TRB), the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), and
academic and industry partners.
Before discussing the history of ABC implementation in the U.S., however, it is best to first define ABC.
According to FHWA (1), “ABC is bridge construction that uses innovative planning, design, materials, and
construction methods in a safe and cost-effective manner to reduce the onsite construction time that
occurs when building new bridges or replacing and rehabilitating existing bridges.” This reduced onsite
construction time is achieved without reducing quality, to open a cost-effective long-lasting bridge to traffic
with increased safety and reduced traffic disruption during construction.
ABC in planning may include early environmental clearance and permitting as well as right-of-way
acquisition and utility relocation prior to advertising the project, and the use of innovative contracting
strategies such as A+B bidding and incentive/disincentive clauses. ABC in design typically includes
prefabricated bridge elements, and in recent projects the prefabrication of entire superstructure systems
has become more common. ABC in design may also include geotechnical engineering enhancements
such as mechanically-stabilized earth walls, lightweight backfill, and geo-synthetic reinforced soil (GRS)
abutments. ABC materials may include high performance steel, high performance concrete, ultra-high
performance concrete, and fiber reinforced polymers among other innovative materials. ABC in
construction may include use of innovative equipment such as self-propelled modular transporters to
move superstructure spans into place, or the innovative use of existing equipment such as hydraulic jacks
to laterally slide superstructure spans into place.
While various ABC technologies can be used in all phases of bridge construction, the use of prefabricated
bridge elements and systems (PBES) is typical in ABC projects. According to FHWA (1), “PBES are
structural components of a bridge that are built offsite, or near-site of a bridge and include features that
reduce the onsite construction time and the mobility impact time that occur when building new bridges or
rehabilitating or replacing existing bridges relative to conventional construction methods.” The “E” in
PBES is for prefabricated Elements; an “element” is a single structural component of a bridge such as a
full-depth prefabricated deck, a modular decked beam, or a prefabricated substructure. For beams to be
considered prefabricated elements under the current PBES definition they must be abutting; the use of
abutting beams eliminates the majority of deck forming which would otherwise require a separate
construction step. The “S” in PBES stands for prefabricated Systems; a “system” consists of an entire
superstructure, an entire superstructure and substructure, or a total bridge that is fabricated offsite or
near-site. The prefabricated system is then rolled, launched, slid, lifted, or otherwise transported into
place, having the deck and, if possible, the parapets in place such that no separate construction phase is
required after placement.
This paper focuses mainly on PBES because PBES technologies are used in most ABC projects.
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RESEARCH
The foundation for successful implementation is successful research, and the contribution of research to
the advancement of ABC implementation has been significant. TRB and state Departments of
Transportation (DOTs), through their sponsorship of research administered by TRB, have been leaders in
the advancement of ABC research from the beginning.
TRB National Cooperative Highway Research Program
In 1985 TRB’s National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) published a synthesis report
on PBES (2). For the synthesis, a prefabricated element was defined as “a part of a bridge that is
fabricated or assembled away from its final position and used to minimize design effort, onsite
construction time, or disruption or environmental impact in the vicinity of the site.” A prefabricated system
was defined as “a combination of prefabricated bridge elements.” The most common elements were the
prestressed concrete I-beam, precast and prestressed box beam, precast and prestressed channel, and
precast slab span. Newcomers at that time were the steel stay-in-place form, prestressed concrete
subdeck and full-depth panels, and precast parapet. Structural steel beams were not considered PBES,
and the box beam and slab span were most frequently used on low-volume roads. At the time of the 1985
synthesis, approximately 15 percent of the bridges in the U.S. contained PBES. The primary reasons for
use of prefabricated elements were to reduce first cost and to accelerate construction. Subsequent to the
1985 definition of elements and systems, prestressed concrete I-beams and other spread-beam shapes
have become conventional construction as was the case for structural steel beams at that time.
In 2003, almost two decades later, a second NCHRP synthesis on PBES was published (3). Its focus was
to compile existing information on the use of new and innovative PBES in bridge construction,
rehabilitation, and replacement relative to design effort, onsite construction time, lane closure time, and
environmental impact. The synthesis found that, in the intervening years since the 1985 synthesis, new
systems had been developed to prefabricate decks, superstructures, and substructures, with an interest
in the development of totally prefabricated systems that could accelerate construction time and further
minimize traffic disruption. Reasons for using PBES included faster construction, minimized construction
delay and lane closure time, and improved safety at the bridge site. Initial cost and lack of standardization
were reported as significant disadvantages for PBES, with the lack of standardization often resulting in
higher construction costs.
Throughout the years state DOTs have requested research projects to advance specific ABC
technologies and, thereby, advance nationwide ABC implementation. NCHRP research projects that have
focused on ABC technologies include full-depth precast concrete deck panel systems, precast bent cap
systems for seismic regions, and connection details for adjacent precast concrete box beam bridges.
Ongoing NCHRP projects include PBES tolerances, dynamic effects of bridge moves, and the
development of a recommended AASHTO guide specification for ABC design and construction (4).
TRB Second Strategic Highway Research Program
In 2005, the U.S. Congress authorized the second Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP2) as a
short-term research program to investigate underlying causes of highway crashes and congestion.
SHRP2 was conducted under a memorandum of understanding between AASHTO, FHWA, and TRB and
began work in early 2006 with five years of funding and nine years to complete the research (5).
The work of SHRP2 was guided by an oversight committee and four technical coordinating committees,
one in each of the four focus areas of safety, renewal, reliability, and capacity. The renewal focus area
housed the ABC research conducted under this initiative. The renewal goal was to develop design and
construction methods that cause minimal disruption and produce long-lived facilities to renew the aging
highway infrastructure.
Several ABC-related products have been developed under the renewal focus area. Currently the most
noted ABC renewal product is the toolkit developed under the R04 research project, “Innovative Bridge
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Designs for Rapid Renewal” (6). The toolkit includes standard design details, specifications, and
concepts; recommended specification language; a guidebook; and design examples.
Additional Research
A number of state DOTs, the FHWA, and several academic and industry organizations have also taken
the lead to individually or jointly sponsor ABC-related research to help advance the state-of-the-practice.
For example, the Oregon DOT led a pooled-fund project to develop a decision tool to help determine
whether a project is a good candidate for ABC; this tool is now used in a number of states. Another
example is FHWA’s extensive research on ultra-high performance concrete connections for PBES.
In 2013 the Research and Innovative Technology Administration under the U.S. Department of
Transportation provided funding to establish and operate the ABC University Transportation Center (ABCUTC) at Florida International University in consortium with Iowa State University and the University of
Nevada at Reno. Current research efforts at the ABC-UTC include precast bridge railing, seismic
connection details, and compiling ABC projects and research into databases for ready access by bridge
professionals in their work to advance ABC implementation (7).
The products developed in these research initiatives have helped ensure good constructability and longterm performance of ABC technologies.
EARLY YEARS OF NATIONWIDE IMPLEMENTATION
In 1996 work toward a national accelerated construction initiative began following the publication of TRB
Special Report 249, Building Momentum for Change (8), which recommended creation of a strategic
forum to promote accelerated construction in highway infrastructure. Bridges, as part of the highway
infrastructure, were part of this national initiative.
TRB Task Force on Accelerating Innovation in the Highway Industry
In response to TRB Special Report 249, in 1999 the TRB Task Force on Accelerating Innovation in the
Highway Industry (A5T60) was created to facilitate the removal of barriers to innovation, advocate
continuous quality improvement and positive change, enhance safety and mobility, encourage
development of strategies that generate beneficial change, and create a framework for informed
consideration of innovation (9). In 2000 the TRB A5T60 Task Force conducted a two-day workshop in
Washington, DC to explore issues associated with accelerating highway construction.
Accelerated Construction Technology Transfer Workshops
Findings from the 2000 TRB-sponsored workshop were shared with the newly-formed AASHTO TIG and
FHWA. In 2002 the TRB A5T60 Task Force, AASHTO TIG, and FHWA co-sponsored pilot Accelerated
Construction Technology Transfer (ACTT) workshops in Indiana and Pennsylvania with focus on
accelerating the construction of upcoming major highway projects in those states.
Following the success of the three initial workshops, the A5T60 Task Force turned the national
accelerated construction initiative over to the AASHTO TIG and FHWA. The AASHTO TIG and FHWA
then co-sponsored ACTT workshops in over half of the 50 states. In each workshop the ACTT process
was applied to a specific project or corridor. A multidisciplinary team of national transportation experts
worked with local agency professionals to evaluate all aspects of the project from the perspectives of
multiple skill sets. Those skill sets included innovative financing and contracting; right-of-way, utilities, and
railroad coordination; environment; geotechnical, materials, and accelerated testing; traffic engineering
safety, and intelligent transportation systems; structures; public relations; construction; roadway and
geometric design; and long-life pavements and maintenance. By the end of each ACTT workshop,
participants had developed recommendations to reduce roadway construction time and enhance safety
and quality with cost-effective solutions (9).
AASHTO TIG PBES Lead States Team and SCOBS Technical Committee for Construction
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The AASHTO TIG, a leader in the ACTT initiative and now evolved into the AASHTO Innovation Initiative
(10), was created in 2000 and consisted of State DOT and FHWA executives. The TIG was formed to
identify and champion the implementation of a select few ready-to-use technologies each year; these
technologies were selected because they were considered likely to yield significant economic or
qualitative benefits to the users. The TIG vision was an environment for rapid acceptance and
implementation of high-payoff innovative technologies, with a focus on technologies under the Standing
Committee on Highways (SCOH) for implementation among AASHTO member agencies, local agencies,
and industry.
In 2001 the AASHTO TIG selected precast concrete bent caps for nationwide implementation and created
a Lead States Team composed of bridge engineers from various state DOTs, FHWA, and industry to
expand the use of precast concrete bent caps in bridge design and construction nationwide. The TIG
approved the Lead States Team’s proposal to expand the focus to all PBES to further ABC
implementation. From 2001 to 2004 the PBES Lead States Team, in partnership with the FHWA,
championed PBES to bridge owners and other stakeholders across the country. Its various activities
included PBES articles, presentations, sessions, workshops, brochures, videos, and a website for
technology transfer that included PBES projects, publications, and research information.
The PBES Lead States Team was sunset in 2004, and FHWA imported the PBES Lead States Team web
content to its website for continued technology transfer. AASHTO transferred the PBES Lead State
Team’s leadership role to the AASHTO Subcommittee on Bridges and Structures (SCOBS). The SCOBS
Chair designated the Technical Committee for Construction (T-4) as the focal point for ABC, with FHWA
and industry working in partnership with T-4 to continue ABC implementation.
AASHTO/FHWA/TRB International Scan on Prefabricated Bridge Elements and Systems
Also during 2004 AASHTO, FHWA, and TRB co-sponsored an international scan on PBES in Japan and
Europe (11). The scan team recommended the following technologies for nationwide implementation:
 Movement systems – self-propelled modular transporters and other bridge installation systems
(horizontal skidding or sliding, longitudinal launching floating, rotating, and vertically lifting);
 Superstructure systems – the Poutre Dalle system (inverted tee-beam with composite cast-in-place
topping), partial-depth concrete decks prefabricated on steel or concrete beams, U-shaped segments
with transverse ribs;
 Deck systems – full-depth prefabricated concrete decks, deck joint closure details, hybrid steelconcrete deck systems, multiple-level corrosion protection systems; and
 Substructure systems – SPER system (Sumitomo Precast form for resisting Earthquakes and for
Rapid construction).
One of the first implementation projects resulting from the scan was a 2006 overnight replacement of a
superstructure over an interstate using self-propelled modular transporters, with just hours of impact to
motorists on the interstate (12). Scan team members and other bridge owners have continued work to
implement the scan team’s various recommended PBES technologies in the years following the scan.
FHWA Innovative Bridge Research and Construction/Deployment Programs
Bridge owners must accept the inherent risks associated with the incorporation of bridge innovations.
Requiring bridge owners to also accept the additional costs of first use of these innovations can push
them toward using existing technologies because of their limited budgets. An additional funding source to
cover the incremental cost increase that occurs in the first use of an innovation is, therefore, critical for
widespread implementation of innovation. The previous FHWA Innovative Bridge Design and
Construction (IBRC) and Innovative Bridge Research and Deployment (IBRD) programs addressed
bridge owners’ need for additional funding. Many bridge technologies were implemented as a result of
having this additional funding, including a number of ABC technologies.
RECENT INITIATIVES
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The early years of ABC implementation set a good foundation for subsequent programs that have been
initiated to promote more widespread use of ABC technologies and help ensure successful
implementation.
FHWA Highways for LIFE Program
In 2005 the U.S. Congress funded FHWA’s Highways for LIFE (HfL) pilot program. The term "LIFE" was
an acronym to represent the need to advance Longer-lasting highway infrastructure using Innovations to
accomplish the Fast construction of Efficient and safe highways and bridges (13). The three HfL goals
were to improve safety during and after construction, to reduce congestion caused by construction, and to
improve the quality of highway infrastructure. HfL advanced a business model that focused on setting
customer-based performance goals and achieving the best solutions to meet those goals; encouraged a
culture that routinely invites proven, market-ready innovation and rapidly adopts new practices; and
emphasized effective technology deployment and improved ways to more quickly get innovation into
mainstream use (14).
From 2006 to 2012 the HfL program provided funding to construct a number of bridges that incorporated
ABC technologies. Those technologies include various modular decked beams, precast abutments,
precast piers, and superstructure span replacements using self-propelled modular transporters and lateral
slide technologies. HfL summary reports provide detailed documentation of these ABC projects (15).
AASHTO / TRB U.S. Domestic Scan Program
In 2007 AASHTO member states funded NCHRP Project 20-68A, the U.S. Domestic Scan Program. The
program plans and manages the execution of domestic technology scans that each focus on a single
technical topic (16). AASHTO and NCHRP identify scan topics based on suggestions submitted by state
DOTs and FHWA. Several domestic scans have addressed topics that help to advance ABC
implementation. The two scans specifically focused on ABC were 07-02, “Best Practices in Accelerated
Construction Techniques,” and 11-02, “Best Practices Regarding Performance of ABC Connections in
Bridges Subjected To Multi-Hazard and Extreme Events.”
FHWA Every Day Counts Initiative
In 2009 FHWA launched its Every Day Counts (EDC) initiative to more quickly identify and deploy marketready innovations in highway infrastructure to speed project delivery, improve road safety, and protect the
environment (17). FHWA is working with state, local, and industry partners to deploy the technologies and
develop performance measures to gauge their success.
Since its beginning the EDC initiative has assisted in the development of a significant number of projects
employing ABC technologies. In 2010 the EDC Round One (EDC-1) bridge innovations were PBES and
geosynthetic reinforced soil-integrated bridge systems (GRS-IBS). In 2011-2012 over a thousand bridges
were built in an accelerated manner using some form of PBES technology. In 2012 the EDC-2 bridge
innovations were PBES, GRS-IBS, and lateral slide technologies. In 2013-2014 the number of bridges
built with PBES technologies increased significantly. In 2014 the eleven EDC-3 innovations include GRSIBS and Ultra-high Performance Concrete (UHPC) Connections for Prefabricated Bridge Elements.
In 2011 FHWA established the Center for Accelerating Innovation to provide national leadership on
deploying transportation innovation (18). The Center houses the EDC initiative and products from the HfL
program. The Center for Accelerating Innovation is also helping get the word out about current funding
programs that are available to bridge owners to encourage ABC implementation.
SHRP2 Implementation
In 2012, Congress authorized additional funding to support SHRP2 implementation activities coordinated
by FHWA, AASHTO, and TRB (19). In 2013, FHWA and AASHTO prioritized and scheduled products
from the SHRP2 research program for implementation based on industry needs, available funding,
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product readiness, and anticipated benefits. The SHRP2 R04 toolkit (6) is included in this implementation
effort.
Two pilot projects were sponsored as part of the R04 research project to demonstrate the use of the R04
toolkit. In 2011 the US 6 Bridge over Keg Creek in Iowa was the first pilot project to be showcased; the
three-span bridge consists of modular decked beam elements connected with field-cast UHPC joints,
supported on a precast concrete substructure, and was installed during a two-week closure. The second
pilot project was the I-84 Bridge over Dingle Ridge Road in New York State, showcased in 2013; singlespan replacements were constructed adjacent to the existing pair of bridges and then slid laterally into
place following demolition of the existing bridges during weekend closures of the interstate. Currently a
number of ABC bridges are being constructed in the R04 implementation phase.
Industry Involvement
Industry partners have been a critical component of effective ABC implementation. A number of general
contractors have provided their perspectives at national forums to help stakeholders understand how
ABC construction can be streamlined and further improved. General contractors have also proposed ABC
technologies on a number of conventional projects because those technologies provided benefit in their
operations. Also, innovative project delivery methods such as design-build and construction
manager/general contractor (CMGC) have also been effective tools in the implementation of ABC..
TRB ABC Subcommittee
In 2013, TRB approved the creation of the ABC Subcommittee (AFF10-3) under its General Structures
Committee (AFF10). The Subcommittee conducted its inaugural meeting during the TRB 2014 Annual
Meeting in Washington, DC. The Subcommittee has created a national ABC research tracking tool which
identifies and categorizes approximately a hundred ABC/PBES-related research projects that are
completed, ongoing, or initiated.
Publications and Websites
FHWA has taken the lead in sponsoring a number of publications which have been critical to empowering
state DOTs as they incorporate ABC into their programs and work to cut design time and overall project
costs. The 2006 ABC decision framework helps engage state DOT bridge engineers in developing
decision guides with their own priorities for implementing ABC projects. The document helps change the
practice and paradigm of project decision-making by engaging bridge engineers early in the project
development planning stage. Another example is FHWA’s 2007 manual on the use of self-propelled
modular transporters; it provides support and guidance that documents the bridge system move as a
proven success. Similarly, the 2009 connection details manual is another critical tool that state DOTs had
requested; it provides a compilation of ABC connection details in use across the US. This manual was
followed with the 2011 ABC manual to further assist bridge owners in their ABC implementation; the ABC
manual provides an overview of ABC from planning through construction. These guidance documents are
available on FHWA’s ABC website (1), and more resources are being developed for subsequent posting.
By delivering these publications, FHWA demonstrates that it is serious about PBES for ABC and is at the
table to help bridge owners be successful in their ABC implementation.
A number of state DOTs have developed their own ABC websites as they work to implement ABC in their
states. Foremost in this effort is Utah, the first DOT to program ABC as a standard practice.
In addition, a database of information on constructed ABC projects has replaced the TIG PBES database
previously imported to FHWA’s website when the TIG’s PBES Lead States Team sunset in 2004.
Beginning in 2011, the National ABC Project Exchange was created as part of an AASHTO, FHWA, and
state DOT collaboration. The project exchange is a national repository of ABC projects that includes
detailed documents on ABC/PBES projects that have been successfully built within the US. The detailed
information includes contract plans, specifications, bid tabs, schedule, photos, and a project summary
report. The database is in the process of being moved to the ABC-UTC website for ready access by
users.
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CONCLUSION
Typically the use of ABC has consisted of trying a specific ABC technology for its first use in a state but
not necessarily with the intent to standardize the use of that technology, assuming its use was successful,
on subsequent projects. Significant efforts to more effectively implement ABC nationwide have been
undertaken since the 2003 NCHRP synthesis reported that the lack of standardization often results in
higher construction costs.
Many players are responsible for the successful implementation of the variety of ABC technologies in use
today. AASHTO and its members, TRB, and FHWA have collaborated in multiple ways to address the
needs for reduced motorist impact, improved safety, and more reliable travel times through the increasing
number of work zones required to renew the nation’s aging bridge inventory. State DOTs have provided
leadership in response to user needs. TRB has responded with leadership in ABC research. FHWA has
provided the broad national view, leadership, research, and in particular has assisted with obtaining
additional funding and technical assistance so critical to effective implementation of innovation. Academia
and industry, through their support of bridge owner needs and their individual and joint research and
implementation efforts, assure the continued successful and effective advancement of ABC
implementation in the U.S. More standardization and construction cost savings are products of these
collaborative efforts.
An overarching conclusion for those responsible for mainstream innovation deployment is that dedication,
resources, and time are needed to make wholesale change in the state-of-the-practice. Each project and
each technical contribution, however small, moves the bridge community forward in the implementation of
an innovation. No better example exists than accelerated bridge construction.
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FOLDED STEEL PLATE GIRDER SYSTEM(1) APPLICATIONS IN ACCELERATED
BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION.
Presenting Author: Matthew Macey, P.E., Vice President and Chief Structural Engineer, CDR Bridge
Systems, LLC, 412-322-0313, matt.macey@cdrmaguire.com
Co-Author: Carlos Duart, Chief Executive Officer, CDR Bridge Systems, LLC, 786-235-8534,
carlos.duart@cdrmaguire.com
ABSTRACT
The Folded Steel Plate Girder (FSPG) System is the culmination of over seven (7) years of research,
development, and testing resulting in a short span steel alternative to concrete bridges. In this paper, the
FSPG System’s use as an accelerated bridge construction technique will be presented. The presentation
will include the FSPG System, design features, fabrication, construction, and benefits.
THE FSPG SYSTEM
The FSPG System is comprised of interior and exterior panel units containing a cold bent steel plate
girder with a composite precast concrete deck panel. The exterior panel units contain a barrier or railing
element. The panel units are erected into position and tied together using eight (8”) inch Ultra High
Performance Concrete (UHPC) closure pours as shown in the following figure:

Typical Exterior Panel Unit

Typical Interior Panel Unit

Folded Steel Plate Girder System
The panel units can be fabricated off-site meaning the FSPG System is acceptable for use in Accelerated
Bridge Construction (ABC) applications as well as conventional construction. Maximum effective panel
widths are 10’-8” and 11’-4” for interior and exterior panels, respectively, using an 8” closure pour.
Maximum panel widths are based on a standard twelve (12) ft. traffic lane for shipping. However, greater
girder spacing may be accommodated if the deck slab is precast on-site. The system may be used for
simply supported spans with beam lengths between 20 ft. and 60 ft. and AASHTO skew angles between
0° and 45°. The maximum girder length is dictated by the length of available press brakes. Panel units
include precast concrete end diaphragms and can be used with or without approach slabs. The FSPG
System may also be used on any existing or proposed substructure type.
The result is a cost
competitive short span steel alternative.
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FSPG DESIGN FEATURES
The FSPG System, including bearing stiffeners, elastomeric bearings, concrete end diaphragms, deck
slab, and barriers/railings, is designed in accordance with the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design
Specifications, 5th Edition, 2010 for Service, Strength, and Fatigue Limit States. Structural Steel for the
girders shall be ASTM A709/A709M, Grade 50 or Grade 50W. Non-weathering steel should preferably
be hot dip galvanized for corrosion protection, but may be painted instead. Shop welding is not required
for girder fabrication. The girders are cold bent using an inside radius equal to five (5) times the plate
thickness to avoid the potential for cracking associated with smaller radius bending. The Fatigue detail
category is limited to B for weathering steel and D for galvanized steel.
Due to the cold bending process, the girders cannot be cambered. Dead load deflection and deck cross
slope is accommodated with a variable girder haunch. Live load distribution to the girders is based upon
the AASHTO approximate method of analysis for beam-slab bridges. Distribution factors are calculated
for both steel multi-girders and open steel box girders with the controlling distribution factors being used
for design. The AASHTO distribution factors have been verified using FEM analyses. Live load
deflection is limited to L/800. The design includes provisions for the additional dead load of a future
wearing surface, stay-in-place (SIP) forms for future redecking, and utility loads. The deck slab thickness
can include a ½” integral wearing surface, epoxy overlay, or latex modified concrete overlay.
Alternatively, a bituminous overlay can be used over the deck slab.
The top flange of the non-composite girder is a non-compact slender element. The uncured deck slab
analysis checks the non-composite section for two (2) conditions: the girder being continuously supported
at its initial casting and being simply supported during future redecking. The center ridge provides
additional stiffness during future redecking. The trapezoidal shaped girder is essentially a box section,
therefore the non-composite girders are designed as steel box elements. The composite girder is a
compact section. The composite girders are designed as steel stringers.
Flange separators are used for bracing of the bottom flange and transmitting of transverse loads. Typical
flange separator details are shown below.

Cross Section Showing Flange Separator

Section A-A
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Intermediate stiffeners, diaphragms, and cross frames are not required by design. Concrete end
diaphragms are provided to accommodate expansion and end rotation. The concrete end diaphragms
vary based on girder depth, skew angle, and approach slab use. Typical concrete end diaphragm details,
with and without approach slabs, are shown below.

Concrete End Diaphragm with Approach Slab

Concrete End Diaphragm without Approach Slab

Although the girder webs can carry the design shear, bearing stiffeners are provided at the centerline of
bearings to transmit the shear to the bearings. Elastomeric bearings are used in conjunction with the
FSPG. Anchor bolts are located through the sole plate between bottom flanges. Typical bearing
stiffener, sole plate, anchor bolt, and elastomeric bearing details are shown below.

Typical Bearing Section View

Typical Bearing Plan View

Eleven (11) standard FSPG designations are available for use with either a 3/8” or ½” plate thickness.
Girder depths are provided between 16.75” and 35.0”. Design tables are provided for each of the
standard FSPG designations. The design tables contain FSPG dimensions and equivalent I-girder
dimensions for use in preliminary girder sizing, as well as composite and non-composite section
properties and plastic and nominal moment capacities for various effective panel widths. A sample of the
FSPG design data is shown below.
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Sample FSPG Design Data
FSPG FABRICATION
The FSPG panel units are fabricated in five (5) steps. The fabrication process may be performed well in
advance of superstructure erection activities. The deck slab may be precast on-site or off-site in a
controlled environment.
Step 1 – Bending the Girders
A 3/8” or ½” thick flat sheet of steel is cold bent in seven (7) locations using a press brake to form the
trapezoidal FSPG shape. Bend locations are precisely determined with the use of lasers. Overhead
cranes are required to move and turn the girders during the cold bending process.
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Step 2 – Installation of Miscellaneous Hardware
Bearing stiffeners, bottom flange shim plates, sole plates, and flange separators are added in Step 2 at
the girder fabrication shop.

Step 3 – Installation of Shear Studs
Shear studs and lifting anchors are installed in Step 3 at the girder fabrication shop.
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Step 4 – Galvanization
If applicable, the FSPGs are hot dip galvanized in Step 4.

Step 5 – Construction of Deck Panels
The precast deck panels are constructed in Step 5. The deck panels may be constructed on-site or offsite in a controlled environment.

FSPG CONSTRUCTION
Off-site fabrication and rapid erection of the FSPG System allows for its use in ABC. Fabrication of the
FSPG units occurs quickly. One (1) girder can be cold bent in as little as three (3) hours. A deck panel
can be formed, the reinforcing bars tied, and concrete poured in less than one (1) week. Additionally, the
FSPG unit fabrication takes place in a controlled environment avoiding potential delays due to weather a
contractor will encounter using on-site, cast-in-place construction. The total fabrication time from cold
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bending to delivery at the construction site can take place in as little as thirty (30) days. The deck panel
cure time occurs off-site so the bridge can be open to traffic sooner. The bridge can be open to traffic
within twenty four (24) hours of girder erection and closure pour completion. The cost of labor may also
be reduced. In addition to being more efficient in a controlled environment, shop labor is often less
expensive on an hourly basis than field labor.
Initial erection of the interior and exterior panel units does not require overhang form supports in the field.
The composite panel units arrive at the construction site fully assembled. All miscellaneous hardware,
bearing stiffeners, bottom flange shim plates, sole plates, flange separators, etc. are preassembled. The
FSPG is approximately one-third (1/3) the weight of equivalent designed concrete beams. This allows for
smaller capacity cranes to be used for erection. Girder length and panel unit width allows for easier
access to construction sites. The girder length and weight also reduces the need for hauling permits. To
eliminate reverse bending stresses in the deck slab during erection, blockouts are provided in the deck to
allow contractor access to the lifting tabs. Threaded inserts can be provided along the gutterline at the
inside face of barrier. This allows for the use of a stabilizing line during girder erection of exterior units to
keep the unit from rolling due to the eccentric barrier loading. The composite panel shapes are very
stable for shipping and redecking. Minimal blocking is required for hauling and erection.
The deck along the entire girder length, barriers, and end diaphragms are precast which minimizes
formwork and closure pour size. The use of hairpin transverse deck reinforcement and Ultra High
Performance Concrete (UHPC) allows the closure pour to be reduced from thirteen (13”) inches to eight
(8”) inches. The elimination of headed transverse reinforcement bars alleviates clear cover issues and
reduces reinforcement bar costs. The contractor will install only the rail elements, if required, on
preinstalled anchor bolts. No field welding, splicing, or bolting of the girders is required. SIP can be
attached to the precast deck units along the closure pour areas prior to girder erection, so the contractor
is able to perform all deck work from above to minimize stream impacts and environmental permitting,
and further reduce field labor. The system eliminates the need for underdeck protection shields and
overhang form supports during erection of the composite units. In general, the FSPG system allows the
contractor to use a smaller work force to erect the beams and construct the closure pours. The result is
that the FSPG System provides reduced contractor construction durations, as well as labor and
equipment costs.
FSPG BENEFITS
The FSPG System provides design, construction, and future maintenance benefits to ABC and
conventional construction of short span steel structures. The FSPG design minimizes the required steel
by weight, the top and bottom flanges are equal to the web thickness, and no intermediate internal or
external cross frames, diaphragms, or stiffeners are required based on the stiffness of the trapezoidal
shape. The lack of cross frames allows for AASHTO skews greater than 20° without introducing
additional forces due to differential deflection. Flange separators help transmit lateral forces between
girder webs. The design and technology minimizes fatigue-prone details. The composite neutral axis is
located between the top flange and the deck slab, minimizing the compression stress in the top flange
and web. The FSPG system is versatile. It can be used with any substructure type, with or without an
approach slab. In addition to complete bridge replacement projects, the lighter weight of the FSPG
system lends itself to superstructure replacements. The reduced weight, when compared to concrete
superstructures, allows for an increase in live load reserve capacity.
The FSPG can be fabricated from a single plate or roll, therefore shop welding is not required. The FSPG
system can be fabricated in as little as thirty (30) days. Off-site fabrication allows for the construction
schedule to be accelerated. Plant fabrication in a controlled environment eliminates the influence of
weather on schedule and concrete curing. This results in accelerated construction while providing a
higher quality product. Since the deck panel cure time occurs off-site, the bridge can be open to traffic
sooner - within twenty four (24) hours of girder erection and closure pour completion. Accelerated
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construction means less inconvenience to the travelling public, local businesses, schools, and emergency
services. The construction will also minimize stream impacts and permitting.
The FSPG System reduces future maintenance concerns. The system is designed for a 75 year service
life. Weathering steel or hot dip galvanized steel provides superior corrosion resistance and eliminates
the need for routine painting. A latex modified concrete, epoxy, or bituminous overlay may be used to
reduce the potential for chloride infiltration at the closure pour deck joints. The open box system, with a
minimum of sixteen (16”) inches between bottom flanges, allows for full inspection and drainage.
Concrete end diaphragms reduce the potential for water and chloride infiltration. The girders can be
repaired through heat straightening or plating in the event of a collision. The FSPG top flange is wider
and more stable than those of typical steel stringers resulting in easier future redecking.
The FSPG System is a proven product. The first FSPG bridge was constructed in Uxbridge, MA in
November 2011. The bridge is a 46’ long integral abutment structure with a 9’-5” center-to-center girder
spacing and 3’-6” overhangs. The bridge was monitored for twenty (20) months by the University of
Massachusetts - Amherst(2). The conclusions indicated “Stresses in concrete and steel components are
within values expected during service-level loads through construction, long term data collection and truck
load testing, and indicate a conservative design of this innovative structure. Live-load test data indicate
that the elastic neutral axis of the girders is higher than calculated, and exhibits a non-linear strain profile.
This non-linearity, most significant across the bottom flange width when truck axles were positioned near
instrumented locations, was corroborated by ANSYS modeling. Through the first two years of service no
signs of distress have been noted and readings are within the expected range of bridge behavior. Based
on this study the FPG (sic) is an effective system for accelerated construction of short span bridges.” The
second FSPG structure is to be constructed in Boone County, NE in the summer of 2014. The bridge is a
56’-4” long GRS-IBS structure with 8’-4” center-to-center girder spacing and 3’-6” overhangs.
REFERENCES
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Florida International University, aazizina@fiu.edu.
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Application of Folded Plate Technology - Part II: Case of Boone County Nebraska
Mark Traynowicz, Nebraska Department of Roads

This presentation is a case study of a bridge construction project on a county road in central
Nebraska that features Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC), Every Day Counts (EDC)
initiative, and Innovative Bridge Research and Deployment (IBRD) program. It includes the
applications of Folded Plate Steel Girder technology, pre-topped girder/deck units, Ultra-high
Performance Concrete (UHPC), and Geosynthetic Reinforced Soil Integrated Bridge System
(GRS-IBS).
The Folded Plate Steel Girder in a unique and innovative concept to build short span (less than
60 feet) steel bridge superstructures. Many of the locally owned bridges in Nebraska are less
than 60 feet in length. This system is an alternative to construct a potential long service life
bridge using relatively light construction equipment. The development of the folded plate bridge
system is a result of research conducted at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
With the use of the Geosynthetic Reinforced Soil Integrated Bridge System, Nebraska will gain
experience and expose local bridge owners to this new technology for their potential applications
on future bridge projects. The GRS-IBS can be built with relative ease using minimal labor and
light construction equipment.
Over the years, the Nebraska Department of Roads has benefited from close working
relationships with the University of Nebraska, FHWA, Bridge Contractors, Fabricators, and
Producers. These relationships have led to innovations and new technologies that resulted in
many highly successful bridge construction projects.
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ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION:
IMPLEMENTATION OF GRS-IBS
FOR THE 27TH STREET BRIDGE OVER
BROAD BRANCH STREAM, WASHINGTON, DC
Zahra Dorriz, P.E., DC Department of Transportation, (202)671-4584, zahra.dorriz@dc.gov
Michael Jelen, P.E., AECOM, (703)340-3050, michael.jelen@aecom.com
Sean Rousseau, P.E., AECOM, (703)340-3095, sean.rousseau@aecom.com
Elliott Mandel, P.E., AECOM, (703)340-3097, elliott.mandel@aecom.com
ABSTRACT
Replacement of the 27th Street, NW, Bridge over Broad Branch Stream in Historic Rock Creek Park,
Washington, DC, will use GRS-IBS abutments, a precast superstructure, and a waterproof-modified
asphalt mix to accelerate project completion. This simplified construction approach will result in higher
durability, shortened schedules, reduced costs, and less maintenance, resulting in an increased
understanding of ABC techniques and a wider implementation of GRS-IBS.
INTRODUCTION
Replacement of the 27th Street Bridge over Broad Branch Stream in Historic Rock Creek Park,
Washington, DC, will use Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) techniques. The District Department of
Transportation (DDOT) elected to use the Geosynthetic Reinforced Soil-Integrated Bridge System (GRSIBS) and is performing the project with recommendations from the FHWA/Turner-Fairbanks Highway
Research Center. Targeted for construction in late 2014, the structure will conform to FHWA GRS-IBS
implementation guidelines: single span bridge less than 140 feet; abutment height less than 30 feet; and
low scour potential. Use of GRS-IBS on the project will add to the understanding of its construction and
performance, contributing to an increased use of the method within DC and throughout the country.
GRS-IBS is an innovation that DDOT has not used previously but that has been fully vetted by the FHWA
and is one of their “Every Day Counts” Technologies. GRS-IBS uses readily available materials and
construction skill sets to allow a project to be built quickly. In addition to the time savings offered by GRSIBS, the use of precast superstructure components and a waterproof-modified asphalt mix will further
expedite construction. Development and testing of the concept by the FHWA Turner-Fairbank Highway
Research Center has resulted in an implementation-ready technology that includes available standards
and accepted design methods. FWHA personnel familiar with the technique have provided concept and
design reviews to the project team.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The project will replace the deteriorating 27th Street, NW, Bridge over Broad Branch Stream. Located in
the urban Northwest Quadrant of the District of Columbia, the project borders Rock Creek Park which is
under the jurisdiction of the National Park Service (NPS) (Figure 1). The bridge carries a local, scenic
two-lane roadway. Due to site constraints including adjacent NPS land, environmental resources and
limited roadway width and staging area, full road closure is required during construction to facilitate
existing bridge demolition, utility relocation and erection of the new bridge.
Aesthetics of the proposed bridge have been designed to respond to the natural setting of the site and
are influenced by the character of existing bridges found in nearby Rock Creek Park. The metal railings of
the new design are similar in form and color to those used at the nearby Ridge & Broad Branch Bridge
and the GRS-IBS abutments will be constructed using randomly arranged, multi-colored dark brown splitfaced block to fit in with the character of the historic Grant & Broad Branch Bridge and Soapstone Creek
Culvert directly to the south. To support the bridge’s new aesthetic, the guardrails along the approach to
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the new bridge will be weathering steel and the riprap required along the banks of the stream will be dark
brown, similar to stone used along the Georgetown Waterfront Project.

Figure 1 - Location Map
The existing bridge is a single-span reinforced concrete beam structure supported on stone masonry
abutments, and carries two lanes of traffic along 27th Street, NW (one lane each Eastbound and
Westbound) over Broad Branch Stream. Existing structure dimensions include an overall length of 20’-6”,
with an out-to-out width of 21’-2”, and a curb-to-curb width of 18’-11”. Although the existing
superstructure was constructed in 1950, the existing stone masonry substructure predates this
construction. Following the 2011 biennial bridge inspection report, which issued a substructure condition
rating of 2, or “critical condition,” resulting in a structural evaluation rating of 2, replacement of this
structure was evaluated. The status of the existing bridge is determined to be “Structurally Deficient” by
the National Bridge Inventory (NBI), based on these conditions. Deficiencies identified during the
inspection also resulted in a sufficiency rating of 32.6, which when combined with the Structurally
Deficient classification indicates that the bridge is in need for replacement. Additionally, the roadway
geometry on the bridge does not meet current standards for lane and shoulder widths.
The use of GRS-IBS will minimize the duration of the road closure and associated impacts to the
travelling public and local residents. Similarly, use of precast concrete double-T sections for the
superstructure will further shorten the construction schedule as a cast-in-place deck is not required. In
conjunction with the precast superstructure, a waterproof-modified asphalt mix will be placed directly on
the precast units, thereby eliminating the need for a membrane and negating the need for a separate
deck slab component. Construction duration for the bridge is expected to be less than 30 days.
The proposed replacement bridge uses adjacent precast prestressed concrete double-T sections for the
superstructure and GRS-IBS for the substructure. This option: results in the most cost effective design
option; allows for the use of accelerated construction techniques; utilizes non-specialized labor; reduces
future maintenance costs by eliminating roadway joints and approach slabs; and can easily accommodate
the affected utilities. The proposed bridge length and width are 42’-4” and 33’-0”, respectively. The bridge
is skewed 15 degrees to accommodate stream flow. Figures 2 and 3 show the Bridge Configuration and
Bridge Cross section. Construction is currently scheduled to commence in December 2014 and be
completed in March 2015-a construction duration of approximately 3 months. The construction will be
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contracted using an A + B procurement method where a fixed price (A) is added to a daily cost (B), where
B is determined by the bidder based on their expected construction duration. This method provides
incentive to minimize the time that the bridge is out of service by incorporating cost for this time into the
bid price.

Figure 2 – Bridge Configuration

Figure 3 – Bridge Cross Section
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DESCRIPTION OF GRS-IBS
GRS-IBS uses alternating layers of compacted granular fill material and fabric sheets of geotextile
reinforcement to create a stable, structurally competent soil mass. The soil mass can be faced with a
variety of materials such as CMU block, CIP concrete, gabion baskets or timber, to name a few options.
The facing does not participate in supporting the soil. The backfill material consists of a well or open
graded controlled material with specified characteristics that ensure that a minimum internal friction angle
is obtained (minimum 38 degrees as recommended), drainage is ensured and workability is taken into
account. GRS-IBS techniques can be used for embankments, abutments, or similar applications where
retained earth is needed. Figure 4 shows the configuration of the GRS-IBS 27th Street Bridge abutment.

Figure 4 – Abutment Section
Subsurface analyses should include an evaluation of long-term settlement and deep-seated failures,
similar to what would be done for typical abutments and other earth retaining structures. For bridge
abutments, the geotextile reinforcement is placed strategically so that loaded areas are more heavily
reinforced and capable of absorbing and dissipating applied loads. The resulting soil mass can receive
direct loads from bridge beams without a need for bearings. GRS-IBS abutments provide simplified
construction compared to conventional concrete abutments with their associated spread footings or deep
foundations. Further, common construction equipment can be used to build up the reinforced soil layers,
negating the need for reinforced concrete and its associated costs for formwork and more intricate
installation procedures. The concept can reduce costs significantly from traditional concrete abutments.
Configurations can easily be modified in the field due to changing site conditions, because these types of
abutments are easy to build and use simple construction techniques.
GRS-IBS DESIGN FOR THE 27TH STREET BRIDGE
Design of the 27th Street Bridge GRS-IBS abutments followed the FHWA Implementation Guide. The
GRS-IBS abutments will be approximately eight feet high and will consist of geosynthetic-reinforced soil
layers that are constructed in compacted lifts of approximately six inches. Construction of a non-
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supportive CMU block wall on the front face of the soil will be synchronized so that the geosynthetic
material extends from the CMU joints into the soil. The superstructure simply rests directly upon the top
surface of the soil; no bridge bearings, joints or cast-in-place concrete substructure elements will be
necessary. Installation can be performed by general construction labor trades. As a scour
countermeasure, the abutment base is protected with riprap in a dark brown color as coordinated with
NPS. This simplified construction approach will result in higher durability, shortened schedules and
reduced costs. Any settlement of the abutments will result in a parallel settlement of the superstructure
eliminating the need for approach slabs to prevent uneven bridge approaches.
Abutments are founded on 1’-6” thick geotextile-wrapped reinforced soil layer that sits on bedrock.
Approximately six feet of geotextile-reinforced soil fill is placed above the foundation, up to the bottom of
bridge girder elevation, with every other layer of geotextile anchored into the joints of CMU block facing.
The top region of the reinforced soil fill, designated in Figure 4 as the ‘Bearing Bed Zone’, receives load
directly from the bridge girders and has an increased number of layers of reinforcement. The girder is
placed directly on this soil layer with a solid CMU block placed toward the front, behind the abutment
facing, to serve as a leveling pad and to contain the soil behind. A top reinforced soil layer is placed
beyond the ends of the girders to support the approaches to the bridge. No bearing or bridge joints are
used. All geotextile is specified as biaxial woven polypropylene with a minimum tensile strength of 4800
pounds per foot. The CMU facing will use randomly arranged, multi-colored dark brown split-faced block
to fit in with the character of nearby historic bridges and conform to project aesthetic requirements.
Design calculations are based on AASHTO LRFD methods including HL-93 Truck loading and follow
procedures in the FHWA Implementation Guide. Forces on the abutments include the weight of all
components, earth pressures based on Rankine theory, surcharges and superimposed loads, vertical
pressures from the bridge superstructure using Boussinesq distributions, and lateral bridge loads. Figure
5 depicts vertical and lateral pressures on the abutments. Threshold criteria include global stability
parameters (overturning and sliding), bearing capacity and vertical and lateral deformations.

Figure 5 – Vertical and lateral abutment pressures
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OTHER ADVANTAGES OF GRS-IBS ABUTMENTS
In addition to simplifying and accelerating construction, GRS-IBS offers additional benefits including
safety, quality and increased user satisfaction.
Safety
Using GRS-IBS improves public safety and the safety of the contractor’s work force. The project
will be constructed using a full detour. The proposed GRS-IBS innovation will greatly shorten the
construction schedule – from several weeks to a few months - compared to more conventional
design and construction methodologies. This will vastly limit the time normal traffic flow is
disrupted, and in turn, decrease the chances of work zone accidents by the traveling public.
Further, the construction activities associated with construction of the GRS-IBS foundations are
inherently safer than the alternatives that include formwork erection, concrete pouring and
finishing.
Quality
There is an array of immediate and long-term quality improvements when using GRS-IBS for the
abutment foundations on this bridge replacement:





The design will be more forgiving to differential foundation settlement and will
elevate a rough transition caused by differential settlement between the abutment
foundation and the approach fill.
The GRS-IBS portion of the bridge will be relatively easy to construct, and does not
require specialized drilling equipment often used in pile or caisson foundations; this
can intrinsically lead to high quality construction.
If a change in the site or project requires modification to the abutment during
construction, GRS-IBS is flexible in that abutment dimensions can be easily
adjusted in the field.
Commonplace construction quality problems, such as pile driving, concrete finishing
and reinforcement placement are avoided completely.

User Satisfaction
Reduced construction cost and project duration are clear advantages of the GRS-IBS system:



Estimated overall bridge construction cost: $212,000 ($152/Square Foot).
Bridge Structure Construction Duration: Approximately 30-60 days

SUMMARY
GRS-IBS offers an opportunity to efficiently improve this stream crossing. The replacement of the bridge
carrying 27th Street, NW over Broad Branch Stream in the District of Columbia, will positively demonstrate
the FHWA “Every Day Counts” promoted GRS-IBS foundation design and construction methodology.
With an increased length from its existing 20’-6” span to a proposed 42’-4” span, the resulting bridge will
have improved hydraulic characteristics. An increased width from 21’-2” to 33’-0” will provide significantly
enhanced transportation safety. The bridge will also require reduced maintenance due the decreased
number of bridge parts and the elimination of joints and bearings. With this successful implementation,
GRS-IBS could become a common DDOT construction technique, thereby saving transportation
construction dollars and minimizing disruption to the travelling public. As a recipient of a 2013 FHWA
Highways for LIFE Discretionary Grant award, it will add to the database of similarly constructed bridges,
resulting in an increased understanding of the ABC technique and eventually a wider implementation of
GRS-IBS in the District of Columbia and across the country.
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DON’T JUDGE A BRIDGE BY ITS LENGTH
William J. Castle, P.E., S.E., Company: W.J. Castle, P.E. & Associates, P.C.,
(609) 261-2268, bcastle@wjcastlegroup.com
ABSTRACT
Short span bridges are an integral part of our infrastructure. Millions of travelers pass over these small
structures every day without a second thought; that is until that vital connection point is not there. This
paper will document a few bridge design/build projects and note the key issues and lessons learned from
each.
INTRODUCTION
Experience is the greatest teacher and it is the responsibility of the individual to learn from them. The
following design/build case studies will share our experiences and highlight; document design
considerations, key issues, and lessons learned. Located in various counties in New Jersey, each bridge
site had its own quirks.
CASE STUDY #1: PREFABRICATED TIMBER BRIDGE
Background
The design/build contract for the replacement of the existing deteriorated bridge in Salem County, New
Jersey was completed 1998. Since the bridge was the only access route for the housing development in
the area, the design and construction of the new bridges was on an accelerated schedule. The County’s
goal for this project was a timber bridge that was easy to maintain with minimal road closure and costs.
Design / Build
Several site visits were performed prior to starting the
design to evaluate the existing conditions and
determine the best layout. The bridge was designed
for HS20-44 loading and built in accordance with
AASHTO and NJDOT standard specifications. All
pertinent permit applications were submitted for this
project. Due to the soil composition, and to minimize
permitting issues, our foundation design included steel
pipe piles with a steel cap beam. The new piles were
driven behind the existing foundation system which
was kept in place to retain the existing waterway
channel and to act as a retaining wall. The top portion
of the existing structure was removed as required to
install the new bridge superstructure. Soil properties
and proposed bridge load ratings were used to Figure 1: Bridge Foundation Design
determine the capacity required and embedment
length of the new abutment piles.
To accommodate the shortened construction timeline, the design for the bridge was made to ensure the
construction was completed in minimal time. The bridge superstructure was fabricated in two modules
and shipped to the site, ready to be installed. The two 24’-0” long bridge modules were pre-assembled
with the stringers, decking, and steel guiderail attached including all hardware. A center timber plank was
designed to connect the two modules in the field.
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The bridge modules were installed in one day. The first module was set in place and attached to the
abutments. After the second module was set in place, it was attached to the abutments and the center
timber plank was used to connect the two module pieces to complete the bridge.

Figure 3: 2nd Module Installation

Figure 2: 1st Module Installation

Stone riprap slope protection was installed along the embankments to prevent scouring activities and to
cover any gaps between the original and new structure.
The key issues for this bridge were time and budget, and there wasn’t much of either. Constructing the
bridge quickly was critical as nearly residents were stranded without access. All construction work was
completed within one week including the foundation installation and final clean-up. Total cost for this
project was $98,000.
In 2002, this project was awarded the “Special Recognition Quality Merit Award” by the New Jersey
Quality Initiative.
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CASE STUDY #2: PREFABRICATED STEEL BRIDGE
Background
In 2002, the construction of a new “Light Rail System” by NJ Transit disrupted the services of a major jet
fuel supplier to McGuire Air Force Base located in Burlington County, New Jersey. The direct access
route to their pump house was eliminated; therefore a new route and bridge were required to continue
their services without disruption. The proposed bridge was to be constructed alongside the established
rail line, just outside the existing roadway.
Design / Build
Several site visits and surveys were performed to verify existing field conditions and distances from the
existing and proposed rails. All engineering, permit acquisition, and construction management were
performed using in-house personnel which minimized costs and reduced overall construction time.
Permits from various state and federal agencies such as NJ Transit, USACE, NJDEP US Coast Guard
were required. Access to the site and all construction activities were restricted to designated areas due to
the railroad tracks and the wetlands area located adjacent to the project site. The presence of
underground gas lines, overhead power lines, fiber optics, and NJ Transit restrictions were the key factors
in the final bridge design.
In addition to standard safety protocols used in the construction field, additional precautions were
mandated by NJ Transit. Prior to any construction activities, a five-foot high chain link fence
approximately 800 feet long was constructed along the entire length between the active railroad tracks
and the new roadway and bridge. This safety precaution was for both the construction workers and NJ
Light Rails.
Due to the type of vehicles using the proposed bridge, the bridge was design for HS-25 loading.
Abutment foundations were constructed of a
hot dipped galvanized steel cap beam
supported by five 25 ton helical piles. The
backwall and wingwalls were constructed of
galvanized steel plates welded to the cap
beam. Using a helical pile foundation
eliminated any temporary or permanent utility
relocation, drastically reducing the overall
cost that would have incurred. Construction
time and costs were significantly reduced for
the helical foundation compared to a
traditional spread footing design.
Stone riprap slope protection was installed
after the abutment foundations were in place
both along the face of the abutments and
along the channel. A gabion wall was
installed along the fence line to act as a
retaining wall due to the slope of the new
roadway.
Figure 4: Abutment Foundation
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The bridge measured 39’-0” long and could not be completely pre-fabricated in one piece due to the
limited construction area available and existing utilities. Therefore the bridge was pre-fabricated in two
sections constructed of hot dipped galvanized steel stringers, diaphragms, and guiderail. The pieces were
assembled at the fabricators facility to ensure proper fit and shipped to the site in the modules. By
shipping the prefabricated bridge in two sections and assembling them on site; delivery and assembly
costs were reduced and no special shipping permits were required.

Figure 5: 1st Module Installation

Figure 6: 2nd Module Installation

The bridge sections were assembled and set into place within two working hours, including the final
connections diaphragms between the two modules. Once the steel modules were set in place, steel deck
pans and reinforcing steel for the concrete deck were installed within one day. The 7” deck was poured in
one day and left to set. The concrete deck was tested after the 28 day curing to ensure proper setting of
the concrete.

Figure 7: Bridge Deck Installation
After the bridge was completed, the new 780-foot roadway was constructed. The approach roadway
consists of a stone sub-base and sub-grade with a surface of gravel and asphalt millings. This type of
roadway was chosen due to the prohibitive cost of asphalt or concrete. Per the request of the client, an
extended galvanized steel beam guiderail was installed along the west approach and a metal swing gate
was constructed on the east approach.
Construction of the bridge, excluding site preparation, was completed within one week and opened to
traffic within 3 weeks after the concrete deck was tested. Total cost for the project, including engineering
and construction, was $270,000. In 2005 this project was awarded the “Special Recognition Quality Merit
Award” by the New Jersey Quality Initiative and in 2006 it was awarded the “Outstanding Project Award”
by DVASE.
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CASE STUDY #3: REHABILITATED RAILROAD BRIDGE
Background
Part of an EPA Superfund Site, portions of the Roebling Steel Plant located in Florence Township, New
Jersey were separated by an old abandoned railroad bridge crossing Crafts Creek. In 2008, the EPA
contracted our Company to provide the design/build services for the conversion of the existing railroad
bridge into a roadway bridge able to support the EPA trucks. This project was fast-tracked due to the
ongoing clean up operations at the site. After the steel mill closed in 1981, the site was used for a variety
of operations, which led to the contamination of the soil and water in the area.
Design / Build
In-depth inspection of the project site, including underwater inspection of the concrete abutments, was
performed to evaluate the condition of the existing structure and determine the best design solutions for
the site. The client required a minimum of 13’-6” horizontal clearance on the bridge with a minimum load
capacity of 110,000 lb for access of their vehicles. It was noted that the bridge may be used by the town
after clean up operations were completed.
Analysis of the structure determined that the majority of the existing component could be rehabilitated for
the proposed bridge. Our team verified that the existing structure would be able to support the proposed
superstructure and new design live load. All design and construction complied with the latest AASHTO
specifications and the AASHTO LRFD Bridge design specifications (1) were used for the design. The load
factor ratings were calculated using BAR7 Version 7.
No existing bridge plans were available. However, based upon field measurements and engineering
evaluation, the existing girders were assumed to be 24Gx129 which the AISC “Iron & Steel Beams 1873
to 1952” (2) reference indicates that the steel of that era had a yield strength of 30 ksi. The steel girders
were originally used to support heavy trains and would be more than sufficient to handle the anticipated
traffic loads. By utilizing the majority of the existing structure, the construction time and costs were
drastically reduced. This was crucial for this project since the project deadline was fast-tracked.
All pertinent safety precautions were maintained throughout the project and any removal of contaminated
materials followed EPA guidelines and regulations, including notifying the correct authorities. There were
no contaminates on the bridge structure and no modifications to the channel bottom were made, ensuring
no direct contact.
Rehabilitation of the existing concrete abutments included repairs to several spalls and voids both above
and below water. Small spalls above water were sealed with epoxy concrete compound. The large void
found below water was repaired using a fiberglass form permanently anchored to the face of the
abutment with underwater cementitious grout with a compressive strength of 3,000 psi pumped in the
void. To accommodate the proposed bridge width, the cheekwalls were partially removed to allow for the
wider beam spacing. Also, a new continuous steel bearing plate was installed at both abutment bridge
seats.

Figure 8: Existing Railroad Bridge

Figure 9: New Full Length Bearing Plate
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Rehabilitation of the existing steel girders was more in-depth. Areas of 100% section loss were found at
the end 6’-0” of each of the beams. This was significant since the deteriorated areas were at the bearing
area. A bent plate repair on both sides of the web extending beyond the deteriorated areas was designed
to strengthen the area and ensure proper load transference. Shear capacity of the girder was calculated
and the bolts were designed to transfer the loads from the new bent plates to the existing girder over the
length of the new plates. Prior to installation of the new bent plates, the girders were thoroughly cleaned
and exfoliated.
To simplify the construction, several modifications to the girders were made prior to installation. Small
channels were installed at 12” c-c along the top of the girders to make the superstructure composite.
Guiderail posts were attached to the fascia beams at 6’-3”± using a base plate connecting the bottom of
the fascia beams to the bottom of the guiderail posts. The guiderail was given lower rubrail and higher
“handrail”. Also, a steel bent plate was attached along the top edge of the fascia beams to act as both a
connector for the steel guiderail posts and the edge or formwork for the deck. The loading and
requirements followed AASHTO LRFD A13.2. Half of the new C8x11.5 diaphragms were attached to the
girder to make it easier to attach the second girder and prevent any potential movement of the beams
until they were connected.

Figure 10: Fascia Beam Installation

Figure 11: Interior Beam Installation

The girders were installed using an excavator, and once two adjacent girders were in place, the
diaphragms were then connected to both girders. A steel back plate was installed at both abutments to
act as formwork and edge protection for the deck. All steel components of the bridge, including the plates
and hardware as well as the original girders, were covered in black shop paint with the exception of the
galvanized guiderails and posts.

Figure 12: Bridge Deck
After the girders were installed and all connection hardware in place, the deck pans were welded to the
top of the girders. The 7” thick composite reinforced concrete deck was poured in less than one day.
Construction was completed within 3 months. The bridge was open to traffic by January 23, 2009 and the
total cost of the project was $170,000.
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LESSONS LEARNED
Case Study #1 was a timber pre-fabricated bridge that used portions of the existing timber abutments as
retaining wall scour protection in the final design. By installing the new abutment pile foundation behind
the existing structure, the extent of permitting required was reduced. Timber was used since it was readily
available and had the benefit of blending in to the rural environment as well as not requiring the curing
time a concrete deck would necessitate. Pre-fabricating the timber modules significantly reduced the
construction time for both labor and equipment.
Case Study #2 was a new pre-fabricated steel bridge with no existing structure in place. Underground
and overhead utilities restricted the design options. Helical abutment foundations would avoid the utilities
and not require large equipment to install. Steel girders and reinforced concrete deck were chosen for the
design due to the proposed HS-25 vehicle loading. The pre-fabricated modules were designed to be able
to be installed with a smaller crane to avoid disturbing existing utilities. Safety protocols were in place and
adhered to throughout the construction process to protect NJ Transit and our workers.
Case Study #3 was a complete rehabilitation of an existing railroad bridge and used the existing
abutments and girders in the new design. It is usually much easier to completely remove and rebuild a
bridge structure, however factors such as time, money and permit restrictions could be a deterrent.
Engineering judgment is required in determining if rehabilitating a structure is feasible. Obviously
rehabilitating a structure would save a tremendous amount of time and money, in the field. Beside the
limited time and budget on this project, another factor that prompted the rehabilitation design was the
potential of contaminated soils which would have to be addressed if the structure was removed and
replaced instead of repaired.
CONCLUSIONS
Our goal for all three projects was to complete the bridges as quickly and economically as possible while
keeping the design in line with the client’s requirements. The differences in the design methodology and
construction were based on engineering judgment and site conditions. Constructability was also an
important factor in all of the designs, since one of the major objectives of the project was installing the
structure as quickly as possible.
The people who use these bridges may not necessarily care what the bridge is constructed of or how it is
put together. Their only concern is if they can go over the bridge, without cause for concern, be it with
commercial or residential vehicles. All three of these projects were completed on time and on budget,
ensuing success and positive relationships with the clients.
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ANGUS L. MACDONALD SUSPENSION BRIDGE: ERECTION SEQUENCE AND
MAJOR ERECTION EQUIPMENT
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ABSTRACT
The deck of the Angus L. Macdonald Bridge has reached the end of its service life, so the existing
suspended structure will be replaced in 2015/16. It will be replaced sequentially during night closures and
the bridge will be open for traffic during the daytime. Entire new deck segments will be prefabricated in
the shop, shipped to site for erection, and will replace existing deck segments using specialized erection
equipment designed specifically for this project.
INTRODUCTION
The Angus L. Macdonald Bridge, shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2, was completed in 1955 and connects
Dartmouth and downtown Halifax, Nova Scotia. The suspension bridge is 2,500 ft (762 m) long and the
overall length, including approaches, is 4,419 ft (1,347 m). The deck of the suspended spans has reached
the end of its functional life and it will be replaced segment-by-segment starting in 2015 during full
closures of the bridge at night (and some weekends), with traffic running during the day. This is similar to
the project carried out on the Lions' Gate Bridge (LGB) in Vancouver, BC, in 1999-2001, but with
significant differences. This paper describes the erection sequence to be followed by the contractor, and
major erection equipment which will be used during the bridge deck replacement.

Figure 1: Angus L. Macdonald Bridge, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada.

Figure 2: Bridge General Arrangement.
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EXISTING DECK CHARACTERISTICS AND REASONS FOR REPLACEMENT
Figure 3 shows the cross-section of the existing deck system. The main reason for the deck replacement
project is that the existing deck system is degrading in three ways:
1. Water penetrating the existing steel grid deck has caused corrosion between the bottom of the
deck grid and the tops of the supporting stringers, resulting in separation (corrosion jacking) of
the deck from the stringers. This has resulted in an undulating roadway surface which is
unpleasant to drive on and requires constant maintenance;
2. The thin asphalt running surface continually wears away in the wheel paths, exposing the upper
steel surface of the deck grid and resulting in a deck with lower than optimal skid resistance; and
3. The deck stiffening truss, a "through" truss, comprises rivetted built-up steel sections for top
chords, bottom chords, diagonals and floorbeams. These members have exposed areas requiring
labour intensive maintenance painting.

Figure 3: Existing Deck Cross Section.
The Macdonald Bridge is one of two suspension bridges that span Halifax Harbour that are operated by
Halifax Harbour Bridges (HHB). The other bridge is the A. Murray MacKay Bridge, a four-lane suspension
bridge, opened in 1970. The two bridges carry 34 million crossings a year: 60% on MacKay and 40% on
Macdonald. For that reason, HHB opted to keep the bridge open for traffic during the day and do the
replacement of the deck at night because of the negative implications that full-time bridge closures would
have had on the already taxed transportation network.
COMPLETED BRIDGE DECK CHARACTERISTICS
Figure 4 shows the cross section of the planned new deck. Some characteristics of the new deck are:

Figure 4: New Bridge Deck Cross Section.
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The deck will be orthotropic with a 9/16" (14 mm) thick deck plate and 1 ft (300 mm) wide
longitudinal trough stiffeners at 2 ft (600 mm) on centres;



The truss chords are "closed" sections and are located under the deck plate itself. This situation
inherently protects the chords from rain and deicing salt;



The deck plate forms the top plate of the top chord which is an efficient structural arrangement;



Outer vertical plates of the bottom chord extend above the top plates, thereby providing a rail for
the support of maintenance travellers;



Impact loads on traffic barriers are resisted by special longitudinal troughs acting in torsion;



Outer sidewalk and bikeway fences are slanted inward to deter climbing; and

 A 24" (610 mm) water pipe is supported beneath the deck on the bottom lateral bracing system.
The design of the new deck segments takes into account the specifics of the deck replacement process.
The deck segments are typically 66 ft (20 m) long in the centre span and the Dartmouth side span, and
they are 33 ft (10 m) long in the Halifax side span to facilitate erection in this span.
The new deck segments will be completely prefabricated in the shop and shipped to site, which allows for
rapid replacement of the existing deck segments during the 10.5 hour long night closures of the bridge. In
order to allow the traffic to run on the deck the following day, a thin layer of pre-paving will be installed in
the shop. Figure 5 shows a similar complete typical new deck segment in the fabrication shop yard.

Figure 5: Fabricated New Deck Segment in the Fabrication Shop Yard (photo from LGB).
REPLACEMENT OF THE SUSPENDED STRUCTURE
The entire bridge suspended structure, including the deck and the hangers, will be replaced during night
closures (typically) and several weekend closures. The replacement of the bridge deck will be undertaken
in a manner conceptually similar to that used for the deck replacement of the LGB, as shown in Figure 6
for a typical deck segment. The deck will be replaced starting from the Dartmouth Cable Bent and
progressing towards Halifax.
In the Dartmouth side span and the centre span, the deck will be replaced using 66 ft (20 m) long
segments. During the deck segment replacement, the 66 ft long existing deck segments will be:


supported from above the deck by a moveable "Erection Gantry";



separated from the existing deck system by cutting the top and bottom chords and diagonals; and

 lowered on strand jacks to barges below.
New pre-fabricated deck segments will be:


raised up to deck level on the same strand jacks;



joined by bolting to the most recently installed new deck segment; and



joined to the next existing deck segment (to be removed) via a "Temporary Deck Connection" that
will transfer loads between old and new deck segments.
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Figure 6: Typical Deck Segment Replacement – LGB, Vancouver, BC.
Most of the bridge deck segments are similar, so a typical segment replacement sequence applies to
most deck segments. There are non-typical segments that do not follow the typical sequence entirely – at
cable bents, at towers, at midspan, and in the Halifax side span. Because the deck from the Halifax Main
Tower to the Halifax Cable Bent is over office buildings of the Canadian Department of National Defense,
lifting from below is not possible. The sequence of deck erection in this span is discussed further below.
As shown in Figure 3, the existing deck has a cantilevered sidewalk and bikeway. These components will
be removed prior to the beginning of deck segment replacement. Without their final paving, the new deck
segments will weigh less than existing segments, so they will be temporarily ballasted during erection.
After replacement of segments, the suspended spans will be raised to increase the shipping clearance
under the bridge. Finally, the existing hangers will be replaced with new ones and the deck will be paved.
SEQUENCE OF REPLACEMENT OF A TYPICAL DECK SEGMENT
The replacement sequence for a deck segment in the Dartmouth side span and the centre span consists
of two major activities: removal of an existing deck segment, and erection of a new deck segment.
Removal of an Existing Deck Segment
The removal sequence of a typical existing deck segment is schematically shown in Figure 7. The
sequence is as follows:


position the erection gantry over the existing segment to be replaced;



close the bridge to traffic;



adjust temporary hanger extensions to relieve the shear force in the Temporary Deck Connection
(TDC);



restrain span longitudinally;



disconnect the TDC nose from the TDC frame;



relieve existing hanger pins using strand jacks and remove pins;



adjust strand jacks to relieve existing truss chords at the cut line;



cut existing trusses; and



lower existing deck segment onto the barge.
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Figure 7: Typical Existing Deck Segment Removal Sequence.
Erection of a New Deck Segment
Once an existing segment has been removed, a new segment can be installed. The installation sequence
for a typical new deck segment is schematically shown in Figure 8, and the sequence is as follows:


disconnect the TDC nose from the previously installed new deck segment and remove it;



adjust the elevations of the new deck for splicing using hanger extensions;



lift the new deck segment into position for installation;



connect the TDC nose on the lifted new deck segment to the TDC frame on the existing segment;



align segments in plan;

Figure 8: Typical New Deck Segment Erection Sequence.
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align in elevation new-to-new deck segment splice at the back of new segment using strand jacks
and hanger extensions and make the splice;



install temporary hanger extensions on the new segment;



release strand jacks;



adjust hanger extensions for running traffic;



install traffic plates over the gap in the deck, and install barriers; and



open bridge for traffic.

SEQUENCE OF REPLACEMENT OF A DECK SEGMENT IN THE HALIFAX SIDE SPAN
There is no water access on the Halifax side and land use below the bridge is restricted by the DND
buildings. Therefore, the deck segments must be transported on and off the bridge and installed from
above the deck. To facilitate this process, the deck segments for this location are typically 33 ft (10 m)
long. This length enables enough clearance for the deck segments to be transported across the bridge
when they are rotated 90o from their final orientation. The rotation of the segment and lowering/lifting
operations are performed by an erection gantry equipped with a turntable (shown at top of Figure 9).
The removal of an existing deck segment generally follows a sequence that is similar to the typical
segment removal sequence, with the exception that is has to be rotated 90o before it is placed on a
transporter which is used to transport the segment to the Halifax side for shearing and disposal.
A new deck segment is transported from the Dartmouth side sideways to clear the hangers. Once the
segment is positioned above the gap between the decks, it will be rotated 90o before it is lowered into
place. After the segment is rotated and lowered into position, the erection sequence is similar to the
typical deck segment erection sequence. Figure 9 shows a deck segment during rotation.

Figure 9: Rotation of a New Deck Segment in the Halifax Side Span (photo from LGB).
DEVELOPMENT OF ERECTION SEQUENCES
HHB's engineer, Buckland & Taylor (B&T) with Harbourside Engineering Consultants (HEC), has
developed erection sequences to be followed during construction, instead of leaving it to the contractor,
as it eliminates the need for the contractor to carry out complicated analysis that require sophisticated and
time-consuming computer analysis after award of contract. Figure 10 shows a plot of one of 730 computer
models used to analyze the bridge for dead, wind and live load at every step of construction.
The analysis sequence has been automated so, as the bridge changes, each new computer model is
generated based on the previous model. This automation has been designed to be flexible to
accommodate actual construction equipment weights that are different than those assumed during the
design, and field-driven changes requested by the contractor during construction.
In addition, B&T/HEC designed several major pieces of erection equipment and other temporary works
that will primarily be used on the bridge while the public is using it.
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Figure 10: Analysis Model for Erection Engineering Sequences.
MAJOR ERECTION EQUIPMENT
The major erection equipment items that will be used during erection are:
1. Typical erection gantry – used in the Dartmouth side span and centre span;
2. Turntable erection gantry – used in the Halifax side span; and
3. Temporary Deck Connection.
Typical Erection Gantry
A similar erection gantry, designed and built by American Bridge/Surespan for the LGB, can be seen in
Figure 6 and is also shown in Figure 11. In a typical segment replacement cycle, the gantry is first
positioned over the deck segment to be replaced. Four strand jacks, which are supported by the gantry,
connect to the existing deck segment and lower it to the barge. The strand jacks are then re-connected to
the new deck segment on the barge and raised into position for installation. Strand jacks are also used to
minimize the forces in the existing trusses at the cut location prior to cutting them, and may be used for
precision alignment of the new deck segments for splicing.

Figure 11: Typical Erection Gantry (photo from Lion's Gate Bridge).
The gantry supports the strand jacks which are used to lower and raise deck segments. Each strand jack
is supported on a pair of roller beams and is able to move longitudinally along the beams’ top flanges in
order to remove and install the segments. Each pair of roller beams are braced together and supported
laterally with horizontal stability trusses. The stability trusses are connected to cross beams which create
a rigid frame in plan providing transverse stiffness during the lowering/raising operations.
Additional bracing of the typical erection gantry is provided by wire rope cross bracing in a vertical plane
at the west end which connects to the existing bridge deck as well as by longitudinal struts which extend
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from the west end of the typical erection gantry and connect to the existing stiffening truss top chord.
These two bracing systems are designed to resist wind loads that may occur on the typical erection
gantry and the hoisted segment during replacement.
The typical erection gantry is supported on the bridge by three pairs of existing hangers. This connection
is made with plates which connect the gantry cross beams to friction clamps on the hangers.
A hinge is located in the typical erection gantry at the centre supporting hangers, to permit differential
rotation of the gantry from end to end. This hinge also enables a portion of the gantry to be disconnected
and used for the construction of the Halifax side span.
Turntable Erection Gantry
The turntable erection gantry is required for the majority of the construction of the Halifax side span
(HSS). A similar turntable gantry, used on LGB, is shown in Figure 9 (top of photo).
The turntable erection gantry consists of several layers of structures which permit rotation, longitudinal
movement and transverse movement of the strand jacks that are used to raise or lower a deck segment
to the transporter. This maneuverability is required for the removal and installation of the deck segments
in the HSS. An exploded 3D view of the gantry is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Exploded 3D View of the Turntable Erection Gantry.
The turntable assembly is supported on the shortened typical erection gantry which is formed by dividing
the typical erection gantry at the pin connection. The gantry is supported on the bridge in a similar manner
to the typical gantry, but only two sets of hangers are required to support the gantry in this case.
The strand jacks have been spaced close together in order to maximize the available gantry movement.
The strand jacks connect to the deck segment via a spreader frame and must be centered close to the
centre of gravity of the deck segment in order to ensure stability during lowering and raising operations.
Longitudinal movement of the turntable assembly is achieved at the underside of the turntable traveller
frame using rollers on the roller beams of the shortened typical erection gantry. The turntable traveller
frame is pulled along the shortened typical erection gantry as required for the segment replacement.
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Transverse movement of the turntable assembly is achieved at the underside of the slewing ring support
frame using rollers which travel along the top flanges of the beams of the turntable traveller frame. The
slewing ring support frame is a rigid steel frame which supports an internally geared slewing ring which
rotates the deck segments 90o (in plan) as required for the deck segment replacement.
Temporary Deck Connection (TDC)
The TDC connects the existing suspended span to the new deck segment at the erection front allowing
vehicular traffic to cross the erection front. As an element that joins two decks, the TDC has to resist all
loads applied to the bridge during construction, including traffic loads and wind loads. The design of the
TDC is mainly governed by wind loads, although some bolted connection details were designed as slip
critical to avoid slippage under traffic loads.
The TDC consists of two major components: the TDC frame and the TDC nose, see Figure 13.

Figure 13: Temporary Deck Connection – General Arrangement.
The TDC nose is the portion of the TDC that connects to the new truss, while the TDC frame is the
portion of the TDC that connects to the existing truss. The TDC nose is linked to the TDC frame with two
large connection pins (7" diameter, one at each truss centreline). Rather than removing the main
connection pins during each erection stage, a bolted field splice next to the pin has been included to allow
for easier connection between the nose and the frame.
The TDC nose consists of two weldments (one per deck segment truss) and a transverse truss. The two
weldments are temporarily spliced to the trusses of the new deck segment and are transversely
connected together with the transverse truss. For each deck segment replacement, the TDC nose is
bolted to the new deck segment prior to erecting the segment to facilitate faster erection.
The TDC frame consists of two main connection girders which run parallel to and underneath the truss
bottom chord of the existing suspended span. The main connection girders are connected together via
two struts with the tail strut having a connection to the existing floorbeam to transfer transverse loads. The
vertical loads are transferred into the existing trusses through two vertical connections on each truss that
line up with the centreline of the existing floorbeam. All of the longitudinal loads are transferred to the
existing bottom chord through large pins (one per chord). During each deck segment replacement, the
TDC frame is rolled longitudinally to the specified connection location on the existing traveller rails.
RAISING OF THE DECK TO INCREASE SHIPPING CLEARANCE
An interesting aspect of the project is HHB's desire to increase the clearance below the bridge deck to
allow the post-Panamax vessels to pass below. Accordingly, after all deck segments have been installed,
the deck will be raised by jacking at each hanger using the adjustable hanger extensions. The amount of
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deck vertical jacking is about 10 ft at midspan, which leads to an increase in the shipping clearance of 7 ft
(2.1 m). The deck will also be raised at the towers by a foot. Figure 14 shows the existing bridge deck
profile and the bridge profile in its final condition, after raising.

Figure 14: Shipping Clearance and Road Profile Before and After Deck Raising.
Due to the requirement that the existing and new decks have to be continuous during erection, it has
been decided that the new deck is fabricated to be globally unstressed for the vertical profile during
erection. Therefore, stresses will be induced in the trusses by the raising of the deck. Significant analytical
effort was undertaken to design the structure to accommodate this critical loading combination.
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions are drawn from this paper:
1. The deck of the Macdonald Bridge has come to the end of its functional life. However, if the bridge
were to be closed for repairs, the nearest alternative route via the MacKay Bridge would have
insufficient capacity to handle the traffic during peak periods. Therefore, the owner made the decision
to replace the deck during 10½ hour closures at night with all lanes open to traffic during the daytimes
(except for closures on a few weekends for segments that cannot be replaced in 10½ hours).
2. By performing erection engineering during the design process, designing the structure to suit erection
methods and equipment, prefabricating full deck segments sufficiently ahead of erection, and by
having efficient erection equipment, the existing deck segments can be replaced during the allocated
time for the night bridge closures.
3. This procedure has been done before, albeit only once, but the higher wind speeds encountered in
Halifax have posed a considerable design challenge. The wind climate in Halifax is much more
aggressive than at the Lions' Gate Bridge site in Vancouver and dominates the design. The wind load
forces in Halifax are about 40% higher than in Vancouver, so extensive wind studies and creative
thinking were required to design the new bridge and the erection sequences.
4. When the Lions' Gate Bridge was renovated, it was found that the amount of erection sequence
analysis was so great that bidders did not have the time or resources to check their proposed erection
schemes while preparing tenders, and it was on the critical path once a contract was signed. To avoid
these pitfalls, HHB's engineer (Buckland and Taylor with Harbourside Engineering Consultants), has
performed the erection analysis ahead of time, and has designed some of the erection equipment.
This provided more certainty when proponents prepared their tenders, speeded up the contractor's
engineering process, and reduced overall project risk.
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines a project replacing two I-84 interstate bridges over a county frontage road in the
town of Echo, Utah. The bridges use Geosynthetic Reinforced Soil (GRS) abutments and precast,
prestressed, voided slabs, to accelerate construction. The replacements are performed by phasing in
conjunction with a single horizontal bridge slide, this approach limits interstate impacts to a single closure
of 27 hours.
INTRODUCTION
UDOT has adopted horizontal bridge slides as an economical and practical approach to quickly replacing
bridges. This project replaced two I-84 interstate bridges over a county frontage road in the town of Echo,
Utah. Completed in 2013, design was performed by UDOT engineers and advertised in Design-Bid-Build
style (DBB) delivery. Dry Creek Structures performed the construction with Klophaus and Associates
providing the construction support and design required for the bridge slide.
The $6M project received partial funding assistance from Highways for Life for the use of GRS abutment
construction and the implementation of a bridge slide. This project represents the first GRS bridge
abutment project in the U.S. on an interstate roadway, and the first GRS project incorporating an ABC
bridge move.
The I-84 Echo project was performed in three phases. One of the new bridges was used as a temporary
bridge for traffic phasing in intermediate phases, then slid into the final location in the third phase. The
sliding, construction of upper abutment sections with GRS, and repaving of approaches was performed in
a single eastbound I-84 closure of 27 hours. A typical section of the existing and new construction is
shown below:
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PROJECT CONSTRAINTS
With both bridges being located on a major interstate, a short closure time was required for the
replacement of the existing bridges. The specifications permitted a total of 27 hours of I-84 closure time
with maximum incentive of $20k for a closure time of 25 hours, and unlimited disincentives with penalties
increasing from $2.5k to $10k per hour as closure exceeded the closure time. These incentives and
disincentives motivated the contractor to plan and quickly execute construction activities during the
closure, while design specifications ensured the quality was held to typical UDOT construction standards.
CONSTRUCTION APPROACH TO ACCOMMODATE CONSTRAINTS
UDOT's engineers examined several replacement methods. They selected a three phase approach to
meet the project goals, and found the GRS abutments would be an ideal abutment type for the bridge
geometry, soil type, and construction limitations of the project. The phases are as follows:

Phase I
Construction began by building GRS abutments topped with temporary spread footings in the centermedian between the two existing bridges. The eastbound superstructure (to be slid) was built on the
temporary footings and the median was paved to accommodate westbound traffic.

Phase II
The westbound traffic was shifted to the median superstructure, the existing westbound bridge was
demolished, and the new westbound portion of the GRS abutments and bridge were constructed . Upon
completion, the westbound traffic was then shifted to the new westbound bridge, and eastbound traffic
was shifted to the center median superstructure.
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Phase III
After the eastbound bridge traffic was shifted to the median, the new eastbound portion of the GRS
abutments and bridge were constructed. This portion of the abutment required some non-conventional
components to accommodate a bridge slide. Once the eastbound GRS abutments were complete, the
bridge in the median was horizontally slid into the final eastbound location during the designated closure
period of August 17-18, 2013, the approaches were backfilled, and a wearing surface was placed for a
smooth transition from approach to bridge.

GRS ABUTMENT COMPONENTS
The bridges consisted of GRS abutments built through phased construction. Concrete 2.5-foot thick
spread footings rested on top of the GRS masses with joints matching the phasing of the GRS
abutments. The thicker than normal footings were provided to distribute the load to this emerging GRS
technology.
GRS Background and History
UDOT's FHWA partner, Daniel Alzamora, has provided a thorough overview of this emerging technology
known as Geosynthetic Reinforced Soil/Integrated Bridge Systems (or GRS-IBS). UDOT's Geotechnical
Group was fortunate to get involved with both of the first two NCHRP research projects on GRS bridges,
the first beginning in 2005: Project 12-59 (which concluded in ’06 with the NCHRP green Report 556 on
Design & Construction Guidelines for Geosynthetic-Reinforced Soil Bridge Abutments with a Flexible
Facing); and the 2nd in 2010 12-59(01), which concluded with the Jan 2012 “web-only document” report
187 for the Seismic Design of GRS bridges.
The first report gave a thorough overview of the GRS bridge abutment system and design procedures by
the allowable stress design process. An integral part of this design was the empirical Table 3-1 (NCHRP
2006) with Figure 3-1 (p.100) for the “Recommended allowable bearing pressure of a GRS abutment,
with an integrated sill”. The design bearing pressure is based on the backfill strength (angle of internal
friction), and the reinforcement spacing of either 8 inches or 16 inches. The friction angle shown varied
from 34 to 40 degrees, but their subsequent designs used up to 44 degrees. This project used 42
degrees based on testing of typical backfill found in Utah and that expected at the site.
In the GRS abutment methodology, it might be surprising to find the critical design element is backfill
strength, not the geosynthetic (geotextile or geogrid) material. UDOT recognized the GRS abutments are
primarily a geotechnical element, and so the design of the abutments should include a qualified
Geotechnical Engineer as one of the lead designers.
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Significant geotechnical expertise is also required to understand the load path of GRS abutments.
Instead of drawing the reinforcement loads to the wall face as is the case for most MSE walls, by using
closely spaced and continuous reinforcement, the reinforcement performs more like an “inclusion
mechanism”, meaning the backfill carries the vast majority of the load. Because of the close spacing of
the reinforcement layers, they do not develop much tensile load, so there’s virtually no load to transfer to
the facing.
GRS Design Considerations Specific to the Project
In spite of the high seismicity along the central north-south zone of Utah, the site is fairly removed from
the Wasatch Fault Zone and was considered an “essential” bridge (the intermediate level of criticality); so
its 7% in 75 yrs design acceleration was 0.25g. Seismic design did not govern the external or internal
design criteria (a conservative 0.8H assumed reinforcement length was used). Because of the limited
implementation of GRS to date, reducing the reinforcement length did not seem warranted.
Full-scale shake table test results from the 2nd NCHRP study (previously mentioned) were encouraging.
They displayed negligible deformation in all but the very highest accelerations (max of 1.0g); and even
then, the GRS abutment stood up very well with some minor movement at the wall face. In our opinion,
further testing and refinement of the design methodology may be required before a higher seismicity site
is selected for a GRS bridge on an NHS project.
Vertical accelerations were another concern due to normal-block type faulting across the Intermountain
seismic belt, which induce a relatively high proportion of vertical acceleration during a major seismic
event. The Federal Highways Implementation Guide recommends grouting solid the upper three courses
of block to give resistance against their movement during a seismic event.
GRS Design Elements
With the importance of the backfill element for GRS bridges, a high quality backfill (essentially UDOT’s
roadbase) was used consistent with the 2nd NCHRP seismic design panel recommendation. This fill was
patterned after the “VDOT”-21 granular fill (which was also used for the first NCHRP study).
The GRS FHWA partners and NCHRP project teams primarily recommend material of a non-woven
polypropylene geotextile having an ultimate strength of 4800 lbs/ft for reinforcement.
This
recommendation was followed in the provided abutment design and specifications.
Design indicated that a length of primary reinforcement of 15 ft was appropriate (0.8*H) at 8-inch spacing,
with 8-ft long secondary reinforcement beneath the bearing pad at 4-inch spacing.
SUPERSTRUCTURE COMPONENTS
Both bridges consisted of precast, prestressed, voided slabs. This approach minimized the depth of the
superstructure for maximum clearance over the roadway below and had the benefit of being quick to
construct. The westbound bridge, which was not slid horizontally, had typical slab detailing at the
superstructure / footing interface. The eastbound superstructure consisted of unique elements at the
footing / end diaphragm interface to enable sliding as discussed below.
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ABC Elements
The eastbound bridge, built in the median and slid into place in Phase III, utilized stainless steel clad
"shoes" polished to slide on top of Teflon coated bearing pads.

The bridge was pulled into place using two cranes. Each crane pulled on a cable aligned with the
abutment, redirected through a snatch block, and resisted by a deadman restraint. The cable ran through
the eastbound bridge end diaphragms and was anchored on the opposite side.

The total weight of the bridge was 800 kips. The maximum friction to be overcome was 40 kips of
resistance per abutment end, roughly 10% of the bridge weight per end.
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CONSTRUCTION PERFORMANCE
Dry Creek Structures (DCS) was awarded the project through a traditional advertisement process. The
project broke ground on April 22nd, 2013 and the GRS abutments required previous to the slide were
built in approximately one month. DCS opted to precast the end diaphragms and slide shoes, ensuring
the bottom of the slide shoes were all level and in the same plane. The voided slab superstructures were
placed and assembled in a matter of days with small closure pours at the end diaphragms. DCS
expressed the GRS abutment and prefabricated bridge construction was straightforward and construction
proceeded as they had expected.
The actually sliding of the bridge was performed as part of a 27-hour closure. Upon closing eastbound I84 traffic, the following activities occurred:
1. Rotomill the wearing surface off of the bridge.
2. Remove temporary free-draining gravel backfill behind the median GRS bridge footings.
3. Slide the bridge into place, remove sliding hardware.
4. Place remainder of GRS backfill and free-draining gravel against the permanent GRS footings at
outside edges of bridge.
5. Place wearing surface over the backfill for a smooth transition from approach, to bridge, to approach.
6. Place barrier at the approach and connect to the bridge ends.
The contractor successfully performed the bridge slide on Saturday, August 17th within the 27-hour
window. I-84 traffic was open to full capacity in both directions on the early morning of Sunday, August
18th and the project was complete by August 25th.
CONCLUSION
The implementation of GRS abutments was a first for the state, the bridge geometry and limited
differential settlement provided an ideal location for this application. With UDOT"s history of sliding
bridges, combining a bridge slide with the rapid building of GRS abutments was a logical progression that
worked as intended. Overall, the project was considered a success and proved to be cost-effective
compared to a more traditional abutment configuration.
The intended goals of the project were met, and UDOT will include this as a viable approach to the ever
expanding ABC options available that are considered on future projects.
REFERENCES
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ABSTRACT
This article presents three case studies highlighting FDOT construction projects that utilize prefabricated
bridge elements and systems to accelerate construction operations and project delivery.
The
construction projects selected for this discussion include a bridge replacement for an intra-costal
waterway crossing, a new viaduct structure constructed in the median of a high volume urban arterial
roadway, and replacement of several severely corroded bridge substructure units in a long bridge located
in the Florida Keys. The case studies compare and contrast conventional and prefabricated options for
the selected projects with a focus on construction costs and project schedule. These studies confirm that
for long bridges with repeatable spans, use of prefabricated bridge elements can accelerate the project
schedule and reduce construction costs. One reason for this is that the up-front costs of specialized
equipment and procuring a casting yard can be more easily recovered over a large project with many
repeatable components. However, use of prefabricated bridge elements is not necessarily a good idea
for every project. Care must be taken to propose this type of construction only for projects that have the
characteristics required to make it successful.
INTRODUCTION
The use of Precast Bridge Elements and Systems (PBES) has proven to offer significant benefits in
Florida on certain types of projects. PBES is not new to FDOT; precast components have been used,
where appropriate, for decades. As a general rule, FDOT has found that PBES offers the largest benefit
on projects with significant “economies of scale,” projects with uniform bridge elements, and projects
containing long waterway crossings.
The initial investments in precast yards to produce project-specific precast components, specialized
equipment, and overhead costs associated with large cranes can be more easily recovered on large
projects with significant numbers of uniform bridge elements. Large projects also allow contractors to
take advantage of the “learning curve” increasing efficiency and optimizing production rates for the
majority of the project.
Conversely, high project variability makes component precasting more difficult and costly because it limits
the ability for standardization of precast components. Non-standard component fit-up is difficult due to
the number of different construction steps, connection sizes and types leading to loss in production rates.
Also project uniformity allows for precast formwork reuse.
Reducing construction time over water can reduce overall project costs because insurance rates, labor
rates and overhead costs tend to be higher than those of land based jobs. For long waterway projects,
bridge components tend to be more uniform than for land projects. In general, FDOT utilizes a wide range
of alternative contracting strategies to accelerate project schedules to reduce user impacts. Various
strategies such as incentives and bonuses as well as including contract time and user costs in project
selection on time-critical projects have been utilized for many years in Florida. More recently, over the
last decade, the FDOT has utilized the design-build delivery method as another way to promote
innovation and accelerated bridge construction (ABC) by including time and minimizing temporary
impacts as part of the best value scoring; to date, FDOT has incorporated thousands of Alternatives
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Technical Concepts into projects which provide design solutions that are less expensive, quicker to
deliver, and are of better quality than the solution presented in the Request for Proposal (RFP).
The purpose of this paper is not to focus on Alternative Contracting strategies for ABC, but rather to focus
on the state of practice of prefabricated bridge construction in Florida. In general Florida’s approach to
precast bridges is a practical one – the FDOT uses PBES where it makes sense and is cost effective
when balancing added cost vs benefits to the traveling public, utilizing PBES construction techniques and
details that will result in durable structures that will last a minimum of 75 years. Most of FDOT’s
strategies and philosophies for applying PBES to conventional bridge components have been greatly
influenced by experiences with precast segmental bridges. Many of the critical issues that must be
addressed when delivering a segmental bridge project also apply to PBES jobs. Some of the more
common critical issues relevant to both segmental and PBES projects include:
o
o
o
o
o
o

project selection;
connection fit-up;
joint sizing and type to facilitate construction and fabrication tolerances allowing for posttensioning jack and duct splicing access as required;
precast component sizing;
construction sequence requirements and assembly plan (erection manual) requirements; and
the importance of pour-back (pocket) in-fill material selection, surface preparation and curing.

The FDOT will be publishing a new Prefabricated Bridge Elements and Systems (PBES) Chapter in the
Structures Detailing Manual in January 2015. The new Chapter will discuss the above-mentioned topics
in more detail. The chapter will also include sample PBES connection details with annotated guidance to
designers and detailers. See the excerpted Figure 1 depicting a precast waterline cap-to-pile connection.
Figure 1
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Three example case studies have been chosen to illustrate PBES construction practices in Florida. All
three case studies utilize precast substructures. These are:
o Edison Bridge - an intra-coastal waterway crossing bridge replacement
o 118th Avenue - the construction of long bridge viaducts located in the median of an existing busy
highway or roadway
o Long Key Bridge Pier Replacement - retrofitting of a severely corroded bridge substructure for a
critically important bridge in the Florida Keys
CASE STUDY #1: EDISON BRIDGE, FT. MYERS, FLORIDA
This bridge was constructed in Fort Myers, Florida in 1992 utilizing a precast substructure. The purpose
of this case study is to compare the precast substructure solution which was constructed against a
traditional cast-in-place solution utilizing current pricing and a bottoms-up estimating approach. For this
purpose, the FDOT hired Balfour Beatty and Parsons Brinkerhoff to compare both direct and indirect
costs between precast and cast-in-place piers.
Figure 2

See Figure 2 for aerial view showing the Northbound and Southbound replacement Edison Bridges which
cross the Caloosahatchee River in Fort Myers, Florida. The bridges were built in 1992, and serve as a
replacement to the low-level two-lane Bascule Bridge constructed in 1930.
The two replacement structures are high level fixed bridges, each carrying three lanes of traffic, and are
both approximately 5,000 feet in length. The navigation channel requires 90 feet of horizontal clearance,
and 55 feet of vertical clearance. Therefore long channel spans were not required, and a typical span
length of 143 feet was used throughout. As can be seen in Figure 3 and Figure 4, these bridges utilized
precast columns and pier caps.
Figure 3

Figure 4

The underlying theme of the prefabricated alternative is to reduce construction duration.
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For these

specific bridges, the decision to incorporate prefabricated elements was made due to a number of factors.
Due to the length of the bridges, the project capitalized on uniformity and economies of scale. For
example, spans were designed and built with repetitive lengths and similar substructure details
incorporated as much as possible. This increased the contractor’s efficiency during construction. Also
along these lines, incorporating non-standard prefabricated components required getting past a learning
curve. For small bridges where there is little repetition of components, the use of non-standard details will
not be appropriate since optimum production rates cannot be achieved. However for long bridges such
as these, each with 35 piers, erection techniques can be refined in the first few spans allowed the majority
of the work to be constructed at optimal production rates.
Second, due to the water depth, prefabricated components were able to be barged to the site. Since the
superstructure girders were barged and erected by crane, other elements could be easily prefabricated as
well; however costs associated with additional crane-erected elements and the corresponding equipment
costs will need to be accounted for. And lastly, maximizing the amount of prefabricated components used
for the project reduced the amount of time spent working from barges. This will tend to keep direct and
indirect costs down by minimizing premium labor and insurance rates associated with working from
barges. For these reasons, precast columns and precast pier caps were chosen for the project.
Figure 5

Figure 6

Strategies for Overcoming Project Constraints
Objective

Solution
•

Repetitive span lengths
and details for most spans
to standardize
construction.
Capitalize on
•
Larger bridges afford
uniformity and
opportunity to get past a
economies of
learning curve for
scale
uncommon prefabricated
components, therefore
introduce precast columns
and precast pier caps.
Barge prefabricated
Take
components:
advantage of
•
Precast columns
deep water
•
Precast pier caps
access
•
Precast girders
•
Precast piles
Precast substructure
Reduce time
components will significantly
working
reduce time spent working from
from barges
barges

Figure 6 shows the shape of the precast
columns. The “I-shaped” member was chosen to
reduce weight. This shape provides economy
over a hollow box shape due to simplicity of
forming.
The original design limited column
segments to 15 feet in height to reduce lifting
weight, and proposed match casting the column
segments. The contractor, however, chose to
make each column as one piece, with a maximum
column height of 40 feet and a maximum weight of
45 tons.

The connection of the precast columns to the foundation and pier caps was made using a grouted
mechanical coupler. Using this technique, up to six columns could be erected in a single day. An example
of the precast connection is shown in the Figure 7 where bars extend from the top of column, and fit into
a grouted mechanical coupler recess.
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Figure 7

The precast pier cap details are shown in Figure
7. An “inverted U-shaped” cross-section was
chosen to reduce weight, producing a maximum
cap weight of 75 tons. Up to three pier caps
were erected in a single day.
The precast pier caps and columns were
erected using the same cranes used for beam
erection since their weights are less than the 78
ton Florida I-Beams.
A comparison of direct cost for cast-in-place
(CIP) and PBES alternatives has been prepared
by a construction estimator utilizing a bottom-up
approach and is presented in Table 1. The
rightmost columns indicate the cost differential
between the two alternatives, and list the
prevailing reason for each difference.

Table 1
Summary of Direct Costs - Taken from "Bottoms-Up" Cost Estimate ($ millions)
Item

Construction Type
CIP

Contractor
General
Conditions
Demolition &
Fenders
End Bents &
Approach Slabs
Piers
Superstructure
Direct Costs
Total:

PBES

Delta

Reason

$10.4

$ 7.7

$ (2.8)

12 Month Schedule Reduction

$ 7.5

$ 7.5

$ -

--

$ 0.5

$ 0.5

$ -

--

$ 28.1
$ 26.9

$ 29.4
$ 27.0

$ 1.3
$ -

Higher Cost Prefab Substructure
--

$ 73.6

$ 72.1

$ (1.5)

The largest cost difference can be seen in the top row of Table 1. This represents the contractor’s
general conditions, and reflects labor associated for permanent employees such as the project manager,
the superintendent, and field engineers. It also accounts for field offices, barge rentals and associated
insurance premiums, and other overhead items incurred by the contractor. This item is heavily in favor of
the prefabricated alternate, and is a direct result of a reduction in the construction schedule from 42
months to 30 months. The fourth row in Table 1 represents cost associated with pier construction. As
expected, costs for prefabricating the columns and column caps are higher versus the CIP option. Other
rows in the table are listed as identical for each option, as there is no difference in construction material or
construction method. Total price of bridge construction is approximately 2% less for the prefabricated
alternative, or $1.5 million dollars. This is an interesting conclusion, as prefabricated methods are often
perceived as more costly. The comparison indicates that a reduction in schedule can make big strides in
overcoming material cost increases.
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Table 2 shows a summary of direct and indirect costs for each alternative. Direct costs, summarized in
the second column, show prefabricated construction as the more economical alternative
Table 2
Alt.

Direct
Costs
($ mill.)

CIP
PBES

$ 73.6
$ 72.1

Indirect (User) Costs
Delay in
Increasing
Bascule Span
Indirect
from 2 to 6
Opening Delays
Costs
Lanes
($ mill.)
Day
$/Day Days
$/Day
s
365
$ 899 365
$ 9,260
$ 3.7

Direct
+ Indirect
($ mill.)

$ 77.3
$ 72.1

In addition to this, two indirect costs are associated with the 12 month longer construction schedule for
the conventional alternative. The first is a result of the CIP alternative taking 12 more months than the
prefabricated alternative to increase the number of traffic lanes from 2 to 6. The second results from 12
additional months of traffic delays associated with 8 daily bascule span openings on the existing bridge.
Combining these two items produces an indirect cost of $3.7 million dollars.
In summary, the PBES alternative has an advantage in both direct and indirect costs, and produces an
overall savings of $5.2 million dollars, equating to a 7% lower total cost of the project. Therefore, the use
of precast piers for this project is more economical than cast-in-place concrete piers.
CASE STUDY #2: 118TH AVENUE, ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA
This bridge is being planned as part of the Gateway Project in St. Petersburg, Florida. The purpose of
this case study is to compare the hybrid precast/cast-in-place substructure solution which is being
planned to a traditional cast-in-place solution utilizing current pricing and a bottom-up estimating
approach. As on the previous case study, the FDOT hired Balfour Beatty and Parsons Brinkerhoff to
compare both direct and indirect costs between the precast and cast-in-place pier options. The proposed
viaduct will be constructed in the median of an existing multi-lane, at-grade arterial roadway. The plan
view in Figure 8 depicts the configuration of the new viaduct. It is approximately ¾ of a mile in length,
and consists of 26 spans supported by 25 hammerhead piers.
Figure 8

Due to the narrow median of the existing roadway, the new construction will significantly overhang
existing traffic lanes. With the existing roadway operating at capacity during peak hours, and limited rightof-way for traffic diversions, one of the largest challenges of the project will be managing traffic during
construction.
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Figure 9

Figure 9 shows the relationship of existing traffic with regard to the new viaduct. Since proposed
construction overhangs the existing lanes, the difficulty of traffic phasing is very apparent.
Figure 10

Traffic Reductions
No closures – 3 lanes
Peak Hours
each direction
Off-Peak Daytime
2 lanes each direction
Nighttime
1 lane each direction

The table in Figure 10 indicates allowable traffic reductions versus time of day. During peak hours, all
lanes must be open to traffic, therefore only a limited amount of construction activities can be
accomplished at these times. During off-peak daytime hours, two lanes in each direction must be
maintained. And during nighttime hours, one lane must remain open in each direction. Therefore the
following assumptions will be made:
Foundations and columns will be constructed during daytime or nighttime hours, with limited activities
occurring during peak hours. Pier cap construction, girder erection, and deck placement must be
conducted during nighttime hours, while traffic is shifted outside of the overhead construction limits.
Figure 11

Figure 11 depicts a conventional construction alternative which adheres to the project constraints. With
this option the entire substructure will be cast-in-place leaving the prestressed I-beams as the only
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prefabricated elements on the bridge. The table in Figure 12 below outlines general time restrictions for
major construction activities
Figure 12
Time Restrictions for Major Construction Activities
Drilled Shaft & Shaft Daytime or Nighttime, with
Cap
limited Peak Hour Activities
Daytime or Nighttime, with
Pier Column
limited Peak Hour Activities
Pier Cap
Nighttime
Girder Erection
Nighttime
Deck Placement &
Nighttime or Off-Peak Daytime
Barriers
with Lane Shifts
Noteworthy bridge elements which can only be constructed/erected during nighttime hours are the pier
caps and pre-stressed girders. This places severe limitations on the substructure construction schedule,
and will require numerous nighttime lane closures restricting traffic to only a single lane in each direction.
Conventional pier cap construction requires temporary supports for the cap overhangs to allow traffic
beneath. See Figure 11. This necessitates taller pier columns to provide minimum clearances, resulting
in an overall increased vertical profile for the viaduct.
Figure 13

Figure 13 illustrates the use of non-standard prefabricated elements to construct the pier segmentally.
This will accommodate a shorter construction schedule significantly reducing traffic impacts. Traffic
restrictions will remain identical to the conventional construction alternative, however a method of
precasting the pier cap cantilevers and joining them to the cast-in-place column via strong-backs, closure
pours and match cast joints.
This is accomplished by using post-tensioning bars embedded in the cast-in-place column cap as well as
the precast components. The precast pier cap segment on one side of the column is then erected and
coupled with post-tensioning bars. The post-tensioning bars are partially stressed across concrete
blocking prior to the casting of the closure pour.
Once the closure pours are in place and reach strength, the pier wings are placed at night (match cast
joints, two-faced epoxy with P.T. bars). This operation moves quickly, and several segments on the same
side of the road can be erected for several piers during a single nighttime closure. After both pier wings
are in place, permanent post-tensioning tendons are stressed to finish the process.
Erecting the pier cap cantilevers is the most restrictive construction operation of the project. Given the
speed at which the precast members can be erected, multiplied by the number of piers on the job, this
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procedure will significantly benefit the construction schedule and traffic impacts.
Table 3
Summary of Direct Costs ($ millions) - Taken from "Bottom-Up" Cost
Estimate
Construction
Delta
Reason
Type
Item
CIP
PBES
Contractor
General
Conditions
End Bents &
Approach Slabs
Piers
Superstructure
Direct Costs
Total:

$ 7.5

$ 6.3

$ (1.2)

$ 0.4

$ 0.4

$0

$ 20.3

$ (0.5)

$ 18.9

$0

$ 45.9

$ (1.7)

$
20.8
$
18.9
$
47.6

6 Month Schedule Reduction
-Labor/ Falsework Savings

A comparison of direct cost for cast-in-place (CIP) and PBES alternatives has been prepared by a
construction estimator utilizing a bottom-up approach and is presented in Table 3. The rightmost
columns indicate the cost differential between the two alternatives, and list the prevailing reason for each
difference.
The largest cost difference can be seen in the top row of the table. This represents the contractor’s
general conditions, and reflects labor associated for permanent employees such as the project manager,
the superintendent, and field engineers. It also accounts for field offices and other overhead items
incurred by the contractor. This item is heavily in favor of the prefabricated alternate, and is a direct result
of a reduced construction schedule. The conventional and prefabricated alternative schedules are 36
months and 30 months, respectively. Therefore, reducing the schedule by 6 months indicates a $1.2
million dollar cost savings in the contractor’s general conditions, and is primarily composed of labor
savings. The third row represents costs associated with pier construction. Surprisingly, costs associated
with the PBES option is actually less than the conventional option. This is also a result of reduced labor.
Total price of bridge construction is approximately 4% less for the PBES alternative, or $1.7 million
dollars. This is an interesting conclusion, as prefabricated methods are often perceived as more costly.
The cost of the pier columns and piers caps were determined based on the contribution of labor, material,
and equipment costs.
Table 4

Alt.

Indirect (User) Cost Comparison
Off-peak
Daytime Single
Lane Closure
(both
directions)
($ thousands)
Days $/Day

Nighttime
Double Lane
Closure (one
direction)

Nighttime
Double Lane
Closure (both
directions)

($ thousands)
Days $/Day

($ thousands)
Days $/Day

Total
Indirect
Costs

CIP

203

$ 77.4

164

$ 49.4

201

$ 98.8

($
millions)
$ 43.7

PBES

203

$ 77.4

184

$ 49.4

101

$ 98.8

$ 34.8
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Table 4 indicates the overall indirect cost associated with construction. The number and type of lane
closures have been divided into three categories, and are as follows:
o
o
o

off-peak daytime single lane closures for both directions of traffic
nighttime double lane closures for a single direction of traffic
and nighttime double lane closures for both directions of traffic

As expected, the prefabricated alternative will require fewer lane closures. This is due to the ability to
erect multiple pier cap segments within a single closure, as well as the lack of falsework assembly and
dismantling. Overall, the PBES alternate saves approximately $8.9 million dollars of indirect cost.
Table 5
Alternative

CIP
PBES
Delta

Cost Summary ($ millions)
Direct
Indirect
Costs
Costs
$ 47.6
$ 45.9
$ (1.7)

$ 43.7
$ 34.8
$ (8.9)

Direct
plus
Indirect
$ 91.3
$ 80.7
$ (10.6)

In summary, the total direct and indirect costs are shown in Table 5 for each scenario. The PBES
alternative indicates a cost advantage in both categories. Direct cost savings are primarily due to a
shortened construction schedule and elimination of the complex pier falsework system required for the
conventional option. Indirect cost savings were realized due to fewer required lane closures.
Therefore the PBES alternative produces an overall savings of $10.6 million dollars.
CASE STUDY #3: LONG KEY BRIDGE PIER REPLACEMENT – FLORIDA KEYS
Figure 14

The Long Key Bridge was built in 1981, and was the first post-tensioned concrete segmental bridge built
in Florida. The bridge is 2.3 miles long and serves as the only route into the Florida Keys. See Figure 14
above. The substructure has a National bridge Inventory (NBI) condition rating of 4 (poor condition) due
to the condition of the 12 piers at the expansion joints. The expansion joint piers consisted of V-shaped
piers with Freyssinet hinges at their base designed to accommodate the longitudinal expansion and
contraction of the concrete segmental units by allowing rotation at the hinges. The piers are located in
extremely aggressive (saltwater) environment. Through the years, water has penetrated the cracks at the
hinge locations resulting in deterioration and corrosion of the reinforcing steel.
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Figure 15

Figure 16

As a temporary repair measure, the piers have been reinforced with plates and external post tensioning
bars, in order to allow the bridge to continue functioning. See Figures 15 and 16.
There have also been multiple attempts through the years to slow the corrosion rate however this critical
link to Florida Keys required a permanent solution. After consultation with industry experts, FDOT
decided to replace the 12 expansion piers with new precast delta-shaped piers. A major challenge of
this project was to find a way to safely perform the work while maintaining traffic on the existing structure.
A brief outline of the proposed construction sequence is as follows: Install the temporary shoring system
at an expansion pier location. Jack up existing superstructure. Install temporary stabilizing frame as
required to stabilize existing V-Pier legs and footing that are to be cut and removed. Cut the existing Vpier and skid on temporary support system and remove. After existing V-Pier is removed, set new
Precast V-Pier onto Guide beams and secure to the temporary support system. Skid new Precast V-Pier
into position, make connection to existing drilled shafts and install pedestals.
Disengage jacks to
transfer loads into new Precast V-Piers. Remove the temporary support system. See Figures 17 and
Figure 18 below for schematic of Temporary Support System for pier removal and installation schematic
respectively.
Figure 17
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Figure 18

The project is currently under construction. The cost of the project is $11.4 million. The first temporary
support system is being constructed at the site, and the first precast V-piers will be skidded into place in
early 2015.
CONCLUSION
The case studies presented in this article illustrate that in some situations PBES construction techniques
provide effective solutions to complex engineering challenges. When bridge projects can be designed
using large numbers of prefabricated elements, PBES alternatives have the potential to significantly
reduce the project schedule, reduce direct costs, and reduce indirect user costs. This is not to say that
PBES construction is the right choice for every project. Care must be taken to propose PBES only for
projects that have characteristics required to make it a success.
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EMERGENCY REPLACEMENT OF BRIDGES
Geetha Chandar, PE, Texas Department of Transportation, Austin, TX
John M Holt, PE, Texas Department of Transportation, Austin, TX
Jamie Farris, PE, Texas Department of Transportation, Austin, TX

ABSTRACT
The travelling public’s safety is Texas Department of Transportation’s highest priority. The
number of bridges damaged over the past five years in Texas highlights an urgent need to develop
emergency response plans to counteract the possible consequences of accidents. This paper’s objective
is to identify strategies and technologies that can quickly restore highway bridges in the event that they
are damaged.
There are three bridges in Abilene, Texas, which were damaged by accidents and replaced by an
emergency replacement contract. The first bridge is in Nolan County, at U.S. 84 overpass at interstate IH
20 near Roscoe. It was hit by an 18-wheeler, crashed on the concrete barrier, and damaged the
overpass. The bridge was replaced by emergency contract and reopened to traffic in September, 2013.
The second incident happened in Scurry County near U. S. Highway 180 overpass. A truck carrying an
oversized load damaged this bridge. The third bridge is located in Howard County at interstate IH 20
from FM 2599 to Highway 176. The pier columns in the bridge were hit by an 18-wheeler and caused a
collapse.
By studying the design and contracting procedures in these three projects, the project team
sought to identify the issues involved and evaluated the procedures undertaken in those situations.
Emergency replacement of any structure involves many steps and requires various personnel to make
technical and management decisions in a very short period of time.
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OBJECTIVE:
The objective of this paper is to identify strategies and technologies to quickly restore highway
bridges, in the event that they are damaged by extreme events or accidents. This paper presents three
bridge cases in Abilene, Texas and lessons learned from the incidents. In this paper the team is going to
identify and synthesize current practices that comprise the state of practice related to expedited
procurement procedures and discuss the procedures that have been used successfully on these
emergency replacement projects. This paper also describes effective procedures for delivering
emergency projects and managing the increased contractual risks that are involved in those situations.
The amount of money spent on these case study projects ranges from $1,564,000 to $2,709,930 for
overpass bridge replacement. In the past ten years there were a number of natural and man-made
catastrophes that resulted in the loss of a major portion of bridge to the national highway network. The
sudden major collapse in 2007 of the Interstate 35W Bridge in Minnesota and destruction caused by the
2005 Hurricane Katrina to the Gulf Coast and Interstate 10 were major emergency situations. Even
though high profile emergency projects are well known to the travelling public, the more common situation
is the loss of a culvert on a country road or a freeway overpass damaged and closed due to a traffic
accident. These kinds of local emergency cases sometimes are not published, but are critical to the
travelling public in the area, require the same restoration and involve expedited procurement procedures
to save public life and property. Nonetheless the Departments of Transportation across the nation have
been able to restore structures with both large and small emergency incidents to the highway network
service through an ongoing process1. The main purpose of this paper is to collect, analyze and publish
the collective experience of TxDOT personnel with the emergency projects in Abilene, Texas.

DEFINITIONS:
This paper uses a number of procurement terms in a precise sense. It is important for the reader
to understand the specific definitions of each terms used in this paper.
Emergency projects: A project initiated as the result of some unexpected circumstance that affected the
capacity/and/or level of service of a given transportation facility (road, bridge, tunnel, etc.) to the point
where the respondent believed it to be great enough to warrant special treatment in the procurement
phase.
Qualifications Based Selection (QBS): A procurement method where the consultant or contractor is
selected on a basis of qualification alone with no price factors. Price is negotiated with the best qualified
competitor.
Sole Source: A procurement method where the agency is authorized to award directly to the
consultant/contractor of its choice without competition.
Typical Project: A project delivered using procedures considered by the respondent to be normal.
Alternative Technical Concepts (ATC): A procedure where the designers and/or contractors are asked
to furnish alternative design solutions for features of work designated by the agency in its DB Request for
Proposals (RFP)
Construction Manager/General Contractor (CMGC): A project delivery method where the contractor is
selected during design and furnishes preconstruction services
2
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Design-Build (DB):
The system of contracting under which one entity
architecture/engineering and construction under a single contract with the owner.

performs

both

Design-Bid-Build (DBB): The traditional project delivery approach where the owner commissions a
designer to prepare drawings and specifications under a design services contract, and separately
contracts for construction, by engaging a contractor through competitive bidding or negotiation.
Best Bid (BB): Best Bid basis is the type of selection of contractor based on time to complete the
project, estimate and experience of the contractor

EMERGENCY PROCUREMENT PROJECT CASE STUDY DETAILS
The following sections explain the details of each case study project.
WB IH20 UNDERPASS AT EB US84 IN NOLAN COUNTY
The EB US 84 bridge over WB IH 20 in Nolan County was struck by a tractor-trailer on Thursday,
September 27th 2012. The truck lost control, swerved off the roadway and hit the bridge bent causing
severe damage to two of the three columns. The remaining column was also damaged at the bent cap to
column connection. The continuous steel I beam superstructure and deck also suffered damage due to
the loss of support from the bent that was impacted. The damage to the bridge forced the immediate
closure of both IH 20 WB and US 84 EB.
An emergency contract was executed with a contractor early Friday September 28th 2012
morning to erect shoring under the bridge so that WB IH 20 could be re-opened. TxDOT Bridge Division
was on site Friday to perform a preliminary structural evaluation. The contractor was able to complete the
shoring by 3:00AM Saturday morning and one lane of WB IH 20 was opened at 9:30AM. The one lane
configuration for WB IH 20 was necessary due to the proximity of the shore towers to the main lanes.
The US 84 EB Bridge remained closed.
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Figure 1 Overview of Damaged Bridge at US 84 over IH 20 in Nolan county

The existing bridge was a 195 ft., 3-span structure (60.00’-75.00’-60.00’). The superstructure
consisted of continuous steel I beam unit, which rested on bents skewed at 54.8 degrees. The existing
bent that was damaged had columns in close proximity to the underlying roadway shoulder.
The replacement bridge follows the same alignment as the existing bridge, but the vertical profile
was slightly raised. The reason for the bridge replacement was because a bent adjacent to the roadway
was hit, therefore, in the new bridge geometry the substructure was moved further away from the
underlying roadway. The new bridge substructure consists of only two abutments supporting a 130 ft.
prestressed concrete Tx46 girder span. The west abutment is 30 ft. from the existing west bent and the
east abutment is 35 ft. from the existing east bent.
Both replacement bridge abutments are oriented with the same bearing, but have varying skews
of 52.83 degrees and 56.73 degrees since the bridge geometry lies on a horizontal curve. The abutments
have tightly spaced drilled shaft foundations because they also support a retaining wall that wraps around
both ends of the bridge. Figure 2 shows the two abutments with different skew angle and support
retaining wall.
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Figure 2 Completed Bridge Structure –WB IH 20 Underpass at EB US 83
TABLE 1. US 180 UNDERPASS BRIDGE REPLACEMENT TIMELINE
Date
September 27, 2012
September 28, 2012

Event
Accident occurs
Emergency demolition contract
awarded

Remarks

September 28, 2012

Contractor installs temporary
shoring
WB IH 20 Underpass contract
advertised
WB IH 20 Underpass contract
awarded

Gibson & Associates, Inc.

February 1, 2013
February 14, 2013
March 11, 2013
October 11, 2013

WB
IH
20
Underpass
construction started
WB IH 20 Underpass Completion
date

TxDOT
generates
different
feasible options around the
existing bridge

Contract amount
$1,564,229.50
J. H. Strain & Sons, Inc.

US 180 OVERPASS AT US 84 IN SNYDER COUNTY
The U.S. Highway 180 overpass at U.S. Highway 84 in Snyder was damaged Tuesday, February
6th,

2013 by an 18-wheel truck carrying an oversize load, according to the Texas Department of Public

Safety. No one was injured in the wreck, which occurred when an 18-wheeler carrying a rock crusher
attempted to pass underneath the bridge. The truck, which is permitted to travel at 14 feet in height,
attempted to pass beneath a bridge marked at a height of 14 feet 5 inches. The over-weight equipment
pulled and damaged the exterior steel girder. This caused damage to the bridge deck partially. This
incident happened three months after the accident of the Nolan county bridge, which was under
construction.
5
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DETOUR TRAFFIC
Due to the two consequent accidents the eastbound traffic was detoured from US 84 twice
between Snyder and Sweetwater. The east bound US 84 traffic remained detoured to west bound IH 20,
where it could continue east near Roscoe.

Figure 3 Aerial Map showing all three Bridge Locations

Figure 4 Damaged Bridge – US 180 Overpass at US 84 in Snyder County
6
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Figure 5 Steel Girder Damaged by the 18 Wheeler Truck
The overall length of the original bridge was 240.00’, consisting of 4-span (50.00, 70.00’, 70.00’,
50.00’). The existing super structure was a steel continuous beam unit and the interior bents were
rectangular bents with three columns. The vertical clearance was the main criteria for the design of the
new bridge and the designer tried to use shallow beam for the superstructure and raise the existing road
profile. The replacement bridge has an overall length of 240.00’, with same four spans configuration
(50.00’-70.00’-70.00’-50.00’) as the existing bridge. The superstructure of the new bridge consists of
Prestressed Concrete X-Box beams, which are box beams that have been modified to allow for maximum
span length and performance with a spread framing system.
The replacement bridge used the same alignment but the vertical profile was higher than the
existing bridge in order to maintain a vertical clearance of 17’-6”. Since the XB20 box beams in the new
bridge have considerably less section depth than the existing steel beams, there is an increase in vertical
clearance. Using precast concrete beams reduced the material delivery time, but increased the bridge
dead load. The station of interior bents and abutments, located in the main lanes remain unchanged.
Two additional drilled shafts were added, one in between each existing drilled shaft, which were designed
to carry the additional load of the new bent caps and super structure. The existing columns were
removed to 2’-0” minimum below existing grade. The reinforcing steel of the existing drilled shafts were
cleaned and extended into new column. The new Grade 60 reinforcement steel from the columns was
connected to the existing bars by welding or mechanical couplers per Item 440, under “reinforcing steel”
specifications. A sealed armor joint was used at each abutment.
Table 2 shows the timeline of the bridge replacement process. Figure 6 shows the completed bridge
structure.
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TABLE 2. US 180 UNDERPASS BRIDGE REPLACEMENT TIMELINE
Date
February 6, 2013
February 8, 2013

Event
Accident occurs
Emergency demolition contract
awarded

Remarks

February 14, 2013
May 28, 2013

Contractor demolishes
US 180 Underpass
advertised
US 180 Underpass
awarded

J.H. Strain & Sons, Inc. $185,945
Contractors notified

June 6, 2013
June 17, 2013
October 20, 2013

contract
contract

US 180 Underpass construction
started
US 180 Underpass Completion
date

TxDOT
generates
different
feasible options around the
existing bridge

Contract amount
$2,709,930.20
Gilvin-Terrill, LTD

US 180 Underpass at US84 Bridge Replacement Summary:






Issued sole source contracts to immediately begin demolition and address the immediate danger
of US 180 bridge collapse with temporary shoring.
Implemented an aggressive BB procurement process based on time to complete the project and
estimate
Prequalified contractors are invited to bid on emergency contract.
The district personnel contacted the contractors directly and provided the PS&E set for the
project.
Arranged bid opening so a contract award could be made immediately after bid opening.

Figure 6 Completed Bridge Structure – US 184 Underpass at US 84 in Snyder County.
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IH 20 UNDERPASS AT FM 2599 IN HOWARD COUNTY
On November 6th 2013, an 18-wheeler lost control and struck the columns of an interior bent of the IH
20 Underpass at FM 2599, causing a partial collapse of the bridge. Since the bridge crosses an interstate
highway, rapid replacement was necessary. While the original and new designs were both fairly
conventional, there were some design considerations that helped facilitate a speedy and effective
replacement of the damaged structure.

Figure 7 Overview of Damaged Bridge – IH 20 Underpass at FM 2599

The original bridge was a 305.00’, 6-span structure (37.50’-50.00’-65.00’-65.00’-50.00’-37.50’). The
end spans and frontage road spans were designed with Type B Prestressed Concrete Beams. The two
center spans crossing over the IH 20 mainlanes were designed with Type C Prestressed Concrete
Beams. The replacement bridge is a 330.00’ structure, with four spans (50.00’-115.00’-115.00’-50.00’).
The superstructure of the new bridge consists of Prestressed Concrete X-Beams, which are box beams
that have been modified to allow for maximum span length and performance with spread framing.
The replacement bridge used the same alignment and vertical profile of the damaged bridge. Since
the XB40 beams in the new bridge have the same section depth as the Type C beams used over the IH
20 mainlanes in the old structure, there is no loss of vertical clearance. The station of the central bent,
located in the median between the IH 20 mainlanes, remained unchanged. There was no difficulty in
missing the existing bent foundations, because the replacement bridge is wider than the original bridge
(34’-0” and 29’-2”, respectively).
The original bridge had six spans, with additional interior bents between the frontage roads and the
mainlanes. By using XB40 Prestressed Concrete X-Beams in the new bridge, the designer was able to
span a mainlane and a frontage road in each direction (115 ft.), thus eliminating two interior bents. This is
9
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cost effective, and also shortens construction time. Figure 8 shows the construction of new bridge with
four spans.
Lastly, the replacement bridge is 25 ft. longer than the original. This ensures that the existing abutment
pilings won’t be in the way of the new abutment drilled shafts.
DETOUR TRAFFIC
Due to the collapse of the bridge, the westbound IH-20 traffic continued to be detoured to SH 176
and into Martin County until the debris was removed. TxDOT had a contractor at the site of the incident
and debris removal started as soon as possible. TxDOT officials assessed the situation at IH 20 and FM
2599 and decided to expedite the contract procurement process.

Figure 8 New Bridge with Four Spans

10
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TABLE 3. FM 2599 BRIDGE REPLACEMENT TIMELINE
Date
November 6, 2013
November 7, 2013

Event
Accident occurs
Emergency demolition contract
awarded

Remarks

November 6-7, 2013

Contractor
shoring

Gibson & Associates, Inc.

November 8, 2013
January 14, 2014

FM 2599 contract advertised
FM 2599 contract awarded

January 20, 2014
Est. June 30, 2014

FM 2599 construction started
FM 2599 Completion date

installs

temporary

TxDOT
generates
different
feasible options around the
existing bridge

Contractors notified
Contract amount $2,094,360.80
J.H. Strain & Sons, Inc.

BEST BID
Best Bid basis is the type of selection of contractor based on time to complete the project, estimate and
experience of the contractor.
Prequalified contractors, from a list that is supplied by TxDOT Bridge Division, were invited to bid on
these emergency contracts. Then the best contractor was selected and the work was awarded on best
bid basis. The TxDOT district personnel contact the contractors directly and furnish them the PS&E set
for the project.
This project was let as an invitation-only bid. List of prequalified contractors who work in the area were
invited to bid on the emergency contract. Eventually only five contractors submitted bids. There was a
pre-bid conference at the project site as well as a mandatory small business outreach meeting. The
project was advertised with $50,000 per day incentive/disincentive clause capped at a $1 million
maximum. The contract time was set up for 150 calendar days with an internal milestone of 130 calendar
days for opening the bridge to traffic. The contract set a construction completion deadline of re-opening
FM 2599 on June 30, 2014.

FM 2599 BRIDGE COLLAPSE SUMMARY
The following is a list of the major tools used to expedite the emergency replacement of the FM 2599
bridge:



Issued sole source contracts to immediately begin demolition and address the immediate danger
of FM 2599 bridge collapse with temporary shoring.
Implemented an aggressive DBB procurement process based on limited competition among a
select group of contractors with known experience.

11
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Arranged bid opening so a contract award could be made immediately after bid opening.
Incentivized the emergency construction contract to minimize the construction period.
Massed agency personnel in three shifts of field engineers and conducted construction submittal
review and approval on site.

PREQUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR EMERGENCY CONTRACT AWARDS
Prequalification in its simplest form is an assessment of financial responsibility, which often
mirrors what factors to look for in making underwriting decisions relating to the issuance of bonds for
public works projects. It also includes some other factors such as the ability to demonstrate performance
of a certain type of work. Whether by prequalification or other methods, public owners are increasingly
exploring ways to include non-price factors, both qualitative and quantitative, in the procurement process
to motivate contractors not only to improve their performance during construction, but equally as
important, to build value into the end product of construction. Figure 16 shows the general model for a
bridge replacement.

Figure 9 General Model for Emergency Bridge Replacement
LESSONS LEARNED
There were many important factors contributing to the successes of the three emergency bridge
replacement projects. The research team reviewed literature including design and construction
information, and talked to the people involved in the repair of the bridge via telephone. In all three cases,
a quick response to the incident was the key to mitigate the losses and reduce the inconvenience to the
travelling public. The immediate actions taken by TxDOT personnel included:




The stabilization of the remaining structure to prevent further damage to property and
safety of the travelling public.
The removal of debris
The detouring of traffic route to prevent further damage and ensure public safety

12
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These primary initial steps needed to take place immediately following the incident to protect the travelling
public.

CONCLUSIONS
In all three bridge replacement processes, TxDOT expedited and used their resources from
existing new design and construction procedures. The main tasks in the bridge replacement process
include traffic route detour, demolition, in-house roadway and bridge design, contracting and
reconstruction. At each stage of the construction process, most of the critical decisions were made by the
state DOT official without any delays. Maintaining and developing a list of prequalified contractors for
emergency replacement procedures is an effective way to expedite the process based on contract
agreements between TxDOT and the consultant/contractors. This will give an efficient and cost effective
solution to state DOT’s. The quality and qualifications for the personnel and consulting firms that are
involved in designing and building an emergency bridge replacement project is more important than the
administrative planning processed, since time is a constraint in an emergency. Designating the authority
to deem a situation as an emergency project and to waive routine contracting constraints helps to achieve
a quick response and decrease the overall impact to the public. In order to avoid contract disputes,
established contracting methods and procedures must be used to speed up the contract negotiation
process. Fast response to the incidents was the main factor to mitigate the losses and enhance the
public safety. The cooperation among the different parties, such as TxDOT, contractors, and material
suppliers accelerated the replacement project. TXDOT reviewed and approved shop drawings in a short
time frame and this expedited the construction process. The roadway and bridge design for the three
replacement bridge projects were performed in-house by TxDOT designers in a short period of time. The
major challenges of any replacement project are communication and coordination among the people
involved in the replacement process. The qualifications of the firms that will design and build an
emergency project are more important than the administrative planning procedures, since time is an
important factor in an emergency. Selective procedures for a design-bid-build, design-build, and
construction supervisor/general contractor list can be developed to accelerate the procurement of design
and construction assets in response to a major emergency situation.
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ABSTRACT
Presentation will highlight the construction experience from a four year ABC bridge replacement project of
eleven bridge structures along congested I-95 corridor in Richmond, Virginia. Features include casting
yard, prefabricated bridge units, MOT staging, off peak night time operations and coordination with
railroads and traveling public.
INTRODUCTION
I-95 is a north-south, six-lane, divided, interstate highway that crosses through Richmond and Henrico
County, Virginia. It is a major thoroughfare for Richmond metropolitan area commuters and for east coast
travelers. Eleven dual bridges (northbound and southbound structures) were replaced the past four years
using state-of-the-art accelerated bridge construction (ABC) techniques.
All of the bridge superstructures (beams, concrete deck and parapets) were constructed off site and
delivered to the bridge locations with specialty transport trailers. Existing bridge section and span was
saw-cut, removed, and replaced with precast beam and slab units. A total of 234 pre-constructed bridge
units (PCUs) were match-cast, fabricated, and installed at the project site.
The management of this construction project and the issues inherent to these ABC bridge restorations will
be discussed. Most of the replacement work was performed at night and also on a handful of select
weekends, thus careful construction phasing, maintenance and protection of traffic, work zone safety,
stakeholder coordination, and public outreach were critical elements of the project. One of the major
structures on the project is over a CSX railroad line; which required additional coordination/review of the
construction phasing and execution in this area.
The project’s success is a testament to VDOT’s proven project management approach and reputation for
safety. Additionally, proactive and constant coordination with the contractor and the public stakeholders
was also a critical element to minimize disruption to the traveling public and deliver a quality infrastructure
to the community in an expeditious manner.
The Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) has rehabilitated 11 existing bridge structures along
the I-95 corridor. All of the bridges were built in 1958.
As a result of this project four of the bridges are no longer classified as “functionally obsolete” and five are
no longer classified as “structurally deficient.”
This busy corridor has over 150,000 vehicles per day traveling through Richmond. Conventional bridge
replacements were not possible. Using accelerated bridge construction techniques during a ten hour night
time work shift allowed VDOT to install new superstructures with minimal disruption to the traveling public.
This paper summarizes the some of the lessons learned on this project.
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Figure 1 – Location Map
Each bridge location had unique challenges; excessive skews, complex framing, deteriorating existing
structural elements, challenging environmental controls, difficult access, and railroad coordination.
Continuous coordination between VDOT, the contractor, public agencies, and the traveling public were
key factors in delivering a quality project safely, on-time, and on-budget.
The first eight bridges on the project ranged from single-span to four-span units. Lessons learned on
these early structures prepared us for the project’s most challenging two bridges; the Lombardy Bridge; a
twelve span bridge including a main span over a pair of CSX railroad tracks and under high-power
transmission lines, and the Upham Brook Bridges which span over a waterway and have an overpass
above both bridges. All of the knowledge gained from previous demolition sequences, crane positioning
and rigging, traffic management, and the installation of new components allowed VDOT to install these
last two bridges on schedule and without any major issues.

Figure 2 – Lombardy Bridge – Before

Figure 3 – Lombardy Bridge - After

EARLY PROJECT EXPERIENCE
The earliest critical path tasks included the production of PCUs. These units were constructed off site on
temporary ‘piers’ that modeled the exact field geometry for each of the bridges’ existing piers and
abutments. All of the substructure work; surface repairs, epoxy injection crack repairs, electrochemical
chloride extraction (ECE), and applying Cathodic Protection (CP) followed standard repair procedures.
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The first major project task was to perform an initial superstructure replacement in the 10-hour work
window (8 PM to 6 AM, Monday through Thursday nights). The contract allowed a one-time full
demonstration weekend closure to perform bridge replacement with extended hours. This concept was
included to allow the contractor to demonstrate that their proposed demolition and replacement
operations would work.
The demonstration weekend gave the contractor the opportunity to refine various methods of
superstructure demolition; including deck slab saw-cutting prior to slab/beam removal. The team learned
that the saw blade thickness was critical to prevent blade warping and subsequent hang ups. Rigging for
the slab pieces also required minimizing overhangs at pick points due to the poor condition of the slabs
after 60 years’ plus of service. The contractor experimented with performing multiple sawcuts and
removing the deck slabs in small sections. This method proved to be very inefficient. The Contractor
learned that removing the deck slab and girders in a single piece was the best process.

Figure 4a & 4b – Night shift PCU installation
There were other demolition and replacement inefficiencies that were corrected in the first group of
bridges. The contractor developed a list of pre-demo items that could be performed prior to the night time
replacements. These items includes; the removal of fascia and median parapets in order to lighten the
demo pick loads and the removal of concrete from adjacent spans that may interfere with the PCU
replacement the following night.
Another item that was changed as a result of the demonstration weekend was the removal of the
diaphragms prior to PCU erection and placement. The initial plan by the Contractor was to leave the
adjacent PCU piece permanent diaphragms in place when lifting into position against the new PCU in
place. The diaphragm tended to get in the way of maneuvering the PCU in the transverse direction.
Consequently the Contractor elected to remove them and install them after the PCU was in place. This
saved a lot of ‘fit up’ time and crane involvement.
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As we progressed through the first couple of bridges, we were only removing and replacing one PCU unit
per night. The Contractor was able to modify his demolition and erection plans into specific worker and
crew tasks (tailored to their particular specialization and skills) and also stage equipment and personnel
to perform multiple tasks concurrently without getting in each other’s way. Efficiency of the crews
increased and work activity durations decreased. As the replacement crews climbed the learning curve
they were able to install two PCUs in the 10-hour work schedule window.
LOMBARDY BRIDGE
The Lombardy Bridge had its own unique substructure challenges. It was the only bridge on the project
that required five pier caps to be replaced under full-time traffic with the use of a temporary support
system placed on to each side of the pier. After the temporary concrete piers and girders were in place,
the entire existing superstructure was raised using hydraulic jacks allowing the contractor to remove and
replace the pier cap.

Figure 5a & 5b – Lombardy temporary supports for pier replacement
The Lombardy Bridge was the only bridge on the project widened on both sides with additional pier
columns supported on new drilled shaft foundations. The existing bridge had precast concrete battered
piles. The drilled shaft subcontractor had some challenges in avoiding the battered piles but his drilling
experience allowed him to stop and realign his drill rig when approaching the existing piles.
Drilled shafts were also required immediately adjacent to a 28-foot wide concrete culvert which ran
underneath the bridge adjacent to the CSX railroad tracks. The drilled shafts were also located near
foundations for the high voltage transmission towers supporting the power lines which crossed overhead
of the Lombardy Bridge and I-95 traffic. The drilling subcontractor did an excellent job to avoid any
existing structures and foundations while working in these tight-clearance locations.
The Lombardy Bridge spans the CSX railroad line which carried over twenty trains per day. This span
was particularly difficult to construct because of the complex framing near the railroad. It also required five
different construction and traffic management stages to construct the span over the railroad while
maintaining one lane of traffic on I-95 in both the northbound and southbound directions of travel.
The most challenging aspect of the Lombardy bridge reconstruction was phasing the superstructure
replacement over the railroad due to the geometry of the span. The means on this span ran
perpendicular to the railroad tracks. This created logistical problems in that several of the twenty new
bridge units spanned into both the NB and SB travel lanes. Construction needed to be sequenced so that
the outside sections were placed first in order to widen the bridge so that it could carry traffic while
constructing the middle sections. The entire replacement required three consecutive weekends and five
different traffic phases.
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Figure 6 – Lombardy construction staging for Span J

Figure 7 – Lombardy complex framing and geometry near railroad
The close proximity to the tracks required the cessation of operations during any train passage. Lifts
were carefully engineered to distribute the load over several beams with the use of rolled beam crane
mats. This limited the space available for the cranes and transport trailers. These mats were also needed
to meet CSX railroad’s 150% pick load capacity limitation requirement. This also required the cranes to
be re-positioned multiple times for the removal of the existing demo bridge section and the installation of
the new PCUs in the span over the railroad. This task duration was also improved greatly as the project
progressed and the Contractor more efficiently implemented concurrent activities to be performed during
the crane repositioning.
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Figure 8a & 8b – Crane locations adjacent to CSX Railroad
Other issues with the complex framing were the existing triangular-shaped superstructure units. The
rigging for these pieces was performed on a trial-and-error procedure to figure out the best lifting
locations to minimize the rotation caused by the uneven distribution of the dead load of the piece. One of
the solutions was to remove the deck slab concrete on the sharp end of the triangle to improve the
symmetry of the load.

Figure 9 – Lombardy demolition of existing triangular deck sections
Figure 10– Lombardy installation of new triangular PCU sections
The contractor submitted a value engineering proposal early in the project suggesting the use of
longitudinal and transverse restraint blocks instead of anchor bolts. This allowed the contractor to
remove the existing anchor bolts without doweling and grouting new bolts in the relatively short ten-hour
night shift window and allowed for easier placement of PCUs. They were able to torch-cut the existing
bolts prior to preparing the bearing surface by grinding and applying a thin bearing coat of cementitious
mortar material for the elastomeric bearings to bear upon.
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Figure 11 – Transverse restraint blocks

Figure 12 – Longitudinal restraint blocks

UPHAM BROOK BRIDGES
The second most-challenging bridges on the project were the Upham Brook Bridges. These two bridges
were the only ones that spanned completely over water, required additional environmental controls, and
had a curved overpass crossing above both bridges. Conventional crane picks could not be used. This
required the project team and the Contractor to find innovative ways to remove and replace the
superstructure.

Figure 13 – Aerial View Upham Brook Bridge

Figure 14 – Existing Upham Brook Bridge

VDOT and the Contractor discussed several options for alternative approaches in removing and setting
the bridge units. It was decided to use trolley-type hoists which would straddle the lower flanges of the
existing overhead bridge structure and ‘lift & roll’ the pieces to and from the specialty transport trailers as
needed. The three possible lift methods at this bridge site were:
 All trolley hoists under bridge
 One end: trolley & one end: conventional crane
 Two conventional cranes – one at ground level & one on the existing overhead bridge
This existing bridge also had concrete beams. This created a load that was too heavy for the hoists, so
the Contractor had to remove sections of the slab between the beams in order to reduce load capacity to
the trolley hoists.
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Figure 15 – Trolley cranes with trolley hoists

Figure 16 – Conventional crane with trollies

Figure 17 – Crane on bridge above and crane at ground level
ABC EXPERIENCE FOR VDOT
This project gave the design and construction team valuable learning experiences and challenges in the
accelerated bridge construction process. Durations for various phases of the project have been reduced
by better efficiencies of crews and equipment, team coordination, communication, after action reviews
with the project team:







Minimal disruption to the traveling public
Safety benefits to workers and public
Quality benefits and durable bridge replacements
Reduced construction time
On-budget completion
No claims

SUMMARY
The accelerated bridge construction process is an economic and efficient way to deliver quality
construction projects quickly and reduce impacts to the traveling public. Challenges were successfully
overcome by the efforts and teamwork of VDOT, the engineer, and the contractor. Proactive
communication and partnering techniques allowed the team to develop and implement practical solutions
to progress the work safely and effectively. Innovative and flexible traffic management plans, proactive
public involvement, quality off-site casting yard production, unique hauling/erection equipment, and a
high-level of worker commitment and skill provided for a quality project that was completed four months
ahead of schedule and $16M under budget.
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Figure 18 – Overview of night time PCU installation
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ABSTRACT
The Utah Department of Transportation has used Slide-in Bridge Construction on many Accelerated
Bridge Construction projects. These bridges have demonstrated similar long-term performance as
traditionally constructed bridges. A recent Slide-In Bridge Construction project, SR-201 over KCC Arthur
Mill Railroad, is presented.
INTRODUCTION
Since 2009 the Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) has used Slide-in Bridge Construction (SIBC)
on many Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) projects. The use of SIBC has increased in recent years
due to several factors, which include reductions in user delays, minimal implementation costs, design
simplicity and procurement flexibility. SIBC bridges and traditionally constructed bridges demonstrate
similar long-term performance. The decks of SIBC bridges have performed much better over time than full
depth precast deck panels due to the elimination of the joints and closure pours. SIBC design is nearly
identical to traditional bridge design. Additional considerations include temporary support design and
checking the structure for jacking, sliding, and other construction loads. UDOT has successfully used
traditional design-bid-build, Construction Manager General Contractor (CMGC) and design-build
procurement methods for SIBC.
UDOT SIBC INFORMATION
See Attachment 1 for a list of UDOT bridges constructed using SIBC. The delivery method, move
mechanism, slide method, closure times, span length, bridge width, structure type and additional
information are included in this attachment.
REASONS FOR USING SIBC
UDOT developed an ABC Decision Making Process to evaluate each project for ABC. This process
assigns a rating to each project to determine if the use of ABC is appropriate. Parameters evaluated are:
 Average Daily Traffic
 Delay/Detour Time
 Bridge Classification
 User Costs
 Economy of Scale
 Use of Typical Details
 Safety
 Environmental Issues
 Railroad Impacts.
The UDOT ABC Decision Making Process and ABC Rating Procedure (1) documents can be found on
the UDOT website at http://www.udot.utah.gov/main/f?p=100:pg:0:::1:T,V:2508.
Once a project has been determined to be a good candidate for ABC, various methods are evaluated,
including Self Propelled Modular Transports (SPMT), SIBC, and Precast Elements. The primary reasons
for selecting SIBC include minimizing impacts to traffic, reducing on-site construction time and minimal
costs.
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BRIDGE MOVE METHODS
Utah contractors have used several different bridge move methods. Hilman rollers and PTFE bonded to
elastomeric bearing pads have provided vertical support for the superstructure while minimizing friction
resistance. The systems for supplying the needed force for moving the bridges have included:
 Winch and cable
 Hydraulic cylinder with rails
 Crane and cable
 Hydraulic Cylinder w/ Post Tensioning Bars
COST OF SIBC
In Utah, the average cost of SIBC for a pair of 100-ft single-span two lane bridges is approximately
$400,000. This cost includes temporary supports and the slide system used. The cost varies depending
on the project location, topography, bridge size, and contractor experience. Rural projects have increased
costs over urban projects due to increased logistical challenges. Steep slopes, waterways and other
natural topographic conditions can increase cost due to more complex temporary supports. As span
lengths increase, loads to the temporary supports increase resulting in higher capacity demands of the
temporary supports and foundations. As Contractor experience increases, risk decreases, therefore
reducing cost.
PERFORMANCE OF SIBC BRIDGES
UDOT bridges constructed using SIBC are performing as well or better than bridges constructed using
traditional methods. SIBC removes the need for closure pours, panel joints and phase lines. SIBC bridges
are constructed off line, minimizing time constraints to open the structure soon after casting the deck;
therefore, providing more time for adequate wet curing of concrete. Additionally, when the approach slabs
are moved with the bridge, performance is significantly better than precast approach slab panels.
ADVANTAGES OVER OTHER ABC METHODS
The main advantages of using SIBC over other ABC methods are:
 Lower cost
 Less risk of overstressing elements during move when compared to SPMT
 Rapid bridge placement with minimal approach work
 No grouted joints
 Similar to conventional construction
 Does not require mobilization of heavy moving equipment
 Increased construction safety
 Better long term performance over precast elements
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Things to consider during the design of a SIBC bridge are:











Bridge layout
Abutment type
Foundation type
Reuse of existing substructure
Superstructure type
SIBC loading on superstructure
Design of temporary supports
Approach slabs
Sleeper slab
Joints
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Backfill
Roadway tie-in
Parapet to roadway barrier connections
Bridge move tolerances
Specifications for bridge move

In depth discussion of these design considerations and construction considerations are included in the
FHWA Slide-In Bridge Construction Implementation Guide, December 2013 (2).
PROJECT DELIVERY
UDOT has had success with Design-Bid-Build, CMGC and Design-Build procurement methods. Delivery
methods can be selected to best meet project goals, schedule, and funding levels. CMGC and DesignBuild are particularly effective for SIBC due to the increased communication between the designer and
contractor during design. The communication allows the bridge to be designed with the contractor’s move
system in mind. Traditional DBB projects with SIBC must provide a design that allows for different move
systems, clear specifications for the bridge move and flexibility of the owner to accommodate alternative
details.
LESSONS LEARNED
Approach Slabs
Sliding the approach slabs integrally with the superstructure provides a better performing product than
precast approach slab panels. When using precast approach slabs with SIBC, UDOT has experienced
issues with placement of the slabs at the correct grade and difficulty placing the slabs within time
limitations.
Temporary Supports
The connection between the temporary supports and the abutment is a critical element to be evaluated. A
rigid connection needs to be provided in order to prevent deflections that could cause the superstructure
to bind during the transition. High capacity rollers are especially sensitive to deflections in this connection.
Roadway Tie-ins
Large enough closure time allowances need to be provided to the contractor to allow for proper
compaction of the roadway tie-in. Tie-in lengths need to be adequate to adjust for minor grade tolerances
in the placement of the approach slabs. Hastily placed and too short tie-ins generally result in a rough
approach to the structure.
Joint between End Diaphragm and Abutment
An adequate waterproofing system between the abutment and end diaphragms of semi-integral
abutments needs to be provided. Water flowing through this joint will lead to premature deterioration of
the substructure elements.
CASE STUDY OF SR-201 SIBC
The goal of the SR-201 over KCC Arthur Mill Railroad project was to rehabilitate or replace the existing
superstructures, which were built in 1964. The project was delivered using traditional design-bid-build
delivery.
Existing Structure Condition
The existing structure, C-371, was a simply supported three span steel girder bridge with varying span
lengths. The National Bridge Inventory (NBI) categorized the existing deck as in “poor condition” and the
existing substructure as in “fair condition”. The NBI rated the structure as “structurally deficient”.
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The structure, which carried two lanes eastbound and two lanes westbound on SR-201, spanned the
KCC Arthur Mill Railroad at a skew angle of approximately 61 degrees. The minimum vertical clearance
was 21’-9” and the minimum horizontal clearance on each side of the tracks was 10’-0”. The eastbound
and westbound structures were approximately 37’-6” wide and 230’-0” and 205’-0” long (centerline
abutment to centerline abutment), respectively. The existing bridges were comprised of simple span steel
plate girders, in good condition. The concrete deck was in poor condition with multiple locations of
exposed and corroded reinforcement on the underside of the deck. In some instances, the reinforcement
had become completely discontinuous due to corrosion.
The existing abutments were in fair condition. The girder pedestals at the abutments had developed
cracks. The existing piers were in good condition, and had been rehabilitated during the late 1980’s by
placing concrete infill walls between columns. Each pier was supported on spread footings. With minor
rehabilitation the piers were expected to have a remaining service life of approximately 35-50.
Bridge Type Selection
As part of UDOT’s design process, a Bridge Type Selection Report was prepared to compare various
alternatives. Six alternatives were evaluated and compared to provide a recommendation for UDOT
approval. These alternatives were:







Alternative 1: Full Depth, Full Width Precast Deck Panels
Alternative 2: CIP Deck Replacement
Alternative 3: Superstructure Replacement of Span 2 with Geofoam in Spans 1 and 3
Alternative 4: Superstructure Replacement of Span 2 with Geofoam in Spans 1 and 3 and SIBC
Alternative 5: Superstructure Replacement of Span 2 with MSE Walls and Fill in Spans 1 and 3
Alternative 6: Superstructure Replacement of Span 2 with MSE Walls and Fill in Spans 1 and 3
with SIBC

The alternative analysis included estimated construction cost, maintenance of traffic, UDOT’s ABC Rating
Procedure and user costs.
Estimated Construction Cost
The estimated construction cost of each alternative was estimated as shown in Table 1.

Estimated
Cost

Alternative 1

Alternative 2

Table 1
Alternative 3

Alternative 4

Alternative 5

Alternative 6

$3,395,775

$1,853,670

$2,930,781

$3,645,924

$2,565,910

$3,282,053

Maintenance of Traffic
All alternatives utilized a full traffic crossover to allow for construction of the deck or superstructure
replacement. One lane of traffic in each direction would be maintained for 4 to 48 days, depending on the
option chosen.
Accelerated Bridge Construction
UDOT’s “ABC Rating Procedure and Decision Flowchart” spreadsheet was used to determine if
accelerated bridge construction techniques were applicable to the deck/superstructure replacement. The
resulting recommendation was that ABC be used if the project delivery could be accelerated with ABC
and if the existing site conditions support an ABC approach.
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Combined Estimated Construction Cost and User Cost
The combined estimated construction and user costs are shown in Table 2.Table 2
Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 Alternative 5 Alternative 6
Estimated
$4,051,775
$3,821,670
$4,816,782
$3,809,924
$4,451,910
$3,774,053
Cost
Recommendations
Alternative 2: CIP Deck Replacement provided the least expensive rehabilitation option for the bridges
based on construction cost alone. This alternative included the following disadvantages and risks.





Probable girder damage when removing existing concrete deck
Potential schedule (user cost) impacts due to existing girder repair
20-30 year remaining service life
High user cost during construction

Alternative 6: Superstructure Replacement of Span 2 with MSE Walls and Fill in Spans 1 and 3 with SIBC
provided the best value for the project. This alternative included the following advantages and added
value.



No risk of existing girder damage or unsatisfactory girder condition
New superstructure designed per current AASHTO code and HL‐93 loading

Maintenance of Traffic
Railroad
The railroad was required to be open throughout the project with the exception of a 44 hour full closure
per direction during the bridge moves. The closures had to be coordinated with the railroad owner for
allowable closure times and dates.
SR-201
Both traffic lanes and both shoulders had to be open in the peak direction of travel during weekday
commute times. One lane and/or shoulder could be closed in either direction at all other times.
SR-201 could be limited to one lane each direction for up to 12 days per superstructure replacement. This
allowed for wall construction, demolition, bridge moves and pavement tie-ins. The 12 day time period
began when the traffic crossover was implemented.
Incentive/Disincentive
An incentive was allowed for each bridge move based on closure time and quality of finished roadway as
follows:



The quality of the roadway had to be in compliance with all specifications. Any rework required
after the bridge move (except smoothness grinding), would void incentive earned for a given
bridge move.
The time incentive for the SR-201 closures was $12,500/day (2 day maximum) for less than 12
days.

A disincentive was assessed for exceeding a 12 day SR-201 closure for each bridge. The maximum
disincentive was unlimited and accrued at $12,500/day. An additional disincentive of $5,000/hr, for an
unlimited amount of time, was assessed for exceeding the railroad closure time.
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Project Bidding
The project used a Price + Time bidding process. The contractor bid a price amount for the cost of
construction. The contractor was also required to bid a number of calendar days to complete the project.
Each day was valued at $1,570. The range of days allowed for the bid was 145 to 184.
The winning contractor’s price and time were $3,808,454.06 and $250,050, respectively, for a total of
$4,067,504.
Design and Construction Challenges
Skew of semi-integral abutment
Typically, UDOT utilizes the passive pressure behind the end diaphragm to resist the seismic loads. This
was impractical due to the 61 degree abutment skew. During a seismic event the superstructure would
rotate in plan due to any soil loading on the end diaphragm. To address this, the superstructure was
seismically isolated with lead core seismic isolation bearings. A wire MSE wall was constructed behind
the existing bents. The MSE wall was constructed up to the bottom of the approach slab, providing the
gap necessary to isolate the abutment from the approach fill.
Bent cap modification
To facilitate the SIBC, the tops of the existing bents were modified after removal of the existing structure.
The top of each bent was made level by drilling and doweling new reinforcing and placing new concrete.
This also facilitated the placement of the bearing plates for attaching the seismic isolation bearings to the
substructure. Evaluating the condition of the existing bent bearing seats was a difficult challenge, which
led to delays during construction when the bearing seats on the eastbound structure were in worse
condition than anticipated.
MSE Wall Design
During design, several wall manufacturers were contacted to provide input as to the feasibility of having
30 degree acute corners due to the skew of the structure. The feedback provided was that it was
possible, but not ideal. To minimize issues with the acute wall corners, chamfered corners were provided.
MSE wall strap length was assumed to be 70% of the wall height based on past experience and
documentation from the wall manufacturers, which kept the straps within the existing spans 1 and 3.
Temporary shoring walls were specified in front of the existing bridge abutments to allow for construction
of the full length straps while keeping the bridge in service. However, the strap lengths required by the
wall manufacturer selected by the contractor were closer to 100% of the wall height. During installation of
the temporary walls, bedrock was encountered, making excavation extremely difficult. Due to the difficulty
and cost to remove the rock, a revised design of the MSE wall was allowed. The wall was redesigned to
provide variable strap lengths. The lower straps were shorter, allowing much of the wall to be constructed
prior to demolishing the existing substructure. After demolition, the contractor had crews working 24 hours
a day for seven days to complete the wall construction. This was significantly more time than was
anticipated during the design.
Temporary Supports
Shoring towers were used for the temporary supports of the structures. The design and construction of
the temporary supports for the eastbound structure was straight forward without any vertical or horizontal
clearance issues. The supports were built in line with the existing bents. The westbound structure was
much more complex. The railroad makes a sharp turn to the west after it passes under the existing
bridge. This prevented the temporary supports from lining up with the existing bents. Vertical clearance
was also an issue. To overcome these challenges, the contractor was able to obtain approval for a
reduced minimum clearance from the railroad. This minimized the amount of vertical lowering of the
superstructure required.
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Slide System
The contractor’s slide system at each abutment consisted of two post-tension rods, one on each side of
the end diaphragm. Each rod was anchored to the existing bents. Jacks were used to push the bridge into
place along the post-tension rods. Temporary slide shoes fabricated from HP piles with a stainless steel
sliding surface were used to slide over PTFE/elastomeric pads. There were some issues with the system
due to unequal pressure in the jacks, however the contractor was able to make adjustments and the
bridges were moved into place within tolerance.
CONCLUSION
Both bridges were successfully constructed using SIBC. The bridges were moved into place in June and
July with substantial completion by the end of July 2014. These bridges have unique features that made
the SIBC challenging for the designer and contractor.
These features include:
 Existing three-span structures to be replaced with single span structures
 Reuse of the existing bents as new abutments
 Constructing new MSE walls behind the existing bents, under the existing end spans
 61 degree skew
 Semi-integral abutments supported on seismic isolation bearings
 Horizontal and vertical clearance issues during construction due to railroad track profile
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1
UDOT SIBC information
Attachment 2
SR-201 over KCC Arthur Mill Railroad Situation and Layout Sheets
REFERENCES
1. ABC Decision Making Process and ABC Rating Procedure, UDOT, 2010.
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2. Slide-In Bridge Construction Implementation Guide, Final Report, FHWA, December 2013.
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MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND THE IMPLEMENTATION
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ABSTRACT
Since MDOT’s first use of Accelerated Bridge Construction as part of a 2007 bridge replacement, MDOT
has completed 17 additional Accelerated Bridge Construction projects and has numerous additional
projects programmed. This paper will discuss MDOT’s efforts to implement Accelerated Bridge
Construction techniques.
INTRODUCTION
The Michigan transportation system is critical to supporting a vibrant economy by moving traffic and
freight safely and efficiently. Growing congestion on many roads with an increased need to perform
rehabilitation and reconstruction is resulting in complex challenges to maintain work zone safety and
mobility. Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) techniques have been used by the Michigan
Department of Transportation (MDOT) to address some of these challenges.
MDOT’s first ABC project took place in 2007, and included the use of prefabricated elements in the
construction of retaining walls within an interchange near Grand Rapids, Michigan. While the systems
utilized as part of this project were not ground breaking, the project marked a first step in the
implementation of ABC in Michigan. Over the next seven years MDOT has completed the construction of
seventeen (17) more projects that included the use of ABC. In the past, projects selected were located in
“low risk” areas where delays due to construction issues would not have a significant impact on mobility.
Other projects were selected because the location provided for the ability to easily monitor the structure
throughout its life.
The completion of these first projects did not come without challenges. The challenges encountered
included:




Elements fabricated outside of specified tolerances, resulting it in issues with fit up at adjacent
elements.
Contractors needing to rent cranes with enough capacity to lift and install the elements detailed
on the Contract Plans.
Developing specifications for materials not typically used in Michigan.

At the same time these projects were being developed MDOT undertook a significant effort to study
various ABC techniques, to adjust the State’s implementation based on the lessons learned from each
project, and to develop guidelines to help planners and designers in the State to choose projects where
the use of ABC techniques were appropriate.
In this paper we will discuss:







MDOT’s past use of ABC
MDOT’s efforts to implement ABC techniques to date.
MDOT’s evaluation of ABC techniques in its call for projects process.
Challenges faced to date.
MDOT’s outreach to Contractors and Fabricators.
A few of MDOT’s current and future ABC projects.
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PAST USE OF ABC
MDOT has been constructing precast culvert projects for decades, and by the mid 2000’s, the projects
had become rather routine. However, with the exception of precast/prestressed beams, Prefabricated
Bridge Elements and Systems (PBES) were largely absent from the construction of longer span
structures in Michigan. In 2007, in an effort to expedite the construction of a large interchange project,
MDOT turned to precast retaining walls to facilitate construction of 5 bridges, 2.82 miles of concrete
pavement and over 160,000 square feet of retaining walls in just two construction seasons.
In 2008, MDOT’s first high-profile PBES structure, Parkview Ave over US-131 in Kalamazoo, Michigan
was constructed. This bridge replacement incorporated precast abutments and piers, precast I-beams
and precast deck panels, and was the subject of two MDOT research projects, representing the beginning
of a relationship with Western Michigan University for ABC Research. This project, which was
constructed in 5 months (2 months longer than the planned 3 month schedule) highlighted common
PBES challenges such as element weight limits and fit-up issues.
In 2012, MDOT erected its first “decked” spread box beams on the M-25 over White River bridge
replacement. The bridge consisted of precast abutments and return walls and high-performance concrete
deck closure pours with an epoxy overlay wearing surface. A unique challenge faced was aligning beams
with varying cambers to facilitate transverse post tensioning of the superstructure. Alignment was
achieved by application of preloading to individual beams to even out the camber. The project, which
was completed in less than 2 ½ months, won a 2012 AASHTO America’s Transportation Award.
As the number of ABC projects began to stack up, MDOT saw the need to begin tracking “new
technology” projects. Currently, a spreadsheet is maintained that includes a number of categories, such
as: PBES (Abutments, Piers, Deck Panels, etc), carbon fiber reinforced polymer, Lateral Slide, and others
innovative technologies. The spreadsheet allows us to compare costs, track performance, and monitor
the level of implementation of various techniques.
ABC POLICY
By 2012, ABC had gained a significant amount of attention as a result of the Every Day Counts (EDC-1)
initiatives. Until 2012, MDOT didn’t have a systematic procedure for implementing ABC on bridges. As a
result, MDOT’s ABC/PBES Policy was developed. The policy set forth criteria by which all reconstruction
and rehabilitation projects should be measured to assess the benefits of utilizing ABC techniques and
established procedures for approval to use ABC methods.
MDOT determines the scope of work for projects and programs work as a part of its 5 Year Call for
Projects process. ABC techniques are first explored during MDOT’s Call For Projects Process. Site
constraints, traffic demands and economic impact are considered as well as safety and environmental
concerns to assess whether ABC methods are appropriate for a project. Every reconstruction project
programmed must be accompanied by a form that describes why (or why not) ABC techniques are
proposed. All forms are subject to approval by MDOT’s Statewide Alignment Team-Bridge (Bridge
Committee) which is comprised of experts in the areas of bridge design, construction, standards and
materials. Once a project is approved for ABC methods, further consideration of appropriate methods is
evaluated by the designer during the Bridge Study, and, if warranted, is incorporated in the design
package.
CHALLENGES
As is common with any new innovation, implementation of ABC methods hasn’t come without its
challenges. Encounters with constructability of precast elements and standardization of details have
been frequently published. Below are a few additional challenges that MDOT has faced (or is facing) in
relation to ABC.
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Cost
Many publications have addressed the additional construction costs associated with ABC, particularly
with full structural placement methods. Temporary foundations and temporary approach work often
results in project costs related to items that are not a part of the final bridge structure. Additionally, costs
during the design phase can amount to 20% in excess of traditional design costs. As designers and
Contractors become familiar with technology, it is expected that the extra costs will diminish. In the
interim, MDOT has begun establishing project fee breakdowns in an attempt to more effectively estimate
ABC costs. Additionally, if it is determined, through the bridge study process, that ABC is not feasible or
warranted, ABC costs can be removed from the budget.
Proper Application of Technology
As technology is developed, the number of “tools in the toolbox” is ever increasing. As technology
changes, it is difficult to apply a systematic process to assess the appropriate application of technology.
MDOT is fighting this battle with a two staged approach via research projects completed in conjunction
with Western Michigan University.
The first research project concluded in 2013 and focused primarily on PBES technology. The project
began by synthesizing state of the art practices, challenges and lessons learned from ABC projects
implemented nationally. A comprehensive list of connection details and cementitious materials was
developed, and was assessed and categorized for future use on projects. MDOT currently has a sub
team of the Bridge Committee evaluating the methods from this research to further refine applicable
practices and to establish standards to promote consistent use across Michigan. A major highlight of this
research was the development of a Michigan-specific decision making platform for the determination
optimal construction alterative between traditional and ABC/PBES construction methods.
A second research project is currently underway to expand the previous research to include full structural
placement methods and is expected to be completed in 2015. An interesting focus of the research
includes evaluation of methods to construct deep foundations beneath an existing structure while in
service. The results of this research will allow MDOT to incorporate site specific data to make decisions
between multiple ABC methods.
Industry Buy-In
In order for any innovation to be successful, all parties involved must be on-board. As a result,
involvement and input from the construction industry is crucial to a successful program. MDOT began
ABC discussions with its contractors and fabricators early via Technical Exchange Conferencestechnical
committees and wWorkshops in cooperation with Michigan Infrastructure Transportation
Association(MITA) which is a trade association that represents nearly 600 Michigan contractors and
fabricators in the transportation industry. Through discussions with MITA, MDOT developed criteria that
consider equipment capabilities and capacities when utilizing ABC methods and allow our designers to
“think like a contractor”.
Additionally, MDOT is committed to plan a program of projects that will use ABC. As discussed
previously, MDOT’s ABC policy and implementation procedures send a clear signal to industry that the
business model is changing, and ABC is here to stay. As a result, industry has been more willing to
accept the costs associated with embracing new technology.
In December of 2013, MDOT hosted an ABC-Structural Move Workshop. The objective of this workshop
was to leverage knowledge and experience developed in other state highway agencies and ot to
encourage the involvement of Michigan consultants, prefabricators and other highway agencies during
the implementation of structural move techniques in Michigan. Presenters at this workshop included
FHWA as well as consultant and contractor national experts from consultants, contractors and FHWA.
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The workshop was well received, with over 140 designers, contractors and consultants in attendance.
MDOT has plans to host similar workshops on a biennial basis.
CURRENT AND UPCOMING PROJECTS
MDOT currently has several projects in the works as of September of 2014. As a result of site
constraints, bridge slides have been a highlight of the 2014 and 2015 construction seasons.
2014 Projects
MDOT has had two high profile projects in 2014 that included full structural placement methods (bridge
slides). These projects are the subject of two additional papers to be incorporated into the 2014
Accelerated Bridge Construction Conference, so only limited detail is included here.
US-131 over 3 Mile Road superstructure resulted inreplacement included MDOT’s first ever bridge slide in
August 2014. This project is located in a rural area north of Grand Rapids, Michigan. The low volume of
traffic on 3 Mile Road combined with the variable traffic demands of US-131 made this a prime location
for a bridge slide. 3 Mile Road is was detoured for the duration of the project and the new
superstructures (northbound and southbound) are were erected adjacent (outside) ofto the existing
structures. During the course of a 5 day closure for each bound, the each existing superstructure is was
demolished, new superstructure is was slid approximately 65 feet, and approach pavements are were
constructed. US-131 sees a large surge of vacationer traffic between Memorial Day and Labor Day.
Northbound is heaviest on Friday, and Southbound is heaviest on Sunday. As a result, the 5 day
closures of each bound are were staged such that they miss avoided the heaviest traffic demands.
M-50 over I-96 bridge replacement isncluded MDOT’s second bridge slide project for 2014. This project
is located at an interchange that currently sees has high demandvolume of commercial traffic. The
original M-50 isstructure was currently only 2 lanes wide, and peak hours resulted in significant backups
due to turning traffic. The proposed new bridge is 4 lanes wide, including a dedicated turn lane for each
direction of M-50. Due to high traffic demands on M-50, part width construction was not feasible at this
location. The new superstructure is was built on temporary bents to the west of the existing structure.
The existing structure was demolished in August, and M-50 traffic is currently maintainedwas maintained
on on the the new superstructure in its temporary location while the new substructure is was constructed.
This project only required periodic (15 minute) closures of I-96 to permit beam placement, a 3 day13 hour
closure of I-96 and weekend closure of M-50 to permit demolition of the existing structure, periodic (15
minute) closures of I-96 to permit beam placement, and will include aand an additional 13 hour 3 day
closure of M-50 and closure of I-96 and weekend closure of M-50 to permit lateral slide of the bridge into
its final position and completion of the approach slabs. Since the bridge was located within an existing
diamond interchange, I-96 traffic was easily re-direct onto the off and on ramps for each bound during
freeway closures, limiting the overall impact to traffic. This project is expected to be completed in midwas completed in late October, 2014.
Each of the two projects highlighted above was designed utilizingutilized the Construction ManagerGeneral Contractor (CM-GC) process. The CMGC process resulted in a highly successful collaboration
between the designer and the contractor, which led to a highlygreatly streamlined construction process.
MDOT is continuously gatheringed information throughout the entire process and has established a
database of “lessons learned” that will be evaluated and utilized to establish a risk register for future ABC
projects.
2015 and Beyond
M-100 over Canadian National/Grand Trunk Western Railroad is in the City of Potterville, Michigan,
located southwest of Lansing,Lansing and will be MDOT’s first bridge slide utilizing the morethe more
traditional Design-Bid-Build process.
M-100 is a two lane arterial that serves as the only connector
between the northern and southern sections of the City and the only route for emergency responders to
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service the entire community. Any long term closure of the route or restriction of traffic would significantly
hamper emergency response times and result in high user delay costs. As a result, ABC was deemed
appropriate for this project.
The existing bridge is three span structure with a total length of 157 feet. The typical section
accommodates two lanes of traffic, and has a clear roadway width of 40’. The proposed structure will be
a single span structure with a structure length of 107’-6”. The typical section and will accommodate two
lanes of traffic and a 10 foot wide sidewalk along the west side of the bridge. A minimum underclearance
of 23’-0” will be provided over the railroad below, andTo meet the required 23’-0” vertical clearance at the
railroad, the will require raising the profile of M-100 will be raised by as much as 3 feet.
The proposed superstructure will be constructed adjacent to the existing bridge on temporary supports.
To provide free movement through the project during construction, the superstructure will be utilized as a
temporary runaround for M-100 while the existing bridge is demolished and the proposed abutments are
constructed. The lateral slide in of the proposed superstructure is not expected to occur untilexpected to
occur in the fall of 2015, and will be completed during a 3 day closure centered around a
weekendweekend closure. It is not clear at this time what window of time CN Railroad will permit to
complete the slide in operation.
IN conclusion, MDOT currently has 21 projects that are expected to incorporated PBES technology (not
including precast culverts) over the next 4 construction seasons. Additionally, 8 projects are currently
projected to include full structural placement with either SPMT or bridge slide to be utilized. As a result, it
is clear that this technology “isn’t going away” any time soon. It is quickly becoming a way of life in
today’s Michigan’s bridge construction world.
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DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF PREFABRICATED STEEL DECK RAMPS
DURING THE ALEXANDER HAMILTON BRIDGE RECONSTRUCTION PROJECT,
BRONX, NEW YORK
Bhadresh Patel, P.E. 1, SJH Engineering, P.C., (732) 329-0500, BPatel@SJHeng.com
S. Jayakumaran, Ph.D., P.E.2, SJH Engineering, P.C., (732) 329-0500. SJay@SJHeng.com
Gary Dinmore, P.E.3, Halmar International (914) 319-7779, GDinmore@Halmarinternational.com
ABSTRACT
Innovative Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) techniques, involving segmental type steel
superstructure construction, used in the Alexander Hamilton Bridge Deck Replacement project, can
effectively be employed in a major urban setting with minimal impacts to the traveling public. Steel
superstructure elements of the temporary ramps were prefabricated and assembled off-site in
transportable segments for subsequent delivery to the job-site via truck.
INTRODUCTION
Alexander Hamilton Bridge (AHB), a steel arch structure, carries Interstate Highway I-95 over the Harlem
River connecting Manhattan to the Bronx, boroughs of New York. The bridge includes connecting ramps
to access the Major Deegan Expressway (I-87) and Harlem River Drive. The AHB became a vital link
between the Trans-Manhattan Expressway and the Cross Bronx Expressway. This bridge funnels all
traffic that enters upper Manhattan via the George Washington Bridge (GWB) from New Jersey along the
Cross Bronx Expressway to the Bronx and to surrounding points throughout New England. This major
thoroughfare carries eight (8) lanes of traffic with an average daily traffic (ADT) of 189,598 vehicles
(2008). See Figure 1 for the General Layout.
Construction of the original AHB started in early 1960 and the existing bridge was open to traffic on
January 15, 1963, at around the same time the Cross-Bronx Expressway was completed. The original
construction contract of AHB was valued at $21 million, with the Federal government covering 90 percent
of the cost. The bridge itself cost $7.5 million while the balance of monies was used to construct the
interchanges. An arch design was well suited for the topography as reflected by the pre-existing
Washington Street Bridge just north of the I-95 corridor. The single main arch of the AHB measures 505
feet between skewbacks at the spring lines. The main steel arch, which has a clearance of 135 feet
above mean high water, is actually made up of two parallel arches that carry the traffic loads to the
concrete skewback foundations. Unlike the multi-ribbed, artistically sensitive plate girder arches of the
neighboring Washington Street Bridge, the plate girder arches of the AHB reflect the streamlined
standards of the postwar era. The mainline structure includes 170 feet of approach structure on the
Manhattan side and 785 feet of approach structure on the Bronx side flanked by the I-87 major
interchange. The Major Deegan Expressway (I-87 Corridor) opened in 1964.
Once each of the surrounding roadway components became fully operational, the resulting interchange
was considered to resemble a plate of spaghetti. Currently, this area is regarded as one of the most
congested interchanges in the nation. The high traffic volumes were further exacerbated following the
collapse of the Twin Towers, due to the absorption of merging truck traffic as a consequence of the
prohibition of trucks on the lower level of the GWB. The additional truck traffic resulted in a shorter than
usual merge distances for vehicles to make the transition to the upper level of the GWB (1).

1.– Project Engineer, SJH Engineering, P.C., Princeton, NJ
2.– Project Manager, SJH Engineering, P.C., Princeton, NJ
3.– Chief Engineer, Halmar International, Nanuet, NY
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Figure 1. Aerial View of Alexander Hamilton Bridge, Location of Temporary Ramp D Circled in Red
PROJECT SCOPE
To support its long-range planning vision, the New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT)
decided to widen the bridge and approach viaducts, and also provide redundancy for the two-girder
approach span structures. The reconstruction of the interconnector ramps to and from the Major Deegan
Expressway and Harlem River Drive was also included in the project scope (2).
The AHB Rehabilitation Project was awarded on March 10, 2009 by NYSDOT under contract number
D260888 for $407 million to the joint venture (JV) of CCA Civil/Halmar International. The AHB
Rehabilitation Project is by far the largest single construction project completed to date by the NYSDOT.
Construction started in March 2009 with substantial completion achieved by December 2013.
Major work on this project included reconstruction and widening of the two-way eight-lane main bridge to
a ten-lane bridge with shoulders; replacement of the entire bridge deck including the main bridge and all
ramps; retrofitting and painting all steel structures; reconstruction and retrofitting all support piers and
foundations; and the reconstruction of the riverside’s park areas around the bridge. To comply with the
requirement of maintaining traffic on the crossing and interconnectors for the duration of the multi-year
construction schedule, highly complex traffic staging and temporary ramps were required.
Although the AHB Rehabilitation Project was procured through a traditional design-bid-build delivery
method, and not contracted through design-build, it is worthy to note that the project team was engaged
in a major re-engineering of the temporary structures during the pre-bid and construction stages. A
critical component to the success of this project involved the design and construction of five (5)
Temporary Ramps to divert heavy traffic during the various stages of construction.
The CCA/ Halmar JV, lead by Mr. Gary M. Dinmore, PE, assembled a team of consultants to prepare the
designs for the temporary ramps.
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This consultant team consisted of six (6) engineering firms. Halmar’s Mr. Dinmore provided overall
management and coordination, with one firm functioning as the final reviewer of all design documents as
a quality control measure. Another firm was responsible for review of all temporary steel fabrication shop
drawings prior to submission to NYSDOT. Other firms within the team had separate ramps to design with
specific aspects of design homogenous to all temporary ramps delegated amongst the group and shared
in design packages by reference. For example, the worst case load scenario for the battle deck were
determined and the design tasked out to a member of the team of consultants, similarly the towers were
designed by another and submitted under a separate package and referenced in accordingly. This
system helped streamline the approval process thereby accelerating the project. While the additional
layer of quality control took more time on the front end, the team saved valuable time on the back end as
the majority of the temporary design submittals gained NYSDOT approval without the need for
resubmission. In many instances, the JV contractor proceeded at their own risk with fabrication prior to
NYSDOT approval. This accelerated the process even more as many of the temporary structures were in
the critical path of construction beginning from day one of the project. As part of the contractor’s
engineering team, SJH Engineering, P.C. (SJH) was responsible for the design of Temporary Ramp D
(Bridge 5A), and the foundations of the other four (4) Temporary Ramps.
In order to contain costs and expedite the construction schedule, the project team redesigned the
temporary support structures of the lifting operations for the main bridge and all ramp bridges, as well as
the entire superstructure and substructure of five temporary ramp bridges. In addition, significant
modifications to jacking operations and sequences were also adopted as a result.
TEMPORARY RAMP D DESIGN
In order to maintain traffic flow during the complicated re-decking and reconstruction activities, a parallel
Temporary Ramp (Ramp D or Bridge 5A) was necessary. The planned location of Temporary Ramp D is
shown on Figure 1 (circled in red). Ramp D (Bridge 5A) comes off the AHB at the Southern end, goes
under the approach spans of the bridge in almost a complete circle, and connects to the Major Deegan
Southbound roadway, traversing over Sedgwick Avenue and the Major Deegan Expressway.
Temporary Ramp D (Bridge 5A) is set on a curvilinear alignment and on a vertical curve. The structure
was originally conceived as a five (5) span bridge; however, upon review of available fill material from
cuts on-site and construction schedule, CCA/Halmar decided to support the section between Sedgwick
Avenue and Major Deegan Northbound on Geosynthetic Reinforced Earth System (GRES) wall. This
accelerated the site work during initial periods of fair weather while waiting for temporary steel fabrication

Figure 2. General Plan
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Figure 3. South Elevation (Looking North - Developed Along Face of Wall
and delivery; several other ramps incorporated the use of GRES walls & abutments into the design to
both help with lateral stability and open up as much site work as possible in the early stages. The
resulting structure is a four (4) span bridge supported by GRES wall abutments and temporary steel piers.
Span lengths vary from 35 to 94 feet. Span 1 of the ramp extended over Sedgwick Avenue. Spans 2 and
3 crossed over the Northbound and Southbound roadways, respectively, of the Major Deegan
Expressway (I-87) with span 4 being on an extreme skew to provide a transitional piece of pie connecting
the temporary ramp to the existing ramp structure. As noted, the section between Spans 1 and 2 was
supported by a GRES wall. Hence both
ends of Span 1 and the east end of
Span 2 were supported by GRES walls.
A General Plan and Elevation of the
bridge are shown on Figures 2 and 3
respectively.
The design of Temporary Ramp D
followed the AASHTO Allowable Stress
Design specifications (3), and the
NYSDOT Guidelines and Standard
Specifications (4, 5). Allowable Stress
Design (ASD) Method was chosen
collectively by the team of consultants
as the preferred method of design in
most cases. Reinforced concrete stub
abutments with bridge seats and
backwalls were designed to receive

Figure 4. Typical Section of Stub Abutment on the GRES Wall
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the steel girders of the superstructure. The
CCA/Halmar JV opted to use the tall rocker
bearings removed from the main bridge, to
save time and cost of new temporary
bearings, to support this temporary bridge.;
however, the backwall needed to be at least 6
feet tall to accommodate the combined
bearing,girder, floorbeam, and deck heights.
A typical section of this stub abutment is
shown on Figure 4.
The intermediate piers and the end of Span 4
were supported by temporary steel towers,
which were supported by reinforced concrete
spread footings. Individual towers, supported
by a combined spread footing, were located
under each girder at these pier locations. In
this area of the Bronx, rock is very shallow,
and it became feasible to locate the spread
footings on rock. The temporary towers
between Spans 2 and 3 were located in the
median of Major Deegan Expressway behind
barriers. Due to the presence of a watermain,
the footing was designed to span over this
pipe. We coordinated and obtained design
approval with the New York City Department
of Environmental Protection.
A 3-D superstructure model was developed in
STAAD and analyzed to determine the
various deflections, and to eliminate any
anomalies in the performance of the structure
under various load combinations. The entire
superstructure was of steel construction and
consisted of a three (3) girder system
supporting a series of floorbeams, which
supported a ribbed steel deck (battle deck). Figure 5. Main girders, Floorbeams and Deck
The girders were welded plate girders and –Note the splices on the Main Girders
were chorded straight members. As noted
previously, the girders were supported by individual steel towers at spans 2, 3 and 4. There were three
(3) towers, one under each girder at Spans 2 and 3. At Span 4, only one of the girders was supported.
The second girder spanned over as a cantilever from the support at Span 3, and the third girder did not
extend over Span 4. This framing was necessitated by the sharp curvature of the alignment.
The floorbeams were placed normal to the center girder, which was almost normal to the radial line. The
lengths of the floorbeams were adjusted to follow the curvilinear alignment. Due to the sharp curve, some
of the floorbeam overhangs extended up to 8 feet, and they had to be checked for uplift at the other end.
The floorbeams were spaced at 7 feet, and the end bays at every span were special sections to match
the skew. A typical bay framing plan is shown in Figure 5 from the underside. The steel detailing,
including the identification of the Fracture Critical Members (FCMs) followed the NYSDOT Steel
Construction Manual (6).
In addition, the floorbeam heights were tapered to match the cross slope of the deck. A typical cross
section is shown in Figure 6. The riding surface of the battledeck was a ¾ inch thick steel plate. The ribs
were 5 inch deep sections spaced at 18 inch o.c. With the entire superstructure in steel, in order to
achieve a perfect fit, top of deck elevations were provided at every girder/floorbeam intersection and
along the curb lines. SJH also provided Camber Tables at the tenth point along every span. Even with
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Figure 6. Sketch of a Typical Section
this level of detailing, it was felt that adjustments in the field would be necessary. Shim plates were
allowed to be installed under the floorbeams. A high performance anti-skid surfacing (by Sterling Lloyd)
was applied to the steel riding surface to provide adequate friction for vehicles. With the entire
superstructure in steel, significant steel work with extensive welding was involved. The design was
reviewed and approved by NYSDOT.
At the transitions between the new ramp and the existing bridge decks, concrete decks were cast in place
so that a smooth transition would easily be accomplished in the field to address constructability concerns,
as illustrated in Figure 7. Note the large diameter pipe supports in the background (left side) used to jack
and temporary support the mainline structure above (out of frame).

Figure 7. Top View of Temporary Ramp D Bridge 5A - Anti Skid Surfacing Applied
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Figure 8. General Elevation of Temporary Ramp 5A –Span over Sedgwick Avenue on the Right
CONSTRUCTION
Temporary Ramp 5A construction was the second to last temporary ramp to be constructed during the
overall construction schedule. However, the construction of the ramp itself had to be accomplished
quickly to move the traffic over to the temporary ramp from the existing Ramp D, with minimum
interruptions to ongoing traffic. Most of the substructure construction proceeded in the areas between
roadways or behind barriers adjacent to the roadways. The GRES walls were installed in approximately
one week in the area between roadways without any impacts to traffic. Upon completion of the GRES
walls, the stub abutments were constructed within three days on the GRES walls. The reinforced
concrete footings for the temporary towers were constructed quickly behind barriers at the median of I-87,
and along the shoulder of I-87 Southbound. The traffic lanes on I-87 were narrowed during construction to
obtain more work areas behind barriers for the construction of the footings and the installation of the
temporary towers. Since this construction was behind barriers, there were no impacts to traffic. This
allowed the temporary towers at Spans 2, 3 and 4 to be installed over a few weekends. With the
installation of bearings to receive the superstructure, the construction of the substructure was completed.
The general configuration of Temporary Ramp D is shown in Figure 8.
Similarly, the fabrication and erection of superstructure elements were completed in a rapid fashion to
progress the overall construction on schedule. The transitions at both ends of Ramp 5A, between the
temporary ramp and the existing Ramp D roadway were of cast in place concrete deck, with stay in place
forms. This activity was featured on the critical path of the schedule of construction of Ramp 5A.
ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION (ABC) TECHNIQUES
The fabrication and installation of the superstructure consisted of various Accelerated Bridge Construction
(ABC) techniques. As noted earlier, Ramp 5A needed to be constructed in a highly congested area of
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Bronx, New York, with extremely limited laydown and storage areas. In order to ease the erection of the
ramp structure, several prefabrication and erection techniques were used in the design and construction.
Most of the substructure elements were constructed behind barriers, so that the contractor could have a
longer construction window. The GRES walls were constructed in the open area between Sedgwick
Avenue and Major Deegan Expressway. The piers were steel modular towers assembled to the required
height and geometry to support the superstructure.
With the exception of end transitions between the temporary ramp and existing roadway, the entire
superstructure was designed with steel built up sections, consisting of steel girders, floorbeams and a
steel deck. The cross slope in the deck was achieved by tapering the floorbeam webs to match the
slope. The structural units were assembled through a series of bolted connections including the steel
curbs and railings.
The deck elements were fabricated half way around the globe in mainland China and transported to the
United States on container ships in forty (40) foot open top containers. It was determined by the
contractor that it was cost effective to fabricate the deck elements in China. Quality Control Engineers
travelled to China to ensure that the specified quality control measures were implemented during steel
fabrication. Due to shipping container size limits, the steel sections were constrained to segments with a
length no longer than thirty-nine (39) feet, thirty four (34) feet in the case of Ramp D girder sections. This
size restriction resulted in many field splices on the girders; however, unlike bulk freight shipping,
container shipping time durations are relatively reliable and consistent so that work could be coordinated
easily once shipping dates were known rather than trying to coordinate based upon delivery dates post
hastedly.
Additionally quality control measures were imposed on the fabricator by the JV contractor to assure
accelerated construction on the job-site by avoiding delays associated with potential fit-up issues. In
order to ensure a “perfect fit,” of the elements, the entire structure was pre-assembled in China and
tolerances were confirmed prior to shipment. This pre-assembly completely replicated the bearing
elevations, cross slopes, and the curvilinear alignment, even cambers and deck tolerances were
accounted for and checked and signed off on by the JV contractors inspection staff located at the
fabrication plant prior to disassembly. During the ‘fit up,’ it was noted that due to various unbalanced
deflections, gaps were discovered at some floorbeam/ girder seating locations. Shim plates had to be
introduced at these locations to achieve proper bearing. In addition, shims were also allowed to be
introduced in the design and during construction to allow for deflection and other ‘fit up’ tolerances.
The delivery of the various segments of the superstructure was coordinated such that the steel was
erected as it was being delivered, with minimum need for storage. Prior to the installation, SJH
developed erection drawings, including crane and other hoisting equipment placement locations. These
details were developed in collaboration with CCA/Halmar and were reviewed and approved by NYSDOT
prior to the start of work. In the field, the main girders were assembled at grade and then lifted and
placed into position. Diaphragms were installed without tightening the bolts. As per the design, the deck
panels were fabricated and shipped in 7 foot lengths, which was the same length as the spacing of the
floorbeams. In efforts to accelerate erection of the deck, the delivered sections consisted of two (2)
floorbeams with a 7 foot wide ribbed battle deck plated section. These 7 foot deck segments were prebolted to the set of floorbeams and installed in place on top of the girders, with alternate sections left
open. The openings were filled with new battledeck sections and bolted together with the in-place
floorbeams as a back operation to accelerate overall erection time.
The steel erection over Sedgwick Avenue was completed over two days with intermittent lane closures.
The steel erections over the Major Deegan Expressway (I-87) were completed over two weekends with
limited lane closures. The girders were installed during one weekend, and the floorbeam /battle deck
over another weekend. Due to the sharp curvature, precast concrete barriers could not be used. Cast in
place concrete barriers would have extended the construction schedule. To expedite construction, steel
railings were selected and installed on extended floorbeam sections after the deck installation was
completed; all this work was performed as a follow up operation from the top of the deck.
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Due to the temporary nature of the structure, deck joints were eliminated, and open joints were allowed.
A non-skid overlay was placed on the steel decking. At the transitions to the existing bridge
superstructure, asphalt overlay was placed to obtain a smooth riding surface. The resulting structure
proved to be a highly successful application of ABC techniques.
The temporary bridge was in operation for almost one (1) year during the construction of this large and
complex project. Upon completion of the re-decking and rehabilitation of existing Ramp D, the temporary
steel bridge was removed in a similar fashion with minimum interruption to traffic in the area. The same
erection sequence, in reverse order, and techniques were used in the removal of the structure.
CONCLUSIONS
Using pre-assembled modules, the superstructure erection was completed rapidly and seamlessly.
Significant budget savings were achieved. The accelerated schedule was effective, especially during the
erection of the spans over the Major Deegan Expressway (I-87) and Sedgwick Avenue. The selected
method of construction was well suited for this congested location with very limited laydown/ storage
areas. Most of the floorbeam/ battle deck sections were erected directly from staged truck deliveries right
off the trailers as they pulled up to the hook.
This project illustrates the effective use of Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) techniques for the
installation and demolition of any bridge structure. When projects are located in very congested areas
like New York City where ABC techniques are appropriate, the use of ABC should be encouraged to be
utilized more often with the best ABC technique being good planning.
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ABSTRACT
The project required replacing the deck on a 4-span, 48.5° skewed, steel structure in Weber County,
Utah, utilizing full-depth precast concrete deck panels to accelerate construction. The designers utilized
non-skewed identical panels and extended the panels past the abutments supported on precast grade
beams and post-tensioned together to address skew.
INTRODUCTION
This Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT)/Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Highways for
LIFE Showcase project was a design-bid-build project to replace a crumbling deck on an interstate-tointerstate ramp in Weber County between Ogden and Clearfield, Utah. The structure links southbound I15 to eastbound I-84 and crosses six-lanes of I-15 at a 48.5° skew (Figure 1). Built in 1967, the existing
structure is a four-span continuous steel plate girder structure. The structure is 309’-6” long, centerline of
bearing to centerline of bearing, and 34’-8” wide, out-to-out, with a roadway width of 31’.
Although the bridge is on a tangent, there is a sharp curve just before the entrance to the bridge. The
super elevation on the existing structure transitions from 2% sloping downward toward the west edge of
the structure in span 1, 2 and most of 3, to approximately 1% sloping downward toward the east edge of
the structure in span 4 at the abutment. This area has a significant accident history and UDOT required
correction of substandard super elevation, super elevation transition lengths, and replacement of the
approach barrier to address the accident potential. The required super elevation transition length
extended the transition further onto the bridge than the original construction.
The existing structure also partially lies on a 1000’ long crest vertical curve with a +2.57% approach grade
and a -2.48% outgoing grade. I-15 below the structure is on a constant grade.
The 47-year old bridge has a lengthy repair history. Recent inspection reports note expansion joint
failure, heavily rusted bearings at the abutments, and cracking and concrete spalling around the bearing
pedestals at the abutments. The bridge parapet was replaced with concrete jersey barrier and the
expansion joint was closed in the early 2000’s. The inspection reports note approach slab settlement,
riding surface failure, and concrete spalling on the structure. Timber falsework was placed below the
structure over traffic lanes in 2011 due to excessive delamination of the underside of the bridge deck and
resulting debris on I-15 below (1).
As the structure was within the limits of an existing pavement rehabilitation project, UDOT decided to
replace the deck and repair the structure to extend its life.
Site Conditions
There is no direct detour around the site and the available detour included a complex turn around at an
intersection. The bridge width was too narrow to phase construction and maintain adequate lane width
with protective barriers. This complex detour and limited ability to phase the construction made
accelerated bridge construction with complete road closure the preferred solution to minimize user
impacts. UDOT specified full-depth precast panels in order to minimize construction duration.
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The replacement of a deck on an existing structure utilizing full depth precast concrete panels presents
challenges. Construction tolerances, geometric fit, and constructability are more difficult with a deck
replacement than new construction. In addition, the heavily skewed foundations, vertical curvature, and
super elevation transitions further complicated the geometric issues on this structure. Other notable
issues included settling of the approach slabs, uncertainty regarding the extent of previous repairs,
bearing / pedestal issues, and concrete delamination of the backwalls, columns, wingwalls, and bent
caps.
DESIGN
UDOT set a goal for the construction closure of 14 days or less. The Contractor used nighttime closures
of I-15 to perform work that could not be accomplished over traffic. The structure had a low HL-93 load
rating, but increasing the strength of the girders or substructure was not implemented, as the goal of the
project was to extend the life of the structure until it can be replaced in the future.
The design team considered three options to replace the deck and approach slabs. Two options had
more traditional panel layouts requiring multiple custom sized panels to accommodate the high skew.
Both options had skewed joints and required closure pours or pouring of the approach slab which would
increase construction duration. One option eliminated the post-tensioning. The selected option utilized
full width deck panels oriented perpendicular to the centerline of the structure and extended over the
backwalls onto precast beams. The panels are continuous over the skewed backwall and the design
team placed the expansion joint between the approach slab and the sleeper slab (Figure 2). The main
advantage of this system was that it made the panels identical. The repetitive panel type simplified
fabrication and placement. This system eliminated the skewed joint and moved the joint away from the
beam ends, which will minimize water on the girder ends and minimize joint problems in the future. The
major disadvantage was there was no performance history for running the panels off the bridge and not
following the skew of the structure. The existing structure’s deep section and short end span resulted in
essentially no beam end rotation due to dead and live load at the abutments making the decision to run
the panels off the bridge easier.

Figure 1. Plan view of the existing bridge configuration.
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Figure 2. Plan view of the proposed panel layout showing the panels extending over the abutment.
Extending the panels over the abutment required unique detailing in the abutment and approach slab. To
minimize construction duration, the existing backwall was left in place; therefore, limiting load transfer into
the backwall was a concern. The approach slab is supported on varying length grade beams extending
from the backwall to the sleeper slab (Figure 3). The approach panels were then isolated from the
backwall and grade beams using stainless steel sheets and bond breaker to allow temperature
movement. The backwall was saw cut below the existing approach slab and notched to provide a beam
seat for the grade beam.

Figure 3.Approach slab and grade beam elevation.
Previous projects with superelevation transitions have built the transition into the panels. On this project
the designers provided flat panels with additional clear cover to accommodate grinding. This allowed
panels to be identical and simplify construction and fabrication. Accommodating the large variations in
cross-slope did require tall and varying height haunches to accommodate the changes and introduced
panel offset issues. To accommodate the offset in panels, the designers maximized the post-tensioning
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(P/T) duct size and increased the P/T blockout size at panel joints to allow greater tolerance for strand
placement. Deck panel widths were full width (34’-8”wide) and kept at 8 feet long parallel to the
centerline of roadway to limit the difference between panel edge vertical offsets to 1/16” and to keep
panel weights reasonable. Additional clear cover was specified to allow for future grinding if the grade
differences were too noticeable (Figure 5).
The panels were made composite with the steel girders by forming a camber strip and placing shear
studs in blockouts along the girder length (Figure 4). A non-shrink grout was used to fill the blockouts.
The grade beams were greased and had no shear studs to encourage slip.

Figure 4. Shear stud blockout detail.

The transverse reinforcement was designed using the same method as a cast-in-place deck. Although
the specifications put the responsibility of reinforcement for lifting and handling on the Contractor, the
design was also reviewed for anticipated lifting and handling stresses. Additionally, UDOT required the
barriers be precast on the panels to further accelerate the construction schedule. The barriers are not
continuous and each section is reinforced as an end section (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Typical panel section.
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The designers thoroughly reviewed the longitudinal post-tensioning design. Precast/Prestressed
Concrete Institute and UDOT recommend ignoring the reduction in deck post-tensioning due to creep in
the panel transferring post-tensioning forces into the girder. Due to the extremely uncommon girder
proportions (Bent 3 flanges 14”x1.25” and web 104” x 0.3125” with a longitudinal stiffener) combined with
the low HL-93 rating and the high skew, the transfer of post-tensioning force from the deck to the girders
was examined.
The design team evaluated long term creep losses by hand and through a finite element model of the
whole bridge. The hand calculation method is based on the LRFD (2) procedure for evaluating
temperature differentials between the deck and girder. The method is based on strain differential and the
terms for temperature strain are replaced by creep strains. Both methods showed a significant portion of
the P/T force transferring into the girder. The finite element model provided similar results to the hand
model. Ultimately the team decided to design the P/T system to account for the losses into the girder.
Concrete shrinkage after panel placement and the magnitude of the creep effect was reduced by
requiring longer cure times. Ignoring the creep losses, the final stress in the deck due to P/T force is
approximately 550 psi. The stress in the deck from P/T force drops to about 310 psi when the effects of
creep are incorporated. The maximum service live load moment over the bent reduces deck compressive
force to about zero. Theoretically the system should not crack.
The designers also reviewed the girders to estimate the effects of the P/T force transferred to the girder.
The girder at Bent 3 was the most critical location due to the very tall and thin web. The equations used
to evaluate the longitudinal stiffener and web are very sensitive to the location of the neutral axis and limit
the web compression stress to very low values, approximately 3 ksi. The analysis showed that at
midspan of the web, there would be an additional 0.94 ksi of compression that negatively impacted the
girder rating. Further review of the new deck system versus a CIP option indicated that the effects of
concrete shrinkage in a CIP deck on the girder are very similar to the effects of P/T creep on the girder.
Since the CIP deck option had the same rating reduction, that is typically ignored, the design team
considered the impact of creep on the girder an acceptable tradeoff for the enhanced performance of the
post-tensioned deck.
CONSTRUCTION
UDOT awarded the contract based on the price + time model, and construction occurred in June 2013.
Three nights of I-15 closure were required. The demolition was completed in a single night and most of
the panels were set the next night, with the exception of the panels that spanned over the abutment. It
took the next few days to place the grade beam and complete the abutment work with the remaining
panels placed at night. Post-tensioning of the panels took two days. The grouting and curing took 19
hours and required closing I-15 during the grouting operation. The total closure was 6 days and the
Contractor received an early completion bonus.
Removal of the existing decking was difficult as the girders had 5/8” thick top flanges, which were
susceptible to damage using traditional removal techniques. With visual monitoring of the flanges, UDOT
allowed traditional removal with hammering and dropping of the deck onto a sand layer on I-15 below.
Minor flange bending was observed but was determined to be acceptable or repairable.
The fabricator added transverse prestressing strands to the panels for handling (Figure 6). Rebar
congestion was a concern, particularly in the end panels and around deck drains as additional anchorage
reinforcement reduced clearances. This issue was addressed by open communication between
fabricator and designer to adjust rebar to accommodate specific post-tension products selected, and
adjust the rebar lengths based on the fabrication method.
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Figure 6. Panels being lifted in place during construction.

Geometry control was a difficult undertaking as the beams rebounded more than expected when dead
load was removed, damaging some of the abutment bearings. Leveling devices with a large haunch were
used to get accurate panel placement and adjust for superelevation transition.
CONCLUSION
The panel layout used allowed accommodation of the complex geometry in a manner that simplified
fabrication and construction, and minimized the construction duration. The bid set design construction
timeline was 14 days. In addition to bidding the cost of construction, the Contractor also included
construction duration in his bid which increased the final bid accordingly. The Contractor bid a 7-day
schedule, was able to complete the construction in 6 days, and received the full incentive.
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ABSTRACT
Deterioration of the reinforced concrete bridge deck on
the northbound South Grand Island Bridge found
during bridge inspections resulted in the need for its
replacement. This long-span, steel bridge is owned by
the New York State Thruway Authority and was
constructed in the early 1960’s. It carries two lanes of
traffic and a sidewalk over the Niagara River near
Buffalo. The bridge has a total length of approximately
3,400 feet and is comprised of 22 simple-span deck
girders, four deck trusses and an arch truss.
Adjacent to this bridge is its twin, the southbound
bridge, which was built in the 1930’s and used for work
zone traffic control during the nighttime deck
South Grand Island Bridges
replacement. Due to high traffic volumes, the deck
replacement could only be performed between the
hours of 9 PM and 6 AM when one lane of traffic in each direction could be placed on the adjacent
southbound bridge which allowed the contractor complete access to the northbound bridge to complete
each night’s work. The assessed liquidated damages for not opening all traffic lanes by 6 AM was $500
per minute between 6 AM and 6:30 AM and increased to $1,000 per minute after 6:30 AM to a maximum
assessed per day of $125,000. Precast grid reinforced concrete deck panels, precast concrete parapets,
and steel guiderail were designed and detailed to be installed incrementally during each night’s
placement. After the entire deck was replaced, a polyester polymer concrete overlay was installed over
the entire bridge deck, primarily during overnight operations.
INTRODUCTION
A few years back the Federal Highway Administration embarked on a new “Every Day Counts (EDC)”
initiative designed to implement and encourage the use of innovation aimed at reducing congestion,
shortening project delivery time and enhancing safety. Ahead of and in keeping with the spirit of the EDC
initiative, the New York State Thruway Authority completed construction of a new panelized deck on the
South Grand Island Bridge northbound (SGIB-NB) in 2010 for a total cost of $48M. The bridge is 3,383
foot long and carries I-190 over the Niagara River at the southern end of Grand Island. What made this
project notable was the fact that Bergmann Associates, the engineer of record, incorporated several
accelerated bridge construction practices and state-of-the-art materials into the design of the re-decking,
significantly reducing the disruptions and congestion to the more than 77,000 vehicles using the bridges
each day as well as improving the safety of both the contractor’s workforce and the traveling public during
this two year rehabilitation project. Innovative full width precast grid reinforced concrete deck panels and
barriers, cleverly detailed permanent and temporary closure joints as well as advanced materials in the
form of rapid setting concrete and polymer overlays allowed the complete bridge deck to be replaced a
section at a time during short overnight windows allowing the bridge to be fully re-opened to traffic each
morning.
BRIDGE LOCATION AND HISTORY
Located between Buffalo and Niagara Falls is Grand Island, a small 30 square mile parcel of land located
in the middle of the Niagara River. Up through the early twentieth century, the only way on and off of
Grand Island was via ferry boats. But in the 1930s the island got a proverbial shot in the arm with the
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construction of two large bridges over the Niagara River, one at the south end of the island and one at the
north end, opening up the route between Buffalo and Niagara Falls. These bridges, more than a mile in
combined length, consist of large cantilevered main span trusses flanked by several girder spans, each
carrying two lanes of traffic and a single sidewalk. Now easily accessible, Grand Island was opened up to
new opportunity, development and commerce. By the 1960’s traffic over the island had increased to the
point where more highway capacity was needed and a second bridge was built adjacent to each original
bridge, essentially twins to their 1930’s predecessors.
From the time these bridges were built, continuous
maintenance of the entire corridor has been
necessary to provide a safe and economical
means of access to and from the island. The
northbound I-190 bridge at the southern end of the
island featured a reinforced concrete deck when it
was originally constructed in the 1960s, which was
rehabilitated in the early 1980’s to include a 2-inch
thick concrete overlay. By 2008, the unrelenting
pounding by the continuous traffic as well the
exposure to the harsh Western New York weather
and de-icing salts had taken its toll on the bridge
deck (see Figure 1), which was now at the end of
its useful life and required replacement.
Figure 1

DECK REPLACEMENT

Bergmann completed rehabilitation plans in 2008 for the replacement of the deck and construction was
completed in 2010. In addition to the deck replacement, the project included concrete repair work to the
substructures of the bridge, replacement of bearings supporting the 22 single-span girders, and other
miscellaneous work. The project was constructed by American Bridge.
This project required two construction seasons to complete. During the first construction season, in 2009,
most of the substructure repairs were completed and the bridge bearings were replaced, so it wouldn’t
interfere with the deck replacement work, which was completed in its entirety during the 2010
construction season.
The challenges that had to be overcome during the design of this project were to: 1) develop details that
would meet all code requirements, 2) have excellent longevity, 3) be low maintenance, and 4) allow
construction work to be completed during overnight hours. This entailed developing details and utilizing
materials that would allow the work to be completed one piece at a time each night and allow the bridge
to be opened to two full lanes of traffic each morning. The deck, railing and curb had to be removed and
replaced each night, so that it could be reopened to traffic each morning. The existing sidewalk was
closed during the entire construction process, so the contractor was able to complete the sidewalk
replacement as it fit his schedule. In addition, steel barriers had to be installed each night to transition
between the existing bridge rail and new bridge rail. Transitions were also needed to transition between
the existing bridge deck and the new bridge deck each night to accommodate cross slope and profile
changes.
Each of the two South Grand Island bridges normally carries two lanes of traffic in one direction, either
northbound or southbound. In order for the deck work to be performed, all traffic was removed from the
northbound bridge and placed on the southbound bridge during each night’s work. Traffic control plans
were developed to place one lane of traffic, in each direction, on the southbound bridge when traffic
volumes were low enough to be handled by a single lane.
The contractor was usually allowed to begin the transferring the traffic from the northbound bridge to the
southbound bridge at 9 PM. The daily start time varied depending on the time of the year and was as
early as 8 PM on some days. Traffic volumes vary by the time of year and are generally higher in the
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summer when vacationers frequently visit Niagara Falls and other area attractions. The contractor was
provided lane closure charts that indicated the exact time each day that the transfer of traffic could begin.
The reopening of the bridge to two lanes of traffic each morning was always at 6 AM to accommodate
volumes associated with commuter traffic.

Figure 2

The contract documents were developed so that the
contractor would be working five nights per week,
Sunday through Thursday evenings, but he completed
most of the project working four nights per week,
Monday through Thursday. Liquidated damages were
included as part of the contract documents. Liquidated
damages were assessed for not opening the bridge at
6 AM each morning. The liquidated damages for not
opening on time each morning were as follows:
$500/minute from 6:00 to 6:30 AM, $1,000/minute after
6:30 AM with a maximum assessment of $125,000 per
day. Although the contractor was significantly late reopening the bridge to traffic for the first few nights of
deck replacement, there were no significant delays
throughout the remainder of construction.

After evaluation of a number of deck alternatives,
the Exodermic® bridge deck system (formerly
patented by the D. S. Brown Company) was
selected for this project. The Exodermic® bridge
deck is comprised of a reinforced concrete slab
on top of and composite with, an unfilled
galvanized steel grid. Composite action is
developed through partial embedment of the
main bars into the concrete slab. The deck slabs
were precast (see Figure 2), creating modular
units ready for installation on the bridge (see
Figure 3). The precast concrete deck was omitted
in the areas of the panel that were directly over
the flanges of the supporting stringers and
floorbeams. Panels were set on the supporting
steel framing and adjusted to proper elevation
with built-in leveling bolts. Positive attachment of
the panel to the supporting steel framing was
accomplished by installing stud shear connectors
through blockouts in the precast concrete. The
blockouts were then filled with rapid-setting
concrete. Some of the advantages provided by
the Exodermic® deck system include: fast
installation, lighter weight than the existing
reinforced concrete deck, HS25 live load
capacity, and the steel grid is created with
standard structural WT shapes, reducing
fabrication costs.

Figure 3

After evaluating a number of materials, a special
specification was written for rapid setting
concrete and grout. The specification required
the use of CTS Cement because, when used in a
properly designed mix, it can gain strengths of

Figure 4
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3000 psi in 30 to 45 minutes. Rapid setting concrete was specified for the closure pours between the
exodermic bridge deck panels (see Figure 4), the deck haunches and the closure pours in the parapets of
the new railing system. Rapid setting grout was used in the shear key between the railing parapets and
the deck.
INSTALLATION OF THE PPC OVERLAY
After all the deck panels were placed during the
2010 construction season, the deck was diamond
ground to obtain a uniformly textured deck
surface and to remove any minor irregularities
before placing the overlay. The overlay was a ¾”
thick polyester polymer concrete (PPC), supplied
by Kwik Bond Polymers, which was included to
reduce chloride intrusion and provide a uniform
wearing surface (see Figure 5). The PPC reached
compressive strengths of 3000 psi in about 2
hours.
Prevention of chloride intrusion is
dependent upon the performance of the overlay
material to resist cracking and delaminating. PPC
has a very low permeability and is a flexible
material. PPC is a polyester resin based material,
with added aggregate, and contains no Portland
Figure 5
cement. During curing, it transitions through a
phase where shrinkage occurs. This phase is 100
percent complete within the first hour of curing, and therefore does not continue with time. A thin coat of
a high molecular weight methacrylate (HMWM) not only served as a primer for the placement of the PPC,
but it also sealed all cold joints of the precast deck and shrinkage cracks in the rapid setting closure
pours. Pull tests of polyester overlays indicate that rupture occurs within the concrete deck, not in the
overlay.
Utilizing this accelerated bridge construction technique and unique materials, the entire deck, parapet and
railing system was replaced on the SGIB-NB in one construction season. Approximately 90,000 square
feet of deck was replaced. Since all work was completed with nighttime operations when traffic volumes
were low, very little disruption to traffic occurred.
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Precast Prestressed Full Depth Deck Panels for Bridge Decks over New and
Existing Prestressed Concrete Girder Bridges
Terry Mackie, TDOT Structures Division, (615)741-6048, terry.mackie@tn.gov
ABSTRACT
TDOT completed its first urban Accelerated Bridge Construction project in downtown Nashville on August
31st, 2012. Two bridges (I-24 over Main St and Woodland St) next to the Titan’s Stadium had the bridge
decks replaced using precast prestressed full depth deck panels. All the existing girders were prestressed
precast concrete AASHTO girders. The downtown bridges were originally built in the early 1960’s and
widened in the mid-1980’s. The main goals for the Downtown Nashville deck replacements were as
follows: 1. Remove portions of the deck and replace with panels on weekends only. We had to have all
lanes open during the work week. 2. Achieve deck continuity including negative moment reinforcing over
supports. 3. Incorporate the existing girder shear reinforcement into the new deck. The existing decks
were removed using vertical and horizontal saw cutting to preserve the existing shear reinforcement. This
also allowed no modification to existing diaphragms, bearings and riser blocks. There were 277 panels
placed in eleven weekends with paving operations on the before and after weekends. The narrow beam
widths of the existing concrete I-beams demanded tight panel construction tolerances and the existing
beam stirrups were incorporated into the panels for connectivity. The bridge decks received an asphalt
overlay with the bridge deck membrane placed directly on the new panels for waterproofing / surface
treatment. Prior to placement of the membrane, a full coverage tack coat was applied. The weekend
project enabled Interstate 24 to be fully operational during the workweek. A similar ABC method was tried
on a test pilot project in a rural project prior to the urban project. This project replaced the entire
superstructure (deck and beams) using precast prestressed full depth deck panels and prestressed
concrete box beams. We tried to simulate the construction methods that were going to be used in the
Nashville project. We realized that this is a practical method for superstructure replacements using new
concrete girders and full depth deck panels. The new beams may be positioned to receive the new full
depth panel configuration. We learned that bridges may have superstructure replacements during a
weekend using this process. Some advantages of shipping the precast elements in smaller components
allow for smaller cranes and less shipping restrictions. It is always good to have a variety of tools in the
toolbox for different situations. The ABC construction techniques discussed in this paper is geared for
weekend-only construction.
FIRST ABC PILOT PROJECT (Rural location)
TDOT’s first pilot project completed in the summer of 2010 was a superstructure replacement using
precast prestressed full depth deck panels and prestressed concrete box beams. We gave the contractor
several months to complete the project but we timed a lot of the work procedures. From this information
we were able to gauge the amount of time required for future ABC projects of this type. The bridge length
was 114 feet and the width was 36 feet which equals to 4,104 square feet. This bridge superstructure
replacement could have been completed in a single weekend closure. The square foot cost estimate for
this superstructure replacement was $159.00. The contractor used a 60-ton crane to set the concrete box
beams and full depth deck panel sections.
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First ABC Pilot Project (Rural location)
FIRST ABC INTERSTATE PROJECT (Urban Setting)
The I-24 bridges over Main and Woodland Streets are each four-span structures. The bridge lengths are
approximately 200 feet and widths of about 120 feet. The original construction was around 1962 and
construction to widen each to the center occurred in 1986. Over time, the bridge decks had deteriorated
and needed replacement. The traffic volume for this section of interstate is 140,000 vehicles per day and
TDOT closed the interstate for safety and because there is a convenient bypass route.
The TDOT scope of work and project goals included:







The bridge decks must be replaced on weekends which required construction in multiple
weekends.
The existing beam stirrups must be preserved and incorporated into the deck construction. This
was accomplished by vertical and horizontal saw-cutting of the existing decks. This expedited the
deck removal and prevented damage to the top edges of the existing concrete I-beams.
Deck continuity must be achieved by zone placement of the panels (Allowed deck negative
moment reinforcing to be installed). Traffic must be maintained on the existing deck and newlyplaced panels due to phase construction because of weekend only construction.
Prestressing strands were specified in the bottom of the panels to improve quality. Mild steel was
specified as the top mat of reinforcing to allow for future partial depth deck repairs.

First ABC Project (Urban location)
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The top of the new full depth deck panels were set at the same elevation as the top of the existing deck
which allowed traffic to be open during the work week. The bridge deck replacement required multiple
weekends and required phased construction. The stop work locations were at the moment inflection
points to eliminate negative moment reinforcement splices directly over the bents. The installation of the
closure pours was easily managed due to open nature of the panels over the girders. We were also able
to observe the flowability of the closure pour material to ensure proper seating of the panels. The local
contractor was able to complete the panel installation in eleven weekends. There was slack time in the 55
hour weekend work schedule. In hindsight, the contractor felt that he could reduce the number of
weekends to six if he overlapped the work task and increased his volume, but the contract had 13
weekends available. There is definitely a learning curve with ABC construction for the contractors and
DOT’s.
TDOT’S BRIDGE INVENTORY
The majority of TDOT’s state owned-bridges are short spans with relatively short total bridge lengths.
The chances for small scale ABC projects are great in our state. Please see the tables below.

BRIDGE COUNT

SPAN LENGTH RANGES (FT)
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
< 50

50 TO
99

100
TO
149

150
TO
199

200
TO
249

250
TO
299

300
TO
349

350
TO
399

400
OR
GREAT
ER

NUMBER OF BRIDGES 5687

3646

1225

214

88

33

31

12

25
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TDOT has constructed a lot of bridges using prestressed concrete I-beams, prestressed concrete box
beams and precast prestressed partial depth concrete panels. The bridge decks built with partial depth
concrete panels can be removed easily without damaging the beams or existing projecting stirrups. The
ABC deck replacement method shown in this paper should be a good solution for existing deck
replacements where precast prestressed partial depth concrete panels were used.
BEST VALUE FROM TDOT’s PERSPECTIVE
Using full depth prestressed concrete deck panels will help to ensure less long-term cracking in bridge
decks. Most panels are steam-cured at the fabrication site which improves the quality of the panels. Even
though there are more construction joints in the deck, we believe in the long term that there will be a
lower percentage of cracks with the use of full depth prestressed concrete deck panels. Today we have
chosen not to do longitudinal post tensioning to the full depth deck panels over concrete beams because
of the potential future maintenance problems, increased cost and construction complications. To help
ensure bridge deck sustainability, we chose to invest in placing bridge deck membranes on these ABC
bridges. In the NCHRP, Synthesis 333, Concrete Bridge Deck Performance, the study suggests that
membranes have a longer life (20 years) if applied to bridge decks right after construction. TDOT prefers
to use membranes where the manufacturer’s recommendation of 100% coverage of tack coat is applied
before the membrane is installed. Spray-applying the tack coat instead of rolling helps to insure 100%
coverage of the tack coat. We will also consider trying other recommended waterproofing solutions such
as spray-applied elastomeric systems or hot-applied systems.
In PCI’s first edition report (2011) State-of-the-Art Report on Full-Depth Precast Concrete Bridge Deck
Panels the following comments were made on page 62: 1. The Japanese engineers also search for ways
to lower the size and weight of prefabricated components to satisfy hauling restrictions. 2. Japanese
system has proved to be low maintenance and is durable. One reason for the success may be the use of
a multiple level corrosion protection system. 3. The Japanese no longer use longitudinal post-tensioning
because of previous experience with corrosion problems. 4. In recent years, the Japanese have started
using precast, transversely prestressed, full-depth concrete decks because of their improved durability,
lower creep deformation, and faster construction. TDOT’s first early concept/methods of panel
construction (summer of 2010) agreed with these philosophies. We should have confidence that our
panel and beam concept is the correct direction to proceed.
ABC ALTERNATES
There are a lot of variables involved when choosing an ABC method of construction. We recently
completed a pilot project using modular units that were similar to those used in MassDOT’s “Fast 14”
project. The prefabricated modular unit is comprised of two steel beams connected by cross-frames with
a precast concrete deck on top. The units weighed approximately 113 tons each and required three large
cranes (550 ton, 250 ton, 100 ton) for installation. One crane required 15 tractor trailer truck loads for
assembly. On this pilot project, the crane cost was about 10% of the total project cost. Reducing the size
of the precast units will reduce the crane size needed for installation. There are also differences in
material, labor, shipping, land leases,etc. Another construction challenge is limited right-of-way on state
routes.
A short bridge project that required a superstructure replacement was let on October 17th, 2014 with two
ABC alternates. The first alternate used prestressed box beams with full depth prestressed deck panels.
The second alternative is using prefabricated modular units similar to the MassDOT “Fast 14” precast
units. The intent of this project was to determine if the box beam and panel alternate would win over the
MassDot “Fast 14” method. There were three contractors that submitted bids and all three bid on the box
beam and panel alternate. The following considerations likely factored into the contractor’s preference for
the box beam and panel alternate::
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1
2
3
4
5

Concrete beams are cheaper than steel beams.
The size and weight of the units were smaller and therefore easier to haul and lift.
No additional ROW / easements had to be purchased for installation or fabrication.
Lower risk for fit up / panel bearing area because of concrete beam width and space between
panels over bents to correct panel fabrication tolerances.
Small amount of forming because the closure pour locations are directly over the beams.

Downtown Nashville “Fast 8” ABC Project:
This project is scheduled to be constructed in the summer of 2015 and was developed through the
Construction Manager / General Contractor (CMGC) contracting method. After going through the
contractor selection process, Kiewit Infrastructure Group was selected. The contractor (Kiewit), consultant
(Gresham, Smith and Partners) and TDOT engineers were assembled to create a task force. Kiewit
created a selection matrix and proposed several alternates for each bridge site. The task force was
presented the selection matrix and a selection was agreed upon. The basic concept was to reduce the
bridge lengths where it is allowed by using MSE retaining walls. The bridges are to be reconstructed
using MassDOT’s “Fast 14” method at two locations and TDOT’s concept for box beams and panels at
two locations. The box beam and panel concept might have been used at all locations except the
contractor did not have the confidence that he could construct a bridge with over 40 crane picks per
weekend. After this project, the experience gained will help to determine construction speed of setting
multiple precast units.
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BAYOU LAFOURCHE BRIDGE –
A COST-EFFECTIVE FULL DEPTH PRECAST DECK SOLUTION

Eddie He, Ph.D., P.E., AccelBridge, (312) 952 3071, ehe@accelbridge.com
Justin Peltier, P.E. Huval & Associates, (337) 234-3798, JPeltier@huvalassoc.com
Carl Gaudry, Louisiana DOTD, (225) 379-1075, Carl.Gaudry@LA.GOV
Paul Vaught III, Louisiana DOTD, (225) 379-1816, Paul.VaughtIII@LA.GOV

ABSTRACT
AccelBridge, an innovative full depth precast deck technology, is implemented for the Bayou Lafourche
Bridge, sponsored by FHWA Every Day Count program. AccelBridge utilizes bridge girders to compress
the deck without need for deck post-tensioning. Comparing with current full depth precast deck
technologies, AccelBridge offers advantages in simplifying construction, reducing cost, and improving
durability.
INTRODUCTION
Full depth precast decks are one of the most widely used Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC)
methods for bridge superstructure construction, due to their ability to be applied to conventional girder
structures. Current full depth precast deck systems ensure the long-term integrity of deck panel joints
either through the use of internal deck post-tensioning to supply pre-compression across the joint
interfaces or through the use of cast-in-place Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC) joint closure
pours. However, both methods have tended to complicate construction and substantially increase costs.
AccelBridge is an innovative full depth precast deck system that improves constructability and reduces
cost by utilizing girder jacking methods to apply the needed and beneficial deck compression without
deck post-tensioning. Its implementation offers potential savings of over 20% in material/labor costs
when compared with conventionally post-tensioned deck systems or those deck systems employing
UHPC joints. In addition, AccelBridge achieves enhanced durability by putting the entire deck in
longitudinal compression, in contrast to a UHPC-based system, and by eliminating the corrosion potential
of conventional deck post-tensioning. AccelBridge also simplifies construction and reduces traffic
downtime when compared with compared with current full depth precast deck construction methods by
eliminating cast-in-place panel joints and post-tensioning duct coupling operations.
FHWA has sponsored Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development (LADOTD)’s
implementation of AccelBridge via the Innovative Bridge Research and Development (IBRD) program.
With a goal of developing a set of design and construction standards to apply this practical ABC
technology for the DOTD’s most widely used structure type, LADOTD selected the Bayou Lafourche
Bridge, a seven span, prestressed girder supported bridge. The final design of the Bayou Lafourche
Bridge is completed by 2013 and construction contracted is awarded in summer of 2014.
ACCELBRIDGE SYSTEM
AccelBridge System is a set of patented technologies utilizing a full-depth precast deck. It retains the
durability advantages of post-tensioned deck panels with compression stress across the transverse joints,
but contains no internal post-tensioning or post-tensioning ducts. Accel_NP system is the technology
used in Bayou Lafourche bridge. The AccelBridge detailed presented in this paper focuses on the NP
system. Readers can refer to www.accelbridge.com, for information on other AccelBridge systems.
In the Accel_NP System, the needed deck longitudinal compression is not provided by post-tensioning
tendons. Instead, the precast deck is jacked against the girders, creating tension in the girders and
compression in the bridge deck. The typical construction steps for the Accel_NP System are:
1. Erect the precast deck panels on the girders.
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2. Make the last panel on one end of the bridge composite with the girder while all the remaining
deck panels are free to move in the longitudinal direction.
3. Place a jacking assembly at the other end of the bridge, and jack the deck panels against the
steel girder.
Figure 1 shows schematics of the deck panel jacking to provide the needed longitudinal compression.
More detail information can be found from reference He (1).

Figure 1. Accel_NP System Working Principles
At the time of jacking, only deck panels at both ends are fixed to the girder while all other panels in
between can move relatively to the girder. The jacking force then results in compression in the deck and
tension in the girder. After all panel to girder shear connector is grouted, the deck compression will be
permanently locked in. The simple method allows the deck in compression without any post-tensioning.
By eliminating deck internal post-tensioning, the Accel_NP System offers the following advantages over
current practice:


No embedded PT ducts in the precast deck panels.



No duct coupling and duct blockage potential at the deck panel joints.



No tendon stressing and grouting operations.

 No corrosion concerns for PT tendons.
The concept of the Accel_NP System can be applied to most types of girder bridges, concrete or steel, I
girder or box girder, single span or multiple spans. The Accel_NP System can also be used for deck
replacement on an existing bridge.
Besides saving all PT materials and labor, this jacking method also typically benefit the girder. Since the
jacking force is at deck level, and offset from girder center, the jacking also introduces a negative
moment in the girder, which reduces the girder moment demand at midspan, where typically controls the
girder section. This cost saving potential is particularly attractive for projects on deck replacement of
existing girders. Accelbridge deck jacking can potential increases the structure load rating and eliminates
the need for strengthening of existing girders.
PROJECT OVERVIEW
Bayou Lafourche bridge carries US-80 over the Bayou Lafourche, LA. This is a complete replacement.
The proposed bridge is 560 feet long and uses a 41 feet wide deck with one travel lanes in each direction,
consisting of 7 spans at 80 ft each. The full depth precast deck will be supported by six lines of AASHTO
type III girders. The elevation and transverse section of the bridge is shown in Figures 2 and 3.
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Figure 2. Elevation of Bayou Lafourche Bridge

Figure 3. Cross section of Bayou Lafourche Bridge
Figure 4 shows the overall view of the superstructure system. The precast panels are very similar to
typical current practice of full depth precast decks, with the following exceptions:
1. There is not deck post-tensioning.
2. Deck joints are match cast joint with epoxy.
3. A jacking gap is provided to apply the deck compression.
4. Girder top flanges are connected at the pier locations

Epoxy match-cast joint

Jacking gap

Girder connection at pier

Shear pockets

Figure 4. Accel_NP System overall view
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Figure 5 shows the jacking layout for Bayou Lafourche. Jacks used are typical hydraulic jacks with
locknuts. A total of 12 jacks are used to apply 2000 kips to the deck, which equivalent to about 460 psi in
deck compression stress.

Figure 5. Jacking details
Precast deck section
The bridge deck slopes to both side with a crown at the center. The current design allows two options for
the precast deck:
1. To cast the deck in two halves, with a field longitudinal closure in the middle. This will allow
precastors to cast all panels flat.
2. To cast entire deck section as one unit.
Girder connection at pier
AccelBridge required the girders within the same jacking unit are continuous to resisting the girder tension
force resulted from deck jacking. The girder connection at pier is constructed by two steps.
1. A field welded plate connection to make girder top flanges to be continuous, before deck jacking
occurs.
2. Concrete diaphragm is poured after the deck erection is complete. At this time, girders are
momently connected at pier location.
It is worth noting that only step a) is required for Accelbridge. The moment connection of girders at pier is
optional. The full moment connection detail at piers in Bayou Lafourche is used for the purpose of
following LADOTD’s standard practice.
The field welded girder connection at pier can be found from Figure 4. The field weld connection is part
of the means for construction only; it is used to apply compression between deck panels. After the
completion of panel installation and grouting of shear pockets, the compression force in the deck joint is
locked in and the weld connection is no longer needed.
Deck details
Other than the method of applying longitudinal deck compression, AccelBridge system utilizes proven
details from typical full depth precast deck system or segmental bridges. The key details are: Deck to
girder connection and joints between deck panels.
Deck to girder connection details in Bayou Lafourche Bridge is the same as the shear pocket details in
typical full depth precast deck projects. The connection between deck and girder are accomplished by
rebars projecting from girders, grouted haunch and shear pockets in the precast deck.
Some of shear pockets adjacent to the joint also houses the erection bolt, which is used to provide the
needed 40 psi stress across panel joint to compress the epoxy. The erection bolts uses the typical high
strength bolt and can be torque to the desired tension by wrench. This is a simplification from the
erection PT bars in segmental bridge erection.
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Match-cast Joint

Shear pocket

Erection bolt

Figure 6. Deck panel joint details
AccelBridge can work with both conventional cast-in-place (CIP) joint and match-cast joint with epoxy.
Bayou Lafourche Bridge employs match-cast joint, which is preferred due to better durability and easier
field installation.
Match-cast deck panels can be produced in a manner similar to that of precast segmental, but greatly
simplified in terms of geometry control and form work setups. One of the difficulties with the match-cast in
segmental bridge is geometry control, which has been a major concern of precastors. However, deck
panels in AccelBridge can be cast flat without consideration of the actual profile of the bridge. Since the
depth of precast deck is small (only about one-tenth of that for a typical segmental box designs), the joint
opening due to deck vertical curvature is small and can be absorbed by the epoxy grout layer; eliminating
the need to consider the vertical profile in deck panel casting results in significant construction
simplification and cost savings.
The long line match casting method seems to be most suitable for full depth precast deck. Panels are
poured in two sets, at a “checkerboard” pattern to achieve match-cast. After the first set of panels was
poured, the forms were removed from the edge that would butt up to the next set of panels. The second
set of panes was poured directly against the surface (with keyway) of the first set of panels, so that the
pieces would fit perfectly. The joint between the two panels had a release agent applied to it so when the
concrete cured they could be separated. MODOT pioneered the match-cast method for full depth precast
deck in the Nemo Bridge project. The Nemo bridge project successfully demonstrated that the match
cast method is very straightforward, and was perfectly executed by a contractor with no previous
experience in match-cast technology. Details of this project can be found from reference MODOT (2).

Figure 7. Long line match-casting with checker-board pattern
CONCLUSIONS
AccelBridge System is a set of patented and patent-pending technologies utilizing a full-depth precast
deck. It retains the durability advantages of post-tensioned deck panels with compression stress across
the transverse joints, but contains no internal post-tensioning or post-tensioning ducts. By eliminating
internal post-tensioning, the main construction difficulties for precast deck are addressed. Therefore,
AccelBridge greatly improves the constructability, material efficiency, cost and speed of the current
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precast deck system. In addition, AccelBridge system can achieve better durability than deck systems
with internal post-tensioning by reducing or eliminating the corrosion potential of deck post-tensioning.
The AccelBridge systems build upon proven technologies that when used in combination, create a costeffective full depth precast deck solution, with advantages in:


Improving durability - It retains the durability advantages of post-tensioned deck panels with
compression stress across the transverse joints, but contains no internal post-tensioning ducts.
Therefore, the concern of PT corrosion in typical full depth precast deck is completely eliminated.



Improving durability – Historically, epoxy / match-cast joint demonstrated superior durability,
comparing to cast in place joints typically used in full depth precast deck.



Construability – Eliminating the deck internal post-tensioning not only reduces the amount of work
in precast yard or in the field, it also greatly reduces the risk of common PT installation problems
such as duct misalignment, imperfect duct coupling, leaking of grout.



Cost - By eliminating internal post-tensioning, or the expensive UHPC joint, AccelBridge has
significant lower cost (estimated at $ 8 – 15 per sq ft), comparing with current full depth precast
deck method.
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MAKING THE MOST OF TRADITIONAL TECHNIQUES

M. Mansoor Ahsan, P.E., Bridgefarmer & Associates, Inc., (972) 231-8800, Ahsan@bridgefarmer.com
ABSTRACT
Thinking “outside the box” to utilize existing technology, materials and methods for unusual or complex
situations can speed construction and save millions in capital and maintenance cost. Bridgefarmer &
Associates demonstrated this expertise for a light rail transit design-build project that included an
extensive bridge element.
INTRODUCTION
As much as engineers live to create new designs, we do not always have to re-invent the wheel.
Sometimes simply selecting a different type of “wheel” can solve a challenge in less time and save project
cost and schedule. This was demonstrated on the Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) Orange Line Light
Rail Expansion Project where prefabricated pre-stressed concrete panels (PCP), not commonly used in
such applications, were used for the first time for a DART project. This innovative design was used which
subsequently has become a DART standard throughout the Orange Line and all new projects, saving
millions in construction and maintenance cost. This project posed several unusual challenges that
Bridgefarmer met with “outside the box” thinking.
ORANGE LINE LIGHT RAIL EXPANSION
Project Overview
The DART Orange Line Light Rail Expansion I-1 and I-2 were awarded as a single $430 million designbuild (D-B) contract, as part of the extension linking DFW International Airport to downtown Dallas. Being
a design-build project meant that it was on the fast track for completion. From Notice to Proceed to the
grand opening of the I-1 and I-2 sections in July 2012 was 42 months. This project was DART’s first
experience in the D-B market. Our team wanted to make it efficient and successful for them. Bridgefarmer
was contracted to the D-B JV of Kiewit, Stacy & Witbeck, Reyes and Parsons (KSWRP). Due to our vast
experience in the D-B delivery, we were able to look for elements which would afford us the best success
in expediting design and construction.
DFW
International
Airport

End of
Project

Section I-1 & I-2
Section I-3

Dallas
Love Field
Airport
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The alignment for the new LRT line travelled through Irving, Texas, crossing the Trinity River and its
levees, Interstate 35E, and Loop 12. For a distance of 1.6 miles, the new line shares the same right of
way (ROW) as SH 114, which was under construction simultaneously by another contractor. For a 3.2
mile section, the Orange Lines shares ROW with existing Spur 482. It is this section that incorporated the
7,500-foot (1.4 miles) long Trinity River Bridge.
Section I-2’s length was approximately 3.9 miles. Of this distance, three miles were planned as light rail
guideway bridge structures, composed of eight bridges totaling approximately 14,000 lineal feet. The
longest of these bridges is the 7,500 LF Trinity River Bridge, which included the longest splice girder span
set in the state of Texas under a high-voltage transmission line.
Since the bridge has to cross the Trinity River levee and stay below the overhead Oncor power lines, a
special bolt up girder design was created for the levee crossing to reduce the construction depth to meet
the clearance requirements. Over 15,000 lineal feet of various different types of retaining wall were
designed to minimize the length of bridge structure.
Other Challenges Met
In addition to the amount of bridge work, other complex elements included a stage constructed freight rail
underpass replacement, a pedestrian tunnel for the University of Dallas Station, low-clearance passage
for electrified light rail beneath seven bridges, and the crossing at Loop 12. Two main alternatives were
considered for this Loop 12 highway crossings:
1. DART line elevated over Loop 12. Loop 12
was already elevated to cross the SH 114 main
lanes and frontage roads, forcing the LRT to
much higher than existing ground. Proposed
DART stations on either side of the crossing
made it difficult to accommodate the required
DART grades and clearances for this line.
2. A tunnel for the DART line underneath Loop
12 and the frontage roads, parallel to SH 114.
This alternative had major constraints as well,
including existing drainage channels, and its
location in the floodplain of the nearby Trinity
River.

Orange Line tunnel under the Loop 12 /
SH 114 freeway interchange.

In order to make the alternatives feasible, significant alignment changes to the existing freeways and
frontage roads were required. The DART Orange Line had to interface and accommodate the Loop 12 /
SH 114 multi-level interchange configurations.
Upon evaluating various alternates, tunneling proved to be the most logical and cost-effective option.
Tunneling required excavating several million cy of dirt and several hundred feet of retaining walls to
shore the tunnel.
Technical Issues
Keeping a mega-project scope simple in design
In determining cost savings, Bridgefarmer associated unit cost with the design model elements to quickly
evaluate cost-saving ideas. We consider the full life-cycle cost for project elements including maintenance
and removal/replacement costs at the end of design life. We track our value engineering and cost
reduction ideas (CRI’s) to make sure they are resolved, and finally study alternative design. This is the
type of research and brainstorming among our engineers led us to the idea of using precast, pre-stressed
concrete panels (PCP) decking on this project.
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First time use of Pre-stressed Concrete decking for the DART bridges
Precast, Pre-stressed Concrete Panels (PCP) has been used in roadway bridge construction for many
years; however their use has been limited for light rail bridges. Since DART had not used this method of
construction before for this project, Bridgefarmer team produced a design report and championed the
acceptance and implementation of the precast pre-stressed deck panels for the first time use by DART on
this project.
Prior to 1983, the use of PCP for bridge deck was rare in Texas, or in the rest of the country for that
matter primarily because concrete and reinforcing steel were separate pay items in contracts but
structurally the available technology and materials did not provide enough support to positively connect
the PCP to cast-in-place (CIP) concrete deck. In Texas, revisions to TxDOT’s specifications that year
changed the way PCP were estimated and standardized fabrication was specified in specifications for
their statewide use. Merrill (1)
Since 1960, several agencies had researched and written reports about the use of Precast, Pre-stressed
Concrete Panels for bridges. Bridgefarmer was able to utilize published research from the Texas
Department of Transportation’s use of PCP decks and other similar reports to demonstrate that this was a
viable option perfectly suited for this application for DART. Even though there was lateral force present
due to light rail on tracks, the force was still not that great to offset the use of PCP for the construction of
the bridge deck and incorporate this design for light rail bridges.
DART raised series of questions, below are synopsizes of DART questions and justification provided by
our team based upon the research:
To satisfy DART about the formation of positive connection and stray current requirements, our team
explained the critical bond that resists shear stresses between the Pre-stressed Concrete Panel and the
cast in place concrete is developed after the cast in place concrete deck is cured. The bond is large
enough in strength where a composite section can be relied upon. AASHTO standard spec is obviously
convinced because their Standard Spec 9.24.1 states "The top surface of the panels shall be roughened
in such a manner as to ensure composite action between precast and cast-in-place concrete." AASHTO
(2) Over 85 % of structures built in the State of TX are constructed using PCP.
The panels alone support the dead load. The composite PCP/CIP cross section resists slab live load
moments. Transverse reinforcing in CIP portion, #5 bars at 6 inches, is designed for the negative live load
slab moment. The ultimate flexural capacity (fsu) of the PCP/CIP composite slab is calculated using the
equation: fsu = (Panel Length) /2D+2fse/3
Where D is the panel depth and fse = (0.7) (270) – 45 ksi = 144 ksi
The detail sheet prepared for this project specifies an intentionally higher roughened surface texture for
this purpose. See the following details. Merrill (3)

Standard PCP Installation for Phased
Construction

Adjustment of Construction Joint to Allow
PCP Use for Phased Construction
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For roadway bridges, TxDOT specifications for PCPs used as stay-in-place forms to be four inches thick,
5000 psi concrete with 3/8-inch diameter Grade 270 strands at six inches on center, mid-depth in the 4inch thick panel, and prestressed to 16.1 kips. For panels five feet or less in span, #4 Grade 60
reinforcing steel can be substituted for the strands. Once placed, the PCPs are topped with four inches of
cast-in-place (CIP) concrete with a single layer of reinforcing steel. Merrill (4) For the DART system, the
PCP was 0.6” in diameter and 4.5” thick panel without any increase in concrete strength or the cost of
panels.
One of DART’s concerns focused on live load distribution factors for beam design to optimize the number
of pre-stressing strands. Our calculations submitted to DART for beam design properly computed the
governing distribution factors for load distributed to each beam. It was based upon the elastic 3d model
analysis for determination of the governing distribution factor.
Based upon the standard practice of TxDOT and AASHTO, there is no reduction taken in distributing live
load due to the presence of PCP. The required number of pre-stressing strands is controlled by the
applied load for various design load combinations.
DISTRIBUTION FACTORS FROM RISA 3D OUTPUT
Member
Standard Loading
Derail to the Left Loading
Derail to the Right Loading
%
Dist.
%
Dist.
%
Dist.
Factor
Factor
Factor
46.0
74.4
504404
337.0
22.99
664.6
37.19
344.0
19.85
39.7
54.0
52.2
504413
396.0
27.02
466.8
26.12
542.5
31.31
62.6
54.0
42.5
504422
396.0
27.02
379.7
21.25
503.6
29.07
58.1
46.0
30.9
504431
337.0
22.98
276.0
15.44
342.4
19.76
39.5
1465.992
1787.115
DISTRIBUTION FACTOR USED FOR DERAIL DESIGN IS 0.80
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1732.42

Because both the AASHTO
standard specs and the ACI
are silent about shear stresses
effects on the connection,
LRFD code was used as it
provided
better
guidance
Bridgefarmer used LRFD as
basis for this analysis. Our
results
were
based
on
extensive
research
and
calculations proved that using
the LRFD method of analysis
provided that shear stress in all
members (plinth, CIP and
PCP) were within allowable
limits.
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DART was also concerned about the transfer of rail force due to interaction of rail structure. Our team felt
that the fact that of there being PCP between the beams and cast-in-place deck did not make any
difference on the (Rail-plinth-deck) load path or tracking RSI (Rail Structure Interaction) forces. A
composite slab with PCP acts exactly identical to a full depth slab. The only issue can be the presence of
stray current carried by non-epoxy reinforcement. The PCP details submitted to DART show that all steel
reinforcement including reinforcement chair(s) in the PCP were epoxy coated. The non epoxy coated
steel strands were isolated by the epoxy coating on the normal reinforcement. A careful and a methodical
approach are applied to tailor the PCP to carry DART, LRT loading. Our calculations showed that the
RSI forces with / without PCP have any impact.
DART questioned the horizontal shear transfer and how it was calculated based upon AASHTO LRFD
section 5.8.4.2 cohesion factor. Our calculations showed the calculated horizontal shear was far less than
stated in any published documents. The only reference related to direct possible tension resisted by
cement bond was found in Uniform building code which is at least 5 times less than applied possible
tension. This assumption was further verified by the 2004 research paper, “Concrete to Concrete Bond
Strength. Influence of the Roughness of the Substrate Surface” Julioa, Brancob and Silva (5) and also the
1968 research title, “Effects of Curing and Drying Environments on Splitting Tensile Strength of Concrete”
Hanson (6) all supporting the analysis approach provided in the calculation and taken in developing the
project standard. The bond capacity between the PCP and the CIP was sufficient to resist horizontal
shear and tension to overcome any possible load combination suggested by DART design criteria as was
observed in the case of Denver’s light rail system TRX.
Soundings to detect delamination:
Serious deterioration and delamination in the interior portion of a monolithic concrete slab can usually be
detected by tapping the surface of the slab. A sharp, solid sound is characteristic of sound concrete, while
a hollow sound indicates the presence of delamination. For the prestressed panel and its cast-in-place
slab construction, a bond failure and delamination between panel and slab would be perceptible through
soundings. The results of these soundings were almost completely negative.
CONCLUSIONS
Our conclusions were based upon several factors:
 Over 85 % of structures built in the State of Texas are constructed using PCP.
 The horizontal forces produced due to LRT loads were fully considered and accounted for in metro
Denver not only support the PCP proposal, but further justify the reasoning.
 Our responses are also supported by several publications, and over 40 years of research conducted by
various agencies and the product manufacturers.
 The existence of an effective bond between two concrete surfaces has been well tested in the field and
is also well documented.
 The presence of a unit (composite) behavior in compression and tension was thoroughly studied in our
calculations.
In the design of the bridges studied by the Texas Transportation Institute, it is assumed that composite
action between prestressed beams, prestressed panels and cast-in-place deck is present, causing these
three separate elements to act as a unit. No evidence of distress or non-composite action was found in
the bridges studied. Jones and Furr (7)
Another objective of the study was to develop alternative details and investigate construction issues of
these alternative details. Since these details performed satisfactorily at design and ultimate load levels,
an alternate detail using the stay-in-place PC (precast panels) in the end regions was developed and
tested. The PCPE (Precast Panel End) would eliminate special formwork and reduce safety concerns
associated with such formwork construction at heights. Coselli, Griffith, Ryan, et al (8)
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RESULTS
Not only would this method prove to speed construction and be cost effective, our use of PCPs eliminated
the need for the placement and removal of wood or metal forms, along with associated labor. The
structural adequacy and redundancy assured by this method of construction provided a safety factor for
the construction crews and traveling public. With construction of the light rail bridge in close proximity to a
highly traveled highway bridge (Spur 482) placement of prefabricated deck slabs lessened the amount of
concrete delivery trucks traffic that would have been competing with general traffic but more importantly
the same structural integrity was achieved as a full depth concrete slab.
There are many variables in the construction of PCP;
though the performance history of this product is
widespread and effective but not with DART. Bridgefarmer
performed its best to ensure a conservative and practical
approach was applied to the design of these panels, but
the fabrication and construction was an equally important
component to the successful application of the PCP. In
addition,
cast-in-place
concrete
can
experience
compression cracks at the interface of PCP during its
lifecycle.
These and other minor faults are natural
behavior of concrete material, it is expected and should
not be considered detrimental to structural integrity,
reliability, or durability in the wider application as they have
been experienced on thousands of public transportation
bridges in Texas. The positive results of this experience
led DART to use prestressed concrete panels as a DART
standard.
DART’s Orange Line Sections I-1 and I-2 opened on time
as planned in July 2012. DART reports that the current
(June 2014) average weekday ridership on these new
sections numbers approximately 2,300 (counting by the
number of boardings at each station on this route).
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INLET CENTRE STATION TUNNEL JACKING – EVERGREEN LINE RAPID
TRANSIT PROJECT, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA
Samson Chan, M.Eng., P.Eng., SNC-Lavalin Inc., (604)662-3555, samson.chan@snclavalin.com

ABSTRACT
As part of the Evergreen Rapid Transit Project, SNC-Lavalin undertook the design and construction of a
55-m (180-ft) long tunnel for Inlet Centre Station underneath Barnet Highway in Port Moody, BC. An open
cut jacked tunnel method of construction was carried out and the process took place over a three day
long weekend between November 8 and 11, 2013. Traffic on the Barnet Highway was interrupted for a
total of 81 hours.
INTRODUCTION
EGRT Construction, a consortium led by SNC-Lavalin, was awarded the contract to design, build, and
partially finance the Evergreen Line Rapid Transit Project. The 11-km (6.835-mi) light rail transit (LRT)
line will run from the existing Lougheed Town Centre in Burnaby, BC to Douglas College in Coquitlam,
BC. The alignment will require a combination of approximately 5-km (3.107-mi) of elevated guideway, 4km (2.485-mi) of at-grade guideway, and 2-km (1.243-mi) of bored tunnel. It includes the expansion of the
existing Lougheed Town Centre Station and six new stations, with provisions for two potential future
stations. A key plan of the Project is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Evergreen Line Project Key Plan, Translink (1)
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SNC-Lavalin undertook the design of the tunnel structure at Inlet Centre Station, which was to be
constructed below the existing Barnet Highway at Ioco Road in Port Moody. The station is situated
adjacent to existing Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) tracks and the proposed structure consists of three
sections: West Head House, Ioco Tunnel, and the East Head House. The Ioco Tunnel section, which
connects the two head houses together, is a 55-m (180-ft) long, 15-m (50-ft) wide rectangular concrete
box that houses two LRT guideway tracks, station platforms, and associated services. The tunnel
structure serves as a grade separation between the LRT guideway tracks and Barnet Highway, which is a
high volume, east-west corridor for vehicles travelling into and out of Coquitlam, BC. More specifically,
Barnet Highway around the project site carries about 35,000 vehicles per day (two-way traffic). Peak hour
traffic per direction is as high as 2,000 vehicles per hour. For the Evergreen Line, ridership is expected to
reach 70,000 riders per day by the year 2021. A plan view and artist’s rendering of the proposed Inlet
Centre Station are shown on Figures 2 and 3, respectively.

West Head House

Ioco Tunnel

East Head House

Figure 2: Inlet Centre Station Plan View

Figure 3: Artist’s Rendering of Inlet Centre Station, Evergreen Line (2)
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OPTIONS ANALYSIS
Given the design-build delivery of the Project, discussions were held in the early stages of design to
coordinate logistics and determine an optimal construction methodology for the grade separation. The
CPR tracks adjacent to the station did not present a major constraint given their workable distance from
the site, although safety measures were taken to protect the existing bridge abutments from damage, as
will be discussed later. The main challenges while forming a suitable construction method and work plan
included the tight schedule of the Project, the owner’s desire to minimize disruptions to local residents
and road users, and the need to facilitate a safe work environment.
Option 1 – Cut and Cover with Temporary Bridge
A conventional tunneling approach was considered, which involved excavating the Barnet Highway to the
grade of the proposed tunnel’s base and installating a temporary bridge spanning the excavation to
maintain traffic along the highway. The main advantage of this option was the minimal disruption to traffic
along Barnet Highway. The primary disadvantage of this option was the estimated two months of night
time works required to complete construction of the vertical shoring system for the tunnel excavation from
the road surface. Other concerns included noise disruption for local residents at night, safety of workers
whom would be working adjacent to and underneath live traffic, and daily traffic disruptions for local
residents. In addition, the minimal headroom between the top slab of the tunnel and the underside of the
temporary bridging presented significant safety and construction concerns.
Option 2 – Open Cut Jacked Tunnel
The second option involved constructing the tunnel in an open excavated pit to the east of its intended
position and pushing the tunnel into place over a period of one or two weekends. The tunnel would be
constructed on a concrete launch slab integral with a thrust block, cast on undisturbed till. A series of
hydraulic jacks with steel and concrete spacers would be used to push the tunnel against the thrust block,
and the design of the structural system would focus on redistributing the jacking force using a
combination of passive pressure behind the thrust block, soil anchors, shear keys, and friction between
the launch slab and underlying soil. Before the jacking took place, excavators would work ahead of the
tunnel to remove sufficient soil volume from the existing surface down to the grade of the tunnel’s base.
Option 2 was considered more desirable given the shorter construction period and the limited amount of
night-time work required. A comprehensive traffic management plan would be implemented with
appopriate detours to accommodate local residents, Barnet Highway users, public transit, pedestrians
and cyclists, and emergency responders while the tunnel was being jacked. A public outreach program
would be implemented to notify the public of the projected weekend road closures ahead of time.
DESIGN CHALLENGES
Tunnel Geometry
Late in the design stage, the central column line of the tunnel structure was removed, so that excavators
could be in the tunnel to remove soil at the far end of the tunnel during the jacking operation. This
increased the tunnel length. The thickness of the tunnel walls and slabs were increased because the
central column line was removed and the span was longer. Unfortunately, this conventional concept of
"tunnel" construction proved to be both restrictive (due to headroom available) and unpractical as the
open end is occupied by jacking equipment. In the end, excavators were not used to excavate the soil
from inside the tunnel, despite the tunnel being designed to accommodate this operation.
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Global Load Transfer System
The final design weight of the tunnel structure was approximately 3,600 tonnes (7,937 kips). The structure
was designed to accommodate a total jacking force equal to 1.5 times the weight of the tunnel
(approximately 5,400 tonnes or 11,905 kips), which was applied on the front face of the thrust block (5.3
m high x 2.0 m wide, or 17.5 ft high x 6.5 ft wide). A portion of this force is transferred by the block
through direct compression and is resisted by passive soil pressure behind the thrust block. The
remaining force is carried by the slab through tension in the longitudinal reinforcements. The force
transferred to the slab is partially resisted by friction between the concrete slab and underlying soil, and
partially transferred to a row of soil anchors which were installed in the shear key.

Figure 4: Global Load Transfer System

As mentioned, the total jacking force is resisted by a combination of systems; the designed load path of
resistance is as follows:
1. A row of 63 mm diameter Dywidag soil anchors at 1 m spacing;
2. Concrete shear keys;
3. Base Friction; and
4. Passive Resistance at thrust block.

Figure 5: Soil Anchors in Shear Key within Launch Slab
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CONSTRUCTION
Preparation Works
The first step in the temporary works construction was excavating the open pit east of the intended tunnel
location. A combination of soil nails and shotcrete were designed to secure the stability of the open
excavation for construction. For slope stability and to ensure that the soil’s passive resistance would be
activated behind the thrust block, a 6-m (20-ft) high lock block wall was constructed on the engineered
shoring to retain the fill. There are two parallel bridge structures carrying Barnet Highway over the CPR
tracks just to the south of the tunnel. In order to protect the bridges from additional forces, which may
have been induced by the tunnel jacking, a bored pile wall was installed between the abutments and the
tunnel with adequate clearance for the tunnel jacking.

Figure 6: Excavation Shoring of Open Pit

After the excavation shoring was completed, the launch slab, soil anchors, and thrust block were
constructed to very tight tolerances and a set of stringent quality requirements in order to facilitate the
jacking operation. Before constructing the tunnel on the launch slab, polyethylene sheeting was placed to
reduce frictional resistance when the jacking operation started.
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Figure 7: Installation of Top Slab Reinforcement for Ioco Tunnel

Tunnel Push Execution
After the precast tunnel was constructed and a line of 30 hydraulic jacks were in position, the Barnet
Highway road closure started at 21:00 on Friday, November 8, 2013. Road closure approvals for Barnet
Highway were received for the Remembrance Day long weekend and the following weekend in case the
push required more time than anticipated. The jacking activities started with excavation taking place
ahead of the tunnel from street level on the Barnet Highway. The excavation production rate proved to be
the limiting factor for the tunnel push rate, because handling the hydraulic jacks and spacers were much
less time-consuming procedures. The total distance which the tunnel needed to be jacked was 45.5 m
(150 ft). Boulders encountered at the beginning and subsequent operation proved time consuming. The
final position of the tunnel deviated from the target position by approximately 80 mm, which was still
within design tolerances.
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Figure 8: Initial Position of Ioco Tunnel Prior to Jacking

Figure 9: Excavators Clearing Soil Ahead of the Tunnel
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By 10:00 the following morning, the tunnel had been moved a total length of approximately 7.5 m (25 ft).
After this initial phase, the jacking rate increased significantly and by 20:00 on Sunday November 10, the
jacking was completed when the tunnel reached its final location. Figure 10 shows the position of Ioco
Tunnel near the completion of jacking. The Barnet Highway road restoration took place on November 11
and it was completed in time for the highway to be re-opened by 5:00 Tuesday, November 12, 2013,
which was approximately 81 hours after the initial road closure. The road closure for the following
weekend was cancelled and the tunnel jacking design and construction was considered a success. Both
neighboring municipalities of the project site (City of Port Moody and City of Port Coquitlam) were
satisfied with SNC-Lavalin’s traffic accommodation strategies and results. In terms of public satisfaction,
feedback was very positive with most of the public being surprised of how quickly the tunnel jacking was
completed. Construction of the East and West Head Houses are currently ongoing, as shown in Figures
11 and 12.

Figure 10: Position of Ioco Tunnel near Completion of Jacking
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Figure 11: Construction of East Head House Station Entrance

Figure 12: Construction of West Head House Facing West
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LESSONS LEARNED
a) A successful jacking operation depends on the provision of suitable and sufficient reaction to the
jacking force. For this project, a combination of soil anchor pull-out, lateral bearing against the soil
face of shear key, under-slab friction, and passive resistance behind the thrust block was
considered in design. Yet not all of these factors were mobilized at the same time. They all take a
different amount of movement to be mobilized, ranging from very small amount for the soil
anchors to substantial movement for passive resistance. Site measurements during the jacking
operation indicated virtually no measurable displacement in the thrust wall.
b) The absence of the central column line inside the tunnel was intended to facilitate excavation
from inside the tunnel. This was ultimately abandoned due to headroom restriction and
interference with the jacking operation. In this kind of specialty operation, the proposed subcontractors should be consulted during the design stage to ensure the actual construction
requirements are understood. Including the central column line would have resulted in a more
economical and stable structure. A key success factor in the design and construction of this type
of specialty operation is involving the construction and specialty contractors in the design phase
to ensure applicable construction requirements are incorporated in the design.
c) A jacked box culvert can be a very efficient methodology to mitigate potential traffic impacts.
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ABSTRACT
As the American transportation infrastructure continues to age, railroad owners are dealing with the
massive effort of rebuilding, repairing, or replacing portions of their bridge system on an increasingly
regular basis. Railroad wood, steel, and concrete structures, originally designed and constructed to
transport steam engine locomotives, are yielding to time and modern loads. At the same time, increased
freight traffic has made it challenging to get extended track construction windows to deliver projects in the
traditional sense. Frequently on main rail thoroughfares, curfews are limited between 4 to 8 hours. As
such, construction and design planning often hinges on an accelerated schedule. With this in mind,
determining construction feasibility and timing during the project’s initial design stage is often paramount.
Similarly, structural replacements and retrofits must also consider limited construction period between
passing trains. Examples and case studies are presented that illustrate railroad perspective on capital
project delivery. Accelerated Bridge Construction issues that are presented include prefabricated spans,
prefabricated components, bridge rehabilitation, span roll-in construction, specialized design and
construction techniques, and owner-engineer-contractor partnerships.
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The starting points for all railroad projects are the recommended practices of American Railway
Engineering and Maintenance-of-way Association (AREMA) (1) and the controlling specifications of each
railroad. Additionally, when project construction duration is a primary concern, the means and methods of
accelerated bridge construction (ABC) are also appropriate. ABC techniques have been common
practice for the rail industry for decades primary for economic reasons. Put simply, quick construction
saves money.
With respect to the economics, there is a decided difference in philosophy in comparing RR to Highway
construction. There are railroads that have calculated the cost per minute that results from the delay of a
train based on the movement of their freight. Thus, every construction delay can be directly associated
with an economic loss in travel time. The highway system has a similar correlation for the economic
effects on delays for the average citizen. But, there is no direct stakeholder that can quantify the
monetary effects of the delay. The traveling public absorbs most of the cost through the individual, be it
directly for personal travel time or indirectly from increased costs of goods and services. Efforts have
been made by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to quantify the effects of delays on the
economy and give leverage to reducing construction impact on the traveling public (e.g. Winston, 2004
(2)), but not to the extent of the railways.
Project and Construction Constraints
The type and technique of ABC for each project is dependent on several items.




Track Geometry: similar to highway structures, the track alignment can often dictate what kind of
construction can be used. Items such as double tracks, curves, and skews can lend preference
to crane lifts over roll-in / roll-out operations.
Track Speed: if a high rate of speed must be maintained in a corridor, it is not preferable to
introduce temporary track shifts or any other configurations that would lower speeds for the
duration of the construction project.
Regional Preferences: some regions are better able to withstand elongated construction periods
than others.
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Transportation requirements / Available Track time: the common controlling constrain is the
available construction time allotted by the transportation department. This time is frequently
negotiated with the bridge department and hinges on critical path durations.

There is a decided balance between the increased costs of ABC and the loss of revenue that is the key to
most rail bridge projects becoming ABC projects. For short and medium span bridge projects, common
outages can range from 4 to 8 hours for repairs, retrofits or replacements. Difficulty of scheduling is
directly correlated with longer outages. New rail line construction and major spans and crossings are
more dictated by the project constrains and are not the focus of this paper.
As a result of the constraints, it frequently becomes the designer’s responsibility prior to bid solicitation to
demonstrate there is a feasible constructability plan within the allotted time constraints. Likewise, the
designer must have a quantifiable duration for all outages requiring extended time lengths.
Design Challenges
The engineer must have a change in philosophy since, in addition to feasibility, the design is now
dependent on construction techniques and time constraints. The repercussions for the designer are
dependent on the type of ABC; several common techniques are described here:
Shoo Fly Track (Run-Around Track)
The optimal solution when major work is required on an existing structure is to go around it, thus
generally avoiding the work window constraints altogether.
A shoo-fly or run around track is a temporary structure that diverts an existing alignment around the
construction zone (Figure 1). The disadvantage of this option is the expense of a temporary structure or
structures. Additionally, there is need for suitable land adjacent to the structure required to modify the
track geometry, and the track shift often requires transitions that greatly reduce the permissible travel
speed near the construction zone.
The design challenge is to balance the potential project duration and feasibility of adding the run around
track. Once that is established, additional temporary structures must be designed.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Shoo-fly (run around) (a) plan, (b) partial construction
Construction Phasing
Construction phasing is another common technique, especially for bridge replacements. Example cross
sections of three phases of planning are shown in Figure 2. Developing a project in phases allows for
specific milestones to be met prior to or after the available track outage. For rail, this most often means
setting things in place to prepare for the short outage to make the repair or replacement.
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Figure 2. Example of planning a phased construction (dark lines indicate the new spans)
There are three primary concerns for the designer. First, as a part of evaluating the feasibility, the
engineer must establish if there is sufficient adjacent staging area for the project. Second, it is common
for each phase to require a specific set of design considerations. Third, conventional assumptions on
what bridge elements and stages are required to be evaluated by the engineer (design) and the
contractor (construction) may need to be negotiated with the owner. This is similar to the process for a
design-build contract, however, it is a negotiation between the engineer and the owner since the
contractor is typically not yet selected. The most successful staged projects have a strong team
environment where the owner allows the contractor and designer to work together to present the most
effective design solutions matched to efficient construction sequences. That is, contracts need to be
structured such that the engineer is allowed to modify or revisit plans after a contractor is selected.
Demolition
Perhaps a subset of construction phasing, ABC can involve partial demolition of a structure or staged
dismantling must be considered. Occasionally this is required for a structure still subjected to live loads.
Under these conditions, the contractor can remove all non-essential portions of a bridge while insuring its
structural integrity for the span. As such, specific trains are still permitted to cross prior to the outage
(under controlled conditions). Thus the outage time is reduced by minimizing the construction time to
remove the spans (e.g. Figure 3).

(b) partial demolition

(a) as built

Figure 3. Analysis for partial demolition of swing span for carrying live loads
Loads from temporary works
Although not exclusive to ABC, jacking can be a particularly useful tool for repair work on an accelerated
schedule. This is also not unique to railroads, but the time constraints and locations are usually much
more constricting. As such, quick lifts and replacements can be critical for project success.
Jacking is particularly useful for repairs or partial replacements on substructure. For example, rail track
time will demand a bearing exchange, including a partial pier cap replacement, take only four hours to
complete. With jacks, a contractor is able to elevate the structure quickly to free the bearings, and reset
the bearings just as fast. Additionally, jacking procedures are often handy to use in very remote locations
where heavy lift crane access is not possible.
For the designer, this usually means creating jacking plans, accounting for loads that react off of the
existing structure. The loads are typically not applied in a manner for which the structure was not
designed. For example, it may not be convenient to place a load at the location of an existing stiffener.
Or, loads may be placed on old masonry structures inducing an eccentric load on the face of the pier.
Each of these must be evaluated to assure no portion of the structure is inadvertently damaged in the
load procedure.
Grillages
Grillages are steel members that are used as either a structural member or as means to set a structure at
a particular elevation (Figure 4). They are generally lightweight and more durable than precast concrete
slabs. This makes them much easier to manipulate in the field and eliminates any concrete cur time for
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cast leveling. For longevity, they are also typically encased post construction. Grillages do not
necessarily have a design concern associated with them, except that elevations must be very nearly
exact for placement. Where exact elevations are not available, shims can be added.

Figure 4. Grillage being lifted into place
Precast Members
Precast members for rail structures ABC are used similarly to highway structures. Reasons to use them
include having no field cure time and allowing for quick construction. Railroads have had particular
success using precast caps on drilled shaft foundations as a convenient way to replace timber trestle
bridges. In this construction procedure, drilled shafts are placed outboard of the existing track with a
steel encasement. The precast cap is then slid into place under the rail and field welded into place.
Thus, all the substructure work is complete when the superstructure is ready to be installed, and the only
the timber stringers need be removed.
All Steel Spans
All steel spans include an integral steel deck (Figure 5). The advantage is that a lightweight steel span
can be delivered to the project site in one complete unit or can be modular units that can easily be
assembled near the project site.

Figure 5. All Steel Span lifted into position
Another advantage is that steel decks can be attached to the spans in shop environment, Since the
spans are lightweight, they can be lifted into place with standard cranes. Admittedly, there are field
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assembly concerns for highway that do not exist in rail. That is, the rail track sits on a bed of ballast stone
and the steel surface is not required to be a smooth riding surface.
Also of note is that steel decks do not introduce any non-standard design issues that require additional
coordination with the contractor.
Roll in spans
The roll-out of the existing span and roll in of the new span is a preferred construction technique for span
replacements where sufficient staging space is available. Rolling in a span can greatly reduce
construction time in that the new spans are completely assembled adjacent to the construction area and
can be quickly pushed into place once demolition (or roll-out) of the existing spans has been completed.
Often, this includes preparing the span with deck, ballast and track which makes the transition to opening
the span to traffic very quick.
Roll in spans affect the designer since the design must accommodate unconventional load conditions.
Acceptable load conditions usually need to be established prior to contractor selection. Thus, making
sure the spans have a bit of design flexibility can greatly increase the available means and methods,
rather than being limiting. For example, as shown in Figure 6, the simple span is being lifted near the
third points of the span. The designer must account for the portions of the tension flanges being placed in
compression during construction.

Figure 6. Rolling in a span with hydraulic lifts.

EXAMPLE PROJECTS
Rail Bridge Over Steinway Ave





Location: Cleveland, OH
Bridge Length: 67’-7” simple span
ABC work performed: phased construction; all steel span
Total closure duration: 0 hrs.
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The example project involved the replacement of a double track 67’-7” long ballast deck through plate
girder span supported on concrete abutments with intermediate steel tower bents. The bridge is located in
Cleveland, OH, crossing Steinway Ave at an approximate 61° skew on a tangent alignment.
The new span is on the same alignment using the existing substructure. The replacement bridge is a
beam span over the roadway with a steel plate ballasted deck. The new bridge was built under traffic
utilizing staged construction allowing for continuous rail traffic on one track at all times. The existing steel
towers were removed and the abutments were repaired.
Setting appropriate construction phases was critical for a quick exchange of both tracks. For this
particular project, three distinct phases were used. Phase 1 (Figure 7) was to make the necessary
repairs to set the spans adjacent to the existing tracks, ensuring not to encroach on the existing traffic.
Phase 2 (Figure 8) was used to assemble the new spans and make preparations for existing span
removal, again, not disturbing traffic. And, Phase 3 (Figure 9) involved lifting the existing spans out, and
moving the new spans into place.

Figure 7. Phase 1, Preparations

Figure 8. Phase 2, adjacent construction

Figure 9. Phase 3, final construction
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ABC design elements particular this project involved designing for the temporary loading conditions for
bot the existing and proposed spans. Phase 1 design needed to make the necessary repairs and
preparations while demonstrating they could be done without disturbing the existing tracks. During phase
2 it was necessary to evaluate the existing substructure for the superimposed dead load of the new
spans. Lastly, it was necessary to evaluate how the existing span would be lifted out of place and the
new span set in place.
Rail Bridge Crane and Demo Analysis





Location: Kathryn KY
Bridge Length: 340ft truss spans with approach trestles
ABC work performed: partial demolition, large crane pick
Total closure duration: two 96 hour outages

The swing truss in Katheryn KY had previously been locked in place and it was quickly approaching the
end of its useful life. The bridge had survived the effects of at least two derailments. Additionally, the pins
were either frozen or deformed, the eye-bars had elongated and clapped during stress reversals from live
load, and the bearings had locked in long ago from deterioration and debris.
To meet the required outage timeline, it was imperative that all demolition and preparations for new
construction that could safely be accomplished prior to halting trains (down-time) be finished while the rail
line was still active. All members not critical to the operation of the bridge were removed in order to
reduce the weight of truss components and expedite demolition of the remaining structure. This
maximized the amount of the bridge that was removed in one crane pick and minimized the outage.
Understanding that the original span was designed as a swing truss, the truss spans were analyzed to be
separated into its two swing span portions. The two spans (North and South of the center swing pier)
would then be removed and new spans placed in two 96 hour work windows. As such it was necessary
to analyze the truss for load from multiple crane pick points, and with a portion of its secondary members
removed.
A 3-D model was initially created to analyze the trusses for multiple construction considerations with both
fixed and pinned truss connections. The model included the truss main members, floorbeams, stringers,
and bottom chord members with or without the lateral bracing. Initially, the model was run with the
complete swing span as constructed. Next, the model was reduced to one span and the lateral bracing
was removed (Figure 10). As expected, the lateral bending moment of the bottom chords was greatly
increased. The increase in out-of-plane bending, however, was still far below the allowable stress of the
members even with full loading applied to the truss (operational load values). Additionally, stability from
the increased out-of-plane deflection was not a great concern since the bottom chords were originally
designed to act as tension members (in the closed position).

Figure 10. Idealized Model of Lateral Bracing, blue members removed for analysis of the temporary condition
Additionally, one of the key elements that allowed the team to expedite the demolition of the truss and
construction of the new spans was a 3-Dimnesional (3D) construction plan. This plan helped greatly to
visualize the procedure. It was determined that the truss could be removed in three sections while
balancing the center pivot area as the end spans were removed (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. 3D evaluation of Truss removal and actual truss removal
Rail Bridge repair with Jacking Brackets





Location: Sciotoville OH
Bridge Length: 1080ft, 18 spans
ABC work performed: in place jacking
Total closure duration: multiple 4-hour work windows

The bridge consists of two parallel structures each approximately 1080 feet long (18 spans each),
crossing the Scioto River on a tangent alignment. The bridge alternates between 80’-0” and 40’-0” girder
spans. The girder spans sit on tall steel tower bents and concrete abutments. The girder bearing plates
and the top steel plates of the towers had deteriorated and needed to be replaced.
No official outages were scheduled for the bridge. That is, repairs needed to be completed between the
existing train schedules. No disruption was allowed for transportation across bridge. This meant that the
contractor’s best case scenario was to get a 4 hour work order between trains. Another construction
consideration was that the steel towers themselves are approximately 80ft tall. Therefore, access options
were limited.
For this particular project, the railroad was only going to have their standard rail mounted vehicles as the
available construction equipment. This meant that their lifting capacity was going to very limited, and they
would not be able to lift the existing girder spans with their rail mounted vehicles. With the substructure
being tall, narrow, steel towers there was no possible lifting locations for jack placement (Figure 12).

Figure 12: Top of Steel Tower
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As an added complication, the tops of the steel tower were too narrow to build a safe location for a
jacking procedure, support the structure, and complete the necessary repairs.
So, with all of those parameters in consideration, a jacking bracket was designed that attached directly to
the girders themselves. The brackets attached to a double-angle bearing stiffeners. The brackets reacted
off of the one girder while lifting the other girder to be, as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Jacking Bracket Diagram
The jack was placed in the location shown in Figure 13 and used to lift the 80’-0” span. (Span on left side
of the Figure) Once the span was lifted and placed on blocking the bearing plates were removed and a
portion of the existing cap plate under the span was removed. New cap and bearing plates are then
installed. The span is lowered back into place and secured with bolts. The jacking brackets are then
flipped (top bracket moved down, lower bracket moved up) and the same process takes place for the
40’-0” girder span.
In addition to using the jacking brackets for this, project they have also been used for projects involving
the changing out of pier capstones. See Figure 14 for a capstone change out construction sequence
using the jacking brackets.

Figure 14: Capstone Replacement Using Jacking Brackets
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Managing Drawbridge elevations with Grillages





Location: Nashville TN
Bridge Length: 695ft
ABC work performed: Grillages
Total closure duration: three 8hour outages

The project involved the evaluation of existing piers for the swing span at the Cumberland River in
Nashville, TN (Figure 15). Additionally, the pier caps were to be replaced and new bearings added to the
structure.

Figure 15. Swing bridge over the Cumberland river
As a part of the pier cap replacement, two things needed to line up exactly to ensure proper future
operation of the swing span. One, the new bearings for the adjacent fixed (non-moving) spans had to be
set at the right location and elevations. And two, perhaps more importantly, the wedge seats for the swing
span had to be set at the exact elevation relative to the center swing pier. As a complicating factor, two
track outages were allowed per pier with a maximum duration of 8 hours each. Due to all the complexity
of removing the existing cap and setting everything properly, it immediately ruled out concrete and fast
set grout. The only real option for consideration was to use a grillage.
First, the cap was removed and demolished to the appropriate elevation (Figure 16). Next the grillage
was lifted into place to set the proper elevations for the bearings. The grillage also served to span the
pier’s center ruble core and transfer loads to the encasement prior to final casting of the cap (Figure 17).

Figure 16. pier preparation

Figure 17. Grillage installation
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Use of Steel Deck Panels





Location: Springfield TN
Bridge Length: 497ft
ABC work performed: modular steel deck
Total closure duration: 48hrs

The railroad bridge is located near the town of Springfield TN and crosses over the Sulphur Fork River. It
is a multi-span, open deck structure with the timber deck resting on the top flanges of the girder spans
and the top chord of a deck truss. The project involved replacing the truss span and one of the existing
girder spans, and replacing the entire deck.
One of the additional goals of this project was to install a bridge deck with an expected life equal to that of
the steel superstructure. With a high concentration of train traffic on the line, the ability to forgo regular
change-outs of the open timber deck was highly desirable. As such, a steel deck panel was proposed.
The deck panel is inspired by the orthotropic deck panels used more frequently on highway structures
and in Europe and Asia. The modular steel deck used here combines the orthotropic deck idea and
modular decks in that it reduces the complexity of the system analysis, yet maintains a modular approach
to construction. The steel deck layout is shown as a sketch in Figure 18.

Beam/Girder

Figure 18. Basic Example Layout of Steel Deck Panel (with curbs shown)
The panels were designed wide enough to incorporate the walkways in the ballast itself. This eliminated
the need for an exterior grated walkway. An added benefit was that this improved safety by having the
walkway railing in place as soon as the panel was set in place. Also, a spray-on waterproofing system
was applied prior to installation so that no field application was necessary. The normal track outage would
not have provided enough time to allow for the waterproofing to dry before ballast installation. One risk,
however, was that during installation the contractor needed to take care when handling the panels to
avoid damaging the deck waterproofing.
Unlike concrete decks (but similar to timber decks) the steel deck is relatively lightweight. For this
structure, a 9in deep timber deck would have an installation weight of approximately 780plf.
Comparatively, the steel deck with a WT8x13 and 5/8in steel plate weighs approximately 720plf.
Lastly, since the panels are modular the construction crews were able to set the whole deck in the span
of one day and worked parallel with replacement of the deck truss span (Figure 19). For the shorter span
being replaced, the steel decks were installed prior to lifting the span into place, thus saving hours of
downtime for the rail.
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Figure 19. Installation of steel deck panels
Emergency response for Tennessee rail bridges





Location: Tennessee
Bridge Length: various
ABC work performed: precast piers, grillages
Total closure duration: 21 days

This project involved providing emergency response assessment, expedited design and construction
management for the rehabilitation and replacement of two structures crossing the Harpeth River near
Nashville, TN that were severely damaged due to an unprecedented flood event. (See Figure 20)

Figure 20. Bridge Flood Damage (free hanging rail and ties, no superstructure)
In order to expedite construction two refurbished 80ft steel spans, one new 35ft steel span, and two
recently fabricated 49ft steel spans were designated for this project. In other words, fortunately the
railroad was able to secure steel within their own inventory to replace the spans. As with any repurposed
spans, one issue that came ups was adjusting the bridge elevations. That is, these span where never
intended to be used together on the same pier with the difference in girder depth.
In this case, one bridge required two 80ft spans and one 35ft span. To add to the complication, the spans
needed to be configured such that the 35ft span was in-between the two 80ft spans in order to miss the
existing foundations of the previous bridge’s piers. The 80ft girders were approximately 8ft deep and the
35ft span was only 3ft deep. Something was required to make up the additional 5ft of superstructure
depth. Due to the time constraints to get the bridges back on line, a steel grillage was used. As
discussed earlier, grillages are a good method to set bearings quickly at a designated elevation. In this
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case, HP shapes that the railroad already had in storage were fabricated to provide the elevated pier
bearing seat. (Figure 21)

Figure 21. Steel Grillage
Another ABC technique that was used to accelerate construction was to use precast pier caps. The
foundation consisted of 48” diameter steel pipe piles that extended up to the pier cap. After installation,
each was filled with reinforced cast in place concrete. Embedded steel plates were installed in the bottom
of the precast concrete caps which were then welded to the pipe piles after the caps were positioned
(Figure 22).

Figure 22. Precast Concrete Cap
Overall, the final design drawings were completed within 3 days of site assessment and the construction
activities allowed for an accelerated schedule and for both bridges to be back in service within 21 days of
closure.
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ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION FOR BUSY COMMUTER RAIL SERVICE
Matthew L. Paradis, P.E., HNTB Corporation, (914) 366-7161, mparadis@hntb.com
Patrick Kitto, P.E., SAMTRANS, (650) 508-7798, kittop@samtrans.com
ABSTRACT

The more than 100-year-old Jerrold Avenue Bridge, located three miles from Caltrain’s San
Francisco terminal, was deteriorating and no longer met modern seismic safety requirements. Carrying
two tracks of mostly commuter traffic, the replacement needed to be installed in a single weekend. A
narrow, urban site made a roll-in/roll-out operation ideal. Self-propelled modular transports (SPMT’s)
were used to lift and set the new main span, a massive through girder span whose substructure could be
installed in advance beneath and adjacent to the existing bridge.
INTRODUCTION

Caltrain operates commuter rail service for the three counties comprising the San Francisco
Peninsula, and provides a crucial transit link between the cities of San Francisco and San Jose. Full
service on the Peninsula began in 1864 and has since operated continuously. In 1870, the original
railroad was absorbed by the Southern Pacific, later responsible for revamping the passenger service
following the 1906 San Francisco earthquake. As part of the upgrades the following year, the American
Bridge Company constructed the bridge above what is today known as Jerrold Avenue. The line and
surrounding communities flourished until automobile usage in the post-World War II era spawned years
of neglect including an attempt by Southern Pacific to terminate the passenger service. However,
ridership rebounded when the counties of San Francisco, San Mateo, and Santa Clara united to finance
the Caltrain system, which now carries more than 40,000 average weekday passengers.
Located south of downtown San Francisco, Jerrold Avenue is surrounded by light industry,
warehouses, and residential property. The bridge above carries Caltrain’s two tracks from an
embankment which cuts diagonally through a bustling neighborhood. An active Union Pacific spur runs
alongside the embankment. Freight trains use all three tracks at night. During its 100 years of service,
the Jerrold Avenue Bridge had deteriorated severely and possessed seismic vulnerabilities warranting
replacement. With commuters depending on it for weekday travel and Caltrain heavily reliant on fare
revenue, it was critical that the new crossing be installed in a single weekend.
The existing bridge would also require removal during the weekend closure as the confined
embankment prevented a parallel replacement. The three-span continuous through plate girder viaduct
was anchored by heavy, unreinforced concrete end piers while slender steel crossframes provided
intermediate supports on a skew following Jerrold Avenue. Timber trestle approaches were replaced in
2000 by 30-foot long prestressed box beams. The prestressed beams shared the original concrete piers
with the steel structure, while new stub abutments were constructed at the bridge’s extreme ends. The
five spans together totaled approximately 190 feet.
Caltrain turned to HNTB Corporation to assist with the design of a new bridge. They specified that
self-propelled modular transports (SPMT’s) be used in the replacement, a method they had never used
before. The new structure would need to satisfy AREMA's three levels of seismic performance as well as
the ductility requirements of Caltrans' Seismic Design Criteria.
REPLACEMENT BRIDGE DESIGN

HNTB’s design for the replacement called for eliminating the skewed supports and widening
Jerrold Avenue beneath a single steel main span, allowing for the introduction of sidewalks and
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shoulders. Site constraints required the substructure for the 135-foot through girder main span to be
built just south of the existing concrete piers, an arrangement that would necessitate removal of the
southern box beams. Thirteen-foot long precast concrete units would close the gap between the new
pier and the existing south abutment. At the north end of the bridge, a similar sized precast section
would link the new girders to the existing box beams at the remaining 1907 pier. Seismic demands on
the pier were reduced dramatically by replacing the existing main span bearings with the thirteen-foot
concrete span. The new foundations were sized to handle the earthquake demands of the entire new
structure. Due to the large size of the girder span relative to the flanking precast sections, the response
of the new three-span arrangement, as well as that of the remaining span to the north, could be
characterized similar to that of a single, simple span. The short spans between old and new provided
limited participation and had ample seat width for large relative displacements. See Figures 1-a and 1-b.

Figure 1-a: Existing substructure plan and Jerrold Avenue alignment

Figure 1-b: Finished substructure plan and Jerrold Avenue alignment
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Foundations

The new substructure consisted of two concrete bent caps supported by 9-foot diameter cast-indrilled-hole (CIDH) piles. Each of the four CIDH piles was installed adjacent to the existing bridge located
to avoid the nearby battered piles. More than 60 feet long, the piles gained lateral stiffness and bearing
capacity in the dense Colma formation underlying the Peninsula.
Connecting each pair of CIDH piles, the concrete bent caps were formed and poured inches below
the existing bridge. The space between the girders allowed slightly more headroom and just enough
clearance for vibrating and finishing. Placement of the southern cap was facilitated by additional
clearance under the box beams. The northern cap spanned approximately 41 feet, while the southern
CIDH piles were spaced nearly 48 feet apart. The 8-foot wide rectangular cap sections included two-bar
bundles of #11 grade 60 reinforcement at 9-inch spacing in up to three rows. See Photo 1.

Photo 1: Bent cap reinforcement installed below existing girders
Superstructure

The through girder main span was designed to sit atop the bent caps on 3-inch thick reinforced
elastomeric bearing pads. W30x235 floorbeams spaced at 2 feet 6 inches and ¾-inch thick deck plates
covered the 39-foot 6-inch distance between girder centerlines. The new bridge would also improve
track spacing, increasing from less than 13 feet to Caltrain’s standard 15 feet. Walkways ran about 16
feet from track centerlines on either side. See Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Main span cross section
Each girder web was 1.25 inches by 13 feet. This plate size pushed the limits of a through girder
type bridge and steel fabrication capability in the United States. Three inches thick and more than three
feet wide, the flanges were more manageable. Each girder had two field splices. Flanges, webs, and
splice plates were all fracture critical ASTM A709 grade 50F1 steel.
The flanking precast spans were comprised of four 13-foot long slab units. The ends of the slabs
had continuous support legs of variable height to accommodate the differing pier and abutment
elevations. The top slab and legs were both 1 foot 4 inches thick and had 10-inch chamfers between
them. Elastomeric bearings were again used.
ABC Strategy

In order to set the new main span in place, the existing three steel spans, the interior skewed
bents and the southern box beams would need to be removed. Additionally, the upper two feet of the
southern pier had to be demolished. Once these obstacles were clear, the new span could be rolled into
place by the SPMT’s and lowered onto the new bent caps. The precast units would be lifted in by truck
crane, and sliding cover plates comprised the only expansion joint detail for the bridge. Waterproofing,
final ballasting, and welding the rails would be the final steps before reopening to train traffic.
The SPMT’s for the project were supplied and operated by Mammoet. These multi-axle vehicles
use electronic and hydraulic controls to lift and move extreme loads with precision. A hydraulically
linked cylinder support system maintains equal load distribution on trailer platforms with 2-axle to 6axle configurations. The equal axle loads help ensure a steady center of gravity while moving over
uneven ground. The trailers can be coupled and controlled remotely by a single operator at speeds of up
to 7 mph when unloaded. The existing three steel spans would be rolled out using four lines of SPMT’s
with 12 axles each. This pick totaled approximately 1.25 million pounds. A second team would operate
56 axles while lifting the new span, a pick of 2.71 million pounds including ballast, track, and falsework.
WEEKEND CLOSURE

In the weeks leading up to the roll-in/roll-out replacement, the contractor, Disney Construction,
leveled the terrain as much as possible, began lead abatement, and erected falsework for temporarily
supporting the existing bridge while the SPMT’s were rolled clear. The City of San Francisco allowed
Jerrold Avenue to be closed for approximately one month, which provided additional time for
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demolition and resurfacing. The new steel span was assembled in an adjacent lot while the substructure
work was completed. Waterproofing, ballast, and track were laid up to the end floorbeams. The precast
units were delivered to both sides of the street and readied with rigging.
On the Friday of the closure, the first set of SPMT’s were positioned around the existing bridge
while the second set lifted the new span from its falsework and rolled into the street. All plans from
contingency to safety were reviewed a final time. A medical team was assembled in the event of an
emergency, and work crews readied themselves on all sides of the bridge.
The last train to use the century-old bridge rumbled through shortly after midnight. Within
seconds, torches began cutting the existing bents. Hydraulic shears pulled the wreckage clear. A team
worked on each end of the tracks while another toppled the southern concrete pier. The three rusted
spans were set upon falsework roughly within the first hour.
The biggest challenge to demolition came when attempting to remove the southern box beams.
Transverse restrainers not shown on the as-built drawings and not visible in the field tied the four boxes
together. The small cranes selected to fit within the limited site and avoid surrounding power lines could
not lift all four beams at once. After more than two hours, they were pried apart enough to cut the
restrainers and were lifted free.
With the site cleared, workers turned their attention to installing the new bridge. Additional
grading was carried out and plating installed where the old bents had stood. Bearing seats were
prepared and the first three of each precast sections were installed. The fourth and last units could only
be set after rolling in the main span in order to avoid conflict with the joint cover plates. By 4 a.m. the
SPMT’s holding the through girder bridge had started to quietly roll forward. Even at the snail’s pace of
the SPMT’s (approximately 1 mph) it did not take long to set the span on its bent cap supports. By 5
a.m., on schedule, the last precast units were dropped in to close the last remaining gaps. See Photo 2.

Photo 2: The main span sits on the new bent caps before removal of the SPMT’s while the final precast
unit is lowered to the left
The final track work proved more time consuming than anticipated. The original goal was to
reopen the first track by 8 a.m. on Saturday. However the tedious alignment of the rails was a primary
cause for delay and dragged on till just after noon when inspectors allowed the first train to pass. This
potential setback had been considered during planning, and Caltrain operated bus service over the last
three miles of the line in the interim. The roughly 12-hour closure was nonetheless deemed a great
achievement. In total, nearly 100 people were on site for the ABC replacement including ironworkers,
operators, safety personnel, inspectors, and track workers.
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The second line was reopened Monday morning, and the weekday commute began again as
normal. The old bridge was demolished for recycling the following week. Final street and site work was
completed soon after, and Jerrold Avenue reopened. Both the City of San Francisco and Caltrain
celebrated the roll-in/roll-out as a success.
SUMMARY

The $6 million Jerrold Avenue Bridge replacement, which came in more than $2 million less than
the engineer's estimate, satisfied Caltrain's tight budget and even tighter schedule. By increasing the
structure size, the new bridge straddled the existing footprint. The massive through girders, CIDH piles,
and bent cap configuration allowed for the smooth, overnight replacement using SPMT’s, which were
ideally suited to the narrow, urban site. HNTB's design now stands to serve the San Francisco Peninsula
for another 100 years.
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RAPID REPLACEMENT OF RAILROAD BRIDGE USING HEAVY LIFT
TECHNOLOGY
Ernest C. Dobbs, Jr., P.E., Jacobs Engineering Group, (609) 296-7063, earnest.dobbs@jacobs.com
Darren Conboy, P.E., Jacobs Engineering Group, (617) 242-9222, Darren.Conboy@jacobs.com
James Szczupaj, PE, SE, Jacobs Engineering Group, (312)612-7236,Jim.Szczupaj@jacobs.com
ABSTRACT
Keeping railroad bridges carrying Class 1 freight, intercity passenger, or regional commuter rail service in
a state of good repair is critical for maintaining operations and revenue service. However, when
replacement of those bridges is required, rapid construction techniques must almost always be utilized
due to the lack of suitable alternative detour routes. This paper details three examples of how rapid
construction techniques were used to successfully replace five bridges during short service shutdowns.
INTRODUCTION
Rapid replacement of railroad bridges is often required to minimize the disruption to passenger and
freight service on critical rail lines. Often the available construction windows are less than a rapid roadway
bridge replacement. A variety of accelerated construction techniques are used to meet the limited
construction windows. Erection techniques can include the use of Self-Propelled Modular Transporters
(SPMTs), a combination of SPMTs and gantry system, heavy crane lifts, and roll-in systems. In addition,
the use of precast concrete elements for abutments, approach slabs and other prefabricated elements
are typically incorporated.
Careful planning is needed to coordinate the service shutdown periods; alternate service provisions, if
necessary; location of staging areas; size and location of equipment; utility relocations; and impacts to
local roadway traffic that may be disrupted during the construction period.
The following three examples highlight how these challenges were met.
SIMULTANEOUS REPLACEMENT OF TWO AMTRAK BRIDGES IN MIDDLETOWN, PA
With the initial passage of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA), Amtrak received over
$1.3 billion in stimulus funding to invest in improving its aging infrastructure and, in turn, to help the
country get out of recession. These projects, all
funded through the ARRA economic-stimulus
package, were located at over 360 specific locations
in 46 states and have a value in excess of $560
million.
The Middletown Bridge Upgrades Project consisted
of the removal of the existing four track, three-span,
through-girder steel bridge superstructures over
Wood and Unions Streets in Middletown, PA and the
erection of new steel through-girder main span
superstructures with two concrete encased steel
beam approach spans supported by two new
concrete/steel pier substructures at each location.
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This work was performed in multi-phases while three tracks remained in service and roadway traffic
interruptions and detours were held to a minimum.
The first and second phases of the construction
consisted of the construction new pier foundations
at both pier locations at each bridge. At both bridge
locations, the footings for the existing piers were
exposed by excavating a trench for the full width of
the bridge at each pier location. Each existing pier
consisted of series of five steel columns supported
by concrete footing set on multi-layered stone
blocks. To provide a level surface, a six inch thick
mud slab was poured in the bottom of each trench
The lower section of the piers was constructed
using reinforced concrete while upper portion were
constructed using built-up steel members that were
part of the completely erected main span
superstructure, further minimizing impact to both
Amtrak and public.

During the construction of the piers, the structural
steel was being fabricated by Greiner Industries.
Prior to painting and delivery to the site, the
complete superstructures including the pier
columns were assembled at the steel fabricating
shop, to ensure that all the parts fit properly and
no problems would be encountered during final
assembly near the old sites. After painting was
completed, the structural members were
assembled into three shipping units. Thru-Girders
1 & 2 and 4 & 5 (including the five columns at
each pier) were assembled together to form two
units which included the floor beams and steel
deck plates while thru-girder 3, the floor beams
and steel deck plates to connect this girder to
girders 2 & 4 were shipped separately to the
staging yards for final assembly. When each of the bridge superstructure units was completed they were
shipped to their respective staging area for final assembly.
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While the pier foundations were being constructed and the steel fabrication was continuing, meetings
(began approximately six months prior to scheduled closure) were held with Amtrak and others relating to
the closure of this section of track between Middleton and Harrisburg, PA. Many different divisions of
Amtrak were involved in this closure. Amtrak had to provide transportation between the Harrisburg and
Lancaster Station during this closure, power for the catenary wires and main power lines at this location
had to be shut down, and Amtrak crews had to remove and re-install two tracks and Norfolk Southern had
to remove and re-install their freight track.
Prior to the weekend shutdown, all existing utilities that would interfere with the transporting of the new
and existing bridges had to be relocated. Approximately three months prior to the scheduled closure, the
Contractor discovered that the utility poles on a block of Union Street would interfere with the
transportation of the existing and new bridges between the staging area and the Union Street location.
Working closely with Middletown Electric, Comcast and Verizon, we were able to prepare plans and
specifications and get a contractor on board to install all of these utilities underground and remove the
poles. Worked was completed approximately two weeks prior to the scheduled closure.
All existing track beds were taken out of service starting with the Norfolk Southern’s track at 4:00 AM
Friday morning and continuing with Amtrak’s Track #2 taken out of service at 8:00 PM that same Friday
night. Amtrak Track #2 had to be back in service by 7:00 AM Monday morning. This time frame not only
included the Contractor’s time to remove and re-install the bridges but also included time for the Amtrak
and Norfolk Southern to remove and re-install their tracks. All required work required to get Amtrak Track
#2 back in service was accomplished within a 60-hour time frame and all tracks were back in service
within an 84-hour time frame.
After all of the tracks were taken out of service and the tracks were removed, the approach spans were
removed and the existing bridges (main span only including the steel columns) were transported via multiwheel and axle transporters (SPMT’s) from the original bridge site to each staging site. At each staging
site, the new bridge assembly including columns were loaded and transported via multi-wheel and axle
transporters (SPMT’s) from each assembly site to the original bridge location. After the removal of the
original approach spans, the backwalls and abutment seats were rebuilt as necessary to provide a level
surface for the approach span panels. Once the main span of each bridge was in place, the precast
concrete encased steel beam panels were set. Grout was placed between the panels and membrane
waterproofing was sprayed on the panels, the steel deck surface of the main span bridge and on the
vertical faces of the thru-girders. As each bay of the bridge was completed with waterproofing, ballast was
installed in the bay and the Amtrak track crews started the installation the track rail for service. Jacobs
managed construction for these two projects.
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TWO RAPID BRIDGE REPLACEMENTS ON THE MASSACHUSETTS BAY TRANSPORTATION
AUTHORITY’S FAIRMOUNT LINE IN BOSTON, MA
The replacement of the Talbot and Woodrow
Avenue bridges, which was part of the
Fairmount Corridor Improvements project,
presented a unique set of challenges. Due to
the proximity of the two bridges to each other
and to the new Talbot Avenue Station, as well
as the existing 12-foot track centers, there was
no practical way of replacing the bridges in
stages to maintain train service during
construction. Both existing bridges had similar
three-span, through steel box
girder
configurations with short spans over the
existing sidewalks. The existing Woodrow
Avenue bridge is shown in the adjacent photo.
Jacobs developed a rapid replacement
scheme that allowed each bridge to be
installed during a three-day weekend service shutdown.
New Bridges
The two new bridges consisted of ballasted, steel through girder superstructures supported on precast
concrete abutments founded on drilled shaft foundations. The new two-girder through girder structures
have span lengths of 88 feet and 107 feet for the Woodrow Avenue and Talbot Avenue bridges,
respectively. The drilled shafts were installed behind the existing abutments outside of the limits of the
existing tracks to allow the existing bridges to remain in service during installation of the shafts. The
bridges were designed for Cooper E-80 live load.

Superstructure
The typical bridge cross section is shown on the next page. The through girders were spaced 32’-6” and
32’-9” on center for the Woodrow Avenue and Talbot Avenue bridges, respectively. The girders had web
depths of 9’-6” at Woodrow Avenue and 11’-0” at Talbot Avenue. The floor system consisted of a steel
ballast plate supported by either W24 or W27 rolled floorbeams, spaced approximately 2’-6” on centers.
The ⅞-inch thick steel ballast plate was protected with a spray-applied membrane waterproofing and two
½-inch thick asphaltic protection boards. A minimum of nine inches of ballast was specified below the
bottom of the ties. All structural steel was specified to have a yield strength of 50 ksi.
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Substructure
It was determined that the existing stone masonry abutments were not capable of carrying the proposed
superstructures and meeting current AREMA requirements without significant modification. Therefore,
new independent supports were required. The existing abutments were left in place to serve as retaining
walls with new precast concrete abutment caps supported on drilled shafts behind the existing abutments.
The top 1.5 to 3.5 feet of the existing abutments were removed to facilitate installation of the new
abutment caps and allow sufficient headroom for future inspections. The new abutment caps were also
oriented at 90 degrees to the centerline of the superstructure eliminating any skew and simplifying
superstructure fabrication.
Each abutment cap was founded on two drilled shafts. The drilled shafts, which were 5-foot diameter at
Woodrow Avenue and 6-foot diameter at Talbot Avenue, were located under the centerline of bearing for
the main girders. This significantly reduced the bending moments in the abutment caps. The connection
between each shaft and cap was made with four 2-inch diameter anchor rods.
The precast abutment caps, which
were 4-feet deep and 7-feet wide with
a 1-foot thick backwall, were designed
to be constructed and erected in one
piece. The overall length of the units
for the Woodrow Avenue bridge were
40’-6”. To reduce the weight of the
units, three 2.5’ x 4.0’ x 7.5’ hollow
cavities were detailed. The sections
for the Talbot Avenue bridge were
slightly longer. The final total weight of
each abutment cap was approximately
85 Tons (170,000 pounds).
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Construction
The major construction activities that occurred prior to the scheduled 72-hour service shutdown were:


Drilled Shaft Installation: The drilled shafts were installed during late night and weekend
periods. The centerlines of the shafts were located approximately 10 feet from the centerline of
the adjacent track, which allowed them to be installed without impacting the tracks or ties.



Superstructure
Assembly:
The
new
superstructures were erected on temporary
supports adjacent to the existing bridges. The
Woodrow Avenue bridge is shown in the
adjacent photo.



Precasting Abutment Caps: The contractor
elected to self-perform precasting of the
abutment caps and approach slabs. They
located a staging area near the project site to
cast each unit which minimized the distance
these large pieces had to be transported.

The 72-hour service shutdown for each bridge was scheduled from noon on Friday to noon on Monday.
The Woodrow Avenue bridge was constructed first and Talbot Avenue was completed approximately one
month later. Once train service was stopped for each of the three-day shutdowns, the major construction
proceeded in the following sequence:
1. The existing tracks, bridge superstructures, and portions of the existing stone masonry
abutments were removed.
2. The precast abutment caps installed on the drilled shafts. A 550-Ton Grove GMK 7550 crane
lifted the 85-ton cap sections into place. It took approximately 3 hours to mobilize and demobilize
the crane. The crane was also used to set the precast approach slab sections under each track.
3. The bridge bearings were then set on a grout bed on the abutment caps.
4. The new bridge superstructures were lifted off their temporary supports and moved into place
using SPMT’s. Positioning the new bridge superstructures on to the bearings was a two-step
process. Once the superstructure was properly positioned over the bearings, it was temporarily
supported on dunnage while a layer of cribbing was removed from the SPMT’s. The hydraulic
jacks were repositioned which then allowed them to lower the superstructure into its final
location. The total weight of the superstructure was 615,000 and 749,000 pounds for the
Woodrow Avenue and Talbot Avenue bridges, respectively.
5. Once the superstructure was securely attached to the bearings, the ballast, ties, track and
signals could be reinstalled.
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At both bridge locations, the work was successfully completed by early Sunday afternoon, approximately
17 hours ahead of the 72-hour scheduled service shut down.

RAPID BRIDGE REPLACEMENT FOR NORFOLK SOUTHERN AT RIVERTON JUNCTION, FRONT
ROYAL, VA
The goal of Norfolk Southern Railway Company’s reconfiguration of Riverton Jct. near Front Royal,
Virginia was to increase the operating speed of train movements from the H Line to the B Line. Due to
increasing traffic volumes on these lines, the existing 15 mph operating speed through the junction was
negatively impacting train performance across other parts of their system. The solution required reducing
the existing track alignment curvatures and redesign of the crossing diamond of these two busy rail lines.
In order to flatten the track curves in this highly constrained site, the installation of a new #15 turnout onto
the end span of an existing bridge over the Shenandoah River was proposed. The bridge’s open deck
configuration, timber bridge ties fastened directly to the superstructure steel, and the transverse spacing
of the trusses within the end span drove the decision to replace the span for the new switch.
The existing 803 ft. long single track bridge over
the Shenandoah River is a six span, single track
open deck structure consisting of two deck truss
approach spans (87’-0” c. to c. pins) and four
through truss spans (157’-3” c. to c. end pins),
supported on stone masonry abutments and
piers. The south approach Span No. 6 is a deck
truss 87’-0” long c. to c. of end pins and is laid
out on a 30.7 degrees skew. According to the
record plans the depth of the structure from the
base of the rail is 10’-4 1/8”. A portion of the
existing stone bridges seats at Pier 5 and the
South Abutment have been removed to allow
clearance for the end diagonal members of the
truss span. The existing Span 6 deck truss is
shown in the adjacent photo. A rapid replacement scheme was developed that allowed the span to be
replaced during a single 30 hour track outage.

New Bridge Span
The new bridge span consisted of ballasted, steel through girder superstructures supported by cast in
place concrete abutment extensions founded on drilled shaft foundations. The new two-girder through
girder span has a span length of 80 feet; due to the existing bridge skew and constraints of the existing
masonry substructure, the individual girders were designed with different lengths. The drilled shafts were
installed adjacent to the existing masonry abutment and pier, and outside of the limits of the existing
tracks to allow the existing bridge to remain in service during installation of the shafts. The bridge was
designed for Cooper E-80 live load.
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Superstructure
The typical bridge cross section is shown below. The through girders were spaced 29’-6” on center to
allow for 2’-5” of translation of the track center in the transverse direction as trains move through the
curve side of the turnout. The girders were fabricated from fracture critical material with webs measuring
7/8” thick and 96” in depth and 2” x 20” flanges. The floor system consisted of a ¾” thick steel ballast
plate supported by W30 rolled floorbeams, spaced approximately 2’-7 1/2” on centers. The steel deck
plate was specified as corrosion resistant steel and also protected with a spray-applied membrane
waterproofing and ½-inch thick asphaltic protection board. A minimum of nine inches of ballast was
specified below the bottom of the ties. All structural steel was specified to have a yield strength of 50 ksi.
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Substructure
Rather than modify the existing pier and abutment for the new span, new foundations and supporting
substructure elements were constructed to carry the Cooper E-80 loading and provide a service life
similar to that of the new superstructure. The existing abutment was left in place to retain the south
approach embankment, and existing Pier 5 continued to support the south end of Span 5. Cast-in-place
concrete pier extensions at the east and west ends of Pier 5 and the South Abutment were constructed to
support the wider superstructure. Each of these extensions was supported by a drilled shaft socketed
into rock.
Advance Bridge Construction
Minimizing the amount of work that was necessary to perform during a 30 hour track outage was
essential and a focus of the design and constructability review efforts undertaken. The major bridge
construction activities that occurred prior to the scheduled track outage were:


Drilled Shaft Installation and Pier Extensions: The pier’s drilled shafts and cast in place
concrete extensions were installed during normal construction work hours with no disruption to
train operations. The centerlines of the shafts were located approximately 16 feet from the
centerline of the adjacent track, which allowed
them to be installed without impacting the bridge or
operations.



Superstructure
Assembly:
The
new
superstructure was erected on temporary supports
approximately 300’ away from its final location on
NS property south of the existing bridge.



Abutment Backwall Reconstruction: The design
plans anticipated the cast-in-place abutment
backwall would be constructed under traffic with
temporary rail supports supported by the south end
of Span 6 and the track ties on the south
embankment. The contractor optioned to precast the backwall element in advance and set it
during the outage.

The 30-hour track outage for each bridge began early Monday morning, as Mondays at this location tend
to have lesser train traffic volumes. Once the last train cleared and the outage began, the major bridge
construction proceeded in the following sequence:
1.
The existing tracks, bridge superstructure,
and portions of the existing stone masonry abutment
were removed. The existing deck truss span was
torch cut from its bearings and lowered to the ground
using an overhead gantry system.
2.
The precast abutment cap was installed and
doweled into place.
3.
The bridge bearings were then set on their
new seats.
4.
The new bridge superstructure was lifted off
its temporary supports and moved to the south
abutment using SPMT’s. Once the SPMT’s reached
the abutment, the span was handed off to the
overhead gantry which then transported the span
along its new alignment, positioned the span over its
bearings and lowered it into its final position. The total
weight of the superstructure with track and ballast
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installed for transport was 190 tons.
5.
Once the superstructure was securely attached to the bearings, the ballast, ties, final track
surfacing took place and signals were reinstalled.

Today’s Class 1 railroads are moving record numbers of carloads across their systems. Along certain
routes and corridors, the traffic volume is nearing capacity limits, and with most railroads having limited
detour options, track outages can significantly disrupt the normal movement of freight and affect revenue
service. To successfully protect rail operations while replacing and upgrading their critical infrastructure,
railroads will continue to implement and advance accelerated bridge construction methods.
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Bridge Street ABC Railroad Bridge Replacement Project- Hartford, VT
Adam M. Stockin, P.E., Parsons Brinckerhoff,Manchester,NH (603)647-2012, stockin@pbworld.com
G. Keith Donington, P.E., Parsons Brinckerhoff, Manchester,NH (603)647-2012, donington@pbworld.com

ABSTRACT
The historic railroad bridge over Bridge Street in Hartford, Vermont was a two span (30 ft total length)
steel girder bridge with a steel pier located in the middle of Bridge Street. The bridge carried rail traffic
between the White River Junction train station to the south and a freight switch yard to the north. The
bridge serviced two tracks; the Amtrak Vermonter line which runs from Washington, DC to St. Albans, VT,
and a freight track. This bridge was a vital resource to the railroad as well as the traveling public in and
around Hartford.
The conceptual design for its replacement, proposed by another firm, consisted of two separate steel
girder bridges (one for each track) with timber crossties supporting the rails. The conceptual bridge was
supported on existing historic granite abutments clear spanning two lanes of Bridge Street and a
pedestrian sidewalk. The bridge was intended to be built in two halves with phased construction for an
extended period of time while maintaining service on both tracks with the construction of a temporary
track detour. When the design services contract for the final design was advertised Parsons Brinckerhoff
(PB) submitted a proposal for an alternate design concept that was accepted by the owner, which utilized
accelerated bridge construction techniques. This concept used precast concrete beams (one beam per
rail) that were transversely post tensioned to provide a closed deck bridge. The significant advantage of
the scheme was that the two track bridges could be built in one construction season using Accelerated
Bridge Construction (ABC) techniques.
During final design, after a detailed field survey of the abutments was completed, it was found that the
existing granite abutments were structurally unable to support the train load from the 30 ft single span
bridge. As a result, the span was increased to 42 feet, and drilled micropile supported reinforced concrete
relief slabs were developed to take the bridge load independent of the existing abutments. The majority
of the new bridge construction work was completed while rail traffic was still maintained on the existing
bridge as the contract allowed for only 4 days of total shutdown of the train traffic.
Drilled micropiles were installed while the rail line remained active. The drill rig was moved off of the
tracks when trains traveled through the site. Micropiles were chosen over traditional driven piles because
the smaller rig facilitated quick mobilization as well as low overhead clearances to avoid existing utility
lines. Furthermore, drilling minimized the potential to damage the existing abutments. The relief slabs
were cast in place using rapid set concrete while the trains were relocated temporarily onto one track over
a weekend shutdown until they reached sufficient strength to allow them to be backfilled and the track
restored. The precast beams and direct fixation tracks for each track were installed over subsequent
weekend closures, requiring very tight tolerances.
This bridge project combined many of the “classic” ABC techniques of utilizing pre-cast elements and
short closure periods with unique and innovative railroad complexities. There are common essential
factors for a successful project, whether a rail or highway bridge. Some of these include limiting the
unknowns during construction and giving the contractor flexibility to utilize their strengths. The most
important factor is communication between the contractor, designer, client and inspectors. This paper will
highlight how these factors were implemented on this project.
INTRODUCTION
The existing 1920’s vintage railroad bridge over Bridge Street in Hartford, Vermont was a two span (30 ft
total length) steel girder bridge with a steel pier located in the middle of Bridge Street (see Figure 1). The
bridge was replaced in 2013 with a single span structure using Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC)
techniques. The bridge carries two tracks; the Amtrak Vermonter line which runs from Washington, DC to
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St. Albans, VT, and a freight track. It’s located in downtown Hartford, with the White River Junction
passenger train station immediately to the south of the bridge and a freight switch yard to the north. This
bridge is a vital resource to the railroad as well as the traveling public in and around Hartford.

Figure 1 – Existing Bridge

Figure 2 – New Bridge

DESIGN
Conceptual Design
The initial design concept proposed by another firm consisted of two separate steel girder bridges (one
for each track) with an open deck comprised of timber crossties supporting the rails. The bridge spanned
two lanes of Bridge Street and a pedestrian sidewalk, to rest on the existing granite masonry abutments
that had been deemed historic by the State of Vermont and must remain. Removing the pier in the middle
of the existing road resulted in an unobstructed roadway width of 22 feet curb to curb. The bridge was
intended to be built in two halves with phased construction, while maintaining two tracks open at all times
and the construction of a temporary track detour.
When the design services contract was advertised for the final design, Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB)
submitted a proposal for an alternate design concept that was accepted by the owner, which utilized ABC
techniques. This concept used precast concrete beams as shown in Figure 4 (one beam per rail) that
were transversely post tensioned to provide a closed deck bridge. The significant advantages of the
alternate scheme were that the two track bridges could be built in one construction season, without an
extended phase construction period resulting in an estimated cost savings of $500,000.
Final Design
Substructure
The first step in the final design process was to

Figure 3 – Initial Concept – Cross Section

Figure 4 – Final Design

verify that the existing abutments could carry the additional load caused by the removal of the center pier.
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Minimal existing information was available so field verification of the actual size of the abutments was
imperative. A combination of ultra sonic testing, drilling soil probes vertically behind the abutments, and
excavating test pits, was used to determine the location and back batter of the existing structure.
After this detailed confirmatory field survey of the dimensions of the gravity masonry abutments was
completed, it was found that the existing granite abutments were structurally unable to support the
increased AREMA train loads resulting from the proposed single span bridge.
Due to the historic nature of the granite block abutments, they could not be replaced. As a result, the 30
foot span was increased to 42 feet to “bridge over” the existing abutments to a reinforced concrete relief
slab foundation supported on piles to support the bridge loads independent of the existing abutments.
(See Figure 5)

Figure 5 - North Abutment Section

Superstructure
There were several site constraints which influenced the type of superstructure selected. There was a
railroad crossing and train station immediately to the south and multiple switches in the freight track to the
north, which constrained the raising of the vertical rail profile to accommodate the increased span length.
There was also limited vertical clearance under the bridge. These two constraints, as well as the goal to
get this bridge completed in one construction season, were the primary factors in determining the
superstructure type.
Reinforced concrete beams were chosen as the preferred alternative. This concept enabled the use of
direct fixation devices. In traditional railroad bridges the rail is attached to timber cross ties or ballast,
however as their name suggests, these devices allow the rail to be attached directly to the beam without
ballast or ties. These devices were placed into channels cast into the beams and the assemblies
complete with anchor bolts were grouted into place in the field. (See Figures 6 & 7)
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Figure 6 – Direct Fixation Fastener

Figure 7 – Deck Plan view

ABC TECHNIQUES
From the very beginning of the design work, through the preliminary and final design phases, ABC
techniques were the foundation of all design decisions. Asking the question “How can this be built?” was
simply not good enough. Innovative design elements were detailed to answer the question “How fast can
this be built?” As stated previously; the goal of this project was to have the bridge constructed in one
season with minimal impact to the train schedule.
Coordination with Railroad
One of the first steps in any project is determining the needs of the client and all concerned parties. In
what areas can they be flexible and what project controls are non-negotiable.
Early in the design phase, PB was in contact with the railroad to determine the exact schedule of the
trains and where they may be willing to be flexible in this regard. The Vermonter line carries one train in
the morning and one train in the afternoon. The freight line is more frequently used because of the switch
yard to the north of the project limits.
To excavate and install the cast in place concrete relief slabs and the replacement of the superstructure,
the railroad agreed to allow four closure days per track (8 days total for the project construction) while
train traffic was temporarily detoured to the other track. These restrictions became the baseline for all of
the design elements moving forward. During construction the contractor was able to obtain some
extended shut down periods at weekends.
Because the railroad only allowed very short closure periods, the majority of construction work needed to
be performed in between train traffic.
Railroad Track Profile
Before any of the structural elements were constructed, the contractor performed the adjustments to
raising the profile grade (approximately 6” at the bridge) by re-ballasting in small increments not affecting
the train traffic. The contractor was then required to survey these proposed rail locations as a control to
quickly set the rail at the proposed location within the short closure periods for installing the
superstructure.
Drilled Micropiles
Drilled micropiles were selected as the foundation support for the relief slabs. The capacity of each of
these piles was 90 tons in compression and 12 tons in tension. Drilled shafts were selected due to their
ability to be drilled through obstructions behind the abutment reducing the potential to damage the
existing masonry walls. There were also overhead utilities in the area, so the lower clearance of this rig
was ideal. (See Figure 8)
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Figure 8 – Train Passing Micropile Rig

Figure 9 – Micropile Rig

Installation of Relief Slabs
One of the most challenging elements from an ABC perspective was the construction of the relief slab
foundations. To perform this work, the contractor had to remove a section of track, excavate, place rebar,
place concrete, allow the concrete to cure to 1,500 psi strength, backfill, and replace the tracks, all within
a two day weekend closure period. The steel sheeting for excavation support was driven between train
traffic in advance of the closure. Once the excavation was opened, a pre-tied rebar cage was placed,
and the relief slabs were cast in place using high performance rapid set concrete. (See Figures 10-14)
The mix design called for the following compressive strength requirements:
Compressive Strength

Construction Phase

1,500 psi
2,500 psi
4,000 psi
6,000 psi

Prior to Backfilling
Prior to Train Traffic
Prior to Placement of Beams
28 Day Strength

Concrete cylinder breaks were performed at each of these intervals to ensure that the specified strengths
were indeed met.
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Figure 10 – Relief Slab Excavation

Figure 11 – Relief Slab Rebar Cage

Figure 12 – Completion of Relief Slab
Concrete

Figure 13 – Relief Slab Backfill

Figure 14 – Replacement of Railroad Track
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Pre-Cast Concrete Beams
The superstructure of each track bridge is comprised of 2- 6 ft wide reinforced concrete sections. (See
Figure 15) These beams were not pre-stressed or post-tensioned. The design intent was to leave this
option open to the contractor so that they could form it themselves on site or send it to a pre-caster. In

Figure 15 – Typical Bridge Cross Section

this instance, the contractor had the beams cast at a local pre-cast yard. The weight of these beams was
less than 50 tons so lifting or shipping was not a problem. Flexibility is a key component of a successful
ABC project to allow the contractor to “play to his strengths” and not limit his options.
The railroad agreed to a two day closure for each track bridge installation. The work to be accomplished
in this closure period included the removal of half of the existing bridge, installation of elastomeric
bearings, the new beams, grouting the longitudinal keyway, and installing the closely spaced transverse
post-tensioning bar. The rails were then placed with the direct fixation fasteners “hanging” from the rail
and temporarily supported while the grout was placed in the beam troughs. In this way the rail profile
could be set before the fasteners were grouted in place.

Figure 16 – Removal of Existing Steel Pier

Figure 17 – Beam Erection
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Figure 18 – Rail with “hanging” Direct Fixation Devices

Figure 19 – Grouted Rail Trench

The prefabricated steel walkway sections and precast slab panels were installed during normal working
hours.
CONCLUSION
This bridge project combined many of the “classic” ABC techniques of utilizing pre-cast elements and
short closure periods with unique and innovative railroad complexities. While innovation and pre-cast
elements are key to most ABC projects and grab all of the headlines, there were some additional key
ABC factors in this project.
The first key factor was limiting the unknowns as much as possible, which is imperative when dealing with
undocumented historic structures. For every project there is always going to be a few surprises, but
when the contractor is constricted to a reduced construction window it is imperative that the designer
does their due diligence to limit these surprises. PB spent significant resources to verify the location and
sizes of the existing abutments.
And most importantly, this project, as well as other ABC projects, relies on open and honest
communication between the designer, pre-caster, owner, and contractor. All parties need to be on the
same page and efforts need to be thoroughly coordinated. Accelerated construction windows reduce the
ability for the contractor to make up time or fix mistakes without costly consequences.
This bridge replacement project “pushed the envelope” in many respects and the result was a bridge that
exceeded the expectations from the conceptual design, resulted in construction cost savings, and
minimized the impacts to the traveling public and the freight industry by work being done in off-peak work
windows.

Completed Structure
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GEOTECHNICAL AND FOUNDATION OPPORTUNITIES FOR ACCELERATED
BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION
Jerry A. DiMaggio, P.E., D.GE. Applied Research Associates, Inc., (443)-852-4829, jdimaggio@ara.com

ABSTRACT
To a great extent the focus of Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) has traditionally been placed on
Prefabricated Bridge Elements and Systems (PBES). Currently a more global definition of ABC has been
identified by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) and many State DOTs. This expanded definition includes materials and
techniques which abut and in some cases support the bridge superstructure and substructure are
collectively known Geotechnical Features. This paper addresses potential opportunities associated with
use of Geotechnical Features on ABC projects and suggests where time and cost savings may be realized.
INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, the primary focus of Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) has been on Prefabricated Bridge
Elements and Systems (PBES) and other superstructure techniques such as bridge slides and selfpropelled modular transporters (SPMT). Currently a more global definition of ABC has been identified by
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO) and many State DOTs. This broadened definition includes materials and techniques
which directly support the bridge superstructure and substructure and are often collectively referred to as
Geotechnical Features. Geotechnical Features include the specialty geotechnical engineering topics of
earth retaining structures, structural foundations and ground improvement technologies. They may be used
in temporary and permanent applications and collectively address a variety of limit state issues in all types
of soil and rock materials.
A key factor to broader and mainstream application of ABC strongly depends on innovations which address
gap filling technical guidance on the selection, design and construction in this area which currently inhibit
the mainstream acceptance and use of these proven geotechnical engineering materials and techniques.
This paper addresses potential opportunities in each of these technical specialty areas and suggests where
time and cost savings may be realized without compromising safety or adversely affecting long-term
performance.
Existing technical guidance by AASHTO and FHWA is robust and comprehensive but does not specifically
and completely address the project performance requirements of ABC projects. A current National
Cooperative Research Highway Research (NCHRP) study will partially address this need in the current
AASHTO LRFD specifications.
Current geotechnical feature opportunities on ABC projects may generally be characterized into the
following areas:


Selection of a solution based on speed of construction, cost and compatibility with project
requirements and constraints



Steel and concrete material requirements for structural foundations and earth retaining structures



Optimizing geotechnical factored resistances at the strength and service limit states
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Selection of geotechnical solutions which have proven, real time acceptance methods and quality
assurance methods



Selection and appropriate use of reliable methods to determine the characteristics of existing
structural foundations (degree of deterioration, and in-situ nominal resistance and “true” load
transfer behavior).

One may suggest that these opportunities are a simple matter of good engineering and will naturally occur
during the course of a project’s development. Although this may be true in some cases on many projects
these assessments do not occur.
NATIONAL IMPLICATIONS AND OBSERVATIONS
The benefits of applying these opportunities based on the existing proven body of knowledge can result in
savings of time, short and long-term cost and deferred maintenance. A few examples include the selection
of a micropile solution (where appropriate) can reduce costs and be installed more quickly and in confined
spaces as compared with a drilled shaft solution or the use of higher strength cast-in-place concrete for
drilled shafts may significantly reduce shaft dimensions. These benefits can in some situations serve to
offset the real or perceived additional cost which are sometimes associated with ABC projects. The
acceptance and application of “proven and documented” state of the art design and construction techniques
and materials varies greatly across the highway industry, both geographically, by organization and the
method of project delivery (D-B-B, D-B and CM/GC). Some proven techniques are routinely used by some
organizations and in other cases the same tools/ opportunities have never been applied. The direct
connection with FHWA’s Every Day Counts theme and goals and the diverse range of practice appear to
be very obvious.
The selection, design and construction guidance for some features is well documented within the current
AASHTO LRFD Specifications and FHWA guidance and manuals. In other cases the technical guidance
for opportunities is not addressed in AASHTO or FHHWA publications but is available through industry
sources (material suppliers and contractors) and also in published literature and through the international
professional and industry communities. Other sources of guidance are available in other infrastructure
industry sectors such as energy and buildings. It is important to stress that these are market ready tools
and materials which present opportunities no additional risk to the public, transportation agencies or their
consulting and contractors. The fact that AASHTO and FHWA technical guidance should not be implied
that the author believes these organizations are not providing satisfactory and comprehensive guidance.
To the contrary the author has for many years served both organizations as both a volunteer (AASHTO and
FHWA) and employee (FHWA). The key consideration is that ABC projects often present a unique set of
challenges and requirements which require sharpened attention to selection, design, construction and
monitoring details which may not be as important on traditional projects.
In general the higher level of design and construction attention on ABC projects as compared to traditional
routine projects provides a wonderful opportunity to investigate and accept special opportunities which
might not be appropriate, add value or be completely investigated on traditional projects.
Examples of potential opportunities for each technical area are described below along with specific
recommendations for advancement which are ideally suited to ABC goals.
EARTH RETAINING STRUCTURES
Many ABC projects include the use of earth retaining structures (ERS) for the retention of roadway sections
(bridge approaches) or to directly support superstructure or substructure elements/ subsystems. Earth
retaining structures are a critical component of the US highway infrastructure inventories and few public
and private technical specialists are fully informed of all the options and opportunities which different ERS
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systems can provide and special design and construction techniques which are possible to address specific
project conditions (margin foundation or backfill materials, restricted right-of-way, accelerated installation)
and as a result the selected system may not be the best suited for a specific ABC application. There are
sixteen families and subfamilies of earth retaining structure (ERS) systems. Each family of ERS systems
has unique benefits and limitations as compared to performance requirements and constraints of a specific
project. The proven ERS systems may be broadly divided into three categories cut walls, fill walls and
hybrid walls.
Selection protocols for ERS are well documented in the FHWA and other professional literature but use of
these selection protocols is not routinely applied or in some cases considered in practice. These selection
criteria relate only indirectly apply to the performance requirements of ABC projects, such as confined work
areas, speed of installation, and highly restrictive noise and vibration requirements. Cost and aesthetics
are always critical selection criteria and most ERS systems can provide a wide range of final appearances
and many designers may not be aware of this fact. Often a technically feasible ERS system is selected
based on tradition rather than use of a comprehensive selection process. The results of selecting a less
than optimum ERS system can extend construction time and increase project cost. For example, an ABC
project bridge slide project in New York State on I-84 constructed in 2013 required widening of the wing
wall cross section in a very confined section. The selection of a Twall retaining wall system provided savings
in construction time and cost as compared to other fill wall systems.
Permanent sheet pile cantilever and anchored wall systems are slowing gaining broader acceptance and
use by the transportation sector in the Unites States. These walls systems are routinely used as the final
wall face for abutments and wing walls in other countries. Modern sheet pile design details can provide an
aesthetic pleasing appearance and a water tight structure. Mechanically stabilized earth wall systems are
the most common type of fill wall system used in the United States and both AASHTO and FHWA provide
detailed design, construction and inspection guidance. Lesser known is the technical guidance which can
be applied to reduce the width of the reinforced soil volume and confidently use reinforced backfill materials
outside of the specification requirements outlined by AASHTO and FHWA. A smaller reinforced soil volume
and use of “marginal backfill” material can save time and cost.
The AASHTO 7th edition LRFD Bridge Design Specifications provide comprehensive guidance on many
common earth retaining families but contain limited information on some systems such as sheet pile walls
and no information on other systems such as soil nailing. In addition the AASHTO specification sections
and FHWA guidance on cut walls is somewhat limited, requires some updating. These gaps in technical
guidance are recognized by AASHTO and will be addressed as resources become available.
ABC projects which require ERS components often require placement of a new retaining structure in front
of an existing wall structure. Technical guidance on how to assess the condition of the existing ERS and
“take credit” for its load support contribution are limited to a few wall types and applications. Design and
construction guidance on the transition zone between the two walls is also limited.
STRUCTURAL FOUNDATIONS
Both AASHTO and FHWA have developed numerous excellent publications which address both shallow
and some types of deep foundations, including driven piles, drilled shafts, micropiles and auger cast piles.
Section 10 of the AASHTO LRFD Specifications and AASHTO’s Bridge Construction Specifications contain
considerable guidance on deep foundations. The fourth edition of FHWA documents on drilled shafts and
driven piles have been or are being rewritten. Technical, material and equipment advancements in the area
of structural foundations occur extremely rapidly and it is difficult for national organizations to maintain
guidance documents which are always current and complete.
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Selection and design refinement opportunities exist for both shallow and deep foundations on specific
projects and can provide cost and time saving benefits. In some cases the savings occur when shallow
foundations are use rather than deep foundations. In other cases, a close examination of tolerable
deformations and geotechnical axial service limit state behavior can reduce the size and cost of deep
foundations. These refinements and the resulting benefits can accelerate and expand the use of
accelerated bridge construction. Recent attention has also been focused on topic of reuse of existing
foundations and all indicators suggest this topic deserves considerable study.
Each of these topics is addressed below with the intent to highlight areas where more focused study could
result in benefits on ABC projects.
Reuse of Existing Foundations
Structural foundation practice in the transportation industry has significantly advanced during the past 40
years. The foundations of a significant number of bridges constructed through the mid-1980s by today’s
standards were grossly over designed and “over” constructed. As a result these systems were often
installed with considerable (yet unaccounted for) reserve capacity. The difficult questions for today’s
designers who consider reuse of the existing foundations are: what is the material condition of the existing
foundation elements (environmental deterioration), were the originally designed foundation elements
damaged during installation (installation defects and overdriving), what is current the nominal structural and
geotechnical resistances of the individual elements? These rather straightforward questions are often
difficult to answer at a programmatic level but often can be addressed on individual ABC projects where
heightened design attention and application of specific proven tools and techniques can reduce or minimize
uncertainty.
Other non-technical issues should also be considered: what is a reasonable standard of care for such an
evaluation and what liability is the new bridge designer assuming by assigning a defined service life to a
“new” bridge with an “old” foundation.
Use of existing foundations is not applicable for all ABC projects because of geometric constraints or current
design and performance requirements but where applicable the time and cost may be significant and can
often can be accomplished through an office study.
Many ABC projects include bridge widening and require the addition of new foundations which must have
compatible serviceability behavior with the existing foundations (shallow and deep). Modern deterministic
or reliability based design methods and foundation software tools can produce an accurate prediction of
vertical and lateral deformations as new loads and moments are applied across the composite (existing
and new) foundations. More accurate and precise load-deformation prediction models for geomaterials
extend beyond the application of foundation reuse. Traditionally information on foundation performance
was not well communicated between the geotechnical and structural disciplines and in some cases
excessive loads were assumed by the foundation specialist or overly conservative predictions of the
magnitude and time rate of deformation (based on minimum test data) resulted. Today, improved
communication between technical disciplines correctly focuses on post construction vertical and lateral
deformations, examines the time and incremental application of both the transient and permanent loads
and draws attention to the location of deformation interest (top of the pier or beam seat of an abutment).
Although isolated examples of model best practice exist the mainstream application use of this accepted is
far from being mainstream.
Shallow Foundations
It is commonly known and often stated that shallow foundations are underutilized. Perceived and real
uncertainties associated with time rate and magnitude of vertical and lateral deformations (service limit
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states) is the primary technical reason for the current state of practice. These deformation estimates are
often overly conservative because of: inadequate subsurface data, overly conservative or inadequate
interpretation of the subsurface test data, poor understanding of the applied loads and their impact on the
foundation, or the lack of defined performance criteria which exclusively focuses on post construction
deformations. These technical issues are further exacerbated by discipline communication challenges
which routinely occur between the structural, geotechnical and construction project team members.
On ABC projects tight space constraints and technical requirements may eliminate shallow foundations as
a feasible solution but when applicable the resulting benefits (cost and time) are obvious.
Recent research outcomes completed as part of the Second, Strategic Highway Research Program
(SHRP2) provides a fresh look at tolerable movements, reliability of deformation prediction models, and a
closer comparison between the time of load application and the resulting influence on structure
performance. SHRP2 project R19B “Bridges for Service Life beyond 100 Years: Service Limit State Design”
establishes a robust protocol to overcome some of the existing technical issues. The study results provide
design recommendations for the geotechnical axial serviceability limit state and presents a suggested
process to reduce the human factors issue when foundation designers conservatively select engineering
parameters of soil and rock materials. The study results clearly demonstrate that traditional concerns
related to computed deformation uncertainty can be significantly reduced.
The selection of soil and rock parameters has traditionally been approached by applying judgment and
unfortunately been biased toward lower bound test results. Section 10.4 of the AASHTO LRFD Bridge
Design Specifications recommends appropriate test methods for geomaterials under different loading
conditions and strongly suggests the use of simple statistical methods to determine appropriate design
engineering property values. The result is a more reliable foundation design. These principles have been
well established and documented in geotechnical and foundation engineering publications but are not
routinely applied on surface transportation and many private projects.
Additional work will be required to prepare technical and procedural guide specifications and also to
communicate and educate designers on use of these available and proven principles in design and
construction monitoring. The resulting mainstream application of this approach will advance the routine use
of shallow foundations. In the interim results from SHRP2 R19B provide ABC project designers with
sufficient guidance which can be applied with confidence.
Auger Cast Piles
Traditionally auger cast piling (ACIP) has been underutilized in the surface transportation industry due to
concerns of inconsistency in the end product’s nominal resistance and long-term corrosion performance.
Both concerns were in part related to the absence of a nationally accepted design and construction
guidance document, a lack of minimum equipment requirements and finally, a lack of reliable and real time
construction monitoring tools.
In contrast to this traditional surface transportation experience, auger cast piles are and have been routinely
used in the private sector projects because of their time and cost benefits related to both mobilization and
installation. They also offer environmental advantages related to reduced noise and vibration. On many
ABC projects the selection of an auger cast pile deep foundation would be an attractive solution if the end
product could be confidently applied.
Recent research work and resulting publication by FHWA has raised awareness to the benefits of auger
cast piles and more importantly raised the minimum standard of care necessary to significantly reduce
traditional concerns. The FHWA document was developed in close cooperation with the deep foundation
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industry and professional organizations and provides specific guidance on the selection, design (both
geotechnical and structural), installation and quality assurance of auger cast piling. Although the AASHTO
LRFD Bridge Design Specifications do not currently address this deep foundation type but it is anticipated
that a new specification section may be added in the future. Training, technical assistance and other
innovation deployment activities are needed to advance the use of auger cast piles into mainstream
practice. The availability of FHWA publication is a key reference to support these development and
deployment activities. On ABC projects auger cast piling: provides a very rapid installation method, has
good load carrying resistance, requires low mobilization costs and provides installation equipment which is
highly mobile and suited to confined and restricted locations.
Driven Piles, Micropiles and Drilled Shafts
Driven piles, micropiles and drilled shafts deep foundations are all well documented in the AASHTO LRFD
Design and Construction specifications in terms of design (structural and geotechnical), construction and
inspection/monitoring. FHWA has companion technical documents which complement the guidance by
AASHTO for all three foundation systems and offers National Highway Institute training programs. ABC
opportunities for these three types of deep foundation systems are related to “optimizing” current structural
and geotechnical design practice and focusing increased attention on foundation type selection based on
specific performance requirements and project constraints.
Traditional design practice on a national level continues to NOT take full advantage of the benefits of these
foundation systems for several reasons, both perceived and real. Foundation optimization is often
incorrectly assumed to imply a reduction of safety or an increased chance of intolerable deformations. On
ABC projects, optimization of foundation design and construction can have a direct and significant influence
on cost and speed of construction. In many cases a foundation type is selected without full knowledge of
what can be accomplished with a particular pile type and its “true” limitations. The higher level of design
focus applied to ABC projects affords an opportunity to fully apply the existing body of knowledge resulting
in savings in time and cost without compromising safety. Example for each foundation type are discussed
below.
Driven Piles
Driven pile advancements which can provide benefits to ABC projects include: applying more reliable
design methods and protocols, use of higher strength materials (steel and concrete), specifying more
technically advanced installation equipment, specifying more environmentally friendly installation
techniques, applying improved performance based material and construction specifications and use of
more reliable quality assurance methods. In some cases the net combined benefit is that the factored
structural and geotechnical resistances can be doubled. The application of the existing knowledge can
result in an expanded use of more efficient foundations on ABC projects.
Often perceived concerns regarding environmental issues of noise and vibrations are often exaggerated
and as a result driven piles are eliminated from consideration on many projects without a true qualitative or
quantitative investigation. Newer installation equipment and proper selection of driven pile type, size and
installation method can reduce both noise and vibration if quantitative threshold values can be established
by the project team based on available national guidance.
One significant advantage of driven piles as compared with shallow foundations and drilled deep
foundations is the ability to assess structural and geotechnical pile conditions in real time during the pile’s
installation. This allows the use of larger resistance factors and results in reduced cost.
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Drilled Shafts
Drilled Shaft foundations have been routinely used on ABC projects for one of the following reasons: the
ability to obtain continuity between the foundation and the substructure (shafts continue vertically as a
column), reduced environmental impact (less noise and vibration during installation) and their high lateral
load and moment resistance. Opportunities to optimize drilled shaft designs relate to: correctly applying the
LRFD approach to decouple the geotechnical axial strength and service limit states, applying a project
specific vertical or lateral deformation performance requirement which is related to post construction
deformation and structure performance and the increased use of rapid load test methods during
construction. The static analysis methods used to predict the axial nominal resistance of drilled shafts are
rather simplistic semi-empirical models, are based on a limited number of load tests, do not account for the
drilled shaft installation method or equipment. As a result these methods generally yield conservative
estimates of skin and tip resistances and the application of rapid load testing methods have routinely
demonstrated significantly larger nominal resistances.
Advancements in base grouting of drilled shafts and improvements to integrity testing of completed shafts
have shown considerable promise to further advance our confidence in the end product and its load
deformation behavior. Base grouting techniques strain harden the drilled shaft base and result in a stiffer
geotechnical resistance response. Base grouting has been used on a number of projects to date with very
impressive results. Thermal profiling of completed drilled shafts shortly following concreting can improve
current NDT assessments of the drilled shaft concrete resulting in time and cost savings.
Micropiles
Micropiles are small diameter drilled in place piles which have been used world-wide for over 60 years.
These piles have diameters generally less than 12 inches and their cross section may be composed of up
to 60 percent high strength steel (80 ksi). Although several transportation agencies have completed dozens
of micropile projects other agencies have yet to complete their first project. Micropiles are generally not cost
effective when other structural foundations are technically feasible but they are often the foundation of
choice for the most difficult projects (where installation is difficult due to manmade or natural obstructions
and where access is restricted and difficult). Due to their material composition (primarily high strength steel
and grout) micropiles have very large load carrying capacities, are very rapidly installed, require minimal
deformations to mobilize load resistance in both side resistance and end bearing and can be easily and
inexpensively tested. Although vertical individual micropiles have limited lateral load resistance micropile
group behavior is well understood and can complement this perceived limitation.
GROUND IMPROVEMENT TECHNOLGIES
ABC projects are often abutting or are founded on problematic soil and rock profiles. These materials may
effect long term load carrying resistance, result in excessive lateral and vertical deformations and have
significant cost and time project impacts. Ground Improvement techniques can be applied where these
conditions exist to eliminate or mitigate these negative effects. The available ground improvement
techniques (over forty) include methods and technologies to: improve soil and rock compressive
deformation response, reduce applied loads, improve compressive and lateral strength resistances. Many
these methods are not addressed in the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design or Construction Specifications
(since they are not strictly bridge or structure related) but have been the subject of numerous FHWA
technical documents and training programs.
This topic was the focus of comprehensive study recently completed as part of the Second, Strategic
Highway Research Program (SHRP2). Survey resulted completed as part of that research regretfully
indicated that although many of the materials and techniques have been available for decades the vast
majority of potential transportation specialists were poorly informed regarding these tools and also believed
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they were underutilized in their local region. The outcome of this research project is a web IT product called
GeoTech Tools. The product provides a comprehensive and current library of information and a query tool
which addresses issues related to subsurface problem assessment, selection of technically feasible
solutions, suggested design methodologies, and information on specifications, installation tips and quality
assurance protocols. The application of this tool and the resulting problem solving solutions on ABC projects
can be invaluable. Selection and use of the “correct” ground improvement method can have significant
savings of time, cost and improve long-term performance.
SUMMARY
The benefits of current geotechnical and foundation materials and technologies related to the design and
construction of Geotechnical Features are often not fully considered on ABC projects. These technical
areas include: earth retaining structures, structural foundations and ground improvement methods.
Significant advancements in all of these areas during the past two decades and their complete mainstream
acceptance and use is lagging behind other transportation innovations. Each ABC project has unique and
specific requirements and constraints and application of these materials and techniques may not always
be appropriate. When appropriate, however, they collectively provide significant and measurable benefits
in terms of improved performance and savings of time and cost.
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ABC, FHWA SHRP2 R04:
IMPLEMENTATION ACROSS THE USA
Finn K. Hubbard, P.E. Fish & Associates Inc., Middleton, WI
Matthew J. DeMarco, P.E. Federal Highway Administration, Lakewood, CO

Abstract:
The FHWA is in the process of mainstreaming the research from the recent
SHRPR04 Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) project. The FHWA has
selected seven different projects from across the nation to help introduce
various parts of the R04 Tool Kit via construction projects and regional
project showcases. The projects range from complete bridge replacements
using all precast materials to complete precast piers including pile cap,
columns, and cap. Various parts of the R04 Tool Kit are being used including
suggested design details and construction specifications. This paper presents
an update on the progress of the seven projects including lessons learned to
this point. The projects will be under construction during the summer of 2014
and into 2015. The material presented will be of interest to those looking to
get bridge replacement projects done quickly, efficiently and with high
quality.

Keywords: ABC, SHRP2, Bridge, Accelerated Bridge Construction
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INTRODUCTION
When much of our current highway system was constructed, it was on new alignments with
little, if any, existing traffic to contend with. As the system has matured, the need to replace
and update the existing bridges has led to extensive traffic issues during bridge
reconstruction. The need to accelerate the bridge replacement process was recognized by
bridge owners and the Federal Government and a research project was initiated through the
second Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP2, Ref. #1). The SHRP2 research project
for Innovative Bridge Designs for Rapid Renewal was conducted with special emphasis in
three areas. The first area studied was on the reluctance of transportation agencies to shift to
accelerated methods of reconstruction for bridge replacements. Reluctance to change and the
perception of higher costs associated with accelerated replacements was seen as the main
points of resistance. The second area looked at by the research team was current best
practices being used by several agencies to replace and rebuild bridges rapidly. Excellent
information was available from lead states, such as Utah, on the subject of Accelerated
Bridge Construction (ABC). Finally, the best methods were gathered into a final report and
an ABC Toolkit. Much of the information presented in the Toolkit was used in practice to
construct two demonstration ABC projects as proof of concept of the methods.
Throughout the process, many lessons have been learned by the research team and those
actively working to accelerate bridge construction. One of the more surprising discoveries
was that accelerating bridge construction does not always cost more money. Indeed, there are
several examples where the ABC approach has saved significant money to the owner agency
directly. ABC is not a “one size fits all” solution, but should be given serious consideration
during the project formation phase to see if all parties might benefit from getting in and out
faster.

SEVEN PROPOSED NEXT GENERATION SHRP2 R04 IMPLEMENTATION
PROJECTS
In a process to move the SHRP2 R04 ABC mentality from experimentation to production,
the FHWA proposed a series of implementation projects be carried out around the country to
showcase the R04 modular and side slide approach in different applications and site
conditions. The FHWA requested proposals from any transportation agencies interested in
trying this new approach to building quality bridges fast with limited disruption to the public.
Over 40 proposals were received with seven of them receiving funding from the FHWA.
These seven projects vary in application of R04, but all share with the original R04 mantra of
“bread and butter” bridges as found across the country. The seven projects include both
concrete and steel super structures, pile supported superstructures and Geosynthetic
Reinforced Soil (GRS) abutments, along with a combination of simple and continuous spans.
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The reasoning behind the need for speed varies widely also. In several cases, the reasoning
was the traditional reason to choose an accelerated bridge replacement project; the need to
limit the disruption to traffic for as minimal time as possible. What is interesting about
several of the chosen projects is the push for precast elements had more to do with the remote
location of the project, such as in northern California. The availability of ready mix concrete
has caused significant quality issues for cast-in-place concrete in the past and the modular
approach provided by the SHRP2 R04 method solves this deficiency while also shortening
construction time in an area with a limited window for warm weather. This has been a wellknown issue in Alaska and hence their common uses of decked bulb tee girder
superstructures.
The following seven project descriptions will illustrate the variety of conditions both from a
traffic and location point of view that make the ABC Toolkit approach desirable.
ROUTE 96 OVER FORT GOFF CREEK, CALIFORNIA:
The SHRP2 R04 implementation project underway in Northern California is over Fort Goff
Creek in Siskiyou County. The location of the Goff Creek Bridge is more than 90 minutes
from the nearest ready-mix plant along secondary roads. Delivering ready-mix concrete is a
real challenge in this mountainous area. The use of precast bridge elements answers the
challenge of building a quality bridge in this remote location. The plan is to build a singlespan precast concrete voided superstructure to be placed on precast abutments. The
abutments will be supported by cast in drilled piles (CIDP). As California is a high seismic
region, the single span nature of the bridge minimizes the seismic concerns and the precast
option will function well under the anticipated seismic loads. This bridge has several special
aesthetic considerations through the use of form liners that are also well suited for the precast
approach. The estimate cost of the prefabricated elements is $540,000 and the total project
estimate is $1,770,000 million. Construction will take place in the summer of 2014.
GILA RIVER INDIAN RESERVATION, ARIZONA
Projects can not only vary in reason for construction, but in how they are delivered and
administered as well. The Gila River Bridge is a Construction Manager, General Contractor
(CMGC) project. In other words, the Gila River Indian Community DOT has contracted the
design of the project with a consultant and has also contracted the construction of the project
with a selected contractor. The three groups will work together in developing the project
plans, specifications, and, ultimately, the overall cost. The CMGC method lends itself well to
the ABC approach in that it allows the maximum benefit from the contractor’s means and
method to be worked directly in to the plans for the new bridge. This differs from the
Design/Build approach in that the owner remains an integral part of the team throughout the
process. The three groups (owner, designer, and contractor) have to form a true team in order
for the CMGC approach to work and this project will be a good test of both means and
methods of ABC.
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Currently, the project is in the design phase and a side slide methods is the leading solution.
The expectation is the bridge will use cast abutments and piers and then be slid into place.
The expected closure time is approximately three weeks. One unique aspect of the bridge
will be the need to design and build one “abutment” as a future pier. The bridge is located in
an area that experiences frequent flooding and the bridge will be designed to allow it to be
lengthened at a later date if so desired. This approach has been used in other states with great
success in the past.
The estimate of the bridge elements is $840,000 and the total project cost is estimated at
$2,584,000. The project is scheduled for construction during late fall of 2014.
INTERSTATE ON-RAMP, RHODE ISLAND:
This project is more of a traditional ABC project since getting in and out as quickly as
possible is the driving force. The bridge being replaced currently has timber bracing under its
piers as it needs replacement in the near future. The bridge carries an on ramp to an interstate
and cannot be out of service for an extended period of time. The total closure time is
expected to be less than 30 days and the project carries significant incentives and
disincentives for the contractor. The simple span replacement bridge will be built with
precast elements for the substructure. Grouted splicers will be used to connect the
substructure elements together. The superstructure will be erected using two modular units
with the deck precast onto the support beams and a single closure pour used to knit the two
units together. Crushed stone is also planned behind the abutments to speed the placement of
backfill and further shorten the closure time of the ramp.
The estimated cost of the precast elements is $800,000 and the total construction estimate is
$1.9 million. Figure 1 shows the advanced stages of deterioration of the existing bridge. The
project will be constructed during the fall of 2014.

Figure 1 – Existing Bridge Conditions
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STEWARTS CREEK BRIDGE, KENTUCKY:
The Stewarts Creek Bridge was originally going to be a standard bridge replacement project.
With the assistance of the FHWA R04 Implementation funds, Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet (KYTC) is not only using ABC techniques at Stewards Creek, but at a second bridge
replacement location as well. KYTC used A + B bidding (cost plus time) to help limit the
amount of time the bridge replacements will take. The winning bid will take an expected 38
days from start to finish with only three weeks of total road closure allowed. KYTC is
furthering their effort to produce a high quality, long lasting bridge by not only using precast
elements, but also using galvanized steel with a duplex coating for the support girders in the
two bridges. The combination of galvanizing and then painting should produce a
superstructure needing little, if any, maintenance for the girders during the expected bridge
life. The bridges being replaced fit the expectations of the R04 bread and butter bridges
normally found on our transportation system (See Figure 2). The superstructure will have the
deck precast onto it and delivered to the job sites in two longitudinal sections. The two
sections will be made into one with the placement of a closure pour. The bar steel in the deck
will also be galvanized to ensure a long deck life.
The cost of the prefabricated elements is $400,000 and the total project construction cost is
$700,000. This project will be under construction in the fall of 2014.

Figure 2 –KYTC Bridges Which Will Be Replaced With ABC Bridges
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ROUTE 1 KITTERY OVERPASS, MAINE:
The Kittery Overpass Bridge is located on Route 1 in Kittery Maine and is a direct relief
route for I-95. With the possibility of needing this bridge at any time as backup to I-95, the
need for an ABC approach becomes clear. The goal is to replace this bridge as quickly as
possible in order to limit the lack of backup to I-95. The ADT on the bridge is 7740 with
14% of this being truck traffic. The maximum allowed closure of the project is 30 days. This
project will include an assortment of precast elements from the abutment walls that will be
connected to a cast-in-place footing on bedrock, to the use of Northeast Extreme Tee Beams
(See Figure 3 for cross section). The most unique part of this project is the use of carbon
fiber prestressing cables in the NEXT beams. This should increase the longevity of the bridge
by eliminating one more possible source of steel corrosion from the bridge. The performance
of the carbon fiber cables will be of great interest to the bridge community as a whole.
This project has $1,350,000 in precast elements with a total estimated project cost of
$2,560,000. The project is scheduled for construction in August of 2014.

Figure 3 – Proposed Bridge Cross Section

MISSOURI:
This project will combine several ABC techniques. The project team is proposing to use
precast/prestressed concrete box beams in combination with Geosynthetic Reinforced Soil
(GRS) abutments. The box beams would rest directly on the GRS abutments, eliminating the
need for an abutment (precast or cast-in-place) and also eliminate the need to an approach
slab as the precast boxes would move with the roadway approach. This combination of
systems and elements should produce not only a fast bridge replacement project, but a very
economical one as well. The bridge is located in an urban area with high traffic both above
and below with the complication of above and below ground utilities. Getting in and out
quickly is a must and Missouri DOT (MoDOT) is currently planning on only a 1 to 2 week
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closure of the roads. A combination project showcase is being planned to involve both the
ABC and GRS components of the project.
This project has $360,000 in prefabricated elements with a total project construction cost of
$695,000. The project is scheduled for August of 2014.
ROAD OVER I-39/90, WISCONSIN:
This project differs from the other six in that the ABC application is to the piers only. A
major rehabilitation of Interstate 39/90 between the Illinois border and Madison is planned
starting in 2014 and continuing through 2019. Over one hundred bridges will be involved in
the project. WisDOT is planning to precast the piers of five bridges under the current R04
Implementation project. The pier caps and columns will be precast and attached to cast-inplace footings through the use of bar splicers. The push for ABC on the pier construction
comes from the majority of the piers being located in the median of the interstate. The project
will save an estimated three weeks per bridge by using the precast elements, but the real gain
is seen as safety by reducing the amount of time the traveling public is exposed to the
construction process and equally the amount of time the contractors’ workers are exposed to
the traveling public. This is another great demonstration of why the ABC process has so
many benefits well beyond just saving time.
This project currently has $502,000 in prefabricated elements with a total construction
estimate of $6,897,000. One bridge will be under construction in the fall of 2014 with four
more to follow in the spring of 2015. Assuming this project goes well up to one hundred
more bridges may be included in future construction on the I-39/90 corridor through 2019.

WHAT IS THE REAL COST OF ABC?
Cost; this is the first or second question nearly everyone asks when the subject of ABC
comes up. It is a fair question, one that does not have a simple or even clear answer. Does
ABC cost more? The answer is quite often yes, but not always. Some past ABC projects
have seen increases in construction costs of 30% or more, while others, (Vermont) have seen
cost savings up to 20%. When asked about cost, one State Bridge Engineer said you have to
get past the cost issue and ask yourself what is your “real” goal for the project. If your goal
is to build a bridge for the least expense you should probably stay with conventional
construction. If it has been decided to disrupt the traveling public for the least amount of
time, look to a side slide or an SPMT method and expect the project to cost more. The
increased cost may or may not have to do with the method as much as the bridge solution
chosen. The chosen solution often changes with an ABC approach. What might have been a
straight forward two span prestressed girder bridge changes into a single span steel bridge as
it is easier to move into place rapidly. The steel bridge may be a more expensive solution all
by itself in some markets so the “goal” of the project has indeed affected the overall cost of
the solution.
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Some good news from Vermont as was alluded to above in that if one can allow a few weeks
of closure, the cost of ABC might turn into real up front project cost savings. Vermont has
had an ABC program now for several years and the local contractors have not only gotten
comfortable with the methods, but have embraced the idea. As the ABC world has matured
in Vermont, it is now common to see savings of 0 to 20% over conventional construction.
Keep in mind these are the “bread and butter” standard bridges being replaced with a 2 to 4
week closure to the traveling public. They are not expensive bridges or projects being done
over a weekend. They are a great example of a process finding its sweet spot and saving the
owner real money while delighting the traveling public with minimal disruption. The
Vermont experience is a great testament to why we should not be afraid to try something
new.
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CONCLUSIONS
The Innovative Bridge Designs for Rapid Renewal Toolkit offers a variety of different
options to build quality bridges in an accelerated manner. (Additional information on Slide In
Bridge Construction (SIBC) is available at www.fhwa.dot.gov/slide/). With over thirty
applications received for the current FHWA implementation projects, the interest in further
developing the ABC approach by bridge owners is evident. The seven selected FHWA
implementation projects further demonstrate just how varied the ABC world can be. The
projects show the following different reasons for consideration of the ABC process.
1. Safety
a. Of the public
b. Of the contractor
2. Speed of construction
a. Total project
b. Closure to the public
3. Quality of product
a. Precast
b. Galvanized
4. Cost savings
a. To the DOT
b. To the road user
5. Innovative contracting
a. A + B
b. CM/GC
6. Innovative materials
a. UHPC, HPC, HPS
b. Carbon fibers
c. Rebar splicers
7. Innovative systems
a. Modular construction
b. Slide In Bridge Construction (SIBC)
c. Geosynthetic Reinforced Soil (GRS) abutments
With all these advantages it is easy to see why the ABC process is becoming the norm in
some states and catching on in others as the successful list of ABC projects continues to
grow. Building bridges faster, with higher quality and the real possibility of cost savings is
here now and being demonstrated by many innovative bridge projects across the county.
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SLIDE-IN BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION GUIDE
Michael S. Arens, S.E., P.E., Michael Baker International, 801-255-4400, marens@mbakerintl.com
ABSTRACT
In December 2013, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), along with the Utah Department of
Transportation (UDOT) and Michael Baker International completed development of the Slide-In Bridge
Construction (SIBC) Implementation Guide. This paper discusses the purpose of the SIBC Guide,
development of its content, and summarizes SIBC advantages and techniques as a tool for state
Departments of Transportation (Owners), Designers, and Contractors to successfully implement an SIBC
project.
INTRODUCTION
In August 2013, FHWA, UDOT, and Michael Baker International began development of the Slide-In
Bridge Construction (SIBC) Implementation Guide for FHWA’s Every Day Counts Initiative as an
innovative Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) technique to shorten project delivery, reduce user
impacts, and enhance roadway safety. This document provides a general guideline for Owners,
Designers, and Contractors to implement the SIBC method for common bridge replacements. The SIBC
Guide was completed in December 2013 and posted to the FHWA SIBC website:
www.fhwa.dot.gov/construction/sibc/.
DEVELOPMENT OF SIBC GUIDE CONTENT
The SIBC Guide was developed as a resource to Owners, Designers, and Contractors to assist in the
project selection, development, and execution of SIBC projects. UDOT and Michael Baker International,
along with H. Boyle Engineering and Ralph L. Wadsworth Construction, authored the document.
Together, this team has executed over 14 SIBC projects and developed a Technical Working Group
(TWG) of 12 key industry leaders involved with SIBC projects across the nation. The TWG included
FHWA, state DOTs, design consultants, and Contractors that were either developing or executing an
SIBC project, or had executed one or more SIBC projects. The TWG participated in a half-day workshop
to outline the SIBC Guide and discuss key information to include in the document. The TWG then
reviewed and commented on draft versions of the document to refine and finalize its content. The main
objective of the guide is to disseminate SIBC knowledge, processes, and lessons learned from the
industry’s experience and encourage the implementation of SIBC as a more mainstream tool for highway
bridge replacement.
SIBC GUIDE LAYOUT
The SIBC Guide is organized into four main sections to present advantages and typical issues for the
different user groups; Owners, Designers, and Contractors. The guide also includes specific project case
studies, sample SIBC project plan sets, and sample project specifications.
Chapter 1 – General Introduction
Chapter 1 provides a general introduction and description of SIBC, benefits, common applications, and
limitations. The guide discusses how SIBC allows for construction of a new bridge while maintaining
traffic on the existing bridge. The new structure is constructed adjacent to an existing bridge on
temporary supports, and then during a brief roadway closure, the existing bridge is removed and the new
bridge is slid into place on new or existing supports. It describes the multiple benefits of SIBC, including
safety, schedule, reduced mobility impacts, costs, quality, and constructability. The guide outlines several
limitations when selecting SIBC such as right-of-way, geometric constraints, lack of SIBC experience,
profile changes, and utility impacts. The chapter also discusses scenarios where the use of SIBC has
worked well and provided maximum benefits.
Chapter 2 – Owner Considerations
Chapter 2 focuses on early project development, project delivery, and the overall project process from an
Owner’s perspective. Project cost considerations and project procurement methods are discussed. An
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approach is defined for traditional bid-build, design-build, and CM/GC methods. This chapter also
emphasizes the approach and importance of a strong public involvement (PI) plan to maximize the
benefits of the SIBC project. A comprehensive PI plan notifies the public of the project’s goals, schedule,
alternative routes during the closure period, and other Owner efforts to minimize the impacts to the public.
Finally, this chapter describes a selection process to help determine if SIBC is appropriate for a particular
project.
Chapter 3 – Design Considerations
Chapter 3 considers the design details of SIBC. The overall bridge layout, abutment and foundation
types, and SIBC loading are discussed. Other items such as design of the temporary supports, roadway
to bridge connection, tolerances, and development of specifications are also examined. This section is a
great resource to step through the SIBC design process, identify issues to address, and determine how
successful SIBC projects have addressed these issues. Multiple photos are included to demonstrate the
discussion points and show specific examples.
Chapter 4 – Construction Considerations
Chapter 4 is very useful for all user groups discussing the most common type of slide systems and how
they are implemented. It also describes schedule timeframes for different aspects of the project, and how
to balance the approach to SIBC with the desired schedule timeframe. The chapter concludes with
submittal requirements for specifications and a checklist of items to consider for the implementation of
SIBC. This chapter also includes multiple photos to demonstrate the discussion points and show specific
examples.
SIBC GUIDE REFERENCE INFORMATION
Appendices of the SIBC Guide include SIBC project case studies, additional SIBC reference sources,
sample advertisement plans for SIBC bridge replacement, and associated sample specifications. These
additional resources help demonstrate how to execute an SIBC project.
CONCLUSION
This paper introduces the industry to a valuable tool for Owners, Designers, and Contractors to use in the
development and execution of SIBC projects. The development of its data through the TWG, SIBC
process analysis, and bridge slide project research is also included in the SIBC Guide. FHWA
encourages any entity considering, commencing, or executing an SIBC project to use this guide along
with a multitude of additional resources at www.fhwa.dot.gov/construction/sibc/.
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ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION – THE MINNESOTA DOT EXPERIENCE
Paul Rowekamp, PE, Minnesota Department of Transportation, (651)-366-4484,
paul.rowekamp@state.mn.us
ABSTRACT
The Minnesota DOT has designed and constructed a wide range of prefabricated bridge components and
systems, some from “scratch”, and some by using details and standards from other states or agencies.
Ongoing efforts include the development of a decision making tool to determine which bridge sites are
best suited for ABC techniques and establishment of an ABC policy. This paper focuses on the use of
available national resource materials & expertise to aid in the design and construction of ABC systems,
highlighting the lessons learned and perspective gained from implementing an ABC program.
INTRODUCTION
Over the past several years, the Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) has been
implementing various accelerated bridge construction (ABC) techniques and practices in an attempt to
lessen construction work zone impacts to the traveling public and to reduce on-site construction time.
Implementing any new system or process can often be challenging and time consuming. This paper
contrasts the development effort and challenges faced when designing and implementing a new ABC
system from “scratch”, versus using readily available details, standards, and specifications available from
other agencies. It also addresses the need to develop a consistent process, policy, and tools, to select
projects most suitable for ABC, and explains how MnDOT is addressing this need.
STARTING FROM SCRATCH – THE INVERTED TEE SUPERSTRUCTURE
Following a 2004 International Scanning Tour sponsored by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
and the American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials(1), the MnDOT Bridge Office
began development of an inverted tee superstructure system, similar to the Poutre Dalle system that was
observed by scanning tour members in France. This system consists of shallow, precast, prestressed
concrete inverted-tee beams placed directly adjacent to each other (Figure 1). The precast beams are
connected along a longitudinal joint with 180-degree reinforcement hooks that protrude from the webs of
the precast sections (Figure 2). A prefabricated “drop in” reinforcement cage further connects the
reinforcement protruding from the webs to provide a rigid connection between the panels. Cast-in-place
(CIP) concrete is then placed between the beam webs and over the top of the beams to form a solid
composite cross section. The inverted tee beams also serve as stay-in-place forms for the CIP bridge
deck, eliminating installation of deck formwork.
In addition to an overall reduction in on-site construction time, the system provides other advantages
including; improved quality control by using certified fabrication facilities, and greater safety and reduced
environmental impacts at the project site. MnDOT has used this system for short span bridges (20 to 45
foot spans), a configuration that has previously been served by full-depth, CIP concrete slab spans, a
common Minnesota bridge superstructure type used where relatively short span, shallow depth structures
are desired.(2)
The Design and Development Process
Without the benefit of existing drawings or design data, staff from the MnDOT Bridge Office started from
scratch and developed initial design sketches and concepts for the inverted tee shape based on photos of
the Poutre Dalle system. Design staff also met with several local precast beam fabricators to discuss
adaptability of their existing forms to produce this new shape, and to get feedback regarding
constructability and cost.
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INVERTED TEE BEAMS
CIP DECK

Figure 1
Cross Section Showing Adjacent Inverted Tee Beams Topped with a Cast-In-Place Deck

Figure 2
Typical 6’-0” Wide Individual Inverted Tee Beam
After receiving positive feedback from fabricators, the initial design progressed smoothly with the project
team methodically addressing specific design issues such as; live load distribution, effectiveness of the
composite action between the precast tee section and the CIP deck, thermal gradients, and layout of the
reinforcement in the CIP portion of the deck. A more significant work effort was required to address the
bending moments that result from restraint, induced by time-dependent deformations that occur after
adjacent spans are made continuous through the placement of the composite CIP concrete deck
(restraint moments).
MnDOT also sponsored a multi-phase research project with the Civil Engineering Department at the
University of Minnesota to verify the design assumptions, conduct research on test beams in the
university’s laboratory, instrument a pilot bridge, and to conduct follow-up site reviews and deck surveys
on several of the first bridges that were built.
The first contract drawings and specifications were completed in late 2004, and the first two bridges with
inverted tee superstructures were built in 2005 (Figure 3). The fabrication, erection, and placement of the
deck and barriers proceeded smoothly and resulted in significant savings in on-site construction time(2).
Over the past 9 years, MnDOT has constructed about a dozen similar bridges, several resulting in road
closure times of 4 weeks or less, which is a substantial reduction in on-site construction time compared to
conventionally constructed slab span bridges.
Use of the inverted tee superstructure system adds an approximate 10-15 percent cost premium
compared to conventional construction. However, more widespread use of inverted tee beams will no
doubt improve fabricator and contractor familiarity and expertise, and will likely reduce this premium.
Performance
While few noteworthy issues arose during fabrication, erection, and deck placement, inspections of
several bridges one year after initial construction indicated varying levels of transverse and longitudinal
cracking in the CIP deck. Monitoring of the strain by the University of Minnesota research team indicated
that some cracks appear to be the result of thermal gradients(3). The resultant cracking is not a structural
capacity or strength issue. The primary concern is that the cracking could lead to future challenges
related to serviceability and long-term maintenance of the bridge deck.
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Figure 3
Erection of Inverted Tee Sections
Based on feedback from the research team and field reviews of several of the initially constructed
bridges, numerous incremental design modifications were made in recent years, including; thinning the
bottom flange, increasing the chamfer sizes on the edges of the beams, placing flexible foam around the
anchorage dowels to allow a small amount of lateral movement, and improvements to the bridge deck
concrete mix including the addition of fibers to reduce cracking. These changes have resulted in
simplified construction and a significant decrease in the amount of deck cracking.
Lessons Learned
A significant benefit to using the inverted tee system is the reduction in on-site construction time.
Experience has shown the potential to consistently shorten construction time by 20% to 40%. Under the
appropriate circumstances, the added cost can easily be justified by the construction time savings, since
lengthy road closures or extended construction periods are often very costly to area residents and local
businesses. Experience over the past 9 years has revealed that the system is a practical and economical
accelerated construction alternative to slab span bridge construction.
Designing and developing a new superstructure system without the benefit of previous design data or
plans was very challenging and time consuming, but it also was very rewarding. The challenges
presented in the design phase enhanced our designer skills, provided an opportunity to innovate, and
exposed design staff to topics such as restraint moments and thermal gradients, neither of which have
been significant issues for MnDOT in the past. In addition, working closely with our local prestressed
beam fabricators has enhanced communication between the parties and led to a stronger partnership.
To aid in technology transfer, in the fall of 2005, MnDOT shared its experience with bridge designers,
contractors, and fabricators at a workshop in Minneapolis. The session had approximately 150
attendees, included discussion on design, fabrication, and construction, and included a site visit to one of
the first bridges built. By publishing reports(4), papers (2), and journal articles(5), MnDOT continues to share
its successes and shortcomings with others and welcomes feedback to make further improvements.
USING STANDARDS FROM OTHER AGENCIES – FULL-DEPTH PRECAST DECK PANELS
In contrast to developing a new ABC system from scratch, MnDOT’s first use of full-depth precast
concrete deck panels relied heavily on the use of details and specifications developed by other agencies.
After a brief review of plans and reports available from other organizations, MnDOT focused on design
standards and documents available from the Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) (6). UDOT has
been a strong leader in the development and use of ABC for many years. They have also continued to
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monitor their ABC installations and have been very open in sharing their successes and disappointments,
including publishing information regarding lessons learned (7).
Site Selection and Design
Careful consideration was given to selecting the appropriate site for the initial installation of full-depth
deck panels. MnDOT is ultimately interested in implementing precast deck panels on a wide range of
projects, including very high traffic volume routes, so it was essential that the first project be completed
successfully. However, since neither the DOT or its fabricators or contractors had any previous
experience with this system, it was determined that the initial installation would occur on a lower volume
route, where if fabrication or construction issues surfaced, delays would not have a significant impact to
the traveling public. All involved agreed that it was more important to take the time to “get it right the first
time”, than to take unwarranted risks or to compromise long-term durability in order to complete the
project early.
With this in mind, MnDOT’s first full-depth post-tensioned precast deck panel bridge was constructed on
state highway 53 in northern Minnesota. The bridge was designed in the fall of 2010 and constructed in
the summer of 2012. The structure is a single span prestressed beam bridge with a length of 76 feet and
a width of 45 feet. The design was relatively simple and progressed smoothly using guidance available
from the Prestressed Concrete Institute (8) and standard drawings available from UDOT. The process was
also aided by two conference calls with staff from the UDOT Bridge Office to clarify details and design
methodology.
The deck panels were fabricated using conventionally reinforced concrete and were 9 inches thick (3” of
top cover), with a maximum length of 9.5 feet in the direction of traffic and post-tensioned longitudinally
after installation. To allow for a crown in the roadway, the transverse width of the roadway was split into
two separate panels, and a longitudinal joint was included over one of the prestressed concrete beams
near the centerline of the bridge (Figure 4).

Figure 4
Bridge Cross Section Showing Longitudinal Deck Joint
The panels included “shear pocket” openings along each beam line to allow shear stirrups from the
underlying beams to protrude into and engage the deck panel. These shear pockets were grouted along
with the haunch between the underside of the panels and the top of the beams to form a composite
system for resisting live load (Figure 5).
Communication
Upon award of the construction contract, several meetings and conference calls were held with staff from
MnDOT, the deck panel and beam fabricator, grout supplier, and bridge contractor. This interaction was
very helpful in addressing the concerns of each party, allowing each to communicate their viewpoints and
concerns, and to address issues that needed to be resolved. Another very important and beneficial
interaction was a series of conference calls with the aforementioned parties, and contractors and staff
that had previously completed successful full-depth deck panel projects in Utah. The insight and
suggestions from those involved in previous projects was invaluable in helping the contractor and
fabricator to finalize their details, shop drawings, and construction procedures.
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In particular, discussions with experienced contractors regarding the process and materials used to form
and grout the haunch between the top of the beam and the bottom of the deck panel was particularly
helpful. This portion of the work was of significant concern to both MnDOT and the contractor as the
bridge was located over a stream and grout leakage could lead to environmental issues. Owing to this
concern, project provisions required the contractor to erect a “mock-up” of the interface between the
prestressed beam and the deck panels to confirm the contractor’s proposed method of setting and
leveling the deck panels and grouting the haunches.
Installation and Grouting
Following successful completion of the mock-up and submission and approval of shop drawings, the first
full-size deck panels were fabricated. Meanwhile, the contractor removed the existing bridge, constructed
the new bridge abutments, erected the prestressed beams, and installed compressible foam on the top
flanges of the beams, upon which the deck panels would rest. Panel installation started slowly, but
placement times decreased rapidly after a few panels were set. Setting time for the first two panels was
approximately 60 minutes each. Setting times for the last panels was approximately 15 minutes each
(Figure 5).

Figure 5
Deck Panel Installation
Over the next several days the transverse panel joints were grouted, the panels were post-tensioned
longitudinally and the post-tensioning ducts were grouted. Minor grout leakage was evident at a few of
the of the post-tensioning duct couplers between the panels, but was not a significant problem. The
shear pockets and haunches were then successfully grouted. The design and construction changes that
were implemented following the discussions with the contractor and DOT staff from Utah, along with
lessons learned from the mock-up, all proved to be very helpful and forming and grouting of the haunches
and shear pockets proceeded smoothly.
Following installation of the slipformed concrete barrier, the deck was longitudinally surface planed to
ensure a smooth ride, and to prepare the surface for a thin bonded polymer overlay. Due to low ambient
temperatures in the fall of 2012, placement of the polymer overlay was delayed until the spring of 2013.
Excluding placement of the polymer overlay, the total road closure time was approximately 1 week less
than would be expected to build a similar bridge with a cast-in-place deck. It is anticipated that more
extensive use of deck panels will increase contractor familiarity with the fabrication and installation
process, resulting in more substantial reductions in on-site construction time.
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The cost of the deck panels for this initial project was substantially higher than a conventional cast-inplace concrete deck. This was to be expected due to the start-up costs for the deck panel fabricator, and
bridge contractors not being familiar with all of the risks and effort required to install the panels.
Experience in the state of Utah has indicated that over time the cost of building bridges with deck panels
will decrease and become comparable to the cost of conventional bridge deck construction.
Lessons Learned
As expected, the effort required to implement full-depth precast deck panels was substantially less than
that required to design and develop the inverted tee system. The availability of vast amounts of
information, including; design details, construction photos, reports, and UDOT expertise and lessons
learned regarding ABC, made this undertaking very straight forward and fairly simple to implement.
It should also be noted that the FHWA has scheduled many excellent workshops and showcases around
the nation to help educate owners and contractors regarding ABC technologies. MnDOT was fortunate to
host an FHWA sponsored workshop exclusive to full-depth deck panels that was attended by fabricators,
contractors, and agency/owners, which was very instructive. Owners are strongly encouraged to host or
participate in similar events to become better informed and to help them overcome initial fear or
apprehension regarding the use of precast elements or ABC techniques.
The importance of establishing effective communication cannot be overstated. Bi-weekly conference calls
with representatives of the owner, fabricator, grout supplier, and bridge contractor proved to be extremely
beneficial in addressing issues in a timely matter and in keeping the project submittals and progress on
track. Additional discussion with owners and contractors who have successfully constructed similar
projects was also exceptionally valuable and reassuring to all involved.
ABC PROJECT SELECTION
In addition to the full-depth deck panel and inverted tee installations mentioned above, MnDOT has also
used precast concrete abutment and pier cap elements on several projects to reduce on-site construction
time. Other larger scale ABC efforts have included the use of self-propelled modular transporters to
install complete superstructures, and lateral sliding techniques have been used to install new
superstructures and to shift the horizontal alignment of an existing bridge, allowing it to serve as a
temporary bypass while a new bridge was constructed on the original alignment.
Having successfully implemented a wide range of ABC systems and techniques, the next significant
challenge was to determine how to select project sites that are best suited to use these techniques.
Specifically, a methodology was needed to provide a consistent, objective, and defensible method of
selecting appropriate ABC projects across the state.
Fortunately, several such resources are readily available, including a recently published document by the
FHWA(9) and software developed as part of a pooled fund study led by the Oregon DOT, that includes a
set of decision-making tools designed to help determine if ABC is potentially more effective than
traditional construction for a given bridge replacement or rehabilitation project(10).
Several state DOT’s, including; Iowa (11), Wisconsin (12), and Utah (13) have also developed selection tools,
which were very helpful in the development of MnDOT’s draft selection methodology. In particular, the 2stage approach used by the Iowa DOT was found to be very appealing and aligned well with MnDOT’s
project development process.
Iowa DOT ABC Project Selection (11)
The Iowa DOT uses a 2-stage selection and screening process. The initial stage includes a Decision
Making Tool (DMT) and flowchart that can be applied across the entire system of state owned bridges to
screen for potential candidate bridges, with limited requirements for subjective user input. The result of
the first stage is a numerical score from 0 to 100 that indicates the viability of a particular bridge
benefitting from the use of ABC concepts. The higher the score the better suited a project is for ABC.
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Iowa’s first stage ABC rating score is categorized into two ranges:
 Bridges with a score of 50 or more are further evaluated in stage 2 for consideration of ABC
techniques.
 Bridges with a score of less than 50 are only evaluated in stage 2 if requested by the District, who
may be aware of unique circumstances, such as a critical environmental issue, that may make
the project suitable for ABC.
The second stage of the selection process incorporates use of Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP)
decision-making software that was developed at Oregon State University (10). This software allows for
qualitative analysis of various construction alternatives based upon user-selected criteria, which allows
ABC concepts to be compared against traditional construction approaches.
Successful use of the AHP software tool necessitates the user having very specific knowledge of the
bridge and the surrounding site, which may require input from multiple disciplines (environmental,
hydraulics, roadway design, bridge design, construction, geotechnical, etc.) and other interested parties.
In some cases, gathering the required information and expertise can be challenging and time consuming.
MNDOT’s ABC Project Selection Process
MnDOT developed a 3 stage ABC selection process modeled after methodology developed by the Iowa
DOT, with several modifications;



MnDOT’s second stage of the selection process uses subjective criteria gleaned from several
states and agencies in lieu of using the AHP software.
Consideration of alternative contracting methods and final selection of an ABC alternative is
incorporated into the third stage of the selection process.

Stage 1
MnDOT’s stage one ABC rating score is based on a set of measures which includes;






User costs (in the form of daily vehicle operating costs)
Average annual daily traffic
Heavy commercial average annual daily traffic
Detour length (assuming complete closure of the bridge)
Traffic density, measured as (Vehicles per Day) / (Ft of Bridge Roadway Width)

The stage one process is completely automated and does not require any subjective user input. The data
for each bridge is retrieved from the MnDOT Bridge Management System and is used to populate a
spreadsheet. Each of the above characteristics is assigned a score based on a set of criteria (Figure 6) in
the spreadsheet. The individual score for each characteristic is multiplied by a weight factor to account for
the relative importance. The weighted scores are then summed to form an overall weighted score, which
is normalized to a 100-point scale to become the ABC rating score. Bridges with a score of 60 or more
are further evaluated in stage 2 for consideration of ABC techniques. Bridges with a score of less than 60
are only evaluated in stage 2 if requested by the District, who may be aware of unique circumstances that
may make the project suitable for ABC.
The 1st stage rating score will eventually become a data field on MnDOT’s “Structure Inventory Sheet”, a
one page listing of information generated by MnDOT’s Bridge Management System that includes specific
data about a particular bridge, including length, width, structure and foundation type, site conditions, and
a general summary of its present condition. This sheet is often reviewed early in the scoping process to
identify issues and concerns with an existing structure, thus it will be convenient to have the results of the
stage 1 ABC selection process included on the sheet.
The stage 1 score will also be added to MnDOT’s Bridge Replacement and Improvement Management
(BRIM) tool. BRIM is a spreadsheet tool that has been developed to identify and prioritize bridges
suitable for improvement or replacement based on present condition. Data from the BRIM tool provides
very valuable input for determining which bridges are ultimately programed for future work.
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Stage 1 - Selection of Accelerated Bridge Construction Projects
MnDOT Decision Making Tool (DMT) V9 07/22/2013
Score computed using Bridge Management Data (5 Criteria):

Daily Vehicle Operating Costs - Dependent on Bridge Length
"On Bridge" AADT and HCAADT Only
Bridge Length Factor:
Total Length from 10'-100' = 1.0
Total Length from 100'-300' = 1.2
Total Length from 300'-500' = 1.6
Total Length greater than 500' = 2.0

30% Wt.

Distribution
16.0%
16.7%
16.9%
16.8%
16.9%
16.7%

Score
0
1
2
3
4
5

Criteria
No user costs
Less than $4,150
$4,150 to $9,250
$9,251 to $18,100
$18,101 to $44,000
More than $44,000

Distribution
16.2%
16.7%
16.9%
16.7%
16.7%
16.9%

Score
0
1
2
3
4
5

Criteria
Less than 2,400
2,401 to 6,650
6,651 to 13,500
13,501 to 31,000
31,001 to 75,000
More than 75,000

Distribution
16.0%
16.7%
16.7%
16.9%
16.7%
16.9%

Score
0
1
2
3
4
5

Criteria
Less than 165
166 to 485
486 to 1,085
1,086 to 1,950
1,951 to 3,750
More than 3,750

Distribution
15.9%
9.8%
24.2%
17.9%
16.2%
15.9%

Score
0
1
2
3
4
5

User Cost Formula = (AADT x $0.31/mile + HCAADT x $0.64/mile) x Detour Length x Br Length Factor

Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT)
Combined "On and Under” Bridge

Heavy Commercial Average Annual Daily Traffic (HCAADT)
Combined "On and Under” Bridge

Detour Length

Detour Length on Similar Functional
Class Rdwy

Traffic Density

AADT “On” Bridge
Vehicles per Day/Ft of Bridge Roadway Width

20% Wt.
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30% Wt.

Criteria
No Detour
Less than 1 mile
1-2 miles
2-7 miles
7-14 miles
More than 14 miles

Distribution
Score
Criteria
16.0%
0
Less than 35
16.7%
1
36-78
16.9%
2
79-138
16.9%
3
139-240
16.7%
4
241-470
16.7%
5
More than 470
**Scores normalized to 100 point maximum. Bridges with score > 60 selected for Stage 2. **
Figure 6
Draft Stage 1 ABC Project Selection Tool

10% Wt.

10% Wt.

Stage 2
The second stage of the ABC selection process allows the district to consider issues that are much more
subjective than those identified in stage 1, and may require input from several specialty disciplines.
A sampling of some of the questions in MnDOT’s stage 2 tool includes:















Is it likely that this project will include complex traffic control schemes, long detours, or significant
user impacts due to bridge construction?
Is it likely that this project will have an extended duration (more than one construction season, or
extend into late fall) due to bridge construction?
Is bridge construction on the critical path of this project?
Are there any issues regarding construction timeframes (e.g. fish spawning, bird nesting, high
water, permits, major events)?
Are there critical features or services on the route that need to be considered (e.g. hospital,
emergency services, transit, school buses)?
Could additional width be needed on culverts, bridges, or shoulders to maintain traffic on the
existing route or the detour route?
Does the existing bridge have features that make it difficult to accommodate staging (truss bridge,
slab span, beam spacing issues, etc.)?
Is it likely that temporary bridge structures will be needed?
Could there be a need to maintain railroad traffic?
Might temporary traffic signals be required?
Does it appear that maintenance of traffic will require additional right-of-way?
Are there geotechnical (poor soils, contaminated material, etc.) or utility issues that may affect
construction?
Could construction impact businesses?
Are there significant risks or other factors (site complexity) that could be mitigated by accelerating
bridge construction?

For each of the questions a response of “Yes”, “No”, “Possibly”, or “N/A” is recorded. The more questions
that are answered with “Yes” or “Possibly”, the more likely that accelerated bridge construction
techniques may provide a viable solution. The second stage analysis also helps in early identification of
which ABC techniques and/or alternative contracting methods may be most appropriate.
After thoroughly reviewing the responses to the questions, the District Project Manager, in conjunction
with other appropriate experts and the Bridge Office records the final determination by filling in a
signature box where the project manager indicates whether further consideration of ABC is warranted.
Stage 3 – Final Selection
If the conclusion of the stage 2 process indicates that further consideration is warranted, the Project
Manager contacts the Bridge Office and other specialty disciplines to discuss the project details and to
move forward in selecting appropriate ABC alternatives and techniques. This stage also considers
alternative contracting methods that may help accelerate construction or reduce work zone impacts,
including: A+B, Lane Rental, No Excuse Bonuses, Incentive/Disincentive, Design Build, Construction
Manager General Contractor (CMGC). The goal of the stage 3 process is to identify a final ABC method
or technique.
Early Identification of ABC Projects
As mentioned previously, the BRIM tool is the primary driver in MnDOT’s process of selecting bridge
projects for inclusion in a future construction program. By including the stage one ABC rating score in the
BRIM tool, planners can quickly identify which structures are good ABC candidates early in the project
development phase. Early identification is critical, as it allows those involved with the project to complete
the second and third stage ABC review and to identify potential ABC techniques and solutions.
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FINAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Implementing ABC concepts and techniques within a transportation agency has never been easier.
Workshops, seminars, and showcases allow attendees to confer with national and local experts, discuss
lessons learned, review best practices, and often allow attendees to witness ABC techniques first hand.
Additional information is available at an excellent FHWA website (14) that includes many presentations,
case studies, manuals, and a wealth of other information related to ABC. The Florida International
University website (15) also has many very helpful documents and links including an archive of past ABC
webinars and a schedule of upcoming webinars and other events.
Also, many state DOT’s have developed details and specifications that are available on their websites
and can be incorporated directly in to plans with little modification. FHWA Division Bridge Engineers and
Resource Center staff is also a superb source of information regarding ABC and have access to an
extensive network of engineers, fabricators, material suppliers, and contractors willing to share their
experience and expertise. This assistance is available during the development and construction phase of
a project.
One of the key elements of establishing a successful ABC program is early identification of appropriate
project sites. Several states have developed ABC project selection tools that can be used on a statewide
basis or on individual project sites to determine the suitability of ABC. Most can easily be customized and
are available for free.
Being willing to innovate with new techniques and concepts, as well as sharing successes and
shortcomings with others helps to expand the ABC knowledge base and leads to refinements and
improvements that can simplify construction and reduce project cost. Using tools and resources that are
readily available, it is not difficult to provide durable, long lasting structures with limited on-site
construction time and reduced work zone impacts, which provide a win-win for the owner and the
traveling public.
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COMPLETE BRIDGE REPLACEMENT IN 7 DAYS
U.S. ROUTE 202 BRIDGE OVER THE PASSAIC RIVER
Mark V. Sheptock, P.E., Richard A. Seemayer, P.E. and Atly Botas, P.E., AmerCom Corporation,
(973) 402-6111, msheptock@amercom.org, rseemayer@amercom.org, abotas@amercom.org
ABSTRACT
The New Jersey Department of Transportation commissioned a complete replacement of an existing
structurally deficient and functionally obsolete bridge during a seven day roadway closure. AmerCom
engineers developed the ABC alternative including the prefabricated construction concept, the full design,
staging, and produced plans, specifications, cost estimate and detailed hourly construction schedule.
INTRODUCTION
AmerCom Corporation developed a unique design to replace the existing 73-foot long by 36-foot wide
bridge in its entirety, substructure and superstructure, in seven days. This work was completed for the
New Jersey Department of Transportation on the U.S. Route 202 Bridge over the Passaic River between
Bernards Township of Somerset County and Harding Township of Morris County, New Jersey. The bridge
replacement cost was $1.74 Million or $510 per S.F. out of the total project cost of $2.56M which also
included improvements to 0.20 miles of roadway. All work was completed within the existing 66’ right-ofway without the need for any temporary construction easements. The existing single span thru-girder
(fracture critical) bridge was built in 1924 and was classified as structurally deficient and functionally
obsolete. The bridge spans over an environmentally sensitive area due to the presence of wetlands, a
trout production Category I waterway and endangered species.
U.S. Route 202 serves as a critical link in northern New Jersey as an Interstate-287 alternative. This
section of Route 202 has an AADT of 10,303 vehicles per day with approximately 1% being truck traffic.
The close proximity of businesses near the bridge and the extensive 7½-mile long term detour route that
would be required for traditional
construction techniques made this bridge
an ideal candidate for utilizing Accelerated
Bridge Construction (ABC) techniques.
Traditional bridge construction was
expected to be $1.57M and take four to
six months to complete. The custom
design developed by AmerCom allowed
the existing bridge to be demolished and
constructed with a new substructure and
superstructure within seven days under a
complete roadway closure. Continuous
construction commenced on Saturday,
August 18th, 2012 at 7:00 PM and the
roadway was opened to traffic the
following Saturday at 7:00 PM. The new
97-foot long prefabricated superstructure
rests on new precast substructure units
placed behind the existing abutments and
Figure 1. New Route 202 bridge spans over environmentally
supported by steel H-piles (Figure 1).
sensitive Category 1 waterway.
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
The project started out as a traditional design and construction project utilizing the design-bid-build
procurement method. After preliminary plans were completed and presented to both townships as part of
the public outreach program, traditional construction closure of Route 202 for four to six months with a
complete closure of the roadway drew significant resistance and reaction. Recognizing this, the NJDOT
decided to progress the project as a candidate for Accelerated Bridge Construction. This would be the
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first complete bridge replacement in the State of New Jersey utilizing ABC. Another consideration for ABC
was that since the existing bridge was a non-redundant two thru-girder structure, staged construction
while maintaining one lane open to traffic would have been a costlier option and would have also
extended the traditional construction duration even further. Therefore, the final design was developed
specifically for ABC.
Compounding the challenges on the project were environmental constraints due to the sensitive
waterway and surrounding area that included wetlands of exceptional resource values, a trout production
waterway which restricted times of river disturbance and at least three endangered species. The project
also falls in the vicinity of the Jockey Hollow National Historic Park where General George Washington
and the Continental Army camped during the winter of 1779-1780. Permits included NJDEP Flood Hazard
Area Individual Permit and a Freshwater Wetlands General Permit No. 10a as well as approval from the
State Historical Preservation Organization.
In order to simplify the permitting process and to cause as little disturbance as possible to the surrounding
sensitive environmental areas, the new structure maintained the existing bridge low chord elevation and
kept the existing abutments intact by building the new substructure behind them (1). Keeping the existing
substructure in place allowed streamlining of the environmental permitting process since it retained the
existing bridge opening, there was no work in the stream channel and the existing abutments serve as a
scour preventative measure for the new substructure units.
Construction staging was also designed to keep all construction impacts within the footprint of the existing
roadway and within the Right-of-Way (2). This resulted in no disturbance to the surrounding area, the
river or revisions to the existing hydraulic opening in the proposed structure. Unique architectural features
were also designed into the project to blend into this historic area.

Figure 2. Each of the four prefabricated superstructure units consists of twin built-up steel plate girders
made composite with a cast reinforced concrete deck.
Starting from preliminary engineering, the design approach taken by AmerCom was to develop a
simplistic scheme allowing for ease of fabrication and rapid construction while delivering a cost effective
project within an environmentally constrained area. This was accomplished by creating a modular
approach to the construction and completing some key components prior to the seven day closure. The
proposed structure utilized precast abutment sections placed on steel H-Piles driven behind the existing
abutments with four prefabricated superstructure units (Figure 2). The substructure was designed as a
simply supported single-span bridge and not as integral or semi-integral abutments. Four precast
abutment sections were utilized for each abutment. Since the wingwalls were very short, they did not
require piles for support and were cast monolithic with the end abutment sections. Cylindrical voids were
cast into the abutments to allow them to be placed over the piles. Shear studs were welded onto the Hpiles and the voids contained steel reinforcement as well. Closure pours utilizing high early strength
concrete filled the voids and made the sections composite with the piles. After the substructure and
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superstructure units were placed, the bridge parapets were installed. The bridge parapets used precast
parapet panels with a cast-in-place concrete core using high early strength concrete.
A crucial aspect to any accelerated bridge construction project is to install the substructure to the proper
elevation since this will dictate all final bridge surface elevations (Figure 3). Each of the four substructure
components weighed upwards of 30 tons. Placing this weight on even thoroughly compacted ground can
result in minor settlements which would be unacceptable. This problem was solved by having support
angles welded onto the piles. The elevation of the support angles can be set extremely accurate. The
design of the support angles allowed for
the full weight of the substructure and
superstructure to be supported.
An
added benefit of this concept was to take
the cure time of the closure pour concrete
out of the critical path of construction since
there would be no delay while waiting for
the concrete to reach the proper strength.
In preparation for the seven day closure,
all components were required to be
fabricated to exact tolerances to allow the
system to come together similar to a Lego
set. A mockup of the system was needed
at the precast yard to verify that all pieces
fit together avoiding any surprises in the
field. The one component that could not
be checked at the precast yard was the
alignment of the driven steel H-piles since
the piles must sit in voids precast into the
substructure. Although there was some
Figure 3. Placing substructure units over steel H-piles to the
tolerance built into the voids, all efforts
exact elevations is crucial.
were made to avoid any undesired
surprises during construction.
This potential problem was solved months in advance by driving the steel H-piles during a two-night
closure behind the existing abutments prior to manufacturing the precast sections. The piles were cut to
just below the roadway surface and their exact locations were surveyed. The roadway was then patched
with asphalt and opened to traffic in the mornings. The design plans for the abutment sections were then
adjusted to conform to the as-constructed pile locations. This also took the driving of piles out of the
critical 7-day closure period. During the 7-day closure period, the piles were cut to their final elevations to
fit in the substructure voids and the support angles were welded on.
A thorough constructability analysis was done before even considering using ABC techniques in order to
identify any fatal flaws. This included completing a detailed crane pick analysis during the design phases
to verify required clearances both vertically and horizontally. Based on crane positioning, utility
interferences were identified. The pick layout from a horizontal perspective identified that all work can be
completed within the existing right of way without any impacts to the surrounding environmentally
sensitive areas. Temporary overhead utility relocations were therefore completed prior to the critical
closure period. Included with the constructability analysis during design was an hourly schedule detailing
the contractor’s crews, equipment, and work necessary to complete the project within the allotted 7-day
period. The schedule was analyzed from a variety of perspectives and proved that the project was
feasible. Due to the design-bid-build procurement, the contractor was selected after the design was
completed and a contract bid package consisting of plans, construction specifications and construction
cost estimate were submitted.
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CONSTRUCTION
While the contractor had no input during the design phase, he had input into the means and methods
within the project objectives and parameters specified by the NJDOT. Continuous construction
commenced on Saturday, August 18th, 2012 at 7:00 PM with the demolition of the existing superstructure.
Only the backwall of the existing substructure required demolition to allow for installation of the new
superstructure. The piles, driven nearly 6 months prior, were excavated and cut to the proper height. The
support angles for the substructure units
were surveyed to the proper elevation and
welded in position. The new substructure
(abutment) units were then installed over
the H-Piles. The circular voids in the
abutments which the piles were placed
into were filled with high early strength
concrete to ensure a composite bond with
the piles.
Four
new
92-foot
long
precast
superstructure units consisting of two
built-up steel plate girders in composite
action with a reinforced High Performance
Concrete deck were installed atop new
bearings (Figure 4). The longitudinal joints
between the deck units were filled with
rapid setting high early strength (HES)
concrete having a 4-hour compressive
strength
of
5,500psi.
After
the
superstructure
installation,
precast Figure 4. Placing superstructure units on the bearings with
approach slabs and sleeper slabs were dual 500-ton cranes.
installed.
In order to open the bridge to traffic, a parapet meeting the AASHTO TL-4 loading (3) requirements was
needed. The NJ State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) directives required a parapet to match the
stone masonry of the surrounding area. This had to be constructed within the roadway closure period. A
unique design was developed that utilized architecturally treated precast panels resembling natural stone
construction to blend in with the historic nature of the area (Figure 5). The parapet panels served as
permanent stay-in-place forms for the cast-in-place concrete core between the panels. The parapet was
tied to the deck using partially protruding
stirrups that were cast into the
superstructure units. A prefabricated rebar
cage was placed between the precast
panels and tied to the stirrups. High early
strength concrete was then poured
between the panels serving as the core of
the parapet that met the required design
strength.
An asphaltic Bridge Deck Waterproofing
Surface Course (4) was placed over the
bridge once the parapets were installed
There was significant discussion during
the design on whether to use an asphalt
overlay on a newly constructed bridge
deck. Even very minor differences in
elevation would be noticeable on the
exposed
deck.
Given
the
rapid
construction there would be little time to
Figure 5. Placing SHPO approved architecturally treated
correct any elevation issues should they
concrete parapet panels.
arise. The asphalt was eventually used to
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smooth out any surface imperfections to the motoring public. The final elevations on the concrete deck
did come out nearly perfect due to the safeguards in the design which developed all elevations off the
support angles.
The bridge was successfully opened to traffic the following Saturday, August 25th at 7:00 PM (Figure 6).
CONCLUSIONS
It has to be emphasized that the one
essential item that allowed this ABC project
to come together was the true partnership
forged between designer, client and
contractor. The issues that arise during
construction on an ABC project require
answers in minutes, not in days. Every
minute of construction counts. The client,
NJDOT, the contractor, Joseph M. Sanzari,
Inc. and the designer, AmerCom, made all
decisions with their eyes on the goal
working together to make this a successful
project.
This project was keenly watched by
elected local and county officials as well as
State officials. ABC is considered an
innovative technique today but tomorrow it
will be the norm. This case study presents Figure 6. A NJDOT standard item Bridge Deck Waterproofing
the significant number of pros over the Surface Course provides a smooth riding surface.
cons to agencies and engineering
consultants considering ABC. Newspapers
have reported on this project and are asking why all projects are not constructed this way. This bridge
replacement concept can be applied to the nearly 143,000 structurally deficient and functionally obsolete
small bridges in the U.S.
The design concept used on this project eliminated environmental and R.O.W. impacts and streamlined
the environmental permitting approval process. A custom design was produced based on required
dimensions and is not a proprietary item. The ABC concept evolved during the design phase and uses
existing technology applied in a new way.
In summary, innovative techniques used on this project included:
 Segmental construction concept and sequencing in a narrow corridor;
 Details for temporarily supporting new abutments allowing the superstructure to be built while the
substructure concrete was still green;
 Moved the expansion joints away from the deck onto the approaches;
 Unique bridge parapet construction meeting AASHTO TL-4 requirements;
 Deck and substructure closure pours using High Early Strength (HES) concrete;
This project has been listed with the FHWA as an Accelerated Bridge Construction project and has won
the prestigious Grand Honor Award (1st Place) from the New Jersey Chapter of the American Council of
Engineering Companies which was presented at the 42nd Engineering Excellence Awards Banquet in
March, 2013; an ACEC National Recognition Award; and the New Jersey Section of the American Society
of Civil Engineers’ 2013 Project of the Year.
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RURAL COUNTY UTILIZES ABC TO ERECT A 90 FOOT BRIDGE IN FOUR DAYS
James B. Carpita, P.E., Beaverhead County, Montana, (406)683-3724, jcarpita@beaverheadcounty.org
ABSTRACT
Beaverhead County, located in southwestern Montana, reaps hefty dividends with Accelerated Bridge
Construction methods. Attention to detail during the planning, engineering and execution of the
replacement of a WPA era bridge minimized the closure period of a critical access road to just four days.
At the same time these methods prove to be effective budget management tools allowing the County to
stretch its financial resources. ABC methods reduced the cost per square foot of driving surface to $99.58
as compared to conventional construction of $238.19 per square foot.
INTRODUCTION
Beaverhead County is located in the southwestern corner of Montana. It is the largest county in the State
and has primarily an agricultural economy. To drive from the southernmost tip of the County to the
northern most location is over 190 miles. With an area of 5,571 square miles it is slightly larger than the
entire State of Connecticut. The 2010 census placed the population at 9,246 or just 17 people per square
mile. That is compared to the yearly livestock numbers of 115,000 cattle, 10,000 horses and 18,500
sheep. Just under 70 percent of the County is either federal or state owned property.
With an average annual income per capita of less than $32,000 and a total taxable base of approximately
$18 million, one mil levied in taxes raised $17,247 for the Bridge Department and $12,512 for the Road
Department in 2010. The department levies are capped at 24.27 and 6.0, respectively. The combined
levied budget for these departments in 2010 was $1.9 million. With those funds the County has to
maintain 155 bridges with an average age of 55 years old and approximately 1600 miles of roads with an
untold number of culverts. Beaverhead County is at an elevation between 4,600 and 11,000 feet requiring
some snow removal from the end of August through May each year. That leaves very little funding to
replace a major structure like the Argenta Road Bridge.

Figure 1 - WPA Era Argenta Road Bridge
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The original Argenta Road Bridge over Rattlesnake Creek was built prior to 1939 by the WPA (Works
Progress Administration). This bridge was built to accommodate the mining operations upstream of the
structure. Constructed of a steel superstructure and concrete deck with concrete side walls, the single
lane bridge was erected upon 20 feet high rubble stone abutment walls. Sometime in the 1970’s the
concrete side walls were removed and two flat bed railroad cars were placed on top of the concrete deck.
While this widened the bridge to handle logging trucks it added dead load to the already overstressed,
aging structure. Although the WPA bridge was placed at the narrowest stream crossing location, it
resulted in extremely poor roadway alignment.
EXISTING CONDITIONS
In December of 2009, as part of the County’s ongoing bridge inspection program, the Argenta Road
Bridge was inspected by an outside consulting engineering / bridge inspection firm. This inspection
showed that the main structure, the old WPA bridge had continued to deteriorate at an accelerated rate
after the concrete side walls were removed. The overall condition of the bridge was rated as poor with a
sufficiency rating of 31.5. The rubble stone abutments were cracking and loosing mortar, the rebar
exposed from the previous demolition was rusting and the concrete was spauling off. The structure was
deemed as “Functionally Obsolete and Eligible for Complete Replacement” under the National Bridge
Inspection Standards (NBIS).

Figure 2 - Deteriorating Rubble Stone Abutment Wall
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Argenta Road and the associated bridge is the only year around ingress and egress for the residences
upstream of the crossing. In addition, the Argenta Road Bridge provides access to approximately 50,000
acres of heavily forested public lands used for recreation, hunting and fishing as well as for timber
harvest. One of the focuses of the 2010 Update to Beaverhead County’s Community Wildfire Protection
Plan (CWPP), the County’s planning and fire suppression tool, was risk assessment including focusing on
roads and bridges that provide essential access for fire suppression. The Argenta Road Bridge was
identified as a critical facility for firefighter safety as well as the general public. Mitigation Goal 7.5.6.4.4 of
the CWPP recommended replacement of the bridge to address moving people and equipment quickly,
safely and effectively out of harms way.
PROJECT FUNDING
In August of 2011, armed with the CWPP goals and the NBIS low sufficiency rating, Beaverhead County
submitted an application to the Southwestern Montana Resource Advisory Committee (RAC) for the US
Department of Agriculture’s Beaverhead-Deerlodge Forest for partially funding the replacement of this
critical access bridge. On September 14, 2011, the RAC gave their informal approval of funding the
project $122,000. The Forest Supervisor later in January of 2012 approved only $100,000 in funding for
the project with the remaining $185,000 to be funded by Title III – Firewise monies and Beaverhead
County Road Department & Bridge Department funds. The actual contract with the US Forest Service
was not signed until April 30, 2012.
PLANNING – PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING
Based upon the anticipated RAC approval, preliminary engineering was started in early August of 2011
with the issuance of a site surveying contract to a local land surveying company. The County Engineer
preformed the site evaluation to determine what the design parameters should be for a new bridge and if
a new roadway alignment was feasible. This evaluation revealed that the only feasible location for a new
bridge was in its present location. The rock outcropping on the upstream side precluded moving the
bridge in that direction. The Rattlesnake Creek gulch downstream would result in a new bridge length in
excess of 250 feet and worsen the roadway alignment.
With these restrictions it became evident that the new bridge would have to be built in the same location
as the old WPA bridge without an expensive onsite detour bridge. The only detour option that was
plausibly available was a 23 mile back country route which could become impassable during any sort of
inclement weather. With this further restraint, the time frame for construction had to be held to an
absolute minimum number of days of closure and would be restricted to late summer when the chance of
severe weather was reduced.
The existing WPA bridge had a span of 35 feet. In order to expedite the replacement, the new structure
would have to be of a length that would not impede the existing abutments and superstructure. A new
modular steel bridge with an overall length of 90 feet of similar construction to those that the County’s
crews had experience installing would result in a center to center of bearing of 89 feet allowing roughly 20
feet setback from the existing abutments and stream channel. The 89 feet length was used to determine
the location of the soil borings for the geotechnical foundation investigation at each end of the new bridge.
Based upon the subsoils encountered and the foundation system used on previous replacement bridges
in Beaverhead County, the geotechnical engineering consultant recommended that the new structure be
supported on spread footings placed on the natural, undisturbed site soils. The geotechnical report
suggested using an allowable soil bearing pressure of 3000 psf, a friction coefficient of 0.40 and a
passive equivalent fluid pressure of 400 pcf for the approach gravels for designing the bridge
substructure.
With the proposed construction setback from the existing abutment walls, it was determined that there
would be no impact on the stream channel or associated wetlands. The Montana Department of Fish,
Wildlife and Parks who is responsible for evaluating and issuance of federal 318 authorization as well as
the local SPA 124 permits concurred with that finding. Nor was a Floodplain Permit required as the site
was not within a FEMA designated floodplain. Likewise, a US Army Corps of Engineers 404 permit was
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not necessary as no construction would be occurring in a wetland area.
DESIGN
Utilizing the information obtained at the site during the preliminary engineering phase of the project, a
general arrangement drawing was prepared for a new bridge. Again based upon the County’s experience
with the installation of shorter single span modular steel bridges, it was determined that the new structure
would be very similar and project explicit performance specifications were drafted. One of the specific
differences would be that the sill blocks would be constructed of precast reinforced concrete rather than
cast inplace. By using precasting methods, the cure time / strength gain requirements would be
concurrent with the superstructure fabrication. Reducing the construction period by 7 days was crucial
with the extreme detour limitations.
Most Beaverhead County roads are gravel surfaced and are maintained by periodically blading with a
motor patrol. As such the gravel surfacing is continued over the bridges to minimize the damage to the
patrol, the operator and the bridge end angles during maintenance and snow removal operations. On
these bridges the County specifies 4 ¼” x 12” x 9 gauge minimum structural steel decking. As a further
precaution, 2 inch square longitudinal grader bars are shop welded to the corrugate steel structural
decking. The ballasted deck is a preferred alternative for all non-paved county road bridges to
accommodate livestock crossing the structure rather than trailing them through the stream and to
minimize conflict with blade operation when maintaining the existing gravel roadways including those
bridges with a concrete deck.
The project explicit performance specifications were adapted from the County’s standard specifications
and included adjustments to the maximum allowable girder depth and the live-load plus dynamic load
deflection allowance taking into account the site conditions and estimated average daily traffic (ADT). The
bridge superstructure was designed in accordance with AASHTO’s Standard Specifications for Highway
Bridges, 17th Edition with a Load Rating of HS20-44, 36 ton GVW multi-axle loading. The bridge was to
have an installed camber to offset the dead load and appear flat.
The allowable girder depth was increased to 39 inches to trim down the beam cross-sectional area for
this long span. The estimated ADT for this very low volume bridge was 100. The roadway configuration
reduced the effective speed for this low volume structure such that the deflection ratio of L/800 could be
safely increased to L/500. With these two changes the resulting girder section was dropped to a
W36x160, about half the weight of a heavy W24 section. These modifications not only lowered the cost of
the structure but also reduced shipping cost as well as the size of the cranes for handling and placing the
prefabricated modules. The modular bridge specifications incorporated a full bolt together design that
eliminated the need or requirement for field welding on the bridge and minimized field welding of its
anchoring system. Each bridge module incorporated two main support beams to maximize safety and
eliminate a “fracture critical” designation. All structural steel had to be of domestic (USA) manufacture
with full material traceability provided prior to final payment and conform to ASTM Specification A709
Grade 50W (A588 Weathering Steel), with exposed exterior surfaces of girders blast cleaned prior to
shipment to assure uniform weathering.
Extended side dams of similar material were utilized on the backwall extensions to contain road gravel or
debris without overflow into the stream. An AASHTO T-101 Guardrail System (Test Level TL-4) with
Weathering CorTen steel, 12 gauge thickness, ”W” beam railing was specified. The guardrail posts were
bolted to the main exterior girder and side dams, providing dual-point load sharing and impact resistance.
Maximum spacing of the guardrail post was shown on the general plans prepared by the County
Engineer. Two-sided crystal reflector tabs were placed at 6’- 3” on centers along the entire length of the
guardrails.
CONSTRUCTION
The fabrication and delivery of the new bridge was let for bidding on May 2, 2012 with a bid opening set
for May 14, 2012. The bid documents specified a delivery date of 60 days from issuance of a Notice of
Award. Three bids were received; $236,338.00, $228,760.00 & $184,950.00. The low bidder, RTI
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Fabrication, Inc., Plains, Montana who had previously completed work for the County, was issued a
Notice of Award May 18, 2012. On June 6, 2012, a prefabrication conference was held with RTI and their
design engineer Muth Consulting Engineers to review the preliminary shop drawings, Figure 3 attached.
One of the main topics at this meeting was the delivery / handling of the precast sills and bridge modules.
Access to the site was very limited, with little or no room to maneuver the 90 ft. modules plus the semi
tractor. Due to the constrained site location, delivery of the modular bridge elements would result in oneway ingress. To prevent trucks from having to back in for two miles a nearby landowner was contacted for
permission to utilize some of their property adjacent to the existing County right-of-way to construct a
turn-around pad. They agreed and gave the County an easement not only for the bridge construction but
for a permanent school bus turn around location. The material from this pad as well as another nearby
location on the opposite side of the crossing was later used to build up the roadway to the new bridge
elevation. These nearby locations further reduced the period that the roadway would be out of service.
The Notice to Proceed was issued on June 7, 2012 and established the required fabrication substantial
completion on or before July 20, 2012. This notice allowed the fabricator to complete final engineering
calculations and start preparing shop fabrication drawings. This information was submitted to the County
Engineer for review and approval. The calculations and shop drawings were approved except the
guardrailing system on July 5, 2012. The fabricator proceeded with the main module fabrication in order
to meet the tight timeframe while the guardrail T-101 framing details were clarified. As such, substantial
completion was extended to July 27, 2012. The guardrail issue was resolved on July 24, 2012 and the T101 frames were connected to the support posts. The sill sections and bridge modules were ready for
shipment on July 27, 2012.
With the issuance of the Notice to Proceed, the County held public meetings to discuss the timing to
determine if the affected landowners, irrigators, state and federal agencies or the public in general had
any concerns or conflicts with closing the road from the morning of August 6, 2012 to the evening of
August 10, 2012. With no concerns being raised, road closure and the delivery of the pre-cast sill sections
were set for August 6, 2012.
Based upon the weights of the individual sill sections and bridge modules established from the
fabricator’s preliminary engineering drawings and the overall length of the modules, it was determined
that two cranes would be necessary to off-load and place the components. A 75 ton crane would be
placed on the far side and a 90 ton crane would be required on the near side. These cranes would be
able to easily remove the existing rail cars to clear the site for the new structure. To assure the smooth,
efficient erection of the new bridge, the County contracted with a crane and rigging firm that had proven
themselves on prior County bridge construction projects. Beaverhead County Road & Bridge Department
crews were responsible for all site work, road reconstruction, setting the new structural components and
bolt-up / welding of the new bridge.
Three weeks prior to the scheduled delivery of the modular steel bridge, comprehensive installation plans
that provided the manufacturer’s recommended handling, placement, fit-up and securing to the abutment
system were delivered to the County Engineer. The installation plans were laminated and suitable for
review in a field environment.
Shortly after the two cranes moved onsite around 7 AM Monday morning, August 6, 2012 the Argenta
Road was closed just above the community of Argenta. The 75 ton crane was moved to the north side of
the channel along with a wheeled loader and haul truck. The 90 ton crane remained on the south side
and was used to pick the rail cars and set them on a County transport trailer. These cars were totally
removed from the site. With the rail cars out of the way, the new sill pads were prepared. That same day,
the bridge fabricator delivered the four (4) precast concrete sills sections, two (2) per abutment. Each
section weighed approximately 16,200 lbs and was set using the 90 ton crane. County personnel bolted
together the sills using 12 each ¾” x 2” A325 bolts in the embedded Ferule Loop inserts.
With the new sills inplace, the middle two bridge modules were delivered Tuesday morning August 7,
2012. Each module required its own specialty trailer and semi tractor. The 90 ton crane off-loaded each
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module and positioned it for the 75 ton crane to pick-up part of the 38,240 lbs load as the 90 ton crane
approached its maximum loaded reach. The interior modules were in position shortly after noon the
same day. The lack of additional specialty trailers extended the placement of the outside modules until
the next day. Since the fabricators shop is over 300 miles from the job site, making a second round trip in
the same day was precluded.
The outside modules with integral guard rails and the backwall sections were delivered Wednesday
morning August 8, 2012 and installed by noon using the same procedures used the day before. With all
sections now in place the final fit-up took place with the County crews bolting the structural decking
splices. In addition to eliminating stream work, leaving the WPA structure inplace eliminated the need for
scaffolding the underside of the new bridge to bolt the mating W18 x 35 diaphragms together. Due to the
rough terrain of the channel, it would have added an additional two days to the project to erect
scaffolding.
The sole plates were shop welded to the end of each girder. The 1 ¼” thick steel reinforced elastomeric
bearing pads and anchor plates were bolted to the sole plates prior to shipment. With the modules bolted
together, the anchor plates could now be welded to the ½” x 9” steel bearing plate embedded in the
precast sills. The combined backwall / wingwall sections were then bolted together and welded to the ½”
bent plate end diaphragms. The erection sequence is shown in Figures 4 through 7.
The cranes were de-mobilized and the County crews started backfilling and constructing the north
abutment roadway fill around 3 PM, Figure 8. While the onsite crews were building the roadway up to
match the new deck elevation, other trucks were stockpiling crushed gravel for the first lift of driving
surface aggregate. By 5 PM the next day, Thursday, August 9, 2012, the new bridge and roadway were
re-opened to traffic. The following week the remaining surfacing aggregate was placed without closing the
road. Subsequently, approach guard railing has been added to the bridge, Figure 9.
SYNOPSIS
Utilizing the principles of Accelerated Bridge Construction techniques, the project goal of limiting traffic
interruption to five days was surpassed by a full day. The original construction estimate was $285,180 as
presented to the RAC for funding. However, that estimate included some roadway realignment that the
County was not able to secure easements for. Hence, the budget for the new bridge and approach road
work was reduced to $266,470. The final project cost was 95% of that budget or $253,188. That is just
$99.58 per square foot of driving surface. Historically, conventional construction has cost the County on
the average $238.19 per square foot.
By Beaverhead County having qualified road and bridge maintenance personnel and a professional
engineer on staff, the County is able to take advantage of accelerated bridge construction practices. The
use of ABC techniques in this case actually reduced worker fatigue rather than exacerbating it. By
utilizing familiar construction methods and experienced personnel the schedule was maintained without
overtime. Pre-planning and public outreach was a vital part of this project and is a must for ABC
techniques to be effective. Close attention to detail in the planning stage and during execution was the
foundation for completing this project under the allotted timeframe and budget.
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Figure 3
ARGENTA ROAD BRIDGE REPLACEMENT PROJECT
Bridge No. O39-L
Beaverhead County, Montana
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Figure 4 – Center Modules Set Inplace

Figure 5 – Setting Exterior Module With Integral Guardrail
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Figure 6 – All Modules Set Inplace

Figure 7– Utilizing WPA Bridge for Scaffolding
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Figure 8 – Constructing South Abutment Roadway Fill

Figure 9 – Completed Modular Steel Bridge
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AASHTO BULB-TEE MULTI-GIRDER BRIDGE SUPPORTED ON GRS-IBS
FOUNDATION SYSTEM

Ahmad W. Faqiri, P.E., Pennoni Associates Inc. (703) 840-4870, AFaqiri@pennoni.com
Douglas R. Kennedy, P.E., Pennoni Associates Inc. (703) 840-4830, DKennedy@pennoni.com
Heather B. Jones, E.I.T., Pennoni Associates Inc. (703) 840-4871, HJones@pennoni.com
ABSTRACT
Mine Road is approximately 30 feet above the Rocky Run channel bed. This height differential for
conventional bridge construction results in expensive cantilevered reinforced concrete abutments or multispan bridges with tall piers and approach spans. Smaller pre-fabricated rigid frame and multi-cell culverts
could also be used, but are impractical because of great environmental impact and inefficient hydraulic
openings. Conventional multi-girder superstructure supported on the new innovative Geosynthetic
Reinforced Soil – Integrated Bridge System (GRS-IBS) bridges the gap between cost and practicality due
to its applicability in the tall retaining systems and abutments. The GRS-IBS optimizes design by
minimizing abutment foundation pressure, wetland impact, construction duration, earthwork, construction
cost, and life-cycle cost.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The current undeveloped site is located in the Rock Hill District of Stafford County, Virginia. The neotraditional community was approved for 2,246 residential dwelling units and 1,100,000 square feet of
commercial uses. There were three phases of design and construction for this community. The design
plans for Mine Road were previously approved by VDOT for construction north of Courthouse Road to the
planned Mine Road/Alder Drive intersection, for a distance of approximately 3,600 linear feet (Phase 1).
This initial phase of Mine Road would provide public street access to the Section III neighborhoods of the
Embrey Mill community located west of Austin Ridge Drive and east of Mine Road. The extension of
Mine Road north of Alder Drive to an extension of Embrey Mill Road (VA Route 733) crosses the Rocky
Run floodplain, and is proposed as Phase 2 with approximately 2,900 linear feet of new road. The final
linkage to extend Mine Road north from Courthouse Drive to its existing termini at Austin Ridge Drive is
associated with development of 950 dwelling units in the Embrey Mill community.
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The proposed Mine Road Bridge over Rocky Run is located in Phase 2 at approximately 700 feet north of
Alder Road, along the centerline of the proposed Mine Road expansion north of Courthouse Road (VA
Route 630). It has a design speed of 45 miles per hour. The proposed bridge is a 120 feet long, 90 feet
wide, dual structure that facilitates four (4) 12 feet wide lanes, a 10 feet wide Shared Use Path, a six (6)
feet wide sidewalk, and a 16 feet wide median that crosses Rocky Run and is projected to accommodate
over 27,000 vehicles per day.

Mine Road is proposed to cross Rocky Run at a 30 degree angle at a location where the wetland is
approximately 150 feet wide and the 100-year floodplain is approximately 200 feet wide. The Mine Road
centerline elevation is over 30 feet above the stream bed. At first glance, the ideal solution would be a
multi-span bridge comprised of a 160 feet long middle span allowing the 25 feet tall piers to be
constructed at the edge of the wetland with two (2) 130 feet long approach spans for a total of 420 feet
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long. This option was considered by the owner and was ruled out due to excessive cost. A conventional
single span bridge on cantilevered abutments also proved to be unpractical and cost prohibitive due to
the 30 feet tall abutments required.
Before the GRS-IBS system with a multi-girder superstructure was determined to be the most feasible
solution for the Rocky Run crossing, multiple studies were completed. The original developer considered
smaller pre-fabricated type structures with larger wetland impact, smaller hydraulic opening, and required
a wetland permit based on preliminary conceptual plans. Among the options considered were a series of
multi-cell pre-fabricated culvert system, a 48 feet wide CONSPAN rigid frame arch, and a 52 feet wide
pre-fabricated BEBO Bridge. Due to the high skew angle, in order to make the BEBO arch work, the
channel had to be realigned to construct the 52 feet wide BEBO panels normal to the Mine Road. The
pre-fabricated CONSPAN Frame and pre-fabricated multi-cell system had to be extended far into the
channel to accommodate high skew and high elevation deference. With these options, the impact to the
stream and wetland was considerable. The foundation investigation revealed relatively poor soil
conditions and the pre-fabricated bridge systems considered required enormous pile- supported deep
foundations. Both of these options were only entertained preliminarily and did not prove constructible or
cost effective. When the current developer took over the development, they had an approved wetland
permit, but inherited preliminary plans for impractical and cost prohibitive bridge options. They decided to
undertake a new feasible study.
The goal of this new design team was to stay within the approved wetland limit and design a constructible
and cost effective solution. A new comprehensive alternative analysis was performed to investigate the
previously considered options along with new cost effective alternatives. Options were first compared
qualitatively based on wetland impact, channel alteration, and constructability; and were eliminated based
on impracticality. Further comparisons for the selected alternatives were made based on quantitative
measures, such as construction cost, hydraulic impact, scour calculations, construction duration, etc. The
challenge was to minimize wetland impact, optimize hydraulic opening, and minimize cost. The options
studied thus far were on the opposite sides of the spectrum; they either had a high wetland impact and
were impractical or were expensive and required long construction duration. The main reason for the wide
solution gap was the high grade differential. The challenge was to bridge the gap with a practical and cost
effective solution.

The design attention was shifted away from conventional bridge construction systems and focused on
innovative solutions. The Accelerated Bridge Construction and Every Day Count Campaign by FHWA
indicated that the GRS-IBS could be a cost effective solution that allowed construction of tall abutments at
relatively lower construction cost. The GRS-IBS allowed the bridge to span long enough to construct the
abutment at the edge of the wetland and short enough to allow adequate hydraulic opening. Ease of
construction and speed of construction were additional benefits from this system. This study concluded
that a 120 feet long conventional multi-girder bridge supported on GRS-IBS was comparable in cost with
multi-cell culverts and other prefabricated concrete panel systems with considerably reduced wetland
impact.
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CHALLENGE- EXISTING CONDITIONS
There were six (6) soil borings taken under the original footprint of the proposed BEBO recommended
alternative. The channel elevation at the bridge crossing is elevation ±112.00. The top layer of soil based
on the available information varies from 4 to 10 feet and is composed of material such as organic soil,
sandy clay, and loose/soft clayey sand. Four (4) additional borings were taken later in the project along
the GRS-IBS perimeter to provide a better estimate of the elevation for competent soil for an accurate
cost estimate. For consistency between the alternatives’ cost comparison, a uniform competent soil
elevation of 106.00 was assumed. The bottom of the Reinforced Soil Foundation (RSF) was determined
to be placed on the top of the competent soil layer.
The HEC-RAS computer program was utilized to conduct hydraulic calculation of the current free flow in
the channel and with the bridge alternatives. The current stream has a water surface elevation of 112.75
feet and a velocity of 4.66 ft/s for a 10 year storm and a water surface elevation of 113.55 feet and a
velocity of 5.34 ft/s for a 100 year storm.
PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE
A multi-girder bridge alternative was chosen to minimize channel disturbance and reduce wetland impact
to the surrounding areas. The proposed bridge will accommodate the typical Mine Road cross-section
with sidewalks, shared use trail, and roadway plan. The proposed bridge width is selected from VDOT
Bridge Design Manual Volume V, Part 2, Chapter 2, Geometrics. For this study, a dual bridge structure
with a length of 120 feet and a skew of 30 degrees was selected. The dual structure accommodates a
12’-6” gap between the two bridges to match with the Mine Road’s typical 16 feet wide grass median.
The gap will also allow for daylight under the bridge to allow natural light to occur on the possible trail
beneath the bridge. The 120 feet long bridge span was chosen to accommodate room for riprap scour
countermeasures and undisturbed stream bed, while minimizing construction cost. The bridge will have a
110 feet clear distance perpendicular to its abutments. The bridge skew helps align the abutments with
the stream to avoid obstructing the water flow and minimize scour.

HEC-RAS analysis for the GRS-IBS system concluded that the 10-year flood passes with water surface
elevation 113.94 and the 100-year flood results in backwater elevation of 114.58. The back water surface
elevation increases 1.19 feet and 1.83 feet for a 10-year flood and 100-year flood, respectively, when
compared to the free flow data. The GRS-IBS system resulted in a wetland impact of 0.240 acres. Based
on these velocity and elevations, FHWA’s HEC-18 and HEC-23 publications were used to determine
scour at the abutments and correct countermeasures.
The 500-year scour depth calculated was 3 to 7 feet lower than the proposed bottom of RSF elevation.
Since it is a new bridge construction, countermeasures cannot be the only protection from scour. One
option to protect undermining and failure was to move the RSF down to the scour depth, increasing the
height of the Concrete Masonry Unit (CMU) wall, which in turn increases the geosynthetic reinforcement
and structural backfill quantities. The other option, which was chosen for this project, used a cast-in-place
concrete footing below the RSF to reach the predicted scour elevation.
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GRS-IBS
Grade differential, span length, and soil conditions are the main considerations to use GRS-IBS
abutments. Currently the longest span to use GRS-IBS abutments is a single 140 feet span. The GRSIBS system is comprised of four typical components, started from the bottom: RSF, General GRS
Abutment, Bearing Zone, and Integrated Approach Zone.
The RSF is aggregate reinforced with intermediate geotextile and then encapsulated geotextile. This acts
like the footing of the abutment. The General GRS Abutment is made of CMUs, geosynthetic
reinforcement, and reinforced soil. A block is leveled and soil is placed and compacted. The pulled tight
geosynthetic is then placed on top of the compacted soil overlapping half of the block. This process is
continued until the Bearing zone. Typical reinforcements are spaced 8 to 12 inches. The length and
spacing of the reinforcement is based on design. The soil should be compacted in minimum of 4 inch lifts
to minimize the damage to the geosynthetic. The first three feet closest to the wall should be hand
compacted. The tightly spaced geosynthetics reinforcement integrated with compacted soil is the key to
make the whole system act like a single unit. If the abutments are spanning water, the rows of CMU up to
high water level should be solid blocks or concrete filled. Riprap should be placed in front of the CMU wall
as well.
Depending on the weight of superstructure, a minimum of the top 5 layers of geosynthetic reinforcement
are considered the Bearing Zone. The Bearing Zone is similar to the General GRS Abutment, except
there is an intermediate layer of geosynthetic. Also, the top three rows and all rows on the corners are
filled with concrete and rebar reinforcement. The top CMU usually has a 1½ inch concrete cap that has a
maximum space of three inches to beam.
The Integrated Approach Zone is located from the bottom of the beam to the top of grade. This zone does
not have any CMUs, instead the primary reinforcement will wrap around the compacted soil behind the
stub abutments. There are two compaction layers with a secondary reinforcement between per primary
reinforcement. The primary reinforcement extends four feet beyond the secondary reinforcement. All
geosynthetic reinforcements in this zone extend three feet beyond the 1:1 reinforcement soil slope. There
should be a minimum of a two inch clear space between the last layer of reinforcement and the asphalt.
ENHANCEMENT TO FHWA’S GRS-IBS
The FHWA’s website was extremely helpful providing background information such as design guidelines,
implementation guidelines and material specifications. FHWA recommends that the height of the CMU
walls not exceed 30 feet and typically have spans less than 100 feet. The bridge designed pushed those
limits; therefore, it was decided to use a stub abutment for the beam seat instead of placing the beams
directly on the geosynthetic reinforcement. A slab extension detail was implemented to create a jointless
bridge.
CONCLUSION
A GRS-IBS abutments and u-wings were chosen for this foundation system to reduce the impact to
wetland, right-of-way, and embankment excavation. The GRS-IBS is composed of reinforced soil
foundation, supported on competent soil, masonry concrete block units, and granular soil with geotextile
reinforcement. This system minimizes foundation pressure by spreading the superstructure load through
the soil embankment. This system is more economical due to the material, labor, and construction time.
The wetland impact for the GRS-IBS alternative is less than most of the alternatives. The hydraulic
opening for the multi-girder bridge on GRS-IBS is greater than all the alternatives, except for the 420 foot
long bridge. Although the 420 feet bridge has a better hydraulic opening, the 120 feet long conventional
bridge supported on GRS-IBS requires smaller equipment along the channel embankments to construct
the GRS-IBS abutments, u-wingwalls, and its foundation. Most of the heavy construction, including
placement of bridge girders, can be done from the approaches.
Multiple factors, including the vertical elevation difference, angle between road and channel, wetland
limits, and wide floodplain, cause this location to need a non-conventional construction method. GRS-IBS
was the most viable choice to combine low cost, efficient construction, minimum channel disturbance,
reduce wetland impact, and increase hydraulic opening.
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REPLACEMENT OF SPRAIN BROOK PARKWAY BRIDGES (N/B & S/B) OVER
ROUTE 119 USING ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES
David Weiss, P.E., WSP USA Corp., 914-747-1120, david.weiss@wspgroup.com
ABSTRACT
This $21.7 million design-bid-build project involved the replacement of two bridges that carry the Sprain
Brook Parkway (NB & SB) over NYS Route 119, in Westchester County, NY. Due to the high traffic
volumes (AADT > 110,000), Accelerated Bridge Construction techniques were utilized to reduce the
overall construction duration and maintain a high level of traffic capacity during construction with minimal
delay. This included significant pre-stage construction work under the existing bridge. The accelerated
construction staging allowed the Contractor to condense the schedule from a 3-year project to under 2years.
INTRODUCTION
The Sprain Brook Parkway is a 12.6 mile long
north-south parkway located in Westchester
County, New York. It serves as a major commuter
route connecting the Bronx River Parkway in the
City of Yonkers to the south and merging with the
Taconic State Parkway to the north. The Sprain
Brook Parkway intersects with Interstate I-287, a
major east-west corridor, in the Village of Elmsford.
This interchange is located immediately north of the
subject bridges replaced under this project with
access ramps located within the project limits.

Project location

The northbound and southbound bridges were
originally constructed in 1968 and subsequently widened in 1977. The need for this project was identified
by NYSDOT Region 8 due to the overall structurally deficient condition of the existing bridges. The project
was programmed by NYSDOT and was included in the Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP) with the
Initial Project Proposal (IPP) approved by the Regional Director on August 24, 2006.
During design development phase, this project was added to the Governor’s ‘New York Works Program’
due to its significance to the traveling public and to stimulate job creation. It was also the first project in
the state to feature a Best Value Submission where Contractors are selected based on both bid prices
and technical qualifications.
The preferred alternative included the complete
replacement of both the northbound and southbound
bridge. The existing structures consisted of a three (3)
span,
simply
supported,
steel
multi-girder
superstructure founded on concrete piers and
abutments. The bridges were replaced in their entirety
with two (2) single-span structures meeting current
NYSDOT design standards.
The work was completed using a significant amount of
pre-stage construction. Due to the existing high vertical
underclearance (38-feet) over NYS Route 119, the majority of the substructure elements, including
mechanically stabilized earth system (MSES) concrete abutments and wingwalls were completed during
pre-stage. This dramatically facilitated the removal and replacement of the superstructure, which was
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accomplished in three-stages utilizing median crossovers to maintain three travel lanes in each direction
at all times. The proposed bridges are wider than the existing to eliminate non-standard shoulders and
the northbound vertical profile was improved to meet minimum stopping sight-distance requirements.
EXISTING CONDITIONS
The Sprain Brook Parkway is classified as an Urban Principal Arterial - Expressway and is part of the
National Highway System (NHS). It carries only cars and busses (AADT > 110,000); trucks and other
commercial vehicles are prohibited. The parkway operates at Level of Service (LOS) D during peak
periods. The roadway section consists of three (3) 12-foot wide through lanes in both the northbound and
southbound direction over a pair of structures. In the northbound direction, there is an additional 12-foot
wide deceleration lane for the exit ramp onto Interstate I-287 eastbound. Shoulders are variable within
the project limits. Non-standard design features within the project limits consist of shoulder widths,
maximum grades, stopping sight distances, median width, horizontal clearance and structural capacity.
The feature crossed, NYS Route 119, is classified as an Urban Principal Arterial – Other, with two (2)
lanes in both the eastbound and westbound directions (AADT > 26,000). Additionally, there are parking
lanes and pedestrian sidewalks on both sides.
Both the existing northbound and southbound bridges consisted of three (3) span steel multi-girder
composite superstructure systems founded on reinforced concrete piers and abutments. The total bridge
lengths are 297.9 feet (NB) and 287.2 feet (SB).
The bridges were in an advanced state of deterioration, primarily due to the poor condition of the bearings
and deck joints. Both superstructure and substructure elements were severely deteriorated at locations
where water had leaked through failing deck joints resulting in section losses of the primary members.
The pier cap beams and columns exhibited delamination and spalling with exposed reinforcing steel
throughout. The structures had also longitudinally displaced uphill (southward) and eastward, due to
pavement shove and unbalanced lateral forces, respectively.
A structural analysis of the two bridges indicated deficiencies in the pier cap beams and columns.
According to the analysis, the pier cap beam did not have sufficient strength to withstand an HS-20 live
load (both moment and shear) at the exterior columns. Additionally, both the pier cap beam and columns
were not capable of withstanding seismic design loads.
PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The following project objectives were identified during the preliminary design phase:
a. Provide a safe crossing with no structural deficiencies with a service life of at least 30 years
using cost effective techniques to minimize maintenance and repair, and environmental impacts.
b. Eliminate or improve upon existing non-standard features, such as shoulder width, maximum
grade, and stopping sight distance, within a reasonable incremental construction cost.
c.

Maintain a high level of traffic during construction with minimal delay within the shortest
reasonable construction duration.

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
The preferred alternative included the complete replacement of the two existing three-span bridges with
two new single-span bridges on shared MSES-type abutments. The new structures were constructed
wider than the existing to accommodate three (3) travel lanes and standard left and right shoulders.
Additional width was provided on the NB Bridge left shoulder beyond the 4-foot shoulder, which was
required for the staging of traffic lanes, not for the proposed roadway configuration. The NB Bridge will
continue to carry an additional dedicated deceleration lane for the I-287 eastbound exit ramp. The new
superstructures are composed of steel plate multi-girders connected compositely to conventionally
reinforced concrete decks using stainless steel reinforcing steel. Girders sit upon elastomeric bearings.
The structures are capable of carrying the HL-93 design vehicle and NYSDOT Permit Truck and
incorporate the latest seismic geometric and reinforcing details.
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MSES concrete abutments are shared between the two bridges. MSES walls were also proposed for
bridge wingwalls and the southeast corner retaining walls. MSES were found to be the most economical
solution based on the height of the bridge abutments. MSES walls also enhance the aesthetics, which
was a key design parameter.
Within the bridge limits, the structure will be constructed along the existing horizontal alignment. The
vertical alignment will be modified slightly to improve stopping-sight distance and to move a sag vertical
curve outside the NB bridge limits. New pavement and roadway appurtenances were installed within the
project limits.
Accelerated Bridge Construction Techniques
Due to the fact that the Sprain Brook Parkway is a major north-south commuter route, NYSDOT
mandated that a high level of traffic capacity be maintained during construction with minimal delay. Thus
a key project requirement was that 1) all three travel lanes in each direction had to be maintained at all
times; 2) access to the northbound exit ramp to I-287 had to maintained at all times and 3) at least one
lane in each direction as well as pedestrian access had to be maintained on NYS Route 119 below the
bridge.
To satisfy these stringent project requirements the construction of the bridge had to be accomplished in
multiple stages:
Pre-stage Construction:
The planned pre-stage work provided the best opportunity to condense the overall construction schedule.
This was due, in large part, to the 3-span configuration of the existing structures combined with the 38feet minimum vertical underclearance. New abutments
were able to be situated between the existing abutments
and piers (spans 1 and 3) at both bridges allowing the
existing facility to remain in full service while substructure
work progressed underneath (see Photo 1). Utilizing
smaller precast modular units, MSES abutments were
constructed to full height. MSES abutments consist of a
mechanically stabilized
earth
wall
embankment
supporting a short or stub abutment on top of the retained
soil. The MSES retaining walls consist of interlocking
concrete shapes that create a wall face. Each of the
concrete shapes has a soil anchoring system that
mechanically reinforces the retained embankment and
uses the weight of the fill as the stabilizing force to hold Photo 1 - MSES Construction at N. Abutment
the panels in place. NYSDOT (1). The use of this system
allowed the Contractor to utilize smaller equipment and
complete abutment construction up to proposed pedestal elevation without impacting the existing deck.
Pre-stage work was completed in 6-months.
Design Challenges:
■ Existing Structure Stability – Installation of the proposed MSES abutments required the removal of
the existing slope protection and excavation in front of the abutments up to 28-feet below the bottom
of existing footing elevation. According to as-built record plans, the bridge abutments were founded
on differing foundations. The north abutment consisted of spread footings on soil whereas the south
abutment was founded on driven steel H-piles. In order to maintain serviceability during construction,
a temporary soil nail wall was constructed under the north abutment (see photo 2). Excavation in
front of the south abutment was advanced by incorporating the existing exposed front row of piles in a
soldier pile and lagging wall (see photo 3). Analysis of the existing piles was required to confirm their
capacity. It should be noted that during construction it was discovered that the existing piles exhibited
minor to moderate section losses in the exposed flange. The cause of the deterioration was
unknown, however, an analysis was performed based on the as-inspected condition. Based on the
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results, the Contractor was required to install an additional waler with grouted tie back and establish a
daily survey monitoring program. No subsequent deflection was noted.

Photo 2 - Soil Nail Wall under N. Abutment

■

Photo 3 - Soldier Pile and Lagging at S. Abutment

Differential Settlement – The proposed MSES abutments were designed in accordance with
AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications. The northbound and southbound bridges were
constructed utilizing a contiguous, common MSES fill abutment. With fill heights greater than 30-feet,
differential settlement was considered a critical design issue. This was addressed by limiting the
maximum service limit state bearing resistance to 2 tsf and 0.56 for the strength limit state coefficient
of friction for sliding. Additionally, the spread footing was positioned with the proposed centerline of
bearings located 8.2-feet from the face of the MSES to further control passive pressures.

Stage 1
Stage 1 work zone traffic control measures were
implemented upon completion of the pre-stage
abutment work. This included shifting and narrowing
both the northbound and southbound traffic to the
outside lanes occupying the existing shoulder areas as
well as the northbound deceleration lane. This allowed
for superstructure removal and replacement to be
performed in the median area (see Photo 4).
Overbuilding of the superstructure was required to
improve geometric design standards and to provide
sufficient width for future traffic stages. The total
duration of Stage 1 work was 12-weeks.
Photo 4 - Stage 1 Superstructure Removal
Design Challenges:
■ Traffic Capacity – Due to the high level of traffic
capacity required, one of the critical project parameters included maintaining all three travel lanes in
both directions during all stages. Additionally, due to the proximity of adjacent commercial properties,
outside fascia lines had to be maintained. Thus, the necessary overbuilding to support temporary
traffic conditions had to be performed in the available median areas.

Figure 1 – Stage 1 Cross Section
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Stages 2 and 3
Upon completion of Stage 1 work and in order
to maintain 3-lanes of traffic during subsequent
stages, the construction of a temporary median
crossover was required.
In Stage 2, the
median crossover would serve to carry one
northbound lane in a ‘cattle chute’ across to the
recently completed portion of the southbound
structure (see Photo 5). The remainder of the
northbound superstructure was subsequently
removed and replaced. The total duration of
Stage 2 work was 12-weeks.
During Stage 3, the remainder of the
southbound superstructure was removed and
replaced. In order to accomplish that, the Photo 5 - Stage 2 Work with Crossover
median crossover was re-graded and reversed
to allow for two southbound lanes to be
temporarily diverted to the northbound side with the third lane on the southbound structure completed in
Stage 1 (see Figure 1). The total duration of Stage 3 work was 6-months.
Design Challenges:

■ Median Crossover - The median crossover was necessary during both Stage 2 and 3 construction

activities in order to maintain 3-lanes of traffic at all times. The challenge during design was to
ensure that a crossover was capable of satisfying 55 mph design speeds through the work zone; and
was constructible given the relatively narrow space and grade differential. The crossover would carry
one northbound lane during Stage 2 and then re-graded and reversed to carry two southbound lanes
during Stage 3. The existing median area provided adequate space for grading of the crossover
without the use of the temporary geosynthetic retaining earth structure (GRES) walls.

Figure 2 - Stage 2 Cross Section

Figure 3 - Stage 3 Cross Section
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CONCLUSIONS
The Sprain Brook Parkway is a high volume commuter
corridor that necessitated a high-level of capacity
during all phases of construction. The relative height
and span configuration of the existing structure
provided an opportunity to pre-stage the substructure
work underneath the existing structure while
maintaining traffic above and below. The use of
modular MSES abutments allowed the Contractor to
expeditiously complete the abutment work up to the
pedestal elevation, thus drastically accelerating the
superstructure replacement during staged construction.
The project was originally scheduled for a 36-month
construction duration and was completed in 24-months,
thus saving 1-year of construction impacts to the Photo 6 - Final Condition
travelling public.
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ABSTRACT
The New Jersey Department of Transportation’s (NJDOT) State Highway Route 10 Bridge over the
Passaic River was reconstructed using an Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) system that
incorporated the use of Northeast Extreme Tee (NEXT) Beams® to provide a new three-span continuous
superstructure for the bridge which is located on a high-volume commercial corridor.
INTRODUCTION
The Route 10 Bridge over the Passaic River, which links East Hanover Township in Morris County with
Livingston Township in Essex County was showing its age. The structure, more than 80 years old,
exhibited advanced deterioration of its primary structural components. The bridge deck was evaluated as
being in poor condition (4) in the June 2010 Bridge Re-Evaluation Report, while the superstructure was
evaluated as being in satisfactory condition (6) and the substructure being in fair (5) condition. As part of
NJDOT’s annual Capital Program and planning procedures, the bridge went through a screening process
and was added to their list of scheduled bridge rehabilitation projects and then moved into the design
phase as a deck replacement project.
EXISTING BRIDGE, SITE CONSTRAINTS AND OVERALL SCOPE OF RECONSTRUCTION
Existing Bridge
The Route 10 Bridge over the Passaic River, built
circa 1931, is a three-span structure with an overall
length of 108’ and an out-to-out width of 64.2’. Route
10 is classified as an urban principal arterial roadway
and is generally oriented west to east in the project
corridor. The bridge spans the Passaic River, which
flows from south to north at the site. The river is the
municipal and county border between East Hanover
Township in Morris County to the west and Livingston
Township in Essex County to the east. The existing
roadway configuration consists of a four-lane divided
highway, two eastbound and two westbound. The half
widths of the roadway across the bridge are each
24.0’, separated by a 2’ wide concrete median Jersey
barrier. There are 6‘ wide sidewalks with concrete
West approach roadway, eastbound lanes, looking east.
balustrade parapets flanking the roadway on each
side of the bridge. There are no shoulders across the bridge, but the approach roadways have 6’ wide
shoulders that taper to 0’ at the bridge abutments. The roadway is on a long horizontal tangent alignment
and vertically on a 1.3% tangent profile uphill to the east. The highway right-of-way (ROW) width was a
uniform 80’ in the vicinity of the bridge. The bridge was evaluated as functionally obsolete due to
insufficient curb-to-curb width in consideration of the number of lanes and the traffic volume.
The design and details of the existing bridge are typical for short-span bridges built in New Jersey in the
1930’s and 1940’s. The superstructure comprises three simply supported 34’ long spans of rolled steel
beams that were monolithically concrete encased with the concrete deck. The 9” thick reinforced
concrete deck spans over the steel bridge beams spaced at 6’-6” centers under the roadway and 5’-2”
under the sidewalks. The top flange of the roadway stringers were embedded into the slab thickness
from 2” at the centerline stringer to 7” at the curb line stringer. The deck was in poor condition, exhibiting
several large under-deck spalls with exposed, moderately rusted reinforcement and large areas of
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moderate scaling with efflorescence on the deck
underside. The superstructure was in satisfactory
condition, exhibiting minor defects, including cracked
and loose beam encasements in the vicinity of the
embedded beam bottom flanges. The superstructure
carries a 2x2 bank of 4” telephone conduits supported
between stringers under the north sidewalk.
The substructure consists of two unreinforced
concrete solid wall piers supported on spread footings
founded below the river bed and two full height
unreinforced concrete semi-gravity abutments on
spread footings founded below the river bed at the
water’s edge. The substructure was in fair condition
due to large areas of severely scaled and
South Elevation.
disintegrated concrete and incipient spalls on the
north and south ends of both pier seats, the west pier stem and both abutment back walls. There was no
observed scour at the piers or at the abutments.
Site Constraints
Several site constraints influenced the scope of the reconstruction.
Route 10 is a busy land service highway providing access to a
popular and heavily utilized commercial corridor with numerous
small stores, strip malls, box stores and office space with
numerous ingress and egress driveways throughout. The existing
two-way ADT of 44,710 (2012) vehicles per day with a 58%
directional split required that two lanes of traffic be maintained in
each direction throughout the reconstruction project. Based on
traffic counts, the peak hour volume was on Saturdays, with
combined commuter and commercial traffic nearly as high on
weekdays. For the timing of the construction project, it was critical
that the project be advertised, awarded and constructed in less
than one construction season. The project also needed to limit
traffic impacts during the school year due to a nearby regional high
school, and to be completed well before the annual holiday
shopping season.
Immediately adjacent to the northeast corner of the bridge, there is
Deteriorated bridge seats at
an Essex County Park encumbered by New Jersey Department of
abutments and piers.
Environmental Protection’ Green Acres program. This parcel is
part of the 1,360-acre West Essex Park that stretches for six miles along the Passaic River. The parcel
frontage along westbound Route 10 has a municipal well and pump station facility that requires daily
access for operations and delivery of treatment
materials. There are also delineated wetlands just
downstream from the bridge along both banks of the
river. Adjacent to the southwest corner of the bridge
is a private residence with its sole access from Route
10.

Typical driveways adjacent to bridge within work zone.

The environmentally sensitive parcels adjacent to the
bridge, together with numerous commercial parcel
access points on both approaches to the bridge,
precluded a temporary bridge and diversionary road
along either side of the existing roadway or within the
Route 10 ROW. These constraints made maintaining
traffic on site (within the existing public ROW), while
maintaining access to the adjacent properties, critical
to the project’s success. This drove the decision to
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use accelerated construction methods to reduce the impact to the traveling public and the commercial
corridor businesses.
Several utilities would also influence staging and layout of the project. A bank of telephone ducts that
contain primary fiber optic trunk lines was located under the north sidewalk, between existing bridge
beams. Overhead primary electric cables spanned over the bridge near the north fascia line. The local
gas company requested a new system interconnect across the bridge to increase redundancy and
capacity in its separate systems on each side of the bridge.
Scope of Reconstruction
The combination of the various site constraints and the details and condition of the various components of
the existing structure made accelerated bridge construction a challenge. However, due to the high traffic
volume through the corridor, limiting the time traffic was impacted was paramount. The primary focus
became utilizing accelerated bridge construction systems to reduce construction.
Bridge
At the beginning of the preliminary design phase, a Bridge Design Appraisal Statement was prepared to
study the originally screened deck replacement project. Based on the relatively short 34’ spans, and the
monolithic steel beam encasement with top flange embedment in the concrete deck, it was determined
that removing the deck from the embedded 30” steel beams that would remain, without damaging them,
would be too time-consuming and not consistent with the goal of minimizing construction duration. Thus,
it was decided to replace the full superstructure in the interest in shortening the construction duration.
Originally, steel beam prefabricated bridge units with composite concrete decks were identified for rapid
superstructure replacement.
At the beginning of the final design phase,
prestressed concrete beam prefabricated
bridge units were also considered for
reduced long-term maintenance over the
river. The steel beam prefabricated bridge
units originally considered would have
needed one or two maintenance paintings
over their service life. A review of the NEXT
Beam®
prestressed
concrete
beam
prefabricated bridge unit system determined
that the product was compatible with the
intent of the accelerated construction project,
and the change was incorporated. NEXT
Beam® units are precast prestressed
concrete double Tee sections that can use a
thin top flange as forms for a cast-in-place structural slab, or a full-thickness top flange that functions as
the structural deck. On this project, the full-thickness flange section was used with high-performance
concrete (HPC) closure pours and a high early strength (HES) concrete wearing surface overlay, being
one of the first installations of the NEXT Beam® system on a
NJDOT project.
To address the substandard curb-to-curb width, the project would
include a minor widening of the bridge superstructure by 1’ on each
side, such that the bridge would no longer be assessed as
functionally obsolete.
Early in the final design, a stability check was performed on the
existing abutments for loading during the superstructure
replacement. The findings indicated that the abutments had a low
safety factor against overturning due to relatively narrow footing
widths under the abutments, relative to their height. This was
addressed with the installation of 60’ long, inclined ground anchors.
These were installed through the abutment stems just below the
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bridge seat elevation, spaced at about 6.5’ centers, and penetrating
down into underlying soils and bedrock. This work further restricted
the ability to accelerate the construction.
The existing bridge details were compatible with accelerated
demolition procedures. During Stage 1B, the bridge superstructure
was sawcut longitudinally between the bridge beams and lifted out in
sections, together with the attached deck section. The fascia stringer,
parapet and sidewalk were removed in one piece.
Highway
Approach roadway reconstruction was limited on the project to include
only that necessary to transition the new slightly widened
superstructure to the existing approach roadway width and to replace
the existing approach slabs. In order to accelerate construction,
prefabricated,
precast
concrete
approach
slab
Removal of fascia stringer and
panels were used,
parapet. (Photo courtesy of NJDOT.)
connected
with
similar HPC closure pours and HES concrete overlays
as on the bridge.
The Bridge Design Appraisal Statement also included a
staging study, which determined that due to the lack of
space adjacent to the highway’s ROW, the adjacent
historic parkland, a private residence and multiple
commercial property access driveways, a temporary
bridge and diversionary roadway was not feasible and
staged construction would be necessary within the
existing ROW. In reviewing the local roadway network,
Precast approach slabs ready for HPC closure pour.
there was a short, local, generally parallel county
roadway (Mount Pleasant Avenue) that could be used for part of the detour. Thus, a staging scheme was
developed to maintain westbound Route 10 traffic on the Route 10 roadway while the eastbound Route
10 traffic would be detoured down the adjacent county roadway. Traffic analyses were performed and the
scheme was found to function with acceptable levels of service.
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Construction started with a short preliminary stage to prepare the local roadways for the detoured
eastbound Route 10 traffic. The existing two-lane roadway (Mount Pleasant Avenue) was restriped to
accommodate two eastbound and one westbound lane, with some minor incidental widening of the
roadway. A temporary traffic signal was installed at an existing stop controlled intersection along the
route and timing was set to be compatible with the Route 10 mainline signal.
The first primary stage of construction maintained westbound Route 10 traffic in its current location while
the south half of the superstructure was reconstructed. Eastbound Route 10 traffic was detoured to
Mount Pleasant Avenue and back to Route 10 eastbound, about one quarter mile east of the bridge. In
the second primary stage of construction, westbound Route 10 traffic will be moved onto the newly
constructed south half of the bridge, with short crossovers, while the north half of the structure is
reconstructed. Detoured westbound Route 10 traffic will remain on Mount Pleasant Avenue. A final short
completion stage with Route 10 westbound traffic back on the westbound roadway is required to remove
the temporary crossovers, reestablish the concrete median barrier, complete the southerly bridge
sidewalk and perform final repaving of the approach roadways. The original two-lane traffic pattern will
also be restored on Mount Pleasant Avenue after two-way traffic is reestablished on the new bridge on
Route 10. Bridge staging sections are shown in Figure 1 at the end of this paper.
DESIGN OF ABC SOLUTION FOR SUPERSTRUCTURE
Design of the new three-span continuous superstructure units was in accordance with the AASHTO
LRFD Bridge Design Specifications as modified by the NJDOT Design Manual for Bridges and Structures.
Live loading consisted of the AASHTO HL-93 vehicle, as well as the NJDOT permit vehicle, whichever
governed. The design compressive strength (f’c) of the concrete was 7,000 psi in order to meet NJDOT’s
strict requirements for zero tension in the tensile zone.
Computer software to aided in the computations for
design of the NEXT Beam® prestressed beam units
and the live load continuity connections.
NEXT Beam®, Type D beam units were chosen for
design based on span length and comparable
superstructure depth, as well as their thicker top
flange, which would help accelerate construction. The
Type D beam units include an 8” thick reinforced
flange which functions as the structural bridge deck,
eliminating the need to construct a cast-in-place deck
with the associated reinforcement and curing. Another
benefit of the Type D beam is the ability to quickly form
a continuity connection between the ends of units.
Installation of prefabricated bridge unit.
(Photo courtesy of NJDOT.)

Live Load continuity was included in order to eliminate deck joints
over the piers, where deterioration and leakage typically occurs
over time, causing eventual deterioration of the substructure units.
Cast-in-place end diaphragms over the piers serve as the
connection for live load continuity, whereby the beams act as
continuous for live load but as simple spans for dead loads. This
connection was designed for a 90-day casting age of the
prestressed beams, per AASHTO methods. Prestressing strands,
extending from the beam ends were supplemented with significant
reinforcement extending from the beam top flanges. The extended
beam flange reinforcement was coupled with mechanical
connectors and short splice bars to make the continuity connection.
This approach has been used successfully in the past for precast,
prestressed concrete superstructure continuity connections and
should extend the service life of the structure through the
elimination of deck joints over the piers and the issues associated
with their future maintenance.
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Live load continuity pour couplers over
pier (between bridge units).

CONSTRUCTION (AND ITS CHALLENGES)
The construction contract was awarded on January 29th, 2014 with the official start date of the contract
set as March 8th, 2014. After completing the preliminary set up stage preparing the detour route for the
additional traffic from eastbound Route 10, the first primary stage of construction commenced May 10,
2014.
Construction projects seem to be especially susceptible to the saying, “Nothing ever goes according to
plan.” Project schedules are always challenged to overcome unforeseen changes. The first challenge
was encountered during performance and proof testing of the permanent inclined ground anchors,
installed to provide stability to the abutments during construction. One anchor failed, preventing the full
demolition of the existing superstructure, since the anchors needed to be installed, fully cured and tested
prior to the superstructure removal. Fortunately, the Contractor was able to act quickly and proposed a
deadman anchor solution to replace the failed inclined anchor. The Contractor’s design and details were
reviewed and accepted and the replacement anchor constructed and tested. This delayed the demolition
of the bridge superstructure and further advancing the project by two weeks.
The list of challenges seemed to keep growing. The Contractor performed the required bridge and pier
seat reconstruction and was ready to install the NEXT Beam® prefabricated bridge units, but they hadn’t
aged sufficiently according to the project specifications, based on their casting dates. The beam units
needed to have a 90-day age prior to casting the concrete end diaphragms over the piers for live load
continuity to reduce time-dependent stresses in the connection and in the beam units. In an effort to
maintain the accelerated schedule, based on Hatch Mott MacDonald’s recommendation, NJDOT granted
a 30-day reduction to the specified 90-day casting age of the beams so that the continuity connection
could be made at 60 days, consistent with PCI guidelines. Even with this relaxed requirement, it would
still be difficult to maintain the project schedule.
Due to the complexity of the live load continuity connection, additional guidance was provided to NJDOT
and the Contractor to ensure proper assembly of the connection. With this guidance and careful
inspection by NJDOT, the required couplers and splice bar were properly installed to make the negative
moment connection at each deck bar, an important aspect for the connection to function as intended for
live load continuity. The extra time and care required to properly make all the connections were
necessary, but continued to challenge the project schedule.
THE FINISHED PROJECT
The project is currently under construction as of the
submission date of this paper. The first primary stage
of construction is being completed, with traffic soon to
be traveling on the south half of the reconstructed
bridge superstructure. Traffic is scheduled to be
shifted to the Stage 2 traffic pattern during the week of
August 18, 2014.
Lessons learned during the first stage of
reconstruction will greatly help the progression of work
during the second stage. Superstructure demolition
and ground anchor installation should proceed quickly
with the experience gained in the first stage.
Substantial project completion is scheduled for the
week of October 13, 2014. Using accelerated bridge
components and techniques reduced the construction Stage 1 HES concrete overlay on precast approach
duration by 50% compared to standard cast-in-place
slabs and NEXT Beam® prefabricated bridge units.
construction of the concrete components of the
structure. Renderings of the finished bridge are shown in Figure 2 at the end of this paper.
The finished product will be the culmination of design effort spread over several years, but should take
less than one construction season to complete. The benefits of using Accelerated Bridge Construction
systems are obvious, as a reduced construction duration can be realized, that carries with it road user
cost benefits, lessened impacts to the motoring public, local business impacts, as well as benefits for the
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owner and local governments. Both NJDOT and the local county and municipal stakeholders were
integral in bringing about and helping to address and resolve the concerns of all involved.
CONCLUSION
While site restrictions including limited ROW width, high traffic volumes, adjacent environmentally
sensitive properties and installation of ground anchors for the existing abutments precluded full realization
of accelerated bridge construction, precast components and methods used in accelerated bridge
construction were used as much as possible to shorten the construction duration. Precast concrete
approach slabs with HPC closure pours and NEXT Beam® prestressed concrete prefabricated bridge
units, also with HPC closure pours, greatly reduced the construction schedule compared to standard castin-place construction. These components will allow for substantial completion of this three-stage bridge
reconstruction project on this high-volume commercial corridor in five months from the initial eastbound
detour implementation.
In selecting prefabricated bridge units, it is important to consider the aging of prestressed concrete beam
units made continuous for live load in the overall construction schedule. Project advertising, bid, award
and construction contract execution/notice-to-proceed also need to be carefully timed relative to the
construction schedule and the desired construction completion date. For projects requiring condensed
up-front administration time, steel beam prefabricated bridge units may be better suited. Time-dependent
effects on beam geometry and stresses must be considered, as well as the benefits of live load continuity
pours versus the extra construction time associated with those pours.
An asphalt overlay with a waterproofing membrane could also be used to save some time compared to
the HES concrete overlay curing and sawcutting for traction.
In the end, the project successfully utilized accelerated bridge construction components and techniques
to deliver the project in an expeditious manner. The collaboration between NJDOT and the design team,
led by Hatch Mott MacDonald, and further collaboration with the construction inspection team and the
Contractor, has led to a successful project that has overcome administrative and technical challenges.
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DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION CHALLENGES IN CONVERTING A CONSTRUCTIN-PLACE BRIDGE TO A BRIDGE MOVED INTO PLACE USING A LATERAL SLIDE
Hugh Boyle, P.E., H. Boyle Engineering, Inc., (801)467-6020, hugh@hbe-bridges.com
David Griffin, Texas Sterling Construction, (210)340-2133, DGriffin@texassterling.com
Justin Wiatrek, P.E., Texas Department of Transportation, (210)844-7536, Justin.Wiatrek@txdot.gov
ABSTRACT
Construction duration is reduced by converting design plans from construct-in-place to a lateral slide
using precast abutments along with side by side boxes with a 5” to 6” concrete deck. Key elements are
drilled shaft retaining walls alongside the bridge and a drilled shaft foundation and wall under the bridge.
INTRODUCTION
On 4/4/2013, the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) released the “LP 345 (Fredericksburg
Road at Medical Drive Overpass)” project for bid. The project converts an at grade crossing of
Fredericksburg Road and Medical Drive to an interchange that allows Fredericksburg Road to pass over
Medical Drive. In order to better accommodate significant traffic and emergency vehicle access to the
nearby South Texas Medical Center, the design plans were developed to minimize traffic impacts on
Medical Drive and Fredericksburg Road. Medical Drive roadway construction is phased to maintain the
existing number of lanes throughout construction. In addition, all seven lanes of Fredericksburg Road
remain open from 5:30 AM to 8:00 PM except for a 14 day closure to assemble the bridge. Bridge
construction duration was minimized by requiring use of precast abutments in conjunction with side by
side prestressed box girders topped with a 5” to 6” concrete deck.
The project was awarded to Texas Sterling Construction (TSC) in June 2013. Initially TSC planned to
construct the bridge as designed. The schedule bid was very aggressive with significant penalties for not
meeting the proposed bridge construction duration.
In order to minimize risk of penalties TSC looked for ways to shorten the construction duration. The most
viable option was to build the bridge offline and slide the bridge laterally into place. The lateral slide
concept virtually eliminates the potential for penalties and opened the door to receive an early completion
bonus.
This paper documents the challenges in converting the plans from construct-in-place to lateral slide, the
required coordination with TxDOT, the construction challenges and the actual lateral bridge slide.
Performance during the move will be discussed in the presentation since at time of submittal the bridge
will not be moved. The project is currently under construction. Currently the scheduled slide date is
November 9, 2014.
BID SET BRIDGE DESCRIPTION
The bridge spans Medical drive on a 12 degree skew. The single span bridge is 64’ long and 180’ wide.
The abutment length is 200’ measured on the 12 degree skew. The superstructure consists of 4’ and 5’
wide by 28” deep prestressed box beams. The boxes are topped by a 5” to 6” composite slab with a
single mat of reinforcing. The thickness varies to account for vertical curve and skew. The completed
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structure also has raised sidewalks and decorative brick that are placed after the lateral slide in order to
minimize the slide weight.
The substructure consists of a seat abutment sitting on 4’ diameter drilled shafts at 5’ spacing. The drilled
shafts also function as a retaining wall and permit top down construction of the lowered section of Medical
Drive.
The original design used a precast seat abutment doweled to every other shaft. Each abutment had 5 40’
long sections. Each abutment section weighed approximately 78,000 lbs and would be connected to 4
drilled shafts by 6 dowels per shaft. The precast sections were not connected to each other but required
grouting the dowels and closure pours in the backwall. The backwall was blocked out over the center of
the shafts to permit grouting the dowels.
The bridge also has a longitudinal joint in the deck along the control line.
Key challenges include providing a slide surface that can be incorporated into a retaining wall after the
move, temporary soil support during the move, revision of details in the plans, accommodating
construction tolerances during the move on this exceptionally wide structure and limiting slide weight by
adjusting the slide grade.
WHY THE CHANGE
The major drivers for the change to a lateral slide were time, risk and location geometry. The 14 day
permitted closure duration was very aggressive. TSC’s anticipated closure duration using TxDOT’s
construct in place with precast elements exceeded the 14 day closure duration. The estimated
construction duration for various tasks are listed below:






3 days to remove approximately 3500cy of fill.
5 days to set, level and grout the 10 abutment sections.
2 days to set the 38 box beams.
14 days to form, place and cure the deck.
2 days to complete and tie in the roadway approach sections.

The anticipated closure duration exceeded TxDOTS goal assuming all tasks went smoothly with no
delays. By switching to a slide TSC removed the construction of the bridge from the critical path virtually
eliminating the chance of penalties from late completion. Also, the geometry of the site combined with the
drilled shaft wall was extremely compatible with a lateral slide.
The drilled shaft wall extends straight from the bridge for several hundred feet. The majority of the wall
also used 48” shafts at 5’ spacing. The top of wall was relatively level and the slope of a straight line from
the bearing seat of the left girder to the right girder was almost flat at each abutment. The presence of
the drilled shaft wall permitted construction of the slide slab and abutment on the drilled shaft wall,
eliminating the need for temporary supports. The existing design also used “earwalls” which were ideal for
anchoring the slide jacks. All these factors contributed to making the slide relatively simple and cost
effective.
COORDINATION
The first step was to determine if TxDOT would consider an alternate construction method and determine
how cost changes due to design changes would affect the bid cost. TxDOT was open to alternative
methods of construction and changes in quantities (increases or decreases) would not lead to increased
or decreased construction costs. Changes to the plans and quantities were considered a no cost change
order. Although this seems like a simple decision it was critical for both parties to agree to this before any
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work could begin. TxDOT’s main initial concern was that they did not want any additional costs
associated with changes in quantities or additional construction steps required per the revised design. As
long as the finished product provided the same value as the bid plan set, the plans could be modified to
accommodate the lateral slide. TSC’s main concern was that any reductions in bid items or elimination of
bid items would not result in reduced or eliminated payments based on item bid prices. For example, in
the temporary construction area the top of the shafts was lowered to accommodate the slide. TSC did
not want a reduced payment based on the reduction in drilled shaft quantity since the reduced height of
the shaft had to be replaced with a retaining wall after the move. Conversely, TxDOT did not want a
change order for the more costly section of retaining wall above the shaft.
Once the initial agreement was set TSC formulated an initial concept and cost estimate. The initial
concept was submitted to TxDOT to determine if the proposed revisions were acceptable. The concept
submitted was a description of proposed changes and photos of previous lateral slides. No formal plans
were submitted at this time. The estimate was used by TSC to determine if the economics made sense.
Although the cost estimate showed an increase in construction cost, TSC decided to move forward with
the concept due to the reduction in risk of late completion penalties combined with the potential for early
completion bonus to offset the increased costs.
The initial concept used the adjacent drilled shaft wall to support the bridge during construction. The
abutment design was essentially unchanged. Integral and semi-integral abutment concepts were also
discussed with TxDOT but the review engineer wasn’t comfortable with the integral and semi-integral
abutment concepts. Integral abutments are rarely used in Texas. Once everyone agreed on the initial
concept, preliminary plans were developed that retained the expansion joint.
During the review of the preliminary plans the review engineer independently identified the major
weakness in moving the abutment with an expansion joint between the superstructure and the
substructure. The main concern the reviewer and TSC had was the potential for the superstructure to
shift on the substructure during the move from uneven movement during the slide. The reviewer
requested clarification on how the movement would be prevented. TSC and H. Boyle Engineering, Inc.
(HBE) supplied a description on how differential movement was prevented but also again suggested an
integral abutment option and a semi-integral option which eliminated the concern.
TxDOT reconsidered the integral abutment option and agreed the integral abutment option was the best
option for the slide. Although the design had to be redone the TSC team was happy to make the change
due to the reduced move risk, combined with some simplifications associated with the switch to the
integral abutment. TxDOT did request that the girder be evaluated for any additional loads due to being
integral. The compressive forces due to expansion were minimal compared to the capacity of the system.
Tension forces due to restraint of shrinkage were also evaluated. The additional tension loads did not
exceed the girder tension capacity.
Final plans were submitted to TxDOT for review and a review meeting was set. During the review
meeting there was still lingering concern with the integral abutment concept and how the joint between
the bridge and approach slab would be detailed. That concern combined with a discrepancy on how the
soil behind the abutment would be retained during the slide forced the final revision. A retaining wall was
incorporated into the slide slab. The final result is that the slide slab and retaining wall function similar to
an abutment and backwall.
CONSTRUCTION
The major portion of the project is reconstruction/lowering of Medical Drive. The bridge is only a small
part of the overall project and bridge construction tasks were sequenced around Medical Drive roadway
construction activities.
TSC placed the drilled shafts in phases 1 and 2 with traffic on the existing Medical Drive. The primary
construction activity in phases 1 and 2 is construction of the frontage roads. TSC placed the drilled shafts
under Fredericksburg road during nightly lane closures. Shoring boxes retained the soil since the top of
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shaft at the bridge location is approximately 6’ to 8’ below grade. Steel plates and I-beams span the gaps
during the day. Before the shoring boxes are removed the slide slab and retaining wall are also placed.
After the box is removed the slabs and shaft are covered to accommodate traffic on Fredericksburg Road.
Construction of the slide pad under Fredricksburg Road during nightly closures was more difficult and
costly than anticipated. A temporary retaining wall was also required to maintain traffic in the bridge
construction area since the top of the drilled shaft wall was lowered to support the bridge in the temporary
construction area. The permanent wall is constructed after the structure is moved into place.
After completion of the frontage roads, traffic on Medical drive is shifted to the frontage roads and the
bridge is constructed off line without impacts to Fredericksburg Road.
At the time of paper submittal the bridge is under construction. Slide slabs are complete and abutment
construction has started.
LATERAL SLIDE SYSTEM DESIGN
The majority of bridge slides have three main steps: 1) jack up the bridge to insert slide hardware, 2) slide
the bridge and 3) jack up the bridge to remove slide hardware, place permanent bearings and lower the
bridge into the final position.
The major design considerations include:
-

Jacking loads
Anchorage of the slide system
Slide loads and effects of tolerance in slide plane
Completed condition checks
Slide slab checks
Contingency plans

Jacking Loads
On many lateral slides the jacking load controls the design of the temporary supports due to eccentric
loading. This system used jacking locations in line with the center of gravity of the bridge, resulting in no
additional moment on the drilled shaft wall and foundation system. The concentration of vertical loads
during jacking was not a problem since the drilled shaft sizes were controlled by the wall loads and
provided significant excess vertical capacity.
The abutments were also checked for jacking loads.
Anchorage of the Slide System
The bridge slides on elastomeric pads with a Teflon slide surface. The slide is powered by a proprietary
lateral slide system using PT rods and jacks. The jacks are anchored in 7’6” long by 3’ wide earwalls.
The earwalls are directly anchored to the drilled shafts and are attached to the slide slab, providing a
robust and redundant anchor for the PT rods. The proprietary system relies on compression only
connections to the bridge and the earwall anchor. Theoretically all of the horizontal slide loads remain
above the drilled shafts. The horizontal jack applies a compressive force to the earwall. The PT rod
applies a compressive force to the bridge abutment, friction in the slide pads transfers the compressive
force from the abutment back into the slide slab and the slide slab transfers the load back into the earwall
balancing the system. Even though the system is self-contained the system was checked assuming the
full horizontal slide load was transferred into the drilled shafts.
Slide Loads and Effects of Tolerance in Slide Plane
The horizontal slide forces on the abutment are minimal compared to the capacity of the abutment in
compression. The abutment slides on slide shoes. The slide shoes provide a surface for the bridge to
slide on and permit access to the slide slab for placing and moving slide pads during the move. Only two
slide shoes per abutment are provided to retain an essentially determinant structure that isn’t sensitive to
variations in the slide plane. Using more than two slide shoes opens the possibility rocking the entire
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abutment over a single support if the slide plane is not a perfect plane. The slide shoes have a tapered
steel plate allowing the shoe to gradually load the slide pad. During the slide the tapered steel plate
slides over the stationary slide pads. The slide pads are placed on the slide slab at 2’6” intervals. On
average each shoe is supported by three slide pads although each pad has significant excess capacity.
Local variations in the slide plane between the pads were also analyzed. The system was checked
assuming a 1/16” variation in slide pad height over the 2’6” pad spacing. Numerous cases of varying
slide pad locations and pad elevation variations were run to envelope the maximum loads during the
move. The slide loads are significantly higher than the completed condition loads and control the design
of the abutments. Even though temporary slide loads were higher than the permanent slide load the
abutment reinforcing only required a slight increase due to the robust standard TxDOT abutment.
Completed Condition Checks
The final support conditions were also checked. The final support spacing (groups of elastomeric pads at
10’) was essentially the same as the bid concepts spacing with the abutment resting on shafts at 10’
spacing.
Slide Slab Checks
The slide slab was also checked for moment and shear. The slide slab rests on 4’ drilled shafts at 5’
spacing and the slide path is slightly offset from the centerline of the shafts. A strut and tie model was
used to design the slide slab reinforcing. A short section of the wall in the temporary construction
locations used 42” diameter shafts at 10’ spacing. The shafts were upgraded to 48” to accommodate the
slide and the slide slab in this area was designed to span between the shafts.
Contingency Plans
An anchor block at the temporary construction area was also constructed to allow the contractor to switch
the jack location, providing the ability to back the bridge up. Although it is unlikely that it will be needed, it
is a low cost item that offers peace of mind.
MISCELLANEOUS DETAILS
The switch to the integral abutment system permitted the bridge to be slid one half at a time. The TSC
team opted to move the bridge in halves to reduce risk during the move. Although the span is very short
the bridge is very wide and very heavy given the span. The weight of the complete structure was pushing
the limits of TSC’s slide equipment. Under ideal conditions the equipment was more than adequate to
move the bridge but the static coefficient of friction can vary significantly. Assuming worst case static
friction there was the potential to exceed the PT jack capacity. Moving the bridge one half at a time
eliminated this risk.
Moving the bridge one half at a time also simplified the initial jacking procedure to place the slide pads.
Coordinating the lifting of a 180’ wide bridge using the available equipment would have been very difficult.
MOVE PERFORMANCE
At the time of paper submittal the bridge has not been moved. The conference presentation will discuss
the performance during the move.
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ABSTRACT
In 2014 the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) will utilize a lateral slide in on two projects,
and a total of three superstructures in an effort to minimize the impacts to mobility associated with each
project. This will mark the first time this accelerated bridge construction technique has been used in the
State. This paper will discuss the lessons learned from these projects.
INTRODUCTION
The Michigan transportation system is critical to supporting a vibrant economy by moving traffic and
freight safely and efficiently. Growing congestion on many roads with an increased need to perform
rehabilitation and reconstruction is resulting in complex challenges to maintain work zone safety and
mobility. In 2014 the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) will utilize a lateral slide in on two
projects, and on a total of three superstructures in an effort to minimize the impacts to mobility associated
with each project, marking the first time this accelerated bridge construction (ABC) technique has been
used in the State.
This paper will discuss the construction of the lateral slide in project completed at the time of submittal, as
well as steps that have been discussed as a means to improve the use of this ABC technique in
Michigan. Discussions pertaining to the design of the lateral slide in portions of the project are discussed
in a separate paper entitled “Michigan’s First Bridge Slides: A Slide Methodology Comparison”. This
paper will also discuss future MDOT projects that will utilize the lateral slide in technique.
2014 LATERAL SLIDE IN PROJECTS
MDOT will be utilizing a superstructure lateral slide in at three locations in 2014.
The project at US-131 over 3 Mile Road is located 40 miles north of Grand Rapids, Michigan. The
structure consists of twin, single pan superstructures supported by independent abutments with a span
length of 86 feet. The proposed superstructures consist of spread precast concrete box beams
constructed on temporary bents adjacent to the existing bridge. The existing abutments and footings
were salvaged and modified to support the loads induced during the lateral slide in. Once the proposed
superstructures are ready, the Contractor will be permitted to close each bound of US-131 for 5 calendar
days to allow for the removal of the existing superstructures, sliding in the proposed superstructures and
reconstruction of the approach roadway. The lateral slide in is being facilitated using stainless steel
sliding shoes on top of PTFE coated elastomeric pads. Pass through jacks and high tensile rods will be
used to pull the superstructures into position.
The project at M-50 over I-96 is located near Lowell, Michigan (located 20 miles east of Grand Rapids,
Michigan). The existing, four span structure is being replaced with a two span, spread precast concrete
box beam bridge with span lengths of 99 feet. At this location the proposed superstructure was
constructed on temporary bents adjacent to the existing bridge, and then utilized as a temporary
runaround while the existing bridge is demolished, the proposed substructure and MSE walls built and the
majority of the approach roadway constructed. The lateral slide will be facilitated using sliding shoes on
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top of PTFE pads. Hydraulic jacks will be used along with a proprietary ratcheting track system to push
the superstructure into place.
The table below includes a summary of the closure duration, contracting method used for each location
and the prime and slide contractor selected for each project.
Contractor

No. of
Spans

Scope of
Work

Length of
Closure

Contracting
Method

Prime

Slide

US-131 NB over
3 Mile Road

1

Superstructure
Replacement

5

CM/GC

CA Hull

CA Hull

US-131 SB over
3 Mile Road

1

Superstructure
Replacement

5

CM/GC

CA Hull

CA Hull

M-50 over I-96

2

Bridge
Replacement

2

CM/GC

Anlaan

Mammoet
USA, Inc.

Location

Because these projects are the first in the State to utilize a lateral slide MDOT hired a Consultant with
previous experience with lateral slides to design the temporary bents and to prepare the Contract
documents related to the lateral slide. MDOT also elected to use the CM/GC contracting method so that
input from Michigan Contractors could be incorporated into the design of the project.
CURRENT PROJECT STATUS
At the time of the submittal of this paper all three of the lateral slides have been completed. Meetings to
discuss the lessons learned on the US-131 projects with design and construction staff have been held,
and the information from those meetings has been incorporated into this paper. A similar meeting to
discuss the lessons learned on the M-50 project will be held in the near future, and the information from
that meeting will be incorporated into the presentation on this topic.
LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE US-131 OVER 3 MILE ROAD PROJECT
Prior to the start of Michigan’s first lateral slide at the US-131 NB over 3 Mile Road location it was
estimated that 10 hours would be required to move the proposed superstructure 65 feet into its final
location. When everything was said and done the lateral slide in took approximately 26 hours to
complete. While some of the extra time was spent reacting to challenges that came up during the
operation, there were other factors that contributed to the signification duration required to complete the
move.
Transition Beam
The existing abutments at the US-131 over 3 Mile Road project are founded on spread footings. During
the course of the design of the project a geotechnical analysis was completed, and found that there was
the potential for the existing abutments to rebound (move upward) when the existing superstructure was
removed. The report also suggested that the existing abutments would settle again as the proposed
superstructure was slide onto the abutments from the temporary bents. The total movement of the
existing abutments was estimated to be 1”.
To account for the potential movement of the existing abutments a transition beam was designed to span
between the portion of the temporary bents located outside of the bridge and the portion located within
the limits of the existing abutments. The transition beam is approximately 7 feet long, and has a 6”
diameter steel pins installed at either end to accommodate the anticipated rotation.
While the intention of the transition beam was good, the function of the transition beam created issues,
which were identified during construction prior to the lateral slide taking place. The pins at either end of
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the transition beam resulted in a break in the continuity of the rail girder. As a result of this discontinuity,
the deflection in the transition under the load of the superstructure was significant, and would have
resulted in a low point that may have trapped the superstructure in the middle of the move. The
deflection and low point also caused the majority of the superstructure dead load to rest on the single pile
closest to the existing abutment, potentially overloading this pile while causing uplift at other piles further
from the abutment. To resolve these issues, two temporary supports founded on steel mats were
installed below the transition beam to increase the rigidity of the beam and reduce the theoretical
deflections to more acceptable values.

Figure 1 – Temporary supports installed below the transition beam.
During the lateral slide in of the superstructure at the US-131 Bridge no vertical movement of the existing
abutments was recorded. On future lateral slide in projects where rebounding and/or settlement of the
existing abutment is anticipated MDOT will work to identify and design a system that will accommodate
the potential movement while still providing a continuous rail girder for the superstructure to move across.
It will also be emphasized on future projects that the impacts on both the temporary bents and the
permanent substructure elements as a result of the moving load from the superstructure must be carefully
analyzed during the design of the project, and re-evaluated for any modifications proposed by the
Contractor during construction of the project.
Horizontal Jack Stroke
To move the US-131 NB superstructure into place the Contractor for the project utilized a jack with a
maximum stroke of 2” to pull the proposed superstructure into place. This resulted in an extended cycle
time due to the need to reset the jack after every 1 3/8” stroke.
For the lateral slide in of the US-131 SB Bridge over 3 Mile Road the Contractor utilized a jack with a
stroke of 5”. The time required for the jack to pull the superstructure was approximately 30 second, and it
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took approximately 5 seconds for the jack to re-set. In addition to the improved jack performance, the
jacks at the abutments were independent of each other, which provided the Contractor more flexibility
when fine tuning was necessary to keep the superstructure moving along the correct alignment.
MDOT has also learned from this challenge, and plans to include more specific requirements for the jack
stroke length, cycle time and control for the individual jacks in the Contract documents for future lateral
slide in projects.
Lateral Drift of the Structure
A typical section of the proposed superstructure for the US-131 project is included below in Figure 2.

Figure 2 – Proposed Superstructure Position after Sliding (Before Lowering onto Permanent Bearings)
The Contract documents for this US-131 project called for the superstructure to travel on top of a railing
girder constructed of segments of W14 x 311. The railing girder was supported by temporary H-piles
driven adjacent to the existing substructure outside of the existing substructure, and founded on top of the
existing abutment footings within the limits of the existing substructure. The Contract plans called for the
top of the railing girder to be level, but did not call for any lateral restraint systems to be used.
In reality there is no practical way to ensure a perfectly level railing girder. At this location the slight
difference in elevation across the top of the railing girder resulted in the superstructure drifting laterally
during the slide in operation. The drift caused by the unlevel top of the rail girder was compounded by the
differential resistance between the rail girder and the slide girder at the two abutments.
After experiencing these issues during the lateral slide in of the US-131 NB superstructure the Contractor
incorporated several measures to help minimize the amount of lateral drift experienced during the lateral
slide in of the US-131 SB superstructure. The measures used by the Contractor are illustrated in the
figures below.
The solutions implemented by the Contractor as part of the lateral slide in of the US-131 SB
superstructure were effective, but do not represent the only options for addressing this issue. The
solution to controlling the lateral drift of the superstructure during the slide in operation will vary based
upon the technique used on each project. Other solutions may include, but are not limited to using high
capacity rollers with guide bearing set inside of a channel that is pinned in some faction to the rail girder.
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Figure 3 - High capacity rollers were installed along the temporary bents behind the proposed
superstructure.

Figure 4 - High density plastic rub rails were installed along the abutments behind the proposed
superstructure. There was approximately a 1” gap between the face of the rub rail and the edge of the
superstructure prior to the lateral slide in beginning.
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Temporary Sliding Bearings
An elevation view of the sliding bearing details called for in the Contract plans for the US-131 over 3 Mile
Road lateral slide in is shown in the figure below.

Figure 5 – Typical Sliding Bearing Detail
Directly on top of the railing girder is a series of three, 1 ¾” thick elastomeric pads with PTFE. Each
elastomeric pad had plan view dimensions of 10” by 10”, and were designed in accordance with the
traditional method outlined in the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications. A ½” by ½” square piece
of steel was welded to the top of the railing girder at the leading edge of the series of elastomeric pads,
and was intended to prevent the elastomeric pads from sliding as the stainless steel shoes transitioned
onto the next pad.
As the leading edge of the
stainless
steel
shoe
transitioned onto each of the
elastomeric pads during the
lateral slide operation the
leading edge of the pad lifted
up due to the force on the
back edge (see Figure 6).
The uplift on the leading
edge of the elastomeric pad
was significant enough that
the most forward of the pads
in the series actual road up
and onto the steel bar that
was intended to retain the
pads and prevent them from
moving forward with the
sliding
superstructure.
During the lateral slide in of
the
US-131
NB
superstructure this resulted
in a stoppage of work,
grinding of the steel bars and
welding new steel bars in

Figure 6 - Uplift at the leading edge of the elastomeric pad.
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place that were substantial enough to prevent the elastomeric pads from moving forward.
Prior to sliding the US-131 SB superstructure into place the Contractor implemented several measures to
try and address the challenges related to the bearings described above. This included:



Using longer (in the direction of the lateral slide in) elastomeric pads.
Installing taller steel bars to retain the elastomeric pads.

These measures are illustrated in Figure 7 below.

Figure 7 – The revised sliding bearing detail utilized during the US-131 SB superstructure slide in.
Other solutions discussed to address this challenges described above include:



Using thinner elastomeric pads.
Including a hole in the leading edge of the elastomeric pad and a pin welded to the railing girder
that would extend into the hole in the elastomeric pad. The friction between the elastomeric pad
and the railing girder pin should be significant enough to prevent the elastomeric pad from lifting
up.

In addition to the challenge associated with the uplift of the elastomeric pads there was a challenge
related to the PTFE material specified for the project. The Contract documents for the project called for a
smooth sheet of PTFE to be installed on top of the elastomeric pads. During the lateral slide in operation
the lubricant was forced out of the interface, and fell onto the railing girder below. This not only created a
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mess for the Contractor to have to work around and continually clean up, but it also lubricated the railing
girder and in several instances resulted in the elastomeric pads slipping out from under the superstructure
and falling off of the railing girder.
The solution being considered at the top of the submittal of this paper included using a dimpled PTFE
material instead of the flat sheet called for in the Contract documents for the US-131 over 3 Mile Road
project.
LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE M-50 OVER I-96 PROJECT
The lateral slide in of the two span superstructure at the M-50 over I-96 location was completed on
October 10 and 11. It was estimated that 4 hours would be required to move the superstructure 74’-8”
into its final location. When everything was said and done the lateral slide in took approximately 7 hours
to complete.
The challenges faced by the Contractor during the lateral slide in operation and lessons learned from this
project are still being investigated and discussed within MDOT. A list of the known challenges to date is
included below.







The horizontal push jack installed at the pier did not function properly during the lateral slide in,
requiring the horizontal push jacks installed at the two abutments to do all of the work.
The pier deflected in the direction of the lateral slide by as much as ½” during the slide in
operation.
Steel position dowels were installed in the top of the pier cap and abutment caps to keep the
elastomeric pads from moving and lifting up during the slide operation. Two challenges were
encountered related to the position dowels.
o Several of the position dowels sheared off during the operation.
o Even with the position dowels in place the leading edge of the elastomeric pads still lifted
up due to the force on the back edge from the slide shoe.
The PTFE surface sheared off some of the elastomeric pads during the slide in operation.
The viscosity of the lubricant used during the lateral slide in was adversely affected by the cold
temperatures that occurred during the operation, and the lubricant did not perform as was
expected. The Contractor elected to switch to dish soap part way through the operation to
improve the movement of the superstructure.

The lessons learned on the M-50 project will be discussed in the near future, and the information from
that discussion will be incorporated into the presentation on this topic.
FUTURE MDOT PROJECTS TO UTILIZE A LATERAL SLIDE IN
MDOT will be utilizing a lateral slide in on a fourth project, currently scheduled for the 2015 construction
season. This project will take place at M-100 over CN Railroad in the City of Potterville in Eaton County.
The scope of work for this project includes a complete bridge replacement. Similar to the M-50 over I-96
project, the M-100 Bridge project will utilize the proposed superstructure on temporary bents adjacent to
the existing bridge as a temporary runaround while the existing bridge is demolished, the proposed
substructure built and the majority of the approach roadway constructed. M-100 will be completely closed
to traffic for two days to permit the lateral slide in and the final approach construction.
The current design for the M-100 over CN Railroad includes a single span bridge with a span length of
approximately 101 feet. The superstructure will consist of 40” deep steel plate girders. High capacity
rollers and guide bearings will be used to facilitate the superstructure move. The rollers will be set inside
a guide channel that will be used to help control the lateral drift of the structure.
The Contracting method used for this project will be the more traditional Design/Bid/Build method. Similar
to the projects that will be completed in 2014, MDOT has hired a Consultant with previous experience
with lateral slides to design the temporary bents and to prepare the Contract documents related to the
lateral slide.
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ABSTRACT
Initially, what appeared to be a typical grade separation bridge structure was not a viable option to satisfy
the key stakeholders, client and traveling public needs. The final design option that satisfied all criteria
was to construct a tied arch bridge and use an accelerated bridge construction technique that moved the
completed structure into place using self-propelled modular transporters.
INTRODUCTION
In early 2010, the Middle East District (MED) of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) selected
HNTB to design a bridge that would provide secure access from the U.S. Navy Support Activity Base to
the U.S. Navy Port Facility over the Khalifah Bin Salman Causeway in Manama, Bahrain.
SELECTING THE RIGHT STRUCTURE FOR THE SITE
Initial Concept
After completing a structure type selection study
and evaluation, the first and most cost-effective
design the team proposed was a three-span
U.S. Navy Support
prestressed concrete beam bridge 110 m in
Activity Base
length. In order to meet ADA requirements for the
ramp grade, the west end of the alignment had a
Tight curve
tight curve that tied into the existing local road as
shown in Figure 1. The 40 m long center span
straddled the causeway but required piers to be
placed in close proximity of the causeway,
N
including a pier within the existing roadway
median barrier. This pier placement was viewed
by the Kingdom of Bahrain as potentially
compromising.
The bridge piers were placed
parallel to the roadway on a 35 degree skew and
were located within the Kingdom of Bahrain’s
right-of-way. The causeway is generally
Three-span
considered
the
most
heavily
traveled
U.S. Navy Port
prestressed
thoroughfare in Bahrain, so placement of the
Facility
concrete
piers would require significant disruptions to
bridge
traffic during the bridge construction. Yet the
Figure 1 – Initial Alignment
Kingdom of Bahrain, the host nation and key
stakeholder, was reluctant to approve the initial
concept due to its limited aesthetic appeal, potential hazards associated with bridge substructure within
the causeway’s median, and impacts of construction closure of causeway lanes.
Final Concept
To address the Kingdom’s concerns while still meeting the MED’s project goals, HNTB developed and
presented alternative concepts, including a single span network tied arch which was ultimately selected
for final design. The alignment was reconfigured to provide a right turn onto the existing local road and
removed the sharp curve on the west roadway approach. This resulted in a steep 9.5% grade on the
roadway approach. A wrap-around MSE wall was provided to contain the earthwork for the roadway and
the sidewalk was widened on the west side to allow ADA-compliant switchback ramps. The realignment
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allowed for a 122.5 m single span bridge that
placed the piers normal to the bridge and kept the
foundations off the Kingdom’s right-of-way.
The impact to causeway traffic was reduced by
using an accelerated bridge construction method to
assemble the arch off-site and move it into place
using self-propelled modular transporters (SPMT)
during a short roadway closure window. The move
would only be possible if space was available for
the construction staging area near the project site.
Figure 2 shows the final bridge alignment and the
staging area options available at the time the design
was complete.
By selecting the accelerated bridge construction
method, the network tied arch option improved
safety to the traveling public during and after
construction. The final design is an aesthetically
pleasing network tied arch using a post-tensioned
concrete deck with steel arch ribs.

U.S. Navy Support
Activity Base
ADA switchback
ramps
Potential
Construction
Staging
Areas
N
Tied arch
bridge

U.S. Navy Port
Facility

Figure 2 – Final Alignment

DESIGNING A SINGLE SPAN BRIDGE
Typical Section
10.6 m

1.8 m
Sidewalk

1.8 m

Traffic
Barrier

Sidewalk

2 – 3.7 m Lanes

16.0 m Out-to-out
Figure 3 – Bridge Typical Section
The cross section of the structure is 16.0 m out-to-out with the arch ribs spaced 10.6 m apart as shown in
Figure 3. The structure is symmetrical about the centerline and carries two 3.7 m traffic lanes and two 1.8
m sidewalks over the causeway. The roadway and sidewalks are separated by a traffic barrier which
protects the tied arch hangers and the arch rib from vehicular traffic. The sidewalks cantilever the arch
centerline and support a pedestrain railing and security screen.
CL Arch
Steel Arch Rib and Hangers
The arch rib has a radius of approximately 94 m and the top of the Flange
arch rises nearly 21.5 m above the top of the roadway deck. To
reduce the overall weight of the structure, an open H-shaped
section was used for the arch rib instead of a box section. The
flanges are oriented vertically resulting in the strong axis bending
capacity resisting the lateral loads as shown in Figure 4; lateral Weak
bracing is provided by W-shaped braces spaced at 9.5 m along axis
the arch rib.

Web

Figure 4 – Arch Rib Section
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The weak axis of the arch uses the network hangers to help brace and more uniformly load the arch.
Network hangers also uniformly support the deck during the bridge move and in the final condition. The
hanger
angle
varies
in
69o
inclination from 54 degrees to
the horizontal up to 69 degrees
54o
and varies by 1 degree in
adjacent hangers (Figure 5).
The hanger arrangement was
studied in the preliminary
stages to get the most efficient
Figure 5 – Hanger Angles
design by decreasing the
moment spikes at the hanger locations. The single plane of hangers on each arch is offset from the
centerline by 30 mm to allow the network hangers to cross and be clamped together. Hanger loss was
considered in the design of the structure.
Concrete Deck
Since the structure would be built off-site and moved into the final location, every pound saved during the
design was valuable. The narrow width of the bridge allowed the structure to be economically posttensioned transversely to carry the load without additional structural steel support. Incorporating a
concrete deck into the design allowed for a shallow floorsystem that reduced the weight of the bridge as
opposed to a steel beam and concrete deck floorsystem.
The top of the deck
Longitudinal
has a 2% cross
tie girder postslope
centered
Transverse deck
tensioning
about the section.
post-tensioning
The bottom of the
deck is parallel to
the top of the deck
Level
in the overhang
Tie Girder
region but the deck
Figure 6 – Slab Cross Section
is level across the
bottom between the tie girders as shown in Figure 6. This resulted in a thicker slab, 364 mm, at the
centerline of the structure where the maximum moment demand occurs. The slab overhang has a
uniform thickness of 250 mm. The transverse post-tensioning tendons consists of four 15 mm diameter
strands spaced at 360 mm along the entire span and are tensioned from one side, alternating stressing
ends with the adjacent tendon.
The end floorbeam spans between the two
CL End Floorbeam
bearings at each abutment and is designed to
allow for a temporary support condition during
Longitudinal
the bridge move or for jacking the bridge to
tie girder postreplace the bearings. The end floor beam is
tensioning
650 mm thick at the centerline of the tie girder
and arch rib.
The end floorbeam posttensioning tendons are similar to the typical
deck post-tensioning tendons, but three of the
five tendons require stressing from both ends
of the slab.
When the arch is loaded, a horizontal load
occurs known as arch thrust and has to be
Flared Tendon
resisted by the post-tensioned concrete tie
Anchorages
girders. The tie girders are spaced 10.6 m
CL Temporary jacking
apart and line up with the centerline of the
locations
arch ribs. The longitudinal post-tensioning
Figure 7 – Tie Girder Anchorage
consists of four tendons with 27-15 mm
diameter strands in each tie girder and
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tensioned from both ends in a symmetrical pattern. In order to anchor the post-tensioning, longitudinal
tendons had to be flared at the anchorage, as shown in Figure 7. The concrete strength for this area was
required to be a minimum of 55 MPa which is 10 MPa greater than the typical deck area.
The benefit of using multiple tendons is to provide internal redundancy in the tie girders. If one of the
tendons were to fracture, there are three other tendons that are available to keep the structure stable. An
additional safety measure was incorporated into the design by adding an equivalent area of mild steel of
one of the 27-strand tendons to the tie girder section while taking into account the different yield strengths
of the two materials.
Abutments and Bearings
Unlike a typical bridge abutment, the load from the superstructure was concentrated at the two bearing
locations. Realizing the SPMTs would need to maneuver around the foundations, a conscious effort was
made to keep them as small as possible, allowing ease of movement during the bridge move. The
abutments are founded on drilled shafts with four, 1.2 m diameter shafts under each bearing. The shafts
are constructed with isolation casings to minimize the effects of downdrag from the additional soil used to
create the embankments. The ideal bearing fixity would be to have one set of abutment bearings fixed
and the other set of abutment bearings expansion. The downside to this is the entire longitudinal load
would be transferred through one foundation element causing one foundation element to be considerably
larger than the other. In order to keep more economical foundations, lead core isolation bearings were
specified but not required for seismic loads. This would allow the lead core to deform under small
movements and the load would be shared between both abutments.
CONSTRUCTION SUPPORT
TYLI was retained by the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers (USACE) to serve as a third-party reviewer of the
Contractor’s construction submittals as well as to provide engineering consultation to USACE for the
erection and move of the network tied arch bridge. Key construction submittals that were reviewed
include:








Highway Bearing Capacity Assessment
SPMT Transport Plan, Procedure, and Calculations
Lifting Beams Plans and Design
Arch Erection Plan
Hanger Installation Procedure
Lifting Beam Erection Plan
Construction Schedule

In addition to submittal review, TYLI performed two site visits. The first one was in early December 2013,
with the objectives to review the status of bridge erection, perform on-site observations of the bridge
structure and identify any potential issues that may impact the upcoming bridge move activities. The
second site visit was in late January 2014, with the objective to monitor bridge move activities and provide
engineering support to resolve potential field issues that may arise during the bridge move activities.
CONSTRUCTION TEAMS
The construction and move of the flyover bridge required the collaboration and coordination of the
following teams:










Owner: U.S. Army Corp of Engineers (Middle East District)
Contractor: Contrack-Nass Joint Venture
Contractor Engineer: Tony Gee
SPMT Bridge Transport Subcontractors: Sarens Group & MPSC
Suspenders Subcontractor: MeKano4
Bridge Jacking and Load Transfer: VSL
Steel Fabricator: Nass Mechanical
Steel Erector: Cleveland Bridge
Owner Construction Consultant: T.Y.Lin International
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BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION
With the requirements to maintain safety to the traveling public as well as minimizing impacts to traffic
during construction, the accelerated bridge construction method provided the best solution. This method
allowed the bridge to be built at a different location thus eliminating the need for any construction
falsework and equipment over the causeway. Traffic remained completely unaffected during bridge
construction.
The bridge was constructed at a staging area approximately 250 m from the final position. The entire
structure was built on falsework as shown in Figure 8. This approach allowed the shortest possible
construction time because interaction with the traveling public is eliminated and the bridge is completely
accessible in all directions for construction equipment and activities. Erection of the tied arch span lasted
about 8 months, from May 2013 to December 2013. Key construction stages are described below.












Stage 1 – Concrete deck slab was cast on falsework.
Stage 2 – Deck overhang falsework was removed. This allowed for downward deflection of the
overhangs during post-tensioning of the transverse tendons.
Stage 3 – Transverse tendons were post-tensioned. Due to the transverse tendon profile, the
deck at the centerline of the bridge lifted off the supporting falsework.
Stage 4 – Falsework between tie girders was removed. Falsework underneath longitudinal posttensioned tie girders remained engaged.
Stage 5 – Longitudinal tendons were post-tensioned.
Stage 6 – The steel arch and lateral bracing were erected. Arch erection started at the two end
bases and progressed in segments toward the crown with temporary towers providing vertical
support.
Stage 7 –Temporary towers were removed.
Stage 8 – Hangers were installed and the first stage of hanger tensioning occurred.
Stage 9 – Bridge was jacked up and lifted off falsework.
Stage 10 – The second stage of hanger tensioning occurred.
Stage 11 – Bridge self-weight load was transferred to the lifting beams (which were supported on
SPMTs). This stage represented the end of bridge construction and the beginning of the bridge
move activities.
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Figure 8 – Bridge Construction on Falsework
PREPARATION FOR THE BRIDGE MOVE
When a heavy structure like this was moved, additional work had to be considered prior to the move.
Careful consideration of the route used for transport was a necessity. Temporary supports used to pick
up and move the structure has to provide stability and be able to handle the planned movements.
Verification of Highway Pavement Capacity
The existing ground conditions in the vicinity of the SPMT path includes ±275 mm thick asphalt base
course overlying various layers and densities of sand and silt. To ensure a safe transport, the bearing
capacity of the pavement was evaluated to ensure it was structurally adequate to carry the concentrated
wheel loads from the SPMT units. The evaluation indicated that bearing capacity of asphalt varies
inversely with pavement temperature. With the bridge move scheduled for January, the temperature was
expected to be below 30C and it was determined that the pavement was adequate to carry the wheel
loads from the SPMT units. Due to the lower temperature, the risk of pavement rutting was minimized.
Leveling the Move Route
In order to move this structure, the route the SPMTs would travel needed to be smooth, free of
obstructions and minimize the load eccentricity. Pavement along the transport route was leveled to a
maximum cross-slope of 2%.
Lifting Gantry Beams
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The lifting beams were used to support the bridge near the bearings during the move through four pairs of
vertical 75 mm diameter VSL threaded prestressing bars (8 bars total per beam). In order to reduce the
sway of the bridge during the move, diagonal bracing was used to connect the lifting beam bottom flange
to the bridge deck. The lifting beam consisted of two parallel built-up I-girders. The girders were
connected with diagonal bracing in the horizontal plane of the top and bottom flanges and diagonal
bracing in the vertical plane. Each lifting beam weighed approximately 102 tons.
Support Towers
The lifting beams were supported at both ends by support towers which were custom made space frames
and were anchored to the top of the SPMT units. Each support tower consists of four vertical 610 mm
diameter pipe posts with 324 mm diameter pipe bracings and a pair of longitudinal spreader beams
across the top. See Figure 9 for the falsework required to move the bridge.

Figure 9 – Bridge Falsework for the Move
The design of the lifting beam considered forces induced by movement of the SPMTs such as:
 Imperfect alignment or steering error of one SPMT unit.
 One SPMT unit traveling at a different speed than the other three.
 Rolling resistance when the bridge is rotated about a vertical axis in a turning maneuver.
Self-Propelled Modular Transporters (SPMTs)
Each support tower was supported by two parallel 12-axle SPMT units. One end of the bridge was
supported by SPMTs from Sarens (blue) while the other end was supported by SPMTs from MPSC (red).
Coordination Meeting
The mechanical and structural components for the move were provided by different suppliers. The gantry
lifting beams were designed by Tony Gee and fabricated by Nass Mechanical. The temporary towers
mounted on SPMT units were supplied by Sarens and MPSC. Stressing operations for load transfer to
SPMTs and bridge jacking were performed by VSL. Given that many parties are involved in the bridge
move set-up, TYLI recommended that a coordination meeting take place with all parties to identify,
discuss, and resolve any potential issues that may impact the bridge move schedule. It was anticipated
that the bridge move would occur the last week of January so the coordination meeting took place midJanuary 2014.
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THE BRIDGE MOVE
The bridge move is the most critical field operation for this accelerated bridge construction method. Based
on the original bridge transport plan, a six hour highway closure was required. To ensure minimum impact
to causeway traffic, the closure period was mandated at night, from 11 PM to 5 AM.
At the end of construction, the bridge was simply supported near the bearings on concrete falsework in
the staging area, with the bridge orientation nearly parallel to the causeway. Lifting beams supported on
SPMTs were then positioned leaving a small vertical gap above the bridge deck to allow for beam
deflection upon load transfer. The 75 mm diameter rods in the lifting beams were then stressed
incrementally to lift the bridge up and transfer the bridge self-weight from the concrete falsework to the
SPMTs. This load caused the lifting beams to deflect approximately 25 mm. Once the load transfer was
complete and the bridge was secured on the SPMTs, the bridge move commenced. The SPMTs
executed a series of translational (longitudinal and transverse) maneuvers and a few rotational
maneuvers to arrive at the final position as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10 – SPMT Original Transport Route
The entire bridge move took 4 days to complete: Load transfer started on Tuesday, 01/28/2014, with the
bridge crossing the causeway early Friday morning 01/31/2014 (See Figure 11) and lowered onto
permanent bearings at 8:50 AM. At touchdown, the bridge permanent bearings were within 14 mm of
theoretical location on the abutments. This level of precision speaks to the experience of Sarens transport
subcontractor. The causeway was reopened to traffic at 9 AM, see Figure 12.
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Figure 11 – Bridge approaching Causeway

Figure 12 – Causeway moments before traffic re-opening
CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED DURING THE BRIDGE MOVE
Even with the most meticulous planning and preparation, it is unlikely that a heavy bridge move operation
can be executed flawlessly without any field challenges or issues. The major field issues encountered and
corresponding corrective actions were as follows:
SPMT Piston Repair
During load transfer in the second day of the move, three lifting jacks on one of the SPMTs
malfunctioned. USACE was promptly notified and the Contractor immediately sent for replacement parts.
Repair continued overnight and schedule was back on track the following morning.
Lifting Beam Lateral Bracing Connection Retrofit
At the beginning of a turning maneuver on the third day, some of the end connections of the lifting beam
lateral bracing exhibited signs of overstress. This may be the result of the SPMT wheels not perfectly
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aligned for turning which caused unintended forces in the bracing members. A stress evaluation by TYLI
and USACE, which was confirmed by the Contractor, indicated that the connections may be underdesigned. Given the time constraint, it was agreed that retrofitting of the connections with fillet welds was
the most feasible solution and was immediately executed. The bridge move resumed after the repairs
were complete.
Modification of Transport Plan
Based on issues observed with a turning maneuver, the Contractor made modification to the original
transport plan to employ more translational maneuvers while minimizing turning maneuvers. This
modification was a key contributing factor to the success of the move.
SUMMARY
Despite delays due to mechanical issues related to the SPMT and structural issues related to the lifting
beams, the USACE staff, Contractor, and TYLI worked together round the clock to address all field issues
in the most expeditious manner and the bridge transport was successfully completed.
Lessons learned:





Based on the construction schedule, bridge transport activities had no float days. Contingency in
the schedule and early start are essential for such a critical operation. Recognizing that only a
small window of time was available for highway crossing, transport could have started a few days
earlier to get the bridge into position as close as possible to the causeway in preparation for
crossing.
Proper equipment in working condition for intended work should be thoroughly checked and
confirmed well in advance of field operation.
A back-up plan should be prepared to address potential field issues.
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ABSTRACT
Following the collapse of the Skagit River span 8 on May 23, 2013 the procurement and construction of
the permanent bridge span replacement required complex accelerated bridge construction materials and
techniques. The I-5 Skagit River Bridge Crossing is vital route linking Vancouver to Seattle transporting
71,000 vehicles per day. To restore the critical economic link an accelerated procurement and
construction was performed within a three month timeline. To meet the project constraints, including
aggressive schedule and geometric limitations such as vertical clearance and span weight limitations, an
integral concrete deck girder system was enhanced with the introduction of an innovative full flexuralshear connection and the utilization of the state's first lightweight concrete in the girders and diaphragms.
This system was constructed on a parallel temporary steel support structure while maintaining all lanes of
traffic on I-5. Once completed the temporary steel bridge structure was moved out of place and the 1.8
million pound permanent concrete deck girder system was placed under a full overnight closure using a
skidding system on rails located twenty feet from the beam ends. This paper will outline the accelerated
bridge design and construction methods employed for the application of the lightweight concrete
replacement.
INTRODUCTION
On May 23, 2013, the evening commute along a four-lane stretch of the Interstate 5 (I-5) corridor between
the Canadian border and Seattle was wrapping up. At roughly 7 p.m., a semi-truck in the outside
southbound lane carrying a permitted oversized-load hit the first portal frame section and several
subsequent overhead sway members along the steel truss section of the I-5 Skagit River Bridge. A 160foot-long section of the truss span carrying both northbound and southbound traffic was sent into the
Skagit River. While the semi-truck made it across the bridge, several trailing vehicles didn’t and were
subsequently rescued with no serious or death. This accident forced the immediate closure of the
interstate and detour routes both east and west of bridge through the local city streets were set up
causing significant traffic impacts. As the main north-south interstate highway for the U.S. West Coast, I-5
links cities from the U.S.-Mexico border to Canada providing an essential corridor for international trade
and commerce. In Washington State, I-5 is the only north-south interstate and the primary travel artery
between Seattle and Vancouver, B.C. The longer the bridge remained closed, the greater the economic
impact, not only on local communities and the state, but for trade between the United States and Canada.
The collapse of the Skagit River span occurred just before Memorial Day weekend and the unofficial
beginning of the summer traveling season, prompting the WSDOT officials to consider a short term
immediate replacement to restore traffic. Within 24 hours WSDOT hired a contractor under an emergency
contract to concurrently install two prefabricated bridges during the National Transportation Safety Board
(NTSB) investigation. The temporary repair was intended to be a short term solution with a restricted
speed limit and all overweight vehicles were detoured into the local city streets. As work was being done
for the construction of the temporary access bridges, WSDOT began assembling contract documents and
invited a select number of pre-qualified contractors for a two-week procurement of a permanent
replacement span.
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Figure 1: View from the North Bank of the Skagit River Bridge Collapse
PROJECT PROCUREMENT
Immediately following the collapse, WSDOT officials discussed how to approach the replacement of the
collapsed span. Given the high-profile nature of the accident and the significance of I-5 for travel and
commerce, WSDOT’s main goal was to build a safe, long-term solution as quickly as possible that could
be constructed while posing minimal disruption to the traveling public. The Primary restrictions in the
design of the permanent span replacement included minimizing traffic disruptions, maintaining vertical
clearance requirements, and superstructure dead load limitations. The most important design restriction
was to eliminate the need for seismic upgrades to the 50 year old existing timber foundations by matching
the dead load of the original truss within 10%. WSDOT selected the design-build method (D-B) and within
11 days of the collapse of bridge a Request for Proposal (RFP) was issued for the five pre-qualified
teams selected.
During the very limited two-week procurement period, an abundant amount of design and construction
considerations were to be developed and considered. The D-B team consisted of Max J. Kuney (MJK)
Construction Company as the contractor, Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB) as the design engineer and Omega
Morgan (OM) as the specialized heavy lift contractor. The D-B team collaborated to prepare a design and
construction scheme that could satisfy the WSDOT requirements and provide the best value for the
agency. To promote minimal disruption to the traffic, heavy financial penalties of $50k per day for delayed
delivery and $660k per day for I-5 closures were imposed on the D-B team’s cost proposals at selection.
The RFP also set dates for equally heavy liquidated damages to commence if the D-B team was unable
to achieve he milestones made in the proposal.
Construction Methodology
The development of a construction strategy that reduced the closure time of I-5 while limiting the potential
risk was emphasized during the design process to eliminate the large liquidated damages. To minimize I5 closures, it was identified early in the design process the structure would have to be built alongside the
I-5 alignment and then placed during a single closure using accelerated bridge construction techniques.
Therefore the D-B team’s goal was developing a scheme that moved the temporary bridge out of the way
and the new bridge in place within a 24 hour period. To accomplish the narrow span-switchover
timeframe several options were developed including constructing the span on land or water and placing
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the span through the use of either a push-pull skidding system, barge mounted hydraulic lifting system or
a self-propelled modular transport (SPMT). A marine based operation was initially selected as the most
preferred option and an initial scheme of switching the spans over would utilize floating the bridge on
barge and the use of a hydraulic lifting system. As the floating option was developed, several risk factors
were exposed. Data gathered on the fluctuation in water level on the Skagit River proved that accurately
predicting the draft and current to be difficult along with the intricate maneuvering required of massive
barges and the significant amount of infrastructure on the barge extended the estimated I-5 closure time
and raised potential risk. This method was estimated to require a I-5 closure from 24-48hours which
reduced the viability of this construction method. Following this development it was decided to switch the
switchover scheme to the skidding system. The skidding operation required the use of large amount of
infrastructure to be constructed alongside the existing temporary bridge span in a parallel alignment. The
temporary bridge was to be slid up stream onto a network of temporary towers for disassembly, and the
new permanent bridge would be slid into place from its construction platform. This alternative produced
the most favorable combination of cost and risk reduction by reducing the estimated closure of I-5 down
to 12 to 24 hours.

Figure 2: Rendering of Floating Alternative (Left) and Skidding Alternative (Right)

Design Methodology
To accommodate the accelerated bridge construction methods and meet the geometric requirements
including span weight, vertical clearance and an aggressive construction schedule a number of structural
systems were considered. A key concern during the design developments was meeting the maximum
dead load limit for the new span (918 tons), in order to use the existing bridge piers, which had not been
affected by the accident. This restriction along with a reduced construction timeframe restricted the
materials that could be considered for the replacement. To facilitate the overnight switchover the
structural system needed to accommodate the large concrete pedestals placed during the installation of
the temporary bridge and flexible enough to allow for construction of permanent concrete pedestals from
the new girders as shown in Figure 3. Removal of the existing pedestals would not permit the limited
closure proposed and the risk involved with complications during removal would have significant financial
impacts. Finally the structural system needed to accommodate the proposed construction technique of
lifting and skidding the bridge inside the conventional bearing locations for the switchover.
To accomplish the design restrictions the D-B team evaluated several steel alternatives that effortlessly
maintained the original span weight requirements, but the availability of fabricating the structural steel
girders and risk of late delivery resulted in increased risk and a later switchover schedule. On the other
hand, traditional concrete alternatives were inherently heavier, but materials and fabrication were readily
attainable in the timeline required. The main concern was meeting the original truss span weight while
satisfying all of the current design code requirements. This pushed the D-B team to consider a structural
system composed of eight integral decked bulb tee girders utilizing lightweight concrete aggregate.
WSDOT traditionally limited decked girders to off-system bridges with low truck traffic volumes, due to
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reflective cracking observations. To allow the decked girder system the D-B team introduced a full
flexural-shear connection between the flanges to permit the use of the system. Lightweight concrete
aggregate was required for the girders, diaphragms, and barriers to stay within the stipulated span dead
load limitations. The concrete girder system proved to be the most favorable combination of schedule and
risk reduction. The Construction and Design Methodology outlined led to the D-B Team’s concept to
reconstruct the Span in 90 days with a switchover of the span with a single I-5 closure of less than 24hrs.

Figure 3: Skidding Sequence of Temporary Bridge and Permanent Bridge with Superstructure
Arrangement
DESIGN/BUILD
Following the notice-to-proceed, the D-B team had less than 4 months to design and construct the
infrastructure to replace the temporary steel truss bridge with a new bridge. To expedite the review
process and accelerate the approval process the design team met with WSDOT officials to conduct over
the shoulder reviews. The critical element in the design process was to complete the lightweight concrete
deck girder design and detailing to enable the fabrication to commence. To expedite the production of the
critical concrete girders the precastor simultaneously conducted shop drawing production during the plan
review process. The fabricator was provided daily updates to the design and detailing as plans were
developed. This coordination enabled the precastor to start procurement of the long lead materials
required for the fabrication and allowed the stressing beds to be prepared for the intricate and detailed
girder requirements. Additionally during this time survey was collected on the existing bridge to ensure
the tight tolerance requirements of the bridge would fit with the existing pier geometry. The entire design
process of the superstructure was approved within 20 days of notice-to-proceed and the first girder was
fabricated within two days of approval.
While the design was being reviewed and developed for the service life under vehicular traffic,
coordination with the specialty heavy lifting contractor was also conducted. The design of the bridge
structure also required consideration of the lateral slide operations. Careful consideration of the layout
and elevation of the pile foundation was required to satisfy the equipment being utilized and the existing
and permanent bridge geometry. The temporary span had limited jacking locations and the skidding
system had limited stroke in the hydraulic rams. The temporary steel pipe pile foundations were being
constructed within 24 days from the notice-to-proceed while the final design of the steel bracing and bent
caps were completed. The entire construction set including the temporary works was released the first
week of August, just five weeks after notice-to-proceed.
Superstructure Design
The D-B team solution for the new permanent span involved the use of accelerated bridge construction
techniques utilizing a lightweight concrete deck bulb tee girder design. Traditionally the use of long span
decked precast, prestressed concrete girders have been limited to low AADT off system bridges because
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of concerns about the structural integrity of the bridge system. According to NCHRP 12-69 (1) “These
issues include connections between adjacent units, longitudinal joints, longitudinal camber, cross slope,
live load distribution, continuity for live load, lateral load resistance, skew effects, maintenance,
replaceability and other factors that influence constructability and performance”.
To alleviate the owner’s concern and eliminate the possibility of reflective cracking the standard welded
tie connections used for decked bulb tee girders were replaced with a cast-in-place closure reinforced
with headed reinforcing bars from each girder. The WSDOT standard decked bulb tee connection
consisted of a longitudinal continuously grouted shear key and welded connectors placed at four feet oncenter. This connection is only capable of transferring the shear and preventing relative vertical
displacements across the joints. The proposed connection was developed to effectively tie the deck
flanges together to provide a full-flexural shear connection and promote a continuous transverse deck
behavior based on the research conducted in NCHRP 12-69 (1).
The connection developed permitted the use of a concrete alternative by eliminating a girder line by
improving distribution of loads among the girder system while promoting enhanced durability. The use of
a full flexural-shear connection reduced the potential for reflective cracking through the micro-silica
overlay from the large overweight permit vehicles that frequently travel the I-5 corridor. To provide the full
transverse deck behavior the use of protruding headed bars out of the flange of the girders were
employed to create a non-contact lap splice with adjacent staggering bars from adjoining girders once
erected. To accomplish the intricate connection the fabricator was required to apply strict quality control of
the tolerance of the protruding reinforcing bars.

Figure 4: Standard Decked Bulb Tee Girder Connection (Left) Proposed Connection (Right)
The final superstructure system consisted of eight 65in decked bulb tee girders arranged in cross-section
to fit the configuration of the existing piers. The girder spacing was set to 7.25ft nominally with the center
girder spacing set to 10ft to accommodate the existing ACROW pedestals which were subsequently used
as seismic girder stops thus eliminating the need to demolish the large pedestals during the span
switchover. The girder design required the use of a 9ksi, 122pcf unit weight lightweight concrete in the
bulb tee girders. The superstructure also required the use of a 4 ksi lightweight concrete in the cast-inplace end and intermediate lifting diaphragms along with the cast-in-place barriers. To provide a smooth
riding surface and prevent wear of the lightweight girder flanges a micro silica deck overlay was applied
over the final roadway surface.
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Figure 5: Final Superstructure Section Configuration

During the development of the concrete girder option mitigating additional dead load due to girder camber
and cross slope was a primary concern. For the system to be capable of meeting the span weight
requirements additional geometric control was identified early in the design process. The use of a long
and slender lightweight concrete girder system with a span to depth ratio of 29.5 introduced an excessive
camber of 6.5” due to the forty-eight 0.6” diameter strands utilized in the design. If the girder system was
placed on the bridge profile the additional dead load would result in approximately 100 tons of additional
concrete on the bridge deck. To mitigate the excessive amount of overbuild on the deck surface which
would exceed the span weight limitations the girder forms were deflected approx. 4.375” to follow the
profile grade line of the roadway. This technique traditionally performed only in steel girder bridges was
employed through coordination with the concrete manufacturer on specific properties of the lightweight
mixture. To mitigate overbuild due to the cross-slope of the bridge deck the top flange of the girders was
sloped to match the existing 1% super elevation.
The final refinement required for the lightweight concrete girder system was the ability of the system to be
compatible with the skidding operation. The slide-in-construction technique for the span swap-over placed
the structure on temporary supports inside the traditional bearing areas. To support the girder system on
the intermediate jacking diaphragms the prestressed girders required careful attention to the transient
stresses that would develop. To mitigate excessive stresses in the top of the girder due to negative
moment at the temporary supports, temporary post tensioning strands were added into the top flange of
the girder along with additional non-prestressed reinforcing to reduce crack widths to acceptable levels.
The temporary 0.6” strands were fully stressed to 75% of the ultimate strength and debonding access
pockets were provided in the top flange of the girder through the micro-silica overlay. The contractor was
required to de-tension the top strands following the move.

Figure 6: Installation of Temporary Post-Tensioning Strands in Girder Top Flange
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The slide-in-construction operation employed the use of an unconventional location of lightweight
intermediate diaphragms. The diaphragms were placed 20 ft in from the beam ends along the identical
alignment of the skidding track used to lift the temporary steel bridge at the second panel node location.
The bridge span was placed on four support points at each diaphragm by push pull hydraulic jacks that
translated the bridge into place. To support the 1.8 million pound bridge the diaphragms dropped below
the girders of the bridge span to permit the majority of the reinforcement in the diaphragm to be placed as
effective as possible to minimize excessive weight as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Intermediate Skidding Diaphragms during Construction
Temporary Works Design
To facilitate the overnight swap over of the temporary to permanent system a network of steel pile bent
bents were arranged around the existing bridge. To control the geometry and profile of the final roadway
the concrete girder system was supported on the permanent bearing points to the west of the temporary
span. The system was composed of twelve 24in pipe bents driven approximately 70ft into the mud line.
To limit the travel and length of the skidding system while ensuring the existing 60 year old timber pile
foundation were not undermined, the steel bents were arranged such that the outside girders were
cantilevered off the steel tower supports. The steel towers were then braced with an arrangement of cross
frames to maintain stability of the towers which had a free length above the mud line of approximately
50ft.
The skidding system was then placed twenty feet within the permanent bearing locations on a group of 8
pile clusters meticulously arranged around the temporary span. The locations of the skidding bents were
aligned with the nodes of the temporary truss to permit the temporary span to be lifted with the asphalt
overlay without any modifications. The position was also chosen to prevent impact to the existing timber
foundations and permit the cluster to be placed as close as possible to the side of the temporary steel
truss bridge. This positioning help limit the 77’ span of the large post tensioned king post truss system
required to span underneath the steel bridge. The king post truss span was composed of four W36X160
beams reinforced using 2.5in diameter post tensioning rods with a total structural depth of 14.5ft.

DESIGN/BUILD
The construction of the permanent replacement span within a narrow two month construction timeline
required a large group of contractors and fabricators. Following the notice-to–proceed the contractor was
mobilizing onsite in preparation for the installation of the steel pipe pile foundations. To manufacture the
concrete girders for the bridge the precastor was immediately procuring materials within two days of
notice-to proceed. The lightweight concrete aggregate was procured from North Carolina and shipped to
their local facility in Tacoma, Washington. The headed stud reinforcing bars were manufactured in two
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locations to meet the tight deadline. The precastor was conducting shop drawing production while the
design was being finalized and the girder casting began only two days after final acceptance of the design
by the owner. Once fabrication commenced the beds were turned over on a two day rotation due to the
long set up time. Once the girders were fabricated the precastor monitored the girder camber on a daily
basis and reported the findings. This process allowed the D-B team to ensure the structure would remain
with the weight limitations imposed on the project and monitor the potential adjustment required for
differential camber.
Pile Driving
The installation of the steel pipe pile foundations were accomplished with a two stage process. The pile
was set in place and driven approximately 60feet or so into the mud line using a vibratory hammer. The
pile was then driven a minimum additional 10’-0” using a diesel hammer until the required nominal driving
resistance was achieved. This process enabled the contractor to place approximately 6 to 8 piles per day.
Once the piles achieved the required driving capacity, the pile was spliced to the required cutoff elevation.
The piles were then braced together with a team of welders and cap beams were placed on top of the pile
helmets. Thus process was completed in just 6 weeks with over 1000ft of welding. Once the completed
the girders were trucked to the site and the process of completing the bridge for traffic began.
Superstructure Construction
The girder erection occurred over three days in a carefully orchestrated process. The girder erection
sequence involved the use of a 500-ton crane placed on land and a 200-ton crane on a barge to work in a
detailed sequence with 19 specific moves. Each pick involved passing one end of the girder from the
crane positioned on the dike to the barge crane, repositioning the crane on the barge while re-ballasting
and finally placing the girder on the temporary bents.

Figure 8: View Underneath Decked-Bulb Tee Girder Connection (Left) Casting of the Deck Closure
between Girder Flanges to provide a Full Flexural-Shear Connection (Right)
Once the girders were erected the process of leveling the decked girders began as differential camber
between the girders was surveyed up to 1”. The girder system was adjusted using a system of leveling
beams and threaded inserts placed prior to casting concrete at the closures. Next, the closure pours
between the flanges of the decked bulb tees were completed while leaving a small zone between each
diaphragm. The closure pours were cast with a 7ksi normal weight pea gravel mixture to ensure proper
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development of the protruding headed bars. The girder spacing which accommodated the temporary
bridge span pedestals facilitated the placement of the median barrier reinforcement bars in the closure
while the exterior barrier reinforcing was cast in the flange of the deck girder. The barriers and
diaphragms were then cast using a 4ksi Utelite lightweight concrete mix. The last step was the placement
of the micro-silica overlay over the deck of the bridge span. The total construction of the superstructure
lasted only two weeks after the girder delivery and was completed just three days before the span switch
over.
Span Switchover
With the hydraulic vertical and horizontal jacking systems in place on top of the temporary piling and all of
the concrete placed and cured the permanent bridge span the span switchover was ready. Midway
through the design of the new span a survey of the temporary bridge installation revealed the contractor
had placed 1.75” thick expansion joint plates over the rear supports of the steel truss bridge span which
had to be removed prior to the jacking operation. Once this process was completed the temporary bridge
was relocated from the existing substructure and slid in approximately 30 minutes to a steel bent support
upstream for disassembly later. The skid track system was composed of Teflon pads placed inside a steel
dog push pull system lubricated using conventional liquid soap. The process then turned to moving the
1.8 million pound concrete bridge off its temporary support towers and into place. The installation of the
permanent bridge required more precise movement and additional time due to the narrow 2” gap on each
side of the bridge and a required translation of the bridge longitudinally. The skid track system allowed for
the slight adjustment in the bridge due to the tolerances in placing the girders on the temporary bents.
The gap was designed to be narrow enough to allow for the installation of a poured rubber expansion
joint. The permanent bridge slide took approximately two hours.

Figure 9: View from Underneath Permanent Replacement Span during lateral slide-in.
The skid track jacking system could not lower the bridge the full amount required due to the clearance
required over the concrete pedestals and therefore a two stage lowering process was employed. Once
the bridge was in alignment the bridge was lowered and transferred onto a group of hydraulic jacks
located at the end diaphragm supported on the existing piers. The skidding system was then removed
from beneath the bridge and the bridge was lowered onto pedestals built on top of the existing piers.
Once lowered stainless steel shims were used to ensure all bearings had firm contact and the alignment
of the road deck was measured within 1/8” to the existing roadway. The temporary strands were then cut
and patched while the bridge received a set of striping for an opening within 19 hours of the closure.
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CONCLUSION
The main advantage to utilizing a D-B approach for the I-5 Skagit River Bridge Replacement was its
ability to tailor the extremely fast-paced schedule and construction techniques associated with the project
to the contractor means and methods. Having just 3 months to design, build and remove the temporary
bridge required involving the contractor and specialty moving contractor in the design process. The
sharing of ideas assured that the owners concerns could be met while providing a cost effective solution
that minimized the main goal of the WSDOT officials to limit disruption to traffic in this heavily traveled
corridor.

Figure 10: Completed Bridge Open to Traffic Immediately Following Span Switchover
The D-B team completed the project ahead of the client’s original contractual deadline. The bridge
opened to traffic on Sept. 15, 2013, following a single, 19-hour closure, 115 days from the initial bridge
collapse and 88 days from the team’s notice to proceed.
The collapse on the I-5 Skagit River Bridge, which connects Mt. Vernon and Burlington, represented a
major disruption for a vital transportation artery and trade corridor. The importance of reestablishing this
link became a top state and national priority. The innovative engineering solutions and the dedication of
the construction crews was commemorated by Governor Jay Inslee at the opening of the bridge, “I want
to acknowledge the tremendous work of the entire team who worked on this bridge. This is an effort we
can all be very proud of.”
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USING DESIGN BUILD TO ACHIEVE A STATE OF GOOD REPAIR
ON “TYPICAL” BRIDGES
Deborah Chase, PE, AVS, DBIA, Greenman-Pedersen, Inc., (631) 587-5060, dchase@gpinet.com
ABSTRACT
This paper describes one of New York State’s first Design-Build bridge rehabilitation projects which
included reconstruction of six bridges on Long Island, most of which carry or cross heavily traveled
highways. The paper enumerates the advantages of the design-build method, from the perspective of
getting the smaller “state of good repair” bridge rehabilitation projects accomplished in an expeditious
way.
INTRODUCTION
Many state and local municipal agencies are anxious to experience the Accelerated Bridge Construction
trend, but does this procurement process fit for the smaller, more typical bridge projects that are essential
to maintaining an agency’s bridges in a State of Good Repair? The New York State Department of
Transportation (NYSDOT) tested these waters by using the Design Build process on one of their first
ventures into the Accelerated Bridge Construction arena. They developed a program to rehabilitate
dozens of bridges throughout the State, dividing them geographically into four zones and awarding one
contract for each zone that required all bridge decks be replaced, bearings be replaced or refurbished,
live load ratings be improved to a minimum of HS- 20, among other minor improvements; all to be
designed and built within a 15 month window. These lump sum contracts were awarded within 4 months
of the original Request for Proposal, and were completed on time.
Technically this project was not complex, but the design-build process allowed for a real time savings in
the overall process of developing approved contact plans and sending them to the contractor for
construction. Instead of developing a full set of contact plans and specifications for each of the sites,
then letting the project out to the lowest bidder, this project awarded the four sets of bridges to the
Design-Build teams and let them coordinate the logistics of what needed to be designed when, and which
operations should be performed in what order. This process eliminates the need for the designer to
“guess” at the contractor’s means and methods. If the designer and contractor work together to identify
these up front, the designer can provide a concise set of plans and specifications to address the specific
needs of the project. Many times in a design-bid-build contract the designer is trying to cover a wide
array of alternative construction scenarios or designing for a method that the contractor later decides to
change, usually because there is a cost savings that only he enjoys.
This paper describes the Zone 4 project which included reconstruction of six bridges on Long Island, most
of which carry or cross heavily traveled highways in this densely populated suburb of New York City. The
author was the Design Manager for the project and was involved from the original Expression of Interest
through to the As-Built Drawing submission. The paper enumerates the advantages of the design/build
method, from the perspective of getting the smaller “state of good repair” bridge rehabilitation projects
accomplished in an expeditious way.
I.

NYSDOT’S Bridge Repair and Rehabilitation Program

The NYSDOT is responsible for maintaining nearly 7,500 roadway bridges and almost 15,000 centerline
miles of state owned urban and rural highways in a state of good repair. They are organized with a Main
Office in the state capital of Albany and 11 regional offices spread geographically throughout the state.
New York is the 27th largest state in the United States with the 3rd highest population, disproportionately
concentrated in and around New York City. Traditionally NYSDOT has managed their bridge and
roadway projects via the regional offices, whose staff originally identified the need for the project. As with
most States, funding for bridge projects comes from both State and Federal sources, and the needs often
exceed the allocated budgets.
On December 9, 2011, New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo signed historic design-build legislation into law,
authorizing the use of Design-Build procurement contracts for the implementation of public works
projects. This legislation allowed the fast tracking of an essential bridge replacement contract for the
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Tappan Zee Bridge. However, it also opened the door for the use of Design-Build procurement for typical
bridge rehabilitation projects, and NYSDOT quickly embarked on an ambitious Design-Build program to
accomplish bridge and highway improvement projects throughout the State. The first non-emergency
project implemented under this new program was called the NYS Accelerated Bridge Program Phase 1B
Design Build Project. The Zone 4 project included 6 bridges crossing or carrying heavily travelled
roadways and required all bridge decks be replaced, bearings be replaced or refurbished, live load ratings
to be improved to a minimum of HS-20, abutments and wingwalls to be modified to accommodate
jointless bridge detailing, among other minor improvements. The contract required that two of the bridges
be designed and built within 6 months, and all six be completed within a 15 month window. The contract
was awarded within 4 months of the original Request for Proposal, whereas the average procurement
time for a design-bid-build project in the State is approximately one year.

Figure 1- Phase I B Bridge Locations

Photo Credit: NYSDOT
RFP Process
NYSDOT’s new procurement process is implemented by first advertising the intent of the project and
posting a Letter of Interest (LOI) on their website. The LOI serves to notify the private sector that the
project is coming and allows contractors and designers to start collaborating and forming their teams.
The next step includes submission of a Statement of Qualifications (SOQ) for each team proposing to bid
on the project. The SOQ requires that Design-Build teams submit some basic qualifying information to
ensure that they are serious and capable bidders. This includes information about bonding capabilities,
licensure to perform professional services, minimum qualifications including years of experience, licensing
and certifications for key personnel specified by NYSDOT. It also requires the teams to show their
proposed organizational structure and a brief description of how their key personnel will function within
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the organized team. Once established via the SOQ, the key personnel for the team cannot be changed
without written permission for approved substitutes by NYSDOT.
The key personnel defined in the SOQ varies slightly depending on the project specifics, but for the
Phase 1B project the key positions included the following:
Project Manager: Professional Engineer in NYS with over 15 years experience in bridge
construction of similar size and type; preferred design-build experience
Design Manager: PE in NYS with over 10 years experience in managing design of bridge
projects; owner or employee of designer; preferred design-build experience; experience in design
of multi-span bridges
Lead Structural Engineer: PE in NYS with over 10 years experience in bridge design of
continuous multi-span bridges
Construction Manager: Minimum of 15 years construction experience in civil works projects with
experience managing bridge construction projects
Quality Manager: PE in NYS with over 10 years of experience in quality systems based on ISO
9001; experience with bridge design and major infrastructure construction
Other elements required in the SOQ are the team’s Safety Record, documentation of their past
adherence to meeting established goals for use of Disadvantaged Business Enterprises, and a discussion
of the team’s assessment of the primary three risks associated with the project and their approach to
managing these risks.
NYSDOT then establishes a short list of 3 to 5 Design-Build teams after assessing the SOQs submitted
for the project. These teams proceed to the preparation of the final proposal for the project in accordance
with the Request for Proposal (RFP) that is issued by NYSDOT for the project. The RFP is issued in draft
form initially to describe the detailed requirements of the project including bridge locations, design criteria,
minimum final design parameters, construction sequencing if applicable and timeline requirements. After
a draft informational meeting is held with the shortlisted teams, NYSDOT then issues the Final RFP.
For the Phase 1B Zone 4 project, the Scope of Work defined in the RFP was as follows:










Replace bridge decks on 6 bridges
Bearings
Joints
Load Ratings
Backwall and wingwall reconfiguration to provide jointless bridge details
Utility support and/or relocation
New Approach slabs
Replacement of Bridge rails and guide railing on the approaches
Load Rating of rehabilitated structure must be at least HS20 (36T)

The RFP spelled out the evaluation process used to score the submitted proposals, and of course the
team was mindful of maximizing these points when preparing the document. The proposal was evaluated
for both technical quality and cost efficiency, and these elements were be weighted with a 60/40
importance factor, with 60% of the overall score assigned to the most cost effective proposal, and 40 % of
the score assigned to the proposal ranked highest for technical quality. Pass/Fail thresholds were also
assigned to eliminate those firms not meeting Legal, Financial, Administrative, DBE and Price criteria
specified in the RFP. Failure on any of these criteria resulted in elimination of a proposal from further
consideration.
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The technical scoring was based on the following point assignments:
Category
Points
Key Personnel and Firm
Experience

20 Total (10 each )

Management Approach

55 Total (25 CPM/10 Overall Mgmt/5 Design Mgmt/15 Const.
Mgmt.)

Technical Solutions

20 Total (5 Design Approach/15 Construction Approach)

Project Support

5 Total for Community Outreach and support to DOT

The proposals included design plans developed to a sufficient degree to detail the key elements of the
construction operations so the contractor could accurately provide a bid for the work. These plans
included general plans, elevations and sections of the each bridge along with substructure details
showing modifications to the abutments needed to provide jointless bridge details at each approach.
Maintenance and Protection of Traffic (MPT) plans were also provided for the locations that involved
staging or detours.
In addition to the design plans, the proposals included detailed descriptions of the Design-Build team’s
approach to the project. This included a discussion of the sequence of construction, demolition methods,
MPT and staging scenarios, a discussion of what construction equipment would be used for each
operation and whether the contractor owned the equipment or would have to rent it. A CPM schedule
was also provided to show not only the contractor’s operations, but the designer’s submission schedule
for each piece of the work, so that approvals of design plans could be factored into the critical path
planning.
To prepare the proposal, the design and construction teams worked closely together to discuss the
means and methods preferred by the contractor, timing required for fabrication, design issues such as the
use of non-standard details and constructability of each element of the work. Collaboration at this stage
was extremely important to establish a level of understanding between the design and construction team
players regarding the steps that each side had to take in order to produce a quality product to the full
satisfaction of the owner. Avoiding costly mis-steps in fabrication schedules or design approvals was
ensured by advance planning at a detailed level by the key personnel on the project. Once the planning
stage was done, the contractor and designers proceeded with the preparation of the proposal write up.
For this project, the design and construction team met on a weekly basis to discuss the design and
construction operations for each bridge location. As plans were developed, the contractor reviewed and
made comments regarding constructability, timing, phasing, etc. This level of commitment from the team
was essential in preparing a proposal that demonstrated the team’s capabilities in providing a quality
project on time.
Aside from understanding the project and the establishing the design and construction steps necessary to
accomplish the work, the RFP required that the team include a draft of their project specific Quality
Assurance and Quality Control (QA/QC) Plan. This document would serve as the outline for a more
detailed plan to be submitted for FHWA approval a required number of days following notice to proceed
with the project. The QA/QC plan detailed the construction and design quality controls and established
the methods to be used to document and assess the process throughout the duration of the contract. The
Quality Manager and Design Quality Control Engineer were also named as key personnel, and their roles
and responsibilities were detailed in this section.
II.

Project Management

To guarantee the efficient execution of the design-build project, it was critical to provide a clear and
concise management plan that could be implemented quickly and methodically across the disciplines of
engineering design and construction. Key elements of a successful management plan included:


Clear definition of roles and responsibilities of key team members



Management procedures that ensure regular and effective coordination and communication between
the design and the construction teams
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Implementation of a QA/QC plan, that starts from planning and design through construction and
completion of all phases of the project.

Management of the design effort is extremely important in the design-build project, especially when there
are multiple bridge locations being constructed simultaneously. The Design-Build team decided early in
the planning stage that the project would be fast-tracked in order to compress the delivery schedule and
complete the project ahead of the client’s established timeline. With six bridge locations, the contractor
established a construction schedule based on logistics as well as NYSDOT’s requirement that the
Pinelawn Road bridge be constructed first in order to avoid conflicts with other planned construction
projects nearby. The other scheduling stipulation specified in the RFP was that at least one other bridge,
besides Pinelawn Road, be completed within the first calendar year of the project, or about six months
after notice to proceed. Liquidated Damages of approximately $2000/day were assessed for each bridge
location.
The initial construction schedule as proposed by the selected Best Value team is shown below:
BIN/LOCATION

START SITE
WORK

END SITE
WORK

DURATION
(MONTHS)

1018079 – Route 24 over Belmont Park Road

June 2012

Nov 2012

5

1049309 – Pinelawn Road over I-495

June 2012

Nov 2012

5

1018249 – Great Neck Road over Route 27

Nov 2012

Nov 2013

11

1058780 – Robert Moses Causeway over
Ocean Pkwy

Sept 2012

April 2013

7

1049489 – Ronkonkoma Avenue over I-495

March 2013

Nov 2013

8

1064080 – Waverly Avenue over I-495

June 2013

Nov 2013

4

Clear lines of responsibility and communication were defined from the beginning of the proposal
preparation. The Design Manager reported directly to the design-build team Project Manager. She also
had reporting responsibilities to the design QC engineer. The Design Manager was supported by the
lead engineers for each discipline, including bridge, highway and traffic designs.
Definition of the project objectives and a clear breakdown of the work elements required to accomplish
them was the first step in establishing the Design-Build Management Plan. The design and construction
teams defined these elements and established the initial schedule for individual design units that were
required to perform the construction within the tight schedule constraints, taking into consideration
fabrication lead times, roadway closure constraints, weather and other variables. The contractor and
designer worked together to develop the baseline schedule, which was maintained throughout the course
of the project. This baseline CPM schedule included the time required for the development and review of
each design unit, up to and including Release for Construction reviews.
The design team worked very closely with the contractor’s project manager, construction manager and
quality manager, as well as the NYSDOT QA representative, to ensure that the design progressed in
accordance with the established baseline schedule and the established review and approval process.
Changes to procurement of materials, sequence of operations due to weather, labor, site restrictions, etc.,
or any other changes affecting the design deliverable requirements were discussed on a regular basis, at
least once a week, at project progress meetings. The design team worked with the contractor and other
subcontractors/suppliers to develop “design units” that focused on flexibility throughout the buyout of
materials. The design team and construction team worked hand in hand to integrate design solutions with
cost estimating and construction phasing and staging. The order and scope of the design units was also
developed by the designer in collaboration with the construction team’s plan for sequence of construction.
This level of planning, implementation and close coordination of design and construction professionals is
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the essence of the Design-Build process and the reason it provides great opportunities for improved
deliverables and cost savings for the owner.
A brief summary of the design units (most were required for each bridge) for the project are shown below.
Design Unit
Description
MPT Plans

Plans and details of lane closures, temporary pavement striping,
temporary signs during construction, etc.

Demolition Plans

Development of plans and detailed sequence of operations, including
heavy equipment placement and analysis of loading on existing
structure.

Load Ratings

Level 1 Load Ratings of bridges in the as-built and as-rehabilitated
conditions.

Deck & Approach
Slab Designs

Plans and details of new bridge decks and reinforcement layout.
Analysis of fascia girders for excessive overhang loads during
construction and possible formwork bracing design were required on
Pinelawn Road, Ronkonkoma Avenue and Waverly Avenue. This unit
included vertical profiles and horizontal roadway alignment plans as
well as drainage modifications if needed and approach roadway
pavement details.

Backwall /Wingwall
Modifications

Design and details for modifications to backwalls to eliminate joints and
allow for jointless bridge details to be accommodated in the new deck
design. Wingwall modifications to account for deck widenings at Great
Neck Road, Pinelawn Road, Ronkonkoma Avenue and Waverly
Avenue was also included.

Bearing Design/
Modifications and
Lifting operations

Design and details for new elastomeric bearings at Waverly Avenue
and Robert Moses Causeway. Refurbished bearing details were also
required for fabricators. Analysis of bearing layouts on existing
pedestals were included to ensure proper anchor bolt clearances, etc.
Appropriate lifting methods and temporary shoring were detailed for
each situation.

Pedestal
Rehabilitation

Repair details and material specifications were provided as necessary.

Joint Details

Joints at piers and longitudinal joints in decks as necessary.

Diaphragm Details

Details for new diaphragms between center fascia beams at Pinelawn
Road. Check of intermediate stiffeners.

Shop Drawings

Bridge Rail/Bearings/Structural Steel Shop Drawings/Rebar
Lists/Concrete mix design/Misc material submittals.

The order in which the design units were implemented and delivered was established by the D/B Project
Manager. The established sequence of operations and the timeline for delivery of approved design units
resulting in Release for Construction drawings, was driven by the fabrication/procurement lead times or
other approval requirements that must be considered in the schedule.
In order to meet the demanding schedule requirements established, the design manager assigned a crew
of seasoned designers with expertise in providing such deliverables on NYSDOT projects. The design
manager recognized that the repetitive nature of the design work required for this project was most
efficiently performed by a small team of specialists with expertise in the performance of each design task.
During the construction phase, the design team was an essential part of the construction process,
providing timely support and leadership for design interpretation, field inspection, condition assessment
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and value engineering. This involvement was critical to ensure that decisions were made quickly and
effectively to avoid delays when unexpected field changes or conditions arose.
All design/construction issues were brought to light via a formal RFI process. The designer tracked and
recorded the issues and provided expeditious responses by appropriate designers of record. Responses
to RFIs were given and any revisions to documents were made and transmitted to the construction team,
NYSDOT and their QA Representative.
Communication among designers and the construction team, as well as the QA/QC Management and
staff, was the most essential element to the success of this D/B project. This was facilitated by use of a
Microsoft SharePoint website so real time access to information was available to authorized users; from
the field to the office; designers to suppliers/fabricators; PM to team staff; with full access to records and
communications for the QA staff, NYSDOT and FHWA auditors. This open, but secure, access to
information by relevant parties was important to ensure that urgent matters were attended to promptly
and efficiently by the various affected team members and that all records were kept to provide complete
accountability.
III.

Change Orders

According to the FHWA, Design-Build projects typically have fewer change orders during the construction
process than Design-Bid–Build projects, however, changes do occur due to unforeseen field conditions or
weather related delays, and this project was no exception. In October of 2012 Super Storm Sandy hit
New York causing massive flooding and extreme damage to the infrastructure of Long Island. At that
time, the construction of the Robert Moses Causeway Bridge over Ocean Parkway was mid-way through
the deck reconstruction. The demolition of the northbound bridge deck had been completed and the stayin-place formwork was erected on that side of the bridge. The storm destroyed 2 miles of the Ocean
Parkway south of the bridge and NYSDOT mobilized emergency repair crews almost immediately. It took
over a month to complete these repairs and during that time the contractor was required to stop work on
the Robert Moses bridge since it provided an essential access route for repair crews to the damaged
Ocean Parkway site. The contractor lost construction time for the entire month of November, and in order
to meet the tight construction schedule for the project he needed to employ winter concreting methods, an
expense that was reimbursed to him via a contract change order.
Another change order that was allowed on this project included a design change required due to the
location of fiber-optic cables in the bridge sidewalks at Ronkonkoma Avenue that were not accounted for
in the pre-bid documents. The utility notified the contractor that it would take over a year to relocate the
16+ fiber optic lines embedded in the sidewalk of the bridge. Instead of delaying the project, the
designer, contractor and NYS collaborated to revise the original plan and agreed to place a new concrete
barrier along the existing curb line, thereby allowing the existing sidewalk (and embedded utilities) to stay
in place and provided a new pedestrian barrier along the bridge fascia line.
In general, change orders are only possible when there is a clear and obvious change of scope to the
work, or extreme conditions cause delays to the schedule and costs are incurred by the contractor in
order to make up time.
IV.

Lessons Learned

This was the first non-emergency design-build contract executed by NYSDOT for routine bridge
reconstruction. As such, there were lessons to be learned by all parties involved, including NYSDOT, the
contractor and the designer. NYSDOT has stated that they have learned the importance of providing a
stipend to the unsuccessful bidders that submitted proposals after the short list was determined. No
stipend was offered for this project, but a stipend has been offered by NYSDOT on subsequent designbuild contracts. The stipend helps to offset a portion of the expense of preparing the preliminary design
required for the proposal and was pointed out to NYSDOTby the design firms.
Another lesson learned offered by NYSDOT was the need for a clearly defined role for the Construction
Inspection firm. In NYS the design-build contract includes an independent firm to perform Resident
Engineering services. However, the level of inspection and documentation should be clearly spelled out
in the contract to ensure that the lines don’t become blurred between the contractor’s inspectors and
those providing independent services for NYSDOT.
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An additional change made by NYSDOT between the first design-build project and subsequent contracts
was the “Best Value” scoring evaluation weighting between Price and Quality Evaluations. In the first
contract, the Price Proposal was given an overall weighting factor of 60%, with the Quality of the
Technical proposal getting an assignment of 40% of the overall score. In subsequent contracts, this
weighting was changed to a 50/50 split between price and technical quality. This indicates a desire to
move away from the “low bid” procurement determinations of the past.
From a designer’s point of view, the need for a strong relationship with the contractor based on trust and
mutual respect is essential. Entering into agreements with contractors that do not share the same
corporate priorities can lead to disagreements. For example, our team consisted of a designer and
contractor who’s primary client in this region is NYSDOT. Neither firm had any record of claims or
disagreements with the client and each had a sincere desire to keep it that way.
Early and open discussions and documentation of risk assessment is a good practice. For example, we
established in the beginning that the contractor would engage an outside engineer to design his
temporary structures such as shielding, demolition plans, etc. Our role would be to review and approve
these designs. This was especially helpful in one instance when we requested that the overhang bracket
design be checked for a condition where the overhang span to girder depth ratio was outside the normal
limits specified by the NYSDOT Bridge Manual. We got some push-back from the contractor’s designer
because he hadn’t done this before, but we were able to work with him and come to an analysis method
that we all agreed upon.
V.

Overall Success

Overall, NYSDOT’s entry into the design-build contract delivery method appears to have been a success.
The state has initiated 15 contracts for the reconstruction of numerous bridges and highways in the last 3
years since the legislation was passed, and continues to assess the program and describe it as an
essential tool in their infrastructure toolbox.
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CDR MAGUIRE’S ENGINEERING PRACTICE FOR
ABC PROJECT DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
Yihui Peter Wu, P.E., CDR Maguire Inc. (401) 272-6000, yihui.wu@cdrmaguire.com
Carlos Duart, CDR Maguire Inc. (305) 216-4224, carlos.duart@cdrmaguire.com
ABSTRACT
For past decades, CDR Maguire has provided leading efforts for Major Bridge projects in Northeastern
US using the Accelerated Bridge Construction technique. CDR Maguire has provided engineering
services as the engineering designer, construction administration and inspection, and owner’s
representative of design/build projects. In this paper, bridge project design and construction practices
using the ABC technique are presented. Different innovative ABC techniques implemented for bridge
projects and lessons learned will be discussed.
INTRODUCTION
CDR Maguire is the leading engineering firm to implement Accelerated Bridge Construction techniques in
bridge replacement or new bridge projects in the New England area. From the first RIDOT I-way Steel
Network Arch span floating in erection, to MassDOT’s first “Heavy-Lift Phillipston Route 2 over Route 2A
bridge replacement” construction and the recently finished RIDOT first “Heavy Lift “ Barton Corner I-95
over Route 2 bridge replacement”. CDR Maguire’s bridge engineers participated as bridge designer,
construction engineer and owner’s representative for construction administration and management. CDR
Maguire’s engineering practice on Accelerated Bridge Construction Design and Construction are
demonstrated for the following projects:
400 Feet Network Steel Arch Bridge in Providence, RI:
As part of the RIDOT I-195 relocation project, the Providence River Bridge’s 400-foot Steel Network Arch
Main Span was prefabricated offsite and then floated into place for the erection; CDR Maguire was the
designer and program manager. As the most visible and challenging parts of the I‐way project, this
“signature span” of steel network arch forms the centerpiece of the entire project. It is the first network
arch constructed in the United States and is unusual for its use of three arches. CDR Maguire provided
full design services for this span. This span was built off-site 15 miles from the job site and floated into
place in August 2007. CDR Maguire arranged for the land to be leased by the Contractor in order to
facilitate this type of construction scheme. The move was featured in the May 10, 2007 “Mega Movers”
episode on the History Channel.
Heavy Lift Bridge Construction:
For projects with superstructure prefabricated off-site, then moved into place by a Self-Propelled Modular
Transporter (SPMT), CDR Maguire was the owner’s representative for MassDOT’s first two heavy-lift
bridge construction design/build projects of Phillipston Route 2 over Route 2A bridge replacement and
Wellesley Cedar Street over Route 9 bridge replacement. As the first MassDOT heavy-lift bridge
construction project, the bridge replacement of Phillipston Bridge replacement took 6 days of Route 2
closure for existing bridge demolition, new bridge erection and approach roadway construction. It only
took 3 days of Route 9 closure for the existing bridge demolition and new superstructure erection for the
Wellesley bridge replacement.
RIDOT’s Barton Corner I-95 over Route 2 bridge replacement at West Warwick was originally designed to
prefabricate pairs of beams, precast the deck off-site, and then place on the abutments using heavy
cranes. The deck would be completed by cast-in-place closure pours between the beam pairs. CDR
Maguire worked with the contractor for the heavy-lift bridge construction with the entire superstructure
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prefabricated off-site adjacent to the final location and moved into place by SPMT, provided engineering
analysis and design for the construction. It took 9 months to prepare the site and prefabricate the two
segment structures, and three nights of Route 3 closure for existing bridge demolition and installation
respectively for I-95 south and northbound, and maintain the I-95 traffic open during construction.
Prefabricated Bridge Unit (PBU):
MassDOT’s Framingham Route 9 over Foss Reservoir Outlet Bridge Replacement in Framingham, the
existing bridge was replaced within its footprint for four-stage construction, regular traffic pattern was
maintained by using the PBU and precast concrete integral abutment. For Route 28 over Muddy Creek
Bridge replacement in Harwich, MA, PBU and precast integral abutment was designed for construction to
meet the minimum roadway closure of only 9 weeks for the replacement construction.
Precast Concrete Deck Panel:
For MassDOT’s first precast concrete deck panel application project, CDR Maguire was the designer for
MassDOT’s Sterling Route 62 over Sudbury River bridge replacement to precast concrete deck panel
composite with steel stringer using shear stud pocket. Precast Concrete Deck Panel will be used for
MassDOT’s New Bedford Viaduct Bridge replacement design.
GRS-IBS System:
CDR Maguire is the designer for the Massachusetts Town of Douglas Hemlock Street Bridge replacement
project using the GRS-IBS system to support a timber superstructure and to meet the 6-week traffic
closure requirement. This GRS-IBS bridge is the first completed bridge project using GRS-IBS system in
Massachusetts.
Pre-Compressed and Precast Bridge Unit (Inverset Bridge):
To eliminate the deck tension stress and potential cracking, pre-compressed and precast bridge unit
(Inverset Bridge Structure) was designed for CTDOT’s West Main Street over rail track bridge
replacement. CDR Maguire designed the bridge replacement for staging construction using the Inverset
Bridge unit.
Bridge Projects using Accelerated Bridge Construction approach are presented below. Different
innovative ABC techniques are implemented for these bridge projects and lessons are discussed.
1. STEEL NETWORK ARCH PREFABRICATION AND FLOATING INTO PLACE CONSTRUCTION
CDR Maguire is the lead consultant on the Improvements to Interstate Route 195 project (“I-way”). This
$640,000,000 project includes 15 new bridges and relocates Rhode Island’s most heavily-traveled
corridor through the highly congested urban setting of Providence, Rhode Island. One of the most visible
and challenging parts of the I-way is the Providence River Bridge which includes a single-span 400-footlong network arch (Figure 1 through 4). This “signature span” forms the centerpiece of the entire project.
It is the first network arch constructed in the United States and is unusual for its use of three arches.
CDR Maguire provided full design services for this span.
A network arch is defined as an arch bridge with inclined cables that cross more than once. Such a cable
configuration can reduce deflections and stresses by a factor of ten when compared with an arch with
vertical cables. Maguire’s research into and use of this technology allowed for a large reduction in the
amount of structural steel required for this span.
This span was built off the job site and floated into place in August 2007. The move is featured in the
May 10, 2007 “Mega Movers” episode on the History Channel.
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The bridge span is 400 feet long and 165 feet wide. Some of the unique features of the bridge are its 10degree skew and its three arch ribs. The tie was made non-fracture critical by making the tie internally
redundant. Construction of the steel arch span was performed 12 miles from the bridge site. The 5.5million-pound span was lifted to over 30 feet using strand jacks, placed on SPMTs, and barged to the site
in Providence. To use the accelerated bridge construction for this bridge was not only to reduce the
construction duration but also to provide an opportunity to resolve construction issues with the bridge site
to warrant investigating this method of construction. The bridge is sandwiched between the Fox Point
Hurricane Barrier to the north and a 100-year-old brick sewer siphon to the south. There was no room
north of the bridge to place a crane or barge since the arch span is three feet at the closest point and 70
feet at the furthest point from the barrier. On the south side, a 48-inch brick sewer siphon runs across the
river in the upper layers of silt in the river bed. This was built in 1895 out of four layers of brick, one foot
thick and carries all the sewage from the East Side of Providence to the sewage treatment plant. Any
damage to this would cause raw sewage to dump into the Providence River and Narragansett Bay. In
addition, the cost to build over water was a consideration and the contract required coordination with the
boat traffic moving under the bridge during steel lifts over the boating channel. The idea of building the
bridge off-site and barging it to the site was investigated during design as well. The design documents
allowed the Contractor use of the State Pier at Quonset Point through a deal made between the RIDOT
and the Rhode Island Economic Development Corporation (RIEDC). The large area was conceived to be
used as a staging area for construction materials or for the steel erection for the main span. Design
documents also outlined the U.S. Coast Guard requirements for the temporary closure of the channel for
steel erection over the river or full closure of the channel for several days for floating the bridge. The
weight of the bridge and bracing to be moved was 5.5 million pounds. The bridge was lifted to a height
above the top of the pier bearing seat elevation so that the barges could float the bridge between the
piers and lower it into place. To do this, the bridge had to sit on the barges with the bearing ends
overhanging the barges. The bridge was lifted, then supported over 30 feet in the air about 90 feet from
the ends of the arches. The movement of the support from the ends to an interior point caused a reversal
in the stresses in the arch and tie so that the tie was in compression and the arch in tension. It also
caused many of the cables to relax. Without the weight of the deck in place, the stresses in the system
were very small. Bracing was installed at the lift points from the tie.

Figure 1. Network on the Barge for Floating

Figure 2. Network Arch Sailing in Narragansett Bay
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Figure 3. Network Arch Floating over Piers

Figure 4. Network Arch Prefabrication

2. STEEL GIRDER CONCRETE DECK BRIDGE HEAVY-LIFT CONSTRUCTION
Heavy-lift construction of steel girder with composite concrete deck superstructure has been very effective
for many existing deteriorated bridge replacements. Because of CDR Maguire’s experience for SPMT
moving and floating of the prefabricated Network Arch Bridge, MassDOT hired CDR Maguire as the
owner’s representative for MassDOT’s first two heavy-lift bridge replacement construction. The first
project was Route 2 over Route 2A bridge replacement at Phillipston, MA (Figure 5 and 6). The bridge is
on the MassDOT Accelerated Bridge Program (which aims to restore and repair structurally deficient
bridges across the Commonwealth of Massachusetts) and utilized Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC)
methods. The bridge was constructed in just one construction season (conventional staged construction
methods would likely have resulted in a 3-year project) on temporary tower supports over Route 2A
adjacent to the existing bridge, and was moved into place within an 8-day period using “heavy-lift”
construction in late October 2010. The second heavy-lift bridge construction project was the Cedar
Avenue over Route 9 bridge replacement at Wellesley, MA (Figure 7 and 8). The existing bridge is a 2span steel girder bridge and is designed to be replaced with a single-span steel girder with composite
concrete deck superstructure. The bridge project is also on the MassDOT Accelerated Bridge Program,
and is a design/build project using Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) methods. Bridge beams were
fabricated and supported on temporary towers with deck concrete placed offsite, then self-propelled
motorized transporters (SPMTs) used to move the bridge to its location. 72-hour traffic shutdown was only
allowed for the existing bridge demo and new bridge erection.
To maintain the structural integrity and quality, analysis was performed specifically on the concrete deck
stress during jacking and moving, additional reinforcement was installed per a Finite Element Analysis
considering the jacking location and dynamic effects during moving.
Since these two bridge
replacements reused the existing abutments, the span length and beam seat elevation was carefully
surveyed. Shim plates had to be used to adjust the bearing seat to make sure all the girders were
engaged at the same time during placement. An additional two more inches gap was designed at the joint
between backwall and deck to give comfortable room for the SPMT maneuver during moving.
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Figure 5. Phillipston Bridge Moving by SPMT

Figure 7. Wellesley Bridge Prefabrication

Figure 6. Phillipston Bridge Moving into place

Figure 8. Wellesley Bridge Moving in by SPMT

RIDOT’s Barton Corner I-95 over Route 2 existing bridge is a 2-span steel stringer bridge, and was
replaced with a one-span steel girder with composite concrete deck superstructure by removing the
middle pier and reuse the existing abutments (Figures 9 and 10). The Barton Corner Bridge carries four
lanes of I-95 plus two auxiliary lanes at a busy interchange with Route 2 on the Warwick/West Warwick
line of Rhode Island. It provides direct access to the New England Institute of Technology; another limited
access highway called Route 4, the gateway to South County; and one of Rhode Island's busiest retail
corridors. The existing bridge is 2-span and 87 feet in length with 72,000 daily vehicle crossings. The
replacement design calls for a superstructure replacement with a 1-span steel girder with concrete deck.
The Department awarded the contract with incentive for construction means and method for the least
route closures and disruption to the traffic on I-95 and Route 2. CDR Maguire worked with the contractor
and provided engineering design to facilitate the heavy-lift construction method for the bridge
replacement. The bridge structure was prefabricated in two parts of I-95 southbound and northbound
structures, then was moved into place by SPMT in different night route closures. On August 21, 2014 the
northbound structure was moved into place within four hours, with Route 2 closures from 9:00 p.m. to
5:00 a.m. and maintaining I-95 traffic open. On August 26, 2014 the southbound bridge structure
replacement was complete within four hours. The project was complete, very successful and very well
engineered. This project was the first heavy-lift bridge replacement construction for RIDOT. Besides the
engineering design for jacking and moving, the construction permit was modified for prefabrication
construction and moving, and additional utility relocation was needed. It is anticipated that RIODT will use
heavy-lift bridge replacement construction for many future projects.
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Figure 9. Barton Corner Bridge Prefabrication

Figure 10. Barton Corner Bridge Moving by SPMT

3. PBU DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
With the successful construction of MassDOT’s FAST-14 bridge replacement construction, MassDOT is
participating in more existing bridge replacements using PBU approach to reduce the construction
duration, impact to community and traffic.
Designed by CDR Maguire and currently under construction, the existing bridge is 56’-10” span steel
stringer with cast-in-place concrete deck carrying Route 9 over the Foss Reservoir Outlet in Framingham,
MA. The existing bridge is to be replaced by a 90-foot span rolled steel beam bridge with composite deck
and integral abutments. The new substructures were installed behind the existing substructures, which
were cut and capped to serve as scour protection for the new foundations as well as to limit in-stream
work. To reduce construction duration and impact to traffic, the new superstructure will be constructed
using (PBU) Precast Bridge Unit; precast concrete abutment elements are designed for pile-supported
stub abutment. The challenge for the design and construction is to maintain the 4-lane traffic and
pedestrian access during construction and the replacement bridge has to be within the existing bridge
footprint to avoid property taking. Similar bridge replacement using convention staged construction
methods will take three construction seasons with temporary bridge for traffic and pedestrian. The design
adopted PBU design and four major stage construction (Figure 11), based upon the contractor’s
schedule; the construction can be finished in less than one and a half construction season. The project is
currently under construction, expected substantial completion is 2015.

Figure 11. Framingham Bridge PBU Staged Construction
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Another bridge project designed by CDR Maguire using PBU is Route 28 over Muddy Creek Bridge
Replacement in Harwich, MA (Figure 12). The project is funded by the Town and MASS DER. CDR
Maguire has been engaged by the Towns of Harwich and Chatham, MA to provide design engineering and
permitting services for the bridge replacement. The proposed bridge with 94 feet span and 42.5 feet width
will be constructed using an innovative modular approach that utilizes precast substructures supported by
piles carrying a PBU span which will allow for the structure to be constructed in a reduced construction
period. The Town is in Cape Cod, MA; construction season in Cape Cod is very limited. Construction
activity on Route 28 is only allowed from after Labor Day to prior Memorial Day. Roadway closure is
limited to 9 weeks. CDR Maguire’s design using PBU superstructure, precast concrete integral abutment
and wingwall founded on piles will satisfy the construction limit requirements.

Figure 12. Muddy Creek Bridge Rendering
4. STEEL GIRDER WITH PRECAST DECK PANEL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
As the first bridge replacement using precast concrete deck of MassDOT’s ABP program and supported
on precast concrete integral abutments founded by H-piles. Originally constructed in 1929, the existing
32'-6" span cast-in-place concrete T-beam bridge carrying Route 62 (Princeton Road) over the Stillwater
River in Sterling. The replacement bridge is made of a single-span, 45-foot-long, 33-foot-wide, steel-rolled
beam superstructure with precast deck panels. The roadway width of 30 feet was maintained, providing
two 11-foot lanes with 4-foot shoulders. The superstructure is founded on precast integral abutments
supported by steel H-piles, with precast wingwalls and precast guardrail transition bases.
The replacement of the Princeton Road Bridge is an example of how accelerated bridge construction
techniques can quickly and effectively replace bridges while reducing or eliminating the usual headaches
with bridge replacement projects. The use of precast elements for much of the superstructure and
substructure allowed for rapid construction during the winter months where construction is normally shut
down (Figure 13 through 16). The use of precast elements also allowed for the higher quality control of
precast concrete to be used for most of the structure, increasing the durability and ultimate life of the
structure. Furthermore, adapting precast elements for use in integral abutment bridges as demonstrated
here combines rapid construction and durability with a bridge type that will require little future
maintenance.
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Figure 13. Sterling Bridge Deck Panel Installation

Figure 15. Deck Panel Shear Studs Pocket

Figure 14. Deck Panel Leveling Device

Figure 16. Post Tension of Deck Panels

MassDOT’s new version of bridge design manual has added a section of precast concrete deck panel for
its standard details. The steel girder with precast deck panel is also designed for another CDR Maguire’s
MassDOT bridge replacement project. The New Bedford Viaduct of I-195 and Ramp C and F Bridge
replacement. As shown in Figure 17, the existing I-195 viaduct over Route 18, CSX Railroad, and city
streets in New Bedford, MA includes the existing mainline structure (16 simply supported spans carrying 4
lanes of traffic spanning a total of 1,300 feet) and adjacent Ramp C (7 simply supported spans – 410 feet
total length) and Ramp F (11 simply supported spans – 640 total length) are comprised of steel-rolled
beams that are heavily deteriorated at leaking deck joints, and are in need of replacement. The
replacement bridge for the main line span 1 through 8 will be continuous steel girder plate with composite
precast deck panel, mainline span 9, 11, 13, Ramp C and F spans will be replaced with roadway grade
with soil embankment as shown in Figure 18 rendering. Single-span steel girder with composite precast
deck panel structure will also be used to replace main line span 12, 14 and 15. Accelerated Bridge
Construction Techniques such as precast deck panel are used to minimize construction time and traffic
disruption. Construction Traffic Control is a major factor in this project as the I-195 corridor is a heavilytraveled route to and from Cape Cod, especially during the summer months. It is required to maintain 4
traffic lanes during the entire construction season, and 25 feet widening of the bridge and approach
roadway is anticipated for construction to accommodate the traffic management requirements.
Accelerated Bridge Construction techniques are a key to minimizing impacts and reduce the detours to
the traveling public.
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Figure 17. Existing New Bedford Viaduct

Figure 18. New Bedford Viaduct Replacement Rendering
5. PRECAST PRE-COMPRESSED BRIDGE SUPERSTRUCTURE DESIGN
Rehabilitation of SR 555 (West Main) over Boston and Maine Railroad Bridge No. 01615, in New Britain,
CT; CDR Maguire is providing design and detailing services for this project, which is part of the
Connecticut Department of Transportation’s List 18 Bridge Rehabilitation Program. The project consists
of rehabilitation of an existing single-span concrete encased steel superstructure bridge carrying State
Route 555, which crosses the Boston and Maine Railroad in New Britain, CT. The existing bridge, built in
the early 1900’s and rehabilitated in the 1930’s, requires rehabilitation. The proposed superstructure
replacement requires consideration for numerous restrictions including clearance and access for the
railroad, maintenance of utilities including fiber optic conduits which must remain in-place and active, and
traffic. The design uses precast, pre-compressed composite steel superstructure panels and mini-pile
supported stub abutments over the existing stone masonry abutments. Bridge replacement will be
constructed in stage. Due to the existing optic fiber remaining in place during construction and bridge
skew, different geometry and dimension panels have to be used to accommodate the stage construction.
The proposed design will use staged construction and limited detours to maintain the adjacent roadway
intersection. As shown in Figure 19 and 20, shear key and head bar are designed for closure pour. The
construction is anticipated to complete in one construction season.
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Figure 19. Inverset Bridge Panel

Figure 20. Inverset Bridge Closure Pour

6. GRS-IBS BRIDGE SYSTEM DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
GRS-IBS (Geo-Synthetic Reinforced Soil-Integral Bridge System) eliminated conventional bridge
abutment elements (concrete footing, stem wall, etc.), but has the bridge superstructure directly founded
reinforced soil. GRS-IBS allows the bridge and approach roadway to settle on same foundation, avoiding
any potential settlement difference. Since no heavy concrete elements are needed for GRS-IBS, the
abutment construction does not require heavy construction equipment. CDR Maguire was hired by the
Town of Douglas, MA to provide project design and construction engineering service for the Hemlock
Street over Tinkerville Bridge replacement. The existing steel stringer with timber deck bridge has a 20foot span length, replaced with a 26’-8” timber bridge (Figure 21). The Town requested that CDR Maguire
design the bridge for: 1) Town highway department could do the construction without heavy construction
equipment 2) The roadway closure would be less than 7 weeks. CDR Maguire designed the GRS-IBS
bridge system for this project to satisfy the Town’s request (Figure 22). The bridge construction with
roadway closure began on July 25, 2014, and it is scheduled to open to traffic on September 18, 2014.
MassDOT is currently conducting three other pilot GRS-IBS bridge projects. The Hemlock Street bridge
construction will be complete in September 2014 and will be the first GRD-IBS bridge system constructed
in Massachusetts.

Figure 21. Existing Hemlock Street Bridge

Figure 22. GRS-IBS Abutment under Construction

CONCLUSION
CDR Maguire has been the leading engineering firm in the New England area for implementing
Accelerated Bridge Construction for bridge replacement projects. ABC techniques greatly improve the
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transportation construction, reduced impact to traffic and community, with better quality. CDR Maguire will
continue to assist the DOT, city and town for bridge replacement projects using ABC method.
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VTrans’ Programmatic Approach to Planning and Public Outreach for Accelerated
Bridge Projects
Kristin Higgins, P.E., Vermont Agency of Transportation, (802)828-0053, Kristin.higgins@state.vt.us
Jennifer M.V. Fitch, P.E., Vermont Agency of Transportation, (802)828-3042, Jennifer.fitch@state.vt.us
ABSTRACT
Planning and Public Outreach are key elements for the successful delivery of projects incorporating
accelerated bridge construction technologies with short duration road closures. Public expectations for
minimal traffic interruption, safety and high quality bridge projects facilitate the need for extensive
planning and communication throughout the project development and construction phase.
INTRODUCTION
The Vermont Agency of Transportation (VTrans) has delivered Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC)
projects for over 10 years. Our first ABC project involving a major road closure was developed over the
course of 10 years starting in 1996 and constructed in 2007. The project consisted of a superstructure
replacement on a major route through the historic village of Woodstock, Vermont. The average daily
traffic (ADT) was over 14,000 vehicles per day and there was considerable division over how to maintain
traffic during construction. Several public meetings were held and, finally in 2004, the town bought into
the new idea of a road closure as opposed to substantial impacts from a temporary bridge or a two year
project utilizing phased construction. The Project Manager organized and facilitated all of the public
meetings held during the design phase with no formal public outreach policy or assistance from project
outreach coordinator. The Regional Planning Commission was used to reach customers and
stakeholders located outside the town limits.
The second ABC project was developed over a three year time frame starting in 2008 and constructed in
2011. The project included two complete bridge replacements on the National Highway System within
the small village of Chester, Vermont. As with Woodstock, the desire to minimize impacts to resources
and reduce the construction duration played a major role in the decision to pursue a road closure at both
locations. Project outreach through publically warned meetings occurred during the design phase and
local residents and town officials embraced the principles of ABC with short duration closures at each
bridge.
While both communities publically supported the projects, businesses and other stakeholders from
throughout the region and beyond expressed aggravation with the associated impacts from the bridge
closures and regional detour routes. During construction, the Project Manager and Resident Engineer
reacted to public outcries. As these complaints quickly reached the highest level of management, a
significant amount of time briefing the Agency’s upper management and State politicians on the project
and need for the bridge closures. And, while both projects did meet the construction goals, public
satisfaction throughout the bridge closure periods during construction was far less than desirable.
The lesson learned during these first ABC projects was the need for a consistent approach to ABC
projects and heightened public outreach during all phases of project delivery including design and
construction. While both projects required a public relations officer be retained by the contractor, the low
bid environment for acquiring this service is just not effective at emphasizing the importance of increased
project outreach or providing consistent outreach for all ABC projects. Project outreach in both design
and construction needed to extend far beyond the immediate region and employ various strategies to
distribute information about the bridge closure periods, sequencing and the regional detour route.
Furthermore, it was obvious that ABC needed endorsement from the Agency’s leadership prior to
implementing it. During the crisis was not the time to be selling this innovative approach to bridge
replacement. Management was becoming involved only as the public outcries reached beyond the
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Project manager. Many hours were spent explaining decisions and the benefits to the type of construction
that appeared to be causing such public turmoil.
In August 2011, Tropical Storm Irene devastated Vermont causing severe damage to hundreds of
Vermont’s bridges and destroying dozens more. This single event set the stage for expediting project
delivery and ABC. The Agency’s response to the devastation was quick and thorough and included
offsite detours while bridges were either repaired or replaced with temporary structures. The public
accepted the inconvenience of avoiding construction sites and communicated their appreciation for the
speed of the repairs to the Agency’s Secretary of Transportation. This favorable public reaction gave us
the momentum we needed to change the way we do business.
In January, 2012 the Accelerated Bridge Program (ABP) was created by the Structures Program Manager
and endorsed by the Secretary of Transportation. The goals of the ABP were first and foremost to replace
the temporary structures currently in place as a result of Tropical Storm Irene. 13 bridge structures on the
State system were slated to be reconstructed utilizing emergency recovery funds from the Federal
Government with the stipulation these funds be obligated within two years of the event. Seven bridge
replacement projects were developed over the course of eleven months, obligated for construction
funding in fall of 2012 and constructed during the summer of 2013. The six remaining projects were
developed over the course of eighteen months and advertised in the fall of 2013 for construction during
the summer of 2014. Many of the structures utilized road closures as opposed to temporary bridges.
Planning and public outreach was emphasized during the design and construction as VTrans strived to
maintain the momentum and acceptance we had during the initial recovery from the 2011 storm.
Today, VTrans is in the final stages of construction for all bridge replacement projects using the
emergency recovery funds obligated by the Federal Government. All projects met the two year goal for
obligation. We are moving into the “new normal” for project delivery through the ABP with projects
relying on formula funding for design and construction. Our goals are more defined and relate far beyond
the immediate need for emergency bridge replacement projects. We are committed to the safety of the
traveling public and workers at construction sites, expedited project delivery, standardizing bridge design
details, using proven ABC technologies and extended project outreach. The 2012 reorganization of the
Structures Section began the new era of expedited project delivery and ABC
STRUCTURES ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE:
Prior to January 2012, the Structures Section consisted of five design units tasked with delivering a vast
array of project types. Four units consisted of in-house design teams with engineers and technicians lead
by four project managers. The fifth unit consisted of several project managers tasked with managing
consultant designed projects. Each unit was responsible for scoping their own projects and developing
project plans for advertisement. Because there were no guidelines or policies on how to maintain traffic
during a bridge replacement project, maintenance of traffic decisions were made on a project by project
basis. A project manager well versed in ABC was much more likely to rally behind a road closure and
produce projects using ABC. There was simply no systematic approach for determining the proper scope
for a bridge replacement or rehabilitation project, so in January 2012 the Structures Section underwent a
complete reorganization of its project delivery teams.
Project Initiation/Innovation (Scoping)
Inconsistencies in the approach to ABC and other projects led to the creation of a Project
Initiation/Innovation unit within Structures. The unit’s sole function is to initiate projects and seek
innovative engineering and contracting solutions to provide consistently scoped projects to the project
design teams. This innovative scoping unit produces a project scope (line, grade, rehabilitation or
replacement) and a recommended maintenance of traffic scheme (closure, bypass or phased
construction) for all projects being developed in Structures. 20-30 project scopes per year are passed
from this unit to the project design teams. Some of the projects have simple scopes which are geared
more towards preventative maintenance while others are complete replacement projects requiring
extensive design and planning. During the project scoping phase, several contracting methods are
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considered including Design-Bid-Build (D-B-B), Design-Build (D-B), Construction Manager/General
Contractor (CM/GC) or other innovative means to contract a project are considered.
Accelerated Bridge Program
The ABP was formally created during the reorganization in 2012. The ABP consists of three project
managers. One project manager develops ABC projects “in-house” utilizing a team of engineers and
technicians located within the Structures Section while the other two manage design consultants to
deliver ABC projects. All projects are developed within a shorter time frame, utilize pre-manufactured
bridge elements and maintain traffic offsite. The first projects developed within this Program were bridges
requiring replacement from the devastating impacts from Tropical Storm Irene required a design timeline
that would involve significant overtime and heroic efforts. Following the initial rush of projects, Structures
management developed a steady state performance goal for the ABP is of 24 months to deliver a project
following the scoping process.
Conventional Project Delivery
Recognizing there would still be significant projects going the conventional route, a team was created to
deliver projects where ABC and short term road closures are not feasible. Projects requiring significant
roadway adjustments, complicated bridge types, substantial Right-of-Way acquisitions or utility
relocations need to follow a lengthier project development process. Unfortunately the State of Vermont
has a rigid right of way process lasting up to two years. Given the added complications and complexities
described above and extended durations for various project clearances including environmental
resources, right of way and utilities, the Conventional Project Delivery Team created a performance
measure of five years to deliver a project. This is not to say there are no ABC projects coming from this
unit. On few occasions, ABC is the way to go but the process to deliver the project takes significant time
and resources so the project resides in the conventional delivery unit.
Design-Build
Innovative alternative contracting has become a valuable means for delivering projects and meeting
aggressive deadlines. D-B allows construction funds to be obligated quickly and is a valuable tool for
project delivery. VTrans awarded their first two D-B projects in 2011 and both were successfully
completed in 2013 with a total construction cost of $29 million. We currently have 4 D-B projects under
construction for a total construction cost of $120 million and are currently in the procurement phase for
two more projects with a total estimated construction cost of $18 million. Obviously this program is a
large part of the Structures budget and the formal D-B program was created in 2012. The current
organizational structure of the Structures Design program is shown in Figure 1 below.

Structures Program Manager

Project Initiation/
Innovation
(Project Scoping)

Accelerated
Bridge Program

Conventional
Project Delivery

Figure 1: Structures Organization
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Design - Build
Consultant
Design

EARLY PLANNING
Project Initiation and Innovation - Scoping
Planning and public outreach starts with project scoping. An appropriate project scope is essential to the
success of any accelerated bridge project. Accelerated construction cannot be forced and road closures
are not always an optimal solution. Often times the available detours are far too lengthy, ADT is too high
or emergency services cannot tolerate a road closure. Early planning in the form of resource
identification and public outreach is a primary focus of the Project Initiation and Innovation unit. This
group works closely with all public and private stakeholders to develop appropriate project scopes for all
Structures projects. On average this team delivers 20 to 30 scoped projects per year for project
development. Of these projects, approximately 30% are slated to be delivered through the ABP.
The Project Initiation and Innovation unit is efficient when it comes to obtaining information to be used in
both the scoping and design phase. When the requests for survey are sent, so are requests for
Environmental Resource Identification and Traffic Data. Each resource group receives the 25-30 projects
as a batch and is better able to manage their work load and produce requested information in the given
timeframe. This efficiency allows projects to move through the scoping process quickly. The resource
groups have identified this method of receiving projects as desirable.
Stakeholder identification and public outreach also begins in scoping. Prior to any project planning, a
local concerns letter in the form of a questionnaire is sent to the town and appropriate Regional Planning
Commission. The Regional Planning Commission seeks to inform regional stakeholders about the
upcoming project and obtain valuable input to send back to the Project Initiation and Innovation unit. This
information is received at about the same time as the survey allowing the scoping unit to begin
developing alternatives for the project with consideration to input from the local and regional communities.
The scoping process ends with a report, a formal approval from VTrans’ management and a public
meeting to discuss the alternatives considered.
Based on feedback from this meeting, the project either moves into the ABP, one of the other design units
or remains in scoping for further consideration. Once the project scope is deemed acceptable, a second
public information meeting is held with the design project manager along with the Scoping Project
Manager to provide specific details of the project design and delivery plan. The scoping project manager
maintains a project schedule as shown in Figure 2 below for all projects in the scoping phase and moves
each project into or through the NEPA process prior to handing off the project to the Design Project
Manager.

Figure 2: Standard Project Scoping Schedule
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PLANNING IN PROJECT DESIGN
Credible Project Schedules
Planning and public outreach for ABC continues into the design phase for all projects. All projects must
be developed in accordance with the preferred alternative recommended in the associated scoping report
and subsequently approved by management. Additionally, the ABP is committed to thorough planning to
deliver successful ABC projects in a short timeframe. Striving to deliver projects in 24 months or less, we
rely on credible schedules that have support from all resource groups. Design kickoff meetings are
commonplace in the ABP and include specialists for Environmental permitting, Right of Way, Utilities,
Construction Contracting and Construction. These early design meetings are successful in identifying
potential delays to project delivery or construction and mitigating these risks prior to initiating engineering
or project layout. The Design Project Manager refines the project schedule based on identified risks or
concerns and gets buy-in from the project delivery team. Within days or even hours following the kick-off
meeting, the revised schedule is distributed and confirmation for delivery is achieved.
In the past, project delivery process for the Structures section was mostly linear with many activities
starting only upon the completion of others. Critical path activities such Right of Way and Utilities did not
even start until project plans were at 60% complete. In an effort to expedite the project delivery in the
ABP and meet a 24 month design timeframe, modifications were made to the schedule template. Today,
our ABP project schedule template has many activities running concurrently. Right of Way and Utility
relocation activities are now starting well before the completion of 60% plans. And, further refinements
are being made at the end of the design process to shave even more time from the schedule. Activity
durations defined in the template are refined on a project by project basis based on complexities and the
need for expedited project delivery. These simple changes have eliminated months from the delivery time
and contributed to the success for expedited project delivery of ABP projects. Many of these efficiencies
are not seen as specific for ABC projects and have been further adopted into the conventional delivery
process. An expedited project delivery workshop from SHRP2 was recently held at our Agency and we
are planning further refinements to our ABP project delivery process for more efficiently delivering
projects in a manner that can be sustained. The project schedule below shows all activities and
milestones for delivering projects through the Accelerated Bridge Program.

Figure 3: ABP Project Development Schedule
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Partnering with Resource Groups and Team Co-location
Starting activities such as right of way and utility relocations earlier in the process relies on
communication and partnering with those sections tasked with managing these resources. A right of way
process that begins before the plan limits of work are completely defined will only work if communication,
cooperation and teamwork exist between the units. While we do not have a right of way specialist colocated within the ABP, we do work in the same building and within close proximity to each other. We
meet regularly and as needed and are able to communicate face to face if necessary on project
developments. This simple convenience allows us to keep folks dealing with Right of Way impacts
involved in the dynamics of the project and moving forward with development. Often minor redesigns
occur as a result or complicated right of way issues and being able to communicate on the fly makes us
better able to make these adjustments before such changes affect other aspects of the project.
The ABP does have a Utility Coordinator co-located within our section. Our programmatic approach to
planning ABC projects involving both underground and aerial utilities was to retain a utility specialist
within our section to coordinate all utility relocations in design and into construction. Since our program
started, utility relocations have been coordinated earlier in the process (30% plans vs 60% plans) and
utility clearances have been completed far before the delivery of the project for advertisement. In the
past, utility clearances were often on the critical path to project delivery and often times delayed a project
from advertising on time due to complications identified late in the process or a restructure of a utility
company. As depicted in the schedule shown above, this is no longer the case. And, since we are moving
projects through the design process quicker, issues such as the restructure of a private utility company is
becoming less of a concern.
Project Plans and Specifications:
The accelerated Bridge Program is committed to supporting new ideas and innovation. It’s easy and
desirable to some to fall back on what is familiar and stay on the easy street for project delivery and
construction. Within the ABP we continually strive to create a culture that values new ideas and seeks to
use proven ABC technologies in our projects. Our program is an adopter of new ABC research and
seeks to implement new materials or technologies in our all of our projects. Since the majority of our
projects involve structures between 60’ and 120’, our primary goal at the onset of the ABP was to
standardize common ABC details that could be used on most project plans.
Standardization
When planning for ABC it is important to produce consistent plans for construction. Contractors and
Fabricators need to know where information exists and that it is shown consistently for all projects. This
year alone we had four structures constructed using the same superstructure and abutment type. The fact
that information was shown consistently and the look and feel of all plans sets were the same aided in the
success for meeting all construction durations. Standardized details and information is instrumental for
succeeding in meeting aggressive design and construction schedules and those building the projects rely
on it to do their jobs efficiently.
Our goal for standardization was jumpstarted by the need to expedite the delivery of the first round of
emergency replacement projects being developed in the ABP. To expedite project development, we
consulted the authors of the SHRP2 R04 - Innovative Bridge Designs for Rapid Renewal research
project. This valuable document had just been completed and the details provided seemed to be the
answer to our aggressive time frame for project delivery. As a result of our early outreach to the authors
and FHWA, VTrans was selected to Beta test the product. However, it was discovered early on was that
while the details provided were impressive, they just didn’t fit our unique geometries and common project
constraints. Based on these discoveries, the decision was made to generate our own standard details
based on what was already developed for SHRP2 R04 product. We would use the SHRP 2 “Toolkit” to
generate or own “Toolkit”. Our plan was endorsed by those working with us from SHRP2 and we were off
and running on or goal for standardization. Today the ABP generates consistent project plans and details
efficiently and with great accuracy. Our plans use standardized common details with tables for information
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that varies from project to project. Below is an example of a plan sheet utilizing common detailing and
tables for project specific information.

Figure 4: Detailing Tables for ABC Projects
Project Specifications
Accelerated Bridge Construction requires its own set of project specific specifications for construction.
Construction durations for both of the Woodstock and Chester projects were controlled by specifications
written for conventional construction. Concrete cure times are long and we were stumbling over the
requirements for a 10 day cure for concrete on superstructures and other cure times not geared towards
ABC. When planning for ABC it is important to plan for appropriate specifications. Our programmatic
approach in planning for ABC was to develop specifications that were geared towards ABC. Our first
mission was to develop a rapid set concrete mix that would allow us to construct a structure much quicker
than what is done on conventional projects. Since the onset of the ABP we have developed a variety of
specifications for use on our projects. The specifications are constantly being revised based on
performance and we are confident moving forward with these specifications in place. Specifications
developed specifically for ABC to date include:








Special Provision (High Performance Concrete, Rapid Set
Special Provision (Critical Path Method schedule)
Special Provision (Incentive/Disinsentive)
Special Provision (Prefabricated precast Superstructure)
Special Provision (Contractor Fabricated Precast Structure)
Special Provision (Temporary Supports and Lateral Slide)
Special Provision (Ultra High Performance Concrete) – Under development
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Planning for Constructible Projects
The Accelerated Bridge program is committed to producing high quality plans which have been vetted for
constructability with input from subject experts, contractors and fabricators. Immediately following the
creation of the ABP a workshop was held to introduce the program and listen to concerns from those who
would be supporting our process and building our structures. Contractors who attended the workshop
were concerned with constructability as in the past there had been problems noted. As a result of this
communication, the ABP has implemented two reviews dedicated to project constructability. The first
constructability review occurs following the completion of 60% plans and includes various sections from
within the Agency including Construction. A resident engineer is assigned to review the plans and
participate in a meeting to discuss issues with the structure as it intended to be built. While structure
details have not been engineered, enough information exists to confirm ample space is available and that
the overall concept is achievable. Plans may be submitted to our local Association of General Contractors
office soliciting reviews from interested contractors. The contractor’s perspective is important and can
often lead to plan modifications increasing the success for a constructible project. Depending on
structure type and complexity, fabricators are often sought to review details when deemed necessary.
The second formal constructability review and meeting takes place at the conclusion of final plans and
prior to preparing plans for advertisement. This review is much more detail oriented and includes
reviewing project specific special provisions. This recently added review has been a value to our projects
and while it started as a “one off”, this review and meeting has been added to the project schedule
template and is required for all projects being developed in the ABP.
Planning for Accelerated Bridge Projects Summary
The need for thorough planning exists for all projects. From a simple home improvement project to a
complex bridge replacement, without a plan the project is bound to suffer. The ABP takes planning
seriously and relies on information obtained from scoping and continues a robust planning effort through
the design process. Credible project schedules, high quality project plans and specifications geared
towards ABC aide to ensure the project will be a success. Public expectations are such that it is assumed
all aspects of the project have been fully vetted and what has been planned is the right approach for the
situation. Contractors also rely on the fact that we have planned for the project and unexpected setbacks
or risks have been accounted for and mitigated to the best of our abilities.
PUBLIC OUTREACH FOR ACCELERATED BRIDGE PROJECTS
Planning for accelerated bridge projects goes hand in hand with public outreach. Extensive public
outreach continues through the design phase and often into the construction phase. All projects
developed within the Structures section actively keep stake holders informed as the project progresses.
However, the ABP is even more sensitive to providing updates and holding meetings as our projects have
immediate impacts in the form of road closures and detours. The primary lesson learned from the two
early ABC projects was continuously sharing information, keeping the public informed regarding the
project schedule, listening to concerns and making adjustments was a key component to successfully
designing and building projects utilizing short term road closures. All ABP projects continue outreach into
the construction phase.
Building and maintaining internal and external stakeholder support has been vital to the implementation
and adoption of the ABP. But determining the best approach and optimal timing for public outreach has
been challenging. Following the aftermath of Tropical Storm Irene, more than 500 miles of state road and
200 bridges were damaged isolating 13 communities. While the Agency’s dedication and rapid response
to restoring the network significantly improved public support, it left many of our local communities
hesitant about closing roads. Other challenges included leading transformational change in an
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organization accustomed to traditional project delivery. Many of our internal resource groups and
regulatory agencies wanted to understand the need for expediting project delivery and how it would affect
their standard operating procedures. Finally, the local contracting community collectively voiced
opposition to the widespread deployment of ABC in Vermont including concerns about stifling completion
for small and midsized Vermont general contractors and dwindling profits with the use of PBES.
At the onset of the ABP, management within the Structures Section strategically delayed the development
of a policy that would specify when and where ABC would be selected as the preferred alternative. The
Agency wanted to advance several ABP/ABC projects and share these early successes with stakeholders
and customers to garner support. It was also important to have the ability to easily modify the ABP
project selection and delivery process based on lessons learned from these projects. To get the word
out, a public outreach and education campaign was developed about the benefits of ABP/ABC and
associated impacts. Public presentations were provided around the State to various public entities
including Agency personnel, the Municipal/League of Cities and Towns, Regional Planning Commissions
(RPCs), Association of General Contractors (AGC), American Council and Engineering Companies
(ACEC), State legislators, the local FHWA office and the Precast Concrete Institute (PCI) Northeast.
Anyone that was interested in learning about the program could request an informational meeting. This
also provided a valuable feedback loop to learn more about public concerns related to ABC. Most
notable comments included adverse impacts to businesses, schools and town events during road
closures, increased traffic and wear on local roads, emergency response coordination and advanced
notification of an impending road closure.
A two pronged approach was developed to successfully engage the public during the project definition
phase including a community questionnaire and alternatives presentation. Both methods are used to
actively involve local communities, providing a systematic and direct means of contributing to the overall
scope of the project. The first step is to distribute a community questionnaire to the affected town and
regional planning commission. Both entities work collaboratively to address questions about community
considerations, design considerations, and land use and public transit considerations. Responses are
used to convey the optimum time for a road closure, desired bridge features including provisions for
bicycle and pedestrian movement and pending development proposals that could impact future
transportation patterns near the subject structure. The second step involves holding a public meeting
following the selection of a preferred alternative. The Public Information meeting is scheduled with the
support of the town and RPC to provide an overview of the ABP and scoping process, existing bridge
deficiencies, alternatives that were explored during the project definition phase, associated
recommendations for bridge rehabilitation or replacement and upcoming project development milestones.
These meetings are held in an open forum where comments and questions are encouraged. Throughout
the presentation, various elements of the community questionnaire are referenced so meeting
participants can learn about how input from the town and RPC contributed to the recommended scope of
the project.
As the word spread about the benefits of the ABP/ABC and road closures, state representatives and
senators wanted to assist with deployment at the municipal level. In Vermont, towns are typically
responsible for ten percent of project costs associated with the rehabilitation or replacement of town
highway bridge structures including planning, development and construction. In 2012, state officials
created new legislation providing towns with a financial incentive to utilize ABC and road closures. Act
153 states, “any bridge replacement project the town highway bridge program during the construction of
which the municipality closes the bridge and does not construct a temporary bridge for the duration of the
project, in which event the local match shall cover five percent of the project costs.” This legislation has
been highly successful at propelling the widespread use and adoption of ABC.
With Vermont’s vast roadway network coupled with a large demographic of commuters, tourists unfamiliar
with the area and roadway restrictions for commercial vehicles, it has been imperative to keep the public
informed on when a road will be closed, the duration of the road closure and location of the detour route.
Any negative feedback could cripple the ability to maintain and expand the program in the future. To help
provide a clear and consistent message to our customers from development through construction, two
consultant project outreach coordinators were hired in spring of 2014. The project outreach coordinators
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are assigned to various projects under development and provide recommendations on the right level of
outreach based on feedback from the local communities, RPCs and other stakeholders. Various
outreach tools and strategies have been developed including project factsheets, dedicated project
websites, pre-closure public information meetings, weekly construction updates and social media. This
heightened level of project outreach has been highly successful.

CONCLUSION
Pride and enthusiasm drives the Accelerated Bridge Program at VTrans. Continued and expanded public
outreach is a priority with a focus on successes and future innovations. Since creation of the ABP and the
Project Initiation and Innovation unit in 2012, 66 projects have been scoped and delivered to various
structures design units. 39 of those projects have been or are being developed within the ABP and 23
projects have been constructed. Looking forward, The Accelerated Bridge Program is set deliver 16
projects over the next three years.
Our ABP website will be completed in the coming months and we are happy with a new brand designed
specifically for our program. The recent program review and the Expedited Project Delivery workshop
guided by FHWA and partners from DOTs within New England will help us further refine our project
delivery process. Keeping with our commitment to embrace ABC technologies, the ABP is excited about
a project using the CMGC alternate contracting method to deliver our first Slide-in Bridge replacement
project. Ultra High Performance Concrete will also be introduced and used consistently on our ABC
projects. We continue to partner with programs throughout the Nation to deliver innovative high quality
Bridge replacement projects.
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ABSTRACT
The behavior of critical connections between prefabricated elements in bridges utilizing accelerated
bridge construction (ABC) methods continues to be of utmost interest. Some of these connections will
experience excessively high demand in regions that are susceptible to high seismic load. This paper
presents a large-scale experimental study that investigated seismic performance of the connection
between precast concrete I-shaped girders and a concrete inverted-tee cap beam using two different
details. The ability of the girder-to-cap connection to successfully resist positive moment and shear under
combined gravity and seismic effects was of particular interest. The effect of vertical seismic acceleration
compromising the connection behavior was also investigated.
This study utilized a half-scale test unit and replicated a portion of a typical inverted-tee cap beam, along
with two 35-ft long girders with unique connection details and split bridge decks so each detail could be
tested independently. Both connection details were improvements to an existing detail for precast
dapped-end girders and inverted-tee cap beams that has been used by the California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans). Both connections relied on deck reinforcement as the primary tension-transfer
mechanism for negative moment. For positive moment tension transfer, one connection utilized
unstressed grouted strands to provide continuity between the girder bottom flange and the cap beam. The
other connection implemented a group of large-diameter transverse dowel bars located in the lower
portion of the girder that were placed inside looped strands cast in the cap beam and subsequently
encased in a cast-in-place diaphragm. Both connections exhibited excellent seismic performance,
remaining elastic up to load levels well in excess of what would be required to develop a column plastic
hinge, including due consideration to vertical acceleration effects. Both connections were subjected to
large girder displacements in order to fully quantify their performance. A summary of test results from both
connections are presented in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
Accelerated bridge construction (ABC) is increasingly being promoted and pursued all across the country.
The desire for rapid construction of bridges is being driven by increased transportation demands due to
continued economic and population growth and the need for improvements to the aging transportation
infrastructure. With appropriate considerations to seismic demands, Caltrans recognizes the usefulness
of ABC techniques and desires to take advantage of the associated benefits (1, 2).
ABC has primary benefits of reducing field construction time and mitigating long traffic delays. Reduced
field time is often accomplished by utilizing prefabricated components wherever possible. Prefabricated
elements provide additional benefits such as eliminating the need for falsework and improving quality by
moving production from the field to the controlled shop environment.
Even though ABC has several advantages including those noted above, there has been an
understandable reluctance in incorporating such techniques in moderate-to-high seismic regions, given
the poor performance of precast structures in previous earthquakes, primarily because of connection
failures between precast components. Such failures were evident in notable earthquake events such as
Loma Prieta in 1989 (3) and Northridge in 1994 (4).
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Precast connections sufficient for large seismic
demands will provide increased opportunity to
incorporate ABC methods. A particular detail
that provides the opportunity to utilize precast
bridge girders is the inverted-tee bent cap.
Dapped end I-shaped girders can quickly and
easily be placed on the cap beam corbel as
shown in Figure 1. Previous Caltrans practice
for this detail incorporates dowel bars through
the girder ends and a cast-in-place diaphragm
in the connection region to establish fixity. This
detail provides significant negative moment
capacity for vertical loads due to the continuity
of the deck reinforcement through the
Figure 1. Inverted-tee bent cap concept
connection. However, previous design practice
often disregarded the positive moment capacity
of the connection, since there were seldom any quantitative elements that provide tension continuity in
the bottom half of the girder. The lack of positive moment capacity in the connection eliminates the
possibility of designing for a column plastic hinge just below the superstructure. Having a plastic hinge
region only at the bottom of the column increases the column moment and results in larger foundation
requirements, making this connection less desirable in seismic regions than the cast-in-place alternatives.
Developing a robust girder-to-cap connection will increase the usefulness of the inverted-tee concept in
seismic regions and facilitate the ABC techniques.
An additional limitation of the connection is related to vertical acceleration effects. The current Caltrans
Seismic Design Criteria (SDC) stipulates that a static vertical load equal to 25% of the dead load, applied
upward and downward, needs to be incorporated for Ordinary Standard bridges where the site peak
ground acceleration is 0.6g or greater (5). Where this acceleration must be considered, longitudinal side
mild reinforcement in the girders must be capable by means of shear friction of resisting 125% of the
dead load shear at the cap beam interface. This requirement, which exists to protect against potential
shear failures when the bottom of the connection opens up, has been disadvantageous in utilizing the
inverted-tee system, because the detail is not well-suited for incorporation of the additional mild
reinforcement. Verifying the necessity of this requirement would be helpful in understanding the
usefulness of the inverted-tee detail in seismic regions.
To examine the suitability of the inverted-tee system for seismic regions, a 2010 joint study (6)
investigated the connection detail Caltrans has used for inverted-tee dapped-girder systems along with an
improved detail that provided additional positive moment tension continuity. The study utilized finite
element (7) and grillage (8) analytical investigations along with a large-scale experimental investigation.
The study, referred to as the system test, revealed that the as-built detail was expected to act as a fixed
connection under service load, but was expected to degrade to a pin connection during extreme seismic
events. It also showed that the improved connection considerably increased the performance and
capability of the connection at higher ductility demands.
CONNECTION DETAILS
The system test verified the potential of the inverted-tee concept for ABC designs in seismic regions.
Girder-to-cap connection details that can be incorporated with the inverted-tee cap design and reliably
provide elastic behavior beyond the column overstrength moment will result in a robust ABC system for
seismic regions. Two such details have been investigated in this study; they are referred to as the
Grouted Unstressed Strand Connection (GUSC) and the Looped Unstressed Strand Connection (LUSC).
GUSC Detail
The GUSC detail, shown in Figure 2a, was a duplication of the improved connection from the system test.
The detail incorporated ducts near the bottom of the inverted tee cap beam that mated with ducts in the
bottom flange of the I-girder. After girder placement, steel strands such as those often used for posttensioning were run through the ducts and grouted into place to provide positive moment tension
continuity across the connection interface. Pullout tests completed as a part of this research showed
sufficient anchorage strength can be attained using high strength grout, so the strands were terminated in
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Figure 2. Grouted Unstressed Strand Connection (GUSC)
the girder flange 20 ft at prototype scale as shown in Figure 2b. In the test unit, a pair of 0.375-in.
diameter strands were incorporated in each of the two ducts running through the connection interface. At
the prototype scale, the number of ducts, strand size,
and number of strands could be adjusted according
to
connection
demand
requirements
and
configuration convenience.
Unstressed strand offers several advantages over
traditional reinforcement. Strand is easier to install
than reinforcement. Typical strand also has
significantly
higher
strength
than
typical
reinforcement, resulting in smaller required
diameters. It is worth noting that the strand does
have significantly reduced plastic strain capability as
(a) Cross-section through girder-to-cap connection region
compared to mild steel; however, since the girder-tocap connection is designed to remain elastic, the
lower plastic strain capability is not a major concern
in this application. For this detail, the unstressed
strand was sized by considering the overstrength
moment of the column plastic hinge and distributing it
appropriately to the girders to determine the
maximum shear and moment expected in a single
girder-to-cap connection. Additional information on
the distribution of column overstrength moment due
to horizontal seismic load can be found in Vander
(b) Cutaway view of girder loops and dowel pipes
Werff and Sritharan (9). Once the moment demand in
each girder was established, a typical reinforced
concrete design approach was utilized to determine
the necessary tension steel area to provide sufficient
positive moment capacity, and the strand was sized
accordingly.
Although the combination of deck reinforcement for
negative moment and strand for positive moment was
expected to provide a robust integral connection, the
dowel design from Caltrans’ as-built detail was
(c) Cutaway view of assembly before diaphragm concrete
duplicated in the GUSC detail. The dowels were
placement
anchored by using a cast-in-place concrete
diaphragm in the region above and beside the cap
Figure 3. Looped unstressed strand
beam corbel.
connection (LUSC)
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LUSC Detail
A cross-section of the second proposed girder-to-cap connection detail, the LUSC, is shown in Figure 3a.
Positive moment tension continuity in this connection was achieved by enlarging and relocating the dowel
bars to the lower portion of the girder and extending them through continuous looped unstressed strands
that extended out from the cap beam ledge. The desired tension load path at the bottom of the girder
was completed by additional unstressed strand loops cast in the girder. The dowel bars were grouted in
place in the girder; then the entire connection region was again encased by a cast-in-place concrete
diaphragm, similar to the GUSC detail. The positive moment continuity in the LUSC detail was different
from the GUSC detail in that the LUSC detail utilized an offset path of continuous longitudinal steel
between the girder bottom flange and the cap beam. However, the LUSC did not require precise
alignment of strand ducts during field assembly like the GUSC detail. The looped strands that protruded
from the cap beam ledge on either side of the girder provided ample clearance as they wrapped around
the T-headed dowel bars that ran through the girder and formed a link with the looped strand in the girder,
as shown in Figures 3b and 3c. The interaction between the dowel bars and the looped strands was
expected to be the primary mechanism for tension load transfer related to positive moment demand. As
for negative moment continuity, there was little difference in the LUSC and GUSC concepts; both details
incorporated continuous deck reinforcement that extended over the girders and cap beam, providing
tension reinforcement to resist negative moment demand.
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF DETAILS
Test Configuration and Plan
To fully quantify and verify the GUSC
and LUSC details, a 50% scale
component test unit was designed and
constructed in the Iowa State University
Structures
Laboratory.
The
unit
consisted of a single column, footing,
and cap beam, along with two I-girders,
as shown in the three-dimensional
representation in Figure 4. The
connection between the column and the
cap beam in the test unit was completed
by leaving reinforcement exposed at the
top of the column and grouting the
reinforcement into ducts in the cap
beam after positioning it above the
column. While the column itself in this
Figure 4. Connection test configuration
configuration was simply a test stand
and not part of the experimental study,
incorporating this detail verified the possibility of using a precast inverted tee cap beam in a similar way
along with precast girders. A photograph of the cap beam is shown in Figure 5a, after being positioned
and grouted atop the column. Note that the cap width varies to match with the two different connection
detail requirements. The girders used in the test unit were 50% scale models of the largest standard
California I-girder, matching the girders used previously in the system test. Modifications were made to
the girders according to each connection detail; ducts were added to the bottom flange of the GUSC
girder, and anchored looped strands and dowel bar ducts were added to the LUSC girder. Figure 5b
shows the girders being positioned on the cap beam. The test unit incorporated deck and diaphragm
details that modeled current Caltrans recommendations.
Connection of both the GUSC and LUSC details proceeded smoothly. The strands in the GUSC detail
were able to be positioned through the cap beam and girder ducts without difficulty. Grouting the strands
with the use of high strength grout (f’c = 8500 psi) in place was accomplished by using a grout pump, and
after the grout was placed and cured two small view ports were drilled (one in the girder and one in the
cap beam) to verify adequate grout placement. Construction of the LUSC detail was even simpler. Since
no duct alignment and no strand grout was required, the dowel bars could simply be inserted through the
girder ports and grouted in place, followed by the placement of the diaphragm concrete.
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Although construction progressed relatively smoothly for both details, construction of each detail revealed
minor challenges. For the GUSC detail, pumping grout through a relatively small duct over a relatively
long length may not always be simple. Also, effective pumping of the grout requires the interface between
the girder duct and the cap beam duct to be tightly sealed in order to prevent loss of grout after
placement. For the LUSC detail, the precast cap beam will have looped strands protruding from its sides,
producing some inconvenience and requiring care during shipping and handling. As will be shown, the
improved performance of both details far outweighs these challenges.

Figure 5. Connection test configuration
To adequately test the designed connections, a loading protocol was developed that would replicate the
connection moment and shear values for the gravity-only condition (Phase I, Part 1), gravity-plushorizontal-seismic condition (Phase I, Part 2), and the gravity-plus-horizontal-and-vertical-seismic
condition (Phase II). In addition, a large-displacement sequence (Phase III) was incorporated to fully
exercise the connections beyond any expected simulated connection actions. The incorporation of two
vertical actuators on a single girder, as seen in the photograph in Figure 5c, allowed different
combinations of load and direction in each actuator to be used to produce any combination of shear and
moment in the connection region. For each phase, a reversing cyclic sequence was incorporated. Figure
6 shows the load sequence for Phase II as representative of the type of sequence used for all three
phases. Note that the zero-positive-moment cycle near the midpoint of the test was simply due to a
temporary pause in the testing.
Phase II in particular was developed to simulate vertical acceleration effects on the girder-to-cap
connection. The Caltrans SDC mild side reinforcement requirement for vertical acceleration shear is a
major impediment to implementation of the
inverted-tee cap and dapped-end girder
system, because there is often little room in
the bottom flange of the girder to include this
additional
steel.
In
addition,
recent
earthquakes (especially the 2011 Christchurch,
New Zealand, event) raised awareness of the
susceptibility of
structures to
vertical
acceleration effects (10). System test
observations had suggested that the GUSC
detail had sufficient shear capacity to meet the
vertical
acceleration
demands
without
including additional reinforcement, and the
LUSC detail was expected to behave similarly.
Figure 6. Phase II Load Protocol
Thus, one of the goals of the connection test
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was to subject the connection details to simulated vertical acceleration action and verify that the
connections could be implemented without including the additional reinforcement required by the current
Caltrans SDC (5).
Experimental Results
Overall Behavior of the Two Details
Both the GUSC and LUSC details performed very well during the experimental testing. Both exhibited
elastic behavior for positive moment magnitudes considerably higher than the expected demand at the
full horizontal seismic condition. In fact, for both details the elastic behavior continued to magnitudes
approximately 1.25 times higher than the demand expected at full horizontal seismic load plus 1.0-g
vertical acceleration. Figure 7 shows the connection moment history for both tests plotted as functions of
vertical displacement at the Actuator 2 location. In these plots, “H” signifies the maximum expected
horizontal seismic demand based on the column overstrength moment and “V” signifies the demand
expected from 1.0-g magnitude vertical acceleration. These plots are helpful in identifying the magnitude
of moment demand generated during the tests. Both connections demonstrated elastic behavior up to
positive connection moment magnitudes near 400 kip-ft, almost 2.4 times higher than the expected full
horizontal seismic positive moment of 170 kip-ft, and almost double the full horizontal plus 1.0-g vertical
condition of 215 kip-ft. The plots demonstrate elastic moment behavior in both connections up to
magnitudes considerably higher than expected seismic demands, including both horizontal and vertical
effects. In addition, the plots show that both connections exhibited considerable ductility for both positive
and negative moment response.

(a) GUSC Detail

(b) LUSC Detail

Figure 7. Recorded connection moment as a function of displacement at the far actuator
The failure mechanisms in the two details were unique. In the GUSC detail, the concrete in the
connection region remained largely intact for the duration of the testing. The primary failure mechanism
was the fracture of one of the pairs of unstressed strands at the girder-to-cap interface. The photograph in
Figure 8a provides a view vertically upward into the interface at the maximum positive displacement. The
strands on the right remained intact, while the strands on the left fractured. Strand fracture as the primary
failure mechanism provided two important findings: (1) the grout on both sides of the interface provided
sufficient anchorage to fully develop the strand strength, and (2) the strand was a primary contributor in
the positive moment performance of the connection, as per the design intent. The strand fracture
occurred when the girder end was subjected to positive displacement of 4.5 in. The corresponding
simulated moment was more than double the expected connection moment at full gravity, horizontal
seismic, and 1.0g vertical acceleration.
The positive moment failure mechanism in the LUSC detail was not quite as straightforward as the GUSC
detail. Observations at the conclusion of the LUSC test indicated that the failure of the connection under
positive moment loading was related to the interaction of the diaphragm concrete, the looped strands, and
the dowel bars. At the highest displacement cycles of Phase III loading, a clearly defined crack and
separation of the diaphragm around the dowel bars was observed, as shown in Figure 8b. The complexity
of the components working together in this detail make it difficult to pinpoint a specific failure mechanism
for the test unit; examination and deconstruction of the connection region at the conclusion of the test
indicated that softening and crushing of the concrete around the dowel bars and loss of overall
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confinement strength of the diaphragm concrete around the entire looped strand region were instrumental
in the connection failure. Even so, the eventual failure occurred when the simulated moment was many
times greater than the full gravity, horizontal seismic, plus 1.0g vertical acceleration load.
GUSC Performance
Strain gages were used to monitor the
strain in the unstressed strands
throughout the GUSC test. Figure 9a
provides strain values from near the
connection interface in one of the
strands for the positive moment peak
conditions for most of the Phase III
portion of the test. The labels by the
points on each curve in Figure 9a
indicate
the
corresponding
load/displacement peak; the points
labeled as “F” were the peaks from
the force-control portion of Phase III,
whereas the points labeled as “D”
were
the
peaks
from
the
displacement-control portion.
The increase in slope in Figure 9a at
high connection moments indicates
that the strand mechanism carried a
greater portion of the connection load
at higher connection moments and
displacements. To provide more
insight
into
other
moment
mechanisms in the connection, the
dowel bar strains are plotted in Figure
9b for the same peak displacements
that were used in Figure 9a. The
dowel bar strains show the same
trend as the strand strains. The data
indicate that the dowel bars and
strand acted in concert to resist the
positive moment tension, and this
combined mechanism picks up more
load under high displacements as the
ability of the concrete to provide
tension capacity and shear friction
resistance
independent
of
the
reinforcement lessens.

(a) GUSC girder-cap interface during peak
positive-moment displacement (looking up)

(b) Condition of the diaphragm of LUSC detail at peak positive-moment displacement
(looking along side of girder toward cap)

Figure 8. Photographs of connection conditions under large
positive-moment displacements

LUSC Performance
Data from the dowel bars, diaphragm looped strands, and girder looped strands in the LUSC detail were
investigated and compared to quantify the connection performance and investigate the positive moment
tension transfer mechanism. Figure 10a shows measured strain in one of the four dowel bars near the
girder web plotted as a function of the relative displacement of the girder lower flange and the diaphragm.
The relative displacement was determined using data from LED position indicators located on the
concrete surfaces of the diaphragm and girder. The positive relative displacements correspond with
positive moment loading are of primary interest. These data points reveal a regular, linear trend
throughout the Phase III test. The uniformity of this relationship suggests that the dowel bars are indeed a
primary contributor in the positive moment performance of the LUSC detail. The strain magnitudes
measured in the dowel bars are seen to be noticeably lower than the approximate yield strain of 2300 .
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The relatively low strain demand indicates that the dowel bars were sufficiently sized for the connection
demand.
Confinement for the dowel bars was expected to be provided by the looped strands in the diaphragm and
girder. Figure 10b provides looped strand strain from both the diaphragm and girder at peak
displacements as a function of the dowel bar strain. These relationships are relatively linear throughout
the test. The regularity of these data suggests that both the diaphragm and girder looped strands were an
important component in the successful positive moment behavior of the connection detail.
APPLICATIONS AT THE PROTOTYPE LEVEL
Both the GUSC and LUSC details exhibited successful performance under experimental testing
simulating significant seismic accelerations in both the horizontal and vertical directions. In particular, the
details improved the positive-moment performance of the connection over the detail used previously.
Figure 11 compares the GUSC and LUSC negative and positive moment performance with the previous
(as-built) detail from the system test joint study mentioned in the introduction. Both details show marked
improvement over the as-built detail.
The successful positive moment
performance of both connection
details, along with the excellent
constructability
and
overall
performance of both details, allow for
direct application of the seismic design
principles to structures at the
prototype level. Appropriate scale
values correlate the 50% scale test
unit to a full-size prototype bridge and
allow for implementation of specific
connection design details. Application
of the connection details results in
cost and time savings by the reduction
of column cross-section and footing
(a) Unstressed strand strain for positive moment peaks
proportions at intermediate bridge
bents
by
creating
a
fixed
superstructure
connection
with
adequate capacity to resist required
vertical acceleration forces. Utilization
of the precast inverted-tee bent cap
eliminates falsework resulting in
material and labor savings and also
requires less concrete to be poured
onsite. The connection tests also
demonstrated that dowel bars are able
to provide significant positive moment
resistance at the prototype level
despite not providing direct tension
continuity across the girder to cap
connection. Overall, the connection
tests show that the benefits of ABC
(b) Dowel bar strain for positive moment peaks
methods can be effectively utilized in
the state of California and regions
Figure 9. Strain in GUSC unstressed strand and dowel bars
subject to high seismic forces.
at positive moment peaks during Phase III testing
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(a) LUSC dowel bar strain as a function of displacement

(b) LUSC looped strand strain as a function of dowel bar strain

Figure 10. LUSC strand and dowel bar strains at positive moment peaks during Phase III testing

(a) Negative moment

(b) Positive moment

Figure 11. Connection moment performance during Phase III testing
CONCLUSIONS
The connection tests of the GUSC and LUSC details have provided further development and
quantification of connection details for inverted-tee and dapped-end I-girder bridge systems for seismic
regions. Both details use unstressed strands to improve positive moment tension continuity and shear
performance across the girder-to-cap connection interface. Some specific conclusions can be stated as a
result of this investigation:
1. Both the GUSC and LUSC details provide sufficient moment and shear resistance for integral
bridge designs in high seismic regions. Both details remained elastic for negative moment
demand and positive moment demand as much as four times higher than the maximum expected
gravity and horizontal seismic demand.
2. Both details were sufficient for simulated gravity and seismic loads that included significant
vertical acceleration contribution. Both connections were subjected to demands that included
simulated vertical acceleration in excess of 1.25g before exhibiting any inelastic tendencies.
3. The successful performance of both details when subjected to vertical acceleration effects
confirms that the Caltrans SDC requirement of including additional girder side mild reinforcement
may be unnecessarily conservative for these details. While this requirement is intended to
guarantee sufficient shear connection performance when the connection is subjected to vertical
acceleration demands, both connections demonstrated shear capacities considerably higher than
the vertical acceleration demands without the inclusion of the additional mild steel.
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4. High strength grout pumped into the strand ducts provided sufficient anchorage to fully develop
the strength of the strand.
5. In the GUSC detail, the dowel bars that are similar to the existing Caltrans detail act with the
unstressed strand in the girder lower flange; each mechanism resists a portion of the connection
moment.
6. In the LUSC detail, the interaction between the dowel bars in flexure and the looped strands in
confinement tension provides a viable positive moment tension transfer mechanism.
7. Moment strength comparison of the GUSC and LUSC details with previous connection details
shows that both new details showed marked improvement over the previous details, especially in
the positive moment direction.
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ABSTRACT
Caltrans is committed to promoting Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) in California. In order to do so
Caltrans must verify seismic performance of ABC connections, allow for the consideration of ABC in early
project planning, and develop cost effective design, detailing and construction methods. California is
meeting those challenges through thoughtful planning, effective research, and coordinated
implementation.
INTRODUCTION
The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) is committed to promoting Accelerated Bridge
Construction (ABC) in California. It is the mission of Caltrans to provide a safe, sustainable, integrated
and efficient transportation system to enhance California’s economy and livability. In the face of a
growing population, increasing environmental constraints and an aging infrastructure Caltrans must look
beyond well-established practices to fulfill its mission. The Caltrans Plan for the Future (1) stresses that
“expectations for efficiency and accountability are at an all time high. Caltrans needs to have progressive
project delivery tools and use them effectively.” This program review further states that “Caltrans must
continue to be an organization that is committed to continuous improvement and innovation in the areas
of safety, improved mobility, delivering on project commitments and being good stewards of the
environment.” ABC is well-suited to meet these demands and expectations.
This paper will provide a look at the history of ABC at Caltrans as well as the current status of ABC
objectives and strategies being employed to mainstream ABC in California. ABC planning, ABC
research, ABC pilot projects, and the acceptance or “buy-in” of ABC by all stake holders will be
addressed.
BACKGROUND
Caltrans’ ABC efforts in the past have been primarily limited to emergency projects and projects where
constructability issues preclude conventional construction methods. These ABC projects have included
prefabricated bridge elements and systems (PBES), Slide-in Bridge Construction, and the use of self
propelled modular transports (SPMTs) in large bridge moves. Over the last 7 years Caltrans has been
reaching beyond such infrequent applications to establish ABC as a competitive alternative when project
delivery demands place a high value on time, safety, and environmental impact. The goal is to move
away from identifying ABC projects through extreme conditions and individual champions and towards
thoughtful and integrated consideration of ABC followed by effective and efficient implementation for
improved project delivery.
ABC is being incorporated into Caltrans policy in a number of ways. The Caltrans Division of Engineering
Services (DES) Structure Policy and Innovation Contract for Performance and Innovation (2) specifically
calls out for the facilitation of project delivery through the Every Day Counts initiative, Accelerated Bridge
Construction. The recently developed California Bridges & Structures Strategic Direction (3) aligns itself
with ABC by emphasizing objectives that promote accelerated delivery of structures to reduce accidents
and traffic delays, promote innovation by proactively managing the incorporation of new technology,
methods and materials for structures, preserve the environment and minimize impacts, and improve
structure adaptability for future needs.
An ABC Advisory Council Team was established in 2012 to facilitate the implementation of ABC in
California. In September of 2013 the council released the 2013 Caltrans ABC Strategic Plan (4). The
strategic plan identifies the need and purpose for ABC in California, the major impediments currently
preventing the advancement and implementation of ABC in California, and the objectives and strategies
for overcoming those impediments. The objectives address consideration of ABC throughout the project
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development process, the development of guidance and standard detailing based on deployable research
results with an emphasis on seismic performance, and successful Caltrans and industry buy-in of ABC.
ABC PLANNING
The consideration of ABC throughout the project planning process is vital to its implementation in
California’s infrastructure. Thus far ABC has had a difficult time competing with conventional bridge
construction unless the existence of particularly demanding site conditions and the support of individual
champions make it the clear front runner. Historically bridge type selection has relied heavily on choosing
the least expensive option. Since ABC construction methods are typically more expensive than
conventional bridge construction methods (when only structure costs are considered), ABC has often
been rejected without accounting for other savings it brings to the project. Fortunately, current planning
policy promotes an integrated approach to evaluating structure type as it relates to overall project cost,
traffic impacts, lifecycle costs, and environmental constraints. In view of that, Caltrans has developed
ABC Decision Making Guidance (5) that allows for the qualitative assessment of the impact that ABC
methods may have on a specific project (both structure and roadway) early in project development when
the project delivery team (PDT) is first assembled. The guidance invites the PDT to go beyond the
traditional consideration of scope, cost, and schedule to include environmental impacts, user costs and
delays, and risk management. At the same time, societal benefits can be identified and weighed against
design and construction costs. The evaluation of ABC is triggered during preliminary project development
when adjustments to funding, right of way requirements and the environmental documents can be
accomplished with relative ease. This consideration of ABC early in project planning allows for the
flexibility required to facilitate innovate solutions.
The ABC Decision Making Guidance is comprised of two components; an ABC Design Impact
Questionnaire (Figure 1) with an associated description of terms and an ABC Decision Flow Chart. The
Design Impact Questionnaire is a qualitative assessment of the impact ABC methods may have on a
project (both Structure and Roadway portions). The questionnaire allows for the consideration of direct
and indirect costs of a project not usually included in an engineering estimate such as the impact of onsite
construction on the travelling public, environmental impact, safety, and enhanced quality. Each question
in the ABC Design Impact Questionnaire is further described in the Description of Terms in the ABC
Decision Making Guidance.
The questionnaire is to be completed by the Structure Project
Engineer/Designer in cooperation with the PDT. Once the ABC Rating is obtained from the ABC Design
Impact Questionnaire, the score is used to enter the ABC Decision Flow Chart. Through a series of
yes/no questions the flow chart will guide the user towards ABC or conventional construction for advance
planning study (APS) consideration.
When decision making guidance results in the development of an ABC design alternative, the engineer is
directed to generate specific bridge construction impact times for all design alternatives. Working day
estimates include the total number of onsite construction days and the number of days that a construction
activity will affect traffic and/or an environmental constraint. This allows direct comparison of both dollars
and days for different design alternatives.
Incorporation of the ABC Decision Making Guidance into Caltrans policy will result in the consideration of
ABC methods to reduce construction traffic impacts, mitigate environmental constraints, or to manage
significant projects risks. ABC will be evaluated in every project and implemented when the benefits
outweigh the costs. It is Caltrans’ position that ABC should be applied when it is the right method for the
right location.
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Figure 1: ABC Design Impact Questionnaire
ABC RESEARCH
In a large organization such as Caltrans it is important to coordinate ABC implementation efforts.
Standardization of details and guidance leads to efficient and effective practices that align with California
design and construction policies.
The multidisciplinary ABC Team has been tasked with reviewing
details and developing guidance to be used state wide. These efforts are built upon deployable research
results, information gathered from FHWA and other DOT’s, lessons learned from previous projects,
innovative pilot projects, and feedback from the construction and fabrication industry.
California’s bridges carry the highest traffic volume in one of the most seismically active regions in the
country. As a result, special attention is paid to the seismic performance of ABC structures. The state of
California has invested over $100,000,000 in seismic research since the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake.
This was in response to a Governor's Board of Inquiry (6) report that stated a vigorous, comprehensive
program of research should be initiated. This research was extended into the area of ABC so that
changes in construction techniques do not adversely affect the seismic performance standards Caltrans
has set for bridges. The performance philosophy for ABC in California to date has been to emulate that
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of Cast-In-Place (CIP) bridges. The design of ABC connections is based on deployable research results
that validate the emulative performance of connections placed under seismic demands typical of
California. Some of the main research focus areas related to ABC are precast (PC) column shell
connections, PC girder connections, PC concrete filled tube connections, structure isolation, and full
depth PC deck panels. A complete ABC bridge system shake table test is also being planned.
PC Column Shell Connections
Caltrans bridge columns have traditionally been constructed by entirely CIP methods. To reduce
weight, it is expected that PC concrete column elements would typically be delivered hollow and filled
after foundation connections are made. Developing an ABC column that provides robust seismic
behavior with energy absorbing characteristics can be a challenge when using PC columns. All main
reinforcement and confinement steel is in the PC shell with main longitudinal bars protruding from the
end(s) or into ultimate splice couplers. Proof of ductile performance of connections between column
and superstructure and/or footing are critical in the seismic performance of bridge systems. Caltrans
has embarked on extensive testing programs to evaluate numerous PC shell connection alternatives.
These have included connections with and without couplers, and coupler specimens with and without
pedestals in an attempt to shift couplers away from the plastic hinge regions. Both ultimate splice
and service splice coupler specimens were tested, along with use of smart metal alloys (SMA) to
enhance performance. Descriptions of the eight test specimens are listed below.
CIP
HCPP
HCNP
HCS

Cast In Place
Headed Couplers Partial Pedestal
Headed Couplers No Pedestal
Headed Couplers SMA

GCPP
GCNP
GCDP
PNC

Grouted Couplers Partial Pedestal
Grouted Couplers No Pedestal
Grouted Couplers Debonded Pedestal
Precast No Couplers
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A comparison of test results is shown in Figure 2. The graph tracks top of column drift at various force
levels for each specimen.
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Figure 2: Comparative results for cyclic monotonic testing of PC column connections for ABC
Draft Final Report No. CA14-2176 (7)
Based on test results, the Caltrans Earthquake Committee (EQC) has recommended use of filled PC
shells for ABC columns. The recommended column to footing connection is made by extending main
reinforcement into grout ducts without use of couplers (PNC method). Use of ultimate splice couplers
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(HCNP method) has also been recommended on a case by case basis. The recommended systems
demonstrate that ABC details can emulate CIP systems and meet Caltrans' ductility and shear
requirements. Stipulations for these connections are being developed in a draft design guide document
scheduled to be published in 2015.
Girder Connections
Caltrans' experience in past earthquakes has shown that the girder-to-column connections utilizing
inverted ‘T’ bent caps on older PC superstructures have not always performed elastically during design
level earthquakes. Caltrans requires new precast superstructures to remain essentially elastic through
the design event, which means the ductility demand is to be less than 2.0. To verify that this
requirement will be met using ABC details, Caltrans has been testing PC girder connections since
2009.

Figure 3: Seismic Performance of an I-Girder to Inverted-T Bent Cap Connection (8)
Caltrans Project: 05-0160
Numerous connection types involving PC I-girders have undergone seismic testing. These include
connections to both PC inverted 'T' and CIP bent caps. Research is wrapping up validation of six
connection types to provide designers with a variety of viable connection methods for various situations.
The common element in all details is continuity steel across the bent cap for both positive and negative
longitudinal bending. This ensures that the superstructure joint will survive the demand induced by
column plastic action during an earthquake. All of the tests to date have shown that essentially elastic
performance in the bent cap region is achievable.
Concrete Filled Tube Connections
Caltrans is also testing columns constructed with high strength spiral welded tubes that are erected and
filled with concrete (9). This hybrid column is similar to a column retrofitted with a steel jacket, except
that a reinforcement cage is not employed. Connections to the footing are made by a flange welded to
the tube end and embedding it into the footing. Tests are under way to investigate various connections
between the top of column and bent cap. Two concepts being investigated include embedding a
flanged tube into the bent caps and embedding T-headed bars into cap beam pockets after welding the
de-bonded reinforcement to the inside of the tube. Testing to date indicates that emulative
performance can be expected, and design expressions are being developed should designers wish to
employ this type of ABC column construction.
Structure Isolation
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Caltrans has utilized isolation bearings on many long span bridges and seismic retrofit projects.
Caltrans has begun analytical research to investigate the cost effectiveness of providing seismic
isolation on smaller ordinary structures built using ABC. The study includes detailed finite element
modeling to compare damage levels and repair costs of similar two-span structures with and without
isolation devices. It is expected that structures employing this earthquake resisting system would be in
regions of seismicity having lower energy in the higher period range. Though not a strictly emulative
approach, required redundancy for this strategy is that columns still provide ductile performance should
the isolators fail in a greater than design level event.
Full Depth PC Deck Panels
Over $200,000,000 is spent annually by Caltrans on bridge deck repair. Excluding slab bridges, the
largest percentage of bridges in California's inventory are CIP box-girders, which do not facilitate easy
deck repair or replacement.
Deck rehabilitation requires falsework or elaborate overtopping
procedures. These methods are cost prohibitive, and are very disruptive to traffic for long periods.
There is need for a long term solution for deck longevity as bridge life expectancy increases. Since
girders far outlast decks, a rapid deck replacement strategy for extending the life of new bridges is very
desirable. Research has been initiated to investigate a mechanism that will secure a full depth PC deck
panel to girders for decades followed by quick release for replacement of the panels. The panel has a
lane-wise configuration to facilitate traffic flow at time of replacement, and features barriers that are
integral with the casting. Past experience with full depth PC panels in California has shown that
unsupported joints are problematic, so the proposed panels also feature girders or diaphragms under
all joint lines.
System Bridge
As Caltrans moves forward with emulative component and connection research, the larger target
appears. To ensure ABC components and connections function as a system within a completed bridge,
a large scale bridge test is being planned. The proposed research will test a fully ABC structure
system assembled at a research facility by subjecting it to various levels of table shaking to assess its
emulative response. The project will also evaluate the performance of deck replacement panels
exposed to repeated shaking. This research will establish the performance levels of various ABC
components as part of a bridge system, the seismic resilience of new ABC deck panel connections, and
a perspective on the life cycle cost of an ABC structure.
Research plays a significant role in the development of sound ABC components and connections at
Caltrans because seismic hazards often control designs. Figure 4 below shows progress Caltrans has
made in developing proven component and connection details for ABC. All details are scheduled for
review by design, construction and maintenance units to develop ABC structures that adequately address
service and seismic performance, constructability and sustainability. This process helps ensure that
structures built using ABC perform to the same level as all other California bridges. Though this process
takes time, it is expected to reduce the risk of a segment of bridge inventory requiring retrofit later.
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Figure 4: Caltrans ABC Connection and Component Detail Development
NEXT STEPS
Caltrans is in the midst of developing ABC pilot projects in an effort to mainstream ABC as a viable option
for California highway bridges. Pilot projects allow for the evaluation of current practice, testing feasibility
of new methods, vetting construction challenges, and validating costs and benefits. Lessons learned in
areas such as constructability can be collected and used to make changes towards mitigating risk as
implementation moves forward. Pilot projects also serve as a vehicle for educating project development
staff and contractors while building support for ABC.
California has engaged in several single span PBES and slide-in span projects in recent years. Currently
Caltrans is engaged in a Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP2) Implementation Assistance
Program for Rapid Renewal (RO4). The goal of the assistance program is for a state DOT to incorporate
concepts set forth in the ABC Toolkit (10) (a collection of pre-engineered standards for modular bridge
superstructure and substructure systems developed through the R04 project) into a bridge project and in
turn, use lessons learned to update the Toolkit with new ideas. The Fort Goff Creek Bridge pilot project is
a 36 foot wide, 60 foot long PBES single span structure in a remote part of Northern California. The
design includes precast abutments, wingwalls, and superstructure. The drivers for PBES include
improved quality of concrete elements, reduced environmental impacts on the creek, and the desire to
complete construction in one season. Lessons learned from this project and others will be collected and
used for the improvement of future design, specifications, cost estimates, and construction management
practices.
As efforts on single span structures are continuing, Caltrans is launching a multi-span ABC pilot project
program. Potential projects are being identified for the implementation of recently tested seismic
connections of precast girder to precast cap and precast column to precast cap and cast-in-place footing.
Criteria for the pilot bridges are 2 to 3 spans, maximum span length of 140 feet, multi-column bent
configuration with a preferred maximum column length of 50 feet. As ongoing research is completed the
pilot criteria will include precast full depth deck panels. Going forward, pilots will also be identified for
projects utilizing slide-in construction, isolation bearings, and large bridge moves using SPMTs.
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Information gathered from pilot projects will lead to a collection of Caltrans ABC design memorandums
containing standard connection details and design guidance. These memos will be placed on a Caltrans
ABC website created to support the planning, design, and construction of ABC projects. The website is
being developed to provide a comprehensive resource for engineers implementing ABC in California.
Material on the website will include a California ABC project database, information on new materials and
methods, guidance for efficient project planning, design detailing and improved constructability, and
useful articles and website links. The website will serve to facilitate the adoption of new methods,
educate California bridge engineers on the advantages of ABC, and ensure uniform implementation by a
large and geographically diverse organization.
The culture of large governmental organizations can often be risk adverse and for that reason rely on
doing things as they have been done in the past. Continually changing external pressures on the
California highway system does not support the status quo and it is imperative that innovation is seen as
key to the solution to many ongoing transportation challenges. The success of ABC implementation rests
largely on widespread acceptance of proven techniques by project development staff (both internal and
external), funding partners, the contracting community and public at large. State DOTs with the greatest
success in mainstreaming ABC are those who have received top down management support. Caltrans
has created a multi-disciplinary ABC Executive Council to champion ABC to both its own department and
external partners. Caltrans leaders are interacting with industry and stakeholders through meetings,
workshops, and presentations to advance ABC. Other strategies identified for successful buy-in include
leveraging efforts already made by FHWA/Every Day Counts and other public agencies.
CONCLUSION
Caltrans recognizes that ABC has an important role in addressing the current and future needs of
California’s transportation system. By incorporating ABC into its project development tools Caltrans can
effectively address the transportation challenges of an aging infrastructure, population growth, increasing
environmental constraints and safety considerations while reducing traffic delays. California has a
successful history of employing ABC to address particularly challenging projects such as rapid
replacement after extreme events such as earthquake and fire. Caltrans is building upon this experience
to mainstream ABC through a comprehensive approach of thoughtful planning, rigorous research, sound
seismic design, and efficient construction methods to achieve improved project delivery.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a brief overview of the State-of-the-Art Report on Seismic Design of Precast
Concrete Bridges. This paper focuses on seismic design and construction of precast concrete bridges
where connections between precast concrete elements and between CIP concrete and precast concrete
elements are intended to emulate the behavior of CIP connections.

INTRODUCTION
Precast concrete bridge components and systems provide effective and economical design solutions for
new bridge construction and for the rehabilitation of existing bridges.
Seismic design of precast concrete bridges begins with a global analysis of the response of the structure
to earthquake loadings and a detailed evaluation of connections between precast beams and of
connections between the superstructure and the supporting substructure. Ductile behavior is desirable
under earthquake loadings for both the longitudinal and transverse directions of the bridge. Further, the
substructure must be made to either protect the superstructure from force effects due to ground motions
through fusing or plastic hinging, or to transmit the inertial forces that act on the bridge to the ground
through a continuous load path.
The State-of-the-Art Report on Seismic Design of Precast Concrete Bridges is intended to augment, and
not replace the AASHTO Guide Specifications for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design or any agency
requirements for seismic analysis or design. The designer should verify the latest applicable standards
with the owner and discuss any necessary exceptions before beginning design. For the current practice,
the seismic design of precast concrete bridges employs an AASHTO-LRFD Type 1 design strategy and
uses connections between precast concrete elements and between cast-in-place (CIP) concrete and
precast concrete elements that are intended to emulate the behavior of CIP concrete connections. The
State-of-the-Art Report on Seismic Design of highway bridges containing precast components is intended
for ordinary bridge defined as:
•
•
•
•
•

Well-proportioned structures with span lengths less than 300 ft
Structures where stiffness and frame geometry are balanced and without unusual geometry such
as splayed beams or abrupt changes in superstructure stiffness
Structures without outrigger caps, changes in beam type, variable numbers of beams between
spans or variable beam spacing
Structures constructed with either normal or lightweight concrete
Structures either simply supported or continuous at piers or bents with beams either supported on
dropped bent caps or made integral with bent caps
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•

•

Structures supported on elastomeric bearings, cotton duck pads, disc bearings, or other bearings
and without the intentional use of seismic isolation or other energy dissipating technology in the
supports
Structures supported on spread footings, driven piles, drilled shafts, or a combination of these
foundation types

POTENTIAL CAUSES OF EARTHQUAKE DAMAGE TO BRIDGES WITH PRECAST COMPONENTS
Precast concrete bridge failures during an earthquake have been attributed to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unseating of the superstructure at abutments, hinges, intermediate supports, or expansion joints
due to insufficient support length
Column failure due to longitudinal bar buckling caused by inadequately confined reinforcement,
unraveling of spiral reinforcement, poor quality butt welds, or necking of mechanical splices
Column failure due to lateral forces causing shear failures due to inadequate transverse
reinforcement
Column failure due to architectural flares reducing effective column height, increasing column
stiffness, and attracting more load to one column than others
Column failure due to inadequate or non-staggered lap splices, poor quality butt welds or necking
at mechanical splices in plastic hinging regions of column
Column failure due to barrier rail being attached to the column and thereby shortening, stiffening,
and attracting more load to the column
Joint shear failure at critical superstructure-to-substructure connections
Columns punching through the superstructure due to inadequate shear resistance of the deck
following loss of the column bearing during liquefaction
Moment failure at the base of a column due to lack of a top layer of reinforcement in the footing
Inadequate transverse support or transverse stop mechanism at beam supports
Pile-to-pile cap connection failure
Concrete bearing failure due to the yield of elastomeric bearings, or tipping of steel rocker
bearings
Inadequate detailing of reinforcement in support

SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
Acceptable seismic performance criteria for precast concrete bridge structures must satisfy both safety
and economic criteria. A bridge is part of a highway system and most agencies have earthquake
response and recovery plans that identify primary, secondary, and tertiary response routes within that
system. Ideally, the acceptable seismic performance for bridges on a given route will vary with the priority
of the route and may need to be higher than that for collapse prevention as specified in the LRFD Seismic
Guide Specifications. Requiring all bridges to be serviceable immediately after an earthquake is not
economically feasible for most agencies. Still, preventing bridge collapse and possible loss of life should
be achievable if, as required by the LRFD Seismic Guide Specifications, bridges are designed for a life
safety performance objective considering the seismic hazard corresponding to a 7% probability of
exceedance in 75 years. Higher levels of performance, with operational objectives, may be deemed
necessary for a given bridge, and the research results can help provide information for desirable
response guidelines for higher levels of performance.
Designing for life safety means that significant damage can result. Significant damage includes
permanent offsets, damage between approach structures and the bridge superstructure, between spans
at expansion joints, permanent changes in bridge span lengths, and permanent displacements at the top
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of bridge columns. Damage also consists of severe concrete cracking, yielding and buckling of
reinforcement, major spalling of concrete and severe cracking of the bridge deck slab. These conditions
may require closure of the bridge to repair the damages. Partial or complete replacement of columns may
be required in some cases. For sites with lateral flow due to liquefaction, piles may suffer significant
inelastic deformation and partial or complete replacement of the columns and piles may be necessary. If
replacement of columns or other components is to be avoided, a design strategy that produces minimal or
moderate damage—such as seismic isolation or a control and reparability design concept—should be
used. Designing for life safety means that significant disruption to service level performance is likely,
resulting in the need for limited access (reduced lanes, light emergency traffic) on the bridge and possible
requirements for shoring.

PRECAST SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS
The precast structural systems covered by this report are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Precast, pretensioned concrete beams with CIP concrete deck
Precast, post-tensioned concrete spliced beams with CIP concrete deck
Precast concrete column segments post-tensioned together in the field
Precast concrete bent caps (“dropped caps” where the beams sit on the top surface; also known
as hammerhead caps)
Partially precast bent caps (beams sit on a precast “yoke” that fits over columns and has stirrup
extensions; top-half of cap is CIP with deck concrete)
Integral bent caps (CIP concrete that encapsulates beam ends; bottom of cap is flush with bottom
of beams)
Precast columns on CIP footings
Precast drop caps on precast columns
Precast piles and precast pile caps
Precast abutments and walls

Structural response varies from hinged, in the case of simply-supported beams, to emulative of fixity,
where monolithic cast-in-place concrete, beam–to–cap and column details are used. Because modeling
techniques have not yet been implemented for jointed details, the focus of this report is on procedures for
the evaluation of system response and the detailing of connections for emulative behavior. Since the
desired structural response is non-collapse of the superstructure, the preferred approach is to force
damage into the columns that are more easily repaired or replaced than the deck.

STURUCTURAL SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS
As more is learned about the effect of soil-structure interaction (SSI), new guidelines and procedures
continue to be developed to enhance the accuracy of predictions of bridge response to seismic loading.
However, practical limitations prevent detailed incorporation of SSI effects into every project.
Where a situation warrants the development of a site-specific spectra, extra effort in site investigation,
laboratory testing and modeling may be required. On very long bridges, the subsurface conditions may
vary to the extent that a single-response spectrum is not an accurate representation of the soil conditions.
In these cases, multiple- support excitations may be required. SSI modeling may not be required if sitespecific spectra are used.
In addition to SSI analyses, site stability should be considered. Issues include soil liquefaction, basin
effects, soft- clay sites, and slope hazards. Investigation into soil liquefaction includes analysis for lateral
spread, loss of support, and dynamic settlement, as well as mitigation of such effects through site
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improvements. Large site amplification effects are possible for soft-clay sites. Slope failure has been
recognized as one of the major causes of bridge collapse due to earthquakes.

PRECAST CONCRETE SUPERSTRUCTURE BENT CAP TYPES
Simple-span Precast Beams on a Drop Bent Cap—Continuous for Live Load
Where traditional simple-span precast beams and precast beams made continuous in the deck for live
loads and superimposed dead loads are supported on dropped bent caps, there is an absence of
monolithic action between the superstructure and the bent cap. The beam seats on the bent cap act as
rollers or pinned connections. Consequently, for multi-column bents with a continuous end diaphragm,
good frame stability exists in the cap in the transverse direction. However, stability in the longitudinal
direction requires the column bases to be fixed to the foundation supports. This requirement can result in
substantial force demands on the foundations, particularly in areas of moderate to high seismicity.
Providing a moment connection between the superstructure and substructure makes it possible to
introduce a pinned connection at the column bases. The resultant hinging at the base of the column
permits foundation design for the lesser of the unreduced elastic or plastic moment of the column.
The longitudinal moment demand in a typical beam system near the pier consists of the sum of the
permanent loads and a portion of the column seismic (plastic) moment on one side of the pier, and the
difference between permanent loads and the remaining portion of the column seismic (plastic) moment on
the other side. During a seismic event the moment rapidly changes with the cyclic behavior. On one side
the moments are additive while a relatively smaller and constant positive moment occurs on the opposite
side. This distribution is reversible depending on the direction of the earthquake force and is intensified by
vertical ground motion in larger events. Therefore, the beams must be designed to carry both a high
negative moment near the pier and a smaller positive moment for an extended length on each side of the
pier.
Structures that are skewed in plan are subjected to in-plane rotation toward the obtuse corners due to
lateral seismic forces. Fuses, in the form of concrete shear keys, may be required in moderate to high
seismic regions.
Where precast beams frame into the bent cap, similar to Figure 5, if the bottom of the beam is flush with
the bottom of the cap, and the column(s) or pier top(s) are fixed, then the bent cap is integral with the
superstructure.

Figure 5:

Continuous Bridge with Semi‐raised Bent Cap (WSDOT)
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REPONSE CHARACTERISTICS OF PRECAST CONCRETE BRIDGE SYSTEMS
The structural response of a precast bridge varies from hinged in the case of simply-supported beams to
emulative of fixity for bridges with monolithic cast-in-place beam–cap–column details. The desired seismic
structural response is collapse prevention of the superstructure. This response can be accomplished by
forcing damage into the columns, which are then more easily repaired or replaced than the
superstructure. For precast concrete construction, bent cap detail is a key to the implementation of that
strategy. The commonly cap–beam connection concepts, Concepts A through D, are discussed in the
following four sections. Each provides progressively less jointed behavior and progressively more ability
to drive plastic hinging into the columns.

Continuous Precast Beams Supported on a Drop Cap—Hinge Support
This concept is illustrated in Figure 2. The precast beams sit directly on the top of the drop caps. The
beams are made continuous at intermediate piers by providing full-height diaphragms that fill the gap
between the beams of adjacent spans. The deck slab is made continuous for live load and superimposed
dead loads.
Reinforcement extending from the bottom of the beams and spliced within the diaphragm is proportioned
to resist creep and shrinkage demands. A central hinge bar extends from the drop cap up into the
diaphragm. Such structures behave as if they possess a continuous superstructure with a pinned
connection to the substructure. They are suitable for use in regions of moderate and high seismic hazard.

Figure 2: Precast Beams on Drop Cap—WSDOT
A hinge connection used by WSDOT is shown in Figure 2 for continuous spans at intermediate pier
diaphragms. The requirements for using this detail are:
•
•

All beams of adjoining spans should be of equal depth, spacing, and type
Reinforcement for negative moments due to live loads and superimposed dead loads from traffic
barriers, pedestrian walkways, utilities, etc. is provided in the deck at intermediate piers

The hinge bar size and spacing is designed for anticipated lateral loads due to seismic and other load
combinations.

Continuous Precast Beams Bearing on a Partially Precast Bent Cap
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This concept is illustrated in Figure 3. Beams and deck slab are continuous at the intermediate pier with
beams framed into the pier diaphragm. Such structures are thought to exhibit behavior as a continuous
superstructure with a fixed moment resistant connection to the substructure. This connection concept is
commonly used by WSDOT for bridges in moderate and high seismic zones.

Figure 3:

Precast Beams on Partial Drop Cap

Fixed Diaphragm Connection
The connection shown in Figure 5 is used by WSDOT for continuous spans and assumed to provide a
moment resistant connection between the superstructure and the substructure at intermediate piers. Pier
caps are wider for fixed connections than hinged connections. Precast beams are supported on blocks or
pads on the bent caps. The diaphragm is cast in place in two stages. The first stage, a portion of the
depth, is to ensure precast beam stability after erection, and the second stage, the balance of the depth,
is cast after slab casting and initial creep has occurred. Adequate extended strands and reinforcing bars
are provided to ensure elastic performance of the connection during a major seismic event. The design
recommendations for this detail are:
•
•

All beams of adjoining spans are of equal depth, spacing, and preferably the same type
Negative moment reinforcement for live loads, impact, and superimposed dead loads from traffic
barriers, pedestrian walkways, utilities, etc. is provided in the deck at intermediate piers
• Resultant plastic hinging forces at the centroid of the superstructure are evaluated
• The number of extended strands resists seismic positive moment and restraint moment due to
time- dependent forces
• The diaphragm reinforcement is designed to resist the resultant seismic forces acting at the
centroid of the diaphragm
• Beam ends are designed for interface shear transfer between the precast beams and the cast-inplace concrete diaphragms
Strand extension details with strand extensions and strand anchor chucks used for continuous spans at
fixed diaphragms for WSDOT bridges are shown in Figure 7, and are suitable for use with most common
prestressed concrete beam bridges. Note that it is necessary to seat the wedges in the chucks. The effect
of time- dependent positive moments from creep and shrinkage should be considered in determination of
the positive moment capacity available. A minimum of four extended strands is desirable regardless of
design requirements.
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The procedure used to calculate the required number of extended strands is described in this section.
Calculations assume development of the tensile strength of the strands at ultimate loads. Strands used
for this purpose must be developed within the short distance between the two beam ends. A minimum
distance of 2 ft between beam ends is desirable. The number of extended strands cannot exceed the
number of straight strands available in the beam.

Precast Beams Constructed Integrally with Bent Cap
In a partially dropped bent cap, to emulate frame behavior between the superstructure and substructure
at intermediate supports, the beams are encapsulated into the cap and the entire cap is post- tensioned
in the transverse direction. Beams are also spliced monolithically at the supports and at approximately the
third points along each span. Typical details for this form of construction for the Sacramento Bridge are
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6:

Continuous Bridge with Semi-raised Bent Cap at Intermediate Pier

This type of connection is illustrated in Figure 4. Beams are framed into the bent cap, so that generally,
the bottoms of the beams are flush with the bottom of the cap. The column(s) or pier top(s) are effectively
fixed, and the bent cap is made integral with the superstructure. The behavior emulates that of a framed
structure and the connection is appropriate for regions of high seismic hazard. This connection concept
has not yet been proof tested.
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Figure 4:

Precast Beams and Integral Bent Cap—Fixed Connection

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTABES OF VARIOUS SYSTEMS
•
•

•
•
•

Precast beams: very economical for multi-span bridges where repetition can be utilized.
Precast bent caps: suitable for accelerated construction, but tolerances may be restrictive when
fixity is required at the tops of columns or piers. Recent research and bridge construction projects
(WSDOT) have proven the suitability of this method for accelerated bridge construction.
Precast columns and bents: suitable for accelerated construction in seismic regions but may be
more expensive without the need for significant time savings.
Precast spliced continuous beams: good performance, but false work or hangers are required to
support drop-in segments.
Precast decks: These accelerate construction, but performance of deck connection details during
seismic events is not well understood. Deck durability and longevity may be reduced due to
opening and closing of joints during seismic events.

The use of precast, prestressed concrete spliced beams permits rapid construction and longer spans that
reduce the number of piers. Through the use of post-tensioned continuous members, the bridge
superstructure depth can be minimized to obtain necessary vertical clearance for rail or vehicular traffic.
The resultant minimization of false work improves traffic flow and improves safety for traffic and
construction workers. The beam spacing can also be increased so that the number of beam lines and the
total project cost are reduced.

PRELIMINARY DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The following suggestions should be considered during bridge type selection. Use of these guidelines can
enhance seismic performance and help avoid problems during final design.
•
•

•

Use columns preferably of equal height in multi-column bents. Short columns are stiffer than tall
columns of equal diameter, and will attract more loads.
Avoid highly irregular or suddenly changing member stiffness so as to prevent concentration of
load demands on a particular bent or frame. This constraint will also minimize any tendency of the
bridge to undergo in-plane rotation.
Use continuous frames and plastic hinging design concepts, i.e. plastic hinges at the top or
bottom of selected columns, piers, and bents. Jointed behavior may be permissible in the future
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

only after more research and testing.
Do not allow plastic hinges to form in the superstructure.
Ask the owner if “drive-by” inspection after a major earthquake is required. If so, all plastic-hinging
of vertical members must be above grade.
Consider a depth of flexibility for piers and shafts below the actual ground level. Isolation
materials have been used around the upper portions of some foundations in California.
Consider using larger shaft diameters for columns below ground than above ground in order to
force hinging above ground.
Avoid skews for abutments, intermediate supports, and hinges that are greater than 30 degrees
from the centerline of the bridge.
Make the superstructure depth at integral bent caps, or wherever the top of the column is fixed to
the cap, equal to or greater than the maximum column diameter. This improves performance of
the joint in a seismic event.
Make the bent cap width greater than the column diameter or pier width. Caltrans requires bent
caps to extend at least 1 ft beyond the face of the column on each side.
Use isolation details for architectural flares at the top of columns, or if the flares are to be relied
upon structurally, use proper confinement and analyze for the reduced column height.
Consider using integral and semi-integral abutments for shorter bridges in low seismic areas and
where rapid post-earthquake inspection is not required.
Do not use integral abutments in high seismic areas. Inspection requires earth-moving equipment
and repair can be complicated and costly.

CONNECTION DETAILS
Seismic design practices and requirements vary from region to region, depending on the level of
anticipated seismic activity and philosophy of the governing jurisdictions. Similarly, connection details
vary. Nevertheless, good seismic performance depends on well thought out details that accommodate the
load path and overall seismic strategy.
Plastic moment demands at tops of the columns must be transferred into the superstructure without
yielding either the beam seat or the ends of the precast beams. In other words, the beams should not lift
or rotate relative to the cap. To achieve this condition, the connection of the beam ends to the cap must
be designed to resist the forces transferred from the column. Ideally, longitudinal moment from the top of
the column is distributed to multiple beams in the vicinity of the column.

DETAILS OF CURRENT PRACTICE
Beam Continuity through the Deck
The most basic precast bridge consists of precast, prestressed concrete beams made continuous for live
load by forming and placing a continuous deck. Precast beams are erected onto the cap and temporarily
supported on elastomeric bearings or wood blocks until the cast-in-place concrete diaphragm is complete.
The strands from the beam ends are sometimes extended for additional continuity. As previously shown
in Figure 2, the wood block location should be away from the edge of bent cap to prevent edge failure, or
spalling, due to dead loads from beam, slab, and construction loads.

Precast Concrete Bent Cap
Successful use of precast concrete bent caps requires attention to constructability in addition to
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consideration of the seismic performance of the connections. Early uses of precast bent caps were limited
to nonseismic applications where minimal moment and shear transfer were required at connections. In
seismic regions, the bottom half of the cap must be able to develop the strength of the columns for the
transverse and longitudinal directions and also provide a connection with adequate joint shear
reinforcement. Constructability requires attention to both the strength and flow of concrete. Connections
must often be made using grouted bars.
A summary details of relevant precast concrete bridge research by several agencies. Caltrans has done
much testing, numerical modeling, and research on framed structures. Similar efforts on emulative
structures have recently been completed by WSDOT and are continuing as part of the agency’s
Highways for Life (HfL) project, funded in part by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) through its
HfL program. Included is information related to superstructure–substructure connections, substructure
connections, and precast piers as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9:

Precast Segmental Column

PRECAST CONCRETE SUPERSTRUCTURE BENT CAP TYPES
Semi-integral End Diaphragm
Figure 7 shows a semi-integral end pier detail used by WSDOT. This type of end diaphragm eliminates
the need for expansion joints at end piers. The gap between the end pier wall and the end diaphragm is
designed to be greater than the longitudinal seismic movement requirement for the extreme event limit
state, and thermal expansions at the service limit state for bridge lengths less than 450 ft.
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Figure 7:

Semi‐integral End Pier Connection (WSDOT)

Traditional L-shaped Abutment
A typical abutment detail for medium to long spans is shown in Figure 8. The diaphragm is cast in place
between the beams and is not shown. The seat width must be greater than the anticipated longitudinal
seismic movement in the extreme event limit state. The gap between the superstructure and the back wall
must be designed to accommodate the longitudinal seismic movement for the extreme event limit state,
and the thermal expansion for the service limit state. For bridges with large longitudinal movement, the
back wall could be designed to shear during a seismic event.

Figure 8:Traditional Abutment on Spread Footing

CONCLUSIONS
Precast concrete bridge components and systems provide effective and economical design solutions for
new bridge construction and for the rehabilitation of existing bridges. The use of precast components can
shorten road closure times, minimize interference with traffic flow, and accomplish the objective often
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cited by officials to “get in, get out, and stay out.”
Seismic design of precast concrete bridges begins with a global analysis of the response of the structure
to earthquake loadings and a detailed evaluation of connections between precast beams and of
connections between the superstructure and the supporting substructure. Ductile behavior is desirable
under earthquake loadings for both the longitudinal and transverse directions of the bridge. Further, the
substructure must be made to either protect the superstructure from force effects due to ground motions
through fusing or plastic hinging, or to transmit the inertial forces that act on the bridge to the ground
through a continuous load path.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents experimental testing and results so far for two half-scale fully precast bents. The first
bent incorporates emulative cast-in-place connections to achieve plastic hinging in the columns. It is
called “ABC High Damage”. For the second bent, the plastic hinging zones are armored and replaced by
a combination of post-tensioning with the external replaceable dissipaters. This solution has superior
seismic performance and is called “ABC Low Damage”. A comparison of both solutions is presented.
INTRODUCTION
The traditional seismic design of bridge substructure system for cast-in-place construction has been
mostly relied on formation of plastic hinges at the specified locations in the columns. These locations are
detailed such that the bridge will have a ductile behavior during a big earthquake. The plastic hinges are
intended to absorb seismic energy by yielding of the column longitudinal bars. Therefore, plastic hinging
zones in the column may suffer extensive damage such as spalling of concrete, distributed cracking,
yielding and possible fracture of the longitudinal rebars, and residual displacement of the bridge following
the seismic event as shown by Palermo and Pampanin(1). Using the seismic design philosophy
discussed above, the bridge must remain functional and open to traffic following a design level
earthquake. However, the extent of damage in the columns may be vast and therefore, extensive repair
work or possible replacement of the bridge would be needed. Over the past several years, there has been
increasing attention given to prefabrication of the bridge substructure systems. A notable example is
research into standardized precast substructure systems by Billington et al (2). General background on
ABC around the world can be found in Palermo and Mashal (3). There has also been significant interest
in ABC for bridge substructure systems by the Federal Highway Administration (4) and United States
Departments of Transportation such as Khaleghi (5), Ralls et al (6), Burkett et al (7), and , Utah DOT (8).
Accelerated Bridge Construction has already been implemented in regions of low seismicity in the United
States (Figure 1). However, lessons learned from the past earthquakes, Hawkins et al (9) and Buckle
(10), have shown vulnerability of the precast connections in high seismicity.

Figure 1. Precast Hammer Head Caps in Bell County on State Highway 36 over Lake Belton in Texas, USA

Restrepo et al (11) and Marsh et al (12) present a summary of the precast connections, suitable for use in
ABC applications in seismic regions. These connections are either emulative cast-in-place or nonemulative. A range of emulative connections that can be used for ABC in seismic regions such as bar
coupler, grouted duct, member socket, pocket, and integral connections have been discussed. Emulative
connections aim to achieve the same seismic performance as can be expected from a cast-in-place
construction. Marsh et al (12) also proposes a concept for Highways for LIFE precast bent for seismic
regions (Figure 2, Left). In this type of bent, the precast column to footing connection is member socket
connection, the column to cap beam connection is grouted duct.
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The report by Marsh et al (12) concludes that there is still significant work underway and more needed to
ensure the robustness, required seismic performance, constructability, cost effectiveness, durability, and
inspectability for the proposed connections.

Figure 2. (Left) Highways for LIFE precast bent after Marsh et al (12), (Middle and Right) Examples of precast bent in
the United States

Thus, application of ABC in high seismicity requires in depth research work and solutions, which are
experimentally tested and validated. To investigate the seismic performance of ABC in high seismicity,
there is an on-going major research project titled “Advanced Bridge Construction and Design” (ABCD),
funded by New Zealand Natural Hazards Research Platform (2011-2015) at the University of Canterbury.
PROTOTYPE STRUCTURE
The prototype bridge is a typical 16 meters span highway bridge in New Zealand (Figure 3). The
superstructure is precast I-Beam 1600 deck from the NZTA 364 (13). The substructure system is
composed of piers and abutments. The piers are multi-column portal frames (bent). For simplicity, the
prototype bridge is assumed to have equal spans with equal pier heights.
96 m
16 m

Figure 3. Prototype structure: (Left) Transverse section, (Right) Longitudinal profile

In the bent structure shown in Figure 3 (Left), the columns are circular cross section with a diameter of 1.0
meter. The footings shown above are for indicative purposes. For testing purposes, it is assumed that the
footings are fully fixed. According to NZTA Bridge Manual (14) for the earthquake resistant design of the
prototype bridge shown in Figure 3, the energy dissipation system relies on a ductile or partially ductile
substructure. The plastic hinging is expected to happen at the design load intensity in the top and bottom
of columns. The plastic hinges will form above the ground or normal water level. According to NZTA
Bridge Manual (14), for the seismic design of the bent shown in Figure 3, the maximum allowable design
displacement ductility during a maximum considered earthquake level has been limited to 6.0.
1ST SPECIMEN: EMULATIVE SOLUTION (ABC HIGH DAMAGE)
The specimen is a half scale bent of the prototype shown in Figure 3 (Left). It is similar to concept for
Highways for LIFE precast bent by Marsh et al (12). However, the columns are not segmental in this
research. The column to footing connection is member socket. The column to cap beam connection is
grouted duct connection. The specimen is designed and detailed to achieve plastic hinging at the base
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and top of the columns, with no damage to the footings and cap beam. The columns are designed
according to NZS 3101 (15). This type of solution is sometimes called emulative cast-in-place. The
intended seismic performance for such a solution relies on formation of plastic hinges in the column at a
design level earthquake. Therefore, moderate to extensive damage to the columns including possible
residual displacement of the bridge after a big earthquake can be expected, Palermo and Pampanin (1).
However, the bridge needs to remain functional after the event as discussed earlier. In this research, this
type of solution which uses emulative cast-in-place connections, but has the advantage of prefabrication,
is called “Accelerated Bridge Construction High Damage” or simply “ABC High Damage”. Figure 4 shows
details of the precast elements for the bent. In Figure 4 all dimensions are given in mm.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 4. (a) Column bottom section and details, (b) Member socket footing reinforcement and details, (c) Column top
section, starter bars, and details, (d) Cap beam section, shear key, and details

For the half-scale specimen, the gravity loads include self weight of the bent and dead load of the
superstructure (477 kN). Seismic design loading for the specimen is according to NZTA Bridge Manual
(14) for soil class D, return period of 2500 years (bridges of high importance), zone factor of 0.29 (high
seismicity), and an assumed ductility of 3.0 at Ultimate Limit State (ULS) which would result in a design
displacement of 69 mm (2.4% drift). The base shear coefficient is calculated to be 0.65 (base shear of
300 kN) using the equivalent static procedure from NZTA Bridge Manual (14).
Column to Footing Connection: Member Socket Connection
The main considerations are the socket depth, column diameter, development length of the column
longitudinal bars, and the socket diameter relative to the column diameter. Foot inserts (heads) can be
used to achieve the full development length of the longitudinal bars in the column as shown in Figure 5
(Left). This has the advantage of not necessarily increasing the socket depth, in order to comply with the
requirements for the development length of rebars according to building codes. A 10 mm gap between
the footing socket and the circular column is provided (Figure 4a and 4b). This gap will later get filled with
high strength grout. In order to increase the bond between the column and the socket, the inner surface
of the socket and outer surface of the column end are roughened during the construction process at the
prefabrication yard (Figure 5, Right).

Figure 5. (Left) Foot inserts for column rebars, (Middle) Circular reinforcement around the socket, (Right) Column with
roughened surface
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Lateral loads induce bearing stresses in the grouted interface in the member socket connection (Figure 6,
Right). A load couple forms in the socket under the lateral loading of the structure as shown in Figure 6
(Middle). Increasing the socket depth increases the distance between the coupled loads, implying less
bearing force is required to overcome the moment caused by the lateral loading. Insufficient socket depth
leads to bearing loads in the interface that exceed the grouts bearing capacity, causing compressive
failure of the grout. The bearing stresses induced in the footing by the lateral loads are shown in Figure 6
(Right). It can be seen that accompanying the compressive stresses in the radial direction, are hoop
tensile stresses that lie at a perpendicular direction to the compressive bearing stresses. This tensile
stress field causes radial cracks to form which originate at the socket and propagate to the outside of the
footing. This cracking can be mitigated by providing reinforcement orientated in the direction of these
tensile hoop stresses. This can be achieved by providing circular hoops in the footing or hoops orientated
tangentially to the hoop stresses as shown in Figure 5 (Middle).

Figure 6. Internal actions in the member socket connection under: (Left) Vertical loading, (Middle) Lateral loading,
(Right) Plan view showing radial compressive and tensile hoops stresses under lateral loading

Column to Cap Beam Connection: Grouted Duct Connection
Concrete circular shear keys are provided in the cap beam (Figure 7a and 7b). There is a recess for the
cap beam shear key in the column (Figure 7d). The recess diameter is slightly bigger (10 mm) than the
shear key. This is due to construction tolerances. The gap will be filled with grout after the assembly to
emulate the conventional cast-in-place behavior of the cap beam to column connection. Note that in
Figure 7c, the duct inside the shear key is left for post-tensioning in the second phase of testing for ABC
Low Damage. For ABC High Damage, this duct is not utilized, since there is no post-tensioning involved.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 7. (a) Cap beam cage, (b) Cap beam with shear keys, (c) Cap beam shear key and corrugated ducts close-up
view, (d) Un-bonded length of the column starter bars

The main considerations for the grouted duct connections are the shear transfer across the grouted duct
connection and un-bonded length of the rebars at the column to cap beam interface.
Shear is transferred across the grouted duct connections through a combination of friction and bond in
the grouted interface, and bearing of the column against the shear keys (Figure 8, Left). For design
purposes, it was assumed that the shear load is transferred only through the shear keys. The shear key
was designed using the methods outlined in NZS 3101 (13), treating the shear key as a corbel. The
column rebars are extended into the corrugated steel ducts in the cap beam. After the ducts are grouted,
the rebars are confined by the corrugated ducts and the surrounding grout (Figure 8, Middle). This means
the development length needed for the starter bars is shorter. More details are given in Brenes et al (16).
The un-bonded length of the starter bars at the column to cap beam interface is intended to reduce the
effect of strain penetration by distributing the longitudinal deformation of the starter bar over a longer
length (Figure 8, Right). This can lead to lower levels of strain in the starter bar. Thus, it reduces the
effects of low cycle fatigue and enhances the ductility. The un-bonded length can be calculated using the
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NZCS PRESSS Design Handbook (17) and Priestley and Park (18). Previous testing on the grouted duct
connections by Mashal et al (19) has shown that the ductility of the concrete column can be enhanced by
leaving the un-bonded length at the interface between the two precast elements. By leaving the unbonded length, the interface between the column and cap beam activates a rocking mechanism also
known as gap opening. The un-bonded length can also result in having less concrete spalling in the
column plastic hinging zone, as previously shown by Kawashima et al (20) and Mashal et al (19).

Figure 8. (Left) Internal actions for shear transfer in the grouted duct connection, (Middle) Primary stress transfer
mechanism in the corrugated duct, (Right) Effect of un-bonded length on strain distribution of rebars at the interface

Assembly of ABC High Damage Bent
Figure 9 presents sequence of assembly and grouting for ABC High Damage bent.

(a)

(e)

(b)

(c)

(f)

(g)

(d)

(h)

(i)

(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)
Figure 9. (a) Precast elements delivered from the prefabrication yard, (b) Precast footing with socket, (c, d, and e)
Sliding the precast column inside the footing socket, roughened surface of the column visible, (f) Temporary props
installed for the columns, (g) Lowering the cap beam on the columns, (h and i) Aligning the starters bars inside the
ducts, (j) Grouting bed under the cap beam, a layer of epoxy applied on the mortar to seal voids around the grouting
bed, (k) Socket connections grouted, (l) Filling the ducts with grout, (m) Assembled bent, temporary props removed

Testing Arrangement
The testing is quasi-static cyclic loading with increasing drifts. Figure 10 shows the testing arrangement
and loading history from ACI T1-01 (21) loading protocol for the specimen. Two hydraulic rams, each with
1000 kN capacity, were used to apply gravity and lateral loads to the bent. The gravity load was being
held constant (to within approximately ±10kN) during testing.
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Figure 10. (Left) Test Setup, (Right) Displacement history for uni-directional quasi-static cyclic loading

Testing Results and Seismic Performance
Hairline cracking to the columns initiated during 0.2% drift cycles. Cover concrete started spalling during
1.5% drift cycles. For the grouted duct connections, the grouting bed started deteriorating at 1.5% drift.
The testing was stopped after 3.4% drift. It was obvious that the rupturing point of the rebars was greater
than 3.4%. Using the displacement procedure outlined in Austroads Technical Report (22), a progressive
collapse mechanism of the bent for each performance level is presented in Table 1. Figure 11 shows the
force-displacement and backbone plots of the bent.
Table 1. Summary of progressive collapse analysis for the ABC High Damage bent
Limit State

Yielding (YL)

Serviceability (SLS)

Ultimate Limit State (ULS)

1.25 ULS

Description

Fully Operational

Delayed Operational

Delayed Operational

Delayed Operational

Deformed
Shape

0

15

30

-50

-25

0

25

0
-150
Displacement (mm)

-300

-45

0

45

90

180
0
-180
Displacement (mm)

-100

-50

0

50

100

380

360

Base Shear (kN)

Base Shear (kN)

150

-90

50

300

-360

190
0
-190
Displacement (mm)

380

Base Shear (kN)

-15

Base Shear (kN)

-30

F-D
Hysteresis

-380

190
0
-190
Displacement (mm)

-380

Material

Concrete

Rebar

Concrete

Rebar

Concrete

Rebar

Concrete

Rebar

Strain limit
(ε)

<0.004

0.00275

0.004

0.015

0.0176

0.0448

-

>0.05

Drift (%)

0.82

1.5

2.72

3.4

Ductility (μ)

1.0

1.83

3.3

4.14

Connection

GDC*

MSC*

GDC

MSC

GDC

MSC

GDC

MSC

Crack size

1.5 mm

1 mm

2.5 mm

3 mm

7 mm

Local spalling

9 mm

Spalling

Moment **

180 kNm

232 kNm

240 kNm

225 kNm

* GDC = Grouted Duct Connection (column to cap beam), MSC = Bottom Member Socket Connection (column to footing)
** All four connections have approximately similar moment capacities
SLS

400

Force-Drift
Hysteresis

ULS
1.25 ULS

YL

Design Base
Shear (300 kN)
Yielding (0.82%)

0

Serviceability
(1.5%)
ULS (2.72%)

Force-Displacement
Hysteresis

Base Shear (kN)

Base Shear (kN)

400

0

Backbone Curve

Performance Level

1.25 ULS (3.4%)

-400
-4

0
Drift (%)

-400
-100

4

0
Displacement (mm)

100

Figure 11. Hysteresis plots: (Left) base shear vs. drift (Right) Backbone Curve showing performance levels

For the member socket connections, the cracks were more distributed. Big cracks were located along a
height equal to diameter of the column (500 mm) from top of the footing (Figure 12). This was 200 mm for
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grouted duct connections. There was no damage to footings. There were few hairline cracks in the cap
beam panel zones which were mainly caused by gravity loading. The system showed a very stable
hysteresis. As expected, there were four plastic hinging zones in the columns.

200 mm

1.8%

2.8%

2.2%

3.4%

Figure 12. Damage in different drift levels for the top grouted duct connections (column to cap beam)

500 mm

1.8%

2.2%

2.8%

3.4%

Figure 13. Damage in different drift levels for the bottom member socket connections (column to footing)

From Figure 12, it is clear that the grouted duct connection has less concrete spalling compared to the
member socket connection. One reason for this can be the rocking mechanism of the connection due to
100 mm un-bonded length of the starter bars at the interface. This resulted in less strength degradation.
2ND SPECIMEN: NON-EMULATIVE SOLUTION (ABC LOW DAMAGE)
The second specimen has the same dimensions as ABC High Damage. It uses a low-damage approach.
The locations for potential plastic hinging are replaced by a combination of un-bonded post-tensioning
with the external replaceable dissipaters. This solution is named Dissipative Controlled Rocking (DCR) or
hybrid connection, and when combined with ABC concept can be referred as “ABC Low Damage” (Figure
14, Left and Middle). The post-tensioning provides self-centering, while the mild steel external dissipaters
absorb seismic energy. The resultant hysteresis is commonly referred as “flag-shaped” (Figure 14, Right).

Figure 14. (Left and Middle) Typical DCR connection from Marriott (23), (Right) Concept of flag-shaped hysteresis

The cap beam was re-used. New concrete shear keys were cast for the cap beam and the footings. The
rocking interfaces were armored with mild steel (Figure 15). Steel shells (10 mm thick) were used in the
column ends for the outer confinement and to prevent concrete crushing when rocking. The shells are
connected via welded studs to the column core and are placed around the cage when pouring the
concrete at the prefabrication yard. The height of shells was 500 mm, which corresponds to a plastic
hinge length of a ductile column for an equivalent cast-in-place construction according to NZS 3101 (15).
The design of a typical DCR connection can be done using NZCS PRESSS Design Handbook (17).The
testing arrangement and loading protocol were identical to ABC High Damage. In the beginning three
tests were done with different levels of initial post-tensioning. This aimed to investigate the response of
the bent with un-bonded post-tensioning only. The levels of Initial Post-Tensioning (IPT) were selected to
be 15%, 30%, and 45% of the yielding strength of the Macalloy bar. The initial post-tensioning (clamping
force) controls the capacity of the connection, size of gap-opening at the rocking interface, and the recentering ratio. In all three tests, the bent was taken up to 2.2% drift (slightly lower than its ULS design
level) and did not suffer any damage. The columns remained intact without any hairline cracking.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
Figure 15. (a) Steel shell with welded studs , (b) Shell is placed in cage before concrete pouring, (c) Columns with
armored ends, (d) Typical end view of the columns showing the recess for the shear key and central duct for the unbonded post-tensioning Macalloy bar, (e) Cap beam with new shear keys and steel plates, (f) Footings with shear
keys and steel plates, (g) Typical armoring of the rocking interface, close-up view showing shear key and steel plate,
(h) Columns installed, Macalloy bar is running through the central duct in the column and is extending out, (i)
Lowering the cap beam on the columns, (j) Aligning the cap beam shear key inside the column recess, (k) Macalloy
bars are clamped on top of the cap beam, load cells and hydraulic jacks are placed, (l) Assembled Low Damage bent

There was 10 mm gap left between the cap beam shear key and the recess in the column. This was due
to construction tolerances. It should be noted that in this case, the shear keys will not be grouted. They
are simply provided to restrain any sliding in the connection. However, results from testing showed some
twisting and sliding in the connections (Figure 17, top row). It was obvious that the internal round shear
keys were not sufficient to prevent both sliding and twisting of the columns. Therefore, external steel
shear keys were provided to solve the issue of twisting and sliding (Figure 16). All three testing with posttensioning were repeated again using external shear keys. The size of gap openings at the top and
bottom connections was almost identical. Figure 17 presents a comparison of the force-displacement
plots with internal and external shear keys. For the external shear keys, it is evident that the forcedisplacement plot for testing with post-tensioning has been significantly improved (Figure 17, bottom row).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 16. (a) Bottom connection, external shear keys welded to base plate and column shell, steel brackets are used
for mounting the dissipaters in the next phase of testing, (b) Shear key to prevent twisting of column during rocking,
(c) Shear key to prevent sliding with a bit of angle cut on top to allow column rotation movement, (d) Top connection
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IPT = 15%
-25

0

25

IPT = 30%
50

-75

75

-50

-25

0

IPT = 45%

25

50

75

-150

-50

-25

0

25

150
0
-150
-300

-300

Displacement (mm)
-75

Base Shear (kN)

Base Shear (kN)

0

50

-50

-25

0

25

50

75

-150

Base Shear (kN)

Base Shear (kN)

0

25

50

75

200
0
-200
-400

Displacement (mm)
-75

150
0
-150

-300

Displacement (mm)

0

-50

-25

0

25

50

75

300

300
150

-25

400

-450

Displacement (mm)
-75

75

-50

300

300
150

-75

Base Shear (kN)

-50

-300

Displacement (mm)

400

Base Shear (kN)

-75

200
0
-200

Displacement (mm)

-400

Figure 17. Testing results with: (Top row) Internal round concrete shear keys, (Bottom row) External steel shear keys

The response of post-tensioning from Figure 17 (bottom row) can be combined with mild steel dissipaters
to generate a DCR connection with a flag-shape hysteresis. The dissipaters are mounted externally to the
column as shown in Figure 18 (Middle). Both ends of the dissipaters are threaded. One end of the
dissipater is winded to the threaded hole in the base plate, while the other end is tightened in the column
bracket. Figure 18 shows two different arrangements of the external dissipaters in a typical DCR
connection in ABC Low Damage bent. The dissipaters are mini plug and play devices with enhanced
seismic behavior, which are also cost-effective, easy to manufacture, easy to install and replace.
-75

-50

-25

0

25

50

75

Base Shear (kN)

300
150
0
-150

-50

-25

0

25

50

75

Base Shear (kN)

300
150
0
-150

Displacement (mm)

IPT = 9% , no axial loads

-300

Displacement (mm)
-75

Arrangement 1:- External mild steel
dissipaters on two sides.

Arrangement 2:- A combination of two
types of external mild steel dissipaters
around the DCR connection to
enhance dissipation capacity.
IPT = 9%, no axial loads

-300

Figure 18. (Left) External dissipaters, (Middle) Installation in a DCR connection, (Right) Force-Displacement plots

The self-centering ratio and initial post-tensioning can be calculated using NZCS PRESSS Design
Handbook (17) to match the capacity of ABC High Damage specimen at ULS .The bent was pushed up to
3% drift with no damage to the columns and zero residual displacement (Figure 18, Right). A comparison
of force-displacement plots for the ABC High Damage and ABC Low Damage is given in Figure 19 (Left).
400

Base Shear (kN)

ABC High Damage
ABC Low Damage
ULS Base Shear (300 kN)
ULS Drift (2.72%)

0

-400
-3

0
Drift (%)

3

Figure 19. (Left) F-D plots for ABC High Damage vs. ABC Low Damage, (Right) No damage to bent after testing
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CONCLUSIONS
The experimental testing of emulative connections for ABC showed promising results. The ABC High
Damage bent achieved good strength and ductility levels by formation of four plastic hinges, similar to
what can be expected from a cast-in-place construction. It has potential for significant time savings
(precast cap beam, columns, and possibly footings). However, the cost of repairing and downtime will be
an issue for ABC High Damage. Therefore, ABC Low Damage was developed as the evolution for a
superior seismic performance which minimizes the cost of repair, in the same time eliminating downtime.
ABC Low Damage has full re-centering capability. There was no damage to precast elements of the bent.
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ABSTRACT
Concrete filled tubes (CFT) offer an efficient and economical alternative to conventional reinforced concrete
construction including rapid construction and reduced material and labor costs. However their implementation in the
US has been limited mainly due to uncertain design expressions and reliable connections. Thus a research program
was undertaken to develop practical connection details to use CFT columns in bridge systems. Two types of
connections are being investigated, including column-to-foundation and column-to-cap beam connections. Prior
numerical and experimental research resulted in a straight forward design and corresponding expressions for the
column-to-foundation connection. Research on the column-to-cap beam connection is more recent and is the focus
of ongoing research. Two categories of the CFT column-to-cap beam connection are being numerically and
experimentally evaluated; an embedded connection similar to the proposed foundation connection, and a connection
in which headed reinforcing bars are welded to the inside of the steel tube and extended into the cap beam.
Preliminary numerical and experimental results indicate that both connection types can achieve strength and
ductility requirements within the constraints of the cap beam.
INTRODUCTION
Accelerated bridge construction (ABC) has become a major focus of many departments of transportation to decrease
construction cost and limit economic loss due to disruptions in the transportation network. However, current ABC
technologies developed for use nationwide do not necessarily translate to resilient lateral load resisting systems for
use in high seismic areas. Thus there is an interest in developing ABC technologies for moderate and high seismic
regions which limit damage in moderate and design level earthquakes, provide stable cyclic response, and meet
engineering and construction constraints. Circular concrete filled tubes which consist of steel tubes filled with
concrete are practical structural elements which fulfill these objectives, and offer an efficient and economical
alternative to conventional reinforced concrete and steel construction.
CFTs optimize the mechanical contributions of both the concrete fill and steel tube while increasing construction
efficiency. The steel tube eliminates the need for temporary shoring and formwork which is necessary for reinforced
concrete (RC) construction, and acts as reinforcing to the concrete fill which eliminates the need for flexible
reinforcing cages. The placement of the concrete fill may be further enhanced using self-consolidating concrete
(SCC) so that vibration is not required. The steel tube is placed at the optimal location to resist bending forces,
thereby maximizing strength and stiffness while minimizing weight and material requirements. In addition, the steel
tube provides optimal confinement and greater shear strength than spiral reinforcement typically used for circular
reinforced concrete columns. The concrete fill, in turn, restrains local tube buckling, supports compressive stress
demands, and offers large stiffness to meet functionality performance objectives. Because CFTs provide large axial
load carrying capacity, they are suitable for bridge piers, piles, and drilled shaft foundations.
Although CFTs offer many advantages in rapid construction and improved structural, connections between CFTs are
often different and more complex than those used in steel or reinforced concrete construction due to the composite
nature of CFTs. Thus a research program was undertaken at the University of Washington to develop CFT columnto-foundation and column-to-cap beam connection details which meet seismic design criteria while also facilitating
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rapid construction. Prior numerical and experimental research has resulted in straight forward design and
corresponding expressions for the column-to-foundation connection. Research on the column-to-beam connection is
more recent and is the focus of ongoing research.
CFT COLUMN-TO-FOUNDATION CONNECTION
A foundation connection capable of developing the plastic moment capacity of a CFT column has been developed
and is conceptually illustrated in Fig. 1 (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). When appropriately designed, this connection can provide
large deformation capacities when subjected to seismic loading as is illustrated in the hysteresis in Fig. 2 (1). The
connection utilizes a flange or annular ring welded to the base of the steel tube to provide support for the tube and
concrete fill during construction. The flange projects both inward and outward from the tube to interlock the CFT
column with the foundation, and provide efficient shear and moment transfer to the surrounding concrete and
reinforcement as is illustrated by the compression struts in Fig. 1a. There are no internal shear connectors, dowels,
or reinforcing bars penetrating from the tube into the foundation; the force transfer is solely accomplished by the
anchorage provided by the tube. The foundation is designed to normal depth, design loads, and flexural
reinforcement.

Figure 1. CFT column-to-foundation connection.
Two variations of the embedded foundation have been developed as shown in Fig. 1b and Fig. 1c. Using a
monolithic version of the connection, the steel tube and annular ring are temporarily anchored within the foundation
reinforcing, and the foundation and CFT column are cast simultaneously. The second variation achieves the
objectives of ABC by isolating the construction of the CFT column and foundation. Using this option, herein
referred to as the isolated option, the footing is cast with a recess formed by a light weight corrugated pipe with an
inner diameter slightly larger than the outer diameter of the annular ring as shown in Fig. 1c. The tube and ring are
placed into the void after the foundation is cast, and the recess between the tube and corrugated pipe is filled with
high strength fiber reinforced grout to anchor the column into the foundation. The fiber reinforced grout used in the
connection should be non-shrinkage according to ASTM C 1107, and should meet durability requirements according
to ASTM C666 and ASTM C1012. These requirements are specified in NCHRP Report 681 for emulative grouted
connections in precast construction (6). Detailed information regarding the grout and fiber properties as well as
mixing and construction procedures are provided in reference material (2, 3, 4, 5)For both options, the steel tube is
filled with low shrinkage self-consolidating concrete to complete the CFT column, and no vibration is required (1).
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Experimental Behavior
The experimental program to evaluate the CFT column-to-foundation connections consisted of a series of 19 large
scale specimens which simulated approximately a half scale bridge column (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). The diameter and
thickness of the steel tube in a majority of the specimens were 20-in. and 0.25-in. respectively; resulting in a
diameter-to-thickness ratio (D/t) of 80. This exceeds the limiting D/t ratio specified in ACI 318 (7) and the
AASHTO LRFD (8) design specifications. The annular ring in all specimens extended 16t (4-in.) and 8t (2-in.) from
the outer and inner diameter of the steel tube respectively. The dimensions of the footing as well as the primary
flexure reinforcing were selected to provide adequate strength for the foundation to minimize the influence of
footing size on the failure mode, resist MP of the CFT without yielding, and to represent a scale model of a typical
bridge footing. The imposed displacement history for a majority of the specimens was based on the ATC-24
protocol (9). A majority of the specimens were subjected to approximately 10% of the gross compressive load
capacity of the CFT column. As the testing program was so large, only the hysteretic performances of selected
specimens are discussed here to demonstrate the influence of tube embedment depth on connection behavior. The
moment drift behaviors of an inadequately and adequately embedded specimen are shown in Fig. 6, while typical
behaviors and failure modes are shown in Fig. 7 (1). The moments have been normalized to the theoretical plastic
moment capacity of the CFT component as calculated using the plastic stress distribution method (PSDM), which is
shown as a dashed line in each of the subfigures of Fig. 2. This method is illustrated in reference material (1). In
summary, the ductility of inadequately embedded connections was ultimately limited by foundation damage due to a
conical pullout of the CFT from the foundation, as shown in Fig. 3a. In general, the failure mode of adequately
embedded connections was characterized by ductile tearing of the steel tube which initiated as a result of local tube
buckling as is illustrated in Fig. 3c. Furthermore, adequately embedded specimens exhibited a minimal decrease in
resistance as a result of severe local buckling which generally initiated at around 4% drift, and had virtually no
foundation damage at the end of testing as is shown in Fig. 3b. The drift levels achieved by the adequately
embedded specimens at failure are significantly larger than those observed from similar size reinforced concrete pier
and column base connections (1, 2, 3, 4, 5).

Figure 2. Typical moment drift response from adequately and inadequately embedded specimens (1).
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Figure 3. Photos of CFT foundation connection behavior (1).
Design Expressions
The experimental results were used to develop design expressions for a CFT column-to-foundation connection
capable of transferring the full moment capacity of the CFT. Specifically, expressions were developed to dimension
and detail the annular ring, determine the required embedment depth of the tube to eliminate the conical pullout
failure mode, and to determine the required foundation depth to prevent concrete punching shear failure. The
proposed design expressions are only introduced here for brevity with detailed explanations available elsewhere (1).
Annular Ring
The annular ring is welded to tube using complete joint penetration welds or fillet welds on both the inside and
outside of the column designed to transfer the full strength of the tube to provide anchorage and stress transfer. The
ring is made of steel of the same thickness and similar yield stress as the steel tube. The ring extends into and out
from the tube 8 times the tube thickness to provide adequate anchorage. This dimensioning is different than the
dimensioning used in the foundation connection experiments, and is a result of experimental testing conducted on
the cap beam connection discussed below.
Embedment Depth
The required embedment depth, le, of the CFT was determined using a conical pullout model discussed in detail in
reference material (1). The required embedment depth to eliminate the potential for foundation failure is given in
Equation 1 as:
=

+

−

(

)
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where Do is the outside diameter of the annular ring and corrugated pipe for the monolithic and grouted connections
respectfully, D, t, and fu are the diameter, thickness, and ultimate stress of the steel tube, and f’cf is the compressive
strength of the foundation concrete in psi.
Punching Shear
Adequate concrete depth must be provided below the tube to eliminate the potential for punching shear failure in the
foundation. The ACI 318 (7) provisions for footings in single shear were used as a basis to develop an expression for
the minimum foundation depth, df, to avoid this failure mode. This expression is given in Equation 2 as:
≥

+

−

(

)
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where Cc and Cs are the compressive forces in the concrete and steel due to the combined axial load and bending
moment as computed by the PSDM.
CFT COLUMN-TO-CAP BEAM CONNECTION
While the numerical and experimental analyses conducted on the CFT foundation connection resulted in design
expressions to support the use of CFT columns in highway bridges, full realization of the system requires the
development of a range of cap beam connections. This connection offers unique challenges including congested
joint reinforcing and limits on the width and height of the cap beam, which are parameters that have not been
previously evaluated. Furthermore, the optimization of ABC requires exploring connections which are compatible
with precast superstructure elements. To achieve these objectives, the continuing phase of this research is focused on
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the development robust CFT cap beam connections capable of sustaining cyclic lateral load demands while
mitigating damage and degradation.
Several proposed CFT column-to-cap beam connections are illustrated in Figure 4. These connections range from
full strength connections which are capable of developing the plastic moment capacity of the CFT, to partial strength
connections where the capacity of the connection is controlled by longitudinal reinforcing steel which extends
between the CFT column and bent cap. The connections have been divided into three broad categories based on their
reinforcing details, geometry and behavior: (1) fully restrained embedded CFT connections, (2) welded dowel
connections, and (3) dowel connections.

Figure 4. Proposed CFT column-to-cap beam connection
Fig. 4a shows a full strength embedded CFT connection (EMBCFT), which is similar to an embedded CFT columnto-foundation connection developed at the University of Washington (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). This connection uses the grouted
connection detail, with a void cast into a precast beam (shown as cast into an inverted-T beam in Fig. 4a note an RC
cap beam can also be utilized). An annular steel ring is welded to the steel tube to provide anchorage and transfer
stress to the concrete and reinforcing in the cap beam. The precast cap beam is placed onto the column after the
column is set, and the recess between the tube and corrugated pipe is filled with high strength fiber reinforced grout.
The strength and ductility of this connection type is controlled by the CFT component as long as adequate
embedment is provided (1).
The connections shown in Fig. 4b, Fig. 4c, and Fig. 4d are partial strength connections in which reinforcing bars are
developed in the CFT and cap beam. The longitudinal reinforcing ratio in these connections will be less than the
effective reinforcing ratio of the CFT, resulting in connection capacities lower than that of the CFT column. Fig. 4b
shows a welded dowel connection (WDC) in which a ring of headed reinforcing bars is welded into the steel tube,
and these bars are developed into the cap beam. The welded detail is primarily intended to decrease the development
length and utilize the maximum moment arm within the CFT column. The connection shown in Fig. 4c employs the
same welded detail within the tube; however the reinforcing bars are de-bonded in the column-to-cap beam interface
region with the intent of increasing ductility. This connection is herein referred to as the WDC-DB connection. Fig.
4d shows an embedded dowel connection (EDC) in which both transverse and longitudinal reinforcing extends from
the CFT column into the cap beam, and cover is provided between the longitudinal reinforcing and steel tube within
the column. The reinforcing bars in the three RC connections provide axial, moment, and shear transfer. These
connections can be integrated into precast elements using a void similar to that described for the grouted CFT
connection (1, 2, 3, 4, 5), or ducts.
Specimen Design
Scaled specimens were designed to experimentally evaluate the performance of the proposed connections in the
transverse direction using the Laguna De Santa Rosa Bridge located outside of Santa Rosa, California as a
prototype. 20-in. and 24-in. diameter CFTs were selected to perform the numerical and experimental analyses,
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resulting in approximately 45% and 65% scaled specimens. An overview of specimen geometry is shown in Fig.5,
while a cross section of the connection region in the different connection types is shown in Figure 6. The dimensions
of the specimen with a 24-in. diameter tube have been specified in parentheses in Fig. 5. Note that the transverse
direction refers to loading perpendicular to the direction of traffic as is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5. Study region and scaled specimen geometry.

Figure 6. Specimen cross sections.
Embedded CFT Connection (EMBCFT)
Two specimens were designed to evaluate the performance of the EMBCFT connection detail in the transverse
direction; one with a 20-in. diameter spiral welded tube, and one with a 24-in. diameter straight seam tube. Both
tubes had 0.25-in. wall thicknesses. The intent of the EMBCFT transverse specimens were threefold: (1) to
investigate the performance of the embedded connection for a smaller width than had previously been evaluated, (2)
to evaluate a smaller annular ring projection of 8t, and (3) to evaluate the influence of using spiral welded vs.
straight seam tubes. An embedment depth of 0.9D was selected for both specimens based on recommendations from
the foundation connection. The outer diameter of the annular rings of D+16t (i.e. 8t extending from either side of the
steel tube) was selected based on a parametric numerical study which is not discussed here. The thickness of the
annular rings was 0.25-in., and they were welded to the base of the tube using 0.25-in fillet welds on the inside and
outside of the steel tube to develop the full tensile capacity of the steel tube. In accordance with the Caltrans Seismic
Design Criteria (SDC) (10), flexural reinforcing was included to resist 1.2Mp of the CFT column. Transverse
reinforcing in the joint region was selected based on recommendations from (1) and requirements in the Caltrans
SDC.
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Welded Dowel (WDC and WDC-DB) and Dowel (EDC) Connections
Two 20-in. diameter specimens with spiral welded tube were designed using the welded dowel connection detail:
one specimen with fully bonded bars (WDC), and one with bars debonded along the length (WDC-DB). The
reinforcing in the connection region was selected with a target longitudinal reinforcing ratio of 3%, however eight
No. 9 bars evenly distributed around the circumference of the tube were selected to accommodate the welding of the
bars, resulting in longitudinal reinforcing ratio of 2.5%. The bars were embedded 12db (14-in.) into the cap beam per
ACI requirements for development of headed reinforcing bars (7), and 24db (27-in.) into the CFT column per
discussion with California Department of Transportation. The bars were welded to the inside of the steel tube using
5-in. long flare bevel groove welds designed to exceed the ultimate capacity of the reinforcing bars.
One 20-in. diameter specimen with spiral welded tube was designed using the EDC connection detail. Eight headed
No. 9 bars were selected as the longitudinal reinforcing to allow for comparison to the welded dowel connections.
The bars were embedded 12db (14-in.) into the cap beam per requirements for development of headed reinforcing
bars (7), and 30db (40-in.) into the CFT column per development requirements for deformed bars (7). Transverse
column reinforcing was scaled from the prototype column, resulting in a No. 3 spiral at a spacing of 2.5-in. on
center. A cover of 1-in. was provided between the concrete tube and the longitudinal reinforcing.
The flexural strength of the cap beam for WDC, WDC-DB, and EDC was designed to exceed 1.2Mp of the CFT
component, and joint region reinforcing was included per requirements in the Caltrans SDC (10).
Experimental Analysis
The proposed connection types were experimentally evaluated in the structural testing lab at the University of
Washington (11). Specimen geometry was consistent with that defined in Fig. 5. An overview of the experimental
matrix is given in Table 1. The specimens were tested using a self-reacting test frame with a horizontal actuator to
apply the lateral load and a Baldwin Universal Testing Machine (UTM) to apply a constant vertical lateral load as
shown in Fig. 7. The imposed displacement protocol was based on the ATC-24 (9) protocol, and the specimens were
subjected to 10% of the gross compressive load capacity of the CFT column. The specimens were instrumented
using strain gages, linear potentiometers, string potentiometers, and an Optotrak motion capture system, however
only the global moment-drift behavior measured using a load cell on the horizontal actuator and a string
potentiometer placed at the center of loading is presented here. The location of this string potentiometer is indicated
in Fig. 7. All specimens were tested in an inverted configuration due to constraints of the available testing apparatus.
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Figure 7. Test apparatus.
The moment drift behaviors of the transverse specimens are plotted in Fig. 8., while the failure modes of each
specimen are illustrated in Fig. 9. Only a brief description of the experimental behavior is presented here for brevity;
more detailed descriptions are provided in reference material (11). The moments have been normalized to the
theoretical plastic moment capacity of the CFT calculated using the PSDM to allow for comparison of the
specimens. The failure mode both EMBCFT specimens was characterized by ductile tearing of the steel tube which
initiated at 7.5% drift. The theoretical plastic moment capacity of the WDC and WRDC-DB connections were
exceeded during the tests, however both specimens ultimately failed as a result of the connection reinforcing pulling
out of the cap beam. Bar fracture was not observed in the WDC connection, and uplifts greater than 0.25-in. were
observed at 8.75% drift. Bar fracture was observed in the WRC connection at 11.75%, however this was after uplift
of greater than 0.125-in. developed at 8.75% drift. The failure mode of the EDC connection was characterized as
ductile, as six out of the eight connection bars fractured during cycling from 10% to 12% drift, and limited cap beam
damage was observed.

Figure 8. Experimental moment-drift behaviors (11).
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Figure 9. Failure modes (11).

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Two variations of an embedded CFT column-to-foundation connection – a monolithic connection and an isolated,
grouted connection were developed and experimentally evaluated. Results from the experimental analysis indicate
that the proposed connection is effective and practical. Specimens with adequate embedment depth were capable of
achieving drift capacities far in excess of the maximum seismic design without degradation of the system and
minimal damage to the footing and column. CFT column-to-foundation connection design requirements were
developed based on these results.
Several potential CFT column-to-cap beam connections were developed based on the experimental investigation of
the CFT column-to-foundation connection. Several CFT cap beam connections were proposed including an
embedded connection similar to the grouted CFT foundation connection, and several partial strength connections in
which reinforcing bars are developed into the CFT column and cap beam. Limited numerical parameter studies as
well as an experimental investigation conducted on the proposed cap beam connections suggest that these
connections can achieve strength and ductility objectives within the unique constraints of the cap beam.
Additional numerical and experimental analyses need to be conducted on the potential CFT cap beam connections to
evaluate the influence of different parameters on connection behavior. One of the primary tasks to be completed is
the experimental evaluation of the different connection types for loading in the longitudinal direction of the bridge
with the integration of precast super-structure components. Specifically, longitudinal specimens are currently being
constructed using precast inverted-t components. Results from these experiments, along with the experimental
results presented here, will be used to validate numerical analyses with the ultimate objective of developing
simplified CFT column-to-cap beam design expressions to promote the use of CFT columns in highway bridge
construction. Additional ongoing research is focused the development of post-earthquake repair strategies for CFT
columns subjected to moderate seismic events. This research is still in the development phase.
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ABSTRACT
Modular Panel Bridges are tried and tested, with over 70 years of development and an excellent safety
record behind them. Whether the bridge replacement project is Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) or
a more conventional method, Modular Panel Bridges can provide a cost-effective means of maintaining
traffic through the project safely and with minimal disruption to the public, allowing full closure of the existing
structure.
INTRODUCTION
Whether an ABC project or a more conventional bridge replacement project, Owners are faced with three
options of what to do with the traffic when replacing an existing bridge: close the bridge completely and
detour the traffic; phase the work and build the new bridge in sections; install a temporary detour bridge
adjacent to the existing bridge to safely carry the traffic along the original route. Closure is simple and
cheap, but creates problems for the driving public and can severely impact surrounding roads and bridges.
Phased work doubles the duration of the project and there are risks associated with having traffic on the
same structure as workers, plus longitudinal construction joints are never desirable. Temporary detour
bridges offer the best way to minimize disruption to traffic flow in the area of the bridge while maximizing
safety on the project, plus they allow the contractor to perform the work on the new bridge without hindrance,
which leads to a much higher quality construction project.
Developed during the period between the first and second world wars, the Bailey Bridge (see also Calendar
Hamilton Bridge) was designed to meet the following criteria: strong enough to carry all military equipment;
transportable on standard military vehicles; easily assembled in adverse conditions; capable of being mass
produced with minimal manufacturing set-up requirements. The resulting design was a modular panel
bridge system incorporating steel trusses and floor beams with a wooden deck, the prototype of which is
still in place near Christchurch, England. The Bailey Bridge system went into production in 1943, and
upwards of 500 miles of the Bailey Bridge were produced up to the nineteen sixties.
As a testament to the designer, Sir Donald Bailey of the British Royal Engineers, and to the effectiveness
of the system as a whole, the same basic design as the Bailey Bridge is still in use today. It is used
throughout the USA and the rest of the world in the following applications: as a temporary detour bridge
during construction projects that include the replacement or refurbishment of existing structures; as a haul
bridge reducing travel distances for heavy off-road vehicles; as an access bridge into inaccessible areas;
as a permanent structure on secondary roads.
Using high grade structural steel and the latest manufacturing techniques, modern-day modular panel
bridges can span up to 300ft and carry up to 4 lanes of traffic, giving owners and engineers the flexibility to
design safe and expedient bridge repair programs.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
Modular Panel Bridges comprise the following primary members (refer to Illustration 1):
 Truss Panels: form the main spanning girders
 Transoms (floor beams): span between the trusses
 Steel Decking: span between the Transoms and provide the running surface
 Bracing members

Illustration 1
The Truss Panels, which have a MALE end and a FEMALE end, are pinned or bolted together end-to-end
to form the truss of the required length and strength – the pinned connections are made using high-strength
pins in double-shear. The trusses are braced together to provide stability
The Transoms, usually a rolled W-section, are designed to carry the given loading (wheel and axle loads),
and to provide the required “U-Frame” action in the trusses (see Illustration 2).
The Deck Units are typically steel, comprising stringers (either rolled sections or formed troughs) welded to
a top plate. Timber or Open Grid can also be used.
The Bracing members tie the primary structural components together such that the system can operate at
its full capacity. The Bracing systems are critical to the safe operation of the structure as a whole.
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PRE-ENGINEERED DESIGN
The development of the modern modular panel bridge has taken the original design of the Bailey Bridge
and incorporated contemporary methods of analysis, including Finite Element Methods. Determining the
flow of forces through the primary members of the system and the interaction between these primary
members is not currently covered by any standard design codes, so assumptions and approximations must
be made to model the system for analysis, and the results of the analysis are verified by using full scale
testing (see later section). The design of the components in this way leads to an incremental structure: the
primary spanning structure is formed by truss panels, and these components have a known strength;
combining these truss panels leads to incremental increases in the strength of the truss as a whole (a truss
formed using a single panel line has strength X, using the two panel lines side-by-side the strength is 2X,
three panels lines 3X, etc.). Panels can also be connected vertically, leading to double height trusses or
even triple height trusses – there is a corresponding increase in strength with this stacking.
The spanning girders, or trusses, within the system comprise compression members in the top chord, and
the stability of these members is one of the fundamental aspects of this type of bridge. The compression
chords are restrained laterally by the connection between the web members of the trusses and the floor
beams (transoms) which occur at regular intervals along the length of the structure. This connection is the
fundamental part of what is known as the “U-frame.”

Illustration 2
The scope of this paper does not extend to full details of the analysis, but the work is available from the
manufacturing companies.
One of the consequences of the use of high grade structural steel in spanning members is increased
deflections of the structure. Simply put, the higher the allowable stress the greater the strain in each element
of the component under load, and therefore the greater the deflection of the structure. These deflections
can be reduced by using a heavier truss construction (i.e. increasing the number of truss panels within the
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truss), but to maximize the benefits and advantages of the modular panel bridge systems, the full capacity
of the structure should be used and deflection limits should be relaxed. As the primary use of modular panel
bridges is for temporary applications, the increased deflection should not cause a problem.
FULL SCALE TESTING
As outlined in the section on Pre-Engineered Design above, full scale testing of modular panel bridges has
verified the assumptions and approximations used in the theoretical analysis of the structure. These full
scale tests extend from the testing of individual components in laboratory conditions, up to the assembly of
complete structures and applying load up to failure. In both cases full size and current production
components are used in the tests.
Testing of individual components: All of the primary components have been tested individually to confirm
their strength characteristics. Loads are applied to the components in a manner consistent with the way
they would be applied when in service. For truss panels, axial loads are applied to the chord members to
verify the buckling capacity, and shear forces are applied across the panel in a testing jig to verify the shear
capacity. The deck units are supported at their ends and patch loads are applied to the running surface in
various locations via hydraulic rams to test the ultimate capacity of the deck. A more sophisticated form of
testing the deck units involves cyclical loading meant to simulate real traffic conditions. In this testing a
rolling load is represented by discrete patches placed along the length of the deck. Load is applied to these
patches through hydraulic rams which are electronically controlled such that the load is applied and
removed repeatedly for an extended period. Repetitive loading of several million cycles is achievable with
this apparatus.
Testing of whole structures: Because of the many truss configurations that can be constructed with modular
panel bridges (see section on Assembly and Installation below) and the variable span lengths possible, full
scale testing of each configuration is not practical. It is typical for representative truss configurations to be
used to verify a series of truss configurations. The testing of fully assembled structures is usually achieved
in one of two ways: 1) placing concrete blocks on the decking; 2) driving vehicles across the bridge. The
use of concrete blocks is a more controlled method as the weights are more defined and the load can be
increased incrementally. Full scale testing is generally carried out up to a pre-defined load (usually the
theoretical yield or buckling load). Once this load is achieved the testing stops to avoid the risk of sudden
failure of individual elements. The behavior of the structure during the full scale testing is monitored by
strain gauges, deflection measurements, etc.
Fatigue life: Full scale testing also allows repeat loading to destruction, which can give a good indication of
the fatigue life of the member under test. It has been found that assembled Modular Panel Bridges and the
individual components have much better fatigue characteristics than theory suggests.
ADVANTAGES
When an existing bridge has to be closed to traffic for repair, refurbishment or replacement, the owner has
to consider the affect this work will have on traffic in the area of the bridge, and to decide the best way to
complete the work. No matter what course of action is taken there will be some disruption to traffic, and it
is the Owner’s responsibility to weigh the benefits and the costs of that course of action.
If ABC is not practical for any reason, generally speaking there are three options available for an owner
when a bridge must be closed for repair or replacement: 1) close the road and divert traffic onto other roads;
2) phase the work on the bridge allowing traffic to continue using the old structure; 3) install a temporary
detour bridge beside the existing structure. There are benefits and disadvantages with all three options.
1) Close the road and divert traffic onto other roads. This option is appropriate for smaller bridges on
secondary roads, which comprise more than half of the bridge structures in the USA. The benefits are: it is
an easy option to adopt from a technical point of view, in that there is little work to do other than determine
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a suitable traffic diversion; the direct costs associated with this option are both small and pre-determined;
diversions can be posted in advance of the work thereby minimizing the impact on traffic. The
disadvantages are: it is the most disruptive to traffic; it has the largest impact on both local traffic and local
businesses; it will affect other roads in the area that have to carry the traffic diverted from the work area; it
can increase the response time for emergency vehicles (fire, police, ambulance) thereby posing a health
risk.
2) Phase the work on the bridge allowing traffic to continue using the old structure. This is a common option,
and the benefits and disadvantages are well known. The continued implementation of this option is often
based more on inertia than proper evaluation, but there are many times when it is the only option available.
The direct benefits are limited to minimizing the right of way in the area adjacent to the structure. In
situations where a suitable right of way is not available, thereby ruling out a temporary detour bridge, and
the road cannot be closed to traffic (for example, if the detour is prohibitively long), the only option available
is phased work. The disadvantages associated with this option are numerous: disruption to traffic is severe
as more than 50% of the bridge width must be closed to traffic – this can cause bottle-necks and long
delays; the duration of the project can be significantly increased as only half of the structure can be worked
on at a time, and part of the work is involved in joining the two parts together; a longitudinal construction
joint is necessary – this has long term maintenance implications; the design of the bridge is complicated by
the introduction of the longitudinal construction joint, and this will lead to increased design costs; there is a
severe health risk associated with this option – traffic and workers are on the bridge at the same time; in
addition to the health risk there are significant costs associated with keeping the workers and the traffic
separated (barriers, traffic control systems, etc.).
3) Install a temporary detour bridge beside the existing structure. This option is widely accepted throughout
the USA as a cost effective means of keeping traffic flowing around a bridge reconstruction project. Several
state DOTs (among them Vermont, Pennsylvania, Virginia, North Carolina and Florida) recognize the
benefits offered by this option and readily include temporary detour bridges as part of the bid documents
for bridge repair projects. When this option is selected modular panel bridges are often specified for the
work. All of the preparatory work needed to allow this option is generally completed in advance of award.
This preparatory work can include obtaining permits, securing rights of way, designing abutments, etc. The
disadvantages of using a temporary detour bridge are: the up-front costs associated with the installation of
the structure can be high; there is a need for a right of way; maintenance can be an issue for some structures
that are other than rectangular. The advantages of using a temporary detour bridge are: the disruption to
traffic flow is minimized; work can be performed on the whole structure rather than half of the structure at a
time (thereby eliminating construction joints); traffic is kept away from the workers on the bridge being
repaired; the duration of the project is reduced as work can proceed as if traffic was diverted.
The use of a pre-engineered modular panel bridge for the temporary detour affords the owner and the
owner’s Engineer several benefits and advantages, including:
 The opportunity to specify the detour bridge pre-bid:
o If a temporary detour bridge is included in the plans without detail the owner has little
control over the structure that is installed by the contractor. If a modular panel bridge is
specified in the bid documents the owner knows in advance what will be installed by the
contractor.
 Significant savings on the cost of design and installation:
o Modular panel bridges are pre-engineered, which means the owner and the owner’s
Engineer can use the work carried out by the developer of the bridge system to determine
a suitable structure for any given application. Furthermore, a Modular Panel Bridge can be
installed and removed for a fraction of the cost of a permanent structure.
 Savings on time of design:
o As with the savings on design costs, there are significant time savings when using a preengineered modular panel bridge – the whole detour structure can be completed very
quickly compared to the time needed to derive a bespoke structure in a conventional
manner.
 Uniformity in the application of the system:
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The review process for the temporary detour bridge is simplified by the use of a modular
panel bridge, thereby allowing approval to be given to the detour sooner, and hence
speeding up the opening of the detour.
Peace of mind that the design is safe:
o Once the owner becomes familiar with the modular panel bridge concept all individuals
involved will be able to appreciate the advantages the system brings, which in turn will
result in peace of mind when this system is used.
o



As indicated previously, the use of high strength steel for the main load-carrying members results in a
relatively light structure. In the table below we have indicated the structure weights for some typical bridge
configurations:

Single Lane Bridge
Length
(feet)
100
120
140
160
180
200

Weights (x1,000lbs)
2"
Guard
Structure
asphalt
Rail
100
170
190
220
320
390

35
42
49
56
63
70

15
18
21
24
27
30

Total

weight
(psf)

150
230
260
300
410
490

107
137
133
134
163
175

Total

weight
(psf)

255
310
425
490
565
780

106
108
126
128
131
163

Two-Lane Bridge
Length
(feet)
100
120
140
160
180
200

Weights (x1,000lbs)
2"
Guard
Structure
asphalt
Rail
180
220
320
370
430
630

60
72
84
96
108
120

15
18
21
24
27
30

Table 1

A BRIEF OUTLINE OF THE MANUFACTURING PROCESS
Modular panel bridges today are manufactured in state-of-the-art factories which incorporate the latest
cutting, drilling and robotic welding techniques.
For each component of the final bridge system the production is generally split into four stages: 1) sourcing,
handling and cutting the steel; 2) assembly and welding of the elements; 3) galvanizing of the completed
components; 4) inspection of the finished product.
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The use modern manufacturing processes allow modular panel bridges to be produced with very tight
tolerances, leading to much more rigid structure, and the use of higher grade steel leads to lighter
structures.
INSTALLATION AND LOGISTICS
From a structural point of view Modular Panel Bridges are no different from more conventional bridges, and
they can safely carry all types of traffic by simply incorporating the appropriate parameters into the design
of the trusses and the deck system. Their design allows for permanent spans of up to 250ft on secondary
roads, requiring little more maintenance than conventional bridges costs many times more to construct.
However, it is their use in temporary applications where Modular Panel Bridges can be the most effective:
 All parts are re-useable, and common parts can be used to produce structures of variable length
and width;
 Assembly is simple and can be completed using readily available tools and machinery, and using
relatively unskilled workers;
 Installation of the structure can be completed without the use of special supports and rigging, and
without entering the gap to be crossed.
Re-useable parts
As mentioned previously, the primary components in a Modular Panel Bridge system include:
 Truss panels
 Floor beams
 Deck units
 Bracing members
All of these members are produced to be standard and interchangeable, and not project specific. This
means that inventories of the standard components can be kept, and from this inventory bridges of variable
sizes can be produced without the need for any special design.
The assembly of the bridge (see below) allows for simple dis-assembly without causing damage to any of
the components. Upon dis-assembly the components can be inspected and returned to inventory for future
use.
Assembly of the structure
Modular Panel Bridge systems are specifically designed for ease of assembly and dis-assembly. The
original Modular Panel Bridge, the Bailey Bridge, was developed for use by the British Army (and the allied
forces) with two principles in mind:
 Ease of mass production
 Ease of assembly in the field
The spanning girders (or trusses) are formed from the truss panels. These panels are pinned (or sometimes
bolted) together end-to-end to give a girder of any length. The production methods for the truss panels
ensures that this connection is both tight and consistent, and assembly can be achieved with a small crane
and a sledge hammer. The girders formed by the truss panels can be connected side-to-side, and stacked
on top of each other, to produce a structure of the required strength (see Illustration 1). Modular Panel
Bridges are through-truss structures, with girders down both sides.
The floor beams (also known as “transoms”) span between the assembled girders in the structure using
simple bolted connections. These transoms form an integral part of the bracing system for the structure as
a whole, with all bracing connections being made with simple (or double-shear) bolted connections.
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The deck units span between the transoms, and are connected to the transom using simple bolted
connections.
Installation of the structure
There are two standard methods for installing a Modular Panel Bridge:
 Full cantilever launch
 Crane assisted launch
Both methods are similar in principle, with the final placement being different for each method.
Full cantilever launch (see Illustration 3)
The development of the Bailey Bridge included a method of rapidly deploying the bridge working on one
side of the gap in adverse conditions, and this method is still widely used:
 Proprietary rollers are positioned on one side of the gap, with suitable foundations
 A “launch nose” is assembled on the rollers
o The launch nose is assembled from the same components as the bridge, but the design of
the launch nose gives a lighter structure than that of the bridge, which allows the center of
gravity (COG) to be sufficient distance from the tip of the launch nose
 The front of the bridge structure is attached to the back of the launch nose, and then the bridge
structure is assembled on the pre-positioned rollers
o Counterweight can be placed in the back of the launch structure to move the COG if
required.
 Using a suitable piece of equipment (typically a tracked excavator or dozer), the launch structure
is pushed across the gap into final location so that the front of the launch nose lands on prepositioned rollers on the far side (the landing abutment) before the COG passes the rollers on the
launch abutment
o The structure can be pulled across the gap using a suitable winch system
 The launch nose is removed, and the bridge is lowered onto its bearings

Illustration 3
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Crane assisted launch (see Illustration 4)
To save time and space for the installation of the bridge, and if there is good access to the far side of the
gap, the launch can be modified to use a suitable crane:
 Proprietary rollers are positioned on one side of the gap, with suitable foundations
 The bridge is assembled on the rollers and pushed approx. 40% of the way across the gap
o Counterweight can be placed in the back of the launch structure to move the COG back if
required – this will reduce the initial load on the crane
 A suitable crane is positioned on the far side – the crane is attached to the front of the bridge and
tension is placed in the crane cable
 Using a suitable piece of equipment (tracked excavator or dozer), the bridge is pushed across the
gap into final location with the crane supporting the front of the bridge as it goes
The size of the crane and the attachment to the bridge are critical elements of this method to ensure that
there is no damage to either.

Illustration 4

SUMMARY
When thinking about Accelerated Bridge Construction, the Engineer and Owner should not limit the process
to weekend closures of a road while the existing bridge is rolled out and the new structure rolled in. Instead,
look at the benefits of accelerating the project from 12 months down to 6 months, or from two seasons
down to a single season.
Using a temporary detour around an existing structure during replacement or repair is a safe and cost
effective method of keeping traffic moving during the work, and Modular Panel Bridges are a tried and
tested part of the temporary detour. The advantages that Modular Panel Bridges bring to the project include:
 Single spans up to 280ft and multi-spans of any length can be accommodated
 All-in costs are a fraction of those for a conventional permanent bridge
 Installation is simple and can be completed in days rather than the months
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So, when looking at any ABC project, consider the use of Modular Panel Bridges to make sure you are
giving the Owner the most effective solution.
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ABSTRACT
3D design and fabrication technologies become an important technical improvement in prefabricated
bridge construction. Digital models for design provide better productivity and communication between
participants in a construction projects. In this paper, 3D design of precast bridge substructures is
introduced in terms of design models, formwork design using a 3D printer and 3D barcodes embedded in
precast elements. Digitals models are used for different purposes. Lifecycle management of the digital
information is also provided by 3D quick response code which is printed by 3D printer and attached to the
precast elements. Essential information is included in the code. For the aesthetics of bridge
substructures, 3D printed panels are used in concrete formworks. Sheath couplers were developed to
improve durability of the precast pier. The coupler was also developed from the 3D models. Based on
these digital design and fabrication technologies, precast bridge pier models were prepared for quasistatic tests. Fabrication procedures and tests results are summarized.
INTRODUCTION
In construction industry, 3D engineering is a new paradigm to improve creativity and productivity. IT-tools
for construction projects emerge by combining 3D CAD models and shared information with metadata,
scheduling and cost analysis. Building information modeling (BIM) showed the potential for engineers to
enhance current practices in terms of cost and time. Digital models of structures for multiple purposes
through the entire life cycle provide significant efficiency in design, construction and management (1). 3D
scanning and 3D printing technologies have been fast adopting in 3D CAD based integrated design and
fabrication processes (2).
Design of a bridge needs systematic approach requiring complex knowledge and collaboration between
engineers from different disciplines. Life-cycle management of bridge structures from design to
maintenance needs information feedback between participants who involve in the bridge project. Digital
models of the bridge provide common data for information delivery. Applications of BIM to bridge
practices have been reported in design, fabrication and construction (3,4,5,6). Current BIM practices for
bridges have narrow scopes for specific phase of the project such as digital mock-up, interference check,
simulation, analysis and estimation.
3D engineering combined with prefabrication and preconstruction significantly improves efficiency of
construction industry in terms of cost and time. For precast concrete structures, there were important
efforts in parametric modeling (7) and model view definition (8). Standard precast members are
commonly used in bridge construction. Therefore, 3D parametric modeling can enhance current practices
by providing information exchange between designers, fabricators, contractors and owners.
Accelerated bridge construction technologies offer innovative solutions to many of the bridge construction
challenges bridge engineers are facing (9). Prefabricated bridge elements and systems are essential not
only for rehabilitation or replacement of existing structures but also for new construction projects requiring
environmental, health and safety (EHS) management. For bridge superstructures, precast decks and their
connections were mainly developed for fast construction (10, 11). Precast segmental bridge piers with a
circular solid section were investigated to verify seismic performance (12). Steel-concrete composite
sections for prefabricated bridge substructures were also developed for bridge construction in urban area
(13). Experimental studies on a segmental precast pier cap were conducted to reduce necessary crane
capacity (14). These efforts by developers need to be accumulated and delivered to practitioners.
In this paper, 3D design and fabrication technologies for prefabricated bridge piers are dealt with as
presented in Fig. 1. Important design issues for precast bridge columns are determination of prestressing
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force and details, seismic design, and 3D modeling for creative design. Creative design needs digital
fabrication technologies including formwork design, and precast column segments should use match
casting method for accurate assembly. Durability of the joints and prestressing steels is crucial issue for
bridges in water environment. Special details for continuity of tendon sheath were suggested. Finally, a
3D model-based maintenance system was introduced.

Fig 1. Technologies for prefabricated bridge piers
3D DESIGN OF PREFABRICATED BRIDGE PIERS
Design considerations for prefabricated bridge piers are categorized into strength, serviceability, seismic
performance and durability. P-M interaction curves are derived by considering concrete section and
properties, axial steel including prestressing steels and reinforcements. In this research program, partial
prestressing concept is adopted by using continuous reinforcements across the joints. The first joint
between a footing and a precast column segment is critical region to control cracking. Lateral forces on
the pier are taken into account to evaluate prestressing magnitude. Transverse reinforcements and
prestressing force influence on the seismic performance of a precast bridge pier.
In common practices, the joints between precast segments have very thin epoxy layer and round rubbertype strips around the sheath locations to prevent the epoxy from flowing into the sheath. The joints are
critical for durability of prestressing steels. Tension corrosion is main concern in prestressed concrete
structures. Mechanical connectors for tendon sheath need to be provided to assure adequate protection
for prestressing steels.
Researchers who develop precast bridge piers experienced many problems and solutions. This
knowledge includes detail information which is not related with design calculations. Digital parametric
models have fixed values, variables and relation constraints. Design codes of reinforcement details and
member details are also considered in the parameters. Table 1 summarizes an example of the design
parameter definition of a circular bridge column segment. Basic design values are derived from design
calculations. When there are recommended values among the parameters, the 3D model has the values
as fixed value. Some values such as diameters have certain ranges or discrete numbers considering
commercial products. Minimum and maximum values of the values can be expressed as constraints of
the parameters. Fig. 2 shows the parametric modeling of the column segment using the definitions in
Table 1. The model can be utilized in fabrication and maintenance.
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Table 1. Design parameter of a circular column segment
Design parameter to design column
Diameter

d

(mm)

Height

h

(mm)

Diameter

ds1

(mm)

Cover

cc

(mm)

Number

Ns

(mm)

Strength

σs1

(MPa)

Start point Angle

θs

( °)

Diameter

ds2

(mm)

Start height

hs

(mm)

End height

he

(mm)

Interval

S

(mm)

Strength

σs2

(MPa)

Number

Nst

(mm)

Start point Angle

θst

( °)

Diameter

ds

(mm)

Cover

Cs

(mm)

Thickness

ts

(mm)

Area

Ast

(mm)

Strength

σst

(MPa)

Number

Nst

(mm)

Start point Angle

θst

( °)

Diameter

ds

(mm)

Cover

Cs

(mm)

Area

Ast

(mm)

Strength

σst

(MPa)

Concrete

longitudinal

Reinforcement

Transverse

Circular section
Common

Tendon

Sheath

Tendon

Steel bar
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Fig. 2 Parametric model of a precast column segment
DIGITAL FABIRCATION
Digital fabrication techniques include 3D CAD modeling and 3D printing. For precast member fabrication,
the steel formwork is the most important factor for cost reduction. Irregular shapes or aesthetic decoration
of the concrete members need significant increase of the formwork cost. Even though there are attempts
to develop concrete printers, it is hard to utilize them for precast segment fabrication. 3D modeling and
panelizing technologies realizes various aesthetic shapes of precast column segments.
Formwork
3D printing technologies use various materials such as plastic, rubber and metal. A commercial 3D printer
has limitations on dimensions and productivity. However, combination of steel formwork with 3D printed
formwork panels can accommodate diverse shapes of concrete members. In this research program, new
approaches for panelized formwork by a 3D printer were proposed. The panels are attached to a steel
formwork of common shape resulting in multiple usage of the steel formwork.
Due to the limitation of dimensions of the panels, it is important to minimize volume of the printing panels.
When a column with irregular shapes or aesthetic decoration is designed, the shape and dimensions of
metal formwork need to be determined. Typical sections such as circle, rectangle, and oval are
considered to minimize the printing volume and the dimension limitation of thickness. Subtraction of the
column section from the metal formwork derives a printing part. Then, the printing part is divided into
panels considering the dimension limitations. The divisions between the panels need to be verified for
detachment by digital mock-up as shown in Fig.3. 3D models of the panels are converted to STL files for
a 3D printer.
The printed panels are attached to a thin plate and the plate is deformed into the shape of the metal
formwork. This process provides easier installation of the printed panels inside of the metal formwork. A
pilot test was conducted using gypsum instead of concrete as shown in Fig. 3. Decorative columns can
be fabricated easily by 3D printed panels. Digital fabrication by 3D modeling and 3D printing can improve
current design practices significantly without increasing considerable fabrication cost. Advancement of 3D
printing technologies in terms of dimensions and materials will accelerate the digital fabrication of
concrete members in near future.
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(a) Printed formwork panels and a pier model
(b) digital formwork model
Fig. 3 Formwork fabrication using 3D printing
Match Casting
Precast concrete column segments are assembled and prestressing is introduced to integrate them as
shown in Fig. 4. Exact match of the segment surfaces is essential to avoid any stress concentration and
partial damage or cracking of the segment during prestressing sequences. Match casting is normal
practice in precast segmental construction. For bridge piers, a footing should be formwork for the first
segment. Each segment can be fabricated after the previous segment fabrication. Therefore, it takes
longer time and needs more formworks due to relatively small concrete volume for casting.
Surface matching can be accomplished by horizontal casting, machine finishing after curing and
assembly devices allowing small amount of mismatching. 3D laser scanning is used to detect the
segment surface conditions and check the constructability. When a bridge pier is short, a special
formwork design was proposed to accelerate fabrication process.

Fig. 4 Assembly of precast column segments
Sheath Coupler
There are couplers to connect sheaths or ducts for precast or prestressed concrete structures. However,
when the match casting method is used for the assembly of precast members, there is no space to install
the coupler. In common practices, elastomeric round-shape strips are used instead of the coupler. Even
though the magnitude of prestressing is determined to protect cracking at precast joints, corrosion
protection of prestressing steel at the joint should be considered. Once there is cracking or water
penetration to the joint, current practices does not have additional protection for prestressing steels.
A new sheath coupler was proposed to connect sheaths mechanically. A cone-shaped insert is connected
to the end of a sheath and embedded in a precast member. After erection of the segment, a coupler with
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a corrugated part is inserted to the one insert. When the next segment is installed, the coupler is
connected to the other insert by the deadweight of the segment and secured by prestressing. In order to
ensure the tightness of the connection, there is ring-shaped slot at the end of the insert as shown in Fig. 5.
This device also provides a barrier to epoxy layer of the joint. For experimental studies, the insert and the
coupler were fabricated by a 3D printer.

Fig. 5 Sheath coupler
GEOMETRY CONTROL DURING ASSEMBLY
A heavy concrete segment is erected by a mobile crane and manual adjustment to the right position is
conducted in construction site. Safety of workers during the assembly process should be considered.
Vertical alignment of precast segments is an important geometry control factor. Spacers can be placed on
the joint surface to adjust the alignment but those are not feasible after epoxy is painted on the surface.
During the erection, workspace is also necessary attachment to the segment.
Leveling devices were proposed for geometry control during the assembly. Multiple anchors are inserted
in a precast segment and connected to steel members by bolts. Using this attachment, a workspace is
provided. A gap between segments is controlled by multiple steel bars. These bars can provide a little
compression to the joint surface during epoxy curing. Stability of the precast columns before prestressing
is guaranteed by these devices. Standard steel sections such as rectangular tubes are utilized to
fabricate the geometry control module.
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Fig. 6 Leveling and temporary compression devices
MOBILE BASED MAINTENANCE SYSTEM
A digital model of the precast segment can be utilized for mobile-based maintenance system. Design
parameters in Table 1 can be stored in QR codes. The codes are printed in 3D shapes with a certain
depth. The 3D codes are attached to the precast segment by partially embedded details. Model view
definitions of precast segments are used to generate 3D models in a mobile device. Numbers in Table 1
are stored as QR codes and an inspector can view the 3D model in a mobile device by scanning the
codes without any link to a network or a cloud system. This system can save significant time for
inspection and provides long-lasting structural information for maintenance.
CONCLUSION
A prefabricated bridge substructure is designed and fabricated using 3D engineering technologies.
Creative design is accomplished by 3D modeling and 3D printing technologies. Developers for a new
structural system can deliver their experience to practitioners in more sophisticated methods. BIM provide
precast industry innovative engineering in terms of design, fabrication, erection and maintenance.
In this paper, several attempts for digital fabrication of precast bridge piers are introduced. These
technologies enhance competitiveness of precast members in terms of cost and time. The proposed
sheath coupler improves durability of prestressing steels resulting in reduction of maintenance cost.
Accurate assembly of the precast segments is accomplished by the proposed geometry control devices
without safety issues of workers. Information of precast elements from design and fabrication is utilized
for a mobile-based maintenance system to reduce efforts of engineers to find out essential structural data.
These new approaches will be implemented in practices after verification through this research program.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents Caltrans’ recent accelerated bridge construction projects, in which newly developed
seismic connections are used to achieve similar or better seismic performance to/than those of the
conventional Cast-in-Place post tensioned (CIP/PS) bridges. Project descriptions, design and
construction requirements, and expected seismic performance of the bridge systems are described and
discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Due to rapid economic and population growth, there have been under increasing demands to improve
highway systems in accelerated time. To address this pressure, the California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans) has, over the last decade, has begun to use accelerated bridge construction
(ABC) methods in building new bridges or replace and widen existing bridges. ABC methods use
innovative planning, design, materials, and construction methods in safe and cost-effective manner, and
can significantly reduce the onsite construction time, minimize the traffic and environmental impacts, and
shorten the project delivery time. ABC technologies involve using prefabricated bridge components and
segmental constructed bridge elements that do not require temporary falsework supports. These
systems can accelerate delivery time, minimize impacts to existing traffic, and offer enhanced quality
control due to repeatability in controlled environments.
California is a region that experiences moderate to high seismic activities. Seismic loads have been the
major design consideration for bridge engineers. Past research studies and earthquake events
demonstrated that cast-in-place (CIP) concrete box girder with integral connections to the substructure
exhibited satisfactory seismic performance. However, seismic performance of prefabricated bridge
elements, (e.g. precast concrete girders and bent caps) had not been well understood in the past. Due to
concerns over the structural integrity of the joint connections between the precast bridge components in a
seismic event, bridge engineers have not categorically used prefabricated bridge system types in high
seismic zones.
For prefabricated/precast (PC) bridge systems to be widely accepted by bridge engineers and used in
California, seismic performance of these systems needs to be better understood by the bridge design
industry. Since 2005, Caltrans and other agencies have sponsored development of new ABC connection
details and a series of seismic research to test existing and new connection details. The new connection
details and the tests included: 1. Connection between the precast girder and CIP bent cap, 2. Connection
between the precast bent cap and the CIP column, 3. Connection between the precast bent cap and the
precast column, 4. Connection between the precast column and the CIP footing. Research results have
shown that many of the newly-developed connections emulate seismic behavior of CIP integral
connections and thus proved satisfactory seismic performance.
This paper will present recent progress in seismic ABC connection details development and project
applications in Caltrans. Connection details that include girder-to-bent cap joints, bent cap-to-column
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joints are presented and discussed in depth. Three high-profile bridge projects in California during the
last 5 years that employ ABC technologies and applications are presented and discussed as follows:
1. Rose Canyon Bridge and Overhead: Use of CIP drop cap integrally connected to PC/PS Bulb
Tee girder superstructure
2. Devore Interchange structures: Use of partial PC drop cap integrally connected to PC I-girder
superstructure
3. East Yard Overhead: Use of PC drop cap integrally connected to CIP column, and pinned with
Bulb Tee girder superstructure
ROSE CANYON BRIDGE AND OVERHEAD
Project descriptions
The Rose Canyon Bridge and Overhead is located in the City of San Diego, California and serves the I805 corridor that connects the travelers from I-5 to the I-8 freeway. In 2011, a design-build project was
initiated to widen the median of I-805 to accommodate a High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV)/Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT) in each direction of the freeway. As a result, structure scope of work requires a median
widening of the Rose Canyon Bridge and Overhead (BOH). The existing BOH consists of a twin bridge
system that is separated by a 28’-0” gap. The bridge, measured 355' in total length, crosses over existing
69kV electrical power lines in Spans 1 and 3, the Rose Canyon Creek Channel waterway (located 75’
below the top of deck), and two railroad tracks (adjacent to the channel) operated by BNSF and North
County Transit District (NCTD). Furthermore, the creek has been identified as an environmentally
sensitive area and is required to be protected during construction. Each existing bridge is a three-span
continuous reinforced concrete box girder bridge with diaphragm type abutments and integral bent caps.
The abutments are founded on the spread footings, and the bents are supported by circular columns
founded on enlarged pile shafts. The bridge configuration is shown in Figure 1a and 1b.

Figure 1a. Elevation View of Rose Canyon Bridge
Structural Solutions
The active electrical lines, railroad, and environmental sensitive waterway area at the site imposed strict
constraints on construction work time window and equipment. Thus, it is required to use ABC
technologies to minimize the on-site construction work impacts and accelerate the actual on-site
construction work time. To that end, the Design-Builder selected to use precast pre-stressed Bulb Tee
girders as the ABC structure solution. The proposed bridge will close the gap between the two bridges
and will be supported by diaphragm type abutments and dropped bent caps supported on 6'-0" diameter
circular columns. The structure depth is 6'-9⅞", and the span configuration matches the existing bridge to
maintain a balanced configuration with 105’-4”, 145’-0” and 105’-4” with total length 355’-8”. Partial drop
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bent caps are used to support the precast girders during the girder placement and integral joint
connection construction phases. The abutments are supported on spread footings and the single column
bents with 6’ diameter column are supported on a pile footing with 3'-0" diameter CIDH piles as shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 1b. Aerial View of Bridge

Figure 2. Bent Elevation
Seismic Design and Details
Caltrans Seismic Design Criteria and philosophy requires an integral connection between the girder and
bent cap to ensure that the superstructure will remain protected from damage while the columns will first
form flexure plastic hinges. This capacity protection strategy can be easy to be achieved for CIP girder
and bent cap system where the reinforcements can be continuous through the connection joints.
However, continuity in longitudinal reinforcements poses difficulties for precast girders and CIP bent caps
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to maintain full flexure continuity in the longitudinal direction. Recent research studies at Iowa State
University and the University of California at San Diego have provided recommendations to emulate the
CIP joint connections. Caltrans and the Design-Builder, extrapolating from this research, selected to use
prestressing strands extending at bottom of the girder into the CIP joint with a hook, as shown in Figure 3.
The extended prestressing strands into the bent cap will provide positive moment resistance and capacity
and the longitudinal reinforcements in the deck will provide negative moment resistance and capacity.
The dual strands-reinforcing bars system emulates the CIP joint connection in the full moment continuity
in the longitudinal direction and ensures that plastic hinges can first form at the column tops and bottoms.
In addition, CIP joint diaphragms are formed around the girders and the diaphragms provide a full lateral
force resistance in the transverse direction to ensure that the plastic hinges are formed in the columns.

Figure 3. Integral Connection Between CIP Drop Cap and Bult Tee Girders
Project Status
In 2013, construction of foundation started and precast girders were cast and erected by the beginning
2014. It is anticipated that the structure will be completed by the Fall 2014.
DEVORE INTERCHANGE BRIDGE STRUCTURE
Project Descriptions
The Devore Interchange is a freeway interchange that connects I-215 and I-15 and is located in Devore
Heights, San Bernardino County, California. In 2012, Caltrans initiated a design-build project to improve
the interchange to accommodated increasing traffic demands. The project scope consisted of seventeen
bridge structures work (bridge replacements and widenings), and several miles of new retaining walls. In
this project, there are several sites that imposed construction restrictions and constraints:
 Devore Overhead- outside widening structures that carry I-15 traffic and need to cross over
multiple active railroad tracks
 Glen Helen Parkway- outside widening structures that carry the I-15 traffic and need to cross
over active local roads
 Cajon Creek Ramps and Bridges- new and widening structures that carry I-15 traffic and need to
cross over environmentally sensitive waterway area
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Structural Solutions
The active road, railroad, and environmental sensitive waterway area at the three above-mentioned sites
imposed strict constraints on construction work time window and equipment. Furthermore, the DesignBuilder found it advantageous to accelerate the bridge construction for seven bridge structures at various
sites. Thus, the Design-Builder selected to use ABC technologies to minimize the on-site construction
work impacts and accelerate the actual on-site construction work time by using precast girders supported
on partial precast bent caps and partial depth precast decks.
The Cajon Creek Ramp and Bridges, shown in Figure 4a, are two multiple span structures spanning a
total length of 528’. The widened bridges have variable deck widths and the superstructure consist of a
standard 5’-6” I girder, and a 9 ½” composite PC/PS - CIP deck slab, and is supported on short seat type
abutments and two column bents. The foundations at abutments are footings with 36” diameter CIDH
concrete piles.

Figure 4a. Elevation of Cajon Creek Ramp
The Devore Overhead (shown in Figure 4b) and the Glen Helen Parkway widening structures use PC/PS
concrete “I”-girders to span over the UPRR and BNSF rail tracks and local roads without any falsework,
minimizing railway and vehicular traffic interruptions during construction. Both structures are multiplespans supported on multiple column bents. Figure 5 shows the typical bent layout (others are similar).

Figure 4b. Elevation of Devore Overhead
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Figure 5. Typical Bent Cap Layout
Seismic Design and Connection Details
In order to achieve the similar seismic performance to that of the CIP/PS structures, the Design-Builder
selected the partial precast U-shape bent cap to develop the seismic connection. The U shape PC cap
has two holes at each column location where the columns will be inserted. The connection details, shown
in Figure 6, were previously used in the Hayward-San Mateo Bridge Widening structure (constructed in
2001). The partial precast bent cap provides support for the placement of the precast girders. After the
columns are inserted, CIP concrete can be poured to achieve full integral connection between the girders,
bent caps, and columns.
Cap-Column Connection
As stated in preceding section, the moment resisting connections between the superstructure and the
column shall be designed to transmit the maximum forces produced when column has reached its
overstrength capacity including moment and shear.
In this connection detail, #11 continuous bars are provided to resist overstrength moment in the
transverse direction (Figure 5). The number of the bars are determined by nonlinear static analysis (push
over), and the moment demand is calculated by moment-curvature analysis for given axial load produced
by earthquake and dead load. The joint shear is designed by proportioning to the principal stresses.
Cap-Girder Connection
In the transverse direction, the insert assemblies are provided to form an integral connection between the
PC/PS girder and the bent cap. In the longitudinal direction, the prestress strands extend into the bent
cap to be equivalent to the bottom slab reinforcements required to resist any positive moment and
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improve the ductility and serviceability. This reinforcement detail is very similar to that in conventional
CIP/PS structures of which the seismic performance has been investigated and widely constructed in
California [5].

(a). Connection Detail of Girder-Bent Cap
(b). Connection Detail of Column-Bent Cap
Figure 6. Bent Cap Connection Detail
Project Status
The design was completed in early 2014 and construction has commenced. Bridge construction
completion of all bridge structures is scheduled to be in 2015.
EAST YARD OVERHEAD
The East Yard Overhead is located in the City of Commerce, on the eastern end of the Los Angeles
County, California and serves the I-710 corridor that connects the travelers from City of Long Beach to
the I-10 freeway. A Caltrans design-bid-build project was initiated to improve the roadway pavement and
widen the freeway to accommodate meet current roadway standards for standard lane and shoulder
widths. As a result, structure scope of work requires an outside widening of the East Yard Overhead
structure. The existing structure crosses over a railroad yard owned by Union Pacific (UP) and it consists
of fourteen simple-supported spans steel plate girders. The railroad yard has several active main and
spur tracks that crosses under various spans of the bridge and are located in close proximity to the bent
columns.
Structural Solution
The active railroad tracks at the site imposed strict constraints on construction work time window and
equipment. Thus, it is necessary to use ABC technologies minimize the on-site construction work impacts
and accelerate the actual on-site construction work time. To that end, the designers selected to use
precast pre-stressed Bulb Tee girders and precast drop bent caps as the ABC structure solution. In order
to match the existing span configuration and expansion joint locations, the proposed widening structures
on both sides of the existing bridge uses simply-supported Bulb Tee bridges with variable width on single
column bents (Figure 7). The superstructure is also simply supported on the short seat type abutments.
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The typical bent with the precast bent cap and a 6’-3” diameter column is supported on individual 8’-3”
diameter enlarged pile shafts.

Figure 7. East Yard Overhead Span Configuration
Seismic Design and Connection Details
Column-Cap Connection
In accordance to the Caltrans seismic design philosophy, the bent cap and the column need to be
connected to maintain full flexural moment transfer. In 2009, a research study, NCHRP 12-74, was
funded to study the seismic behavior of the precast bent cap and CIP column connections. Results
showed that a precast bent cap that uses post-grout holes for column longitudinal rebars can emulate
similar favorable seismic response as a CIP bent cap and column connection. For this structure, the
designer selected to use the connections details from NCHRP 12-74, as shown in Figure 8. The
connection is constructed by the following sequences:
1. Cast the column on-site and cast the bent cap off-site
2. Erect bent cap on the final position, and column longitudinal reinforcement bars are inserted into
pre-formed holes
3. Grout the holes
Girder-Cap Connection
The simply supported superstructure poses an unseating risk in a design earthquake event due to the
discontinuous load path of the lateral force. To address this issue, the end diaphragms of the girders are
transversely tied together by #8 dowels and insert assemblies (Figure 9). The pin/expansion bearing
assemblies, as shown in Figure 8, are installed at abutments and the bents to prevent superstructure
from any unseating. This load path transfers the lateral force down to the foundation, and ensures that
plastic hinges can form in the columns before the superstructures are damaged.
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Figure 8. Cap-column connection detail

(a). bent Diaphragm

(b). Girder Transverse Connection

Figure 9. Girder Bent Diaphragm and connection Details
Project Status
The design was completed in early 2014 and it is anticipated that a contractor will be selected by the end
of 2014. Construction is scheduled to start in 2015.
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CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS
New seismic ABC connections have received more attention in the high seismic zones with favorable
research findings. The three recent projects presented that used newly developed seismic connections
have demonstrated the following:
1. Carefully design the connection between the PC bridge components can achieve similar/better
seismic performance to/than the conventional CIP connection
2. There are multiple approaches to seismically connect the precast bridge components in an ABC
project.
3. Research and laboratory tests have contributed to advancements in applications of seismic
precast bridge elements connections.
Thus, it is anticipated that prefabricated elements will become more mainstream in California and other
states as planners and engineers seek viable engineering solutions that address accelerated schedule
demands. Rapid bridge construction, as a part of the FHWA Every Day Counts initiative, has been a
leading focus of national and international research, with numerous funded projects in academia and
industry. Recently in the United States, funding focused efforts to investigate viable solutions and
develop associated design and construction specifications has increased with the realization of the
importance of the topic. The need for accelerating bridge and highway construction is becoming more
important across the nation. In the near future, widespread implementation of these technologies will
benefit commerce and the traveling public, leading to a efficient and integrated transportation system of
the 21st century.
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INNOVATIVE CROSSROADS: ABC BRIDGE PROJECT FEATURES
ROUNDABOUTS (PECOS STREET BRIDGE REPLACEMENT)
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Tom Melton, Wilson & Company, Inc., Engineers & Architects, 303.981.1332, tom.melton@wilsonco.com
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ABSTRACT
Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) reduced impact on the traveling public from months to hours, and
new roundabouts at each end of the bridge move vehicular traffic efficiently and safely. Construction
delays to the neighboring community were minimal, and the project team’s collaborative approach proved
that complex projects can be welcomed and celebrated by the communities they serve.
THE PROBLEM
How to replace a 1965 bridge over Interstate
70 (I-70), a dense travel route in Denver for
more than 130,000 vehicles per day and
heavy truck traffic, while minimizing impacts
to the traveling public? How to improve the
operational function and safety of the Pecos
Street intersections on the bridge for the
developing community of Sunnyside? How
to deliver the project on time to receive all
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
funding?
THE SOLUTION
Figure 1 - Pecos Street over I-70 Bridge Replacement
This project includes an Interchange (Completed)
Alternatives Analysis Report to determine the
best alternatives and delivery method for the
bridge replacement and improved intersections. The results led to an Accelerated Bridge Construction
(ABC) for the aging bridge; a new diamond configured interchange, incorporating two-lane modern
roundabouts at the ramp intersections with Pecos Street; and Construction Manager/General Contractor
(CMGC) delivery method. The unique ABC Bridge “roll-in” technology was utilized to roll the five-millionpound bridge structure into place on I-70 during a 50-hour weekend closure verse the typical 12 month
traffic disruption; significantly reducing impacts to the traveling public. The innovative retrofit roundabout
design was implemented to correct the intersection’s design deficiencies that led to safety, congestion,
and operational problems. The multi-lane urban roundabout functions efficiently for the adjacent
community and businesses, large truck movements, and balances the entry lane volumes off of the I-70
on ramps. The CMGC delivery provided a format for the owner, contractor, and designer to collaborate
during the design phase of the project. Using a CMGC delivery, CDOT and designer were able to
integrate the contractor’s methods and ideas into the design to provide the most innovative solutions to
address the project complexity, reduce construction risks, and meet the funding schedule of CDOT.
These solutions led to CDOT’s most significant ABC Bridge and CMGC project delivery in Colorado.
PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS


First project for CDOT using a “roll-in” ABC technique



Bridge superstructure weighed just under 5 million pounds
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2 new Roundabouts minimized rightof-way impacts



One of first CMGC projects for CDOT



First ABC in City and County of
Denver



One of the most complex CM/GC
projects in Colorado

Since its completion, the $18.6 million
Pecos
Street
Bridge
over
I-70
Replacement Project (Project) has
received national attention for its
uniqueness
and
innovation.
Preconstruction was completed in September
2012, and the construction phase was
completed October 2013.
Using ABC techniques, CDOT, Kiewit Figure 2 - Bridge during Transport
Infrastructure Co. (Kiewit) and Wilson &
Company delivered a quality project
shorter than would have been possible using traditional multiple-phased construction methods. The 159ft, cast-in-place, post-tensioned concrete box girder superstructure was constructed off-site in a nearby
parking lot. The substructure was constructed under the existing bridge. Within a 50-hour closure of I-70,
one of Colorado’s busiest interstates, crews demolished the existing bridge and used self-propelled
modular transports (SPMT) to transport the 2,400-ton fully-constructed superstructure from the parking lot
where it was first built, onto I-70, 800 feet down I-70, and to its final location. Kiewit selected the
experienced contractor, Mammoet USA, to perform the move using SPMT’s. This was the first time
SPMT’s were used to transport a bridge in Colorado.
Using ABC technology and SPMT’s, the project team cut eight months from the anticipated completion
date, minimizing inconvenience to the travelling public through fewer traffic delays and road closures. An
accelerated schedule helped ease traffic for approximately 130,000 vehicles that pass under Pecos
Street on I-70 each day; this includes truck traffic, which is 7 percent compared to the national average of
4 percent in similar corridors. Another unique facet of the project was the construction of two 2-lane
modern roundabouts, one at each ramp intersection with Pecos Street, to improve traffic safety and limit
community impacts, as well as the installation of a prefabricated pedestrian bridge over I-70.
OVERCOMING CHALLENGES AND TEAMWORK
CDOT selected Wilson & Company to design the replacement of the Pecos Street Bridge over I-70 as
part of FASTER legislation to address poor condition bridges across Colorado. It took one field visit with
CDOT to the site, watching traffic navigate the existing interchange, to determine that traffic
improvements were also necessary. Wilson & Company worked closely with CDOT to identify several
options to improve traffic flow, eventually recommending modern roundabout intersections to increase
safety while minimizing impacts to the surrounding community and businesses.
Wilson & Company, with oversight by CDOT and the City and County of Denver (CCD), investigated 15
interchange improvement alternatives to identify 2-lane modern roundabouts as the best traffic solution
that would improve safety and mobility while minimizing right of way impacts to the businesses
surrounding the interchange. The project team also worked together to develop and investigate the best
method to construct the bridge, which included various ABC methods, including roll-in, slide-in, and
launch-in techniques, in addition to conventional construction methods. The SPMT method allowed the
least amount of closures and impacts to the public.
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The most significant challenge was working over I-70, one of the most traveled interstates in Colorado.
The area surrounding the construction site was continuously congested and included a populated
business district. Business access during construction was a necessity. To address this challenge,
specific accommodations were made for affected businesses and homes to ensure access. Crews were
given limited timeframes in which I-70 could be closed or restricted. This was the key factor that led the
team to demolish the old bridge, roll the new bridge onto I-70, and set the new bridge in just a single 50hour period. The process of the bridge roll and replacement was executed successfully, and I-70
reopened on time, despite challenges due to the tight corridor. The team successfully positioned the
necessary crews and equipment for the transport. Construction of the bridge abutments was also
challenging as they were created with the majority of the old bridge still intact. At times, the clearances
were within 12 inches of the old bridge deck and new abutments.
CM/GC PROJECT DELIVERY
Wilson & Company prepared a two-part structure type selection report. The first part developed structure
type options and justification for using ABC techniques. Kiewit Infrastructure was hired as the
Construction Manager/General (CMGC) Contractor and worked collaboratively with CDOT and Wilson &
Company during design to determine the structure type and “roll-in” ABC technique. Kiewit and Wilson &
Company worked closely through the final design process with a focus on minimizing risks, and continued
the relationship during construction to ensure the design met the increased demands of this highly
complex project. The CMGC process was an effective delivery method for CDOT, where the design team
benefited from contractor input on complicated design issues. Collaboration between CDOT, designer,
and contractor was critical to help reduce risk and select the most well-suited ABC technique for the
project.
SAFETY
On this project, the project team implemented the first Kiewit-specific “Speak Up, Listen Up” (SULU)
program. The SULU initiative encourages everyone on the job site to speak up if they see an unsafe or
potentially hazardous situation. There were also weekly safety tours and recognition of a safety crew
each month.
The crews also held site-specific formal and informal training sessions for many essential skills such as
rigging, tie-offs and signaling. If there was an incident, the project held safety shutdowns where staff and
crew addressed what went wrong, the root cause, the solution, and the precautions that should be taken
to prevent a similar incident in the future. There were no recordable incidents on this project.
As most of the roadway work was adjacent to vehicle and pedestrian traffic, safety and maintaining
mobility was a priority. The team implemented safety measures throughout the design and phasing stage.
The multi-use pedestrian bridge structure was designed and ordered prior to the start of construction to
maintain pedestrian and bicyclist access across I-70 while work was being done across the roadway
structure. The project team was vigilant about ensuring that paths and ramps were ADA compliant, wellmarked and maintained.
In addition to installing roundabouts, which are initially unfamiliar to drivers new to the area, a hybrid
pedestrian activated signal was installed. This was the second hybrid pedestrian activated signal installed
by CDOT.
The project team used additional bilingual traffic control (flaggers) staff to guide and educate pedestrians
and bicyclists on how to safely cross the streets. Kiewit continually instructed all people on the project to
use the traffic control devices when crossing streets, even if it took extra time.
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INNOVATION TO THE INDUSTRY/COMMUNITY
This project can be described as a project of many “firsts” — both for the state of Colorado and for the
many stakeholders involved. For CDOT, the project was one of the first CM/GC projects in the state and
the first “roll-in” accelerated bridge construction project utilizing SPMT technology. It was the first
accelerated bridge construction project in the CCD and also was the first utilization of internal and
external post-tensioning on a cast-in-place box girder bridge in CDOT to help reduce the weight.
ABC Bridge Design
Several structure types were evaluated to accommodate the unusual shape of the superstructure. A castin-place, post-tensioned concrete box girder ranked the highest overall score because of its ability to
meet the funding schedule, conform to the unusual superstructure geometry, and lower construction
costs.
The “hour-glass” shape of the superstructure, however, created many design and detailing challenges.
The bridge transport supports were located 15-feet from the abutments. A permanent internal “lifting”
diaphragm was designed over the SPMT supports. The interior girder webs were flared and bifurcated to
accommodate the changing width of the deck. Three-dimensional models using MIDAS Civil Software
were used to design the bridge as well as analyze the temporary loading conditions for the transport.
Deflections and distortions were induced in the 3-D model to determine acceptable limits.
In order to minimize the weight of
the bridge, the concrete web
spacing and deck overhangs were
increased. This lighter concrete
section required more longitudinal
post-tensioning than would fit into
the webs so external posttensioning was added between the
webs. Transverse post-tensioning
was also added to the deck to
accommodate the larger spacing of
webs. In total, there was about 19
miles of post-tensioning strand in Figure 3 - Internal Lifting Diaphragms
the bridge which improved the
durability (less cracking) and
helped control cracking during the bridge move.
ABC Bridge Construction
The ABC technique involved constructing the superstructure in a bridge staging area near the project site
and then rolling it 800 feet to its final location using SPMTs. The bridge itself was entirely constructed offsite in a nearby parking lot and vacated street. The newly constructed bridge superstructure was
transferred to its final position by SPMTs, which managed the weight of the 2,400-ton bridge with ease.
Additionally, the new abutments were constructed while the existing bridge deck was still intact and while
the bridge superstructure was being constructed off-site, significantly reducing the construction schedule.
Due to the “hour-glass” shape of the superstructure, Kiewit decided to build the bridge on the existing
ground instead of building it on falsework. When the bridge was ready for transport, it was jacked up 18
feet using lifting jacks and Ironwood so that the SPMT equipment could be driven underneath the bridge
and lifted off the jacks for transporting.
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The superstructure and substructure were constructed at the same time which substantially reduced the
construction time by eight months. The travel path for the roll-in required importing soil and steel plates
for the grading and surfacing. The travel path was carefully designed to limit the maximum grades to 3%
and was covered with over 500 steel plates that prevented the wheels on the SPMTs from digging into
the temporary soils as well as protecting the existing I-70 pavement from damage during turning
movements. The SPMTs transported the bridge on to I-70, rotated the bridge 180 degrees, and then
traveled along I-70 to its final location. The bridge was rotated because the limited staging area footprint
required the bridge to be constructed the reverse of its final orientation.
The smooth travel path and 3-point SPMT
suspension allowed the bridge to be moved with
minimal distortions and no bridge cracks. The
bridge superstructure was moved the weekend
of July 19-21, 2013, during a 50-hour weekend
closure of I-70 which also included removing the
existing bridge during the closure. Pecos Street
was opened six weeks after the bridge move on
August 31. Kiewit selected Mammoet USA to
perform the bridge move. Wilson & Company
also worked closely with Mammoet to develop
SPMT equipment orientation to ensure that
loads induced on the superstructure and the
SPMT equipment were compatible.
Figure 4 - Bridge Jacking
Roundabouts
In order to minimize impacts to the community, environmental resources, and private property, the
roundabouts were designed and constructed closer to I-70 than is typical of other roundabout
interchanges. This was feasible from a traffic engineering perspective as the spacing between
roundabouts at an interchange like this does not limit traffic capacity or safety of the overall interchange.
As a result, the roundabouts lead into the bridge, which is flared out at both ends.
CONSTRUCTION QUALITY & CRAFTSMANSHIP
In order to ensure quality in construction and craftsmanship, every team on-site had daily meetings to
address that day’s work and the high quality standards expected. With the contract method being CM/GC,
Kiewit assisted both Wilson & Company and CDOT with design and constructability input, which
significantly reduced the number of Requests for Information’s (RFI) and change orders that would
usually occur later in the construction process. This collaboration allowed the project team to construct
the bridge more efficiently as compared to conventional contract types. Kiewit, Wilson & Company, and
CDOT ensured excellent quality on the project through an innovative quality control program that required
accountability by all employees, crews and subcontractors. The project team recognized that the process
of building the work is just as important as the final product. The crews took pride in self-policing their
work prior to inspections to verify that work was built right the first time. In addition, throughout the bridge
move, continuous monitoring was conducted by CDOT, Wilson & Company, and Kiewit.
Prior to the move, both Wilson & Company and Kiewit independently conducted bridge move modeling
and received similar outputs. The maximum tolerance levels were twist 3/4 inch and deflection 1/4 inch,
which were never exceeded. The contract included specifications for crack mitigation following the bridge
move. Once in position, the bridge was inspected and determined that no cracks developed during the
bridge move. Overall, the project was a huge success and was finished on time and within CDOT’s
budget due to collaborative partnership developed between Kiewit, Wilson & Company, and CDOT
through CM/GC contract delivery, allowing early constructability input into the project as well as a unified
approach to meeting the project goals.
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FUNCTION AND AESTHETIC QUALITY OF THE DESIGN
Wilson & Company has worked on several ABC projects in Utah, and used UDOT’s ABC Decision Making
Process to evaluate the merits of ABC construction for the Pecos Street Project. One of the major
evaluation factors was to determine road user cost savings using ABC techniques compared to
conventional phased construction. In the case of the Pecos project, there was a significant savings to the
road user by reducing delays from months to days. CDOT has adopted this ABC Decision Making
Process and is now requiring evaluation of the merits of using ABC on all bridge projects.
Early in the design process, CDOT and Wilson & Company executed an alternative analysis to determine
a cost-effective traffic improvement at the interchange. After developing 15 alternatives, it was determined
that 2-lane modern roundabouts would improve traffic operations, reduce the number and severity of
crashes, and allow the interchange to operate at acceptable levels of service for many years. The
functional capability of the roundabouts to handle multiple entry and exit points, especially at the northern
intersection which required six entry/exit points, minimized impacts to the existing ramps and local
roadways. It also minimized impacts to environmental resources, and most importantly, minimized
impacts to private property and the critical businesses adjacent to the interchange. The roundabouts are
also hardscaped to reduce long-term maintenance and create a welcoming environment in the area. The
center islands include neighborhood demarcation signs, constructed directly into the hardscape elements
to provide a sense of community pride.
The roundabouts were moved closer to I-70 than a typical roundabout interchange over interstates to limit
impacts. The selection of the bridge type, a cast-in-place, post-tensioned concrete box girder was critical
in transitioning the bridge geometry into and out of the roundabouts. The cast-in-place element allowed
the roundabout geometry to be maintained, which is critical for the roundabouts to function at a high level
of capacity and safety.
The design team selected a fence type that is both aesthetically pleasing, and also provides a high
degree of sight distance through the fence, allowing drivers to perceive conflicting traffic in the
roundabout. This sight distance element is critical to the capacity and safety performance of the
roundabouts.
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
Continuous public involvement helped
educate neighborhood communities and
businesses on the project, roundabouts,
ABC; and communicate traffic control
plans. The project team met with the
local businesses one-on-one to discuss
the project and answer questions. In
addition, one public open house was
held for local businesses and residents,
and a smaller business-only meeting
was held to discuss access during and
after construction, as well as the
construction schedule. Viewing areas
were setup during the bridge move
weekend to include the public to safely
watch the bridge demolition and moved
into place.

Figure 5 - Public Viewing Area
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This project received over $4 million in Grant money from the Highways for Life program. The funding
rules require a post-construction satisfaction survey to be conducted. Over 90% of the respondents were
satisfied with the use of ABC techniques. This is consistent with the feedback that FHWA has seen
across the United States.
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CHALLENGES OF DESIGNING A TWO-SPAN CONTINUOUS PRECAST
CONCRETE ACCELERATED BRIDGE RECONSTRUCTION
Ryan Adams, P.E., Greenman-Pedersen, Inc., (908)236-9001, radams@gpinet.com
Scott Deeck, P.E., New Jersey Department of Transportation, (609)530-4579, Scott.Deeck@dot.nj.gov
ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the challenges faced during the design and construction of the Route 46 over Musconetcong
River bridge. The two-span through girder crossing was reconstructed over a ten-day road closure using
Prefabricated Bridge Elements (PBEs) and New Jersey’s first application of Ultra-High Performance Concrete
(UHPC).
INTRODUCTION
The Route 46 over Musconetcong River bridge (Structure No. 1208-162) connects the town of Hackettstown with
Mount Olive and Washington Townships between New Jersey’s Morris and Warren counties. The 127-foot long
bridge, which carries 13,200 vehicles per day via one 15-foot lane in the east and west directions, is of significant
importance to commuters and the surrounding residents and business communities. Built in 1924 and spanning a
Class 1 waterway, the structure lies immediately adjacent to the remains of a historically significant grist mill in the
northwest quadrant, and borders local businesses in the other three quadrants. In addition to these challenging site
constraints, the bridge also carries ten underbridge conduits that were found to have insufficient slack for temporary
relocation and several overhead utilities spanning across and around the structure.

Plan view of the Route 46 over Musconetcong River Bridge (Pictometry Online)
EXISTING STRUCTURE
The existing structure consists to two 61’-4½” long simple spans composed of two concrete encased riveted steel
through girders supporting concrete encased rolled steel floorbeams and a reinforced concrete deck. A concrete
sidewalk is supported by cantilevered brackets off the south girder. Due to the two girder system, the structure is
considered fracture critical. The substructure consists of concrete gravity abutments and wingwalls and a concrete
pier, all supported on spread footings.
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Typical Existing Section
PROJECT NEED AND EVOLUTION
Initially identified to be in need of deck replacement through the New Jersey Department of Transportation’s (NJDOT)
Deck Replacement Program, Greenman-Pedersen, Inc. (GPI) performed an in-depth inspection to identify all
conditions that warranted repair. As expected, the deck was noted to be in poor condition due to several shallow
spalls, areas of fine pattern cracking and efflorescence, and evidence of seepage and chloride contamination. The
superstructure, composed of concrete-encased built-up steel girders and floorbeams, was found to have extensive
encasement deterioration, heavy corrosion with lamination, and section loss on exposed portions of the primary
members. The substructure was found to be satisfactory, with localized areas of cracking and spalls, and cores
indicating a compressive strength of over 11,000 psi.
Taking into account the condition of the existing structure, an alternatives analysis was performed to determine the
best solution to meet the NJDOT’s original project goal, and provide the most cost effective rehabilitation plan to
extend the crossing’s service life while minimizing traffic impacts to the surrounding communities. Several
alternatives were considered:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Isolated deck repairs and rehabilitation;
Deck replacement using cast-in-place concrete;
Deck replacement using precast panels;
Deck and superstructure replacement using accelerated construction techniques; and
Complete bridge replacement.

Isolated deck repairs was the cheapest alternative with minimal traffic impacts as the work could be completed
overnight under alternating single lane closures; however the repair process could induce further damage to the
concrete encasement and sound deck areas. After taking into account the life span of the remaining bridge
surfacing, this alternative was determined to not be cost effective. Deck replacement using traditional cast-in-place
concrete was not considered feasible due to the severe traffic impacts that would arise from the concrete cure time.
Additionally, the process of removing the concrete deck would have likely caused further damage to the concrete
encasement, exposing more uncoated steel requiring repair and potential strengthening. Using precast panels in lieu
of cast-in-place concrete would eliminate the cure time and reduce the construction duration, however, damage to the
existing encasement was still a concern. Longitudinal and transverse post-tensioning would also complicate
construction and future repairs, and the numerous joints between deck panels could be a long term performance
issue with respect to leakage. A full bridge replacement would address all the deficiencies on the bridge, however
the economic and right of way impacts needed for an alignment shift or temporary structure far exceeded the benefit
of this alternative.
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Taking into account the unique nature of the project location, the preferred alternative was determined to be a
complete deck and superstructure replacement using accelerated construction techniques in concert with a shortterm closure of Route 46. Utilizing accelerated construction would reduce both environmental and socio-economic
impacts to the local community. While still subject to severe traffic impacts during the construction period(s), this
solution provided for an extended service life as compared to the deck replacement option since the superstructure
would also be replaced. The risk of complications arising from unforeseen repairs to the existing steel would also be
eliminated. GPI initially proposed to design the reconstruction to occur over a series of modified weekend closings
with a short term detour to handle the traffic during these off-peak cycles. Following numerous discussions with local
public officials and stakeholders, it was agreed to perform the construction during a ten-day (240 hour) continuous
road closure. This approach would minimize confusion for the traveling public stemming from the staggered weekend
closings, and reduce the risk of unanticipated construction or weather problems causing a delay in the narrow closing
windows.
The design team also took a proactive approach to inform the public of the short-term closure. Most often, in highly
commercialized areas like the Route 46 project site, tenants and property owners are sometimes separate entities.
Therefore, providing notice directly to property owners can result in information not getting to the people most
affected by local developments. GPI and NJDOT staff made several trips to the surrounding project area and detour
route, where they “pounded the pavement” and hand-delivered notices to local businesses and residents about the
upcoming construction activities. Information was also broadcast through local cable television outlets and regional
commuter traffic was informed via placement of multiple variable message signs five weeks prior to the road closure.
DESIGN CHALLENGES
Selection of Superstructure
Upon receiving notice to proceed to begin the final design, GPI investigated several possible superstructure
alternatives that could be constructed during the ten-day road closure:
a)

Precast Concrete Steel Composite Units - The former proprietary system known as Inverset is a precast
concrete and steel composite bridge superstructure system that utilizes an “upside-down” casting method
using the force of gravity to prestress steel beams. The inverted casting process pre-compresses the
concrete, yielding a crack resistant deck with high durability, and reduced superstructure depths. The units
are of high quality due to a controlled environment construction and can be installed rapidly with a “trafficready” surface. The weight of the units would also be less than the existing superstructure, indicating that
the substructure would be adequate for this superstructure type. Despite these advantages, the system is
composed of steel beams, which would require future maintenance for cleaning and painting. Additionally,
the cost of the system is approximately 50% more than that of a typical superstructure.

b)

Prefabricated Through Girder System – A potential replacement alternative was to construct a new through
girder system, similar to the existing superstructure, in a staging area and move it into place during the
closure. The weight was estimated to be less than the existing superstructure, and the system would
require limited reconstruction of the abutment and pier due to the similar bearing locations. However, this
system would still be fracture critical, and does not offer as many advantages as the other types considered.

c)

Northeast Extreme Tee (NEXT) Beam – The NEXT beam is a relatively new section on the bridge market
developed by the Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute Northeast (PCINE) and several Departments of
Transportation. The NEXT Beam is a double-tee beam similar to those used in parking structures except
the tee leg is wider to provide greater capacity needed when carrying bridge loads. Ranging in depths from
24”-40” and widths of 8’-0” to 12’-0”, the NEXT beams were developed for spans ranging from 30 to 90 feet.
Two types of NEXT Beams were developed for bridge use:
i.
ii.

F (Form) Beam – a partial four-inch thick flange serves as a form for a cast-in-place deck.
D (Deck) Beam – full flange serves as a “traffic-ready” surface, which can be micro-milled to meet
final grade elevations or covered with an overlay.

A closure pour is required longitudinally to ensure composite action between the beams. Due to the short
closure duration, the Type F beam would not be feasible with a cast-in-place deck. The Type D beam would
provide for a traffic-ready surface, and would ultimately weigh less than the existing superstructure.
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After reviewing the possible alternatives, it was decided to move forward with designing the reconstruction using
NEXT Type D beams. The ability to facilitate rapid construction along with prestressed concrete’s advantages of an
increased service life and limited future maintenance gave the NEXT beams an edge. Additionally, this
superstructure type was found to be the least expensive option, resulting in it being the most cost effective
alternative.
Prefabricated Superstructure Connections
When designing the connection system of the NEXT beams, it was important to specify a material that would provide
a robust connection and eliminate any concerns about its short and long term performance. Additionally, since time
was critical, a material with rapid strength gain was also important to deliver the project within the closure window.
Working within these constraints, ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC), a steel fiber-reinforced cementitious
composite with exceptionally high mechanical strength and durability properties, was chosen to connect the units
along the longitudinal joints. This material has the ability to obtain a compressive strength of 12,000 psi in 12 hours,
and has superior durability and bonding properties when compared to other joint fill materials.
Due to the need to establish connections between structures composed of PBEs in the field during potentially
unfavorable weather conditions and high intensity closure windows, connections between PBEs are naturally “weak
links” in the structure and susceptible to future damage and deterioration. Having only been used in a handful of
other states, New Jersey’s first application of UHPC allowed GPI to minimize the joint widths between the NEXT
beams. By taking advantage of UHPC’s high strength, the space between adjacent units was set at six inches. This
distance was sufficient to fully develop one mat of No. 16 headed rebar, staggered at six inch spacing. Additionally,
the edges of the beams were notched and given an exposed aggregate finish to further enhance the bond and shear
transfer across the joint.

Joint Plan View

Joint Section

The use of an exposed aggregate finish has been shown to greatly improve field-cast connections, however, the
increased surface area will absorb water from the UHPC during the curing period, resulting in a weak bond. This
issue was eliminated by including requirements in the project documents to pre-wet the joints for a period of 24 hours
prior to casting the UHPC. The top surface interface between the precast beams and UHPC was then treated with a
methacrylate crack sealer to prevent the introduction of water and ensure long-lasting performance.
Continuity Connection
In order to limit future maintenance costs, GPI decided to eliminate the pier joint and make the spans continuous.
Although AASHTO allows the effects of continuity to be taken into consideration when computing design forces for
loads applied after continuity is established, the beams were designed as simple spans per AASHTO Section
C5.14.1.4.1. A continuity diaphragm over the pier was then designed and detailed by placing additional deck
reinforcement to resist the negative moments induced from the continuous action of the structure and positive
moment reinforcement to resist restraint moments developing from time-dependent or other deformations. This
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approach provided a conservative design while still improving the structural integrity of the bridge, increasing its
ability to resist extreme event and other unanticipated loadings.
The additional negative moment reinforcement was
designed using force effects computed from the fully
continuous structure. The top mat was connected by
mechanical couplers and the bottom mat was extended
down into the diaphragm with 90° hooks. This required
extensive detailing and careful placement in the field as
the top bars between adjacent units needed to align
within tight tolerances to make the mechanical
connection and the bottom bars staggered to avoid
hitting each other. Bending the bottom bars down into
the diaphragm also meant that a full-depth diaphragm
would need to be provided across the structure width in
order to properly develop the bars.
Recent recommendations in the Transportation
Research Board’s SHRP 2 Report S2-R04-RR-2: ABC
Toolkit, show that continuity can be provided by
connecting the deck reinforcement within the deck
thickness and only extending the diaphragm to full-depth
between adjacent beam webs. However, due to the
proposed eight-inch thick deck and reinforcement
geometry, this detail would not have been feasible.
Future designs should incorporate a haunched deck
near interior supports to facilitate this type of connection
and reduce the depth of the diaphragm.

Continuity Connection at Beam Webs

Due to the compressive stress caused by the
prestressing force, the NEXT beams will creep. This
creep will cause the beam camber to increase. In a
simple span structure, this increase in camber is not
accompanied by any stress as the beam ends are free to
rotate. However, in continuous structures, the rotation
from creep effects after the connection is established is
restrained by the continuity connection. This results in
fixed end moments (FEM) that maintain the ends of the
beams as flat.

Continuity Connection between Beam Webs

If a Type-F beam was used, the differential shrinkage
from the precast beam and cast-in-place deck would also cause similar forces. However, because the concrete deck
is cast integral with the beam in a Type-D member, this additional force is eliminated.

Fixed End Moments Resulting from End Restraints
The age of the beam at the time of application of the continuity connection has a great effect on the final creep
moments. As the age of the beam increases before establishing continuity, the amount of creep and the resulting
creep load effects will decrease. AASHTO recommends that the contract documents require the beams to be at least
90 days old before continuity is established, and that the positive moment connection be designed for a strength of
1.2Mcr. This is because by 90 days, 60% of the creep and 70% of the shrinkage in a prestressed beam is gone, and
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a simplified design is sufficient. Overall, AASHTO gives designers four possible options to design a positive moment
connection:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Specify that the beams are at least 90 days old at the time continuity is established and design the
connection with a strength of 1.2Mcr.
Provide a positive moment connection with a strength of 1.2M cr and use the provisions of AASHTO Article
5.4.2.3, with ktd = 0.7 to establish the minimum age at which continuity can be established.
Consider the bridge continuous if the net stress at the bottom of the diaphragm from superimposed
permanent loads, settlement, creep, shrinkage, temperature gradient, and 50% of the live load is
compressive.
Calculate the actual restraint moments and design the connection for such.

Based on the very tight construction schedule for this project, GPI recognized that requiring a 90-day cure period was
not feasible. The actual duration from the time the last beam was cast to establishing the continuity connection was
conservatively estimated at 14 days. With this information, the connection was designed by computing the actual
restraint moments arising from a 14-day cure. To compute the effects of creep, GPI used the method outlined in the
publication “Design of Continuous Highway Bridges with Precast, Prestressed Concrete Girders” published by the
Portland Cement Association (PCA). The fixed end moments required to restrain the ends of the simple span beam
after continuity is established are computed and used to design the positive moment restraint connection. The
method outlined in AASHTO Article 5.4.2.3.2 was used to compute the creep coefficient at infinite time and at the
time of establishing continuity. The difference was then used to compute the creep correction factor C cr per the PCA
Method:
Ccr = 1 – e-Φ

where Φ is the restrained creep coefficient in the beam after continuity is established.

Fixed end moments were then multiplied by this factor to obtain the positive moment restraint forces. Per NJDOT
requirements, two details were designed: one using extended prestressing strands and the other using embedded
mild reinforcing steel. The contractor ultimately decided to use the extended strand detail where the strands are bent
at a 90° angle upon exiting the web and lapped with the strands from the adjacent unit.

Continuity Connection with Extended Strands
Precast Substructure Units
Due to the deteriorated condition of the existing substructure seats, it was decided to remove the top portion of the
abutments and pier and replace them with monolithic precast concrete units. This facilitated easy placement of the
NEXT beams and accommodated the shallower superstructure depth while providing increased service life. The
existing substructure cores indicated that the concrete below the deteriorated seats was sound, and could easily
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support the precast units. Connection to the remaining substructure was achieved through a series of 18” diameter
circular voids with vertical bars drilled and grouted into the existing concrete. A four-inch gap was detailed between
the precast units and existing substructure to facilitate placing the units at the correct elevation. The gap and circular
voids were then filled with a high-flow, low exotherm, non-shrink epoxy grout.

Precast Abutment Unit Connection Detail (Pier Similar)
The decision to use an epoxy grout over a typical cementitious grout arose from the need for a material that would
provide rapid strength gain so the superstructure units could be set as quickly as possible. A performance
specification was developed that called for an epoxy grout that could achieve 3,000 psi compressive strength in six
hours. In addition to high early strength gain, epoxy grouts offer further benefits over cement grouts:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Ultimate compressive strengths reach 12,000-15,000 psi for epoxy grouts at seven days, compared to
5,000-7,000 psi for cement grouts.
Epoxy grouts exhibit a better bond strength to steel and concrete than cement grouts.
Epoxy grouts are far more resistant to chemical attack than cement grouts.
Most epoxy grouts have small amounts of shrinkage, whereas the product used for this project advertised
zero shrinkage, typical design values assume 95% of the bearing contact area is effective. Cement grouts
are also non-shrink but can exhibit expansion, which could have caused misalignment of the precast units.

Overall, epoxy grouts exhibit greater durability, strength, and toughness than cement grouts. The only major concern
that needs to be investigated when specifying an epoxy grout is the difference in the thermal coefficient of expansion
(COE) between the grout and concrete. Most epoxy grouts have a COE on the order of two to ten times that of steel
and concrete. When pouring an epoxy grout with large heat generation (high exotherm) against existing concrete,
the rapid temperature changes could potentially cause cracking as the concrete will contract and expand at a different
rate than the grout. This issue was mitigated by using a low exotherm product and extending the material with a 3/8”
pea gravel in the large volume voids to further reduce heat generation. Additionally, the product used had a COE of
approximately three times that of concrete, significantly lower than most commercially available epoxy grout
materials.
CONSTRUCTION CHALLENGES
PBE Pre-Assembly
When performing accelerated bridge construction within a limited closure window it is important to minimize the
chance of any surprises emerging during the shutdown. Prefabricated bridge elements must be fabricated to exact
dimensions determined from accurate survey of the existing structure as any fit-up issues could prove disastrous.
GPI added requirements in the contract documents that mandated all the prefabricated units be pre-assembled in
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their final configuration before being shipped to the jobsite. During the pre-assembly, the dimensions of each unit
were verified and the overall geometry of the connected units checked against the requirements in the contract plans.
The Contractor used two separate fabricators to construct the precast substructure units and the NEXT beams.
Located over 200 miles away from each other, assembling the substructure and superstructure units in one location
would not have been feasible and therefore, separate operations were necessary. The substructure units were
staged on a level surface and the pedestal elevations verified. The width of the units were also checked and
compared against the existing layout to ensure full bearing on the remaining portions of the substructure.

Superstructure Pre-Assembly

Substructure Pre-Assembly

At a separate location, the NEXT beams were assembled and blocked using the pedestal elevations obtained from
the substructure assembly. A major concern when connecting prestressed concrete units is differential camber,
which could lead to fit-up and riding surface issues. Although the structure was to receive an overlay after the closure
period, it was important to provide a relatively smooth riding surface in the interim and limit differences in joint
elevations to facilitate proper forming of the UHPC joint pours. The pre-assembly results showed that all beam joint
elevations were within the allowable tolerances. This was due in part to the rapid fabrication schedule of the beams
and the use of identical prestressing patterns for all the units. If the relative vertical distance between joint flanges
had exceeded ¼”, the contractor was required to reduce the high beam camber by applying additional dead load or
using jacks. The beam lengths were also measured and imported into a CAD drawing of the existing surveyed plan
along with the substructure units. This verified that all the PBEs would fit correctly during installation. The preassembly operations gave the project team confidence that the units would be erected with little to no issue. The
units were ultimately installed in their final configuration to within less than 1/16” difference from the design locations
and elevations.
Grout Pad
The connection of the precast substructure units to
the existing substructure to remain was detailed to
allow the units to bear on a four inch grout pad.
This dimension was set to provide the contractor
flexibility during the demolition operations when
removing the existing substructure to the required
elevations. After removal, the surface would be
surveyed and steel shims used to temporarily
support the precast units prior to grouting
operations.
The methods used by the contractor to demolish
the existing substructure allowed very precise
Precast Unit on Shims
elevations to be obtained. A wire saw was used to
cleanly and accurately remove the top portion of the pier to the exact elevation required. This resulted in a very
smooth surface and the corresponding shim heights varied from four to five inches thick. At the abutments, the front
and rear faces were sawcut four inches deep at the necessary elevations, and a hydraulic breaker was used to
demolish the existing seats. Hand operated hammers and grinders were then used to finish the surface to a near
level elevation. This resulted in abutment shim heights ranging from three to five inches thick.
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Following the grouting operations, shallow voids
near the exterior surface of the grout seam were
discovered in localized areas between the grout
and precast units. These voids were potentially
caused from small cracks in the substructure slowly
absorbing some of the grout during the cure time
and from form leakage. The epoxy grout is selfconsolidating and therefore very fluid. Any small
gap in the formwork would have led to leakage and
caused a void to form along the top edge.
Additionally, after reviewing the contractor’s
methods, it was noticed that as detailed, the four
inch pad thickness was excessive. Discussions on
site yielded that a two inch gap would have been
optimal, which would have cut down on material
costs and allowed the grouting activities to proceed
much faster. The voids were repaired by pressure
injecting epoxy grout and the surface treated with
an epoxy waterproofing compound.

Voids in Grout Pad

UHPC Pour and Curing
The UHPC material was batched on site using a
mobile mixing system.
Power buggys then
transported the material from the mixers to the
joint locations where it was carefully poured to
avoid any spillage or overflow. The fluid nature of
the material allows it to self-consolidate, however
it also requires that the formwork be in complete
contact with the edges of the joint. Any gap
greater than 1/8” will lead to leakage and loss of
material through the form. Pieces of galvanized
rebar were used with coil loops spaced at two-foot
intervals to support plastic-wrapped plywood
beneath the longitudinal beam joints. This allowed
the formwork to be supported internally and
eliminated any insert voids at the top of the joint.
A pour sequence was specified for the UHPC
material, whereby the approach slabs would be
Longitudinal Beam Joint
poured first, followed by the longitudinal span
joints, abutments, and finish with the pier closure
diaphragm. It was important to pour the pier diaphragm last, as continuity should always be established after the
structure has been tied together. The UHPC manufacturer called for two mobile mixers and two power buggys to
handle the pour operations. The placement rates achieved with this equipment setup are shown in the table below
for each pour location.
Pour #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Location
West Approach Slabs
West Span Joints
East Span Joints
East Approach Slabs
West Abutment Closure
East Abutment Closure
Pier Closure

Duration
1.0 hrs
2.0 hrs
2.0 hrs
1.0 hrs
2.0 hrs
2.0 hrs
3.5 hrs

Quantity
1.5 CY
2.5 CY
2.5 CY
1.5 CY
4.0 CY
4.0 CY
7.5 CY

Placement Rate
1.50 CY/hr
1.25 CY/hr
1.25 CY/hr
1.50 CY/hr
2.00 CY/hr
2.00 CY/hr
2.14 CY/hr

Table showing Route 46 UHPC placement rates
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As expected, the longitudinal joint pours represented the slowest placement operations. This was due to the narrow
six-inch opening through which the UHPC had to be carefully poured. In contrast, the abutment and pier closure
pours went much faster due to the significantly wider openings, achieving placement rates almost double that of the
longitudinal joints.
Immediately after the joints were filled, a top form was applied with plastic chimneys placed at either end. A ¼” thick
compressible backer rod was installed along each edge of the form, and additional UHPC material was placed in the
low side chimney to top off and overfill the joint. This procedure ensures that the joints are completely filled and
eliminates any low spots. Due to the rapid set time of UHPC, it was critical that the top of the joints be formed and
overfilled as quickly as possible. Even with the addition of ice into the mix to increase working time, the material will
stiffen up within 20-30 minutes in ambient temperatures around 70°-80°F. Overfilling a joint that has already begun to
solidify will create a cold joint near the surface between the separate pours. The strength required to load the
structure was achieved after 22 hours of curing. Thermocouples were installed at several locations in the UHPC
joints and temperature readings were compared against pre-established maturity curves to determine when the
material had reached sufficient strength. After the top forms were removed, a methacrylate sealer was applied along
each edge to ensure the joints would be completely waterproof.
CONCLUSION
The Route 46 over Musconetcong River bridge was successfully reconstructed over a ten-day (240 hour) complete
road closure. Through the use of innovative materials, careful detailing, and a determined construction team, the
project was delivered on schedule and within budget. The short-term traffic impacts were found to be acceptable and
easily justifiable to the surrounding residential and business communities given the increase in service life of this
critical structure.
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SMALL WORK WINDOWS AND TIGHT SCHEDULE EQUALS ABC (#14-167)
Paul W. Berthiaume, P.E., Greenman-Pedersen, Inc. (GPI), (978) 570-2943, pberthiaume@gpinet.com
ABSTRACT
This project displays how the use of accelerated bridge techniques and elements allowed this project to
be constructed within limited work windows and overcome schedule constraints. Accelerated techniques
included the use of pre-cast concrete elements, closure pours, leveling grout pads, and grouted shear
keys.
INTRODUCTION
The Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT) is the owner of the bridge referenced
herein which underwent substructure rehabilitation and complete superstructure replacement. The bridge
superstructure consists of two simple spans which are connected by a link slab over the pier. The bridge
is located in Revere, Massachusetts and carries the Revere Beach Parkway over the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority (MBTA) Blue Line subway and State Road. The bridge carries 6 lanes of traffic
(3 eastbound & 3 westbound), a 4’-0” concrete median, a 5’-6” sidewalk and a safety curb. The bridge
was constructed by SPS New England, Inc. and major construction activities were conducted over four
(4) weekends.
EXISTING BRIDGE & PROJECT SITE
The existing bridge superstructure consisted of two simple spans, comprised of steel beams and a
reinforced concrete deck. The existing bridge substructure was comprised of a stone masonry gravity
abutment (west), a combination of stone masonry and concrete wall type pier, and an unreinforced
concrete gravity abutment (east). All four corners of the bridge also had adjoining splayed unreinforced
concrete gravity wingwalls.
The existing substructure was in overall fair condition, but the superstructure was functionally obsolete
and in poor condition. The deck and steel beams were heavily deteriorated and both spans were
completely shielded to prevent concrete debris from falling onto the subway or roadway below.
Preliminary investigations lead MassDOT to the conclusion, to reusing the substructure and replacing the
superstructure.
DESIGN CHALLENGES
The biggest challenge this project had to overcome was constructing the span over the MBTA Blue Line.
The MBTA has overhead power and signal cables that are connected to the underside of the bridge and
are vital to MBTA Blue Line operations (see Figure 1). The MBTA allowed four specific shutdown
weekends, which coincided with another
project, in order to complete the work. The
shutdown weekends consisted of a total of
56 hours, starting late on Friday nights and
ending on Monday mornings. However, 28
of those hours were dedicated to MBTA
Power Personnel, who had exclusive rights
to the right-of-way, to remove and re-attach
the overhead lines during the shutdowns.
Along with spanning over the MBTA, the
project had many geometric challenges as
well. The bridge is on a 40 degree skew,
the alignment consists of horizontal curves
on both approaches that tie into a tangent
over most of the bridge, and the profile is on
a vertical curve. The MBTA span length is
47’-55/8” and the State Road span is 63’Figure 1 - Existing Bridge (Blue Line Span)
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107/8”, which were short enough to allow the option to choose from a variety of different beam types
during preliminary investigations. However, due to the large skew, all precast/prestressed concrete beam
options were eliminated due to past experience with the formation of concrete cracks in the acute
corners. It was then determined that the bridge superstructure would be replaced in kind with steel
stringers and a reinforced concrete deck.
WHY ACCELERATED CONSTRUCTION?
Typically accelerated construction techniques are elected in order to alleviate traffic volumes travelling
over the bridge being reconstructed. For this project, the existing bridge was wide enough to allow two
stages of construction while maintaining enough traffic capacity through each stage. This was
determined very early on in the preliminary design phase through a Functional Design Report performed
by GPI traffic engineers. The reason accelerated techniques were chosen was to reduce the duration of
track outages to the MBTA. On shutdown weekends, the Contractor would only be required to perform
enough work to allow the MBTA to reconnect back to the bridge which would allow them to open up
service on Monday mornings. During the outages, the MBTA bussed patrons around the impacted
stations on Saturdays and Sundays of impacted weekends.
SPECIAL CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS
Incentive/Disincentive
MassDOT elected to use an incentive/disincentive program for this project. The incentive was that if the
Contractor could turn the MBTA right-of-way back to MBTA personnel earlier than the 28 allotted hours,
then the Contractor would be paid $20,000 for every hour early, up to a total of $80,000. The disincentive
was that if the Contractor turned the right-of-way back late, then they would be penalized $20,000 for
every hour late, up to a total of $80,000.
Pre-Assembly
MassDOT also chose to require the
Contractor to completely pre-assemble the
bridge at an off-site location (see Figure 2).
This requirement was for the Contractor to
erect all pre-cast elements to relative field
locations, both horizontally and vertically,
and then perform survey at key locations
(baseline, centerline of bearings, limits of the
bridge, etc.).
The Contractor was also
required to survey the existing substructure
corners to confirm that the proposed
elements would fit properly. This information
would
identify
if
there
were
any
discrepancies
between
the
proposed
elements and the existing structure to
remain in place. This requirement was
utilized because of the concern with
Figure 2 - Overview of Pre-Assembled Bridge
fabrication errors that could have occurred
with the precast elements due to the large
skew and difficult geometry.
MassDOT officials wanted to be certain that if there were fabrication issues or geometric discrepancies,
they wanted them to be recognized well in advance of the shutdown weekends. If MassDOT had decided
to forego this requirement, then they were running the risk of losing valuable time on the shutdown
weekends, which could have caused major disruption to the MBTA Blue Line operations and its riders. In
the end, pre-assembly did not yield any major fabrication issues; however, it did provide the Contractor
and the erection team the opportunity to understand how the skew and vertical curve were going to create
challenges during placement. The pre-assembly process gave the Contractor time to determine
procedures to overcome these difficulties. It also provided the project team (MassDOT, GPI, and SPS)
the ability to inspect the pre-assembled bridge and the opportunity to recognize fit up issues prior to the
shutdown weekends.
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A specific example was a 2” dimension
between beam ends at the pier/link slab
location (see Figure 3).
During preassembly, it was recognized that at the
southern end of the bridge, this gap was 2”,
but towards the northern end, this gap was
incrementally getting smaller down to about
½”. The Contractor then communicated with
the fabricator and it was determined that by
moving the bent steel connection plate to the
opposite side of the bearing stiffener, there
would be enough flexibility between the
Prefabricated Bridge Units (PBU’s) to obtain
the required 2” gap.
Without the preassembly process, valuable time would have
been lost on the shutdown weekends trying
to fit the bridge up properly.
Figure 3 – Beam Gap at Pier Location

MBTA Utility Connections
GPI conceptualized and designed adjustable utility connection supports for the MBTA to make their
connections to the new bridge quickly. The superelevation of the existing bridge was created through
varied thickness bituminous concrete. Since the existing steel beam seats were at approximately the
same elevation across the cross section, the MBTA utility connections were also at approximately the
same elevation along the bridge. The proposed bridge was increasing the vertical clearance by 5” at one
side of the bridge, but since the entire cross section was on a 2% superelevation, the vertical clearance
was being increased by over 2 feet at the other end. The proposed bridge stepped the beam elevations
across the cross section to accommodate the superelevation in order to reduce dead load and utilize a
more economical steel beam design. This caused the vertical clearance to vary by beam and the utility
connections to vary in height.
These special connections made out of galvanized steel Unistrut would allow the MBTA to adjust the
connections up and down to achieve their required elevation for the connection points. The Unistrut
assemblies served as a temporary
connection until the MBTA designed and
fabricated final connections to the bridge.
The MBTA coordinated with the project team
the intended design and made all of the final
connections to the bridge during the last
shutdown weekend.
Coordination
The Contract documents specified that the
Contractor would need to closely coordinate
all work to be performed with the MBTA.
Weekly construction progress meetings were
held prior to beginning much of the work and
also prior to shutdown weekends. The
meetings prior to shutdown weekends were
vital since these meetings clarified and
coordinated when personnel for both the
Figure 4 - Temporary MBTA Utility Connections
Contractor and MBTA would be on-site and
when the right-of-way would be transitioned
between the two parties. GPI attended many of these meetings in order to answer any design related
questions that arose. These meetings also were the forum for the utility connections previously
mentioned.
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CONSTRUCTION PHASING
Work Prior to Shutdown Weekends
The MBTA did allow the Contractor to work during the day while the Blue Line was in service with the use
of Flagmen, depending on the scope of work being performed. The Contractor was able to successfully
remove the existing bituminous concrete and reinforced concrete deck during the normal working hours
with the use of Flagmen. The Contractor removed the existing bridge deck by cutting it into 5 foot wide
(existing beam spacing) by 10 foot long segments and, with an excavator, lifted it off of the existing steel
beams. The existing steel beams remained in place until their removal on the shutdown weekends since
they still supported the MBTA’s utilities.
Shutdown Weekends
As previously mentioned, four (4) shutdown weekends were allotted for this project. It was determined
that two weekends would be used for each stage of construction. The first weekend would be to remove
the existing steel beams, demolish the west abutment and pier bridge seats, place the new bridge seats
and put back a pair of the existing steel beams for the MBTA to reconnect to. The MBTA wanted a
connection in each staged work zone, since the Blue Line tracks in this particular location are on a
horizontal curve. The second weekend would then involve removing the existing steel beam pairs, setting
the elastomeric bearings, placing the pre-fabricated superstructure elements, placing temporary
protective shielding between the new beams, and perform as much form work as possible before turning
the right-of-way back to the MBTA.
Four Specific Shutdown Weekends Chosen
The shutdown weekends chosen were July 6th-7th, August 3rd – 4th, September 28th-29th, and October 5th6th of 2013. GPI prepared a Construction Time Duration (CTD) chart in order to organize the work and
verify it could be completed in the time allotted. This CTD was used to determine the work on shutdown
weekends, as well as, leading up to and prior to the shutdown weekends. This CTD was also used, in
conjunction with the Contractors schedule, during weekly construction progress meetings with the project
team and the MBTA.
The CTD revealed that there was a fairly lengthy period between Stage 1 weekend 1 and Stage 1
weekend 2 (approximately 1 month); however, there was only one week between Stage 2 weekends 1
and 2. This meant the Contractor was going to have to perform quite a bit of work during that week to
prepare for the second weekend activities in Stage 2. Activities required during that week were to drill and
grout substructure dowels, form and place the 4” non-shrink grout pad under the pre-cast bridge seats,
place Corrugated Metal Pipe (CMP) void concrete in order to be ready to place the PBU’s on the following
weekend. This week of work was alerted to the Contractor in the Contract Documents, so that proper
planning and/or alternative solutions could be proposed. This week of work was also one of the driving
factors as to why accelerated techniques were a necessity in order to achieve a successful result for this
project.
SUBSTRUCTURE REUSE & ACCELERATED TECHNIQUES
To rehabilitate the substructure, it was decided to remove the top block of the stone masonry abutment
(west) and pier and to similarly cut-off the top of the concrete abutment seat (east) and replace it with a
new bridge seat made of pre-cast reinforced concrete. The new bridge seats would allow the
superstructure to have a consistent cross section and to provide the exact bridge seat elevations at all
three support locations. Preliminary elevations were taken by GPI thru survey and provided a starting
point of where the approximate demolition elevation would be since all of the blocks were measured to be
1’-8”± tall. GPI specified in the Contract Documents the requirement for the Contractor to verify these
elevations prior to fabrication of the bridge seats.
The pre-cast reinforced concrete bridge seats would bear on a 4” thick grout pad which would be placed
after the seats were in installed. The grout was specifically called out to be a high strength non-shrink
grout. The precast bridge seats would then be positively connected to the existing substructure by drilling
and grouting dowels into the existing substructure through 18” diameter CMP voids in the seats. Once
the dowels were in place, the CMP voids would then be filled with concrete. The locations of the voids
were strategically placed in between bearing locations to allow the beams to be placed without waiting for
concrete to cure.
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The pre-cast bridge seats were designed
and fabricated to have adjustment/levelling
screws at the four corners of each unit. This
allowed the contractor to make field
adjustments in order to achieve the required
bridge seat elevations. However, during
construction the Contractor elected to have a
surveyor on site during the erection process,
to shoot elevations on shim stacks. Since
the seats were pre-fabricated to specific
depths, the surveyor back calculated to the
top of shim elevation.
The Contractor
thought that this was easier and faster than
trying to adjust the levelling screws.
Once the shim stacks were set at the proper
elevations, the Contractor picked the precast bridge seats (see Figure 5) and placed
Figure 5 - Precast Bridge Seat Placement
them into their final position. The Contractor
had to form the placement of the grout pad
underneath the pre-cast units and grouted shear keys between the pre-cast units. Once all of the precast caps were fully constructed (grout pads below and grouted shear keys between were cured), the
Contractor could then backfill behind the abutments and perform rough grading of the approaches prior to
placement of superstructure.
SUPERSTRUCTURE REPLACEMENT & ACCELERATED TECHNIQUES
The superstructure was reconstructed with
PBU’s which consisted of steel beam pairs
with an 8” thick pre-cast reinforced concrete
(see Figure 6). The PBU’s had special lifting
devices that the Contractor designed and
once they were installed, these devices were
cut-off and the deck was patched. Once all
the PBU’s were installed, 4’-0” wide closure
pours, which ran longitudinally, were formed
and placed in the field. The PBU’s were
designed as simple span units, but were
connected over the pier with a link slab to
eliminate the need for a deck joint. The link
slab and end diaphragms also required
closure pours which ran transversely to the
steel beams along the support lines.
Figure 6 - PBU Placement
TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION METHODS
Once the PBU’s and temporary shielding
was installed, the Contractor could work during normal hours and employ the use of standard
construction techniques. Work that was performed under standard techniques included placing
reinforcing, installing closure pour dowels, and placing closure pour concrete (both longitudinally and
transversely) using standard concrete curing techniques. Once the transverse closure pours at the
abutments had set up, the forms were stripped and the pre-cast approach slabs were placed along with
their associated closure pours. Once the approach slabs were cured, the approach grading was
completed, the road was paved, and striped for traffic.

CONCLUSION
This project was successful during all four shutdown weekends, accomplishing all tasks required and
causing no added disruption to the MBTA Blue Line. The use of accelerated construction techniques
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played a tremendous role in accomplishing the goals established for this project and undoubtedly allowed
it to be completely open to traffic in one construction season. Construction activities began in the March
of 2013 and the bridge was fully opened in December 2013 with final paving performed in June 2014.
This project also displays that close coordination within the project team (MassDOT, GPI, and SPS)
helped identify problems, conflicts, scheduling issues, etc. which aided in constructing a successful
project.
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60 HOURS: NEW HAMPSHIRE'S FIRST INTERSTATE USE OF
ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION
Ronald L. Kleiner, Jr., P.E., New Hampshire DOT, (603) 271-2731 rkleiner@dot.state.nh.us
Tom Kendrick, P.E., McFarland Johnson, Inc., (603) 225-2978 tkendrick@mjinc.com
ABSTRACT
This project involved the superstructure replacements of two interstate bridges in Concord, New
Hampshire. Each bridge superstructure was replaced during a 60-hour, weekend closure period using
precast, full-depth deck panels and steel plate girders. Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) methods
delivered the combination of low cost and limited traffic impacts that was essential to making this a
successful project.
INTRODUCTION
As more attention is given to the current state
of the country’s aging infrastructure, the public
appears more willing than in the past to
allocate funds towards its improvement. That
does not change, however, the common desire
to not have these improvements interrupt their
daily lives. Their understanding of the need of
a project can often be negated by constant
prolonged traffic back-ups. Those conflicting
desires make the use of Accelerated Bridge
Construction (ABC) concepts all the more
important to a successful construction project.
The requirement to fix a problem quickly, and
with minimal disruption, has never been more
firm. It was with that concept at the forefront
Figure 1 – Existing Bridge
that the State of New Hampshire Department
of Transportation (NHDOT) teamed with McFarland Johnson, Inc. to evaluate options for the rehabilitation
of a structurally deficient interstate highway bridge in the heart of New Hampshire’s capital city.
The existing bridge is an 82-foot single span, concrete deck on steel stringer structure. It supports two
barrels of Interstate 93 as they cross NH Route 9 in Concord, NH. Each barrel resides on its own
superstructure unit, separated from the other by a 1 inch gap. Approximately 70,000 vehicles per day use
this section of Interstate 93, while NH Route 9 sees 25,000 vehicles per day of its own. The deck of the
structure was in poor condition, and in need of replacement.
REHABILITATION OPTIONS
Several rehabilitation options were considered in the early stages of the design process. Some could be
immediately rejected for being impractical, if not impossible, to put to use. In the end, three viable
concepts were deemed worthy of further study.
Alternative A: A two-phase option, including aggressive ABC concepts. Full-depth, precast deck panels
would be used in conjunction with high-early strength concrete mixes and longitudinal post-tensioning to
achieve a quality end product that could be constructed in a short period of time. Two 60-hour closure
windows, from 7:00 PM on Friday to 7:00 AM Monday would be permitted to allow for the deck
replacement. The two closure periods would allow each barrel to be replaced during its own weekend
closure.
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Alternative B: A three-phase option involving temporary widening of the existing structure. The
temporary widening would allow for traffic control needed to replace the deck conventionally over a single
9-month construction season. The longer timeframe of this option would necessitate construction during
peak traffic seasons, as well as require work to be done in the center median of the interstate during one
of the phases.
Alternative C: A two-phase option involving a temporary bridge and related detour roadwork. The main
appeal of this option was keeping traffic off the existing deck as it was subjected to partial demolition.
There was some question as to whether the deck, in its current condition, would be able to withstand that
amount of punishment. The bridge already contained shielding to prevent concrete from falling onto NH
Route 9. This option would reduce the risk of adding to that dilemma. This option would also reduce the
impact to traffic, as the temporary bridge would allow travelers to avoid the bulk of the construction
activity. The temporary construction activities would, however, mean the project would likely require two
full construction seasons. This would double the impact to peak summer traffic volumes in the area.
Selection: A thorough analysis of the three options was performed. Items such as construction duration,
impacts to traffic, durability, and cost were all considered. In addition to those fairly standard elements,
project-specific criteria needed to be considered. Specifically, the Concord area is host to two NASCAR
Sprint Cup race events during the summer. These events bring upwards of 100,000 people to the area.
This volume of traffic is challenging to the regular traffic configurations, requiring special accommodations
for the traffic on the interstate during peak volumes. How the construction traffic control would be affected
during these events was of particular importance.
After considering all of the analysis for each of the three options, the NHDOT elected to bring Alternative
A along for full consideration. This option provided two significant advantages. First, the short-term traffic
impacts allowed construction to avoid peak summer volumes in general and the NASCAR Sprint Cup
races in particular. This option also provided the lowest estimated construction costs. Any premiums for
the ABC considerations were dwarfed by the temporary construction requirements of the other two
options.
DESIGN CHALLENGES
The final design for this project involved several unusual or unique features that needed special
consideration. As with anything new or different, each feature brought along its own set of challenges and
requirements. A few of the major elements are discussed below in greater detail.
Traffic Control Plan – As was mentioned, one of the prime advantages of the selected alternative was
the fact that it could be scheduled to minimize significant traffic impacts. Determining the specifics of the
Traffic Control Plan would, therefore, be a major part of this contract. The Contractor would be allowed
two weekend 60-hour closure periods to replace the existing decks. The actual dates could be selected
by the Contractor, but were limited to the time period between April 2 and May 24. This time frame
allowed for the lowest traffic volumes without sacrificing higher seasonal temperature expectations. The
higher springtime temperatures would be important for concrete work and grouting during construction.
The two closure periods were also prohibited from being on consecutive weekends. This requirement
related to the need for intermediate construction to occur between closure periods. Of special
consideration was the need to cast and cure concrete median barrier across the structures.
Specifically, the closure periods allowed for the full closure of NH Route 9 underneath the bridge. That
traffic was detoured around the project area during the closure. As NH Route 9 also provides one of only
a handful of interstate crossings for bicycles and pedestrians in the area, accommodations needed to be
made for these travelers. The contract required the Contractor to provide a shuttle for each of the closure
periods to allow both bicyclists and pedestrians access across the interstate.
On I-93, the Traffic Control Plan called for the interstate to be reduced to three total lanes from its usual
four. At the beginning of the closure periods two lanes would be open northbound to account for higher
tourist traffic in that direction. Early Sunday morning, that pattern would be reversed to allow two lanes
southbound, and a single lane northbound, again accounting for the increased tourist traffic in that
direction.
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Naturally that amount of traffic shifting in a relatively short period of time required exhaustive construction
signing throughout the project area. In addition to on-site construction signs, Variable Message Signs
(VMS) were located throughout the city to alert motorists to the upcoming traffic patterns, and allow the
opportunity to utilize alternative routes.
Incentive/Disincentive – With such a large disruption to traffic planned, a proper incentive/disincentive
(I/D) provision ended up being an integral part of the contract documents. Previous I/D uses by the
department would not translate to this project’s more limited timeframes. A new approach to the I/D
provisions needed to be established. The design team used guidance from the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) along with provisions used on other ABC projects to establish the parameters for
this project.
Roadway user costs played a significant role in the establishment of the I/D limits. A maximum incentive
of $300,000 was selected for this project. The roadway user costs allowed the design team to feel
comfortable with a value higher than the FHWA guidance would usually suggest.
The $300,000 incentive value was broken into five different allocations. Two would apply to each
weekend closure period, and one would apply to the overall project. Several configurations were
discussed before agreeing on the final distribution:


A lump sum, No-Excuse Award Bonus of $100,000 was available for reopening all travel lanes on
I-93 by 7:00 AM on the Monday morning of the first weekend closure.



Hourly incentives of $1,250 reaching a maximum of $30,000 were available for reopening NH
Route 9 before 7:00 AM on the Monday morning of the first closure period.



A lump sum, No-Excuse Award Bonus of $100,000 was available for reopening all travel lanes on
I-93 by 7:00 AM on the Monday morning of the second weekend closure.



Hourly incentives of $1,250 reaching a maximum of $30,000 were available for reopening NH
Route 9 before 7:00 AM on the Monday morning of the second closure period.



A final lump sum Award Bonus of $40,000 was available if the 7:00 AM reopening requirements
were met for both weekend closure periods.

Hourly disincentives of $3,750 for I-93 and $1,250 for NH Route 9 were also included in the contract for
every hour the roadways remained closed past the 7:00 AM Monday morning limit. There was no limit on
these hourly disincentives, which may have played a part in limiting the prospective bidders on the project
to three.
Construction Schedule – With so much importance given to the timing of the construction process, a
detailed Critical Path Method schedule was created to show that the work could be completed within the
contract demands. The schedule was broken into one-hour increments, and accounted for critical path
elements such as curing the grouted shear keys between the deck panels and bridge removal operations.
While past Department experience with timeframes from conventional construction were used, the
timeframes from other ABC projects across the United States were weighed heavily. While the Contractor
was certainly welcome to, and ultimately did, construct their own schedule, it was important for the design
team to establish that the contract wasn’t asking for something that could not be reasonably
accomplished.
Precast Deck Panels – Full-depth precast deck panels were designed for the project following both
AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications and Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute Northeast
Chapter (PCINE) guidelines. The 8-inch deep panels spanned the full bridge width of 43 feet, and were 8feet long. Block-outs were spaced every 24 inches to allow for shear stud installation. The panels were
reinforced transversely using conventional reinforcement. This allowed a wider range of precasters the
opportunity to work on the project. Longitudinal post-tensioning increased the shear connectivity between
adjacent panels, as well as increased the overall longevity of the structure. While the panels themselves
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were not a revolutionary product, the Department had yet to use them when under this severe of a time
constraint.
High-Early Strength Concrete – The tight timeframes necessitated the utilization of high-early strength
concrete mixes. The deck end closure pours would need to reach adequate strength before traffic could
be placed on the new decks at the end of the weekend closure period. Cast-in-place single-slope median
barriers and bridge rail base curbs would need to reach strength during the time allotted between
weekend closure periods in order to allow traffic to be shifted at the start of the next closure period. Each
of those uses required its own specific mix requirements. The design team created a performance
specification to allow the contractor the opportunity to create a custom mix in the instance that a readily
available standard mix was unable to fit the needs of the project.
Public Outreach – With any large construction project, public outreach plays an important part in the
overall success. This is especially true when the project calls for the closure of a significant State Route.
An added complication for this project is the presence of tourist traffic. As is suggested by the
northbound/southbound traffic splits many vehicles using this stretch of I-93 do not originate in the
Concord area. This required a much broader outreach program than would be required if the project
affected mainly local residents. The design team kept in continuous contact with stakeholders during the
design process to gather input. Once construction started, a wide variety of outreach opportunities was
implemented to ensure project information would be distributed to the proper travelers. Information was
available on local cable access community television, NHDOT traffic alerts (511nh.com), and VMS
throughout the project timeline. As the project was in the vicinity of several businesses, door-to-door
advisory visits were implemented. This ensured that the businesses were aware of the project’s
operations, and could alert their customers to act accordingly. Informational pamphlets, newspaper
advisories, and television newscasts were used to reach a wider spread of travelers. There was also a
project website that the public could access to find information on the project.
VALUE ENGINEERING PROPOSAL
E.D. Swett, Inc. of Concord NH was awarded the contract in October 2009. Soon after the award, the
Contractor submitted a Value Engineering Cost Proposal (VECP) offering the replacement of the existing
steel girders in place of the repainting that the contract required. The final version of the proposal
included the replacement, in-kind, of the existing girders using new weathering steel plate girders. This
allowed the removal of the field painting item for the existing girders, as well as the accompanying leadrelated health items. When these costs were compared with the cost of relacing the steel girders, a small
cost savings was realized by the Department. The competitive price used for the new steel girders would
suggest that the Contractor also considered the VECP to be a risk management tool, removing the need
to work around existing girders that would remain in the final condition.
FABRICATION
Any ABC project relies on prefabricated elements to ensure its success. By fabricating items offsite, those
pieces can be removed from the critical path to project completion. In this project, there ended up being
two main prefabricated elements. The precast concrete deck panels called for in the contract documents,
and the contractor proposed steel plate girders. Both of these items would need to be fabricated with
each other in mind to ensure proper fit-up when the items arrived at the project site.
The concrete deck panels were fabricated at a local precast plant. A single bed was used to produce one
panel per day. Pointing to the advantage of precast items in ABC projects, adjustments to the casting
procedure were able to be made without affecting the project schedule or performance. The first panel
cast developed a cracking issue when shrinkage cracks were noticed upon form removal. The cracks
were able to be repaired, and the panel was able to be used in construction. The panels that followed
were cured with proper water retention practices, and the problem did not occur again.
The steel plate girders were fabricated at a plant in southern Maine. The completed girders were then
shipped to the precast plant prior to delivery to the project site. That afforded the Contractor the
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opportunity to complete a dry run of the assembly to ensure everything would go as smoothly as possible
during construction.
PRE-ASSEMBLY
Cast-in-place concrete grade beams were
poured at the precast plant replicating the
span, grade, and cross slope of the existing
bridge substructure. The newly fabricated
steel plate girders were placed on these grade
beams to simulate the proposed final
configuration. The precast concrete deck
panels could then be placed on the girders to
mimic the final assembly. The Contractor took
advantage of this opportunity to mark the
panels so they could be easily reassembled
under the time sensitive conditions of the
project site. Measurements were made, and
data was collected for the Contractor to utilize
at the project site. In addition to being a
practice run for the Contractor, several
construction issues were discovered. The
Figure 2 – Off-Site Pre-Assembly
ability to find these ahead of time was
invaluable, as each of the issues could have resulted in construction delays during the weekend closure
activities.
Once several panels were placed, it became clear that they were not aligned correctly. The Contractor
was afforded the time to check calculations, and make necessary adjustments. The remaining panels
were able to be placed in the proper alignment.
The proposed post-tensioning ducts were connected between panels using a semi-rigid connection piece.
When the panels were placed during the preassembly, the Contractor found that the ducts did not have
the flexibility needed to utilize this connection piece. Since this problem was discovered well in advance
of the actual construction, a replacement tape product was ordered for use during the weekend closures.
Similarly, the original plan for the haunch grout forms was able to be adjusted as a result of the
preassembly. The Contractor intended on using steel angles as the form, anchored to the deck using
precast inserts. At the preassembly it was determined that method would not be possible. The top flange
of the steel plate girder was slightly wider than expected, making the precast inserts too close to the edge
of the flange to be useful. Again, since this problem was discovered well in advance of construction
activities, a new detail could be developed and valuable time was saved during the closure periods.
The preassembly also afforded the Contractor the opportunity to have the shear connectors installed
during the mock-up, before the girders were installed in their final location. The original contract
documents called for the shear connectors to be installed on-site after the placement of the concrete
panels. This change allowed the shear connector installation to be removed from the closure timeline.
Due to the time sensitive nature of the closure, the contract documents required back-up installation
equipment to be on-site during while the shear connectors were being installed. This precaution was not
necessary during the preassembly, as time was no longer an issue. As it happened, the installation
equipment did fail during the installation, requiring the installer to return to the shop and retrieve new
equipment before the installation could continue.
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CONSTRUCTION
The construction timeline was essentially broken into five distinct periods. The pre-closures period, the
first weekend closure period, the period between closures, the second weekend closure, and the post
closures period. Each of those periods presented their own requirements and challenges.
Pre-Closures – A wide variety of work needed to be completed prior to the first weekend closure
opportunity. As part of the Traffic Control Plan, all of this work was required to be performed during offpeak traffic volumes to help minimize the disruption to the travelling public. The extensive construction
sign package associated with the project was installed during this period to be ready for use during the
closures.
Several other projects in the area were being constructed concurrently with this project. This pre-closures
time period was essential to work with the other contractors to ensure that their construction operations
and traffic control did not interfere with the needs of this project during the weekend closures.
The pre-closures time was also used to ready the existing superstructure for removal. The netting in place
below the deck was removed and replaced with temporary timber shielding. The bolts on the existing
diaphragms were replaced to ensure that during the closure period they could be removed in a timely
manner.
The project site was also prepared for the lane restriction and shift required during the closure period. The
median rail was removed, and crossovers installed. Materials were delivered and equipment mobilized to
have at the ready during construction.
First Weekend Closure – The first weekend closure called for the replacement of the southbound bridge
superstructure. A detour was signed to accommodate the closure of NH Route 9 under the bridge. Local
police were used to assist in directing traffic around the closure portion. State police officers were used
along the interstate. One of the four interstate ramps on the project site was closed due to its close
proximity to the project operations. This allowed that area to be used by the contractor as part of the
staging activities.
The contract called for a pedestrian shuttle to be available only during peak hours. The Contractor chose
to instead run it continuously. As part of the public outreach process, it was determined that it was easier
to tell the public that there was always a shuttle available as opposed to explain which hours it would be
running. The extra cost associated with this effort was deemed acceptable when compared to potential
issues resulting from a missed shuttle.
The first portion of the closure period involved
getting the traffic control into position. Barriers
were moved into place from their temporary
staging location. Once traffic was shifted, work
could begin on the superstructure removal
operations. The existing deck and girders were
removed and carted offsite. The existing
bearings were replaced and the new plate
girders placed in pairs.
The precast concrete deck panels could then
be placed on the girders, and leveled using
leveling screws. These screws were able to be
preset during the preassembly, requiring
minimal adjustment during the closure period.
The transverse joints between the panels could
then be grouted.

Figure 3 – Precast Deck Panel Installation
Due to the quantity of grout required for this
operation, the Contractor elected to mix the grout in a large redi-mix truck. When the larger quantity of
grout began to set sooner than was desired, a retarder was added to slow the set time. This had the
undesirable result of also slowing the set time once the grout was in place. The grout was tested every
hour to determine if the required strength was reached, and took seven hours to reach the desired value.
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This was a significantly longer time than was expected. This delay had the compounded effect of moving
the set time to cooler nighttime hours. This resulted in more evaporation and shrinkage then was
expected.
The new flexible connector was used between the post-tensioning ducts, and the panels were posttensioned. Precast barrier was added to the end panels, as weight was needed to prevent the panels
from lifting during the jacking operation. The post tensioning ducts could then be grouted.
The haunches and shear connector block-outs were also grouted. There was some difficulty ensuring a
tight fit between the girders and the newly detailed sheet metal forming system. Slight adjustments
corrected this issue.
The end haunches were formed, and cured. This allowed the bridge to be striped for traffic. Barrier was
placed on the bridge to be used during work performed during the between closure periods. Traffic was
then shifted back to its original locations, and the closure period ended. Despite the time lost to grout
issues, the Contractor was able to open both roads in time to earn the maximum incentive bonus for the
weekend.
Between Weekend Closures – There was some clean-up and set-up work that needed to be performed
prior to the second weekend closure. Concrete brush curb and median barrier was poured and cured,
followed by the installation of the bridge rail, and approach rail. This work encompassed approximately
four weeks of the project schedule.
Second Weekend Closure – In many ways this closure period was the inverse of the first weekend
closure. In this instance, the locations of the interstate ramps allowed all four to remain open during the
closure period. Additional signage was required to direct traffic from the fourth ramp away from the
closure area. Similar to the first period, closure began with the implementation of traffic control signs and
barriers. The existing bridge deck and girders were again removed, bearings replaced, and new girders
installed two at a time. The concrete deck panels were placed, and leveled. The transverse grout could
then be poured and cured. The curing problems from the first closure period were avoided. Even with the
large quantities, the grout was mixed in smaller batches, and heated blankets helped combat the cooler
nighttime temperatures. Adding wedges between the panels during the post-tensioning operations
eliminated the lifting issue encountered the first time.
The weather was less cooperative during this weekend closure period, as rain affected some of the
operations. Notably, the tape style flexible connector between the post-tensioning ducts had difficulty
adhering. Some grout leaked out of the joints due to this difficulty. In some locations, this occurred where
the transverse joints were also low on grout, resulting in some grout leaking onto the roadway below. This
required cleaning before the roadway could be reopened.
As before, the grouting of the ducts was followed by grouting the haunches and shear connector blockouts. The deck ends could then be formed, poured, and cured. Striping and barrier placement allowed the
bridge to be reopened to traffic, again in time to earn the maximum incentive bonus.
Post-Closures – The project area needed some wrap-up work before the project could be completed.
Again, the contractor formed, poured, and cured concrete brush curb and median barrier. Bridge rail,
approach rail, and median barrier were installed. The contract called for the abutments to receive
attention, and some areas had partial depth repair work. The project area was paved, and final pavement
marking added. Site clean-up and construction sign removal signaled the completion of the project.
LESSONS LEARNED
As with almost every construction project, experience leads to a better performance the next time. This is
especially true during unique projects such as this one. Consequently, there are several lessons that
were learned as part of this project.
Pre-Assembly – This proved to be a vital part of the construction process, beyond the simple dry-run that
was expected. The process allowed measurements to be made, and some work to be completed prior to
actual construction. Several issues with the proposed methods of construction were discovered, and time
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was available to research corrections before the closure periods. Countless time was saved during the
weekends due to the pre-assembly.
Grout – Several issues arose due to the inexperience of the Contractor and the Department with quick
setting grout. Much like the preassembly for the bridge superstructure, a trial grout placement would have
been beneficial to both parties.
The Public – There were minimal back-ups experienced throughout the closure periods. The extensive
public outreach program likely convinced many travelers to seek alternate routes prior to encountering the
construction site, or to make their trips at times that did not coincide with the closures. The large amount
of construction activity also served as a traffic calming measure as drivers naturally slowed when
confronted with so many potential distractions.
Communication – There were a large number of people on the site at any one time, including many
subcontractors with many crews. Relaying information from one crew to the other across shifts was
essential. A specific contact that could transfer details from person to person and crew to crew proved
important to avoid miscommunication. A shift overlap was also crucial as each crew could learn from the
experiences of the crew before it.
CONCLUSION
Since this was New Hampshire’s first use of ABC on the interstate, it represented its first use of those
concepts when they were essential to the project’s success. Many projects had been test cases of the
ideas, where lack of success would not be catastrophic. During the design process the understanding
was that the success of this project could definitely build momentum for the Department to consider ABC
in the future. Thankfully, success is exactly what was achieved in this project. The response from the
travelling public and the local residents has been overwhelmingly positive. The lessons learned on this
project also provided encouragement that this technique could be improved in future applications. In fact,
the NHDOT has advertised another deck replacement project utilizing the same 60-hour closure scenario.
While it would be naive, and perhaps a bit arrogant, to consider this project a turning point in the outlook
of the NHDOT, it definitely signified an increase in awareness of the ABC option. During project
development, ideas such as aggressive short term road closures are given serious consideration, as
opposed to being throwaway options with no real chance. Many times the argument needs to be made as
to why ABC concepts can’t be used, as opposed to trying to find a place where they can. This all helps
the NHDOT, and its Consultant partners, reach its goal of producing projects that reduce cost, improve
safety, and provide lower maintenance than had been previously possible.
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THE BRIDGES OF ROCKY FORD: A COMPARISON OF TWO LATERAL SLIDE METHODS
Jeffrey Dobmeier, PE, SE, Jacobs Engineering, (303) 820-4892, jeffrey.dobmeier@jacobs.com
ABSTRACT
Two bridges in southeastern Colorado were replaced using slide-in construction methods. The eighty-five
foot long bridge was moved on high-capacity rollers with a jacking system that pulled the structure into
place. The forty-four and one-half foot long bridge was moved on PTFE sliding elements with a jacking
system that pushed the structure into place. The use of different movement systems at each bridge
facilitated a compare and contract of ABC methods.
PROJECT OVERVIEW AND MOTIVATION
This project replaced three structurally deficient bridges in southeastern Colorado. Two of the structures
are located on State Highway 266 (SH266), which originates in the town of Rocky Ford and zig-zags
northeast for 11.5 miles before terminating at its intersection with State Highway 119. SH266 crosses two
canals approximately 2.5 miles from town. The canals are roughly parallel to each other, located
approximately 125 feet apart, and intersect the highway at approximately 90 degree angles. The western
canal is the Ft. Lyon Storage Canal and the eastern canal is the Holbrook Canal.
Maintaining traffic during construction on SH266 would require either lengthy detours on existing
roadways or expensive on-site detours. Slide-In bridge construction methods held the promise of
eliminating those undesirable aspects of the project; however, such innovative methods present other
risks. The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) weighed these competing factors and
determined that the rural location and low traffic demands provided a setting with relatively low
consequences if problems were encountered.
With that evaluation complete, CDOT elected to use the project as a proving ground for innovative
construction techniques. CDOT required that at least one bridge be constructed with a lateral move and
that as much innovation as possible be provided throughout the project. With the means and methods
specified for at least one crossing, CDOT also believe that contractor input would be beneficial during the
design phase. To obtain such input, Construction Manager / General Contractor (CM/GC) was selected
as the delivery mechanism for the project. CM/GC procured a contractor to work with both the designer
and the owner during the pre-construction phase.
SOLUTION DEVELOPMENT
Decision to Slide
Kiewit Infrastructure (Kiewit) was the contractor selected to work with CDOT and Jacobs Engineering
(Jacobs) in the pre-construction phase. All three parties began meeting in bi-weekly “Bride Working
Sessions”. These sessions focused on brainstorming ideas, reviewing concepts, and developing
potential solutions to the project challenges. Through these sessions, the project team elected to install
both of the SH266 bridges with slide-in methods. Furthermore, different movement systems would be
used on each of the structures. The use of different movement systems would ultimately allow the owner
to compare and contrast operations. The project team believe moving a second bridge and incorporating
the different systems complied with the goal of increasing innovation through out.
In the initial Bridge Working Sessions, the project team assumed slide-in bridge construction would
involve the following sequence of operations:
1. Construct the new superstructures adjacent to their permanent locations. Temporary falsework
would support the superstructures in this location.
2. Construct the new abutments behind the existing abutments. Construction would be phased
transversely across the existing road and occur in trench boxes or open cuts.
3. Fully close the highway for a short duration (1 – 3 days). Under this closure, demolish the
existing bridges and slide the new superstructures into their permanent positions.
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Construction Phasing
The project team soon discovered that inadequate space existed to conduct the assumed sequence of
operations. Specifically, there was not enough existing roadway width to build portions of the new
abutments and maintain a single lane of traffic across the existing bridges. Traffic volumes are low
enough on this roadway that it could probably have been shut down for several hours to allow abutment
construction. However, that approach was not consistent with the project goals of minimizing impacts to
the public and learning lessons that could be applied to more high-risk (e.g., urban) areas. Furthermore,
constructing an abutment in this fashion incurs additional costs that are not required to complete the job.
The project team developed a solution to the problem. Using the permanent superstructures at their
temporary locations to carry traffic would create an on-site shoofly detour. This detour would
accommodate the bride replacements while minimizing costs of temporary work. Figure 1 is an
interesting aerial that showcases this approach. The imagery was captured on 10 days in advance of the
bridge moves, with the yellow line showing the original highway centerline and the bridges at their
temporary location carrying the detour.

Figure 1 – Aerial view of the project site and temporary shoofly with the permanent superstructures (Google
Earth, 2013)

Selection of Structure Type and Slide-In System
When the project is complete and the highway is opened, nobody will care how the bridges were
constructed. Stakeholders simply want crossings that function as if they were conventionally constructed
and present no special maintenance requirements. With that desire in mind, the project team approached
the work by asking “Can standard details be modified slightly to accommodate the slide-in construction
aspect?” The philosophy in this approach is that standard details have proven performance on past
bridges and would achieve the long-term goals.
The project team also realized that the structure type and movement system are independent items, with
no singular answer. Many different bridge types and transport systems are capable of achieving the
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desired results. The project team’s goal was to select the solutions they believed best fit the project and
could be most easily constructed.
Ft. Lyon Canal Bridge
The previously-developed Structure Type Selection Report identified adjacent, prestressed concrete box
beams and cast-in-place concrete box beams as the two most viable superstructure types. The
prestressed beam option was selected based upon contractor preference. A bridge of this nature when
conventionally constructed in Colorado would employ a thin (non-structural), cast-in-place concrete
topping as well as a concrete endwall. In the spirit of using proving details, both of those elements would
be incorporated on this crossing as well. Those features, as well as the “continuous” surface area on the
bottom of the girders, made a transverse lifting beam an attractive option. Transverse lifting beams work
well with heavy-duty rollers. This system also differed from the movement system at the Holbrook Canal
Bridge, which would facilitate comparisons between different approaches. The top half of Figure 2 shows
plansheet cross section while the lower half shows a picture of the actual system.

Figure 2 – Proposed cross section and constructed cross section, Ft. Lyon Canal Bridge

With the superstructure type and movement system chosen, the project team could now focus on the
abutments. A conventionally constructed CDOT bridge of this nature would most likely use integral
abutments consisting of cast-in-place concrete and driven steel piling. Sticking with the approach of
modifying standard details, the project team needed modifications that would allow the abutments to:
1. Retain the approach roadway fill at the temporary location
2. Support live load at the temporary location
3. Accommodate the lateral movement system
4. Honor the contractor’s preference of building one type of abutment for both the temporary and
permanent superstructure locations
The left half of Figure 3 shows a typical integral abutment for an adjacent box beam bridge and the right
half shows the modifications developed for this project. The primary modification for the objectives above
was the addition of a “toe” to accommodate the rolling system. No modifications were required to support
roadway fill at the temporary location, as the beam endwalls could handle that. However, a backwall was
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added to the abutments at the permanent location. Inclusion of this feature allowed the placement of
permanent approach roadway fill and pavement in advance of the bridge move. Completing these
activities prior to moving the bridge significantly reduces the amount of work that must occur during the
full, short-duration closure. Figure 4 shows the final pavement in place prior to the bridge move.

Figure 3 – Typical integral abutment vs. Modified integral abutment, Ft. Lyon Canal Bridge

Figure 4 – Permanent asphalt pavement installed before the bridge move, Ft. Lyon Canal Bridge
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A variety of jacking systems are capable of performing the lateral bridge move. The project team opted to
pull this structure into place. High-strength threaded rod was attached to the end of each transverse
lifting beam, which in turn was pulled by hollow-stem hydraulic jacks attached to the abutment
cheekwalls. A major factor in choosing this system was the desire to use a different mechanism than
what the Holbrook Canal Bridge employed. The project team strongly favored a push system at the
Holbrook Canal Bridge and hence the decision to pull this crossing.
Holbrook Canal Bridge
The anticipated construction season and canal flows greatly influenced the structure type and sliding
system of the Holbrook Canal Bridge. To avoid major profile grade changes and provide the necessary
freeboard, a shallow superstructure was desirable. Steel rolled beams supporting a structural concrete
deck offered the shallowest superstructure and were chosen for the crossing. Preliminary construction
schedules estimated abutment construction during moderate canal flows and superstructure construction
during peak canal flows. The latter factor favored a configuration that would keep the sliding system
above the high water elevation. Sliding systems without vertical jacking are relatively compact and they
quickly rose up the preference list. Skid shoes are a system that can be used without vertical jacking;
they also work well with discrete girders such as the steel beams. The project team therefore chose
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) skid shoes attached to the girders, sliding along a continuous PTFE strip
attached to the abutment. The images in Figure 5 show the configuration.

Figure 5 - Proposed cross section and constructed cross section, Holbrook Canal Bridge
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The project team now considered the abutments. Just like the Ft. Lyon Canal Bridge, a conventionally
constructed CDOT bridge at this crossing would most likely use integral abutments consisting of cast-inplace concrete and driven steel piling. Sticking with the approach of modifying standard details, the
project team needed modifications that would allow the abutments to achieve the same four goals
enumerated above.
The left half of Figure 6 shows a typical integral abutment for a steel girder bridge and the right side
shows the modifications developed for this project. Without vertical jacking, the sliding system was
positioned at the traditional location for bearings so it could ultimately function as permanent supports.
That prevented the construction of a traditional concrete end diaphragm. Such a feature was still desired
because it helps “tie” the girders together, provides a surface area which can support roadway fill, and
provides a solid mass which the jacks could push against. The project team found a way to provide the
end diaphragm by lengthening the girders slightly and suspending the diaphragm from the girders, behind
the pile cap.

Figure 6 - Typical integral abutment vs. Modified integral abutment, Holbrook Canal Bridge

Without vertical jacking, the lateral jacking system needs to be located either in front of or behind the
bearings. The project team opted to locate the jacking system behind the bearings. In that configuration,
the jacking system could push against the suspended diaphragm to move the superstructure. The final
modification was the addition of a “heel” to the pile cap. This heel provided space for a jacking track,
which serves as the reaction end of the lateral jacks.
As noted above, the endwalls provide stout components that are attractive for the attachment of the
lateral jacking mechanism. The Project Team favored the idea of pushing on these endblocks rather than
pulling them. This approach has a proven track record with other bridge moves and the team believed
they could take advantage of lessons learned by others. Hydraulic jacks, with one end attached to the
endwall and the other supported at various points along the movement path, were chosen to
superstructure into place.
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DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
FEM for Sliding Analysis
Moving the superstructures during construction subjects the bridges to load conditions not encountered
during conventional construction. The project team employed various finite element models (FEM) to
investigate these scenarios and insure the structures could handle the demands. During the slide and roll
operations, the superstructures transfer their weight to the abutments at discrete locations, whose
positions vary as installation happens. Realizing this situation analogous to live loading on typical
bridges, and the design team employed moving load analyses to generate demand envelopes for the
abutments. These demand envelopes were then used to design the various abutment components.
Additional, more advanced FEM were created to investigate other demands on the abutment. A solidelement model of the abutment on the Ft. Lyon Canal Bridge was created to examine demands on the
“toe” when the superstructure was lifted on the four vertical jacks. A plate-element model was created to
investigate out-of-plane shear demands on the jacking block. Figure 7 shows some representative
screen captures of the FEM.
This level of analysis is well beyond what would be performed for bridges of this nature that are
constructed conventionally. The project team believes such additional investigation was warranted given
the unconventional loading conditions encountered on this project. Finite element analyses added value
by insuring properly designed structural components, reducing fit-interference issues, and allowing rapid
investigation of alternate details. Some involved with this project have even argued that the additional
design costs incurred for detailed analyses are offset by savings in post-design support services, wherein
the number of RFI’s, FDC’s, and field questions are reduced.

Figure 7 – Finite Element Analyses, Ft. Lyon Canal Bridge

Lateral Stability System
SH266 crosses the Ft. Lyon Canal on a longitudinal grade of almost 2%. The project team had concerns
that the superstructure would lean or rack toward the low slide as it was raised by the vertical jacking
system. While the concrete abutments would prevent collapse of the superstructure, racking toward one
side could create a fit-interference issue between the backwalls. Such interference would prevent
installation of the superstructure at its permanent location.
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To minimize racking, the project team designed and installed a lateral stability system on the bridge.
Designers envisioned a truss system and the contractor identified coil rod as components for the system.
Coil rod is high-strength, threaded rod and offered the following benefits in the bracing system:
1. Lightweight
2. Easy to install
3. Inexpensive
4. Infinite field adjustments by tightening or loosening nuts along the rods
Figure 8 shows a portion of the lateral stability system, with the coil rod was installed to create the
necessary truss diagonals. The transverse lifting beam and blocking provided two good anchor points,
but attachment to the prestressed girders was also required. Small, steel W-sections were attached to
the bottom of the prestressed girders for this purpose. These members were field welded to flat steel
plates which were bolted to inserts cast in the prestressed girders.

Figure 8 – Lateral stability system, Ft. Lyon Canal Bridge

The project team was pleased with their decision to implement the bracing system. Even with it present,
the bridge did rack slightly downhill and stirrups protruding from the girder backwall began rubbing
against the permanent backwall. Fortunately the rubbing forces were small enough not to affect bridge
installation.
Fail Safes
While a goal of the project is safe installation of the superstructures, the project team incorporated some
features that would cause a safe mode of failure if difficulties were encountered. The Holbrook Canal
Bridge had very little systems in place to control or limit movement perpendicular to the slide direction.
Stated another way, the superstructure had the potential to move upstation or downstation during the
installation.
While uniform jacking should prevent such uncontrolled motion, the project team did not
want a system that could move with total freedom and potentially fall off the abutments. To prevent such
a catastrophe, the suspended end diaphragms were projected downward approximately nine inches
below the top surface of the pile caps. If upstation or downstation movement began, eventually one of
the end diaphragms would contact the back face of the pile caps and stop further motion. This
mechanism is analogous to seismic designs that prevent unseating during earthquakes. Figure 9 shows
the downward projection of the end diaphragm.
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Figure 9 – Failsafe of suspended end diaphragm projecting below beam seats, Holbrook Canal Bridge

Another failsafe mechanism on the project is presence in the guidance rollers on the Holbrook Canal
bridge. The project team added guidance rollers to help “steer” the superstructure during the sliding
operation and avoid the upstation or downstation movement discussed above. These guidance rollers
are attached to the steel bridge girders. To limit the amount of force transferred to the girders should
unexpected motion occur, designers limited the capacity of the roller connection elements. These
capacity-controlled elements would fail first and avoid imparting loads to the girders that would damage
the steel girders.
Self-Setting Jacking Track
For the lateral movement system on the Holbrook Canal Bridge, the static ends of the hydraulic jacks
react against steel tracks mounted to the abutment heels. These steel tracks absorb the jack reactions
as the cylinders extend and move the superstructure into place. With a jack stroke on the order of two
feet and a total movement distance of fifty-four feet, the location of the jack must be repositioned along
the track as the slide happens. To reduce the amount of time required for this reposition and reset, the
contractor developed the self-setting jacking track shown in Figure 10. This saw-tooth profile allowed
jacks to set themselves at anchor points and eliminated the need to secure it with nuts and bolts.
Specifications
Two project special provisions were created for this operation – one that addressed the bridge slide and
one that addressed the bridge roll. The specifications employed both prescriptive requirements and
performance-based criteria. An example of a prescriptive requirement was minimum jacking capacity. An
example of a performance-based approach was the motion-monitoring system.
The specifications were also written to accommodate alternate jacking systems and configurations. The
project delivery mechanism – CM/GC – was the motivating factor to include such an allowance. CM/GC
delivery creates a situation wherein the contractor selected for the preconstruction phase may not “win”
the construction phase. An alternate contractor may want to use a different movement system and the
project was structured to allow such a situation. If a contractor opts to use a different movement system,
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he must submit calculations signed and sealed by an engineer that verify the adequacy of the alternate
approach.
The specifications outlined construction tolerances, both during the move and for permanent installation.
An example of the construction tolerance was how much one pull point could move ahead of the other.
The Ft. Lyon Canal bridge could accommodate 2 inches of differential movement. This limit was based
upon fit-interference analyses performed by the design team. If the limit was reached, the contractor had
to stop the movement operation and take corrective measures. Permanent placement tolerances were
specified to insure a good fit of the superstructures and a suitable ride quality for the public. These
tolerances included lateral limits as well as vertical limits.

Figure 10 – Self setting jacking track, Holbrook Canal Bridge

SUMMARY
Both superstructures were moved to their final positions during a weekend closure of the highway in
February 2013. The PTFE slide of the Holbrook Canal Bridge required approximately 45 minutes to
move into position while the roll of the Ft. Lyon Canal Bridge required approximately 120 minutes to move
into position. Each slide system functioned as designed and none of the failsafe systems were activated.
Completion of the project represented CDOT’s first lateral bridge slide and second lateral bridge roll.
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ABSTRACT
An existing bridge with five continuous spans in front of a congested railroad station was decided to be
replaced. Only 4 hours were allowed to remove the existing one and replace a new one. There were
severe space restrictions due to electric lines and an over-crossing bridge. Mobile cranes could not be
utilized because there was only 4.5 meters above the bridge and 4.0 meters below the bridge. The client
required to open two lanes among four lanes during the replacement. A railing smart transporter system
was developed to remove a 70tf box girder and to install a new composite deck of 680tf. Two interior
girders and two exterior girders were replaced sequentially to allow traffic during the replacement in 4
hours.
INTRODUCTION
Case study of railroad bridge replacement
The rapid construction of railroad bridges in 4 hours is not uncommon. In France, the four-span Railroad
Bridge was built by SPMTs on 2004. The SPMTs moved the bridge into position in 8 hours. The rail was
closed for only 48 hours (1). KOBEC in KOREA has replaced an existing railroad bridge by P.S.Pmethod in 3~4 hours (2). An existing bridge can be replaced by mobile crane or SPMTs (3). Fig.1 shows
an mobile crane to remove an existing bridge and P.S.P.
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Slab
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Slab
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Fig.1 Mobile crane to remove an existing bridge
1CEO, Kobec, Seongnam-Si, Korea
2Design Director, Kobec, Seongnam-Si, Korea
3Professor, Department of Civil Engineering,Chung-Ang University, Korea
4 Executive officer, Noda crane, Ogaki-Si, Japan
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Bridge’s location and train traffic
This project's bridges are located near An-yang station of Metropolitan railroad (see Figure 2). The bridge
has 4 lines. It provides 20 minutes of commuting by express train to SEOUL. Trains are passing152 times
a day. The 100,000 passengers take the subway, commuter train every day.

Fig.2 Subway map of Seoul (KOREA) & Project bridge’s location
Site conditions for bridge replacement
This project's bridge was built in 1980 and bridge's superstructure is steel box girder without ballast.
Noise and vibration of this bridge are main sources of public discontent. This bridge has been often under
flood waters in summer.
Due to the problems of existing bridges, it was determined to replace the bridge. The superstructures of
the bridge do not have deck system for ballast and have severe constraints on vertical clearance. Also,
the replacement should be carried out in few hours. This project ran into many difficulties.
The main points are as follows;
1) New superstructure
- Superstructure for reduction of the noise
- Low superstructure for preventing to hidden beneath flood waters
- Restrict level of track (Over-crossing bridge, electric wire, near station's platform)
2) Replacement of an existing bridge in 4 hours
- New heavy superstructure (680tf - with ballast)
- A lot of train traffic (152 times/day)
- Open two lanes among four lanes during the replacement
- Only 4 hours allowed to replacement (Metropolitan Subway, Hi-speed train)
- No mobile crane (Over-crossing Bridge, Electric wire - 45000V)(see Fig. 3, 4).
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- Electric post of rahmen structure
- At the same time, heavy superstructure's replacement to 2 train lines

Fig.3 Over-crossing bridge

Fig.4 Electric posts & wires (45000 V)
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REPLACEMENT &SMART TRANSPORTER (ST)
This project is allowed to remove the existing one and replace a new one in 4 hours. In order to overcome
the time and space constraints, the railing smart transporter was developed. It can move a heavy
structure quickly and have functions of lift-down (see Fig.5).The transporter is very compact and strong to
enable moving a heavy structure below over-crossing bridge or electric wire.

Fig.5 Smart transporter (ST)
The most important technical concern of the Smart Transporter-system is automatic checking and control
system. This process should be done accurately by using real time control software program and real
time laser sensor checking system. The control software program can control movement with total or
partial synchronizing within a tolerance of 1mm. Fig. 6 and Fig.7 shows the control software program with
laser sensors.

Fig.6 Real time control software program (KOST-CP-Ver1.2)
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Fig.7 Real time checking moving distance by laser sensor
The Smart Transporter is used to removal-equipments (lifting &removal) or Setting- equipments (lifting or
down &moving) and structure’s behavior while moving is monitored (see Fig.8). The movement is
monitored during operation to check safety and space constraints.

Fig.8 Measurement of structure’s behavior while moving
DESIGN OF REPLACEMENT
KR (Korean railway network authority) was intensely aware of the need for bridge's replacement planning.
The fast replacement method using new shallow-depth superstructure and the moving equipments was
proposed for the replacement. The main points of suggestions were as follows;
- The reduction of train noise and vibration by replacement of new composite bridge with ballast
- U-shaped composite bridge without raising level of track
- A rapid replacement construction method and its equipments
- Reinforcement of foundation, abut, pier because of increased dead loads (ballast, new superstructure)
New Superstructure
Various bridge alternatives were considered for the new structure. The existing bridge's girder height
(R.L~B.L) is 2,470mm. Composite half-through bridge was selected to satisfy the height limitation.
Composite half-through bridges have slab on girders to increase flexural stiffness and to reduce the noise.
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Composite half-through bridge's height (R.L~B.L) is 1,175mm (see Fig.10). This can enable the
replacement of the bridge without raising track level (4). This is very important for train passing. Fig.11
shows the replacement of bridge’s superstructure.

Fig.10 Comparison of superstructure height between existing girder and new composite bridge

Fig.11 An existing bridge (non-ballast) & New composite half-through bridge(with ballast)
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Replacement method& procedure
The client required to open two lanes among 4-lanes during the replacement. The project’s procedure
was designed to replace 2-lines at the same time. And, this method was registered in Korea Patent (5).
Fig.12 shows the replacement procedure using Smart Transporter. Detail planning of the replacement is
essential for successful project delivery. After constructing accurate geometry of the existing structures,
the replacement plan was prepared.

Fig.12 Procedure of replacement
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As shown in Table 1, the total replacement schedule was planned in 240 minutes. However, heavy
superstructure's replacement for 2 train lines time is only 105 minutes as summarized in Table 1. Every
schedule should be kept exactly to accomplish the target period of the replacement. Teamwork of
experienced workers is also important factor for the project.
Table 1. Time schedule for the replacement
Work Breakdown

Time

Removal of rail
Setting removal smart transporter's track
Moving-in Smart Transporter
Connect old girder
Lifting old girder
Removal of old girder
Moving-out Smart Transporter
Lifting new superstructure
Moving new superstructure
Placing new superstructure
Down new superstructure
Placing new expansion joint
Placing the track
Rail adjustment
Final arrangement

20 min.
20 min.
10 min.
05 min.
20 min.
15 min.
05 min.
30 min.
20 min.
20 min.
50 min.
15 min.
10 min.

Total

240 min. (4hr.)

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the rapid replacement method using a railing smart transporter system is introduced and its
application to the replacement of 4 lines railway bridges was provided.
This project was the first case of rapid replacement of multi-line railway bridges within 4 hours with strict
space constraints in metropolitan area of KOREA. Even though there were severe space restrictions due
to electric lines and an over-crossing bridge, the proposed railing smart transporter system was
successfully utilized to remove a 70tf box girder and to install a new composite deck of 680tf. This case
will be a good example to other railway site of several track lines.
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ABSTRACT
This Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) project used the slide-in bridge construction method to
replace a functionally obsolete steel through truss bridge in Auburn, Maine. This project was awarded
Highways for Life (HfL) funding and included the following innovative features: Prefabricated Bridge
Elements and Systems; Innovative Construction Techniques; and non-corrosive GFRP bridge deck
reinforcement. The replacement bridge utilized a cast-in-place bare deck with integral wearing surface,
weathering steel plate girders, and precast pile supported semi-integral abutments incorporating a
suspended backwall detail and precast approach slabs. The combination of a traditional cast-in-place
deck placed and cured under normal construction schedules, and prefabricated components utilized
during the incentivized roadway closure period resulted in highly durable and cost-effective bridge
solution.
INTRODUCTION
Replacement of steel through truss bridges are
often complicated by the difficulty of using
phased construction for these non-redundant
structiral systems. At a time when replacing
these fracture critical systems is a national
priority, the traveling public is becoming
increasingly vocal on the need to reduce longterm roadway closures and minimize traffic
impacts during construction.
The existing steel through truss bridge carries
Hotel Road over the Little Androscoggin River
in Auburn Maine, and was identified for
complete
replacement
by
the
Maine
Department of Transportation.
Hotel Road
provides an important link for local businesses
Figure 1 – Existing Bridge
and residents in the Auburn-Lewiston area.
With an AADT of approximately 10,300 vehicles per day, Hotel Road provides trucks convenient access
to a nearby multi-modal freight transfer facility, and numerous industrial business parks. Recent
inspections classified the bridge as functionally obsolete, and due to the substandard roadway width, the
bridge was also a risk to bicyclists who travel frequently on Hotel Road.
The MaineDOT programmed the Hotel Road Bridge for replacement and commited to a 45 maximum
roadway closure with the community during the initial public outrreach. This paper describes the design
and construction of this bridge, with particular focus on the economics of using slide-in construction
methods on smaller conventional single span bridges.
EXISTING CONDITIONS
One the biggest challenges of the project was the consgested site, which included numerous adjacent
structures and utilities that had to either be accommodated or completely avoided during construction. A
sewer pump station with a forty foot deep wet well exists immediately north of the bridge, which could not
be permanently impacted by the bridge construction.
A residential property with limited roadway
setback is located directly across the street from the pump station, which effectively eliminated an
adjacent temporary bridge option from further consideration.
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In addition, the existing Hotel Road Bridge
abutments connect to an adjacent masonry arch
structure that used to serve as a trolley bridge,
but is now abandoned. The ownership
responsibility of this adjacent “trolley bridge”
remained questionable, but it was deemed
historic by the State Historic Preservation Office
(SHPO) and could not be permanently impacted
by the proposed bridge construction.
An active freight railroad bridge is located
immediately adjacent to the trolley bridge and
the tracks cross Hotel Road on a skewed atgrade alignment just south of the existing
structure (see Figure 2).
Lastly, numerous overhead and buried utilities
exist
at the site, and all of these needed to be
Figure 2 – Existing Condition Aerial View
relocated as part of this bridge replacement
project. Utilities inlcuded: Electrical Power, Telecommmunication, CATV, Water, Sewer, and Gas. The
extensive third-party utilties and the numerous other site contstrants mentioned previoulsy created a
challenge during cinstruction since three of the four quadrants of the site would be largely off limits to the
Contractor for this Accelerated Bridge Construction project.
PRELIMINARY DESIGN
The MaineDOT completed the Preliminary Design Report (PDR) for the project, which evaluated several
bridge replacement options, including a temporary bridge option and a full-roadway closure option for a
typical six to nine month construction period. The temporary bridge was estimated to cost $350,000, and
this option was quickly ruled out due to right-of-way concerns. The full closure option was also ruled out
since a six month roadway closure period was deemed to be unacceptable from a traffic management
perspective. The preliminary design team recommended the use of ABC methods in conjunction with a
short-term roadway closure period, but left the responsibility of the system selection and details to the
final design team.
FINAL DESIGN
McFarland Johnson, Inc. was selected by the MaineDOT to perform the final detailed design of the
replacement bridge, and the design team immediately began to evaluate several ABC methods for this
project. While evaluating ABC options, the design team tried to utilize the latest details developed as
part of TRB’s second Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP 2) Innovative Bridge Designs for
Rapid Renewal: ABC Toolkit. There is a desire by many State DOT’s to begin standardizing the details
used for ABC projects on a regional/national basis and the SHRP 2 Toolkit provides a good starting point
towards this larger long-term goal. The following ABC methods were considered:
Prefabricated Bridge Units (PBU’s): PBU’s consisting of two steel plate girders and a plant cast deck
were considered for the site, but deemed impractical due to the 150-ft required span length. The
congested site did not lend itself to the efficient use of the high-capacity cranes that would be required to
erect these PBU’s.
Precast Deck Panels: A system that utilized conventional steel plate girders with full-depth precast deck
panels was also evaluated for use. This system was feasible, but would require a longer roadway closure
period due to the multiple utilities located on the proposed bridge and it would also result in a number of
construction joints in the deck, which was undesirable to the MaineDOT. Therefore, this alternative was
removed from further consideration.
Lateral Slide: The third ABC system evaluated would use conventional construction techniques to build
the proposed superstructure immediately adjacent to the existing bridge on temporary supports, and then
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slide it onto the proposed abutments during a short-term roadway closure period. This alternative was
selected by the MaineDOT as the preferred method of replacement.
A semi-integral abutment with a suspended backwall system was selected for use, with the details
referenced from the SHRP 2 ABC Toolkit. A semi-integral bridge was determined to be optimal for a
lateral slide since the suspended backwall would allow the bridge superstructure to be temporarily
supported and then slid onto the precast abutments without the need for secondary closure pours. This
detail also increased the amount of work that could be performed prior to the roadway closure.
Borings indicated that bedrock was less than 20-feet below the proposed bottom of abutment caps, which
was near the minimum pile length needed to achieve a fixed pile base condition. A single row of vertical
piles were designed to support the horizontal and vertical loadings at each of the proposed abutments.
Eight vertical piles in a single row were designed with precast abutment caps as outlined in the SHRP 2
details.
The precast abutment caps were split into two segments at each abutment to reduce the weight of these
components and minimize the crane sizes needed for erection. Since the only connection between these
two segments was an unreinforced grouted shear key for simplicity, each segment was designed as an
independent unit for its own set of tributary design loadings.
CONSTRUCTION
The project was advertised for construction in January 2013 and bids were received from five General
Contractors. The Engineer’s Estimate was $2.4 million including the roadway approach work and utility
relocations, and the winning low bid was submitted by Wyman & Simpson, Inc. for $2.2 million.
Two additional pay items were included in the contract in an attempt to track the costs associated with the
lateral slide construction method. One pay item covered the construction and removal of a temporary
construction access area adjacent to the existing roadway due to the right-of-way constraints and the
topography of the site. The second pay item covered the costs associated with the construction of
temporary foundation supports and the lateral slide system. The low bid cost submitted by Wyman &
Simpson, Inc. for these two pay items was $165,000 and $85,000, respectively. It is worth noting that
that the $250,000 in cost associated with these two items was less than the estimated cost of a temporary
bridge and temporary detour roadway that was evaluated during the preliminary design phase.
In the lead up to the road closure period, the
Contractor prepared the site and developed the
means and methods for the lateral slide.
Approximately five months after Notice to
Proceed, the existing bridge was closed to
traffic on July 29, 2013.
The contractor elected to use a greased steelon-steel slide system, which they had
successfully used on previous lateral slide
projects in the Coastal Marine Industry. The
contractor’s system slid the bridge laterally
approximately 60 feet from the temporary steel
bents and onto the new precast concrete semiintegral abutments.
With an assumed
maximum static coefficient of friction of 0.2
and a 600 kip vertical superstructure reaction, 120 kips of lateral force would need to be resisted by the
temporary and permanent foundation elements. Although there are other low friction slide systems such
as stainless steel with PTFE sliding surfaces or nested rollers, the greased steel-on-steel slide system
was selected both for economy and the contractor’s familiarity with the system.
Figure 3 – Removal of Existing Truss Bridge
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Since the proposed bridge utilized semiintegral abutments with a single row of vertical
piles, additional design checks of the pile
lateral capacity were required as part of the
construction submittal.
The lateral slide took approximately 12 hours
to complete using short stroke (6”) hydraulic
jacks and high strength threaded steel rods
located along the centerline of bearing at each
abutment.
The contractor successfully completed the
project using a 33 day roadway closure period,
and roadway was reopened to traffic on Friday
August 30, 2013 with full construction
completion in early October, 2013
completion of minor punch list items.

Figure 4 – Greased Steel Slide System

after

LESSONS LEARNED
As with most challenging projects, there were several important take-aways that could be applied to
future projects, including:


For the most economical application of this method, the selection of the lateral slide
system components should be left to the General Contractor



Early and continuous coordination with third-party utility companies to determine realistic
and accurate relocation solutions and timelines.



Using a phased Incentive/Disincentive approach to a project is not only possible, but can
be beneficial for projects where I/D’s are not allowed for third-party utility relocation work.



Include limits/constraints in the contract documents for temporary construction loads (e.g.
jacking forces) applied to the permanent bridge.

CONCLUSION
The lateral slide construction method is a costeffective and useful tool that should be
considered by project development teams. In
the past, this construction method has been
traditionally viewed as a complex and high risk
construction, but that should no longer be the
case.
The results of this project clearly showed that
simple lateral slide solutions can be effectively
incorporated into smaller bridge replacement
projects, without significantly impacting project
costs. In fact, compared to solutions that utilize
temporary bridges and detour roadways, this
project showed that lateral bridge slide projects
can actually have lower total construction costs.

Figure 5 – Completed Bridge
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ABSTRACT
With realistically only five months for road maintenance and construction, Accelerated Bridge
Construction in New Hampshire is taken very seriously. This fall, the NHDOT (in partnership with the
University of New Hampshire) is advertising a demonstration replacement project that will integrate
efficient traffic control, on site analysis, modified design details, and advanced materials. To minimize risk
factor bidding and introduce significant detail changes and advanced materials, all bidders are required to
attend a seminar and watch a video showing proposed ABC innovations.
TRAFFIC CONTROL
The options of rerouting traffic, installing temporary
routes, or using slide-in technologies have typically not
been financially or site appropriate in New Hampshire.
An alternative being considered for bridge overpass
projects is modifying the on/off ramps to simulate a
roundabout traffic pattern (Figure 1). Using the traffic
pattern of a roundabout, temporary barriers, and
minimal fill/asphalt, it is easy to follow appropriate
signals and signs to safely bypass the construction
area. This alternative requires only a few minutes
delay in all traffic patterns rather than a ten to fifteen
minute delay to detour onto other state maintained
roads. Vertical profiles up a ramp, across a road and
down the adjacent ramp must be considered,
especially for low profile semi-tractor trailers.
To assure safety, it is necessary to stop before
entering the temporary roundabout. Pedestrian and
bike traffic must also be considered. The
demonstration site requires the use of mass transit to
Figure 1 - Roundabout Pattern
transport non-vehicle traffic traveling underneath the
bridge being replaced. This transportation alternative will be announced prior to construction and will only
be offered during times convenient to pedestrian traffic.
Advantages of this traffic control alternative are obvious. The expense is limited to signs, signals and
limited fill and asphalt to align the ramps. There are no police officer expenses, emergency services are
sustained at no added cost, and no repairs to alternative routes are required at the completion of the
project. By using the roundabout design on this project, sufficient space is left on either side of the bridge
for temporary storage of equipment and precast components. This alternative was well received by the
Town, provided construction was not scheduled during a summer vacation event.
DEMOLITION
In New England, it is common practice to replace bridge decks multiple times before a full reconstruct is
required. By completely closing the bridge, full deck demolition is possible; a much better alternative in
terms of service life to single lane traffic closures with zipper pours. Care must be taken to assure any
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girder damage during demolition is adequately repaired before reconstruction begins. Full width precast
slabs can be placed, accounting for camber and end elevations to assure even distribution of
replacement slab dead loads on the girders. Uniform longitudinal post tensioning across the entire width
of the bridge can be segmentally applied as slabs are installed. The public applauded when they heard
jackhammer noise would be present during a single time frame.
SLAB FABRICATION, HANDLING AND TRANSPORTATION
Full width deck replacement can require center line crowns, much longer slabs, and special
handling/transportation. Unless bridge decks are curved with a single cross slope, they require a 2%
cross slope leading from the bridge longitudinal center line. This requires precast, prestressed slabs to
have draped cables, though they must be elevated at the center line rather than pulled down. There is
some concern this will lead to deflections in the slab and the possibility of failure when stressed. This is
absolutely not the case when concentric prestressing is applied. The recommended stress pattern is two
layers symmetrically placed - one on top and the other
on bottom at equal distances from the top and bottom
surfaces. This assures a constant compressive stress
across the section and no internal bending is induced.
This does assume a rather tight slab thickness
tolerance; the top must be screed smooth.
For this demonstration project, a near 1/8th scale model
was built: 1” thick and 8’ long with a 2% cross slope.
When completed, a slight upward deflection at the ends
was visible. This is due to a little less than 1/16”
eccentricity in the top layer of prestressing strands at
the ends of the slab (Figure 2).
This amount of
eccentricity is within normal prestressing specifications
and theoretically will have no significant effect in a 9”
thick slab. This project is compounded by the 23° skew
of the end abutments. A tongue and grooved joint
design (Figure 3) is used to transfer shear loading
between slabs through the adhesive and through the
concrete tongue and grove configuration. Robert (1).

Figure 2 - Upward Deflection

Full width bridge replacements with precast slabs
exceeding 50’ require special fabrication and handling.
While the PCI four point lifting protocol for this length is
not appropriate, the eight point protocol is, and 14
points is being considered. The 55’ for these slabs
(measured from extreme end points) is to be supported
Figure 3 – Tongue and Groove Joint Design
at a 23° skew over 7 girders. The 14 possible lift points
correspond to the 2 leveling screws per seven girders.
When the leveling screws extend through the top
surface and eye hooks are attached (Figure 4), they
serve two purposes: support and lifting. No additional
inserts are required; though a strong back is required to
support the 14 lifting points each time the slab is lifted in
the fabrication plant and on site. At 55 feet, it is
probably more economical to insert eight lifting hooks
and avoid the strong back.
An analysis is
recommended
for
slabs
exceeding
60
feet.
Transporting longer and cross sloped panels requires
careful attention. It is recommended that long, thin slabs
Figure 4 - Leveling Screws and Eye Hooks
be fully supported to avoid tension cracking and thereby
extend service life. If this is specified in the proposal, it can introduce a risk factor for a bidding fabricator.
Limitation on cracks needs to be evaluated in conjunction with repair alternatives appropriate for the site
climatic conditions. Support conditions for flatbed truck blocking or support frame alternatives need to
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simulate the slab vertical profile and installed supports as well to compensate for bending and torsional
induced impact loading during transportation.
SLAB INSTALLATION
Achieving the ABC primary goals of reduced time and cost requires definitive tasks with no adjustments
once completed. Following demolition, these tasks are recommended for a full deck replacement:
Survey
Surveying end and quarter points along the top flange of each girder will show the remaining camber and
support elevations of each girder. Using this data, a structural analysis is performed to determine the
leveling screw lengths to yield the design vertical profile for the finished deck. Pelletier (2), Terry (3).
Leveling Screws and Post Tension Bars
Set leveling screw heights to the lengths calculated in the
structural analysis. Install post tension bars, locking nuts and
couplers for each post tensioning duct. Salzer (4). A nut and
coupler are only installed at one end of a bar; the other bar
end is attached to the coupler on the bar extending from the
previously installed panel. (See Figure 5.)
Haunch Formwork (optional)
Contractors may desire to have haunch formwork attached to
the top flange of the supporting girders or on the underside of
the slab prior to installing the slabs.

Figure 5 - Post Tension Bar

Align Slabs
Set the first slab on the girders, checking alignment longitudinally and along the abutment edge.
Subsequent slabs are initially placed 6” apart and only the longitudinal alignment is checked.
Torque Leveling Screws
Based on quarter point measurements, discrepancies within the girder top flange elevation and the model
can significantly vary the load carried by a
leveling screw. To assure girders are not over
stressed by leveling screw dead loads, leveling
screw torques are checked. Typically, less than
a 1/16” adjustment in length will adjust the screw
loading to match model determined loads.
These adjustments will normally fall within the
vertical profile 1/16” specification. The torque
check is done in the sequence shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6 - Torque Check Sequence
Once the torques are checked for a slab, no
additional checks are required. Prescott (5).
Joint Adhesive
A polymer adhesive is recommended where ambient temperatures can fall below 20°F. It is
recommended a pot life of up to ½ hour be used and a strength of 400 psi developed within 1 hour of
mixing. Once the adhesive is applied to both sides of the slabs to be joined, the slab being installed is
slid into place squeezing excess polymer from the joint.
Post tension
After each slab is installed, it is post tensioned to the already installed slabs. This segmental installation
procedure results in a deck stressed uniformly in the longitudinal direction. Post tensioning is only
brought to a concrete compressive stress of approximately 450 psi. Slab prestressing to a much higher
psi resists the one way bending between the girders. The post tensioning contributes to the shear
transfer between slabs as vehicles travel longitudinally along the deck. Repeat the following tasks until all
slabs are installed: Torque Leveling Screws, Joint Adhesive and Post Tension.
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Install Studs
Installation of studs can begin immediately following post tensioning of the slab.
Grout
Grouting is required in the haunches, stud pockets, and post tension ducts. The stud pockets are filled as
the haunches fill. Vent tubes are cast into the slabs to facilitate post tension duct grouting.
Finishing Details
This demonstration project has sufficient lane width to install jersey barriers along the edge of a travel
lane leaving enough space in the lane to install formwork and cast a railing support curb and an edge
beam to cover the slab ends. Once the edge work is completed and railings are installed, the deck
membrane is installed and the asphalt wearing surface is spread. Both lanes remain open while the edge
work is in progress and one lane closure will be used to install the membrane and the wearing surface.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The techniques as proposed produce results that exceed the fabrication and construction specifications
used by the New Hampshire Department of Transportation. The Gilford Bridge Demonstration Project is
being advertised in late 2014 for construction in the fall of 2015. A requirement for all bidders is seminar
attendance (half day) in which videos of all the procedures in this paper will be presented. The NHDOT is
requiring this to provide sufficient detail to minimize risk factor bidding in the submitted proposals. The
first RFP circulated for the project resulted in 7 bids and each one exceeded the project budget. Reasons
for the high bids were solicited from all bidders and responses are covered in the video demonstrations.
Simplifying and integrating the requirements of field analysis and modeling proved very effective and
efficient. With some relatively simple programming, a very easy to use and effective program can be
developed for implementation of the proposed techniques on single span, simply supported bridges.
REFERENCES
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Deck Replacement System. Durham: University of New Hampshire.
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ABSTRACT
A 1:4.5 scaled bridge column was fabricated with a hybrid fiber-reinforced concrete (HyFRC) precast
outer shell and a cast-in-place plain concrete interior core, accelerating construction practices with the
use of precast elements. When subjected to uni-directional cyclic lateral loading, the column exhibited a
superior damage resistance compared to a column of same dimension that was cast entirely with cast-inplace HyFRC.
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE
The deterioration of bridges in the United States is a structural durability issue that has major economic
implications. Approximately one in every nine bridges is rated as structurally deficient (1), with the bridge
normally requiring maintenance and potentially having reduced load carrying capacity. In response to the
increasing attention on the replacement of deteriorated bridges, the use of non-traditional designs for
accelerated bridge construction (ABC) has become a growing topic in research and practice. Accelerated
construction is certainly desirable when considering that the direct and indirect costs from traffic detours
are related to the completion time of a project, and that ABC has benefits related to such areas as site
constructability, worker safety, and reduced dependency on weather (2).
In particular, the use of precast bridge column elements is seen as a viable method to expedite
construction. Because columns are typically designed to form flexural plastic hinges during a seismic
event, while the remainder of the bridge is to remain elastic, detailing of the columns must accommodate
inelastic deformations. Several researchers have already investigated columns that contain precast
components (3) (4) (5).
While bridges experience new design methods focused at rapid bridge construction, other aspects of the
column may be revised simultaneously, such as increasing the column’s long-term durability. Hybrid fiberreinforced concrete (HyFRC) is seen as a viable structural material to be used in bridge columns (6) (7).
This concrete typically contains polymer microfibers and steel macrofibers of different lengths, and
adheres to a performance-based approach known as Deterioration Reduction through Micro- and
Macrocrack Control (DRMC) (8). The hybridization of fiber types and lengths is intended to provide
multiscale crack control, from microcrack initiation to macrocrack propagation. In this manner, multiple
isolated cracks may form in a composite rather than a few dominant cracks, increasing toughness
significantly over a greater range of deformations. This crack control is essential in producing a concrete
that can exhibit proper deflection-hardening behavior in bending (9) (10).
The use of HyFRC in mitigating cracks is not only limited to stresses caused by applied external loading,
but also includes stresses caused by internal expansive processes found in bridge columns, such as
corrosion product formation and alkali silica reaction. Ostertag and Blunt (11) showed that the corrosion
current density of embedded steel rebar in concrete beams subjected to the same flexural loads is
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significantly reduced when using a HyFRC compared to a plain concrete. The effect of fibers in HyFRC
may be described in two stages: First, the fibers delay dominant crack formation up to higher applied
loads, thereby reducing the rate of saltwater penetration through the concrete and delaying the
depassivation of steel rebar. Second, once corrosion product formation begins and induces internal
pressure locally, microfibers act to confine the corrosion products and limit their egress away from the
reaction site (12). Thus, HyFRC has advantages that may not be apparent in typical bridge column
design.
This study investigates the feasibility of synergistically incorporating ABC and DRMC methodologies into
a single bridge column design. A precast outer column tube made of HyFRC and containing the column’s
longitudinal and transverse steel reinforcement was fabricated to represent an element that could be
produced offsite and brought to a construction site. Because the use of fiber-reinforced concrete is not yet
widespread in the construction industry, having the HyFRC used solely in precast operations alleviates
concerns about the reduced cast-in-place workability of fiber-reinforced concrete and does not require
specialized workers onsite during casting. The experimental column produced in this study is hereafter
referred to as the tube column.
To evaluate its seismic performance, several structural details of the tube column were based on a selfconsolidating HyFRC (SC-HyFRC) bridge column tested by Panagiotou et al. (6), hereafter referred to as
TS-1. The tube column and TS-1 had similar dimensions, longitudinal reinforcing ratio, and loading
protocol. In addition, both columns were designed for rocking behavior when subjected to large lateral
displacements.
MATERIALS AND SPECIMEN
HyFRC Design
Due to the size constraints of the precast tube thickness caused by specimen scaling (1 inch clear cover),
the use of a mortar was selected to prevent possible congestion during casting. The terms concrete and
HyFRC will continue to be used when referring to the tube cementitious material.
Based on past HyFRC mix proportions originally developed by Ostertag and Blunt (8), three fiber types
with a total fiber volume fraction (Vf) of 1.5% (based on total volume of concrete) were identified to
produce concrete that was workable for typical castings and exhibited deflection-hardening behavior: a
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) microfiber and hooked-end steel macrofibers of two different lengths. A summary
of the fibers is presented in Table 1. While the use of all three fiber types was desirable, the tube column
excluded the use of the 2.36 inch-long steel fiber due to the limited clear cover in the tube. Because an
increase in the HyFRC strength was expected compared to previous mix designs due to the absence of
coarse aggregates, a higher fiber volume fraction was used to ensure deflection-hardening behavior. The
higher fiber volume was also justified as the precast tube was intended to be fabricated in a laboratory or
factory environment where casting conditions are optimal, as additional fibers tend to reduce cast-in-place
workability. Thus, a total fiber volume fraction of 2.0% (0.2% PVA fibers and 1.8% steel fibers) was used.
Table 1: Summary of fiber properties.
Fiber
Type
PVA
Steel-1
Steel-2

Typical HyFRC
Vf (%)
0.2
0.5
0.8

Tube Column
Vf (%)
0.2
1.8
0

Length
(in.)
0.315
1.18
2.36

Diameter
(in.)
0.0016
0.0217
0.0295

Aspect
Ratio
200
54.5
80

Strength
(ksi)
230
160
150

Elastic
Modulus (ksi)
6090
29000
29000

The tube HyFRC mix design used type I/II portland cement as the primary binder, as well as class F fly
ash at 25% replacement of all cementitious materials mass. At a water-cementitious materials ratio of
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0.35, testing at the time of column experimentation revealed the HyFRC had a compressive strength of
9.6 ksi, a strain of 0.0042 at peak load, and an elastic modulus of 3650 ksi. Adherence to DRMC
principles was confirmed through the four-point bending tests of 6 x 6 x 24 inch HyFRC beams, as shown
in Figure 1. Deflection-hardening behavior is noted, as the beams exhibit increased load capacity beyond
the matrix cracking load. The minimum flexural performance goal of the HyFRC required a tensile strain
capacity matching the yield strain of Grade 60 reinforcing steel (0.002), as the yielding of rebar is often a
limit state for structural elements under service load (13). Using the flexural performance goal
methodology detailed by Blunt and Ostertag (9), the HyFRC met the required design criteria.
25

(A)

(B)

Applied Load (kip)

20
15
10
5
0
0

Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3
0.05
0.1
0.15
Midpoint Deflection (in)

0.2

Figure 1: HyFRC beam bending: (A) Load-displacement results and (B) testing details, with units in inches.

Specimen Design
The tube column’s structural detailing was based on the TS-1 column tested by Panagiotou et al. (6),
which in turn was based on a prototype column supporting a straight, cast-in-place, post-tensioned, fivespan box girder California bridge (14). Figure 2 shows the details of the tube column specimen. Use of a
rocking mechanism through rebar unbonding was adopted from TS-1, as it proved to be effective in
resisting lateral loads with a cold joint present at the column-foundation interface. The prototype column
possessed a gross diameter of 72 inches. After a scaling factor of 4.5 was applied, the tube column was
designed with a diameter of 16 inches. However, the height from the prototype column was not directly
scaled geometrically. The prototype column’s ratio of M / VH, equivalent to 4 when assuming a mid-height
inflection point, was kept approximately constant for the tube column. M and V are the bending moment
and shear force at the column ends, respectively, and H is the height of the column where lateral load is
applied.
Student Version of MATLAB

All column structural reinforcement was initially cast within the precast tube. A 16 gauge (64 mil
thickness) A92 galvanized corrugated steel pipe was used as the tube’s inner surface. Spiral corrugations
at a depth of 0.50 inches resulted in the steel pipe’s diameter ranging from 10 to 11 inches. The column’s
longitudinal reinforcing steel consisted of twelve No. 4 A706 Grade 60 rebar, matching TS-1 and the
prototype column’s reinforcing ratio (ρl) of 1.2%. A continuous strand of W4 (226 mil thickness) A82
galvanized steel wire was used as spiral transverse reinforcement at a center-to-center spacing of 1.25
inches, resulting in a transverse reinforcing ratio (ρs) of 0.87%. This level of reinforcement was increased
over that of TS-1 (0.37%) to specifically improve confinement effects and delay rebar buckling to higher
lateral displacements, and was intended to be more similar to that of the prototype column (0.70%).
The seismic design of the tube column used base rocking behavior, similar to TS-1. To achieve this, an
unbonded longitudinal rebar length was specified at 18 inches above the column base to 2 inches below
the column base, resulting in 20 total inches of length. To unbond the bars, rubber mastic tape was used
to cover the bars and build up thickness of the bars between rebar ribs, such that anchorage of concrete
between the ribs would be ineffective. A final layering of duct tape was used to allow further slippage of
bars and provide protection during casting.
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Figure 2: Tube column details. Corrugations in steel pipe and foundation details not shown for clarity.

The precast tube element had a thickness of 2.5 to 3.0 inches, varying due to the pipe corrugations, and
a clear cover of 1 inch. Details of the tube HyFRC were previously discussed. The concrete used for castin-place operations of the column core was a plain concrete with a water-cement ratio of 0.48 and a
compressive strength of 6.4 ksi. Table 2 summarizes the significant differences between the considered
columns.
Table 2: Summary of tube column design and associated column designs.
Specimen

D (in.)

H (in.)

Column Concrete

Tube Column

Scaling
Factor
1:4.5

16

65.00

TS-1 (6)

1:4.5

16

67.25

Prototype (14)

1:1

72

600

HyFRC shell;
Plain concrete core
Self-consolidating
HyFRC
Plain concrete

Longitudinal
Ratio [ρl (%)]
(12) No. 4
[1.2%]
(12) No. 4
[1.2%]
(44) No. 11
[1.2%]

Transverse Ratio
[ρs (%)]
W4.0 Spiral
@ 1.25” O.C. [0.87%]
W3.5 Spiral
@ 2.50” O.C. [0.37%]
No. 8 Hoop
@ 5.50” O.C. [0.70%]

Construction
Construction of the column first began with the fabrication of the precast HyFRC tube, simulating the
intended construction sequence to be used in the field. The longitudinal bars were wrapped with rubber
mastic and duct tape for unbonding before being positioned on a platform, as shown in Figure 3A. The
bars were allowed to extrude from the precast tube for later installment into the foundation. Transverse
spiral reinforcement was then placed along the longitudinal bars with steel ties. To allow for casting, the
corrugated steel duct pipe was placed vertically on the platform, and a removable mold was used to
control the tube’s exterior dimensions. Figure 3B shows the tube prior to casting.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Figure 3: (A) Closeup view of reinforcement. Elevation views of the tube: (B) Prior to casting; (C) After
casting; (D) Positioned prior to foundation casting.

A single batch consisting of 0.33 cubic yards of HyFRC was produced in the structural laboratory where
construction occurred. During casting of the HyFRC tube, while form vibrators and tapping rods were
used to ensure compaction. The outer mold was removed after 14 days of curing, revealing no significant
exterior defects on the tube surface and suggesting proper concrete consolidation (Figure 3C).
The next phase in construction required the casting of the foundation and column core. After the
foundation formwork and rebar assembly was finished, the precast tube was positioned by laboratory
crane such that the tube’s bottom cast surface coincided with the foundation’s top cast surface (Figure
3D). The tube’s longitudinal rebar would also be embedded in the foundation concrete. After casting with
a concrete mixing truck, the foundation cured for nine days before the hollow core of the column was filled
with plain concrete. Again, a single batch of concrete was produced in the structural laboratory and the
core was cast with aid from vibration equipment. On the day of structural testing, the core concrete,
foundation concrete, and tube HyFRC had ages of 40, 49, and 67 days, respectively.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

(A)

(B)

Figure 4: Experimental parameters: (A) Global view of test setup; (B) Achieved drift ratios during testing. The
x-axis is measured in data steps, with completed loading sequences shown.

A global view of the test setup is shown in Figure 4A. The column was tested statically under
displacement-controlled cyclic loading in uni-directional motion by two horizontal actuators inclined at 45
degrees from the direction of loading. A constant gravity load of 100 kips was placed on the column by a
steel beam attached to vertical actuators at each of the beam’s ends. Four post-tensioned rods prevented
specimen uplift from the floor base during loading.
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Levels of displacements were based on the loading protocol of Panagiotou et al. (6) to allow suitable
structural comparison between the tube column and TS-1. Figure 4B shows the target drift ratios (θr)
during each cycle. The column was initially subjected to a sequence of three consecutive cycles at a
given target drift ratio, up to θr=3.6%. Afterwards, a sequence consisted of one cycle. Positive drift ratios
are defined as eastward lateral movement while negative drift ratios correspond to westward lateral
movement.
The column was instrumented both internally and externally. Strain gauges were placed on the eight most
extremely loaded rebar of the column at three elevation points, with two of the points located within the
unbonded region of the column. External instrumentation included four displacement transducers
positioned in series on both the western and eastern faces of the column.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The complete lateral load-drift ratio hysteric response, as well as the response up to θr=4.8%, is shown in
Figure 5. The column exhibits elastic behavior up to drift ratios of approximately 1.2%, after which it
shows hardening behavior up to approximately 4.8% drift. The column maintains a significant amount of
residual capacity over large drifts due to gradual softening, as it maintains at least 88% of its maximum
lateral load capacity when a drift ratio of 10% is initially reached. Circular markers on the plot indicate
points of longitudinal rebar fracture, as evidenced by a sharp decrease in lateral load resistance. The first
fracture occurred during the loading cycle corresponding to -11.3% drift, while the second fracture
occurred when subjecting the column to θr=13.1%. Additionally, the axial load of the column, maintained
at approximately 100 kips, did not significantly deviate during the entirety of the test.
(A)

(B)

Figure 5: Lateral load-drift ratio hysteric response: (A) Full test response. Circle markers indicate instances
of longitudinal rebar fracture; (B) Response up to target drift ratio of 4.8%.

Rocking Behavior
Flexural cracking of concrete was not expected in the unbonded region of the column. Figure 6 shows
photographs of eastern face of the column at neutral position, taken after target drift ratios of 1.2% and
11.3% were first achieved. The painted black gridlines on the column provide a frame of reference, and
are fully enclosed within the column’s unbonded region. The similarity in column damage at the
considered drift ratios is highlighted, as flexural cracking near the base of the column is minimal, owing to
the effectiveness of the bar unbonding. Fine flexural cracks were present on the column surface above
the unbonding region beginning at θr=0.60%. The use of HyFRC may have resisted large crack openings.
For instance, at extreme loading during the 3.6% drift ratio cycle, cracks present on the column surface,
all located outside the unbonded region, had a maximum crack opening of approximately 0.016 inches. In
addition, the cracks were observed to close to hairline widths during the experiment duration when the
column returned to neutral position.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 6: East face of tube column at neutral position: (A) After completion of 1.2% drift ratio cycle; (B) After
completion of 11.3% drift ratio cycle.

By utilizing a base rocking design, the column was expected to show nearly rigid motion during lateral
movement. Figure 7A shows the calculated base rotation of the column versus drift ratio, based on the
measurements and positions of displacement transducers nearest to the foundation. As shown by the
plot, the column exhibited nearly rigid behavior, as the column’s lateral drift nearly matched its base
rotation up to θr=8.3%. After this cycle, the transducers were removed from the column to prevent
damage to the instruments. Figure 7B shows strain measurements taken on the most extremely loaded
longitudinal rebar on the east face of the column. Curves labeled as “SG-M_” and “SG-T_” refer to strain
gauges positioned four and eight inches above the foundation surface, respectively, with both elevations
within the unbonded region. From the plots, similar strain measurements between the strain gauges at
the considered elevations on the same rebar are apparent. The measurements suggest the loss of
anchorage bond between the rebar and surrounding concrete between the points of strain gauge
application, as the rebar strain shows minimal change.
(A)

(B)

Figure 7: Effect of rebar debonding: (A) Column base rotation versus drift ratio. The dashed diagonal line
represents perfectly rigid behavior; (B) Strain gauge measurements within the unbonded region from the
most extremely loaded longitudinal rebar on the east face of the column.

The column displayed a high resistance to compression damage, showing no visible spalling during the
entirety of the test. Figure 8A shows the calculated strain profiles of the concrete surface based on
displacement transducer measurements at the western and eastern faces of the column. The plot shows
the western column surface experienced average compressive strains as high as 0.0040 at the
foundation-column interface up to θr=6.0%, nearly reaching the HyFRC compressive strain at peak load
(0.0042). The damage state of the column in extreme compression during the 8.3% drift cycle is shown in
Figures 8B and 8C. As can be seen, damage is limited to scaling at the foundation-column interface and
splitting cracks.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 8: Compression results up to 8.3% loading cycle: (A) Strain profile based on displacement
transducers at extreme compressive face of column during loading; Maximum displacement during the 8.3%
drift ratio cycle on the (B) west face and (C) east face.

Comparison to Cast-In-Place Column
Because several of the tube column’s experimental details were based on TS-1, comparison of the two
columns is appropriate. To summarize, both specimens had the same gross dimensions, same
longitudinal reinforcement ratio, and were designed for base rocking. However, the tube column’s
transverse reinforcement was nearly twice that of TS-1, and the tube column consisted of a HyFRC outer
shell and plain concrete core. TS-1 was cast entirely with self-consolidating HyFRC.
(A)

(B)

Figure 9: Comparison of lateral load-drift ratio hysteric response of tube column and TS-1: (A) Full response,
with circle markers indicates instances of rebar fracture; (B) Full response with envelope curve highlighted.

The lateral load-drift ratio responses of the two columns are shown in Figure 9. The envelope curves of
the same responses are also presented. The columns initially show similar behavior at low drift ratios.
Once the columns reach a drift of approximately 5%, a difference in the softening of the columns is
noticeable, as the tube column exhibited a more gradual softening over increasing drift ratios. This is due,
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in part, to the tube column having only two of its twelve longitudinal rebar fracture, compared to TS-1
having six of its twelve bars fracturing by the end of the test. In the case of TS-1, the first, second, and
third bars fractured during the sequence corresponding to 6.0%, 8.3%, and 9.5% drift. Three additional
bars fractured during the 11.1% drift sequence.
(A)

(B)

Figure 10: Column compression damage: (A) Splitting crack in tube column after 11.1% drift; (B) Onset of
buckling at fabrication flaw in TS-1 after 3.6% drift (15).

The failure of the first three bars in TS-1 may be attributed to the observed buckling of those bars prior to
fracture. As previously mentioned, the tube column showed splitting cracks at the base, but did not
experience visible spalling, even at high drift ratios (Figure 10A). TS-1, however, showed only localized
buckling, the onset of which is shown in Figure 10B. The localization was due to a fabrication flaw which
caused the cover thickness to be very thin.
Based on the observed damage of the tube column and TS-1, the use of HyFRC in the columns suggests
improved resistance to cover spalling in the laterally-loaded bridge columns, which may have implications
in achieving higher lateral load capacities and lower rehabilitation efforts after seismic events. The results
of TS-1 reveal that HyFRC used with a low transverse reinforcing ratio (0.37%) produces a highly ductile
column. The tube column design, in comparison, allows for simple implementation of a more conventional
transverse reinforcing ratio (0.87%) and a significant reduction HyFRC column volume (approximately
43%), while having enhanced damage resistance.
CONCLUSIONS
A reinforced concrete bridge column was designed for accelerated bridge construction and enhanced
resistance to concrete cracking. This was possible by utilizing a precast HyFRC tube with a cast-in-place
plain concrete core, isolating the casting phase of the fiber-reinforced concrete from onsite construction
operations. By debonding the rebar at the base of the column from the concrete, a rocking behavior
resulted when subjecting the column to lateral loading.
Limiting the HyFRC to a precast outer shell of the column produced an element with no large defects,
suggesting the casting of fiber-reinforced concrete in a structural member with a tube geometry could be
achieved with high quality control standards. By using a HyFRC with 2.0% total fiber volume fraction and
a transverse reinforcing ratio of 0.87%, compression damage of the column was significantly reduced,
with no spalling of concrete up to drift ratios of 13.1%. Fracture of longitudinal steel in the tube column
was delayed to drift ratios of 11.3%, as the column exhibited considerable ductility over a large range of
lateral displacements.
Compared to a cast-in-place column made of HyFRC and utilizing a similar base rocking mechanism, the
tube column displayed greater lateral load capacity at the same tested drift ratios and exhibited enhanced
damage resistance. In addition, the presented tube column allows for expedited construction practices
through precast elements while obtaining the full crack-resisting benefits of HyFRC in a single design.
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NOTATION
H
M
V
Vf
θr
ρl
ρs

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

column height where load application occurs
column end bending moment
column end shear force
fiber volume fraction, based on total concrete volume
column target drift ratio
volumetric longitudinal steel reinforcement ratio
volumetric transverse steel reinforcement ratio
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the verification by shake table testing of a bridge bent system that was designed to
be rapidly constructible and to provide superior seismic performance through re-centering and reduction of
damage. The system used precast concrete elements, and the re-centering was achieved by means of
unbonded pre-tensioning in the columns. Column damage was suppressed by a steel rocking detail that
confined the ends of the columns. The development of the system concept and its initial quasi-static testing
are described in a separate paper. A two-span, three-bent bridge was tested seismically on the shake tables
at the NEES Facility at the University of Nevada, Reno. The bridge was quarter scale, had two-column
bents with 12 in. (0.305 m) diameter columns, and 30 ft. (9.14 m) span lengths. The overall bridge geometry
was similar to that of one previously tested at the University of Nevada, Reno that used conventional nonprestressed, cast-in-place concrete columns. This paper describes the test bridge, the loading procedures
and the preliminary experimental results. Comparisons are made with the previously tested conventional
bridge. During a 1.66 g PGA earthquake excitation, numerous longitudinal bars fractured at drift ratio
between 10.2 and 13.2%. Minimal architectural spalling occurred due to column geometric change above
the steel rocking details. The residual drift was about 2.5% from the maximum drift at 1.66 g PGA
earthquake excitation.
INTRODUCTION
Within the United States, design of reinforced concrete bridges in seismic regions has changed little since
the mid-1970s, when ductile details were first introduced. Many bridge bents in seismic regions are
constructed of cast-in-place reinforced concrete. Cast-in-place bridges with proper confinement have
performed well in the past, but to meet modern design expectations for bridges, new structural systems and
construction methods are needed to improve: 1) speed of construction, 2) seismic resilience and 3)
durability.
The new system that was originally developed at the University of Washington has the following key
features: 1) columns and beams are cast off-site and then assembled rapidly once they arrive on site, 2)
construction is further accelerated by using a “wet socket” connection between the column and the spread
footing [Haraldsson et al 2013(1)] and a “hybrid-bar-socket” connection between the column and the precast
beams [Davis et al 2014(2)], 3) post-earthquake residual displacements are reduced by pre-tensioning the
precast bridge columns with unbonded tendons, which are designed to return the system to its original
position when the ground motion stops [Eberhard et al 2014(3)], and 4) damage to the system is minimized
by incorporating a confined rocking detail, or “shoe”, at the ends [Eberhard et al 2014(3)].
BRIDGE SPECIMEN
The shake-table specimen was designed to investigate the global response of the pre-tensioned, rocking
bent system. The bridge geometry, illustrated in Figure 1 and 2, was chosen to match that a specimen
previously tested at University of Nevada, Reno [Johnson et al 2008(4), Johnson et al 2006(5)] that used
conventional non-prestressed, cast-in-place concrete columns. The bridge specimen was quarter scale
with octagon columns ended by steel shoes. Bent dimensions and column reinforcement details of the
shake-table specimen are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The bridge length was 69.25 ft. (21.11m); The clear
height of the specimen was 127 in. (3.21 m); the total superimposed weight on the bridge was 170.2 kips
(757.4 kN ).
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Figure 1. Shake table specimen

Figure 2. Overall dimension of the shake-table specimen.
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Figure 3. Bent dimensions.

Figure 4. Typical top and bottom reinforcement details of the columns
SPECIMEN DESIGN
Column Design
The column clear heights for each bent, from the top of the footing to the bottom of the bent caps, varied.
This matched the column heights of the previous bridge experiment tested that used conventional nonprestressed columns. Clear heights of 6 ft. (1.83 m), 8 ft. (2.44 m), and 5ft (1.52 m) were used for bents 1,
2 and 3 respectively. The column bases were embedded 22 in. (0.56 m) inside the cast-in-place combined
footing using a wet socket connection [Haraldsson et al 2013(1)]. The tops of the column were integrally
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grouted into the superstructure using a hybrid-bar-socket connection [Davis et al 2014(2)]. The column
longitudinal reinforcement consisted of 6~#3 (10 mm) bars and 4~3/8 in. (10 mm) diameter epoxy coated
prestressing strands. The longitudinal reinforcement was debonded at each rocking interface over sufficient
length to prevent bar failure at designed deformation. The strands were bonded in the footing and bent cap
and unbonded through the column clear height. The concrete at the column-to-footing and the column-tocap-beam connections were confined by a steel rocking detail, which consisted of a circular steel tube
welded to an annular end plate. The end plate was intended to concentrate column rotations at the two
interfaces, creating rigid body rotation of the columns in between. Supplementary reinforcing was welded
to the end plate, extending into the clear height of the column to distribute compressive forces and arrest
cracks that could form at the boundary of the steel confining tube.
Superstructure Design
The superstructure of the bridge consisted of six precast slabs post-tensioned together to provide a stiff
deck. The slabs has been designed for the conventionally designed bridge and were reused in this bridge.
Each span, consisting of three slabs, was assembled on the lab floor and post-tensioned transversely using
ten 1.25” (32 mm) diameter rods. Each rod was prestressed to 100 kips (445 kN) of force, to rigidly connect
the precast slabs preventing slippage and providing flexural capacity in the transverse direction. Each set
of beams was placed between the bents and aligned with longitudinal post-tension ducts embedded into
the three precast caps. The deck was longitudinally post-tensioned to a total force of 720 kips (3204 kN) to
provide rigid connections between the bent caps and slabs.
SPECIMEN CONSTRUCTION
The key stages of bridge construction are shown in Figure 5. Six columns and three bent caps were cast
at the University of Washington and shipped to the University of Nevada, Reno. The columns were aligned
in the footing formwork and the spread footings were cast in place in an outdoor staging area. The footing
and columns were then moved as a single piece onto the shake tables. Spacer blocks were used between
the bottom of the footings and the shake tables to maintain a level superstructure due to the variations in
column heights. Two different types of grout were used to connect the cap beams to the columns. A fiber
reinforced grout pad was used at the column-to-cap-beam interface to allow for the adjustment of the cap
elevation and level. A standard, non-fiber reinforced, grout was used to connect the column’s reduced
section and longitudinal reinforcing to the bent cap. The placement of the non-fiber grout was postponed
until after the longitudinal post-tensioning was completed to reduce secondary moments in the columns
due to slab shortening.
After the bent and spacer blocks were aligned, grouted and vertically bolted to the shake tables the
preassembled spans were supported on formwork between each bent cap. Hydrostone was placed
between the bent caps and the slabs, and the spans were lowered onto the bent cap ledges. The posttensioning was conducted in stages to allow the placement of the superimposed mass. Eight concrete
blocks with a total weight 160 kips (712 kN) and 10.2 kips (45.4 kN) of steel plates were placed on the
superstructure to provide a representative structural mass, scaled from the superstructure of the prototype
bridge.
INSTRUMENTATION
The bridge was instrumented with 395 channels to record accelerations, displacements, bar/strand strains,
and change in the strand forces using load cells. A summary of the instrumentation plan is shown in Table
1. Transverse, longitudinal, and vertical accelerations of the superstructure at each bent and mid spans
were measured using accelerometers. Superstructure displacement and column curvatures were
measured using displacement transducers. The strain level in the longitudinal reinforcement, transverse
reinforcement, longitudinal strands and steel shoe within critical column sections were measured with strain
gauges. Potential slippage of strands at top of the columns was measured using load cells.
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Figure 5. Photographs of the construction phases of the shake table specimen: (A) Precast columns at
University of Washington; (B) Fiber grout between column and bent cap; (C) Non-fiber grout between
column reduced section and bent cap; (D) Superimposed masses.
Table 1. Instrumentation Summary
Recorded response
Potentiometers
Slab displacements (T, L, V)
Column curvatures
Table displacements (T, L)
Accelerometers
Slab accelerations (T, L, V)
Table accelerations (T, L)
Table velocities (T, L)
Strain gauges
Longitudinal reinforcement strain
Transverse reinforcement strain
Strand strain
Steel shoe (Rosette)
Load cell
Strand load cell
Actuator load cell

Count
25
72
6
15
6
6
165
24
41
6
23
6
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EXPERIMENT SCHEDULE
Both low-amplitude and high-amplitude earthquake excitations were used to investigate the bridge
response. A summary of the experiment schedule is shown in Table 2. The excitations were based on the
90 deg. and 360 deg. components of the Century City Country Club North (CCN90/CCN360) record from
the 1994 Northridge California Earthquake, the 360 deg. component of the Sylmar- Olive View Med. Center
(SYL360) record from the 1994 Northridge California Earthquake and the 0 deg. component of the Takatori
(TAK000) record from the 1995 Kobe, Japan Earthquake. Low-amplitude motions consisted of coherent,
incoherent and biaxial motions, whereas high-amplitude motions consisted of only coherent motions in the
transverse direction of the bridge due to the absence of abutments. White-noise and square wave
excitations were distributed throughout testing to track the bridge properties including the bridge periods
and damping. Sinusoidal waves were added to evaluate the dynamic response of the bridge subjected to
harmonic motions. Because of the one-quarter geometric scale, the time coordinate of the input was
multiplied by a factor of 0.5.
Since the main objective of this study was to compare the response of the precast, pre-tensioned bridge
bent system with the conventional cast-in-place bridge previously tested at the University of Nevada, Reno,
a majority of the motions used were the same as in the previous experiment. Preliminary OpenSees models
were used to evaluate the effects of adding Sylmar, Takatori motions and sinusoidal motions to the test
schedule. The intent was to add these motions without altering the system performance during later motions
that were comparable to the previous experiment. The final motion schedule eliminated some low-amplitude
motions from the previous experiment and added Sylmar and Takatori motions at high-amplitude motions.
To investigate the bridge behavior with different excitations including near fault motions, Sylmar and
Takatori motions were added after motion 14. The acceleration histories were scaled to have similar
structural demands to the Century City motion.
Table 2. Experiment Schedule with motion description.
Test

Test Type

Description

Test

1A

Low Level
Coherent
Motion

CCN90 (0.08g PGA)

S4

CCN90 (0.15g PGA)

S5

1B
4
5

Low Level
incoherent
Motion

CCN90
(0.07g-0.18g-0.18g)
CCN90
(0.18g -0.07g-0.18g)

6

CCN90
(0.18g -0.18g-0.07g)

9A

CCN90/CCN360
(0.08g PGA)

9B

Biaxial
Motion

Test Type
Sinusoidal Motion

0.15g 0.30sec
0.10g 0.30sec

14B1

SYL360 (0.20g PGA)

14B2

SYL360 (0.40g PGA)

14C

TAK000 (0.20g PGA)

15

CCN90 (0.5g PGA)

16
17

CCN90/CCN360
(0.15g PGA)

Description

CCN90 (0.75g PGA)
High Level coherent
Motion

CCN90 (1.00g PGA)

18

CCN90 (1.33 g PGA)

CCN90 (0.08g PGA)

19

CCN90 (1.66 g PGA)

CCN90 (0.15g PGA)

20A

CCN90 (0.75g PGA)

14A

CCN90 (0.25g PGA)

20B

SYL360 (0.843g PGA)

S1

0.05g 0.25sec

21A

TAK000 (0.40g PGA)

0.10g 0.25sec

21B

TAK000 (0.611g PGA)

0.15g 0.25sec

21C

TAK000 (0.80g PGA)

12
13

S2

High Level
coherent
Motion

Sinusoidal
Motion

S3
9C

Biaxial
Motion

CCN90/CCN360
(0.25g PGA)
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OBSERVED DAMAGE
No damage was observed in the columns or the superstructure during the low-amplitude motions. Similarly,
no damage (Concrete cracking, slippage of the longitudinal post-tensioning and cracking the non- fiber
grout) was observed in the superstructure during the high-amplitude motions.
The first yield of the longitudinal reinforcement occurred during Motion 13. The first rebar fracture occurred
at bent 1 during Motion 17, at a maximum column drift ratio of 5.7%. Spalling of the column concrete first
occurred above the steel shoe at the change in column geometry during Motion 16. Bulging of the steel
confining tube occurred in Bent 1 and Bent 3 during Motion 18. Multiple rebar fractures and grout pad loss
occurred during Motion 18 after exceeding drift ratios of 9% and 6% for bents 1 and 3 respectively, and
during Motion 19, after exceeding drift ratios of 11% and 13% for bents 1 and 3 respectively. Figure 6
shows the damage progression of the column concrete and steel shoe for bent 1 at the end of Motion 19.

Figure 6. Damage progression for bent 1 at bottom of each column: (A) spalling at bottom of south
column of bent 1 at motion 16; (B) flaking at bottom of north column of bent 1 at motion 17; (C) shoe
bulge at bottom of south column of bent 1 at motion 19.
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MEASURED RESULTS
The bridge induced low displacement/drift levels during the low-amplitude motions; while during the highamplitude the displacement/drift level was high (maximum drift was 13.2% for Bent 3). The maximum
residual drift was 0.2% for Bent 3 during Motion 19. The bridge was subjected to three design-level
earthquakes after the highest motion. Motion 19 was equivalent to 2.2 times the design earthquake. The
bridge showed superior resistance for these motions with maximum residual drift equals to 0.1%. Due to
the bar fracture after Motion 19, the bridge period was shifted which allowed the bridge to resist the motions
from 20A to 21C.
COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS BRIDGE EXPERIMENT
One of main purposes of the experiment was to compare the performance of the new system with one
previously tested at the University of Nevada, Reno that used conventional non-prestressed columns. The
results show that the new system produced the same displacement/drift ratios up to Motion 16. Starting
from Motion 17, the new system produced higher displacements than the conventional bridge. The new
system had a maximum drift of 13.20% for Bent 3, while the previous bridge had 8.00%. The residual
displacements for the new system were much lower than the conventional system. The new system had
0.2% for Bent 3 for Motion 19, while the pervious bridge had 0.5%. Figures 8 and 9 show the comparison
between the new design and the conventional design, for both maximum drift ratio and residual drift ratio
of Bent 3. The researchers are currently evaluating other possible reasons for differences in the response;
reasons could include difference in the shake table response, changes in bridge period, and/or the
differences in the cyclic, force-deformation characteristics of the bridges.
The new system incurred less damage than the conventional bridge. Figure 7 shows the comparison
between the damage at end of Motion 19 for both specimens. The new system experienced minimal
spalling and rebar fracture, whereas the conventional bridge sustained total failure of Bent 3 including
excessive spalling, spiral fractures and bar buckling. After Motion 19, equivalent 2.2 times the design
earthquake, the specimen continued to resist lateral forces and showed excellent re-centering. The
maximum residual drift ratio for these motions was less than 0.3%. This is in contrast to the previous
experiment where, after Motion 19, the superimposed mass was removed from bent 3 due to concerns of
collapse, allowing the experiment to continue.

A) New Bridge System
B) Conventional Bridge [Johnson et al., 2006(5)]
Figure 7. Damage comparison between the new bridge system and conventional bridge
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Figure 8. Maximum drift ratio comparison between the new system and conventional bridge for bent 3

Figure 9. Residual drift ratio comparison between the new system and conventional bridge for bent 3
*Note: Since motions were added to the conventional loading protocol for the new system, straight lines
are used for the results of conventional bridge
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CONCLUSIONS
A new bridge system has been developed for use in any seismic region. It accelerates bridge construction,
it re-centers after extreme earthquakes, and it minimizes seismic damage.
1. Damage is minimized by rocking, confinement details.
2. Re-centering is achieved by pre-tensioned strands
3. Compared to the conventional bridge, the new bridge induced less observed damage with no
exposure of column reinforcement occurring during any test.
4. Compared to a conventional bridge, the peak transverse displacements for the new bridge system
were higher on average when subjected to a high-amplitude ground motion, while the new bridge
system demonstrated lower residual displacements for all experiments.
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ABSTRACT
Prefabricated Bridge Element and System (PBES) construction commonly relies on field-cast grout-type
materials to complete the connections between precast concrete elements. However, field-cast grouts
have at times shown issues associated with dimensional stability. This paper assesses the dimensional
stability (primarily shrinkage) of four pre-bagged cementitious grouts. Although many grouts are referred
to as “non-shrink” materials, the results show shrinkage, especially in drying conditions. The use of the
internal curing technology as an emerging solution for mitigating shrinkage in grout-type materials is also
discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The use of Prefabricated Bridge Elements and Systems (PBES) is one strategy that can meet the
objectives of Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC), increasing safety and minimizing the
inconveniences to the travelling public while delivering a superior product (1). Prefabricated concrete
components are typically built off the critical path and produced under controlled environmental conditions
(providing improvements in safety, quality, and long-term durability). Non-shrink cementitious grouts are
most often used to easily and efficiently provide a connection between these precast concrete elements
(2). But in contrast to prefabricated concrete elements, these grout-type materials are cast in the field.
This process is labor intensive and a critical part of making the overall system work successfully. Because
they are field-cast, the material will develop its strength and undergo volume changes (primarily
shrinkage) during the first days of its service life. This is the reason why grouts manufactures try to design
their products with high early-age strengths and dimensionally stable (that is, ‘non-shrink’). While the high
early strength is usually addressed with lower water contents (i.e., low water-to-solid ratio, or w/s), the
‘non-shrink’ properties are typically achieved through the use of additives mixed in the solid fraction of the
grout to counteract the natural tendency of cementitious materials to shrink (1). However, cementitious
grouts have at times shown short-term construction-related issues and long-term serviceability problems.
In particular, issues associated with dimensional stability have been observed.
Considerable research on grouts performance has been carried out in the last decades (3-5). However,
the field-cast grout-type materials specified for use in bridge connections have undergone limited
research as to their relevance within this application. Over the past few years, the Structural Concrete
Research Program at the FHWA Turner-Fairbank Highway Research Center has conducted an extensive
research program in which the performance of different grout-type materials was evaluated (6). This
research has demonstrated the wide range of grouts’ performance that can be obtained, as well as the
propensity of the materials to undergo volume deformations (expansion and shrinkage). The purpose of
the current study is to expand upon this work and investigate the potential risk of shrinkage in ‘non-shrink’
cementitious grouts used as connections between prefabricated bridge structural concrete elements.
Given that these grouts commonly exhibit shrinkage, this research also included additional tests focused
on internal curing (IC). IC has become more popular during the last few years within the concrete
community (7-9). It is a technology that has shown multiple benefits in terms of concrete durability,
especially in reducing shrinkage cracking (10-14). While IC has been fortuitously included in concrete
(particularly lightweight concrete) for many years, it is only within the last few years that this technology
has been intentionally incorporated into the system through the use of a variety of materials, including:
pre-wetted light-weight aggregates (LWA) (7), superabsorbent polymers (SAP) (15), and pre-wetted wood
fibers (16). In this paper, the use of pre-wetted fine LWA to provide IC is evaluated in two of the
cementitious grouts. Non-shrink cementitious grouts are often pre-packaged and can be extended using
small aggregate for volumetrically large pours. IC can be thought of as an extension of the grouts using
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light-weight aggregate rather than normal weight aggregate. The idea behind using IC is to emphasize
the importance of reducing autogenous shrinkage, especially during the first days when the tensile
strength of the material is still low. Additionally, this technology might be helpful in improving curing
conditions in some locations where conventional (i.e., external) curing is difficult or impossible to
implement, as well as in providing some robustness to the surface preparation (in terms of moisture
content) of the precast (or existing) concrete elements since pre-wetted LWA also may serve as
additional reservoirs if water is drawn from the grout into the substrate.
RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE
While the use of grout-type materials as connections between prefabricated concrete elements in bridges
has been shown as a promising technique to facilitate ABC, the fact that they are designed with a low w/s
makes them prone to early-age shrinkage. ‘Non-shrink’ grouts are covered under ASTM C1107
(“Standard Specification for Non-Shrink Packaged Dry, Hydraulic-Cement Grout”); however this standard
lacks specificity in its definition of shrinkage limits. Shrinkage under restraint can cause the development
of tensile stresses within the grout, leading to premature cracking when the tensile strength of the
material is still low, or can cause stresses at the interface leading to loss of bond between the grout and
the concrete substrate. In this paper, four commonly used pre-packaged cementitious grouts were
selected for testing their dimensional stability at both early and later ages. In two of them, the addition of
internal curing through the inclusion of pre-wetted fine lightweight aggregates (LWA) was evaluated. The
internal curing technology in concrete has been broadly studied within the last decade. This is proposed
as a method to reduce shrinkage as well as to improve curing conditions, since most of the grouts are
poured in either confined locations or points of difficult access for providing external (or conventional)
curing. The results are expected to raise the awareness about the fact that ‘non-shrink’ cementitious
grouts are prone to shrinkage. The results will also provide guidance to designers and end-users in
selecting the right grout-type material for use in connections between prefabricated concrete elements in
bridges and other concrete structures.
EXPERIMENTAL
Four cementitious grouts from different grout suppliers were selected for the study. The grouts are
supplied in bags where the solid materials are pre-blended. This is typically a mix of cementitious
materials (e.g., cement, fly ash, slag, silica fume, etc.) with fine aggregate and chemical admixtures in a
powder form. When they are ready to cast, the solids are mixed with a particular amount of water (defined
by the w/s) following the recommendations of each of the grouts suppliers. Table 1 summarizes the
grouts used in the study.
Table 1. Grouts and nomenclature used in the study.

1

Grout Category

Nomenclature1

Non-Metallic cement-based
Non-Metallic cement-based
Non-Metallic cement-based
Metallic cement-based

C1 – 0.16
C2 – 0.18
C3 – 0.17
C4 – 0.167

Grout nomenclature followed by w/s used for each of the grouts

As previously mentioned, hydraulic cement (non-shrink) cementitious grouts are covered under the ASTM
C1107 specification. The standard calls for the following performance requirements: minimum
compressive strength, early age height change, and height change of hardened grout. These
performance characteristics are assessed through other ASTM standards. Table 2 summarizes the ASTM
C1107 performance requirements.
Table 2. Performance requirements according to ASTM C1107.
Minimum compressive strength for 51-mm [2
in] cubes (ASTM C109)

MPa
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1d
3d
7d
28 d

7.0
17.0
24.0
34.0

Early age height change Max %
@ Final Set (ASTM C827)
Maximum, %
Hardened height change Max %
@ 1, 3, 14 and 28 d (ASTM C1090)
Maximum, %
Minimum, %

+4.0

+0.3
0.0

1 MPa = 145 psi

Although not included in the ASTM C1107 specification, the autogenous and drying deformations were
also measured in this research study. The next sections describe the tests procedures used in the study.
Compressive Strength
Three 51 mm [2 in.] cube specimens were prepared according to ASTM C109 and using a bench-top
mixer. The water was first placed in the mixing bowl followed by the solids. The material was mixed for 5
min following the manufacturer’s recommendations. For the grouts including internal curing (C3, C4), the
LWA was oven dried, seal-cooled, and then submerged in water for 24 ± 1 h. The LWA was submerged in
water that included the mixing water necessary for hydration and the water that would be absorbed by the
LWA itself in 24 hours. The amount of LWA was that necessary to eliminate self-desiccation, according to
the approach described by Bentz et al. (17). For the C3 and C4 grouts, 29 % and 23 % (based on the
amount of solid material) were added, respectively. More details on how these particular grouts were
designed with IC and the type of LWA used in the study are given elsewhere (18).
The cube specimens were kept in their molds for 24 h, at which time they were demolded and sealed
within plastic bags until the age of testing (1 d, 3 d, 7 d, and 28 d).
Change in Height at Early Ages
The height change of a 76 mm diameter x 152 mm tall [3 in. x 6 in.] cylindrical specimen was measured in
accordance with ASTM C827. However, a modification of the ASTM C827 test method was made where
a non-contact laser is placed above the specimen and used to measure the vertical distance from the
laser to the indicator ball placed on the top surface of the specimen (Figure 1). This approach provides
more simplicity to the execution of the test, rather than using a projector lamp, magnifying lens, and
indicator charts as described in ASTM C827. The measured vertical distance corresponds to the increase
or decrease in height (expansion or contraction) of the material laterally confined from expansion in the
cylindrical mold from the time of molding until final setting time. The height change results are expressed
in terms of percentage increase or decrease of the original specimen height.
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Non-Contact
Laser
Indicator
Ball
Grout
Specimen

Figure 1. Modified ASTM C827 set-up.
Change in Height at Later Ages
Two 76 mm diameter x 152 mm tall [3 in. x 6 in.] cylindrical specimens were used in this test as described
in ASTM C1090. The change in height was measured at four points on the top surface of the specimens
using a micrometer, at the ages of 1 d, 3 d, 7 d, 14 d, and 28 d. An initial 4-reading measurement is taken
right after placing a glass plate on top of the fresh sample surface. The glass plate is removed from the
top of the test specimen after 24 h. After removal, the thickness of the glass plate is measured with a
caliper at the points of contact between the glass plate and the micrometer. This thickness is then added
to the 4-reading initial measurement. The height change results are expressed in terms of percentage
increase or decrease of the original specimen height.
Autogenous Deformation and Drying Shrinkage
Autogenous deformation was assessed using an automated version of the sealed corrugated tubes test,
as described in ASTM C1698. Three replicate specimens were evaluated concurrently. The tubes were
placed over supports provided with spring loaded LVDTs at each end, and the displacement (converted to
strain) was measured every 5 min until the age of 7 d. The autogenous deformations were zeroed at the
final time of set measured as described in ASTM C403. To guarantee isothermal conditions, the
specimens were kept in an environmental room at 23 °C ± 1 ºC [73.4 °F ± 1.8 ºF] and a relative humidity
of 50 % ± 5 %. The mass of the samples was taken at the beginning and after 7 d of testing, to confirm
that the specimens were properly sealed. For later age measurements, four 25 mm x 25 mm x 305 mm [1
in. x 1 in. x 12 in.] prismatic specimens were prepared in accordance with ASTM C157, in which all four
faces were sealed with two layers of aluminum tape after removal from the molds (i.e., 24 h). Similar
samples were prepared without aluminum tape for shrinkage assessment in drying conditions. The
specimens were kept in the same environmental room as the corrugated tubes. Length change
measurements, as well as mass measurements, were taken every week for the first month, and once a
month for the next 5 months.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Compressive Strength
Table 3 shows the compressive results obtained for all the grouts. As it can be observed, the strength of
all four grouts is above the minimum required by ASTM C1107 at all ages tested. The difference in the
strength results obtained among the grouts cannot be well explained as the grouts’ formulation is
unknown. Strength is mainly driven by the amount of initial water or w/s (which defines the capillary
porosity), material reactivity, and fineness. In this case the w/s of all the grouts is very similar, thus the
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difference in strength must be explained by the chemical and physical composition of each of the grouts,
although this is not the scope of the study.

Grout
C1 – 0.16
C2 - 0.18
C3 - 0.17
C4 - 0.167
C3 - 0.17 - IC
C4 - 0.167 - IC

Table 3. Compressive strength.
Average Compressive Strength, MPa
1d
(0.83)1

30.5
25.6 (0.41)
16.6 (0.48)
34.6 (0.76)
13.9 (0.14)
31.3 (0.35)

3d

7d

28 d

48.9 (2.21)
41.1 (0.90)
26.2 (0.76)
49.3 (1.52)
27.5 (0.21)
51.5 (0.28)

52.4 (1.17)
45.1 (0.97)
35.5 (0.21)
60.9 (0.07)
33.8 (2.42)
70.2 (0.97)

67.6 (2.00)
50.2 (2.35)
43.7 (0.41)
67.6 (1.52)
41.1 (1.59)
89.7 (3.52)

1 MPa = 145 psi
1

Numbers in parentheses indicate one standard deviation in MPa as determined for three replicate specimens tested at each age

Despite reducing the unit weight of the material, IC does not reduce the strength of C3 and C4. In fact, it
increases the strength development in the case of C4, especially at later ages. This effect has been
observed by other researchers before, and it is generally attributed to an increase in the degree of
hydration of the cementitious materials (12) as more water is available for longer time periods, and to an
improvement of the interfacial transition zone between the cementitious paste and the aggregate (i.e.,
reduced porosity) (19).
Change in Height at Early Ages
The ASTM C827 test was used to provide information about volume changes occurring between the time
right after mixing and that of final set. The volume changes measured would include: expansion (due to
expansive agents and/or thermal effects), chemical and autogenous shrinkage (which before set have
similar values (20)), surface settlement, plastic shrinkage due to drying of the specimen from the top
surface, and some error given by the settlement of the ball on the top surface of the sample. Due to the
presence of all these parameters, the measurements are primarily useful for comparative purposes.

5
4

C1 - 0.16

C2 - 0.18

C3 - 0.17

C4 - 0.167

C3-0.17-IC

C4-0.167-IC

Height Change (%)

3
2
1
0
-1
-2
0

6

12
Time (h)

18

Figure 2. Change in height at early ages.
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The early age height change as a function of time is shown in Figure 2. The maximum expansion allowed
by ASTM C1107 is indicated with a dashed line at 4 %. While none of the grouts reach that maximum
expansion, it is notable that C1 exhibits a reduction in height. Most cementitious grouts are designed to
undergo expansion during the first hours, exposing the material to a compression stress-type condition.
The observed shrinkage of C1 will generate tensile stresses which will be detrimental in terms of
shrinkage cracking, loss of bond (if the material is bonded to a concrete substrate), and reduction in
durability. It is interesting to note that most of the height change occurs before the final time of set of each
of the grouts. After this time, the response becomes more stable until the end of the test. With these
results, it is concluded that just the C1 grout would not comply with the ASTM C1107 standard.
The effect of IC is a reduction in the amount of expansion by about 20 % in both C3 and C4 grouts. One
would expect to see more expansion in the internally cured grouts as the water from the pre-wetted LWA
is being released to fill the emptying pores due to self-desiccation. However, IC also increased the grouts
workability. This increase might play a more important role in the global height change, causing an
increase in the particles settlement, and thus reducing the total expansion of the grouts. Again, since this
test includes many parameters, it is challenging to conclude which of them is more predominant.
Change in Height at Later Ages
The ASTM C1090 test method was used to assess changes in height at later ages. Table 4 shows the
height change results from 1 d to 28 d. As it can be observed, all the grouts with the exception of C1 do
not show changes in height during this time period. This reflects the theoretical volume stability (in terms
of height change) of the grouts at later ages. However, the presence of the glass plate on the top surface
of the specimens prevents the specimen from expanding during the first day (as observed in C2, C3, and
C4 in Figure 2).
It is important to mention that this set-up does not include the effects of drying, as the specimens are
sealed in a plastic bag at all times. Additionally, during the first 24 h the top surface of each specimen is
covered with a glass plate for the initial four-reading measurements, further reducing the drying of the
specimens. In both the ASTM C1090 test method and in the ASTM C827 test method the test conditions
do not allow for the capture of all relevant dimensional change processes. As such, the results are
primarily useful for comparative purposes between similar grouts.
Table 4. Height change of hardened grouts.
Grout
C1 – 0.16
C2 - 0.18
C3 - 0.17
C4 - 0.167
C3 - 0.17 - IC
C4 - 0.167- IC
1

Average height change of hardened grout at a given age
(%)1
1d

3d

7d

14 d

28 d

-1.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

-1.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

-1.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

-1.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

-1.2
0.0
-0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0

Minimum and maximum expansion allowed by ASTM C1090 is 0.3 % and 0.0 %, respectively.

Autogenous Deformation and Drying Shrinkage
At present, it is common to assess whether a grout-type material is dimensionally stable or not through
the use of the tests described in the two previous sections (as stated by ASTM C1107). For the grouts
tested herein the main conclusion would be that three of the four cementitious grouts used in the study
comply with the performance requirements stated in ASTM C1107. C1 is the only grout that shows
considerable height reductions at both early and later ages, which is not accepted by ASTM C1107. IC
does not really have any detrimental effect on the results. However, as previously mentioned, the volume
change results obtained from these two test methods (ASTM C827 and ASTM C1090) are caused by the
simultaneous occurrence of several parameters (e.g., expansion, chemical shrinkage, autogenous
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shrinkage, plastic shrinkage, settlement, etc). To thoroughly assess this variety of parameters, volume
changes must be assessed from a fundamental point of view, measuring pure expansion/shrinkage
deformations in both sealed (i.e., autogenous) and drying conditions. The curing condition is important
from the viewpoint of the materials’ application, as some of the applications will be completely confined
(sealed), while others will be partially exposed to the environment (drying). This was done using both
ASTM C1698 and ASTM C157. The results are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.

+ = Tube Expansion

400

C1-0.16
C3-0.17
C3-0.17-IC

C2-0.18
C4-0.167
C4-0.167-IC

Strain (µε)

200

0

-200

-400
0
- = Tube Shrinkage

1

2

3

Time (d)

4

5

6

7

Figure 3. Autogenous (sealed) shrinkage as a function of time via ASTM C1698.
Figure 3 shows the autogenous (sealed) shrinkage measured from the final time of set up to 7 d. Error
bars indicate one standard deviation as determined for three replicate specimens. As it can be observed,
while the C1 and C4 curves show shrinkage preceded by a flat region during the first hours, the other two
grouts (C2, C3) show an initial expansion followed by shrinkage. Cementitious grouts are typically
designed with expansive agents so that they can counteract most of their (natural) shrinkage. However,
after that initial expansion the material is prone to shrink, as observed in all the grouts used in the study.
The fact that C1 and C4 are stable at the beginning suggests a balance between expansion and
shrinkage, not an absence of both. It is important to note at this point that C2 grout also shrinks, despite
showing a net positive deformation of about 70 µε after 7 d. When evaluating the risk of shrinkage
cracking, one should consider the (net) difference between the maximum and minimum deformations
achieved during the test (21). Volume changes or volume instability include expansion and/or contraction;
therefore these grouts cannot be considered to be volumetrically stable as they shrink at some point.
When IC is added instead, the shrinkage component is removed and the “true” expansive nature of the
binder is revealed. Having a constant expansion (without shrinkage) is generally considered to be
beneficial for the material in these sorts of applications as it can generate small compressive stresses in
the field cast material.
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Figure 4. a) Autogenous (sealed) shrinkage, and b) drying shrinkage as a function of time
Long-term autogenous shrinkage results are shown in Figure 4a. Error bars indicate one standard
deviation as determined for four replicate specimens. The measurements were taken until the age of 6
months. All the curves have been zeroed to the corresponding strain measured with the ASTM C1698
corrugated tubes test at 1 d for each of the grouts. The sealed results show a considerable amount of
shrinkage (about 500-600 µε) for C1, C3, and C4. The large expansion observed in C2 (see Figure 3)
helps in reducing most of its final shrinkage (about 200 µε). However, it has been stated that it is the rate
of shrinkage (i.e., the slope of the autogenous shrinkage response) what makes the material more prone
to shrinkage cracking, rather than the total shrinkage (22). Consequently, all four grouts would have the
same degree of autogenous shrinkage cracking, since the slope of the curves is practically the same in all
of them. IC helps in mitigating most of the autogenous shrinkage in both C3 and C4, especially during the
first 28 d. This difference is explained by the fact that the grouts with IC remain more saturated (i.e.,
higher internal humidity) during longer time periods. This will have a direct effect on the stress developed
in the material, as the size of the pores that are being emptied during hydration is larger than that of
grouts without IC (23). The size of the emptied pores is related to the internal relative humidity (RH)
measured in the samples. Lower RH indicates smaller pore sizes being emptied and higher autogenous
deformations, since more “self-desiccation” (i.e. internal drying) is occurring in the samples.
The drying shrinkage (Figure 4b) is about an order of magnitude larger than sealed shrinkage. Drying
shrinkage is typically dependent on the size of the capillary pores: the larger the capillary pores, the faster
they will dry out. This is probably the case in these grouts, but an assessment of the type of
microstructure formed would be needed to confirm this statement. What is clear is that IC reduces part of
the drying shrinkage in both grouts, despite their higher overall water content and greater mass loss
during drying. The partial reduction would presumably correspond to two different reasons: 1) mitigation
of autogenous (or internal) drying, and 2) extension in the time it takes to reach equilibrium with the local
drying environment as it may take longer to empty out the same-sized pores in the system with IC versus
the system without IC.
CONCLUSIONS
The current research study presents results on dimensional stability obtained in four cementitious grouts
that are currently used in the construction industry. These grouts can potentially be used for connections
between prefabricated concrete elements to facilitate Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC). The
evaluation was performed using the ASTM tests methods described in ASTM C1107 (“Standard
Specification for Non-Shrink Packaged Dry, Hydraulic-Cement Grout”). These are ASTM C827 (“Standard
Test Method for Change in Height as Early Ages of Cylindrical Specimens of Cementitious Mixtures”) and
ASTM C1090 (“Standard Test Method for Measuring Changes in Height of Cylindrical Specimens of
Hydraulic-Cement Grout”). These tests methods assess grout dimensional stability performance (e.g.,
expansion, chemical shrinkage, autogenous shrinkage, plastic shrinkage, settlement, etc) through
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methodologies that may lead to a mischaracterization of the anticipated field performance of the grout. As
such, further assessments of the volume changes were completed through other test methods. This was
done through the use of ASTM C1698 for measuring autogenous deformations during the first
hours/days, and ASTM C157 for measuring both autogenous and drying deformations over a period of
several months.
While the results obtained using the ASTM C1107 test methods conclude that three of the four grouts
would comply with the performance requirements stated in the standard specification, the results on
autogenous and drying shrinkage show that the four grouts used in the study exhibit a degree of
shrinkage, especially in drying conditions. This is important from the material serviceability viewpoint.
Shrinkage under restraint can cause the development of tensile stresses within the grout, leading to
premature cracking when the tensile strength of the material is still low or interface debonding between
the grout and the concrete substrate.
The addition of internal curing through the use of pre-wetted LWA mitigated most of the autogenous and
part of the drying shrinkage in the two cement-based grouts tested. This will likely reduce shrinkage
cracking and improve interface bond, both essential properties for grouts used in connections between
prefabricated bridge elements.
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ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION – A DESIGN-BUILD PERSPECTIVE
Eddie He, Ph.D, P.E, S.E., Parsons, (312)930-5100, eddie.he@parsons.com
Steve Haines, P.E., Parsons, (303)831-8100, steve.haines@parsons.com
ABSTRACT
Hastings arch bridge is a recently completed design-build project, which employs several ABC
technologies to meet the schedule and construction challenges. The paper is to share the experience of
developing practical ABC methods to win and deliver design-build project with cost effective solutions.
INTRODUCTION
One of the newest crossings over the Mississippi River in Hastings, MN is the result of synergistic
collaboration of design and construction engineering. The record breaking 545 foot span free standing
tied arch bridge integrated the design, fabrication and erection approach through a competitive best value
process to be selected by the Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT).
Through the MnDOT design-build process teams were able to submit Alternative Technical Concepts
(ATC) to the baseline concepts provided by MnDOT which included a single diamond tower cable stayed
structure and a basket handle network tied arch structure. The Lunda/Ames/Parsons team thoroughly
evaluated these base designs via preliminary engineering and cost estimating exercises and ultimately
produced a comprehensive evaluation matrix tool which accounted for material costs, risks, and
developed an overall best value technical approach. The winning bid is an un-braced steel arch,
constructed by a combination of ABC methods


Arch erected on land and move to barge by SPMT (at 6300 kips, the heaviest SPMT bridge move
in the nation)



Barge float-in



Slide the structure horizontally into place



Heavy lifting to final elevation

The overall project cost of $120 million dollars resulted in an average bridge cost of $520/SF. The project
design began in June 2010 and was completed in May 2011. Project Construction began in August 2010
and was substantially complete in May 2013 with the bridge commemorated in November 2013.
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PROJECT CONSTRAINTS
Located at a tight bend on the Upper Mississippi River, the project site presented many physical
constraints; the single most significant physical challenge at the site was the Mississippi River itself. The
bridge is located just over a mile below Mississippi Lock and Dam No. 2 and about three miles above the
confluence of the Mississippi and St. Croix rivers with the bridge passing directly through the historic town
of Hastings. There is not easy time to build the bridge. During the river navigation seasons operations
needed to be continuously coordinated with the U.S Coast Guard and lock and dam operations. The total
allowed river traffic shutdown time during river navigation seasons is 36 hours. Outside of the river
navigation season, freeze up of the river in winter followed by the annual spring flood season all
presented constant reminders of the risks and challenges facing the team.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
The key to the success of this project is team effort in developing a structure concept to best benefit
design, fabrication and erection, from the beginning of the pursuit. Early in the pre-bid phase, the team
has decided that an arch is a more economical solution than a cable-stayed, since an arch can meet the
navigation requirement with a significantly shorter signature structure.
With a focus on accelerated bridge construction techniques, the construction/design team determined
very early that the traditional methods of “stick building” the arch in place did not meet the project
schedule and presented significant schedule risks due to the river constraints.
To accelerate the schedule it was decided to erect the arch offsite while the substructures were being
constructed and then move the main span into position. When considering arch move-in alternatives the
method of building the arch high on temporary towers and floating it in over the piers was deemed too
risky due to the high center of gravity and variable river elevation. Therefore, the team elected to erect the
arch on land, move it onto barges, float it down river and then lift it into place.
The idea of building a dry dock to float the arch out on barge was first investigated. However, the
contaminated soil on site prevents the excavation needed by a dry dock. Using SPMT to move the arch
from land to barge becomes a logical solution.
Due to shallow water, it is not feasible to float the arch to its final position. The arch is then slid to pier
locations with lines of supports formed by steel pile bents. Afterward, the arch is heavy-lift to the final
elevation.
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The structure selection of unbraced arch is an important element in the overall ABC approach. The
unbraced arch simplifies fabrication through fully independent ribs and floor systems. To meet the project
schedule, the fabricator chose to build the floor beams, stringers and lower lateral bracing in one shop,
the arch steel and temporary knuckle in the second shop and the temporary tie girder in a third shop.
Further complicating the matter, the contractor self performed the fabrication of the arch bracing,
temporary tie girder diaphragms and temporary tie support columns, which connected all three of the
fabricator’s elements.

STRUCTURE SYSTEM AND DETAILS
This erection concept presented many challenges to the design of the structure to accommodate the
multiple number of load configurations encountered during construction. The primary focus was to
minimize the weight of the structure for the move and lift operations while optimizing the post lift
construction schedule. To achieve this, the steel ribs, hangers and floor system were erected in the
staging area with temporary steel tension ties and knuckles to stabilize the rib for the move and lift
operations. To save cost and schedule, the majority of rib formworks and reinforcement are complete on
land before move in.
Alongside with construction concept development, the structure system and details are forming. The two
most important decisions early decided on the project are:
MnDOT has specified very strict requirements on redundancy (the structure has to be in near perfect
service condition even after losing of a major member). Post-tensioned Concrete tie is the most
economical approach to meet such redundancy requirements. To minimize the weight of moving and
lifting the structure, the concrete tie is poured after the steel arch is in place. To reduce cost and
schedule, the form and rebar for the concrete tie was installed at ground before the arch is moved into
position.
An unbraced arch is the solution to reduce the fabrication time. A normal basket handle arch requires the
shop assembly of both arch ribs and the floor system, which causes money and schedule. As free
standing arches with concrete tie and knuckle, the steel structure become three independent groups of
members (two arch ribs and the steel floor beam system). The three groups are connected by CIP
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concrete ties and knuckles, which allows for greater construction tolerance.
Steel fitting and shop
assembly are only required within each individual group, without the need for full shop assembly.

Three sets of temporary structures are employed to facilitate the construction method.
Temp Steel tie: Each of temporary steel ties comprised of two W36x194 girders to form he arch tie to
erect the steel assemble. The temp is removed after the permanent post-tensioned concrete tie is
completed. The temporary tie as so used as the member to secure transverse beam in place at
assembling.
Steel knuckle: The connection between the permanent arch rib and temporary tie was critical to both the
erection and final design and was designed to be integrated into the final works. The base of the arch rib
was specially designed to accommodate the connection of the temporary steel knuckle. The entire
temporary steel knuckle was integrated into the final concrete knuckle with a positive load transfer made
through post-tensioning of the concrete tie system.
Arch support beams: With the arch erected
between the piers, the team had to design a
temporary support to hold the arch in place after the
lift. This temporary support would also be
permanently left in place and cast into the concrete
knuckle and tie beam. The principle challenge was to
develop a system that could be installed within hours
during the lifting operation to accept the 1,800 kip
reaction load transfer from the strand jacks to the
support beam. Further complicating matters was the
need for the support to be compact enough to
support the temporary knuckle and be included in the
permanent works. The design team once again
turned to steel to develop a stiffened box like support
beam that could be jacked into the back of the
temporary steel knuckle at the end of the lifting
operation. The arch reaction force was applied to the beam through the same 2-inch thick reinforced
lifting plate on the temporary knuckle with support stabilized by four 2 ½ inch diameter post-tensioning
bars cast into the top of the pier. The system worked as planned and also served as the jacking platform
to jack the piers apart to account for the post-tensioning long term creep and shrinkage effects of the
concrete tie girder.
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ACTION
Tower Lift Off: The temporary shoring was designed to
support the arch and allow access directly under the
knuckles for the Self Propelled Mobile Transporters
(SPMT’s). After load was transferred from the shoring
towers to the SPMT’s, it was undesirable to set the structure
back on the towers due to the redistribution of loads and the
tie geometics. As such, the vertical “lift-off” activity required
careful planning and coordination.
During lift-off, 4.3” of elongation was expected to occur as
the structure changed from a continuous beam supported on
shoring to a fully functional tied arch supported on the
SPMT’s. The elongation was accommodated by temporarily
rotating the axles of the SPMT’s on one end of bridge and
allowing them to freely roll during lift-off. After the structure
was fully supported by the SPMT’s, all temporary support structures were cleared to allow for horizontal
transport.
Land to Barge Move: Due to the poor soil conditions, contaminated subsoils and proximity to the
navigation channel it was determined that constructing two trestle bridges was the best means of
transporting the structure to the barges. Through coordination with US Coast Guard and Army Corps of
Engineers the majority of the temporary trestles were constructed without impacting river traffic.
The entire 405 ft. move took about 8 hours from beginning of the lateral move to set down on the barge
grillage. The SPMT move was monitored to keep within the 6” racking tolerance permitted by the
engineer. The barges were preballasted and sequentially unballested while the SPMT’s moved the arch
onto the barges.

Barge Float In: Once transport to the barges
was complete, 16 hours was required to stabilize
the system for float out. The structure was then
moved out and moored at a temporary location
outside of the navigation channel until a window
became available for the final move. For added
safety, a tugboat was secured to one barge and
occupied with a pilot around the clock. During an
approved shutdown coordinated with the US
Coast Guard and the MnDOT, river navigation
and Highway 61 bridge traffic was closed and the
operation to move the arch downstream to the
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pier locations could begin. It took 3 tugboats to move the barges ½ mile to the bridge site in 1 hour. An
extra tugboat was brought in to assist due to the prediction of high winds on move day.
Barge to Skid Bent Move: Due to the shallow water
and exposed shoreline at the south pier it was not
possible to directly float the structure between the
supporting piers. A system of falsework supports was
required to move the structure south and then east to
align it within the piers prior to the vertical lift. To meet
this challenge, the construction team developed a
creative step-wise solution:

Position barge supported arch upstream and
adjacent to piers;

Transfer south arch support to skids;

Skid arch south onto shore using skid jacks to
align between piers;

Transfer south arch support to new skids
aligned east-west.
 Laterally move arch east into position using skid jacks at the south support and simultaneously from the
north barge support using a combination of skid jacks and SMPT’s
The south skid move was completed in 10 hours as ballast water was removed from the south barge and
the north barge was pulled south. The eastward movement from north barge support to final pre-lift
position was completed in 12 hours.
Bridge Lift: The supporting piers were designed
to withstand the effects of the cantilevered load
imparted from a custom lifting frame. The lifting
frames supported Mammoet’s high capacity strand
jack system that was in-place prior to the barge
move. A pin of Mammoet’s custom strand jack
anchor block was shipped to the steel fabricator to
guarantee proper fit up to the temporary knuckle
connection. The strand jacks were attached to the
arch and the lift was completed in a three hour
window. River and Highway traffic were then reopened while the arch was jacked, shimmed and
permanently secured to the piers over the next 10
hours.
The shutdown of river navigation, which started from the barge float in till the arch was secured at its final
position, is less than 36 hours. The following video by MnDOT provides a good overall view of the bridge
erection.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IQ5qVMS9Ly0
CONCLUSION
The Hastings Bridge design and construction is a unique solution that efficiently addressed the project
challenges though the optimum use of steel in the final works and during the erection operations. The
synergy of the design-build team allowed for the development and execution of a unique set of ABC
construction technologies with built-in design considerations.
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SESSION #14-241 - COMPLETING THE ABC PACKAGE: PUBLIC OUTREACH
TACTICS
Amalia Deslis, Somers-Jaramillo & Associates, 801-647-8136, amalia@somers-jaramillo.com

ABSTRACT
Are you confident that your ABC project has what it needs to succeed? Public outreach is a necessity for
the success of any project. This session will detail the most efficient methods of Public Outreach as it
pertains to ABC projects. Public outreach must be a priority as the nation continues to increase their
utilization of ABC planning and projects. What good is innovation if the lay public has no knowledge of it?
The Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) is recognized as one of the most innovative
transportation states in the country. By continually involving public outreach teams on Utah’s high-profile
ABC projects, a plethora of positive feedback has immerged. Once the public gains word of these
exciting new projects the compiling benefits become increasingly apparent resulting in positive reactions
and political capital. Successful FHWA/UDOT Showcases and events will be highlighted throughout this
session as examples are given to illustrate the seamless bridge (no pun intended) between contractors,
suppliers, engineers, public outreach teams, and the general public. Come prepared to learn new and
results-driven tactics that will completely change the way your ABC project team thinks about Public
Outreach.
Completing the ABC Package: Public Outreach Tactics
Public outreach is critical to any project’s success facilitating communication between an owner and the
community. With the use of effective outreach tactics, accelerated bridge construction (ABC) projects can
progress with the involvement of residents and businesses. By informing the public and including them in
the decision making process, more innovative projects can take place with trust that the project will be
minimally invasive, and swift. The Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) has established clear and
concise goals of their ABC Program:





Relentlessly pursue reducing traffic congestion during construction
Add value to the Department, the project and the public
Improve worker safety and safety to the traveling public
Improve quality

With extensive public outreach efforts used on their ABC projects, UDOT has received extensive public
support for the use of innovation, increased political capital, and increased public value. Three UDOT
project examples include:
Project Name
4500 South over I-215
Innovate 80
Sam White Lane over I-15 (I-15 CORE)

ABC Method Used
SPMT
SPMT
SPMT

4500 South over I-215; SPMT; Summer-Fall 2007
With various structural deficiencies, the 4500 South Bridge over I-215 in Salt Lake City had to be
replaced. This project had the potential to greatly inconvenience users who relied on the bridge as one of
the few available roadways for crossing I-215. A traditional replacement process would have shut down
this crossing for months, creating substantial congestion at the other crossings and causing significant
delays to daily commuters. To mitigate these public impacts, UDOT – supported by a $1 million grant
from the FHWA Highways for LIFE program – opted to undertake this project using the ABC placement
method, Self Propelled Modular Transporters (SPMTs).
Because the bridge replacement was a unique undertaking for UDOT, it generated great interest from the
media, the public and the transportation community. This Showcase project was a “Watch & Learn”
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event. Neighboring State DOT officials, Department of Transportation executives, university researchers
and local consultants and contractors were invited to attend the weekend demolition and construction—
270 professionals signed up.
Fortunately, the bridge construction adjacent to the interstate served as a billboard of something unique
about to take place. The public outreach tactics included:
 Frequent distribution of fliers to the local community, area residents and businesses
 Close coordination with media (newspapers and TV)
 Providing public viewing opportunities
The event grabbed the attention of the local and national media and the public. It is estimated that more
than 10,000 public spectators gathered to watch construction over the weekend and surprised crews with
applause when the old bridge was removed and new one was driven into place by the SPMTs. In
addition, the project garnered impressive media coverage, with more than 100 print and broadcast
stories, including CNN and ABC News.
Innovate 80; SPMT; Summer 2008
Innovate 80, was one of the largest and most ambitious projects of its kind. Over a period of 2 months in
the summer of 2008, UDOT replaced 12 bridges on or near the I-80 Corridor using the ABC placement
method, Self Propelled Modular Transporters (SPMTs) – “12 bridges in 2 months”. The main objective
was to keep the public informed of construction activities on this major interstate.
The public outreach tactics included:
 Providing stakeholders weekly updates via email, the construction hotline, and the project website
 Conveying construction information using fliers, mailings and door hangers
 Participation in local events near the construction area
 Creation of magnets, vehicle air fresheners providing project contact information
 Utilizing mass media (TV, print, and online)
Having just witnessed the 4500 South Bridge Replacement project a year earlier, the public was very
interested in this new bridge installation technique. Public viewing opportunities were organized to allow
the public to watch the 12 bridges be replaced. It is estimated that over 10,000 people watched this
amazing feat throughout the two-month period.
Sam White Lane over I-15 (I-15 CORE); SPMT; Spring 2011
The I-15 CORE project reconstructed 24 miles of I-15 in Utah County. The Sam White Lane Bridge over
I-15 was one of several bridges to be replaced on the project. This bridge move and FHWA Showcase
Event, transported the longest two-span bridge ever moved in the Western Hemisphere to a new location.
Overnight, workers transported the huge 354-foot (108 meter)-long Sam White Lane Bridge to its new
location over I-15 in American Fork, UT using the ABC placement method, Self Propelled Modular
Transporters (SPMTs).
The project affected more than a half-million people each week. It was necessary that a comprehensive
public outreach program be assembled to increase public awareness of the project’s impacts and
benefits. By keeping the public knowledgeable, UDOT was able to maintain and improve high levels of
public confidence in the department of transportation.
The public outreach tactics included:
 Providing stakeholders weekly updates via email, the construction hotline, and the project website
 Conveying construction information using fliers, mailings and door hangers, and in-person
outreach
 Public opinion surveys
 Utilizing mass media (TV, print, and online)
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Providing public viewing opportunities
Utilizing social media tools such as Facebook and Twitter
Updating the project website to keep the public informed about day to day impacts

The overall project effort resulted in thousands of social media followers, 10,000 monthly website visits,
1,420 television news stories, 662 print articles, and 411 online news stories. At the project’s end, more
than 95% of local motorists felt that the I-15 core project was well worth the investment.
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GEOTECHTOOLS – SOLUTIONS FOR ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION
Vernon R. Schaefer, Ph.D., P.E., Iowa State University, (515)294-9540, vern@iastate.edu
Ryan R. Berg, P.E., D.GE, Ryan R. Berg & Associates, Inc., (651)735-7622, ryanberg@att.net
ABSTRACT
Foundations, approach embankments, and earth retaining structures are integral to the performance of
bridges. A number of innovative solutions have been developed to quicken construction and to provide
sustainable solutions, ultimately resulting in cost savings, provided they are appropriately designed,
properly specified and correctly installed. GeoTechTools is a Web-based knowledge system that provides
a synthesis of critically important information about ground improvement and geoconstruction solutions,
and makes the information readily accessible to users. This paper introduces GeoTechTools as a means
of identifying methods for enhancing bridge design and construction using geotechnical solutions in
various applications, locating current guidelines for design and material specifications, and recognizing
improvements in design and materials to advance the application of geotechnologies to bridges.
INTRODUCTION
Although in existence for several decades, many geoconstruction technologies face both technical and
non-technical obstacles preventing broader utilization in transportation infrastructure projects. The
Strategic Highway Research Program 2, Project Number R02 (SHRP 2 R02) Geotechnical Solutions for
Soil Improvement, Rapid Embankment Construction, and Stabilization of the Pavement Working Platform
investigated the state of practices of transportation project engineering, geotechnical engineering, and
earthwork construction to identify and assess methods to advance the use of geoconstruction
technologies. Such technologies are often underutilized in current U.S. practice, and they offer significant
potential to achieve one or more of the SHRP 2 Renewal objectives, which are rapid renewal of
transportation facilities, minimal disruption of traffic, and production of long-lived facilities. Project R02
encompasses a broad spectrum of materials, processes, and technologies within geotechnical
engineering and geoconstruction that are applicable to one or more of the following “elements” of
construction: (1) new embankment and roadway construction over unstable soils; (2) roadway and
embankment widening; and (3) stabilization of pavement working platforms. The overall vision
established for the project is “to make geotechnical solutions more accessible to public agencies in the
United States for rapid renewal and improvement of the transportation infrastructure.”
Foundations, approach embankments, and earth retaining structures are integral to the design,
construction, and performance of bridges. A number of innovative solutions have been developed for the
design and construction of embankments and earth retention structures. These solutions can be used to
speed construction and/or lower construction costs, while providing sustainable solutions, provided they
are appropriately designed, properly specified and correctly installed. The R02 project developed
GeoTechTools as a Web-based knowledge system that provides a synthesis of critically important
information about ground improvement and geoconstruction solutions, and makes the information readily
accessible to the user. The tools within GeoTechTools can be used to improve bridge performance using
geotechnical solutions in various applications, locate current guidelines for design and material
specifications, and recognize improvements in design and materials to advance the application of
geotechnologies to bridges. Applications of specific interest to bridge performance include:
• embankment support over soft soils,
• earth retaining structures, including MSE walls and RSS slopes,
• roadway widening including compaction aids for embankment construction,
• reinforced load transfer platforms (LTP) supported on piles for embankment support, and
• liquefaction mitigation techniques.
This paper provides an introduction to GeoTechTools, including the components of the GeoTechTools
system and the technology selection guidance system. A review of design concepts and the
1
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determination of basic design requirements of geoconstruction technologies used in accelerated bridge
construction are covered using the primary design methods referenced in GeoTechTools. Comparisons of
technologies are reviewed using the technology selection assistance system within GeoTechTools. The
use of GeoTechTools for specific application to accelerated bridge construction is discussed.
GEOTECHNICAL SOLUTIONS
A comprehensive, web-based information and selection guidance system compiling knowledge for
geotechnical solutions for transportation infrastructure has been developed to provide a framework for
applying geoconstruction technologies to specific project needs. The system is available at
www.GeoTechTools.org. The vital information available through the web-based system allows for
selecting, applying, designing, cost estimating, specifying, and monitoring construction of geoconstruction
technologies. As many of the technologies have subsystems, the system contains information on more
than 50 different geoconstruction technologies; the technologies in the system are listed in Table 1.
Table 1 – Technologies Included in the System
Aggregate Columns
Geotextile Encased Columns
Beneficial Reuse of Waste Materials
High-Energy Impact Rollers
Hydraulic Fill + Vacuum Consolidation +
Bio-Treatment for Subgrade Stabilization
Geocomposite Drains
Blasting Densification
Injected Lightweight Foam Fill
Bulk-Infill Grouting
Intelligent Compaction
Chemical Grouting/Injection Systems
Jet Grouting
Chemical Stabilization of Subgrades and
Lightweight Fill, EPS Geofoam, LowBases
Density Cementitious Fill
Mechanical Stabilization of Subgrades and
Column-Supported Embankments
Bases
Combined Soil Stabilization with Vertical
Micro-Piles
Columns (CSV)
Mechanically Stabilized Earth Wall
Compaction Grouting
Systems (MSEW)
Onsite Use of Recycled Pavement
Continuous Flight Auger Piles
Materials
Deep Dynamic Compaction
Partial Encapsulation
Prefabricated Vertical Drains and Fill
Deep Mixing Methods
Preloading
Drilled/Grouted and Hollow Bar Soil
Rapid Impact Compaction
Nailing
Electro-Osmosis
Reinforced Soil Slopes
Excavation and Replacement
Sand Compaction Piles
Fiber Reinforcement in Pavement
Shoot-in Soil Nailing
Systems
Geocell Confinement in Pavement
Screw-in Soil Nailing
Systems
Geosynthetic Reinforced Construction
Shored Mechanically Stabilized Earth Wall
Platforms
System
Geosynthetic Reinforced Embankments
Stone Columns
Geosynthetics Reinforcement in
Vacuum Preloading with and without PVDs
Pavement Systems
Geosynthetics Separation in Pavement
Vibrocompaction
Systems
Geosynthetics in Pavement Drainage
Vibro-Concrete Columns
2
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Geoconstruction technologies provide for modification of site soils and/or construction of earth structures
which are constructible and perform well under design and operational loading conditions. The growth in
geoconstruction technologies, products, systems, and engineering tools has been tremendous, with a
significant body of knowledge and large number of technologies available. Progress in this development
has been chronicled by means of many conferences, workshops, papers and reports - too many to be
cited herein. However, a few comprehensive references that describe many of the technologies included
in this web-based system are: ASCE (1, 2, 3), Chu et al. (4), Elias et al. (5), Holtz (6), Mitchell (7),
Munfakh and Wyllie (8), and Terashi and Juran (9). The information system described herein builds upon
these earlier works and provides a comprehensive reference for each geoconstruction technology. The
web-based system allows this information to be easily accessible and readily updated based upon user
input.
The GeoTechTools system promotes more widespread use of ground improvement and geoconstruction
technologies to achieve rapid renewal of transportation facilities, minimal disruption of traffic, and/or
production of long-lived facilities. This system provides the data necessary for determining the
applicability of specific technologies to specific project constraints and conditions, and then guides the
user to information needed to apply and engineer with a selected technology. The information, guidance
and selection system will guide the user to a short-list of potential technologies. From these potential
technologies, the user can access the catalog which includes information necessary for screening (i.e.,
depth limits, applicability to different soil types, acceptable groundwater conditions, applicability to
different project types, ability to deal with project-specific constraints, general advantages/disadvantages,
etc.), as well as guidance on design methodologies, QC/QA, costs, and specifications. Experienced
engineers will benefit from the design, construction, and cost information provided in the catalog. Less
experienced engineers, planners, contractors, etc. will also benefit from the technology selection
assistance portion of the system to assess the feasibility of technologies to address project
requirements/constraints. The web-based system does not replace the judgment of the engineer or other
user. The system does assist the user with selection and implementation of geoconstruction technologies
for a specific project. The system is a comprehensive toolkit of geotechnical information to address all
phases of decision making to allow transportation projects to be built faster, to be less expensive, and/or
to last longer.
THE WEB-BASED INFORMATION AND GUIDANCE SYSTEM
This comprehensive toolbox can (and should) be used during all phases of project delivery including
planning, scoping, design and construction. GeoTechTools was developed to assist engineers and others
involved in project development, scoping and/or the execution of highway projects, make more informed
decisions on geotechnical issues to reduce risk and minimize construction surprises. The value of the
web-based system is that it collects, synthesizes, integrates, and organizes a vast amount of critically
important information about geotechnical solutions on a readily accessible website. This information, or
user tools, have been vetted and are presented in consistent formats for each of the technologies.
Additionally, this is a living system; users are urged to contribute to it and keep it current. The target
audience for the system is primarily public agency transportation managers, geotechnical engineers,
bridge engineers, pavement engineers, and decision makers at local, state, and federal levels.
The two main components of the information system are a Catalog of Technologies and a Technology
Selection System. The dissemination of information through the Catalog of Technologies provides the
mechanism to facilitate technology transfer to everyday practice. One of the goals of the Technology
Selection component is to refer the user to the appropriate Individual Technology Information page within
the Catalog of Technologies. The other features of the website, such as the Project Background,
Glossary, Frequently Asked Questions, Contributions to GeoTechTools, Links, and About This Website,
support the primary components and usability of the website. The details of this development are
summarized in the web-based system development report (10).

3
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Catalog of Technologies
The Catalog of Technologies webpage provides a listing of the 50+ geoconstruction technologies in the
system. The name of each technology is a linked button that takes the user to a Technology Information
webpage for that technology. The Technology Information page represents the technology transfer for
each geoconstruction technology included in the system. Included on each Technology Information page
is a series of ratings. Technology ratings were developed through the completion of a qualitative
assessment to rate the technologies for each of the following: (i) Degree of Technology Establishment in
the U.S., (ii) Potential Contribution to Rapid Renewal of Transportation Facilities, (iii) Potential
Contribution to Minimal Disruption of Traffic, and (iv) Potential Contribution to Production of Long-Lived
Facilities. The complete Catalog of Technologies can also be viewed with these ratings.
From the individual Technology Information page, the user can access the following documents which are
generally provided as Portable Document Format (PDF) files: Technology Fact Sheet, Photographs, Case
Histories, Design Guidance, Quality Control/Quality Assurance Guidance, Cost Information,
Specifications, and Bibliography. These documents resulted from comprehensive analysis and evaluation
of each technology to produce sets of detailed user tools. Comprehensive assessments on each
technology were completed for design, QC/QA, and specifications to identify key engineering guidance
and to prepare the downloadable documents/tools.
Technology Selection System
A Technology Selection System was developed to aid in identifying a short-list of potential
geoconstruction technologies for a user defined set of project conditions. Technology selection contains
both a listing of the technologies sorted by classification and a dynamic, Interactive Selection Tool. This
interactive tool looks at project specific conditions such as depth of soils to be improved, types of soils,
construction constraints, etc. to develop a short-list technologies. After the user identifies potential
technologies applicable to their project, Technology Information pages and cost estimating spreadsheets
can be accessed additional screening.
An experienced engineer can access solutions according to particular classifications or categories of
problems. Alternatively, users can access solutions through technology group classifications of:
Earthwork Construction, Soft Ground Drainage & Consolidation, Densification of Cohesionless Soils,
Construction of Vertical Support Elements, Embankments Over Soft Soils, Lateral Earth Support, Cutoff
Walls, Liquefaction Mitigation, Increased Pavement Performance, Void Filling, and Sustainability.
The Interactive Selection Tool allows the user to assess technologies based on several applications. The
uniqueness of the Interactive Selection Tool is the approach of assigning a geoconstruction technology
on the basis of application. The first decision in the tool is to select one of the four listed applications,
which are: Construction over Unstable Soils; Construction over Stable or Stabilized Soils; Geotechnical
Pavement Components including Base, Subbase, and Subgrade; and Working Platforms, as shown in
Figure 1. The Interactive Selection Tool is a knowledge based system. Special programming formed the
logic and the knowledge is contained in a series of tables within the database. Each selection queries a
database column and utilizes a nested if…then statement to sort the appropriate technologies. A
significant benefit of the rule-based approach is the sharing of knowledge, especially when the knowledge
is not the type of knowledge typically published in scholarly publications (Spring et al. (11)).
Figure 1 also shows a typical screen view of the system. On the left-hand side of the screen are a
number of hot-linked buttons that the user can access at any time to obtain additional information.
Included are development project background, a glossary, abbreviations, frequently asked questions, and
resources. Particularly important to the system, there are links for users to make comments and
contributions to this system. GeoTechTools is set up to be a living system. The "life" comes from the
users and is updated based upon user input. Users are strongly encouraged to contribute technical
updates/corrections, case histories, cost information, photographs, and references to enhance and
expand this web-based system. One would just go under "Contribute" on the opening page to submit
information. On the right-hand side of Figure 1 are shown a list of all the technologies. Each member of
the list is a hot-link to the given technology information page. Any of these hot-links can be accessed at
any time during use of the system.
4
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Figure 1 – Screenshot of Interactive Selection System webpage with four application areas.
EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS FOR ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION
Use of the interactive selection system for application to accelerated bridge construction will be illustrated
with two examples. The first example consists of a bridge approach embankment and the second is the
development of retaining structures near the abutment of a bridge.
Accelerating Construction of a Bridge Approach Embankment
Most bridges have approach embankments and when a bridge spans a waterway the alluvial nature of
the floodplain often results in poor foundation soils. The construction of approach embankments can
induce significant total and differential settlement in some foundation soils and also create slope stability
problems. A number of geotechnical solutions are available to deal with the settlement and stability
concerns. The example problem consists of a bridge approach embankment wherein the embankment is
3000 ft long, has a height of 30 ft, a top width of 45 ft, and 2H:1V sideslopes. The foundation soils consist
of soft clay from subgrade to a depth of 50 ft, underlain by dense sand. A user enters the Interactive
Selection System, which lists the 46 Technologies in the system on the right hand side, and clicks on the
Construction Over Unstable Soils icon. This brings up the Construction Over Unstable Soils page, which
now shows 26 potential technologies on the right hand side. Using drop down menus, the user answers
two questions to reduce the number of potential technologies. The first question relates to the soil type in
the unstable soils and the second question relates to the depth below ground surface to which the
unstable soils extend. Selecting the Unsaturated and Saturated, Fine Grained Soils and the 30 to 50 ft
5
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depth range reduces the 26 technologies to 14 potential technologies. The resulting Interactive Selection
System page is shown in Figure 2 with the input selections made thus far and technologies that are
considered unsuitable for the selected conditions are grayed out on the right side. From this screen there
are two choices that can be made: 1) Additional project specific criteria can be input or one can Go to
selection summary where a PDF is made that shows the selections made and also summarizes the
ratings of the technologies considered applicable to the conditions input. The ratings are shown in Figure
3. One of the ratings is for rapid renewal, particularly applicable to Accelerated Bridge Construction, and
in Figure 3 it can be seen that Column-Supported Embankments and Lightweight Fill both have ratings of
5, indicating that they are relatively rapid technologies. Alternatively, if one continues with the projectspecific information button, one can choose from a number of additional dropdown menus to input
information related to the site conditions and project constraints, including purpose of the project and
construction schedule, among others, to further refine the number of potential technologies. One can
easily change project specific information to assess the effect various assumptions might have on the list
of potential technologies.

Figure 2 – Screenshot of webpage for approach embankment solution.
In this case if we want to further investigate the use of our two Rapid technologies, we can access design,
quality control/assurance, specifications, and cost information to allow detailed comparisons between the
two technologies to be developed. The technology products contain information related to construction to
allow estimates of the time necessary to construct. The ultimate choice between the two technologies will
likely be a combination of cost, time to construct, project logistics, and other factors that are of importance
to the project. Often one must balance the increased cost of a rapid solution with the decrease in overall
construction time (or time roadway is unavailable to the public) and assess the potential savings to the
public of a shorter construction time.
6
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Figure 3 – Ratings for potential technologies for approach embankment solution.
Accelerated Solutions for Retaining Structures Near Bridges
Solutions for retaining structures are accessed through the Construction over Stable or Stabilized Soils
icon shown in Figure 1. Selecting this application brings opens a page that shows three purposes for the
technology application: Enhance Compaction Process, Slope Stabilization and Earth Retention, and Use
of Alternative or Recycled Materials and lists 14 technologies on the right side. To access retaining
solutions we click on the Slope Stabilization and Earth Retention link. This brings us to a page that has
seven applicable technologies. To further narrow the selection we chose between Existing, Cut, or Fill
Slopes or New Slope or Earth Retention in Fill Section.
In new bridge construction, selection of New Slope or Earth Retention in Fill Section is the likely choice to
make. The results of this selection are shown in Figure 4, where we see there are three applicable
technologies: Lightweight Fill, Mechanically Stabilized Earth Wall System, and Reinforced Soil Slopes.
Clicking on Go to selection summary provides a PDF summary of selections made and the ratings for
these three technologies. The ratings are shown in Figure 5. Here we can see that the Rapid solution is
to use lightweight fill. The use of mechanically stabilized earth (MSE) walls is very common for bridge
retaining structures and while the rating for rapid renewal is only 3, there are some reinforced soil wall
solutions that are more rapid than others.
The MSEW technology includes traditional MSE walls and Geosynthetic Reinforced Soil-Integrated
Bridge Systems (GRS-IBS). GRS-IBS are composed of two main components: the Geosynthetic
Reinforced Soil (GRS) and the Integrated Bridge Systems (IBS). GRS is a reinforced soil technology that
uses closely spaced reinforcement with engineered fill and foundation improvement to construct
composite soil masses for support of bridges. The GRS wall eliminates the need for traditional concrete
abutments. IBS is a quickly-built, cost-effective method of bridge support that blends the roadway into the
7
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superstructure using GRS technology. Development of GRS has occurred over the past several decades
while the linking with IBS occurred in the early 2000’s. In 2010, FHWA introduced GRS-IBS as part of the
Every Day Counts (EDC) Initiative, aimed at accelerating implementation of proven, market-ready
technologies. Since that time GRS-IBS systems have been constructed in nearly every state, often on
local bridges where cost is a key issue.

Figure 4 – Screenshot of webpage for retaining structure solution.

Figure 5 – Ratings for potential technologies for retaining structure solutions.
If one is working on an existing bridge structure with the need for earth retention, one can explore
potential geotechnical solutions by clicking on Existing, Cut, or Fill Slopes link. This loads the page shown
in Figure 6, which lists five potential technologies to aid in remediating or stabilizing existing slopes or
walls. The ratings are shown in Figure 7. Soil Nailing is a technology particularly applicable to roadway
and embankment widening. Advantages include rapid installation, wall flexibility, reduced right-of-way
needs, and relatively lower cost than other slope protection techniques.
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Figure 6 – Screenshot of webpage for retaining structure solution existing systems.

Figure 7 – Ratings for potential technologies for retaining structure solution existing systems.
SUMMARY
A knowledge base has been compiled for more than 50 geoconstruction technologies and a web-based
information and guidance system has been developed to facilitate and organize this knowledge so that
informed decisions can be made by users. The technologies in the system have great applicability to
accelerated construction in regard to the geotechnical aspects of bridges. The system assists users in
the selection and implementation of a suitable geoconstruction technology for site specific conditions.
Detailed information provides for optimization of design, cost estimating, specifying, constructing, and
assuring quality to meet specific project requirements. Even with the wealth of information provided in the
system, proper application of a geoconstruction technology requires extensive background knowledge of
available ground treatment technologies and careful evaluation of several factors. These factors include
understanding the functions of the method, utilization of several selection criteria, the use of appropriate
design procedures, implementation of the right methods for quality control and quality assurance, and
9
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consideration of all relevant cost components and environmental factors. The value of the system is that
it collects, synthesizes, integrates, and organizes a vast amount of critically important information about
geotechnical solutions on a readily accessible website. The technical information provided in the
information system combined with the engineering judgment of the user will result in transportation
projects that are built faster, cost less, and last longer.
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MONTOUR RUN BRIDGE NO. 6 REPLACEMENT – THANKSGIVING WEEKEND
2012
Mark J. Pavlick, P.E., HDR Engineering Inc., (412)497-6031, Mark.Pavlick@hdrinc.com
ABSTRACT
The existing Montour Run Bridge No. 6 was the only access for five businesses. The bridge was closed
on Wednesday at 5:00 PM when the last employee to leave work crossed the bridge. After the long 2012
Thanksgiving weekend, a new bridge was in place, and on Monday morning it was business as usual.
INTRODUCTION
The Montour Run Bridge No. 6 (MT06) superstructure replacement project was one of four bridges in the
Design Group G contract awarded HDR Engineering, Inc. by the Allegheny County Department of Public
Works. The MT06 Bridge carries Scott Road over Montour Run in North Fayette and Moon Townships in
Allegheny County, northwest of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. North of the bridge, Scott Road intersects with
Montour Run Road. Immediately north of the bridge, Scott Road is crossed by the Montour Trail, a rail-totrail that is used extensively by runners and bicyclists.
On the south end of the bridge, there are five businesses that use the MT06 Bridge as their only means of
access to their workplace. The
businesses vary substantially in
the services they provide. One
business is an industrial
equipment rental company.
Another business is a design
firm, and another is a mail
order company.
The replaced bridge was a 49’0” simple span adjacent box
beam bridge with a bituminous
overlay set on masonry stone
abutments. These types of
superstructures have been
prioritized for replacement by
PENNDOT for the past nine
Figure 1 - Bridge Location Plan
years. The replaced
superstructure was similar to the
Lakeview Bridge located over Interstate 70 in Washington County, Pennsylvania, which in December 2005
an exterior beam failed without warning.
PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING
Initial Type, Size & Location (TS&L) Plans
HDR proposed widening the existing bridge substructure and the new superstructure. This would permit
the replacement of the 20’-11” wide superstructure in stages maintaining one 11’-0” wide lane through
both stages of construction. The initial Type, Size & Location (TS&L) Submission was developed on this
basis and approved.
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Public Meeting
With the approval of the TS&L for the bridge and two other bridges in the contract, a Public Meeting was
held on July 15, 2010 to present the three project directions to the local stakeholders and public officials.
The MT06 Bridge was thought to be the bridge with the least amount of concern since the presented
solution was deemed to be the only viable method to replace the bridge and maintain traffic across the
bridge during construction. This thought was dashed as a representative of H&K Equipment, one of the
landlocked companies, stated that his company routinely moves 15’-0” wide permit loads to and from their
facilities. The initial TS&L Plans would not provide the necessary access for H&K Equipment and would
need to be revised. An alternate plan had to be developed to meet the needs of the businesses during
construction and get the superstructure replaced.
Stakeholder Coordination
Since the initial TS&L Plans would need to be revised to provide a structure to move permit loads across
the bridge, a number of different options were investigated. A staged alternate using 15’-0” wide lanes
was considered. This option was impractical since it would require a much wider structure than the
existing bridge. The new bridge width was restricted by a pumping station located on the east side of the
bridge and a sewer interceptor manhole, a power line, and a business located on the west side of the
bridge. In discussions with the affected businesses, the original structure width met their needs, but the
businesses needed access throughout construction of the new bridge. The businesses could not afford a
shutdown of their operations during bridge construction. Per the request of the Department, HDR
investigated replacement of the bridge using accelerated bridge construction (ABC) techniques. The
Department and HDR met with affected businesses, which included the landlocked businesses and the
Montour Run Trail Council (MRTC), to discuss possible bridge replacement dates. All were agreeable to
having the bridge replaced over a long holiday weekend.
Existing Bridge Wellness Monitoring
Prior to its replacement, the existing
adjacent concrete box beam bridge had
extensive deterioration. The existing
prestressed concrete box beams had
longitudinal cracks which were
effloresced. In addition to this
deterioration, the west fascia beam was
separated from the other six concrete
box beams, which lead to an assumption
that all beams were acting independently.
This assumption resulted in low live load
ratings. The bridge was posted. There
was a concern that live loads in excess
of posted limit were using the bridge.
The landlocked businesses could not
afford to lose this bridge. It was then
determined to monitor the superstructure
to ensure the bridge was responding to
loads elastically. Four of the seven
Figure 2 - Linear Displacement Gages
prestressed concrete box beams were
monitored using linear displacement gages at the center of the beams. Live load displacements recorded
by the gages were nearly identical. The monitoring proved that six of the seven beams were “sharing” live
load and thus the live load ratings were higher than assumed. Real time bridge wellness was observed,
and immediate notification would be made if the superstructure did not perform elastically. The monitoring
Figure 2 - Linear Displacement Gauges
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provided comfort that the superstructure was “operable” prior to its replacement. Even with the noted
deterioration, the monitoring lead to the removal of the structure posting limit for the bridge.
New Direction
Since the existing bridge width was acceptable to the stakeholders, it was feasible to replace the bridge
using ABC techniques over a long holiday weekend. There were numerous benefits going this direction.
Keeping the width of the superstructure and eliminating widening the abutment saved design and
construction time and money. Replacing the bridge at the original location permitted the reuse of the
existing abutments. At a new location, new abutments would be required. Placing the new bridge at the
existing bridge location meant no right-of-way takes were required. Also, minimal approach work would
be required.
A new TS&L Submission was prepared using a superstructure suited for accelerated bridge construction.
The submission was approved on September 29, 2011.
FINAL DESIGN
With the project in Final Design, prefabricated bridge elements and systems (PBES) details would need to
be finalized, special provisions related to accelerated bridge construction, PBES, the schedule, and the
dates for the actual bridge replacement set.
The new superstructure is 47’-9 ¼” center-to-center of bearings and consists of one 11’-6” lane, a 6’-0”
wide shoulder, and a 2’-0” wide shoulder. The 6’-0” wide shoulder was required to provide a walk area for
employees who want to use the rail-to-trail. The 22’-6” wide bridge was supported by five W18x119 rolled
beams spaced at 4’-11 7/8”. The concrete overfilled grid deck is 7 3/16” thick.
Schedule
A meeting was held with the stakeholders, and it was agreed that the bridge would be replaced over the
2012 Thanksgiving weekend. The bridge would close at 5:00 PM on Wednesday, November 21, 2012
and open at 6:00 AM on Monday, November 26, 2012. On Monday, the bridge would be complete in its
entirety, but the final approach bituminous pavement would be completed in the spring of 2013, since
batch plants would not be open in the fall months. The landlocked businesses made arrangements to
minimize shipments on Monday after Thanksgiving. The delivery business loaded vans for Monday’s
shipments and moved them to another location. There was still extreme concern regarding a delayed
opening of the bridge and the potential impacts to their business operations.
Prefabricated Bridge Elements and Systems (PBES)
There were three PBES for the project: the superstructure, the precast abutment caps, and the precast
moment slabs. Although the superstructure and deck were designed as a prefabricated system, this
system was designed to be erected in three sections. This method allows the superstructure to be
prefabricated off site and trucked to the bridge site. The rolled beam in the center of the bridge would be
erected first, then half of the deck on two rolled beams, and then the other half of the deck on two rolled
beams on the opposite side of the bridge. The deck is a concrete overfilled 5” steel grid deck. A blockout
over the center rolled beam permits the two sections of grid deck to be bolted together at the steel trim
bars at the center of the bridge. Shear connectors can then be placed on the center beam. The blockout
can then be filled with high early strength (H.E.S.) concrete and the bridge open to traffic.
The precast reinforced concrete abutment caps needed to be set prior to the superstructure. The existing
masonry stone abutments would be demolished to a masonry joint to accept the precast abutment caps.
The abutment caps were designed to overhang the masonry stone by 2’-0”. The cap was also designed
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to span 6’-0” if in the future an existing masonry stone deteriorated. The design could easily be made
adding minimal reinforcement to the top and bottom of the cap. The precast cap, shimmed in place, would
sit on a nominal non-shrink grout pad. The cap was also anchored to the masonry stone with doweled in
dowel bars. Anchor bolt holes were also cast into the cap. The top of the backwalls on the abutment caps
would be cast-in-place using H.E.S. concrete to set the extrusions for the bridge strip seals. On the
backside of the precast abutment caps, inset ferrules permit steel angles to be bolted on to support the
precast moment slabs adjacent to the bridge. Lifting lugs were also cast into the precast abutment caps
for lifting the caps.
Precast moment slabs were set on each corner of the bridge behind the precast abutment caps. The
moment slabs were set over the partially demolished masonry stone wingwalls to transition the structure
PA Type 10M barrier to a guiderail connection in an extremely short period of time. The moment slabs
are detailed for a bituminous overlay and also serve as pseudo-approach slabs.
Special Provisions
Numerous special provisions defined the PBES, set pay items, and defined special work requirements.
There were special provisions for the precast abutment caps and precast moment slabs to define the
materials used, set restrictions on precast member transportation, and set the fabrication tolerances.
There were also minimum concrete strength requirements for shipping provided in the special provisions.
Given the tight time constraints of the project and the need to minimize disturbances to the Montour Run
Trail, various special provisions were included in the contract. Contractor sign in and attendance at the
Pre-bid meeting was required for the Contractor to bid the project. With the short construction period over
the Thanksgiving weekend, the Contractor was required to provide an hourly construction schedule during
this period. Liquidated damages were also included in the contract if the Contractor did not open the
bridge by 6:00 AM on Monday, November 26, 2012. The liquidated damages were $10,000 per hour,
which was based on a rough estimate of the lost wages by the employees of the landlocked businesses.
A Construction Special Conditions special provision defined the necessary coordination required with the
businesses prior to and during construction and also the 15 minute maximum disruptions to the trail dawnto-dusk. The Contractor had no restrictions regarding the trail from dusk-to-dawn.
PROJECT LETTING
Bids were opened on June 27, 2012 and the Joseph B. Fay Company (Fay) was the lowest of seven
bidders at $804,932. The Engineer’s estimate was at $748,725. The construction costs resulted in a
higher than normal superstructure cost due to the premium on materials and labor associated with the
work being performed over the Thanksgiving weekend, and most importantly, risk. Although these costs
were higher than normal, they represent a savings since the cost of a new structure on a new alignment
would include the cost of a new superstructure, new abutments, new approach roadways, and extensive
right-of-way takes.
Notice-to-proceed was given on August 28, 2012, and Fay began to coordinate its efforts immediately.
They held a meeting with all of their fabricators, HDR and Allegheny County to open the lines of
communication and expedite shop drawing reviews and approvals on August 29. Elements to be
fabricated were the steel superstructure, the expansion joints, the bridge railing, the abutment caps, and
the moment slabs. Extensive coordination was required to meet the steel superstructure delivery to the
site in early October, 2012. Extensive coordination was required to meet the grid deck delivery schedule
as well. The expansion joint manufacturer sent the structure side extrusions to the grid deck
manufacturer, so the extrusions could be welded to the end trim bars prior to grid deck galvanizing.
Fay received permission to construct the new bridge on a section of property southwest of the bridge.
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This permission was extremely critical to Fay, since they had planned to further expedite the
superstructure erection.
CONTRACTOR ALTERNATE DESIGN
There were numerous areas close to the bridge site that could be used for the Contractor’s staging area,
but none of these areas were close to the bridge. Discussions during the design phase of the project lead
to the understanding that the owner of the property at the southeast corner of the bridge would not be too
cooperative with any interference to his property. This all changed during construction, as Fay was able to
negotiate a temporary construction easement for his equipment and trailers adjacent to the existing
bridge. Fay then elected to use this easement to construct the bridge superstructure in its entirety
adjacent to the existing bridge. Fay intended to lift the new bridge in place using a super crane. In review
of the superstructure weights and pick radius, Fay determined it can lift the superstructure in one piece if
lightweight concrete was used for the deck. Fay submitted a request to use lightweight concrete in the
deck, which was approved by the County. The lightweight concrete deck overfill in the grid deck also
resulted in improved live load ratings, since the structure dead load was less.
CONSTRUCTION
The Joseph B. Fay Company
was on the site by midSeptember, 2012 to prepare
for the delivery of materials.
Even though the existing
bridge would not be
demolished until November
21, 2012, the construction of
the new superstructure would
begin adjacent to the existing
bridge in early October.
Pseudo-bearing pads were
set in front of the bearing line
on the lift beams, so when the
superstructure steel was
delivered to the site, it could
be erected to the relative
elevations of its final
placement. Steel was
delivered on October 8, 2012
Figure 3 - Steel Superstructure
and steel erection completed
on October 9, 2012. This is quite a feat considering project Notice-to-Proceed was August 28, 2012.
The grid deck was delivered and placed on the superstructure steel on October 15, 2014. The lightweight
concrete deck was placed on October 22, 2012 and the barriers were placed on October 25, 2012. An
interesting aspect of this project is that although this is an ABC project, the deck cured for over one month
prior to seeing vehicular traffic.

Now that the superstructure was complete, the contractor concentrated on having an overhead electric
line moved in order to facilitate the clearance required for the super crane movements. The super crane
was not required to erect the superstructure in phases per the original design but was required when Fay
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erected the superstructure in its entirety
adjacent to the existing bridge.
Fay also built a temporary access to the
land locked area for use during the
bridge closure. The location of the
temporary access was investigated in
design but ended when the property
owner stated his desired compensation.
This request was prior to ABC
construction of the bridge, which the
access would be used as a detour. The
property owner wanted his parking lot
repaved due to the increased truck
traffic the detour would cause. Fay
would only use the access for pick up
trucks and cars over the Thanksgiving
weekend.
The precast moment slabs, the precast
abutment caps, the super crane, and
Figure 4 - Grid Deck Placement
excavators were delivered to the site the
week of November 19, 2012, and Fay was prepared to perform.
Fay had back-up additional equipment
and materials on site just in case there
was a breakdown or a material overrun.
Nothing would stop construction, and the
liquidated damages would be avoided.
The bridge was officially closed on
Wednesday, November 21, 2012 at 5:00
PM, as scheduled, when the last group
of business employees left for the day.
Traffic control was immediately set in
place, and superstructure demolition
began at 6:00 PM.
Superstructure demolition was
completed by 9:00 PM, and the partial
substructure demolition was completed
by Thanksgiving Day at 2:00 AM.
Construction was already 12 hours
ahead of schedule within the first 12
Figure 5 - Superstructure Prior to Placement
hours of work. The remaining masonry
stone abutments were then prepared for placement of the precast abutment caps. The abutment caps
were set by 2:00 PM on Thanksgiving Day, and the supporting grout was permitted to set.
The bridge superstructure was set using the super crane at 4:00 AM on Black Friday with little reason for
excitement. The bearing anchor bolts were hung from the bearing sole plates during the superstructure
move, and all anchor bolts dropped perfectly into the anchor bolt cans on both abutments. The super
crane was a 550 ton crane with a mega wing lift attachment and a 352,700 pound counterweight and a
132 foot boom. The superstructure was a 177,000 pound pick. The precast abutment caps were a
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46,000 pound pick.
The top of the backwalls were then set
using HES (high early strength) cement
concrete. The backwall concrete cured
for a day when testing revealed the
required backwall concrete strength
had been achieved. The precast
moment slabs were then placed on
November 24, 2014. Each moment
slab took approximately one hour to set
into place.
The approaches were graded with
gravel and the guiderail placed. The
bridge was completed on November 25
at midnight. The bridge could now be
opened on November 26, 2012 at 6:00
AM as promised. The bridge was
completed 1 ½ days ahead of
schedule, much to the delight of those
at the site, the affected stakeholders,
and the County.

Figure 6 - Superstructure Placement

The gravel riding surface at both
approaches to the new bridge were
permitted when the bridge opened,
since batch plants were closed in
November. A special provision was
included in the contract for Fay to
maintain the riding surface over the
winter months. The bituminous
approach pavement was completed
with the cooperation of the businesses
and the Montour Run Trail Council over
two weekends in the spring of 2013.

Figure 7 - Completed Approach Pavement
CONCLUSIONS
Accelerated bridge construction projects are required for a number of different reasons. For this project,
five businesses and their employees were impacted. The success of the project started with the
cooperation of the businesses and the Montour Run Trail Council. The design of the PBES components
were forgiving in their construction, and the design was thorough as the anticipated construction
procedures were reviewed numerous times. Specific special provisions set scope and schedule
requirements. Last by not least, the Contractor was innovative, proactive, and thought through all aspects
of the construction to make certain the bridge would be completed on time.
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ABSTRACT
Three bridges in rural Montana were each replaced over weekend road closures with prefabricated
elements using accelerated bridge construction (ABC) techniques. Wide support from the public and
various agencies was gained through reduced construction time, less environmental impact, and reduced
overall construction costs – without consideration of road user costs.
INTRODUCTION
The Montana Department of Transportation (MDT) replaced three bridges in a rural area of southwestern
Montana along the Lewis & Clark Highway (US HWY 12) between Townsend and White Sulphur Springs
with new 54-foot single-span precast concrete structures. Built in the 1930s, the existing timber bridges
were constructed in a narrow canyon through the Big Belt Mountains where the 24-foot wide two-lane
highway competes with Deep Creek for space on the canyon floor between the steep rocky walls. High
flows during the spring runoff in 2011 resulted in significant scour at the bridges and erosion of the
highway embankment. The flooding required emergency maintenance action to prevent structural loss
and triggered a project to replace the bridges.
SITE CONSTRAINTS/ ABC
The three structure sites are in Deep Creek
Canyon where there is limited area for
temporary detours or construction staging. The
existing roadway is 24 feet wide with one lane
in each direction. The existing structures were
all timber structures built in the 1930’s. US
HWY 12 had an ADT of 810 in 2011 with 10.4%
trucks. All three structures were replaced with
right-angle, single-span bridges with a span
length of 54-feet. The roadway alignment was
matched to the existing alignment to minimize
impacts and roadway work.
Conventional bridge construction and temporary
detour bridges were originally scoped due to the
approximately 2-hour or 120-mile detour around

Figure 1 Proposed single lane temporary detour with traffic
signals at both ends which required blasting of the hillside and
clearing and grubbing of the adjacent riparian area.
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the Big Belt and Bridger mountain ranges. Initially, complete road closures with ABC were not considered
an option because of the long detour. However, following preliminary layout for temporary detours (Figure
1), conventional bridge construction was abandoned in favor of complete closure with ABC. The design
team identified several reasons for this change:











Poor sight distance at two of the
sites raised safety concerns for
traffic control flaggers and the
traveling public.
Geometric site constraints of the
canyon provide little room to stage
equipment (Figure 2).
The construction of a detour bridge
would increase the project duration
4-5 weeks per detour bridge.
Riparian habitat needed to be
cleared, grubbed, and even filled in
some places to support a temporary
detour.
Figure 2 Site Constraints
One site only had enough room
between canyon walls for a single lane detour.
Conventional construction with a temporary detour and traffic control was estimated to cost nearly
twice as much as the ABC with weekend closures.

Several ABC techniques were examined. Options with precast deck panels on beams increased
construction time and cost due to handling of the panels and curing of grout or closure pours. Additionally,
integral deck bulb-tee beam options were ruled out as they increased the structure depth which increased
necessary roadway work. Lateral slide and self-propelled modular transporter (SPMT) options were also
ruled out due to the geometry of the canyon and limited construction staging near the structures. Tri-deck
beams with off-alignment early foundation construction and precast bridge substructure elements were
chosen to achieve weekend closures with minimal cost.
MDT held meetings with the public, Montana Fish Wildlife & Parks, U.S. Forest Service, and local
emergency services. Weekend closures of the roadway and ABC were preferred by all agencies and the
public due to lower cost, reduction in construction duration, and less environmental impact. Emergency
services providers accepted the closure and staged equipment and personnel on each side of the canyon
to serve the local communities. The weekend closures were advertised through radio, television, and
local newspapers. Variable message signs were also placed on the surrounding highway system to
inform the traveling public of the closures.
DESIGN
Weekend closures of the road required the bridge to be constructed with a modular system to minimize
construction time. A typical bridge consisted of early drilled shaft foundations combined with precast
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conventionally reinforced concrete grade beams, wingwalls, and prestressed concrete tri-deck beams.
See Figure 3 below for an elevation view of the precast modular system supported by the drilled shafts.

Figure 3 Modular Precast System

The five tri-deck beam lines were longitudinally jointed to create the superstructure and riding surface.
The new bridges simply span 54’-0” and provide two 12’-0” lanes and at least 2’-0” shoulders.
Two of the bridges are located on tangent roadway alignments. One of these bridges has a normal crown
cross section while the other holds a 2% transverse slope for the length of the bridge because of its
proximity to a super elevation transition. The third bridge is located in a horizontal curve resulting in a 6%
transverse cross slope.
Additional shoulder width was needed to account for one of the bridges being located on a horizontal
curve. The bridge is tangent, so an extra 4” of width was added to provide the minimum 2’-0” shoulder
width along the full length of the bridge. The extra width was added to the other structures to simplify
design and fabrication by matching all
bridge deck widths.
Drilled shafts were chosen for the
foundation over piles and spread
footings because of sloping bedrock
common to each of the bridge sites.
The 3-foot diameter drilled shafts were
socketed into the bedrock on each side
of the road just beyond the existing
shoulder. Placing the drilled shafts just
off the road allowed the construction to
occur under single-lane traffic during
the day with the road reopened to twolane traffic during night and non-work
hours. All of the drilled shaft
construction was complete several
weeks before the weekend road
closure. When the road was closed, the
contractor could quickly excavate to the
buried drilled shafts, clean the surface,

Figure 4 Drilled Shaft Connection
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connect the steel reinforcing using embedded mechanical couplers, and place the shim and expansion
joint material before setting the grade beams.
A major design challenge was creating a drilled shaft and grade beam connection that added no
construction time. The time window for bridge construction during the closure was not long enough to
accommodate separate grout cure times for the grade beam connection and the superstructure keyway
connection. Additionally, the connection had to be able to handle the deflection and rotation of the grade
beam cap under dead and live loads as the span between the drilled shafts is long.
A typical fixed condition moment connection was considered with grouted bars extending into the cap.
However, the dead load and live load from the beams on the transverse cap spanning between the drilled
shafts created a large moment that could not be taken through the drilled shafts without significantly
increasing their size over what was needed for axial loads. Additionally, void sizes and time required for
grouting the connection made a full moment connection impractical. Other options considered were pot or
disc type bearings, which were not preferred as the connection is buried.
The challenges of this connection were addressed by using a pin connection with a keyway at the top of
the drilled shaft. This design allows the tri-deck beams to be placed on the grade beam immediately after
the grade beam is placed on the drilled shafts without grout (Figure 4). The keyway allows live load
rotation about the longitudinal axis of the structure and provides resistance to rotation about the
transverse axis of structure. Following beam placement, the detail allowed concurrent grouting of the
connection and superstructure keyway.
The precast conventionally reinforced concrete grade beams are 3 feet wide and step from a 4’-0” depth
between the drilled shafts to a 2’- 8” depth above the drilled shafts. The step in the grade beam allows the
connection to be above the anticipated ground water level which prevents the need to dewater the
connection for grout placement. The precast concrete transverse grade beams contain a void created by
a 10” diameter corrugated metal pipe at each of the drilled shaft locations. Four #9 steel reinforcing bars
extend from the top of each of the drilled shafts into the void. The connection is designed to be grouted
after the tri-deck beams are placed. This approach allows the superstructure longitudinal keyway and
drilled shaft grouting to be combined and saves time during the weekend closure.
The prestressed concrete tri-deck beams are longitudinally jointed T-type beams (Figure 5). Integral

Figure 5 Typical Section
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concrete backwalls were plant cast to eliminate forming and casting in the field. The beams have weld
ties at 5’-0” on center in the continuous keyways between the beam flanges and the keyways are filled
with fast setting grout after welding. The weld ties in the tri-deck beams are painted to protect the steel
from corrosion. The top flange of the tri-deck beams are designed to be the wearing surface of the bridge
deck.
On higher speed roadways, an asphalt riding surface is often placed over the integral deck prestressed
concrete beams to account for camber and improve grade control. However, the asphalt overlay
increases the structure depth, holds water near the flange, and is subject to reflective cracking from the
joints which increases maintenance on the structure. To avoid the need for asphalt overlay the top flange
thickness was varied from 8.25 inches at mid-span to 10 inches at the abutments to account for the
camber in the beams (Figure 6).

Figure 6 Slab thickness correction diagram showing the variation in slab thickness to match roadway grade.

FABRICATION
The precast elements were all fabricated in Spokane,
WA by Oldcaste Precast – Central Pre-Mix Prestress
Co. Each bridge was dry-fit (assembled without grout)
in the precast plant’s yard before being shipped to the
project site. During the dry-fit, the precast grade
beams were placed on temporary concrete footings to
match the grade and cross slope of their final positions
(Figure 7). The tri-deck beams and wingwalls were
then set on the precast concrete grade beams. The
dry-fit allowed the contractor to inspect the fit-up of the
prefabricated bridge elements and address any issues
before the weekend closure. Minor anchor bolt
misplacement was the most common issue addressed.
The dry-fit was a success and eliminated fit-up issues
and reduced the Contractor’s risk of exceeding the
weekend closure times.

Figure 7 Bridge Dry-fit

CONSTRUCTION
Dick Anderson Construction out of Great Falls was the prime contractor. Construction included early
foundations paired with a precast concrete modular bridge system. The drilled shaft foundations were
constructed during single lane traffic, prior to the weekend closures (Figure 8). The grade beams,
wingwalls, and superstructure were fabricated at the precast plant and shipped to the project site. One
grade beam was sent to one side of the bridge where a smaller crane could lower it into position. The
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other grade beam and all the tri-deck beams were
transported to the other side of the bridge where
the one large crane could place them.
The asphalt overlay and backfill of the existing
timber bridge were removed using an excavator
on each side of the bridge. A crane was brought in
and removed the timber deck and then continued
lifting out the girders, timber piles, and backwalls.
The excavators then removed the overbank
material and exposed the drilled shafts for the
placement of the precast concrete grade beams.
The drilled shafts were prepared for the
connection with the grade beam by attaching the
Figure 8 Early Foundations
rebar to the couplers cast in the drilled shafts and
providing hard plastic shims and expansion joint
material. Cranes then placed the grade beams on
the drilled shafts, followed by the tri-deck beams
(Figure 9). Once the tri-deck beams were in
position the connections between the bent and
drilled shafts were grouted with quick setting low
exothermic epoxy grout. The tri-deck beams were
then leveled, welded, and grouted. The wingwalls
were placed and grouted while the tri-deck beams
were welded and grouted.
The contract schedule for the weekend road
closure of the canyon started on Friday at 6:00
PM for each bridge, and the road was scheduled
to reopen at 7:00 AM the following Monday. A
$38,000/day incentive/disincentive was included in Figure 9 Setting Tri-deck Beams
the contract and was calculated based on each
full hour. Each of the three road closures opened early and actual closure times shortened as the
contractor became more familiar with the process. The first structure was completed and the road was
opened to traffic at 3:00 AM on Monday, the second at 3:00 PM on Sunday and the third at 1:00 PM on
Sunday. The first 4-6 hours after the road was closed was spent removing the existing bridge. Stream
work and abutment excavation coincided and followed the bridge removal for the next 6-10 hours. The
new bridge was constructed within 24 hours, followed by the bridge end backfill ranging from 6-18 hours.
Guardrail and additional riprap placement occurred on Monday under single lane traffic and asphalt
approach surfacing occurred during the following week.
CONCLUSION
The use of ABC techniques with three weekend closures had wide support from the public, agencies, and
the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife & Parks. By utilizing off alignment drilled shaft construction and
prefabricated precast grade beams and prestressed concrete tri-deck beams, the need for temporary
detours in the canyon was eliminated. MDT’s selection of ABC construction techniques not only reduced
construction time and environmental impacts, but also reduced overall project costs – without
consideration of road user costs - by eliminating the costly temporary detour structures.
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Figure 10 Working All Night
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